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license is granted by implication or other use under any patent or
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State of the Art
A new era in electric power con-

version began with the development
of the silicon controlled rectifier
(SCR) in late 1957. From the first
16 ampere average current rated
unit, an entirely new family of
semiconductor devices was created.
Thyristors are now available with
current ratings from milliamperes
to over a thousand amperes and
with voltage ratings up to 2,600
volts. It is estimated that nearly one
thousand domestic manufacturers
use thyristor devices.

A large number of disc type
(hockey-puk) SCRs are manufac-
tured; high dv/dt and di/dt devices
with fast turn-off are available for
inverter applications; many plastic
packages are being produced; and
several manufacturers provide un-
packaged SCRs and triacs in chip
form. The continuing developments
in both linear and digital integrated
circuit components have made very
complex thyristor gating and con-
trol circuits much more feasible.
International Rectifier now has a
line of SCR devices rated up to
2,500 amperes RMS. These devices
are produced in a wide variety of
packages including plastic, press-fit,
conventional stud-mounted, and
hockey-puk.

The triac is widely used for
ac voltage control. Although the
majority of these bi-directional tri-
ode thyristors are rated at or be-
low 40 amperes and at voltages up
to 600 volts, International Recti-
fier produces 60, 100 and 200
ampere devices rated up to 1,000
volts.

The first thyristor applications
involved simple phase control for
lamp dimmers, heat controls, and
ac motor voltage controls. As a
wider range of triacs became avail-
able, they replaced the SCR in most
of these applications. More ad-
vanced phase control circuits were
pursued next including reversing dc
motor drives with inversion to the
ac system for regenerative braking
of up to 6000 hp armature con-
trolled motors for large mill drives.

A great variety of sophisticated
static power conversion equipment
is now being produced, ranging
from small appliance controls to
variable frequency 100 hp ac drives
for a wide range of industrial appli-
cations.

In an electric power control
system, the power converter is the
critical link for matching the source
to the load. The characteristics of
both the source and the load and
often the electrical and ambient
environment determine the duty on
the converter. It falls upon the cir-
cuit designer to choose the proper
circuit arrangement for the specific
application. However, he is often
constrained by the capability of the
available power switching devices.
Recently, this device capability has
become the major factor in deter-
mining the size and efficiency of a
converter circuit, hence the opti-
mum arrangement for the required
duty. The most recent develop-
ments in thyristor characteristics
have been to make this limiting
factor in power system design less
restrictive.
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Figure 1. The International Rectifier thyristor line includes SCR devices
mted from 1.6 amperes to 2,500 amperes of RMS current, peak reverse
voltage ratings ranging from 50 to 1,700 volts, as well as power logic triacs.
passivated assembled circuit elements, (PACE/paks), power assemblies and
a wide variety of heat exchangers and mounting hardware.



The choice of power conversion
systems can be divided into the
four main categories shown in Fig-
ure 2. Figure 2(a) shows a dc source
feeding a dc chopper which, in
turn, converts the power and regu-
lates it through a dc load. Figure
2(b) consists of an alternating cur·
rent generator acting as a source for
a cycloconverter. The load can re-
quire from the cycloconverter vari-
ab Ie frequency and/or variable
volt-seconds. Figure 2(c) shows a dc
source feeding an inverter which
feeds either an ac variable frequen-
cy load or a dc variable volt-second
load. In this case the inverter may
or may not be preceded by a vari-
able dc source, depending upon the
requirements of the load and the
type of inverter used. The fourth
system (Figure 2(d» is the familiar
alternating current generator phase
controlled converter which could

instead be a zero cross-over voltage
triggered, pulse burst modulated
system feeding a dc load. The
cycloconverter is a special case of
this system. A fifth category is
forced commutated cycloconvert-
ers. This type of system combines
the requirements of a cycloconvert-
er and some classes of inverter so
that the characteristics reqUired of
the switching device in this type of
application can be derived from the
other categories.

The three most critical applica-
tions are the dc chopper with time-
ratio control, the cycloconverter of
a polyphase variety, and the invert-
er, whether in the chopping or
pulse-modulated mode or in the
alternating mode. In general, the
dynamic requirements of the device
in a cycloconverter application are
greatly dependent upon high opera-
ting frequency. In other systems

__ SO_~~C_E_H__CH_gi_PE_R _H__Lg_~D __ I'
ALTERNATING AC

LOAD
CURRENT - CYCLOCONVERTER - (VARIABLE

GENERATOR FREQUENCY)

__ S_O_~_~_C_E__ H IN_V_E_R_TE_R__ H D_~C_L_g=_D I <

ALTERNATING PHASE DCCURRENT - CONTROLLED -
GENERATOR CONVERTER

LOAD
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this frequency is low, as in the
alternating inverter. In both of
these cases, neither the dijdt nor
the dvjdt becomes an extreme lim-
iting factor in the application of the
device. In extreme cases where, for
instance, a cycloconverter is em-
ployed as a variable speed, constant
frequency drive in an aircraft appli-
cation, where the designer attempts
to limit the blanking time in the
system in order to achieve the most
usefulness from the devices and re-
duce the apparent output harmonic
content, the cycloconverter takes
on the characteristics of a pulse
width modulated inverter. The
semiconductor devices are required
to operate conditions of high fre-
quency operation, critical turn-off
time under limited back bias condi-
tions, and high reapplied dvjdt. The
extreme case for the inverter is
pulse width modulation or chopped-
mode operation.

The forced commutation, pulse
width modulation inverter has been
thoroughly described in the litera-
tureby McMurray and Shattuck
[I], and Bedford and Hoft [2].
The circuit shown in Figure 3 is a
typical single-phase, half bridge ver·
sion of this type and is useful here
for the purpose of analysis.

Referring to Figure 3, SCR I and
SCR2 conduct load current from
the center tapped dc supply.
SCRIA and SCR2A provide for
commutation in conjunction with a
properly charged capacitor CI.
SCR I and SCR2A are triggered on
simultaneously. Load current is
conducted through SCRI. At the
same time, the capacitor charges
resonantly through the inductance
LI, attaining voltage polarity as
shown. SCR2A will cease conduc-
tion when the capacitor becomes
fully charged. The circuit is then
prepared for commutating SCR I



off. When SCRlA is triggered on,
SCR1 is back-biased through Ll
and Cl and diode RDI. The cap-
acitor then supplies the sweepout
energy of SCR1 and the load cur-
rent, and may discharge its excess
commutation energy through RDI.
The capacitor Cl will then charge
in the opposite direction to that
shown and SCRlA will cease con-
duction when this capacitor revers-
es its charge.

In order to provide both voltage
and "frequency control to a load, for
example an induction motor, this
circuit can be used in a multiple-
pulse modulation mode to be able
to provide not only frequency con-
trol, but also volt-second control.
However, this mode of operation
necessitates several switching and
commutation cycles during a single
load half cycle. Typical waveshapes
of current and voltage for SCR1 are
shown in Figure 4. Also shown are
the current waveshapes of SCR2A

and SCRlA. The variation of these
waveshapes with load and changes
in circuit parameters are well ex-
plained in the references [1] [2].
In order to show distinctly the
markedly different current condi-
tions for the SCRs in the commuta-
tion and main portions of the
power circuit, the duration of the
commutation current has been ex-
tended with respect to the on-time
of the main power circuit. In an
actual case, these impulses of half
sine wave current are generally
much shorter in comparison to the
on-time of the main SCRs. Using
these waveshapes as a guide, opti-
mum device characteristics may be
extracted.

The main devices see very rapid-
ly rising current flowing into the
load. They also conduct the current
required to charge the commuta-
tion capacitor. These devices switch
from a very high voltage. Typically,
on a rectified 460 V, 3-phase power

SCR,
VOLTAGE

SCR,
CURRENT

SCR2A
CURRENT

SCRIA
CURRENT
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line, they will switch from approxi-
mately 550 volts when used in the
full bridge version and, without ex-
ternal suppression, rates of rise of
on-state current will be in the order
of 100 to 200 amperes/Ilsec. By
employing limiting reactance in
series with the main device, this
current can be quite easily limited
to 20 amperes/Ilsec, even including
the discharge of the capacitor in the
snubber network, which is connect-
ed in parallel with the SCR to
provide dv/dt suppression in the
circuit.

Using a circuit with a heavily
inductive load, the purpose of the
anti-parallel diode is obviously to
provide a path for this reactive en-
ergy to flow. When the load is both
active and reactive, such as a motor
capable of regeneration into the
system, the diode is necessary to
prOVide a path for such regenera-
tion without creating excess nega-
tive voltage on the main power
devices. It is also useful in minimiz-
ing the harmonic content of the
current in the load.

The requirements of this diode
to have fast recovery and low dec-
lination rate of recovery current
characteristics have been well dis-
cussed [3] [4]. The emphasis on
fast recovery, however, has prob-
ably been overdone. True, it is de-
sirable to minimize the stored
charge characteristic of the diode in
order to limit the amount of in-
ductive energy stored in the exter-
nal circuit. This is given by the
relationship 1/2 L 12. However, in
order to provide an attractive elec-
trical ambient for the main SCR, it
is most important to demand a
diode which has a soft declination
characteristic, that is, returns from
its peak negative sweepout current

to zero in a relatively soft manner.
This will minimize the di/dt in the
circuit, therefore minimizing the L
di/dt in the external circuit. By this
means the transient voltage and
dv/dt to which SCR1 and SCR2 are
subjected when the anti-parallel
diode does recover will be limited.

The diode, no matter how soft
and quick its recovery, creates sev-
eral problems. Just at the time the
main SCR is reqUired to be back-
biased by the commutation circuit,
the diode minimizes this back-bias
by providing essentially a one-volt
drop in anti-parallel with the SCR
during the discharge period of the
commutation circuit. This is a dis-
advantage for most thyristors, es-
pecially large power devices, be-
cause low back-bias on the SCR
tends to extend the necessary re-
covery time of the forward and
reverse junctions, extending the
time interval before the SCR is
capable of withstanding reapplica-
tion of forward voltage. In some
applications, especially in drives
rated several hundred horsepower,
it has been found difficult to close-
ly couple this inverse parallel diode
with the main SCR; thus the circuit
is no longer as simple as shown in
Figure 3 but also includes some
appreciable inductance in series
with the anti-parallel diode. This
inductance acts as a voltage divider
with the commutation inductance
L. As long as the net potential drop
on the SCR and anti-parallel diode
combination is negative with re-
spect to the cathode of the SCR,
the SCR forward blocking junction
is not reqUired to be recovered.
Without lead inductance, reverse
bias is maintained over the entire
conduction interval of the diode.
However, with inductance, the co-



sinusoidal voltage generated by the
reactive voltage division, can shrink
the reverse bias time by as much as
50%, since the inductive potential
drop is opposite to the forward
drop of the diode at the midpoint
of the commutation cycle. Thus,
the effective commutation time is
considerably reduced in the type of
mechanical arrangement where the
inductance in series with the anti-
parallel device cannot be mini-
mized. In some cases, circuit design-
ers have purposely inserted an in-
ductance in this portion of the cir-
cuit, thus reducing the effective
commutation time by 2:1 but pro-
viding increased negative bias on
the SCR dUring the initial portion
of the commutation period. By this
means, some of the lost commuta-
tion time is regained by optimizing
the magnitude of the reverse bias.

Some further observations can
be made, referring to the wave-
shapes in Figure 4. The main SCR
must exhibit a superior (very short)
turn-off time, in addition to low
switching losses and high di/dt cap-
ability. Since it is required to be
commutated several times during a
half cycle, short turn-off times are
necessary to minimize the commu-
tation storage energy and therefore
the size of the commutation com-
ponents. Since the dv/dt in the
system tends to be very high, it is
also desirable that this SCR have a
very short turn-off time with high
reapplied dv/dt. In order to have
successful pulse width modulation,
it is necessary to recharge the com-
mutation circuits before commuta-
ting the main SCR dUring a given
half cycle to the load. Thus, for
maximum utilization of the SCRs,
it is desirable for the SCR charging
the commutation circuit to recover

quickly, making it possible to turn
on the next commutation SCR the
earliest possible time after gating
the main device. This provides max-
imum modulation in the system.
The commutation device is required
to have low switching losses under
high sinusoidal current pulses at
several times the pulse rate of the
basic inverter circuitry in order to
minimize its switching losses. Since
the commutation circuit tends to
ring, the auxiliary or commutation
SCR is often reqUired to have a
high voltage rating unless an I.luxili-
ary resistor and an extra pair of
feedback diodes are utilized from a
common point of the commutation
circuit to provide damping of the
circuit resonance.

With these requirements in
mind, International Rectifier d,,-
signed an SCR capable of operation
in a several hundred horsepower
drive system which demanded all of
the required attributes of the
switching thyristors described. The
accelerated cathode excitation
(ACE gate) SCR with epitaxial
emitter structure when tested using
the circuit of Figure 5 exhibits rath-
er low switching losses, as shown in
Figures 6 and 7. Also shown in
Figure 6 is a typical large junctiqn
alloy-diffused device without ac-
celerated cathode excitation gating,
tested under the same conditions.
This device has considerably higher
losses, namely 16,900 peak watts
per pulse. Also shown in Figure 7 is
a double diffused device tested un-
der these conditions, having switch-
ing losses of 10,900 peak watts per
pulse. The advantage, then, of the
accelerated cathode excitation epi-
taxial emitter structure in terms of
dynamic losses per pulse is as much
as 7,300 peak watts. Using this
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device in a typical 60 Hz inverter
motor drive application, with pulse
width modulation at five pulses per
half cycle, results in a difference in
switching losses of 500 watts; there-
fore increasing the effective rating
of the ACE epitaxial device over

alloy-diffused and double diffused
devices tested and compared under
the same conditions by a factor of
41%.

Referring to the voltage fall
shown on the turn-on waveshapes
in Figure 8, it is obvious that with
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Figure 8(b). Sinusoidal Current Pulse Used for Turn-Off Time Measurement
with SCR in Anti-Parallel
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Turn-On Power Loss Evaluation



this new emitter structure, the
turn-on of the device is completed
in a much shorter period of time
than that obtained using more
standard emitter structures. An-
other important feature is the turn-
off time of the device using the
anti-parallel diode arrangement
shown in Figure 3. However, to be
useful in an induction motor drive
of several hundred horsepower cap-
acity, this turn-off time must be
minimized in the 1,500 to 2,000
ampere range with the forward cur-
rent declining at a rate of 40 or 50
A/p.sec. Test results with and with-
out an anti-parallel diode at high
and low currents are shown in
Table 1. Figure 9 shows the percent
change in turn-off time versus peak
current.

Since the diode recovery is of
prime importance it is interesting to
observe that the SCR developed
with the new emitter structure also
exhibits an inherently soft recovery
characteristic. An assembly using
two of these SCRs is an application
of this theory. One of the devices is
chosen to have very good dynamics
in terms of turn-off time, dv/dt,
and low switching losses with the
ACE epitaxial emitter structure.
The other device in the assembly is
connected in anti-parallel with this
SCR, but is arranged to be anode-
triggered through a resistor-diode
network so that when it becomes
forward-biased it automatically
turns on. By using Hockey-Puk de-
vices, an assembly arrangement was
made in which the stray inductance
of the anti-parallel loop was mini-
mized, thus reducing the voltage
divider effect discussed earlier. The
turn-off time of a typical assembly
tested under the identical condi-
tions previously described, was re-

duced by 50%, and the reapplied
dv/dt on the main commutated
SCR was minimized, since the an-
ode-triggered anti-parallel SCR had
an inherently soft recovery charac-
teristic. The voltage impressed on
the main SCR at the initiation of
commutation in the circuit re-
mained as a forcing voltage to
sweep out the main SCR dUring the
delay period of the anode-triggered
device connected in anti-parallel
with it. In order to further study
the advantages of this combination,
a more complicated anode-trigger-
ing circuit was inserted which pro-
vided an adjustable delay period
(see Figure 10). Increasing this de-
lay period did not appreciably de-
crease the turn-off time of the main
SCR (See Table I). Thus it was
possible to maintain a simple diode
resistor combination for anode-
triggering of the anti-parallel device
and still obtain minimum commuta-
tion time for the main thyristor.

The third device required in the
system is the commutation or auxi-
liary thyristor. This device is re-
quired to periodically carry a high
amplitude half sine wave impulse of
current, providing charging and dis-
charging of the commutation cap-
acitor through the commutation in-
ductance L1. This device is also
required to turn off in a reasonable
time under these conditions. The
peak of this commutation current
has to exceed the current in the
main SCR previous to the turn-off
since in the impulse commutated
circuit the anti-parallel diode is on-
ly back-biased when the commuta-
tion current exceeds the load cur-
rent. In Figure 11, to indicates the
commutation time allowed for the
main device (the time the main
device is back-biased), Iload indi-
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Figure lO(b). Reverse Voltage with Anode Triggered Anti-Parallel SCR
Delayed with R-C Combination
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Figure 11. Commutation Current
for Impulse
Commutated Inverter

cates the magnitude of the load
current, and Icom indicates the
magnitude of the commutation
thyristor current. Optimization re-
quires the peak commutation cur-
rent to equal 1.5 times the load
current. Thus, for a load current of
1,200 amperes, the commutation
device should see a peak current of
1,800 amperes. The accelerated
cathode excitation epitaxial emitter
device has been tested in an LC
discharge circuit capable of apply-
ing turn-off conditions in order to
properly simulate this commutation
circuit duty.

The switching losses of the device
are reduced, using an ACE epitaxial
emitter structure, by a factor of 2: 1
compared to double diffused or al-
loy-diffused conventional gating
emitter structures.

A significant reduction in
switching losses in conjunction with
good dynamic characteristics were
the main objectives of the ACE gate
device. However, an unexpected
bonus, particularly interesting for
inverter applications, is realized
from the regenerative nature of the
ACE gate. Once triggered into con-
duction, no matter how marginal
the gate signal, the ACE structure

supersedes and expands the gating
process. Consequently, 2 Jlsec rise-
time gate pulses do not impair de-
vice operation even into high rates-
of-rise of anode current. This char-
acteristic allows the use of noise
suppression capacitance, connected
from gate to cathode, which is pro-
hibited by normal devices which
require hard gate drive with 0.1
Jlsec rise-time. Since noise and pick-
up problems plague any inverter -
especially the high power, high fre-
quency, impulse commutated vari-
ety - a simple method of suppres-
sion is most welcome.

Another type of suppression
which is always a problem for the
circuit designer is suppression of
rate-of-rise of forward voltage as
seen by the thyristors in the power
circuit. Even in low frequency cir-
cuits, dv/dt suppression is often
necessary. In high frequency sys-
tems the values necessary for the
snubber network components to ef-
fectively influence the dv/dt as seen
by the SCRs are such that the
snubber networks have very high
dissipations and become extremely
costly. Some of the work that has
been done with new device geo-
metries in the recent past, as evi-
denced by improved turn-on cap-
abilities, has led to further studies
in improving other dynamic charac-
teristics of the devices by employ-
ing proper geometry.

False triggering of thyristors due
to rapid changes of anode-to-cath-
ode voltage (dv/dt) is caused by
capacitive currents flowing in the
thyristor. When a thyristor is in the
blocking state, the center region
supports the applied voltage, but
this region has a certain junction
capacitance as shown in Figure
12(a). The basic electrical equiva-



lent is shown in Figure 12(b). When
the anode-to-cathode voltage is
changing, a displacement current
flows through this junction capaci-
tance and into the gate cathode
region. If this displacement current
is sufficiently high, then the thyris-
tor will become triggered into con-
duction by this dv/dt generated
gate current.

There is a circuit technique
which is very widely used in the
application of thyristors to control
the dv/dt applied to thyristors in
operating circuits; this is shown in

ANODE
(a)

ANODE TO
CATHODE
VOLTAGE

Figure 13.
However, device manufacturers

have been able to greatly improve
the dv/dt capability of thyristors by
modifying the semiconductor struc-
ture. This device structure modifi-
cation evolved from the use of ex-
ternal resistors connected from gate
to cathode to improve dv/dt cap-
ability (see Figure 14).

Obviously, this external resistor
provides an alternate path for the
displacement current, reducing the
amount flowing through the gate
cathode region. However, this re-
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Figure 14. Theoretical Optimum Thyristor Geometry for External
Gate Bias dv/dt Suppression



sistor provides maximum shunting
of the gate to the cathode at the
point where the internal gate wire is
attached. At the opposite side of
the silicon slice, the shunting is less
efficient but with very small de-
vices, the external resistor is useful
in improving dv/dt capability. As
the device area increases, a more
efficient shunting (or emitter short-
ing) means is required. One way of
achieving this is to extend the cath-
ode metallization to cover part of
the gate region as shown in Figure
15. This overlap provides an intern-

al resistor, which shunts the entire
circumference of the gate cathode
region, thus providing a more effi-
cient shunt. Unfortunately, as
thyristors become larger, this in-
ternal shunt becomes less efficient
because of the effects of the intern-
al lateral resistance of the gate re-
gion, as shown in Figure 16.

To provide the most efficient
internal shorting, large area thy-
ristors are fabricated with dis-
tributed internal shorts as shown in
Figure 17. Small islands of gate (P)
material are created which extend

GATE TO CATHODE
SHORT (AROUND PERIPHARY
OF CATHODE ONL YI

LATERAL RESISTANCE OFV
GATE REGION SILICON
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through the cathode (N) region and
are connected to the cathode metal-
lization. Through the use of this
technique, it is now possible to man-
ufacture thyristors with dv/dt cap-
ability well in excess of 1500V Illsec.

IR's ACE gate device illustrates
the thyristor innovations that have
made possible a new generation
of sophisticated solid-state power
control techniques.
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International Rectifier's custom-built test equipment is used to check the
performance of each SCR before it is marked and shipped. This test is used
to measure forward voltage drop, surge capability, gate characteristics and
blocking voltage.



Device Characteristics
REVERSE BLOCKING TRIODE
THYRISTOR - SCR

The most widely used member
of the thyristor family of semicon-
ductor devices is the reverse block-
ing triode thyristor or silicon con-
trolled rectifier, the SCR. The SCR
is a rectifier since it has a forward
direction in which it may have a
very low resistance and a reverse
direction in which it has a very high
resistance. It is controlled, since it
can be switched from a high for-
ward resistance (off-state) to a low
forward resistance (on-state). Al-
though the change in resistance is
great (high voltages can be blocked,
high currents can be conducted), it
can be achieved with very small
values of control voltage, current,
and power. Also, once the SCR
has been triggered on, it will re-
main on, even with the triggering
signal removed.

The circuit symbol and block
diagram of the silicon controlled
rectifier are illustrated in Figure
1-1. Figure 1-2 shows the cross-

CATHODEf'"
ANODE

Figure I-I. SCR Cross-8ection,
Block Diagram and
Graphic Symbol

section of a typical silicon wafer
used in an SCR.

As a circuit element, the silicon
controlled rectifier can be used to
block the normal flow of current
for any length of time desired. To
initiate conduction, a signal is ap-
plied to the gate to trigger the
device on. When used in an ac
circuit, conduction may be initiated
at the beginning of any given posi-
tive half cycle, thus providing a

(METAL!
IN)
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simple on-off control. Or conduc-
tion may be initiated at some later
time in the positive half cycle, thus
varying the average voltage im-
pressed upon the load. This process
is known as phase control, and the
interval of delaying the initiation of
current is the triggering angle or
angle of phase retard, a (in electric-
al degrees). The interval of current
conduction (in a simple, half-wave
resistive circuit) is known as the
conduction angle.

In more complicated rectifier
circuits having two or more rectify-
ing devices, varying the triggering
angle a reduces the average output
voltage, but does not necessarily
change the conduction angle, since
this is determined primarily by the
particular circuit used.

Controlled rectifiers may be
used to control ac power by con-
necting them in an anti-parallel (in-
verse parallel) manner, so that one
conducts load current in one direc-
tion while the other conducts in the
opposite direction. (IR's logic-triac,
discussed later in this Chapter,
controls ac as well as dc, depending
on gate signal characteristics.) The
gate triggering signal may be used
to switch the flow of current on
and, by using phase control, the
average voltage applied to the load
may be varied.

In dc circuits where the voltage
across the controlled rectifier does
not reverse, the gate may be used to
initiate current flow, but some
specific means must be provided to
turn the flow off. (In operation in
resistive ac circuits, current flow
ceases when the supply voltage re-
verses at the end of each positive
half cycle.) In a dc circuit, a mech-
anical switch may be used to inter-
rupt the current, or a more com-

plex circuit can be used in which
triggering a second controlled recti-
fier causes a momentary flow of
reverse current through the first
controlled rectifier, causing it to
turn off. This process is known as
commutation, and is the basis of
operation of the controlled rectifier
inverter. Devices having a maximum
rated turn-off time are useful for
such applications.

Gate triggering circuits should
provide a well-defined pulse of cur-
rent which is several times greater
than the maximum required dc gate
current to trigger (at the minimum
anticipated operating temperature)
given for the particular device to be
used. Curves in Product Data Bulle-
tins show the range of gate voltage
and current within which satisfac-
tory operation can readily be
achieved without exceeding the
voltage, current, and power dissipa-
tion ratings of the gate. When con-
ventional gate SCRs are used in
applications where the initial anode
current rises very steeply (high dij
dt), gate pulses approaching the
maximum permitted by the gate
characteristic curve are most desir-
able to minimize device heating
while it is first turning on. Trigger-
ing by varying a dc bias, commonly
used with thyratron tubes, is not
recommended for controlled recti-
fiers since gate sensitivity varies
markedly with changes in junction
temperature as well as from one
device to another.

A graph of the on-state, off-state
and reverse characteristics of a typi-
cal controlled rectifier is shown in
Figure 1-3.

SCR Operation [1]
A relatively straightforward rep-

resentation of the SCR that demon-
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strates its regenerative switching ac-
tion is shown in Figure 1-4.

For this method of analysis, the
SCR is considered as two transistors.
The center N-P regions of the SCR
are common to both the PNP and
NPN transistors. For the PNP trans-
istor, the base current is given by
the relationship in Formula 1-A.

IB1 = IA - IE1 = 1A - a11A-
I ICOl = (1- a1) IA - ICOl (l-A)

The collector current for the NPN
transistor is given in Formula 1-B:

Combining 1-A and 1-B gives
Equation 1-C:
(1-a1)IA-IC01=a2IK (l-C)

+IC02

Defining IK gives Equation 1-D:
IK = IA + Ig (l-D)

The final expression is given in
Equation 1-E:
(1-a1) IA - IC01 =

a2 (lA + IG) + IC02 (l-E)
IA (1 - a1 - a2) = a21g -tIc 01 +IC02

a21g + IC01 + IC02
IA=-------

1-a1 - a2
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Where:

IBI Base current of PNP trans-
istor
Anode current of SCR
Collector current of PNP
transistor
Fraction of holes injected
from anode which are col-
lected at J2
Fraction of electrons in-
jected from the cathode
which are collected at J2
Leakage current of PNP
transistor
Cathode current of SCR
Leakage current of PNP
transistor
Gate current of SCR

It is possible to obtain this same
expression by equating the base
drive current IG + ICI to the base
current of the NPN transistor.

Equation I-E indicates that if a1
+ a2 becomes equal to unity, the
anode current can increase without
bound, which results in a type of
regenerative action. Since the cur-
rent gains of transistors are effected
by changes in the emitter current, if
the gate drive raises the emitter
current to the point where the sum
of the alphas is unity, SCR switch-
ing action will occur. This switching
action may also be induced by oth-
er means. Exposing the junctions to

light, a sufficient increase in device
temperature, or raising the anode
voltage can also cause enough in-
crease in the emitter current to
produce the situation where aI +
a2 = l.

For a somewhat deeper physical
understanding of the regenerative
action in the SCR, the hole and
electron concentrations can be ex-
amined during device turn-on [2].
A schematic representation of the
SCR for this discussion is shown in
Figure 1-5.

If a forward voltage less than the
breakover voltage is slowly applied,
the anode becomes positive with
respect to the cathode, and junc-
tion J2 becomes reverse-biased
while junctions JI and J3 are light-
ly forward-biased. The device re-
mains in the off condition. Elec-
trons near junction J2 move toward
the positively biased anode leaving
behind donor impurities that are
stripped of electrons; and in a simi-
lar fashion, holes in the P2 side of
J2 move toward the cathode, leav-
ing uncompensated acceptor im-
purities on the right side of J2. The
result is that a depletion region
composed of donors and acceptors
uncompensated by mobile charge
carriers develops in the region of J2
creating a high electric field which
sustains the applied voltage.

The equilibrium carrier concen-
trations in the regions of the device

ANoDEo •.•----D~ N_l rn'----....OCATHODE



of Figure 1-5 are assumed to be as
follows:
P1 1019 acceptor/cm3
N11014 donor/cm3
P2 1016 acceptor/cm3
N2 1019 donors/cm3

These relative concentrations are
typical of those required for desir-
able operation of practical devices.

When the forward voltage is
raised to the breakover voltage lev-
el, the following events occur:
A. The increased forward voltage

produces a larger forward bias
on J1. This means that more
holes are injected from region P1
to N1 as in a normal forward-
biased diode. Since the electron
density in N1 is much less than
the hole density in region P1,
electron injection from right to
left across J1 may be neglected.

B. The holes injected from P1 to
N1 diffuse across region N1 and
are then swept across J2 because
of the large electric field at J2.
This junction had been reversed-
biased by nearly the full anode-
cathode applied voltage.

C. The holes swept across J2 in-
crease the hole density in region
P2. This produces a momentary
build-up of positive charge in
region P2, which raises the effec-
tive forward bias on J3.

D. The greater forward bias on J3
causes more electrons to be in-
jected from N2 to P2 as in a
normal forward conducting di-
ode. Because of the relative car-
rier concentrations, hole injec-
tion from P2 to N2 is negligible
compared to the increased elec-
tron injection from right to left
across J3.

E. The electrons injected into re-
gion P2 diffuse across this region
and are swept into the N1 region

by the electric field across J2.
F. The additional electrons swept

into the N1 region momentarily
raise the negative charge in this
region, which results in greater
forward bias on J1. This in-
creased forward bias causes more
holes to be injected from P1 to
N1. This is the beginning of
event A above, and thus a regen-
erative switching action occurs.
The regenerative switching ac-

tion continues until the anode-
cathode voltage across the device
drops to about one volt. This low
value of voltage results because the
electric field across J2 continues to
sweep holes from N1 to P2 and
electrons from P2 to N1 until a
sufficient number of the uncom-
pensated donors and acceptors
in the space charge region of J2
have become compensated to for-
ward bias this junction. In the
steady-state forward conducting
condition, the major carrier flow
involves holes from left to right
across J1 and electrons from right
to left across J3. Recombination in
the relatively long N1 and P2 re-
gions must occur to provide the
necessary hole and electron cur-
rent across J2 to sustain the carrier
flow at the terminals of the device.

Although the turn-on action has
been discussed, assuming it was ini-
tiated by increasing the anode-
cathode voltage to the breakover
level, a similar action is initiated
when gate current is applied. This
increases the forward bias on junc-
tion J3, producing a sequence of
events, starting with event D, which
again produces the regenerative
switching action.

The anode-cathode voltage ac-
ross the device in the forward
conducting condition is the sum of
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the voltages on the three junctions
as shown in Formula 1-F:
VAK=VJ1- VJ2 + VJ3 (I-F)

Since the "back-injection" on J2
is not as great as the injection
across the other two junctions, the
forward voltage of the SCR, when
it is on, is somewhat greater than
the forward drop of a similar diode
conducting the same current. For
example, the corresponding diode
and SCR drops might be typically
0.8 volt and 1.1 volts respectively.

An interesting feature of the
"turned-on" condition of the SCR
is that the middle junction, J2, is
forward-biased, while the current
flowing through it is a reverse cur-
rent with respect to this junction
[3]. Thus, junction J2 in this con-
dition is similar to the thermoelec-
tric generator or the recovery state
of a silicon rectifier.

However, the "generator" be-
havior of the plain rectifier is a
short duration carrier recombina-
tion or clean-up period, while the
"generator" character of junction
J2 is maintained continuously when
the SCR is in its forward conduct-
ing state. Thus, the forward power
loss is less than the sum of the
theoretical losses in junctions J1
and J3. It may be calculated from
the observed terminal voltage drop
vs. current characteristic as in a
simple rectifier.

This has been a brief discussion
of the operation of the SCR. For a
more complete discussion of this
subject, the reader may refer to a
number of semiconductor texts and
articles, including references [4],
[5], and [6].

Static Characteristics
The characteristics of an SCR

are strongly influenced by tempera-
ture. Since there are two dependent
variables (voltage and current) and
four independent variables (con-
duction-state, gate current, time,
and temperature), the presentation
of the complete set of characteris-
tics is impracticable, and only the
most essential characteristics are
discussed.

Off-State with No Gate Signal
In the off-state, with no gate

signal applied, the controlled recti-
fier has the characteristics of two
conventional silicon rectifier diodes
connected in series, back-to-back.
As seen in Figure 1-3, the off-state
characteristic is essentially symmet-
rical and consists of a saturation
current region where the current is
substantially independent of ap-
plied voltage but is strongly tem-
perature dependent, and an ava-
lanche region where the current
rises rapidly for only a small in-
crease in applied voltage. In the
reverse direction, the avalanche
breakdown is similar to that in a
silicon rectifier diode, where exces-
sive avalanche current can destroy
the device.

In the forward blocking, or off-
state, region, avalanche current
above a certain value will switch the
device to the on-state and the off-
state characteristic is terminated at
the voltage where this occurs. This
is known as the forward breakover
voltage. Both the reverse break-
down voltage and the forward
breakover voltage are temperature
dependent. Devices are normally as-
signed the same voltage rating in
both the off-state and reverse direc-
tions. However, most devices ex-
hibit a slightly higher reverse ava-
lanche voltage than off-state ava-



lanche voltage and, therefore, in
practice, it is the off-state voltage
rating that becomes the final rating
of the device. The off-state and
reverse power losses are small com-
pared to the forward conduction
and switching losses.

The break over voltage and cur-
rent are stable and reproducible for
a particular device at a given tem-
perature and the quoted breakover
voltage is eq ual to, or greater than,
rated peak repetitive voltage over
the entire range of operating tem-
peratures. The current to assure the
device remaining in conduction af-
ter triggering but with gate current
removed (the latching current) is of
the same order of magnitude but is
somewhat greater than the holding
current, the minimum current at
which the device will remain in the
on-state, although there may be
a considerable spread between
devices.

At the point of breakover, the
SCR suddenly switches to the on-
state, where it exhibits a character-
istic similar to a conventional sili-
con rectifier diode, having a very
low forward voltage and a high
current carrying capability.

The device will not return to the
off-state until the anode-to-cathode
current has been reduced by extern-
al means to a value below the hold-
ing current. The holding current is
the minimum value that will con-
tinue to sustain the device in the
on-state and any further reduction
will cause the device to switch off.

The blocking currents are strong-
ly temperature dependent. Figure
1-6 shows the variation of this leak-
age for a typical device over the
temperature range from -650C to
+130oC. This example is only typi-
cal, and there will be variations

among individual devices and among
series of devices.

Of greater significance is the
temperature dependence of the
breakover voltage. This relation is
shown in Figure 1-7. From this
figure, it can be seen that the use of
break over as a means of controlling
the device would be difficult since
the operating temperature would
have to be·accurately controlled.

Off-State with Gate Signal
When gate current is present, an

appreciable increase in both off-
state and reverse current is ob-
served. This results in additional
power losses which could damage
the device if not considered when
determining the permissible on-
state current.

When a small gate current is
applied to an off-state biased device
(anode positive with respect to
cathode), in addition to an increase
in off-state leakage current, the
breakover voltage will be substan-
tially reduced. Figure 1-8 shows the
effect of increasing gate current
on the off-state characteristic. To
avoid the possibility of the device
triggering on when it is not sup-
posed to, most designers utilize
pulse triggering techniques. The
triggering pUlses are then made
large enough to insure positive trig-
gering at all temperatures, thereby
reducing the possibility of a trigger-
ing failure.

On-State
In the on-state, a controlled rec-

tifier has a forward characteristic
similar to that of a silicon rectifier
diode. Average current turned on is
independent of gate current, except
at very low levels. The character-
istic is dependent on temperature,
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but the change in on-state voltage
with temperature is small. Typical
on-state voltage versus on-state cur-
rent characteristics are shown in
Figure 1-9.

The limiting factors for maxi-
mum permissible on-state current
are power loss and current density.
On the other hand, at low on-state
currents approaching the holding
current, the on-state characteristic
becomes unstable. At levels below
the holding current, the device
turns off and reverts to the off-
state, when the gate trigger pulse is
removed. The value of the hold-
ing current decreases with increas-
ing temperature as shown in Fig-
ure 1-10.

At low levels of on-state current,
the on-state voltage increases with
decreasing current and in this re-
gion, the device has a tendency to
turn off. Over an appreciable range,

the on-state voltage is substantially
constant, and at high current levels
(above rated current), the device
becomes primarily resistive, par-
ticularly at high temperatures. In
this region, the resistances of the
silicon-to-metal contacts and the in-
ternal conductors become signifi-
cant and are of particular import-
ance with regard to devices carrying
high surge current pUlses of short
duration. The temperature de-
pendence of the on-state voltage at
high levels of current is such that a
self-sustaining temperature rise is
produced. The familiar loop ob-
served on a volts-versus-current os-
cilloscope trace is caused in part by
this transient heating hysteresis.

It is important to differentiate
between holding current and latch-
ing current. Holding current is the
current below which a controlled
rectifier fails to conduct when the
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anode current has been smoothly
decreased. Latching current, on the
other hand, is the minimum level of
anode current at which the con-
trolled rectifier will latch on and
maintain itself in the on-state after
an applied gate trigger current has
been removed. Again, latching cur-
rent occurs when the device is in
the off-state and is being triggered
on. The holding current occurs
when the device is in the on-state,
and current through the device is
decreasing until the device turns
off. Latching current may be sev-

eral times greater than holding
current.

Voltage Rating
In selecting controlled rectifiers,

the voltage and current ratings are
the first considerations. The voltage
rating should be high enough to
withstand anticipated voltage tran-
sients, as well as the repetitive peak
off-state and reverse blocking volt-
ages that the device will see. In
heavy industrial rectifier diode
equipment, it is common practice
to provide a margin of two and
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one-half times between the working
peak reverse voltage applied by the
circuit and the repetitive peak
reverse voltage rating of the recti-
fier diodes.

In the case of controlled recti-
fiers, a somewhat smaller margin is
quite often employed. This is the
result of two factors. First, the
maximum junction operating tem-
perature for controlled rectifiers is
usually lower than for rectifier di-
odes. Diodes usually may be oper-
ated up to 1900 or 2000C. Most
controlled rectifiers are limited to
1250C although a few may be oper-
ated at 1500C. At these lower tem-
peratures, reverse leakage is less and
there is reduced danger of a catas-
trophic failure due to a reverse volt-
age spike. Second, it is possible, by
using selenium surge suppressors,
such as IR's Klip-Sels, to engineer
clamping circuits which prevent
transients that appear across the

controlled rectifiers from exceeding
about 1.7 times the device peak
voltage rating (2.4 divided by V'2).
Thus, equipment designed for oper-
ation directly from a 480-volt pow-
er circuit under conditions of five
percent high ac line voltage and
protected with Klip-Sels, can make
use of controlled rectifiers rated
1200 volts. (The ac supply voltage
will be 505 volts under five percent
high line conditions, and this will
impose a working peak reverse volt-
age on the controlled rectifiers of
715 volts. Since 1.7 times 715 is
1215 volts, a 1200-volt device is
suitable.)

Current Rating
Controlled rectifiers are assigned

both an average current rating
(based on 1800 current conduction
angle and averaged over a full cycle)
and an RMS current rating. The
RMS rating (which is also the dc
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rating) is useful, because it is essen-
tially independent of the angle of
current conduction, whereas the
average current rating decreases as
the conduction angle is made less
than 1800• Also, the RMS rating
for a given device is larger than the
average rating, which makes RMS
values more appealing when com-
paring one unit with another.

For conventional alternating cur-
rent, the RMS value is the peak
value divided by ..[2. In contrast to
this, for a current which consists of
only one 1800 (half sine wave)
pulse each cycle, the RMS value is
the peak current divided by two.
(In this latter case, the RMS value
can also be e~ressed as 1r /2 or
1.57, or 1.11 y2 times the average
current).

The RMS value of two half sine
wave current pulses in one cycle is
..[2 times the RMS value of one
such pulse per cycle. Thus, when
two identically rated controlled rec-
tifiers are connected in anti-parallel
(see Figure 1-11), they can handle
1.41 times the RMS current rating
of either one (this is 2.22 times the
average current rating of either one).

On the other hand, when one
controlled rectifier is fed by the

Figure 1-11. SCR Anti-Parallel
Circuit

output of a single phase bridge rec-
tifier, as shown in Figure 1-12,
there is a current pulse through the
controlled rectifier each half cycle.
The maximum alternating current
(in the ac line feeding the bridge)
which can be controlled is 1.11
times the average current rating of
the controlled rectifier for this
mode of operation. It will be seen
that this should be just half the
RMS current that two identical
units can carry when connected in
anti-parallel, except that when con-
ducting two half sine wave current
pulses each cycle, a controlled recti-
fier has an average current rating, at
any given case temperature, which
is approximately 30 percent greater
than the average rating for the more
usual case of only one half sine
wave pulse per cycle. This is true,
because the peak current that must
be carried for a given average cur-
rent, when there are two current
pulses per cycle, is only half of
what it would be if there were only
one pulse per cycle, and this causes
less heating of the semiconductor
material for a given value of average
current and permits higher current
rating. These ratings are extended
in Table I-I.

Figure 1-12. Hybrid Bridge
Rectifier
Circuit



RMS RATINGS
IT(AV) IT(RMS) TWO
MAX. MAX. RMS ONE DEVICE, DEVICES

AVERAGE ON-STATE TWO PULSES IN ANTI-
ON-STATE CURRENT PER CYCLE (A) PARALLEL *
CURRENT RATING (A) (1.11x 1.3 (A)h/2

RATING (A) (1(/2IT(AV)) IT(AV)) 1(/2IT(AV))
3 4.7 4.3 6.7
4.7 7.4 6.8 10.4

10 16 14.4 22.2
16 25 23 35.5
22.3 35 32 49.5
35 55 51 78
40 63 58 89
50 80 72 111
70 110 101 156
80 125 115 178

100 160 144 222
150 235 216 333
250 400 361 555
300 470 433 666
350 550 505 777
420 660 606 933
500 785 722 1111
550 865 794 1222
700 1100 1010 1555
850 1350 1227 1888

1000 1600 1447 2221
1600 2500 2309 3554

Rounded off for ease of handling.
*Based on maximum allowable case temperature being the same as maxi-
mum allowed at rated half sine wave current.

The waveform of currents car-
ried by inverter thyristors seldom
is a simple half sine wave or rect-
angle. Yet, the designer needs to
know the RMS value of this current
when selecting the thyristor to be

used. The following procedure may
be used to calculate the RMS value
of any current waveform that can
be broken up into segments for
which the RMS value can be cal-
culated individually.
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The RMS value of the current
wave is determined by dividing the
waveform into segments, calculat-
ing the 12t value for each segment,
adding up these values and from
this sum, determining the RMS
value. Thus, it is possible to quickly
determine the RMS value of cur-
rent waveforms of any degree of
complexity.

Figure 1-13 tabulates the 12t
values (more precisely the integral
of i2dt values) for a number of
commonly encountered current
waveforms. The mathematical ex-
pressions describing these wave-
forms are given under the heading
"Function." In addition, a formula
for 12t is shown for each case. Both
expressions are in terms of the peak
value of the current wave in ques-
tion, Icm. The duration of time
term, t, is defined in the waveshape
sketches. Note, in the case of
an exponentially decaying current
wave, the time used is the value to
the first time constant of the ex-
ponential curve.

Figure 1-14 illustrates how a
complex wave may be split up into
segments which are appropriate for
this method of analysis. A wave-
shape can be found in Figure 1-13
which will match the shape of each
segment of the complex wave. By
inserting the peak value of each
segment and the duration of each
segment into the formula for the
12t of a wave having the same wave-
form, the 12t value of each segment
can be obtained.

The RMS value of the complex
current wave can then be calculated
from Formula 1-G:

I _ j~ t1/tO 12t
RMS - t1-tO

Where:
to = Time at start of complex wave-

form.
t1 = Time at end of the wave.

If the waveform being analyzed
includes a period where current is
zero, it is only necessary to include
the duration of this period in the
term t1 - to·

This method may be used to
calculate the RMS value of an alter-
nating current wave, as well as of a
rectified wave. This results from the
fact that the current is squared in
12t, so that 12t is positive for either
polarity of current.

Calculation of Rectangular Wave-
form
Current Rating of Thyristors

Most data sheets for power
thryistors (silicon controlled recti-
fiers and triacs) give current ratings
only for the case of a single phase
(half wave) resistive load. These rat-
ings are usually given in the form of
curves showing the maximum al-
lowable current vs. case tempera-
ture for various conduction angles
such as 180, 120, 90, 60 and 30
degrees. These current waveforms
are shown in Figure 1-15(a). In the
case of stud-mounted thyristors,
the highest value of average current
given for any particular waveform
has an RMS value equal to the
maximum RMs rating of the thy-
ristor in question.

The designer quickly finds that
in a great many applications current
flow is nearly rectangUlar so that
the above published ratings do not
apply. For a given conduction peri-
od and average current value, the
heating effect of a rectangular cur-
rent wave is less than that of a
multilated sine wave of equal con-
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1800
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IRMS= 1.57111AVI

1200

'M = 4.189'IAVI
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duction time, because the peak cur-
rent is less. This can be seen from
Figure 1-15(b). Thus, the thyris-
tor current ratings for rectangular
waveform current are greater for
any given conduction period, and
advantage should be taken of this.

The current wave shapes ob-
served in single phase, full wave
(bi-phase) and polyphase rectifier
units usually are more rectangular
than sinusoidal. Load inductance
tends to prevent rapid variations in
load current, making the current
waves flat topped. On the other
hand, inductance in the ac sup-
ply (including rectifier transformer
reactance) prevents instantaneous
transfer (commutation) of current
from one rectifying element to the
next, resulting in overlapping cur-
rent flow through the circuit ele-
ments that are commutating. The
resulting current waveforms are il-
lustrated in Figure 1-15(c). When
phase retard is used in such rectifier
equipment to control the average

output voltage, the angle of current
flow remains essentially fixed; the
initiation of the current wave is
simply delayed by the angle of
phase retard, a, as can be seen from
Figure 1-16. It is interesting to
note that as a is increased, for a
given value of load current, com-
mutation takes less time so that the
current waveform becomes more
rectangular.

The duration of current flow (the
conduction period) is determined
by the rectifier circuit and not by
the angle of phase retard. Con-
duction periods for common recti-
fier circuits are given in Table I-II.

The current flow through thy-
ristors in many inverter circuits
also tends to be rectangular. The
current flows through an induct-
ance from a source having a fixed
direct voltage and the thyristors
serve to switch the current from
one load winding to another; thus,
essentially rectangular current waves
result.

Table I-II. Conductive Periods of Common Rectifier Circuits,
Inductive and Resistive Loads

CIRCUIT CONDUCTION PERIOD
Single-Phase, Center Tap 1800
(bi-phase, single-way)
Single-Phase Bridge (double-way) 1800

Three-Phase Wye (single-way) 1200

Three-Phase, Double Wye with Interphase 1200
Transformer (single-way)
Three-Phase Bridge (double-way) 1200

Six-Phase Star (single-way) 600

Twelve-Phase Quadruple Zig-Zag 300
(single-way)
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Calculation Procedure
The calculation of thyristor cur-

rent rating for rectangular wave-
form currents is not difficult. Basic-
ally, all the device data that are
required is the on-state voltage
curve at maximum rated junction
temperature, the transient thermal
impedance curve for times between
1 and 10 milliseconds, and the rat-
ed thermal resistance of the device,
junction-to-case. If a curve of in-
stantaneous on-state power loss vs.
instantaneous on-state current is
available, this will simplify the pro-
cedure, because it will not be neces-
sary to calculate the instantaneous
on-state power loss from the on-
state voltage curve.

Junction temperature rise above
case temperature can be calculated
by formula I-H.

t
6TJ(JC) = + PTM ROJC +

t
(PTM -T PTM) ZO(tp) =

tp ROJC
PTM[ T +

t
(1-~) ZO(tp)J (1- H)

Where:
TJ(JC) Junction temperature

rise above case
temperature
Peak on-state (triggered)
power loss at a given

peak anode current.
Duration of one rect-
angular wave of current
(conduction period).
Time interval between
the start of one current
pulse and the start of
the next (the period, Le.,
the reciprocal of the
supply frequency).
Thermal resistance of
the thyristor, junction-
to-case.
Transient thermal im-
pedance of the thyristor
for the time duration of
one current pUlse.

In the above formula, the aver-
age junction temperature rise is cal-
culated by the expression tp/T
(PTM>(ROJC) (average power dissi-
pated times thermal resistance). To
this is added a term which represents
the temperature response of the junc-
tion in the final pulse of load cur-
rent. This additional rise is calculat-
ed by multiplying the increment of
power dissipated during the pulse
which is greater than the average
power dissipated (l-tp/T) PTM, by
the transient thermal Impedance for
the time of one current pulse, ZO (tp).
More complex expressions have been
published for this temperature rise,
but the above expression gives a
conservative answer that is within a
few degrees of the more precise val-
ue, and is far easier to calculate.



A further refinement is to allow
for the heating effect of the losses
during the reverse and off-state
blocking periods. In power thyris-
tors, these losses generally are only
a few watts, and so cause only a
small additional temperature rise of
1 to 2 degrees Celsius (Centigrade).

Temperature Rise Above Cooling
Fluid Temperatures

The equipment designer must
know junction temperature rise
above cooling fluid temperature
(temperature of incoming air, wa-
ter, oil, etc.), not simply junction
temperature rise above device case
temperature. The additional rise of
the case above the cooling fluid is
calculated by multiplying the total
average on-state, off-state and re-
verse blocking losses by the thermal
resistance from case to cooling fluid.

There are usually two thermal
drops in series in the path of heat
flow from case to cooling fluid,
these being:
A. Thermal resistance from case to

heat exchanger (often referred
to as case to heat sink).

B. Thermal resistance from heat ex-
changer to cooling fluid.
Thermal resistance from case to

heat exchanger is a function of the
size of the thyristor base and pres-
ence or absence of silicone grease
on the mating surfaces. Representa-
tive values are given in Table I-III.

Thermal resistance from heat ex-
changer to cooling fluid must be
determined from the configuration
and size of the heat exchanger used,
the velocity of the cooling fluid,
the surface finish of the heat ex-
changer, etc. The thermal resist-
ance, device-mounting-surface-to-
coolant, of the heat exchanger can
be obtained from the heat ex-

changer manufacturer or from
tests.

An expression for calculating
junction temperature rise above
cooling fluid temperature can now
be written, taking into account the
factors just discussed (see Form-
ula 1-J):

t
L'.TJ(JA) = (f-PTM + PB(AV)

(ROJC + ROCH + ROHA) (l-J)

t
+ PTM (I--¥-) ZO(tp)

Where:
TJ(JA) Junction temperature

rise above ambient cool-
ing fluid temperature.
Thermal resistance, case-
to-heat exchanger.
Thermal resistance, heat-
exchanger - to-ambient.
Average power losses
during reverse and off-
state blocking periods.

ROCH

ROHA

PB(AV)

(The other terms are the same as
those for Formula I-H).

The RMS value of the current
rating calculated by the above pro-
cedures should not exceed the RMS
current rating of the thyristor being
considered.

Example:
To illustrate the principles dis-

cussed above, consider a 70 ampere
(average), 110 ampere (RMS) stud-
mounted thyristor operating in a
three-phase bridge rectifier circuit
with inductive load. The on-state
voltage and the transient thermal
impedance curves for this device are
given in Figures 1-17 and 1-18,
respectively. Maximum thermal re-
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Recs THERMAL
RESISTANCE TO

HEAT EXCHANGER
SIZE OF THYRISTOR CASE (oCIW)

HEX
BASE THREADED JEDEC

(INCH) STUD NO. DRY GREASED

7/16 10-32 TO-64 0.90 0.60
9/16 1/4-28 TO-48 0.50 0.35

11/16 1/4-28 TO-65 0.35 0.25
1- 1/16 1/2-20 TO-49, 0.15 0.10

83,94
1- 1/4 3/4-16 TO-93 0.10 0.08
1-11/16 3/4-16 - 0.05 0.04

~
TJ = /

~ 125°C

I

- TJ 25°C

w>-
<l:_>-<1>
V) W 100
"a:o~
<1>26::!
w>-Zz
<l:w
>-a:
za:
<l:::J
t;;u
z

Figure 1-17. Maximum
Instantaneous On-State
Voltage

sistance, junction to case, is
0.30oC/watt, and maximum rated
junction operating temperature is
125°C. The device is mounted on
an air-cooled heat exchanger having
a thermal resistance to ambient air
of 0.30oC/watt at a cooling air

velocity of 1000 If/min. The maxi-
mum ambient air temperature in
which the device is to operate is
45°C. The supply frequency is 60
Hz and therefore the supply period,
7, is 1/60 = 0.0167 seconds. From
Table I-II, the conduction period is
120 deg., or 0.0167 x 120/360 =
5.6 x 10-3 seconds, and from Fig-
ure 1-18, the transient thermal im-
pedance for a square wave pulse of
this duration is found to be 3.6 x
10-2oC/watt.

From Table I-III, the thermal
resistance from case to heat ex-
changer is 0.10oC/watt (greased).
The average power loss during the
reverse and off-state blocking peri-
ods can be calculated from the
maximum leakage current for the
thyristor, 5 mA. A conservative,
worst-case estimate is 3 watts, full
cycle average.

The above data may be used
in Formula 1-J to solve for the
peak power loss required to raise
the peak junction temperature to
125°C:
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(1/3 PTM + 3) (0.30 + 0.10 + 0.30)
+ PTM (1 - 1/3) 0.036 = 125 - 45
0.257 PTM = 77.9
PTM = 303W

From the on-state voltage curve
for 1250C junction temperature,
the peak current producing this
amount of power loss can be found
(by successive approximations) to
be: 303/1.68 = 180 amperes. The
maximum permissible average cur-
rent is then 180/3 = 60.0 amperes.

Referring to Figure 1-15(b), the
RMS value of this current is
180/1. 732 = 104A, which is within
the 110A RMS rating of the thy-
ristor in this example.

The manufacturer will usually
publish a curve of on-state power
loss vs. direct current, such as the
dc curves shown in Figures 1-19
and 1-20. Such curves permit read-
ing the value of permissible peak
amperes directly without the need
for calculating them from the on-
state voltage curve.

If the manufacturer has provided
curves of average on-state power
loss for rectangular current wave
operation, such as shown in Figures
1-19 and 1-20, the average current
may be read directly by converting
the peak power to average power.
In the example, the average power
is 101 watts, which is one-third the
peak power, since the conduction
period is one-third of a cycle (120
degrees). From the 120 degree
curve in Figure 1-19, the average
current is found to be 59 amperes.

Using Rectangular Current Wave-
form Rating Curve

When the manufacturer provides
curves of average on-state current
vs. maximum allowable case tem-
perature for rectangular current
waves, such as the curves in Figure
1-21, calculations can be simplified
even more. In this case, the main
step in determining the current rat-
ing is to calculate the temperature
rise of the case above ambient due
to the on-state losses, which is the
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product of these losses and the
thermal resistance from case to am-
bient. Taking the example, this
thermal resistance is OAOoC/watt.
The average reverse and off-state
blocking power losses are 3 watts,
and the temperature rise from case
to ambient caused by these losses is
1.2oC. In effect, this raises the
maximum allowable ambient tem-
perature to 46.2oC. A current must
now be found for which the maxi-
mum allowable thyristor case tem-
perature, as read from Figure 1-21,
will be just high enough to permit
the average power generated in the
thyristor to be dissipated to the
cooling medium by the heat ex-
changer. This value of on-state cur-
rent must be found by successive ap-
proximations. Since the answer in
this case, 59 amperes, has previously
been calculated, the procedure can
be illustrated by a single calculation:

Maximum case temperature permit-
ted at 59 amperes:

86.0oC (from Figure 1-21)
Maximum temperature rise permit-
ted between ambient and case at 59
amperes:

86.0 - [45 + (3 x 0.40)] = 86.0
- 46.2 = 39.8oC

Maximum average on-state power
loss permitted:

39.8/0.40 = 99.5 watts
Maximum average on-state current
permitted:

58.5 amperes (from Figure 1-19)
This is essentially the same as

the 59 amperes used at the start of
the calculation.

The manufacturer's data sheet
provides a non-repetitive surge cur-
rent rating, which may be imposed
on the thyristor when it is operat-
ing at maximum rated current, volt-
age, and temperature conditions in
a half-wave circuit. Following rated
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non-repetitive overload, the thyris-
tor is not expected to exhibit off-
state blocking capability until its
junction has cooled down to the
maximum rated operating tempera-
ture. A fault sufficiently severe to
cause an overload of this nature is
not expected to be a normal oper-
ating condition, and a thyristor is
not expected to be subjected to
more than approximately 100 such
faults during its useful life.

On the other hand, more moder-
ate overloads are often encountered
very frequently in rectifier equip-
ments. These are known as repeti-
tive overloads, and since they are
of indeterminate number, they
must not cause the thyristor junc-
tion temperature to be raised above
the maximum rated operating tem-
perature, if long thyristor life is to
be assured. Consequently, a reduc-
tion in the continuous loading on
the thyristor is required, to pro-
vide an additional temperature rise
which can take place during the
overload.

The required amount of this
temperature rise margin depends
upon the severity of the overloads
and their durations.

Of the many possible overload
schedules, one of the most common
is that of a short overload following
continuous loading. The following
simplified formula, 1-K, an exten-
sion of Formula 1-J, may be used to
calculate the junction temperature
rise at the end of the overload:

t
6TJ(JA) = ( i PTM(SS) + PB(A V»

(ReJC + ReCH + ReHA) +
t

PTM(SS) (1-~) Ze(tp) +
t 7
; (PTM(OL) - PTM(SS»

Ze(OL) + (PTM(OL) - PTM(SS»
t

(1 - -;-) Ze(tp) (l-K)

Where:
PTM(SS) = peak steady-state, on-

state power loss (prior
to overload).

PtrM(OL) = peak on-state power loss
during overload.

7{J(OL) = transient thermal impe-
dance of thyristor for
overload period.

(The other terms are the same
as those given for Formulas 1-H
and 1-J.)

Care should be taken in deter-
mining the transient thermal impe-
dance for the overload period. A
transient thermal impedance curve
for the thyristor mounted on an
infinite heat sink may be used only
over the range where the transient
thermal impedance is no more than
ninety percent of the maximum
value given on the curve. For long-
er overloads, a transient thermal
impedance curve for the device
mounted on the heat exchanger ac-
tually being used is required. Two
such curves are given in Figure 1-18
for the thyristor used in the example.

If a temperature rise margin,
6TJ(OL), is provided for overloads
when determining the steady-state
current loading of the thyristor, the
repetitive overload which can be
imposed can be found by solving
Formula 1-L for PTM(OL), the peak
on-state power loss during the over-
load period.

6TJ(OL) = (PTM(OL) - PTM(SS»
t t

[ ~ Ze(OL) + 1- ; Ze(tp)] (l-L)



Having found the maximum
peak on-state power loss permitted
during the overload period, the
average current which can be car-
ried during the overload period may
be calculated as before.

SCR Dynamic Characteristics
Triggering

The simplest means for trigger-
ing a controlled rectifier is to apply
a positive dc potential between gate
and cathode. This is the operating
condition used to determine com-
pliance with published specifica-
tions for maximum gate current
and voltage required to trigger all
units of a given type. The designer
quickly learns that there are a num-
ber of considerations which require
the application of greater current
and voltage to the gate in order to
achieve successful device operation
in a practical piece of equipment.
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Fortunately, in modern devices, the
maximum gate current and voltage
which may be applied greatly ex-
ceed the values required to trigger
under dc conditions. This is illus-
trated in Figure 1-22, which shows
the gate characteristics for a 70
ampere (average) device. It can be
seen that the designer has a large
region within which to operate
where the gate can be driven harder
than the amount barely required to
turn the device on and yet not be
driven beyond its maximum peak
power rating. In order to avoid
exceeding the maximum continu-
ous power rating of the gate when
applying a high peak signal, it must
be applied as a pulse and not con-
tinuously.

For reasons of economy, both to
reduce the size of components used
to build the gate excitation circuit
and to reduce the power consumed
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by this circuit, a relatively short
pulse is often applied to the gate,
rather than a long pulse or a con-
tinuous dc signal. As pulse width is
reduced, it is found that the peak
current and voltage required to trig-
ger a given device becomes greater.
This effect is most noticeable for
pulse widths shorter than 15 micro-
seconds, as shown in Figure 1-23.
For such short pulses, it can be seen
that essentially a fixed electrical
charge is required to trigger the
controlled rectifier.

A controlled rectifier does not
turn on "all at once." When first
the gate is pulsed, there appears to
be no increase in current flow. This
period is known as the delay time,
(td), and usually is shorter than one
microsecond. Current then starts to
flow through the wafer in a small
region near the gate lead, then
spreads throughout the silicon wa-
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fer. This second period, during
which the current through the de-
vice increases, from 10% to 90%, is
known as the rise time (tr). It varies
from a few to more than 10 micro-
seconds, being longer for the larger
controlled rectifiers.

This action is sufficiently fast so
that any controlled rectifier will be
turned fully on long before a sine
wave of current at a conventional
power frequency (up to 400 Hz)
has reached its peak. On the other
hand, when a controlled rectifier is
used to switch high amplitude cur-
rent pulses, large currents can flow
before turn-on is complete. With
the current confined to a small
portion of the total semiconductor
volume, the forward voltage will be
greater than the published value,
and the additional heat generated
by large currents flowing at that
time has been known to cause a
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local failure of the semiconductor
material near the gate terminal.

There are several remedial steps
which the circuit designer can take
in overcoming these limitations:
A. Increase the magnitude of the

current pulse carried by the gate.
This increases the number of car-
riers injected into the semicon-
ductor material. But published
gate current and voltage limits
must not be exceeded.

B. Add a self-saturating inductor in
series with the controlled recti-
fier. This should require from 10
to 50 microseconds to saturate,
during which time the controlled
rectifier is being turned on by
the small current which flows
through the reactor before it
saturates.

C. Select controlled rectifiers which
are comparatively fast in turn-on
action. (IR's ACE gate SCRs fall
into this category.)

D. Use several smaller controlled
rectifiers in place of one larger
one, in one of two arrangements:
1) Several controlled rectifiers

connected in parallel.
2) Several controlled rectifiers

connected in series.
In the arrangement described in

Dl all the controlled rectifiers
would be triggered from a single
gate pulse generator, each through a
"ballast" resistor in series with its
gate. In D2, the circuit would have
to be redesigned to operate at a high-
er voltage and a lower current. All
gates could be triggered simultan-
eously using a multi-secondary pulse
transformer, or opto-electronic gat-
ing technique. A "sympathetic"
("slave") arrangement could also be
used, so that triggering one controlled
rectifier would cause the others to be
triggered with a minimum of delay.

For most controlled rectifier
types only a typical value of turn-
on time (the sum of td + tr) is
given. If units having a specified
maximum turn-on time are re-
quired, standards for measuring this
time are needed. Turn-on time is
affected by the magnitude of the
triggering pulse, the magnitude of
the voltage applied between anode
and cathode, the junction tem-
perature, and the inductance in the
test circuit.

A check on the magnitude of the
inductance in the test circuit can be
made by simultaneously observing
anode-to-cathode current and in-
verted anode-to-cathode voltage on
a fast-writing cathode ray oscillo-
scope. When the two traces are
adjusted to overlap at beginning
and end, they will overlap through-
out the turn-on interval if the cir-
cuit is purely resistive. The effect of
the inductance is to delay the rise
of current, and speed up the fall of
voltage. From this it is evident that
turn-on time should not be meas-
ured by observing the fall in volt-
age, as this can give times which are
too short.

It is difficult to eliminate cir-
cuit inductance completely; on the
other hand, a small amount should
not seriously impair the accuracy of
the turn-on time measurement.

di/dt
When an SCR is triggered, it

does not immediately go into full
conduction, as discussed in the sec-
tion on Triggering. Current flow
begins in a relatively small area;
how small depends upon how the
SCR is made, and in many units, how
strong a signal is applied to the gate.

In a conventional SCR having a
single gate, on-state current is initi-
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ated in a small spot near the gate
and turn-on action spreads, as indi-
cated in Figure 1-24, at a rate
which is roughly 0.1 mm per micro-
second. Using this value, the time
required to fully switch on SCRs of
various current ratings can be cal-
culated (Figure 1-25).

The time required to turn high
current rated SCRs fully on is far
longer than the published "turn-on
time" of most devices, which is
usually in the order of five micro-
seconds. This is the result of the
definition of turn-on time, which is
specified as the length of time after
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the appearance of the gate triggel':'
pulse that is requll':'cd ror the volt-
ago acl':'OSStho SCR. to decreaso to
tcn percent of its initial value. Ir
the SCR is s"",ltched on "",ith 500
volt.s9 It ""ill only partially be
tUl':'ned on ""hon this voltago drops
to 50 volts9 since "",hen rully turned
on9 its on-state voltage ""ill bo In
the ordel':' of tvvo volts. Thus9 the
turn-on time raUng of a povver SCR.
gives very little inrormatlon about
porrol':'mance throughout the ontlre
turn-on interval.

Tho stress on un SeR Is particu-
larly sovore during the first 1'0"""
microseconds or curront no"",. An
oxcesslvo rate-or-rise or on-stat.e
current (di/dt) 'tNill cause device
railure.

rr"",o di/dt ratings exist in the
industry; the non-repetitive raUng9

determined from a t.est lasting 300
pulses9 and the repetitive rnUng9

'\Nhich is bas~d on results of a
1000-hour lire test. -:rhe repetitive
di Idt rating '\NilI often be about. 33
percent or the non-repetitive rating.

In a conventional gat.e SCR9 t.he
di/dt rating is aCfected by the mag-
nitude of the gate drive; t.rigger
pulses of over one ampere in ampli-
t.ude and 'VVit.hrise times of 0.1. p.sec
and less result in an improvement. in
dl/dt capabilit.y.

A typical t.riggering circuit. is
shovvn in Figure 1-26. In many
cases9 ""here t.he load is inductive
and most. cert.alnly 'W'hen tho load
consists or a dc or ac motor9 it is
necessary t.o apply a gat.e signal Cor
t.he Cull Ume the SCR. Is t.o remain
In Lho conducting stato. For 10""
Crequency operation or thyrisLors9

t.hls requirement. can be very dirCi-
cult. to achieve 'W'ithout. incorporat.-
ing considerable complexit.y and
high cost. in t.he t.riggering circuit..
For inst.ance9 in the case o£' a large
povver supply const.ruct.ed as a mag-
netic supply Cor a plasma arc gen-
orat.or9 It. 'W'asnecessary t.o d rive six
SeRB in parallcl per leg in a t.hrce-
phasc9 full converter (bridge) con-
Ciguration. Sinco the load ""'as in-
ductive9 it ""as necessary t.o supply
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the gating signals over about 1400

of the half cycle. Since this type of
load also subjects the SCR to high
inrush currents, it was necessary to
provide the gating signals with a
sharply rising leading edge to a rela-
tively high level. The desired short
circuit gate current is shown in
Figure 1-27.

Since these gate signals had to be
electrically isolated, the master
driving circuit contained a gating
transformer. To design such a trans-
former capable of the leading edge
rise time shown in Figure 1-27,
and yet with sufficient volt-sec-
ond capacity to support the gate
signal for 10 msec, is extremely
difficult. The circuit shown in Fig-
ure 1-28 was incorporated in or-
der to accomplish the desired gate
signal.

_10.1
,Usee

The cost involved in producing
the leading edge of the pulse was
moderate. Even with this added
cost and complexity, the allowable
di/dt in the circuit was less than
150 amperes per microsecond. The
power SCR with IR's ACE geomet-
ry makes this circuit complexity
unnecessary. This type of thyristor
is capable of withstanding non-
repetitive inrush currents of 800
amperes per microsecond with a
gate current requirement of 100
mA and a gate current rise time of
2 J.lsec. If one uses the suggested
figure of merit for turn-on capabili-
ty of an SCR (as given in Formula
1-M) and compares conventional
SCRs to the ACE type of device, the
ACE device is found to be more
than 1000 times superior to con-
ventional types of power thyristors.



allot . tr
F.M. = IGM

Where:
di/dt Maximum allowable rate-

of-rise of inrush current.
Required gate signal rise
time.
Required gate current for
high di/dt capability.

In the past, the ability of a
thyristor to turn on rapidly has
been limited not only by the gate
drive requirements, but also by the
necessary trade-offs used to achieve
the other desirable characteristics in
the device. Making a high voltage
device demanded the use of high
resistivity silicon, which decreased
the spreading velocity of the turn-
on action. The requirement for high
dv/dt dictated the use of emitter
shorting, which diminished the ef-
fectiveness of the gate to turn the
device on efficiently. Now with the
geometry available in the ACE fam-
ily of thyristors, these trade-offs are
no longer a consideration. It is pos-
sible to incorporate all of these
desirable features in a single thyris-
(or with high manufacturing yields
and ultimately low cost to the user.
Considering the cost savings realiz-
able by reduction in driving circuit
complexity and di/dt suppression
components in the power circuit,
and the availability of full-par-
ameter production devices, the
economic practicality of many cir-
cuits is accomplished, where it was
strictly conjecture before.

The di/dt rating is also affected
by the magnitude of the off-state
voltage prior to switching the de-
vice on. More power will be dissi-
pated in the silicon wafer when the
device is switched on from a higher

von;age. in aUUILIUIl, ut:v,,;t::> "laut:
for the higher voltage ratings will be
made with thicker silicon of higher
resistivity, which means more losses.

Throughout the time an SCR is
turning fully on, internal losses will
be greater than stipulated by the
published power loss curves for the
device (which are based on fully
turned-on operation), due to the
higher current density in the por-
tion of the silicon wafer which is
turned on at any instant. In addi-
tion to being the cause of failure
during initial turn-on (di/dt failure),
extra losses during the entire turn-
on period contribute to average
junction heating and require that
the device be operated at a lower
current level than would otherwise
be expected.

This effect becomes more pro-
nounced as operating frequency is
increased, because the device is
turned on more frequently in a
given period of time. It is also more
pronounced as the current rating of
the SCR is increased, if this is done
by increasing the size of the silicon
wafer, since the time required for
current flow to eqUalize throughout
the wafer becomes greater.

The action of a conventional
thyristor during turn-on may be
seen in Figure 1-29. Here, the thy-
ristor is conducting an essentially
rectangular current wave. The curve
of instantaneous power loss shows
the internal power being dissipated,
which is, at any instant, the prod-
uct of the current through the de-
vice and the voltage across it.

Turn-on losses in a conventional
thyristor can be reduced by using a
"soaking reactor," which delays the
appearance of the main power pulse
for a short time, such as 10 micro-
seconds, following the gate trigger
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pulse. During this time, the reactor,
and possibly a resistor in parallel
with it, permits enough anode cur-
rent to flow to cause propagation
of the turn-on action within the
thyristor. When the reactor satur-
ates, permitting full load current to
flow, the power loss is reduced
because of the larger area of the
silicon wafer that is at that in-
stant turned on. Figure 1-30 shows
how turn-on losses in one thyristor
were reduced as soaking time was
increased.

Very often, snubber circuits,
consisting of a resistor and a capaci-
tor in series, are used across the
thyristor to absorb transient volt-
ages. Because of the low inductance
in a typical snubber circuit, severe
di/dt can be imposed at the very
instant of turn-on. This can cause
additional switching losses and even
a thyristor failure. The effect of
changing the value of R in a snub-
ber across one particular thyristor is
shown in Figure 1-31. A value of R

must be used that is high enough to
prevent excessive di/dt in the thy-
ristor, but at the same time, will
not nullify the effect of the cap-
acitor, rendering the snubber net-
work useless.

Turn-on of large area devices can
be speeded up by simultaneously
triggering the device at more than
one point. The calculated effect of
adding a second gate to a device
rated 110 amperes RMS is shown in
Figure 1-32. Complete turn-on is
seen to occur in 75 microseconds
instead of in 105. In addition, since
current flow is initiated at two
points instead of one, the di/dt
capability of the device is improved
by a factor of two. Substitution of
this device for one having a single
gate, but otherwise the same, in an
inverter operating at several thou-
sand hertz, will permit a significant
increase in output power at the
same case temperature.

This discussion of turn-on losses
has been concerned with thyristors
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having one or two conventional
gates located at the periphery of
the junction assembly. A single gate
located at the center of the junc-
tion assembly is sometimes used.
This configuration would appear to
offer superior initial turn-on per-
formance and a shorter propagation
time to full conduction. In actual
practice, devices made this way be-
have about the same as those having
one gate located at the edge of the
wafer because of slight non-uni-
formities in the junctions favoring
current propagation in some direc-
tions from the center over others.

The ACE class of thyristors em-
ploys a mechanism whereby the
anode current is caused to flow in a
special geometry during turn-on,
which results in an enhancement of
the turn-on action initiated by a
conventional gate. Several junction
structures have been developed
which have this regenerative effect,
whereby the load current, when it

begins to flow, causes a much larger
region to be turned on than could
be turned on by one or even two
conventional gates.

This action can be understood
by referring to Figure 1-33, which
shows the geometry used in one
such thyristor. A single gate of the
conventional type is seen to initiate
current through an auxiliary cath-
ode. To accomplish this, since the
auxiliary cathode is not connected
to the external circuit, current must
flow across the narrow gap between
the auxiliary and main cathode
regions. This causes turn-on -of
the main cathode along the length
of the narrow gap, resulting in
the following improvement in per-
formance:
A. Initial turn-on of a much larg-

er portion of the junction than
even a multiple gate is able
to turn on, even with high gate
drive.

B. Reduction in time required for
the total junction of a large area
thyristor to enter into conduc-
tion of the principal current.

C. Reduction in gate drive needed,
because the above action takes
place, even though a gate trigger
pulse of moderate current ampli-
tude and relatively long rise time
is used.
Thyristors are available which

make use of the main cathode cur-
rent to initiate gating action along
straight or circular segments of the
main cathode region, or at a large
(10 or more) number of points
around the main cathode periphery.
They are all capable of providing
very high non-repetitive di/dt rat-
ings, many being rated SOOA per
microsecond.

As all such devices rely on the
regenerative effect caused by a rap-



Figure 1-33. Auxiliary Cathode
Structure

idly rISIng load current flowing
through special geometries, their
performance is not improved by the
addition of a soaking reactor. They
are able to handle higher snubber
currents and to control more usable
amounts of power than convention-
al single gate or multiple gate thy-
ristors when switching from high
blocking voltages and at high repeti-
tion rates.

There is a small penalty to pay
for the improved turn-on action of
these devices with special cathode
geometries. The active main cath-
ode area is not as large as it is in a
conventional thyristor having the
same size junction assembly. Ex-
cept in the case of devices having
very complex cathode geometries,
designed for operation well above
10 kHz, this reduction in active
area is small. It does result in a
slight reduction in the low frequen-
cy current rating. This is more than
offset by the considerable increase
in current rating at frequencies of 1
kHz and above, that these special
thyristors exhibit as compared with
conventional gate units.

dv/dt
Silicon controlled rectifiers ex-

hibit a tendency to switch from the
off-state to the on-state when the
anode-to-cathode voltage is abrupt-
ly increased. This tendency is a
function of the rate-of-rise of the
voltage. The rate which switches
the controlled rectifier into conduc-
tion is known as the critical rate-
of-rise, or more simply, "dv/dt."

The mechanism for this phen-
omena can be explained in terms of
the internal capacitance which the
controlled rectifier exhibits. When
the voltage across the controlled
rectifier is increased, charges flow
through the controlled rectifier in a
manner analogous to the charging
current of a capacitor. The greater
the rate-of-rise of the applied volt-
age, the greater will be this flow of
charges. As the rate-of-rise is in-
creased, sufficient charges will
eventually flow to act in the same
manner as the charges which are
injected when the gate is energized
with a positive potential with re-
spect to the cathode, and the con-
trolled rectifier will turn on. Figure
1-34 shows the rate-effect-caused
current due to a sharply rising volt-
age on a 740A RMS SCR.

The magnitude of rate-effect-
caused current should not be con-
fused with latching and holding cur-
rents, more familiar on SCR data
sheets. At first glance, one might
wonder how a device would remain
in the blocking state with 2.1A
flowing anode-to-cathode, since
latching currents are typically less
than a single ampere. The import-
ant difference lies in the relative
current densities involved. Rate ef-
fect currents are rather uniformly
distributed over the entire semicon-
ductor wafer, as is the blocking
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junction capacitance, while latching
and holding currents are subject to
low level injection phenomena,
where only limited crystal domains
are involved in conduction. Since
internal device gain is a function of
active region current densities, in-
ternal gain during dv/dt excursions
will be held below unity even
though total currents are in excess
of conventional latching currents.

A quantitative specification of a
controlled rectifier's ability to resist
rate effect turn-on is the dv/dt rat-
ing. A convenient definition em-
ploys an exponentially rising off-
state voltage waveform. Definitions
of terms are presented in Appendix
I. The dv /dt is defined as shown in
Formula I-N.

(0.632) VDM
dv/dt = 7

Where:
7 time constant of the expo-

nential (equals RC)
VDM = peak anode voltage.

In the testing of controlled recti-
fiers, the critical rate-of-rise of prin-
cipal voltage is encountered under
two different conditions. It is im-
portant to keep these two consider-
ations distinctly separated to avoid
ambiguity when discussing or speci-
fying controlled rectifier charac-
teristics.

The first test condition is with
the controlled rectifier deenergized,
and the off-state voltage is abruptly
applied to it. This is the test condi-
tion for what is known as the criti-
cal rate-of-rise of applied off-state
voltage (dv/dt).

There was, at one time, consider-
able discussion in the industry as to
whether this voltage should be ap-
plied in a straight line or in an



exponential manner, and if it is
applied in an exponential manner,
whether the rate-of-rise should be
defined as the initial rate-of-rise or
some other, lower value. This lower
value would take into account the
fact that the voltage curve is ex-
ponential, and, therefore, the initial
rate-of-rise does not exist through-
out the entire time that the voltage
is rising to its ultimate value.

The major controlled rectifier
manufacturers have accepted as
standard conditions that the ap-
plied off-state voltage should rise
exponentially to a value equal to
the minimum breakover voltage rat-
ing (V(BO» or repetitive peak off-
state voltage rating (VDM) of the
device under test, and that the
rate-of-rise shall be defined as the
average rate-of-rise during the first
time constant of the exponential
voltage curve (7). This situation is
obtained by charging a capacitor, C,
through a resistor, R, and is depict-
ed in Figure 1-35. It can be seen
that the voltage at the end of the
first time constant is 63.2% of the
total voltage applied to the device.
The rate-of-rise of applied for-
ward voltage, dv jdt, is defined in
Formula 1-N.

VRDM

0.632
VRDM

Figure 1-35. Critical dv/dt Test
Waveforms

The second test condition where
the rate-of-rise of off-state voltage
is encountered is in the test for
turn-off time of a controlled recti-
fier. The turn-off time of a con-
trolled rectifier depends in part
upon the rate at which the off-state
voltage is reapplied after the princi-
pal current has been interrupted
and a time has elapsed during which
the controlled rectifier regains its
blocking ability. If the principal
voltage is reapplied in a gradual
manner, it may be reapplied sooner
than if it is applied in a steeply
rising manner. Of course, there is a
limit to how rapidly the voltage can
be reapplied, because the controlled
rectifier cannot withstand a rate-
of-rise greater than that which it
can handle when the voltage is ap-
plied with the rectifier initially de-
energized. Thus, the rate-of-rise of
reapplied off-state voltage, which is
a condition of the turn-off time
test, is generally considerably less
than the critical rate-of-rise of ap-
plied off-state voltage for the device
under test.

In the test procedure which has
been adopted by the industry for
measuring the turn-off time of con-
trolled rectifiers, the reapplied off-
state voltage is forced to rise in a
linear fashion until rated repetitive
peak off-state voltage or some
stated portion of it is reached. In
this case, the rate-of-rise is defined
as the slope of the voltage, since it
is a straight line.

To summarize, for controlled
rectifiers, two critical rates of appli-
cation of principal voltage exist.
One is the critical rate-of-rise of
applied off-state voltage with the
device initially de-energized_ The
other is the rate-of-rise of reapplied
off-state voltage which defines the
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end of the turn-off period and
hence is a parameter in the meas-
urement of turn-off time.

When a capacitor is charged
from an infinite dc source through
a resistor, the voltage across the
capacitor will reach 63.2% of the
source voltage in one time constant
(the product of the capacitance be-
ing charged and the series resist-
ance). This is derived from the
Formula 1-P.

-t
V = V0 (1 - e RC ) (l-P)

Where:
V0 = voltage to which the capaci-

tor ultimately charges (the
source voltage).

At the end of the first time
constant t = RC and therefore,
·t/RC = -1. The equation becomes
Formula 1-Pa.
V = Vo (1- e-1) = (l-Pa)

Vo (1- lie)
Since e = 2.718, lie = 0.368 and 1 -
lie = 0.632.

Thus, the average rate-of-rise at
the end of the first time constant =

0.632 Vo/RC.
The rate-of-rise, at the first in-

stant the voltage is applied to the
circuit, can be found by differenti-
ating the basic equation given above
at t = O. This calculation reveals
that the initial rate-of-rise is Vol
RC, which is 1/0.632 or 1.58 times
the average rate-of-rise at the end of
the first time constant.

In many practical circuits using
SCRs, they are subjected to a
steady potential upon which the
rising voltage pulse is superimposed.
Such an initial bias will enhance the
critical dvldt capability of the de-
vice, as compared with its perform-

ance when subjected to a voltage
pulse having the same dvldt, but
rising from zero.

The ability of a given part to
withstand an exponential dv/dt
pulse is enhanced by reducing the
junction temperature and also by
reducing the voltage applied at the
end of the exponential ramp. The
general effect of varying these two
parameters on critical applied dvldt
is shown in Figure 1-36, based on
the observed behavior of a 470
ampere RMS, 1300 volt, epitaxial
SCR. This part exhibited a fairly
low dvldt at maximum rated volt-
age and junction temperature, so
that the higher dvldt ratings ob-
served at reduced voltage and cur-
rent levels were not so high that
they could not be measured.

It is also possible to improve the
ability of an SCR not to trigger
when the anode voltage is suddenly
increased by providing a conducting
path between the cathode (or emit-
ter) layer of the device and the
layer immediately below it. (These
layers can be identified in the ex-
aggerated thyristor cross section
shown in Figures 1-2 and 1-24.)
This conducting path can readily be
provided around the outside of the
cathode region. In high current de-
vices which have large cathode
areas, a pattern of small intrusions
of the underlying layer into the
cathode layer is very effective.
These various "shorted emitter"
constructions provide shunt paths
for the charging current which
flows through the thyristor because
of junction capacitance. If not
shunted around the emitter junc-
tion this way, this displacement cur-
rent will very likely trigger the SCR
on when the anode voltage suddenly
increases in the positive direction.
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A negative dc potential on the
gate will tend to reduce the chances
of the SCR triggering as the result
of an abrupt change in anode volt-
age. Controlled rectifiers built with-
out a shorted emitter show a much
greater improvement in critical ap-
plied dv/dt with negative gate bias
than newer units which have this
construction; refer to Figure 1-37.
The emitter shorting found in most
inverter type SCRs today enhances
dv/dt capability, as well as making
it less influenced by the voltage
applied to the device. Nevertheless,
a negative gate bias may still be
beneficial in that it will reduce the
likelihood of false SCR triggering
from stray signals inadvertently in-
duced into the gate circuit.

The capability of an SCR to
withstand dv/dt can be increased if
rate effect current is shunted
around the gate cathode junction,
thereby preventing an increase in
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the internal loop gain. There are
two well-known methods for shunt-
ing such current: external gate cath-
ode resistance and negative gate
bias. Either method can produce
quite dramatic results, especially on
small junction area devices. Figure
1-38 is a plot of dv/dt capability as
a function of gate condition for a
25A RMS alloy-diffused device. Un-
fortunately, as the current rating of
the semiconductor wafer is in-
creased, lateral base resistance also
increases, and the efficiency of a
point gate in shunting rate effect
current diminishes. As a comprom-
ise, most high current devices in-
ternally edge- or spot-short the
gate-cathode junction. This yields
many of the same advantages (and
disadvantages) as external gate cath-
ode resistance, but isolates the base
region from the effective use of
negative bias. Consequently, the
critical dv/dt of devices rated 100A
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RMS and above is largely unaffect-
ed by gate condition.

Turn-Off Time
The major factor which deter-

mines the turn-off time of an SCR
is the rate at which the current
carriers recombine in the central
P-N junction, which blocks when
the thyristor anode voltage is posi-
tive. Passing a reverse recovery cur-
rent through the SCR at the end of
the forward conduction will sweep
out current carriers from the outer
two junctions in the thyristor, but
not from the central junction. In
the central junction, the carriers
disappear at a rate which depends
upon the characteristics of the sili-
con. If this silicon contains dopants
or dislocation centers which can
serve as "traps" for the carriers,
recombination will proceed more
rapidly and turn-off time will be
shorter. There are several ways to
provide such traps; one of the most
commonly used methods is to in-
troduce a small number of gold
atoms into the silicon. The draw-
back to this procedure is that it
tends to increase the on-state volt-
age of the thyristor, and this has an
adverse effect upon the current rat-
ing of the part.

Another aspect is the effect of
designing the thyristor for a higher
voltage rating. When this is done, a
thicker silicon wafer must be used
to support the higher voltage. This
slows the rate at which recombina-
tion takes place, since it must occur
in a larger volume of silicon. Thus,
it is much easier to build very fast
low voltage thyristors in the range
of 600 volts and below, than it is to
build units having the same turn-off
time but able to block 1000 or
1200 volts. It is generally found

that very fast turn-off times are
available only in low voltage units.

Turn-off time is influenced by a
number of parameters, including:
A. Junction temperature (TJ).
B. Magnitude of on-state current

(ITM)·
C. Rate of change of principal cur-

rent (-di/dt).
D. Magnitude of reverse voltage fol-

lowing reverse recovery (VR).
E. Rate-of-rise of reapplied off-

state voltage (dv/dt).
These operating conditions are

depicted in Figure 1-39, which also
shows that turn-off time (tq) is
divided into two parts: reverse re-
covery time (trr), which is much
the same as reverse recovery time of
a rectifier diode, and gate recovery
time (tgr).

Varying junction temperature
above and below the maximum rat-
ed value has a pronounced effect on
turn-off time. Figure 1-40 shows
the effect on devices rated for a
maximum operating temperature of
150oC. The data has been normal-
ized to the turn-off time observed
at 1250C junction temperature.
This graph can be applied to units
having a maximum junction oper-
ating temperature of 1250C, pro-
vided it is recognized that such
units may not block rated voltage
above 1250C.

Figure 1-41 shows the effect of
varying on-state current. It can be
seen that increasing on-state current
above the value usually used to
perform the turn-off time test has
only a minor effect on turn-off
time. This curve is for the condition
of constant junction temperature.
At high current levels, the accom-
panying heating of the junction will
cause an apparent increase in turn-
off time.



The rate-of-change of principal
current at the end of the on-state
current pulse affects turn-off time,
because of its effect on reverse re-
covery time. The higher the rate of
change, the shorter the reverse re-
covery time. Turn-off time is short-
ened to the same extent that re-
verse recovery time is reduced.

The magnitude of reverse voltage
applied to the SCR during the turn-
off interval will influence turn-off
time. A reverse voltage is required to
produce reverse recovery current.
Varying the reverse voltage will vary
the rate of change of this current,
which affects turn-off time as noted
above. In addition, increasing the re-
verse voltage during the period fol-
lowing recovery will cause turn-off
time to be reduced. This effect is
most noticeable for reverse voltages
up to 25 to 30 volts. Greater re-
verse voltage causes no appreciable
further reduction in turn-off time.

In some inverter circuits, a diode
is connected in anti-parallel with
the SCR. This has the effect of
clamping the reverse voltage to the
forward voltage of the diode. Turn-
off time under this condition may
be considerably longer than under
standard test conditions, where
considerably more reverse voltage is
applied. The amount that turn-off
time changes as a result of the
diode clamp is not a fixed percent-
age of standard turn-off time. To
assure obtaining devices with the
desired maximum turn-off time un-
der this condition, they should be
individually tested with an ap-
propriate rectifier diode connected
in anti-parallel, which can be done
quite readily. During this test, the
leads to the diode should be kept
very short, to prevent lead induct-
ance from delaying the clamping
effect of the diode and nullifying
its effect on the turn-off time.
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Increasing the rate-of-rise of re-
applied off-state voltage also has an
adverse effect on turn-off time.
This is shown in Figure 1-42. Re-
applied dv/dt must be less than the
critical applied dvIdt capability of
the SCR, or else the SCR will be
triggered by dv/dt alone and will
appear never to turn off.

SWITCHING LOSSES
Throughout the time an SCR is

turning fully on, internal losses will
be greater than stipulated in the
published power loss curves for the
device, which are based on fully
turned on operation. In addition to
being the cause of failure during
initial turn-on (di/dt failure), losses
during the turn-on period contrib-
ute to average junction heating and
require that the device be operated
at a lower current level than would
otherwise be expected.

This effect becomes more pro-
nounced as operating frequency is
increased, because the device is
turned on more frequently in a
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given period of time. It is also more
pronounced as the current rating of
the SCR is increased, if this is done
by increasing the size of the silicon
wafer, since the time reqUired for
current flow to equalize throughout
the wafer will increase. Reduction
of turned-on area due to propaga-
tion rate limitations increases cur-
rent densities and, therefore, power
losses. Figure 1-29 shows wave-
forms during turn-on of a con-
trolled rectifier switching from 400
volts. The maximum anode current
is 300 amperes, with the leading
edge rising at a rate of 85 All1sec.
Superimposed on this figure is the
instantaneous power loss. The en-
ergy dissipation is approximately
180 kW-llsec per pulse. Compare
this to 76 kW-llsec per pulse if the
device were initially fully turned
on. At high frequencies and short
on-state current pulses, the power
dissipation of a device can be 3 to
10 times the 60 to 400 Hz catalog
values. Therefore, the turn-on losses
of devices intended for high fre-

AT STANDARD TEST
CONDITIONS EXCEPT dvldt

CORRECT ONLY IF
R EAPPLI ED dvldt IS
EQUAL TO 50% OF
CRITICAL dvldt OR LESS
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quency applications are of para-
mount imiiortance when trying to
design a practical system.

There are several methods by
which switching losses may be
measured:
A. Comparison of case tempera-

tures under dc and switching test
conditions.

B. Energy conservation.
C. Visual readout of current and

voltage followed by mechanical
integration of V and I vs. time
plot.

D. Electronic analog multiplier.

DC Method
Turn-on losses may be evaluated

thermally using a direct current
comparison method. The method
depends upon the linear relation
between device case temperature,
average power loss, and properly
chosen system thermal impedance.
Mounting a device on a heat ex-
changer (sink) of known thermal
resistance at a known cooling rate
allows the calculation of device
power dissipation by Formula 1-Q.

TS-TA
P(A V) = Res (l-Q)

This method can be used for
evaluation of power loss under dc,
60 Hz, and inverter operation. The
usefulness of this method lies main-
ly in the evaluation of power loss
under inverter type operation. DC
and 60 Hz evaluation, making use
of computer aids, is more econom-
ical and much faster.

To use this system, a device is
mounted on a calibrated heat ex-
changer and operated in an inverter
system. Enough time is allowed for
the system to reach thermal equilib-
rium. The average power dissipation
is then calculated using Formula

1-Q. In using this equation, it must
be kept in mind that the average
power loss includes turn-on, block-
ing, recovery, and gate losses. How-
ever, for devices rated 70 amperes
and larger, blocking and gate losses
are a minor portion of total losses.
The average total switching loss (in-
cluding recovery loss) then becomes
Formula 1-R.
P(AV) (total switching) =

PTurn-on + PRecovery - (l-R)
(PGate + PBlocking)

Then, using (l-Q) and (l-R), and
considering gate and blocking losses
as being very small, Formula 1-T is
the result.
P(AV) (total switching) =

PTum-on + PRecovery = (l-T)
Ts-TA

Res
This method of determining tot-

al switching losses requires an in-
verter to simulate operating condi-
tions and a dc current source of
sufficient power to cause a 35 to
500C temperature differential be-
tween the heatsink and coolant am-
bient temperature. Lower tempera-
ture differentials can result in sig-
nificant errors, due to temperature
measurement ambigUities.

Energy Conservation
A second approach to the meas-

urement of switching losses is a
capacitive energy conservation tech-
nique. The circuit shown in Figure
1-43 can be used to evaluate SCR
switching losses when the on-state
current is sinusoidal. Using this cir-
cuit, switching losses can be eval-
uated at low repetition rates. The
circuit operates in the following



o
manner: capacitor Cl is charged
through rectifier RDI to test Volt-
age VT; the test SCR is then gated
while the ac source is negative, iso-
lating the charging supply from the
test circuit. A sine wave of on-state
current passes through the test de-
vice. Ringback of current is pre-
vented by the rectifying action of
the SCR. If the circuit has a high Q,
the circuit losses are mainly SCR
switching losses. Figure 1-44 illus-
trates actual circuit waveforms. The
capacitor stored energy is shown in
Formula l-U.
Stored energy (watt-seconds) =

IhC(Vl)2 (l-U)
Assuming a lossless circuit, the peak
voltage after the first current pulse
(if the current cannot reverse)
would be equal to the initial capaci-
tor voltage, but of opposite sign. In
a circuit with an SCR and com-
ponents that do have losses, the
reverse voltage across the capacitor
will be less than the initial capacitor
voltage (see Figure 1-44.)

The stored energy after one-half
period of conduction is shown in
Formula 1-Ua.
Stored energy (Watt-Seconds) =

1/2C(V2)2 (l-Ua)

Combining Equations l-U and
l-Ua results in Formula l-Ub.

Total circuit losses (Watt-Seconds)
= IhC(Vl)2 -lhC(V2)2 (l-Ub)
= 1/2C(V12- V22)

Unfortunately, the losses calcu-
lated in this manner include the
losses in Ll and Cl. Evaluation of
circuit losses can be performed by
operating the circuit at some higher
frequency than 60 Hz and thermal-
ly measuring the SCR losses and
comparing these losses with those
calculated using l-Ub. The differ-
ence between the two will be cir-
cuit component losses. There are
other methods existing which allow
the calculation of circuit losses [7].
Once the circuit losses have been
determined, use Formula I-V to
find the SCR switching losses.
SCR Switching Losses (watt-

seconds) = IhC(V12 - V22) - (I-V)
circui t losses.

This technique of determining
SCR switching losses is extremely
useful in applications where on-
state current waveforms are sinu-
soidal. It is not easily adapted to
trapezoidal or other non-sinuso;.dal
current waveforms.

Mechanical Integration
Evaluation of switching losses

by mechanical integration is self-
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explanatory. Oscillograms of the
on-state voltage and current vs.
time are used to obtain the instan-
taneous power loss by multiplica-
tion. The instantaneous power loss
plotted vs. time can then be inte-
grated using a computer or mechan-
ical means. This method, while time
consuming and accurate to only
±5% due to oscilloscope line

widths, is applicable to all current
waveforms.

Electronic Analog Multiplier
The evaluation of SCR switching

losses, using the previously dis-
cussed methods, is not always prac-
tical when considering the complex-
ity of most current waveforms and
the complications of testing. A



study was initiated at IR to deter-
mine the feasibility of using elec-
tronic analog multipliers to cal-
culate controlled rectifier switch-
ing losses.

The concept was enticingly sim-
ple: real-time waveforms in, multi-
plied power losses out. The SCR
voltage and current waveforms
would be appropriately scaled, of
course, to conform to the input
requirements of a given multiplier.
With such scaling, input slopes
could approach -100V/JJ.secdue to
voltage fall times and 5V/JJ.secdue
to current rise times. To be meticu-
lously accurate, a multiplier proces-
sing such signals should respond at
a 105V/JJ.secslewing rate. This is a
difficult constraint on the analog
multiplier. However, for a moder-
ately accurate (±10%) system, this
requirement may be relaxed. Ultra
high frequency components of the
actual power loss are small when
compared to total switching losses.
For instance, Figure 1-45(a) shows
the on-state voltage and current
waveforms for a current pulse rising
at 50A/JJ.sec. The rate of fall of
voltage is 5000V per 1/2 JJ.sec.At
the end of the first 1/2 JJ.sec,cur-
rent has risen to only 1% of its peak
value. The loss contribution in this
first moment is negligible, as the
power loss curves in the figure dem-
onstrate. An actual output slew rate
of 5 to 10V/JJ.secwould yield reas-
onable results.

Figure 1-45(a) is also a compari-
son of power loss via manual and
electronic multiplication. The an-
alog multiplier used was fairly in-
expensive (less than $100) and had
a maximum guaranteed slew rate of
10V/JJ.sec.While there is a differ-
ence between waveforms from t = 0
to t = 0.75, the multiplier does

recover fast enough to faithfully
display the instantaneous power
loss over the remaining length of
the pulse. Figure 1-45(b) is the
oscillogram of the instantaneous
power loss using the electronic mul-
tiplier. (The oscillatory reverse re-
covery losses at the tail of the pulse
are real and faithfully represented.)
The multiplier indicated a power
loss 8% lower than the manual cal-
culation. Experimental error and
bias probably accounts for a signifi-
cant portion of this 8% figure.

A set of test results for sinu-
soidal and trapezoidal current wave-
forms are summarized in Table I-IV.

It should be noted that the trap-
ezoidal waveshapes represent a sev-
ere test of multiplier response, de-
manding an account of losses due
to very steep current wavefronts.
This observation seems to be re-
flected in the percentage difference
column of Table I-IV. Electronic
mUltiplier losses lag manual losses
by 6 to 9%. Figure 1-46 presents a
corroborating opinion by visual
comparison of trapezoidal losses. In
the first microsecond, the electron-
ic multiplier lags the "actual" pow-
er loss by 25%. Recovery is com-
plete by the third microsecond.

Test Methods
The several techniques presented

above are all reasonably accurate
from an experimental viewpoint.
Vast differences exist, however, in
versatility, maintainability, and sim-
plicity. Table I-V offers a compara-
tive summary of methods.

It is reasonable to class the vari-
ous techniques by defining suitable
applications. For instance, incom-
ing inspection testing and general
production testing might well be
handled by energy conservation
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PULSE PEAK POWER LOSS PER PULSE

DEVICE WIDTH CURRENT MANUAL MULTIPLIER PERCENT
NO. (jlSEC) (AMPERES) di/dt A/,uSEC (kW) (kW) DIFFERENCE*

Sinusoidal
1 4.6 175 90 8.25 8.43 +2.2
2 11.5 200 50 3.52 3.80 +8.0
3 18.5 175 25 2.18 2.02 -7.8

Trapezoidal
4 50 200 150 69.0 63.0 -8.7
5 50 200 100 126.4 118.0 -6.3
6 50 200 75 112.3 102.25 -9.1

. ON-STATE TIME
CURRENT TEST

METHOD WAVEFORM POINT ACCURACY COMMENTS

DC Any 'h Hour Medium High Requires close control of ambient
conditions

Energy Most suitable for 2 Minutes High Accuracy depends upon determination of
Conservation sine wave Q of circuit

Manual Any '12 Hour High Accuracy of readings determ ines accuracy
Integration of power loss calculations

Analog Any 'h Minutes Medium High Fast readout on a go-no-go basis when
Multiplier using templet on oscilloscope. Direct

readout of instantaneous peak power.



power loss techniques. All parts
could be given a specification based
on a standard sine current pulse
generated by simple apparatus.
However, for infrequent laboratory
testing, where waveshapes may vary
considerably from a sinewave, the
thermal calculation or manual inte-
gration methods are most suitable.
Tedious experimentation and calcu-
lation are offset by a low initial
investment.

The final technique, analog mul-
tiplication, is the most versatile,
accepting any waveform and dis-
playing power losses as a function
of time. An initial investment of
parts and time, coupled with a con-
tinuous investment in calibration
time, represents the cost of analog
multiplication. The electronic mul-
tiplier then becomes valuable to
engineering groups with significant
interest in power semiconductor de-
sign and application.

PARAMETER TRADE·OFFS
As semiconductor manufactur-

ing processes have been developed
and refined, manufacturers are able
to produce devices with desirable
sets of characteristics by simp-
ly trading off one characteristic
against the other. For instance, the
turn-off time of a thyristor can be
shortened in the case of an alloy-
diffused device by using a gold dop-
ing technique. At the same time,
however, as turn-off time is re-
duced, the forward voltage of the
device increases. This limits the
steady-state operating current un-
der an allowable ambient condition
and reduces the surge capability of
the device.

In other words, one can take, for
instance, a silicon chip of large
enough diameter which, with rela-

tively long enough turn-off time,
could handle, say, 470 amperes in a
pressure-assembled case and by
doping the silicon heavily enough in
the proper manner, cause the turn-
off time to be reduced to tens of
microseconds, at the same time in-
creasing the forward voltage to low-
er the useful current handling cap-
ability of the device to 250 or
300 amperes.

By applying a shorting technique
between the emitter and the under-
lying P-Iayer of a four-layer device,
thus producing one or more low
impedance paths around this P-N
junction, the dv/dt capability of the
SCR can be improved considerably.
This technique, known as emitter
shorting, however, also affects the
triggering capability of the SCR.
The inrush current capacity of the
thyristor during the turn-on interval
is also affected.

Blocking voltage capability of a
thyristor in both the forward and
reverse directions is affected by the
resistivity of the basic silicon ma-
terial used in producing the device
and the thickness of the silicon
used. This resistivity, however, also
affects the propagation rate of the
device as it is being turned on. This
is another parameter of importance
to consider in determining the in-
rush capabilities of a thyristor dur-
ing the turn-on interval. A summary
of parameter trade-offs for conven-
tional SCR devices is shown in
Table I-VI.

SCR GEOMETRY
The original process used to

manufacture silicon controlled rec-
tifiers was the alloy-diffused pro-
cess. In this process, after the origi-
nal PNP sandwich is produced by
diffusion methods, the final P-N
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SCR VOLTAGE CURRENT CRITICAL di/dt
PARAMETER RATING RATING 'GT dv/dt to VTO RATING $

Edge t tContouring

Emitter t t t tShorting

Gold Doping t t t t t t t t(1 )

Thinner t t t t tN-Base

Multiple t t t tGates

Better t i t tCooling

Reduced
t tVoltage

Operation

(1) In addition to gold doping, other means of reducing minority carrier lifetime will
have the same effect on the listed parameters except voltage rating may not be
adversely affected by other methods.

junction is formed by using a gold
antimony disc weighted down on
the surface of the PNP sandwich
and passing these parts through an
alloying furnace, thus causing the
gold antimony to alloy into the
silicon, producing a final N region.
It became obvious that if the dyn-
amic characteristics of a 4-layer de-
vice were to be controlled carefully
by the manufacturer, a new, more
exact process of forming this last N
region was necessary.

International Rectifier developed
a new SCR series which incor-
porated an epitaxial emitter region.
Instead of alloying a disc for the
last N layer, a window was created
in which the N layer was grown,
thus producing the emitter in a
much more exact geometry. With
this new capability of control of
large areas of the silicon, the trade-
off ability of the device designer
and process engineer became much
more predictable. Larger and larger
devices of higher and higher current

capability became available with all
of the necessary dynamic require-
ments for inverter application.

One of the most important limit-
ations soon made itself even more
evident in these large area devices.
This limitation was the ability of
the device to turn on non-destruct-
ively into high inrush (high di{dt)
currents. When one of the SCRs in
question did fail on di{dt, it was
generally observed that a small
burnt area appeared in proximity
with the gate in the general vicinity
of or at the edge of the shorting
disc.

One of the approaches to a solu-
tion to this problem was to produce
devices with a center-triggered gate
construction, in order to propagate
conduction throughout the device
more rapidly at the beginning of
the turn-on interval. Since the
spreading rate of propagation in the
silicon is a physical constant for
given current and resistivity condi-
tions, it is necessary to produce a



large initially turned-on area in or-
der to cause a larger area to con-
duct in a given amount of time_
However, the center-triggered gate
will propagate more rapidly than an
edge-triggered unit only if the gate
is concentrically located with re-
spect to the edge of the main cath-
ode N region. This, of course, is
physically impossible in production
with a large number of units, so
that any center-triggered config-
uration will yield a wide variation
in turn-on capabilities over a num-
ber of production units, determined
solely by the ability of the manu-
facturer to build perfectly con-
centric circles on the surface of the
device.

Manufacturers then began to
produce new geometries in order to
help the turn-on capabilities and
other dynamic properties of the
device. The internal feed-back in
SCRs of early edge-triggered and
center-triggered constructions caused
gate current starvation during the
initial turn-on interval. This has
been used in new geometries in
order to produce an amplification
or regeneration of a low level gating
signal externally applied. What the
manufacturer does with the geom-
etry of the device in order to take
advantage of this available energy
determines 1) whether the device
will propagate rapidly and, there-
fore, switch on efficiently, thus
having high di{dt capability and low
repetitive switching losses and 2)
whether this geometry is or is not
made independent of the main
cathode N region resistivity and
depth in order to make the device
turn-on capabilities independent of
turn-off time, dv{dt, voltage rating,
etc. This geometry control ar-
rangement, used in the ACE family

of devices, not only uses the in-
ternal amplification inherent in the
thyristor, but also tends to cause a
linear spreading action over the
main cathode, thus minimizing any
hot spots that can occur dUring the
turn-on interval, at the same time
leaving the delay time of the device
unaffected.

The aluminum deposition or
metallic contact also makes it pos-
sible for the device to operate at
very high frequencies. Some early
versions using wire connections,
under high di{dt conditions, had
such high internally amplified cur-
rents that at several kilohertz the
wires tended to fuse, thus opening
the gate connections in the device.
Although the devices would still
turn on in most cases, the amplified
or regenerative turn-on action was
no longer present. Thus, in order to
produce a device which can be
successfully manufactured in large
quantities with reproducible in-
verter type characteristics, it is
necessary to separate the N regions
used for the main cathode and the
amplified or regenerative gating
completely so that the resistivity of
one region can be made indepen-
dent of the other; thus, short turn-
off time, high dv{dt and high volt-
age capability can be produced in
the device independently of its
turn-on characteristics.

Prior to techniques utilizing the
shorted emitter to achieve high
dv{dt ratings, it was observed that
by using an inverse bias on the gate
of a thyristor during its off period,
it was possible to increase its dv{dt
rating considerably over the un-
biased gate condition. The results,
however, were rather spotty in that
some devices appeared to improve
much more than others. It was also
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observed that in using a shorted
emitter technique, this increased
dv/dt capability with negative gate
bias was much less apparent.

BIDIRECTIONAL TRIODE
THYRISTOR-TRIACS

In the years that followed the
advent of the first thyristor devices,
it became obvious that as the inher-
ent limitations in accuracy and re-
sponse of the control elements were
removed the industrial user became
willing, in fact anxious, to include
more sophistication in his equip-
ment in order to reduce his main-
tenance requirements and increase
productivity. At first, the engineer
was able to satisfy these require-
ments with good assurance of reli-
ability and a reasonable degree of
complexity. As the demand for
larger and more complex systems
increased, however, it became ap-
parent that a new limitation began
to present itself. With more and
more components required to make
up a control system, both in the
power control and in the logic and
command circuitry, the maximum
achievable reliability began to be a
limiting factor in producing a sys-
tem which would prove attractive
economically to the user. The cost
of packaging components began to
approach and, in some extreme
cases, exceed that of the com-
ponents being packaged. The semi-
conductor designers' solution to the
problem was, of course, the use of
microcircuit techniques. Thick films,
thin films, monolithics, hybrids and,
most recently, large scale integration
have extended the range of applica-
tion for the most imaginative and
resourceful circuit and system de-
signers.

In the midst of this new tech-

nological revolution, the power
semiconductor designers also began
to respond. The design of the first
triac marked a new departure for
power device technology. By in-
corporating the functions of two
SCRs into a single chip device -
both functions controlled by one
gate - the way was opened for
simplification in the power circuit-
ry, as well as in the low power level
control and logic circuits.

An exmination of the construc-
tion of International Rectifier's
triac indicates that except for a
modification of the gating in one
portion of the device, the triac can
be viewed as two anti-parallel con-
nected silicon controlled rectifiers
constructed in one wafer of silicon.
This similarity is illustrated by
Figure 1-47(a), a block diagram of
two SCRs connected in anti-paral-
lel, and Figure 1-47(b), a block
diagram of a triac. If the gating on
the right-hand SCR were changed
and the control PNP regions con-
nected as illustrated in Figure
1-47(c), the similarity would be
complete.

Gating
The gating characteristics of the

triac are very different from those
of two anti-parallel SCRs. For the
anti-parallel SCRs, a positive gate
signal is applied between Gate 1
and Main Terminal 1 when Main
Terminal 1 is negative, and between
Gate 2 and Main Terminal 2 when
Main Terminal 2 is negative. This
method of operation requires two
separate gate circuits.

In the triac, Gate 1 and Gate 2
are connected together and oper-
ated from a single gate circuit con-
nected between the gates and Main
Terminal 1. The easiest triggering
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mode for ac control is achieved by
biasing the gates positive when
Main Terminal 1 is negative, and
negative when Main Terminal 1 is
positive. Triggering for ac control is
also possible with negative bias on
the gates during both half cycles.
For dc control, a positive gate bias
will result in operation similar to an
SCR. This type of operation was
made possible by a design in which
a positive gate bias will not trigger
the device when Main Terminal 1 is
positive.

When Main Terminal 1 is nega-
tive, triggering takes place in the
same manner as in an SCR. The

positive bias at Gate 1 with respect
to the top N type cathode, causes
injection of electrons from this
cathode into the P type region as
shown in Figure 1-48(a). A large
percentage of these injected elec-
trons are collected by junction J2
which is reverse biased. This col-
lector current in turn induces a
forward bias across junction J3,
which results in injection of holes
into the central N type region.
Some of these holes recombine
with electrons, but a small percent-
age of them are collected by reverse
biased junction J2. This hole in-
jection occurs over a larger area of
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junction J3 than the area of the
initial electron injection from J2.
The ratio of the areas is a function
of the diffusion length of electrons
in the upper P region and the re-
sistivity of the central N region.

The collected holes induce an
additional injection of electrons
from Jl over an even larger area
than the hole injection area. This
counter injection continues until
the entire area under the upper N
type region or cathode is conduct-
ing and the reverse bias across J2
has collapsed. Although the counter
injection has been described as a
stepwise process, since collection is
not an abrupt occurrence, the
growth of the conduction area is a
fairly smooth, continuous process.

Since Main Terminal 1 is also
connected to the upper P type
region, some shunting of the gate
signal will occur. This shunt current
is, however, minimized by judicious
placement of Gate 1. The same
type of shunting occurs in an SCR
with a shorted emitter construction.

As shown in Figure 1-48(b),
when Main Terminal 1 is positive, a
negative bias on Gate 2 will cause
injection from the N type gate re-
gion. Many of these injected elec-
trons will recombine with holes.
This current can be considered to
be as a parasitic diode current be-
tween Gate 2 and Main Terminal 1,
since it has no useful function.
Some of the injected electrons,
however, will be collected by J2 in
the vicinity of Gate 2 and cause J2
to become forward biased. Since
Main Terminal 1 is positive with
respect to Gate 2, J2 at point (1)
will have a greater forward bias
than at point (2). This forward bias
will cause an injection of holes pri-
marily at point (1) into the central

N type region. Some of these inject-
ed holes will be collected by junc-
tion J3, which is now reverse
biased. This will induce injection of
electrons from J4 into the lower P
type region, which, in turn, will be
collected by J3. Here again, the
counter injection will continue un-
til the entire area over the lower N
type region or cathode is turned on.

As long as the current through
the device is maintained above a
certain minimum level (holding cur-
rent), this positive feedback will
continue and the device will con-
tinue to conduct.

Turn-Off Time
Except for gating, the triac is a

symmetrical device. The turn-off
mechanism, when the device has
been conducting in one direction is
virtually the same as turn-off in the
other direction.

Consider the case depicted in
Figure 1-48(c), where Main Termin-
al 1 is negative with respect to Main
Terminal 2, and the left-hand por-
tion of the device is conducting.
Regions PI and N2 in the left-hand
portion are flooded with minority
carriers. Majority carriers are not
shown.

When the polarity of the device
is reversed, some of these minority
carriers will recombine with majori-
ty carriers, and most of the others
will be collected by junctions Jl
and J3. The collection of these
stored minority carriers results in
reverse recovery current. This cur-
rent causes the injection of addi-
tional minority carriers from junc-
tion J2. Both electrons are injected
into PI and holes are injected into
N2 by junction J2. The primary
effect is the injection of holes into
N2. This additional injection pro-
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longs the recovery process, but
since the a of the P1, N2, P2
section is quite low at these current
densities, only a small percentage of
them ever reach J3.

If a sufficient number of holes
are collected at section R of J3 to
induce injection of electrons by J4
into P2 section R (see Figure
1-48(d», the device will turn on.
This can only occur if a large num-
ber of holes have diffused into
section R from section L of N2 or
if a sufficient number of holes are
injected into section R of N2 by J2
during the recovery phase of sec-
tion L.

This problem is minimized by
constructing the device with a hori-
zontal separation between N1 and
N3 of several minority carrier dif-
fusion lengths and obtaining a high
enough sheet resistance of N2 to
minimize injection of carriers from
J2 into section R of N2.

~v/dt
The load circuit in many appli-

cations will have a somewhat lag-
ging power factor. This may result
in appreciable reapplied dv/dt of
opposite polarity. Consider a single
phase circuit shown in Figure 1-49,

controlled by a pair of anti-parallel
connected SCRs. The resulting
waveshapes when these two SCRs
are triggered symmetrically (that is,
if the respective triggering angles of
their anode-cathode voltages are
equal), are illustrated in Figure
1-50. Figure 1-51 illustrates instan-
ces when the triggering angle a is
less than or greater than the circuit
power factor angle ¢.

Examining the waveshapes shown
in Figure 1-51(b) in a qualitative
manner is most useful in deter-
mining the characteristics required
of a control device used in this
type of circuit. It becomes ap-
parent that the control device will
be subjected to sudden applica-
tions of off-state voltage (es) be-
cause of the inductive nature of the
load. (iL lags eAC). A device
incapable of remaining in a block-
ing state during this type of opera-
tion will cause full cond uction to
occur and loss of control to the
load will result.

A pair of SCRs in anti-parallel,
as in Figure 1-49, connected to a
lagging power factor load will re-
peatedly be required to withstand
high dv/dt stresses (as seen in Fig-
ure 1-51). However, since the de-
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vice seeing this high rate-of-rise of
off-state voltage has not been con-
ducting for at least the previous
half cycle, this would be termed
"critical dv/dt." Thyristors, in gen-
eral, display superior "critical
dv/dt" capabilities compared to
their reapplied dv/dt capabilities.
This is due to the fact that under
"critical dv/dt" stress, there is no
major carrier recombination that

must take place in the device before
it can block conduction.

When considering a triac for this
type of control, the contrary is
true. Since the triac is a bi-direc-
tional device, it can have conducted
in one direction prior to being
asked to block in the other. A dv/dt
impressed on a triac after it has
been in conduction is called "com-
mutating" dv/dt and is a form of
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"reapplied" dv/dt. The choice be-
tween using a triac for the control
element in Figure 1-49 or a pair of
anti-parallel SCRs is determined by
the inductive nature of the load and
the availability of triacs with high
"commutating" dv/dt ratings versus
the availability of SCRs with high
"critical" dv/dt ratings.

A comparison of typical com-
mutating dv/dt ratings for various
triacs and their dependence on
temperature is shown in Figure
1-52. It remains with the designer
to determine the dv/dt conditions
existing in the circuit and to choose
the proper device accordingly. For-
tunately, snubber circuits may be
used to reduce the dv/dt stress on a
triac when the device is used in
conjunction with a highly inductive
circuit. By using an R-C network
connected across the device, as
shown in Figure 1-53, it is possible
to suppress the rate-of-rise of volt-
age (dv/dt) seen by possible to sup-
press the rate-of-rise of voltage
(dv/dt) seen by the device.

Figure 1-53. Triac with Snubber
Circuit

Choice of a triac vs. two anti-
parallel SCRs from the considera-
tion of di/dt limitations is rarely a
determining factor. For some ex-
treme cases, the designer may want
to use devices which are designed to
have extremely fast turn-on char-
acteristics to minimize the di/dt

suppression necessary. Since triacs
now available are not specifically
designed for very high inrush rates a
pair of fast turn-on SCRs with
special gate structures would be the
best choice in such cases.

Dissipation Characteristics
Since the triac is characterized as

a bi-directional control device, its
ratings are also characterized in this
fashion. It is relatively easy, then,
for the design engineer to deter-
mine the required heat dissipator
for a given circuit application.
Knowing the required RMS current
which the device will be subjected
to, one can consult a curve of RMS
on-state current vs. maximum al-
lowable case temperature. As in
Figure 1-54, this is represented by
one curve for all conduction angles.
We shall label this maximum al-
lowable case temperature as TC.
The next step is to consult the
curves for device dissipation vs.
RMS current for the proper con-
duction angle. Representative curves
are shown in Figure 1-55. This
dissipation may be called WT.
Knowing the maximum ambient
temperature TA and the interface
thermal resistance between the heat
sink and the device case (Recs), we
can now calculate the necessary
heat exchanger efficiency for the
application (Res) using Formula 1-W.
Res =

[TA + Recs x WT(AV)]
WT(AV) (l-W)

Where:
Res

TC
TA
Recs

Heat exchanger
efficiency
Case temperature
Ambient temperature
Thermal resistance,
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The dissipation in the triac is
considerably greater than that of a
single SCR for a given RMS line
current. This, of course, is to be
expected, since the triac conducts
during both half cycles. It is often
more practical to use high power
triacs when either forced air cooling
or liquid cooling is available. These
cooling means provide high thermal
efficiency and allow the use of rel-
atively small heat exchangers to
keep the triac below its maximum
allowable case temperature. If nat-
ural convection cooling is the only
means available, a rather large heat
exchanger will generally be required
as compared to one needed for each

SCR in an equivalent anti-parallel
configuration.

HOCKEY·PUK SCRs [9J
International Rectifier's Hock-

ey-Puks are a natural development
in SCR construction to achieve
more effective junction cooling and
greater flexibility in assembly. The
Hockey-Puk is a pressure-assembled
device designed to maximize the
benefits of double-side cooling
using air-cooled or liquid-cooled
heat exchangers. This double-side
cooling is accomplished by con-
structing the device so that the
anode and cathode connections are
large area contacts. These copper
pole pieces maximize heat transfer
to the heat exchangers while retain-
ing compactness.
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The greater thermal efficiency
achieved by this construction pro-
vides up to 60% more continuous
current- carrying capability over
comparable stud-mounted devices.
In addition, pressure-assembled con-
struction eliminates all solder joints
within the device, thus avoid-
ing the thermal fatigue problem
sometimes found in large area
semiconductor devices. To further
adapt the Hockey-Puk to heavy in-
dustrial applications, the package is
hermetically sealed. Figure 1-56
shows a cutaway view of a typical
IR Hockey-Puk.

Since the Hockey-Puk device is
designed for double-side cooling, it
presents unique possibilities in
mounting and circuit design.

Mounting the Hockey·Puk
Mounting is an important aspect

in applying Hockey-Puk devices.
Failure to observe necessary pre-
cautions in handling and mounting

NICKEL
PLATED
COPPER
POLE
PIECE

NICKEL
PLATED
COPPER
POLE
PIECE

can result in impaired operation
and reduced reliability.

International Rectifier Hockey-
Puk devices are supplied with pole
surfaces that are flat to 0.0015 TIR
and a maximum roughness of 32
microinches. The mating heat ex-
changer surfaces must have the
same quality finish, or better. If the
surface finish does not conform to
these recommended limits, the pole
surfaces will contact the heat ex-
changer only in a relatively few
spots. This will cause the contact
thermal resistance to increase to a
point that the power losses of the
junction may raise the junction
temperature above the maximum
rated values. To further insure good
heat transfer, a thermal interface
compound, such as Penetrox "A",
(Burndy Corp.),or equivalent, should
be used between the pole piece and
heat exchanger mounting surfaces.

The clamping force should be
applied smoothly, evenly, and per-



pendicularly to the Hockey-Puk to
insure that there is no deformation
of either the pole faces or heat
exchanger during mounting. The
amount of clamping force is im-
portant. The clamping force re-
quired on IR Hockey-Puks is listed
in Table I-VII. Figures 1-57 and
1-58 show the effect that varying
the clamping force (applied force in
pounds) has on thermal resistance
and on-state voltage on a device
rated to have 900 to 1100 pounds
applied.

The clamp shown in Figure 1-59
was designed to apply the clamping
force in a smooth, even manner,
perpendicular to the Hockey-Puk
pole face. Figure 1-60 shows the
effect of non-perpendicular applica-
tion of force. Note the resultant

.17

.16

.15

.14

.13

.12
100

hot spot and pole deformation.
This type of mounting drastically
reduces device capability.

Mounting Hockey-Puk Assembly
When the Hockey-Puk is assem-

bled, one more precaution must be
taken. If the assembly is mounted
with both heat exchangers immov-
able as shown in Figure 1-61(a), the
thermal expansion due to normal
operation can place stresses on the
assembly, causing catastrophic fail-
ure. Figure 1-61(b) shows a better
method of mounting a single Hock-
ey-Puk assembly. The same princi-
ple would apply for two or more
devices on a common heat exchanger.

Versatility
Stud-mounted controlled recti-
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SCR
CASE STYLE TO-200AB TO-200AC A-10 A-18

SCR Series 115PA 125 PAM, PAL, 350 PBM, PBL 700 PK 1200 PN
175PA PALB 360 PBM, PBL 850 PK 1600 PN
250PA 140 PAM, PAL 420 PB, PBM 1000 PK
300PA 430 PBM, PBL

470 PB
500 PBQ
550 PB, PBQ
600 PB
750 PB
900 PB

Rectif$ Case DO-200AA - DO-200AB B-19 -
Style 1
Rectifier Series 401 PDAL - 651 PDBL 2001PD -

471 PDA 801 PDB
Mountin9 Force 1,000 800 2,750 4,500 8,000
(Ib) ± 10%
Pole Face Dia. 0.752 1.302 1.760 2.477
[inch (mm)] (19.10) (33.07) (44.70) (62.92)

0.748 1.298 1.750 2.473
(19.00) (32.96) (44.45) (62.81)

Max. Thickness 0.555 1.06 1.09 1.38
[inch (mm)] (14.10) (26.92) (27.69) (35.05)
Clamp Series C-3 C-4 C-5 C-6
Suggested 1 3 2
Springs



fiers are not available in the for-
ward polarity configuration (cath-
ode to base). The Hockey-Puk con-
figuration permits overcoming this
limitation by merely turning the
Hockey-Puk over in the assembly.
Having this versatility, the Hockey-
Puk allows the design engineer
much more freedom in parallel and
series designs. Some of these possi-
bilities are illustrated in Figure 1-62.

PASSIVATED ASSEMBLED CIR·
CUlT ELEMENTS - PACE/paks
[10,11]

IR uses improved passivation
techniques for power semiconduct-
ors, and has employed some of the
technology from the microelectron-
ics industry to manufacture high
power thyristor and rectifier hybrid
circuits. The circuits generally utH-

ize thyristor or diode junctions
mounted on an electrically isolat-
ing, thermally-conductive substrate,
which is, in turn, mounted to a
copper or aluminum plate that can
be attached to a heat dissipator.
The active components of the de-
vice are encapsulated with high
temperature, moisture-resistant ep-
oxy. The junctions are isolated
from the copper plate by means of
a beryllium oxide, or, in the case of
lower power applications, an alum-
ina substrate. Then, depending up-
on the amount of current to be
handled, the devices are intercon-
nected by a wire frame or by thick
film techniques. The power and
control leads can then be brought
out of the epoxy encapsulation
by means of fast-on terminals or
lugs.



Figure 1-60. Hockey-Puk with
Uneven Force

Advantages
This construction offers many

advantages over the conventional
packaging techniques. These ad-
vantages include: 1) The user's en-
gineering design time is better util-
ized because only one device must
be specified instead of as many as
five for single-phase applications
and seven for three-phase appli-
cations. 2) Assembly labor costs are
reduced, as only one device must be
mounted and interconnected for
the entire power section. 3) Visual
keys by either color coding or
mechanical asymmetries can be
used to aid in making the assembly
installation foolproof. 4) Isolated
heat dissipators are eliminated be-
cause the single copper plate is iso-
lated from the circuit. 5) Thermal
efficiencies are better than with in-
dividual devices. 6) In many appli-
cations, the smaller size of the
power circuit assembly can be util-
ized to advantage. For example, a
single-phase full wave controlled
bridge assembly, designed for a 2

SPACERS ALLOW FREEOOM OF
MOVEMENT OF TOP HEAT
EXCHANGER

(b) RECOMMENOED

Figure 1-61. Mounting a Hockey-
Puk Assembly

hp dc motor, is only 1.25" x 2.5" x
0.9" (31.75 x 63.5 x 22.86 mm)
and could be mounted directly on
the bell housing of the motor itself.
7) There is a savings in the parts
inventory required for a product
using the PACE/pak; this parts
count savings can be as high as 7 to
1, not counting hardware and wire.
8) An increase in rating over the
equivalent junction when mounted
in the standard junction-soldered-
to-stud case is obtained. This was
noted during the earliest testing and
evaluation of the PACE/pak; there
was a large reduction of the thermal
impedance, junction-to-case of the
thyristors (the "case" being the
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copper base plate) when compared
to the same junction soldered to a
copper stud.

From the rating sheets of IR's
25 ampere, standard, stud-mounted
SCR series, the thermal impedance
of a 16RC is 1.50C/W. However,
referring to Figure 1-63, the SCR
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and the diode together in the hy-
brid assembly have a thermal im-
pedance of O.90CiW. Mounting the
devices on the beryllium substrate
directly has increased the heat re-
moval capacity (reduced the therm-
al impedance) of the hybrid as-
sembly over that of the stud-

NOTE,

THERMAL RESISTANCE.
AS CALCULATED ON
THE BASIS OF SCR
JUNCTION TEMP RISE
ABOVE COPPER PLATE
DIVIDED BY THE TOTAL
POWER DISSIPATED BY
THE ONE DIODE AND ONE
SCR IAVG WATTS/2),

RnJC = 0.90C/WATT
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mounted device by 40%. The reas-
on is the large contact area of the
substrate to the copper plate, while
in the stud-mounted device, the in-
terface between the stud type base
and the heat dissipator presents a
thermal barrier, due to the small
contact area between the two. One
might speculate that very little
might be gained when considering
contact areas. However, the shorter
the thermal path, the greater the
thermal efficiency (considering ma-
terials with similar thermal con-
ductivities). The thermal path from
the junction to the copper base of
the PACE/pak is basically a straight
line, while the thermal path of the
stud-mounted device is at best a
200 line around the stud of the
device. This principle also holds true
for the diodes in these assemblies.

Construction
The construction of the PACE/

pak is straightforward; however,
there are some variations in the tech-
niques used, depending on the power
level to be handled by the device.

Diode and/or thyristor junctions
are taken directly from the stand-
ard (stud mount devices) produc-
tion line. (This allows a larger va-
riety of circuits and power capabili-
ties without the necessity of start-
ing a new production line.) The
junctions are used in two fOlms,
one with connecting wires and a
solderable molybdenum disc at-
tached and these wires and discs are
used for the interconnections and
mounting. In the other form (gener-
ally lower power), the junctions are
metallized for direct soldering of
the interconnections and the junc-
tion to the metallized substrate.
This latter form of junction is par-
ticularly suited, with proper jigging,

to furnace soldering. In many lower
power PACE/paks, thick film tech-
niques are used to make the in-
terconnections. The beryllium-
oxide substrate is then soldered to
the copper mounting plate for high
power devices or in the case of
lower power units a thermal-
conducting epoxy is used to attach
the substrate.

The power hybrid circuits are
then directly encapsulated in epoxy
resin. In order to prevent inter-
action between the resin and the
junctions, and to increase reliabili-
ty, the junctions are passivated.
This eliminates the need for any
intermediate encapsulation of the
junctions, with the consequent ad-
vantage of better heat flow and less
bulk and cost. The method used is
the same as that used in the pro-
duction of some microelectronic
circuits.

Rating and Application
To give more insight into the use

of these new encapsulated devices,
consider the circuit configuration
shown in Figure 1-64. This circuit

Figure 1-64. Common PACE/pak
Circuit: Single-Phase
Hybrid Bridge with
Free-Wheeling Diode



would be used in low power dc
motor drives or without the free-
wheeling diode as a power supply.
Further, for purposes of this dis-
cussion, let us assume that the de-
vices used are in the 25 ampere
RMS rating category.

Figure 1-65 defines the maxi-
mum allowable base plate (case)
temperature vs. conduction angle
and dc output current. Knowing
the worst case conditions of the
user's application, the maximum al-
lowable base plate (case) tempera-
ture can be determined. Then, tak-
ing Figure 1-66, which shows power
loss vs. conduction angle and out-
put current, and knowing the maxi-
mum allowable base plate tempera-
ture, it is possible to determine the
heat dissipator requirements. As-
suming a 1.5" (38.1 mm) surface

area, a good thermal compound and
smooth contact surface, the therm-
al resistance of the base plate to
dissipator, Recs, is in the neigh-
borhood of 0.1 °C/W.

Using these design graphs, it is
possible to characterize this power
hybrid assembly in a fashion very
similar to that used for a discrete
device. There are some interesting
variations from this rule, because
this is a complete circuit, not a
single device. Consider working into
a highly inductive load with the
circuit shown in Figure 1-64. The
permissible output current into an
inductive load can actually be great-
er than that permitted for a resist-
ive load, during a phase-back condi-
tion. Figure 1-67 shows this for the
25 amp PACE/pak working into a
theoretically perfect inductor at a
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750C case temperature. The reason
is that during the free-wheeling por-
tion of the cycle, the forward volt-
age drop, hence the power loss, is
less than when the SCRs are con-
ducting. For example, when the

bridge is conducting 25A, the cur-
rent is going through two devices
with a combined forward voltage of
2.55 volts; the power dissipated is
(2.55V x 25A) 63.75W, while dur-
ing free-wheeling, it encounters
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only one diode voltage drop, 0.9
volts, and the power dissipated is
(0.9V x 25A) 22.5W. The final
downturn in current at about 900 is
caused by having reached the free-
wheeling diode's current capability.

Circuits
The use of PACE/paks is similar

to using integrated circuits, in that
the designer is no longer selecting
an individual component, but he
selects the circuit which will meet
his functional job requirement.
However, similarly to the integrated
circuit industry, it is expensive to
generate an infinite variety of spe-
cialized circuits to satisfy each ap-
plication. As with the integrated
circuit industry, it is better for a
designer to select a standard circuit,
rather than a special design, and
take advantage of volume produc-
tion and the resultant lower costs.

I.) SINGLE PHASE, HYBRID
BRIDGE WITH DOUBLER
CONNECTION

(Cl SINGLE PHASE HYBRID
BRIDGE WITH COMMON
CATHODE CONNECTION

Some of the variations which are
available and relatively easy to gen-
erate are shown in the following
figures.

Several common SCR bridge
control circuits can be seen in Fig-
ure 1-68 with (c) being the most
common. Both circuit (c) and (d)
can be supplied with or without a
free-wheeling diode. Circuit (a) can
be used for generator exciters, de
motor drives and power supplies. It
also has the advantage of not re-
quiring a free-wheeling diode. Cir-
cuit (b) can be used as a de motor
drive with the added advantage of
being able to provide regeneration
during braking. Circuits (c) and (d)
are commonly used as de motor
drives. The most popular power
levels to date have been in the one
to five horsepower range. It might
be noted that by shorting the posi-
tive to negative output of these

ld) SINGLE PHASE HYBRID
BRIDGE WITH COMMON
ANODE CONNECTION
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circuits, an ac switch configuration
is obtained.

Figure 1-69 shows a miscellany
of circuits that have been built us-
ing a common substrate. Circuit (a)
has been used as a field excited in a
generator, a half wave dc power
supply, as well as a dc relay /con-
tactor driver. Circuit (b) is a uni-
versal configuration. It can be used
as a positive or negative center tap
circuit, pulse charger, doubler, ac
switch or with selected devices even
an inverter leg. Circuit (c) is an
inexpensive pulse charger for lead-
ing power factor loads.

A variety of ac switches are
shown in Figure 1-70; these can be
used for lighting controls, heating
controls and motor starters. The
triac is especially well-suited to
these jobs and has the advantage of
being only one control element.
However, some caution must be
exercised when using it with an
inductive load. The triac's com-
mutating dv /dt is not especially
high and must be considered or a

1
~;

1~;b 0

Figure 1-69. OtherPACE/pak
Circuits

loss of control may be experienced
during a phase-back condition. The
circuit using the diode in anti-par-
allel is used mostly in three-phase
circuits; however, it could be used
in a limited range single-phase light
dimmer application.

A new area where PACE/paks
are being applied is three-phase
power circuits as shown in Figure
1-71. Three phase diode bridge cir-
cuits can be delivered with voltage
ratings of up to 600 volts and cur-
rent levels to 150 amps.

Various other circuit configura-
tions are under development, with
new standard building blocks being
introduced regularly.

GENERAL APPLICATION HINTS
One of the most common diffi-

culties in the application of thyris-
tors is a misunderstanding of SCR
specifications and ratings, such as
critical vs. reapplied dv /dt, the sig-
nificance of reverse recovery in
SCRs and power rectifier diodes,
and the meaning of the di/dt rating
in terms of circuit performance and
design.

Second is a cost related factor
that concerns all design engineers.
Often, the SCR design engineer at-
tempts to specify a device with very
stringent performance requirements
and ratings to save money on other
components in the circuit, and he
forgets that the device may be im-
possible or uneconomical to pro-
duce. This problem is most appar-
ent when a few such special devices
have been used in a prototype
breadboard. Later, when a large
quantity order results, no SCR
manufacturer can provide the de-
vice in the quantities needed.
Average vs. RMS Current Ratings

A problem with "simple" con-
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Figure 1-71. PACE/pak Three-Phase
Rectifier Circuit

trolled bridge rectifier circuits often
overlooked is that output voltage
cannot be decreased to near zero
while maintaining the same average
output current. In this case, the
device may be kept well within its
average current rating, but will be
operating many times beyond maxi-
mum RMS current rating.

This is true because the different
form factors associated with the
average and RMS currents cause the
RMS value to greatly exceed the
average at low conduction angles.
The limiting factor is that RMS
current (heating) flows through the

resistive portion of the leads and
internal assembly parts, and adds
heat to the junction rather than
carrying it away. Table I-VIII shows
the various form factors vs. the
conduction angle (BC).

Table I·VIII. Form Factor vs.
Conduction
Angle (Sine Wave)

Be IRMS/IAVG
150 5.653
300 3.979
450 3.233
600 2.780
900 2.221

1200 1.878
1800 1.571

It is important for the designer
to keep these concepts in mind,
because the average current may
look extremely low, yet the RMS
currents may be high enough to
cause device destruction. It is pos-
sible to fall into this trap when
selecting a current detection circuit
or locating it in the main circuit.
The problem exists, for example,
when current is detected through
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an averaging network, or when a peak
current detector is positioned after
the filtering in the power circuit.

Snubbers
All SCR applications must take

account of device dv/dt ratings and
steps must often be taken to soft-
en anode-cathode waveforms. The
standard techniques for limiting ap-
plied dv /dt rely on the integrating
ability of capacitors. The most
primitive snubber of this type is
shown in Figure 1-72. The capaci-
tor absorbs excess transient energy,
while the resistor defines the ap-
plied dv /dt in conjunction with the
external system inductance.

An informative analysis studies
the response of this snubber to a
step function voltage. If an infinite-
ly sharp voltage, of magnitude E, is
impressed across the entire R,L,C
combination, the waveform applied
to the protected SCR will be con-
siderably softened, due to the high
transient impedance of the induct-
or. The maximum SCR dv/dt will
then be given by Formula I-X.
Maximum aevice dv/dt =

ER
20: WnEin = L (I-X)

LT = DISTRIBUTED AND
LUMPED SYSTEM
INDUCTANCE

Where:
Ein peak value of applied trans-

ient voltage
circuit natural angular fre-
quency (1/y'CC
damping factor

R(2..;L!(!

To prevent excessive magnifica-
tion of any applied transient volt-
ages, a damping factor in the range
of about 0.5 to 1.0 should be chos-
en for the LRC suppressor network.
A damping factor of 0.7 restricts
the overswing to 20 percent greater
than the peak transient voltage.

A damping factor of 1.0 would
restrict the voltage to that of the
peak transient with no overswing.

Consequently, standard design
requires
..!:..- < C < 4L

R2 R2

Going over the upper limit over-
damps the circuit and requires ex-
cessively large capacitors and dis-
sipation.

In practical situations, it is usual-
ly necessary to choose R quite



small (10 to 200 ohm) but even so,
for higher frequency operation, the
snubber dissipation can be quite
significant, increasing system cost
and impairing system efficiency.

However, these are the trade-offs
that the design engineer must de-
cide for himself.

Hybrid Bridge
Two systems may be used to

provide controllable three-phase
bridge rectifiers, one utilizing 6
SCRs (the full converter circuit)
and the other 3 SCRs and 3 con-
ventional rectifiers (the hybrid or
semi-converter circuit). (See Fig-
ures 1-73 and 1-74.)

Figure 1-73 shows the 6 SCR
3-phase bridge circuit. This circuit
provides full control of output
power as the thyristors receive in-
dependent gate triggering signals
and does not lose control of the
output voltage. On the other hand,
the bridge circuit shown in Figure
1-74 consists of only 3 SCRs to-
gether with 3 diodes and requires
only 3 gate drive circuits. Conse-
quently it is much less expensive to
build.

On inductive loads, in hybrid
assemblies, it is important to avoid
sudden removal of the gate pulses,
as the inductance prevents the out-
put current from immediately drop-
ping to zero and the conducting
SCR will not turn-off. Current will
be drawn from the supply under
these conditions for 2400 of the
full cycle, and, providing the in-
ductance of the load is sufficiently
high, current will circulate for the
remaining 1200 (via the rectifier in
series with the conducting thy-
ristor).

The above condition can remain
in effect indefinitely, and will gen-
erally result in serious overloading
of the conducting SCR. Two solu-
tions are available for this difficulty:
A. Never remove gate pulses unless

the output current has previous-
ly been maintained at a low level
for a period of time well in
excess of the load time constant.

B. Provide a free-wheeling diode
across the load.

Gate Drive
One of the most frequent causes

of trouble for a designer is the SCR
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gate drive. The problem usually in-
volves providing sufficient power
gain between the logic and the SCR
gate; arriving at the SCR gate with
adequate drive and isolation seems
to be a stumbling block for many
SCR design engineers.

The design engineer would like
to trigger a 740 ampere RMS SCR
with a unijunction transistor pulse
circuit through a 10 volt-microsec-
ond pulse transformer for isolation.

The problem exists because, un-
der the above conditions, many
large SCRs will turn on and operate
successfully at room temperature
and with a low di/dt load, but at
OOC, the unit will not work at all,
and with a high di/dt load it will
not work for long even at room
temperature. Faced with this prob-
lem, the engineer will tighten the
specification for the gate trigger
current and voltage to obtain easy
triggering at low temperatures. To
cover the extra cost of this selec-
tion, the SCR manufacturer must
raise the price of the device. In
addition, the designer has removed
some much needed noise immunity
and performance with a high di/dt
load may still be marginal.

The designer, in this case, should
reconsider his drive circuits to
decide if, in the long run, it would
not be less expensive to meet the
gate drive conditions specified in
the catalog data sheet for a stand-
ard device.

There is another problem sur-
rounding a lagging power factor
load. In many inverter designs, the
power SCR in the circuit may not
be forward biased until well into
the half-cycle. At the same time,
the reactive current is flowing
through the free-wheeling diode. In
this case, it is clear that a pulse
gating scheme cannot be used. A
direct current must be supplied to
the gate after the initial gate pulse
to insure that the device will trigger
when it does become forward bi-
ased. This current is commonly re-
ferred to as the "back porch" of
the gate drive signal.

Reverse Recovery (Diode and SCR)
Many engineers do not fully ap-

preciate the phenomenon of reverse
recovery in a semiconductor device.
They tend to view them as perfect
switches. At low frequency (60 Hz)
and low current, this is a valid



assumption with respect to reverse
recovery. However, at high frequen-
cy (repetition rates) and large cur-
rents, reverse recovery takes on
considerable importance.

Consider, for instance, the wave-
shape for the diode designated as a
normal diffused rectifier shown in
Figure 1-75. Let us assume the
diode is to be applied in a typical
inverter power supply (Figure
1-76). Figures 1-75, 1-77, and 1-78
show that the average losses during
recovery can be calculated by Form-
ula 1-Y.

NORMAL DIFFUSED RECTIFIER
DIODE,250A
FORWARD CURRENT: 785A PEAK

di/dt: -25A//lsec ta: 4.1 /lsec
trr: 5.8 /lsec tb: 1.7 /lsec
IR(REC)' 95A

Figure 1-75. Diode Reverse Recovery

HIGH
FREQUENCY
CONVERTER

VF IR(REC) ta/2 +
WR -

ta +tb

VRWMIR(REC) tb/2
ta + tb

Where:
WR
Vf

= Recovery power
= Diode forward voltage at

the proper current level
during ta.

=95A
= 4.1 x 10-6 sec
= 1.7 x 10-6 see
= Peak reverse voltage ap-

plied to rectifier during
operation.

VF = 2V

Therefore:
the losses, WR =
2V ·95A . 4.1 x 10-6 sec/2 +
4.1 x 10-6 sec + 1.7 x 10-6 sec

600V . 95A '1.7 x 10-6 sec/w
4.1 x 10-6 sec + 1.7 x 10-6 sec

Averaging this dissipation over
the full cycle period for the inverter
determines the contribution of the
recovery losses to the total diode
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-600V

Figure 1-77. Output Waveshape of
Tl Inverter Bridge

Figure 1-78. Inverter Bridge Rectifier
Recovery Characteristics

dissipation. This contribution is
given in Formula 1-Z.
Wa = fWR (ta + tb) (l-Z)

Where:
Wa = Average recovery power
f = Inverter operating frequency

Assume:
f = 1 kHz

Therefore:
Wa = 48.8W

At 3 KHz, this dissipation would
be 146.4 watts. Therefore, high op-
erating frequencies limit the appli-
cation of normal recovery diodes.

Thus, by using a fast recovery
diode at these higher operating fre-
quencies, average power dissipation
during recovery is reduced, and
rectification efficiency is improved.
Furthermore, the diode can handle
a larger forward current without
overheating.

It has also been found, especially
in some of the higher current dif-

fused rectifiers, that the sweep-out
characteristic can display a rather
dismaying property. The declina-
tion rate (time for decay of the
bulk recovery current) can be very
fast. This sudden decrease of cur-
rent generates a rather high appar-
ent di/dt in the distributed induct-
ance of the circuit and the resultant
voltage (e = L di/dt), generated by
this "snap-off" characteristic, has
often attained a peak value several
times the circuit voltage. Conse-
quently, it is important not only to
provide a high current rectifier with
limited apparent stored charge, but
that it should exhibit a controlled
declination rate of bulk recovery
current in order to assure predict-
able transient voltages.

Figure 1-79 characterizes the
four types of recovery character-
istics of a rectifier. Figure 1-79(a)
depicts a "normal" recovery for a
diffused power rectifier. Figure
1-79(b) shows the typical recovery
current of a rectifier with a snap-off
characteristic. Figure 1-79(c) shows
recovery current of a "soft' recov-
ery rectifier, and Figure 1-79(d)
shows recovery current of a fast
recovery rectifier. The snap-off
diode characteristic has been found
to be so rapid that some rather
unique pulse -forming networks
have been designed using the snap
characteristics of certain units. It
has generally been found less than
desirable to generate such pulses in
a circuit that contains components
which could be punched through
by these transients.

Another area where diode recov-
ery characteristics can cause trouble
is when the diode is used for re-
active energy return in choppers. If
the load is reactive enough to con-
duct dUring the whole off period



Figure 1-79. Rectifier Recovery
Characteristics

for the SCR, when the SCR is again
triggered, it sees essentially a short
circuit until the diode recovers.
Generally, unless some means is
used to limit the initial current
through the SCR and diode (or a
fast recovery diode is used), there
will be excessive di/dt through the
SCR. This is a particularly insidious
problem, because di/dt can mani-
fest itself as a slow deterioration
causing the SCR to fail many
months later.

The SCR itself also has a reverse
recovery interval, which can give
rise to similar difficulties if it is not
fully appreciated during design.

di/dt
If the current in an SCR is al-

lowed to build up too rapidly at
turn-on, there is a current crowding
effect in the area where gate cur-
rent is flowing. The device switches
on progressively across the junc-
tion, starting at the point where the
gate current is injected at about 0.1
mm/fJ.sec. (This turn-on increase in
current is called di/dt.) This current
crowding causes local overheating,
which mayor may not destroy the
device immediately. There can,
however, be a degradation in device
characteristics which will eventually
lead to a failure. Therefore, it is
important that if the basic external
circuits will allow the current in the
device to rise at above a certain
critical rate, then the external cir-
cuit has to be modified by the
introduction of sufficient induct-
ance, to reduce the maximum pos-
sible rate of change of current to
within a defined value.

The most obvious area where
this can happen is in resistive or
capacitive circuits, where the SCR
must switch on into such a load.
The designer must be cautious
when dealing with these loads.

Another trap exists where the
load is an incandescent lamp. In
this case, the load is not only resist-
ive, but the initial current, when
the lamp is cold, can be ten times
the rated running current.

Another area that must be con-
sidered is the R-C snubber network,
where the SCR is expected to dis-
charge the snubber capacitor each
time it turns on. This discharge
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current increases the di/dt required
of the device.

Also, high di/dt in a circuit can
lead to higher switching losses,
which is especially important at
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Parallel Operation
Important Characteristics

The following characteristics of
thyristors are of importance in
achieving an optimum design in a
large power, high current converter
using devices in parallel: 1) Turn-on
sensitivity, 2) Delay time, 3) Finger
voltage, 4) Turn-on propagation
characteristics, 5) Latching and
holding current, 6) On-state volt-
age, 7) Thermal resistance, and 8)
Loop Inductance.

The relative importance of these
characteristics depends upon the
system that is being designed in
terms of whether it is a single-phase
converter, multiple phase converter,
chopper, inverter, etc. This is im-
portant because of the theoretical
rise time possible of the device cur-
rents due to the external circuit
limitations. We can discuss some of

VOLTS
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CATHODEI

the system characteristics and their
relation to each other and some of
the solutions commonly used to
help to control or match the char-
acteristics of the devices. The solu-
tions used by the circuit designer
will depend upon his particular ap-
plication.

Of the eight listed characteris-
tics, turn-on sensitivity, delay time,
and turn-on propagation character-
istics are interrelated. Turn-on
propagation was discussed in detail
in Chapter 1 and will not be dis-
cussed here. Figure 2-1 shows the
delay times of two thyristors manu-
factured by different methods.
Curve A is typical of the character-
istic of an alloy diffused SCR.
Curve B is typical of either an
epitaxial diffused thyristor or a
double-diffused thyristor.
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Thm-On Sensitivity and Delay Time
In order to understand why

these characteristics are inherently
different, one must understand a
little about the construction of
each type of device and how the
cathode regions are formed in
them. In the case of an alloy dif-
fused thyristor, after the initial dif-
fusion sandwich forming a PNP
wafer is achieved, the final junction
is formed by alloying a gold anti-
mony disc into the top of the sili-
con wafer as shown in Figure 2-2.
This forms an N-region and forms
the final PN junction. Because this

is a relatively imprecise means of
forming a junction, this region has a
rather feathered boundary and
therefore provides somewhat of a
nonuniform turn-on characteristic
as is seen in Figure 2-l.

Figure 2-3 shows the construc-
tion of an epitaxial diffused device
which is formed in terms of the
PNP sandwich in a similar manner
to that of the alloy diffused device,
but when the final N region is
added, a well-defined window is cut
into the silicon and intrinsic silicon
is mixed in a gaseous form with an
N dopant and deposited into this
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window forming a much more
sharply defined PN junction. This
junction, which can be considered
hyperabrupt, exhibits a much more
uniform turn-on characteristic and a
much more uniform delay time char-
acteristic as is shown in Figure 2-l.

In many applications, this type
of characteristic is not important.
Where the devices are to be par-
alleled, the turn-on characteristic of
the device, including the triggering
sensitivity and the delay time, be-
come important. For example, con-
sider two SCRs to be connected in
parallel; first two devices having an
alloy diffused structure, and then
two devices having an epitaxial dif-
fused structure, and consider their
various characteristics and what
might happen if these charac-
teristics were not in some way
taken into consideration in the cir-
cuit design.

Figure 2-4 illustrates one of the
sets of conditions for alloy diffused
devices that may result in this case.
The turn-on characteristic of device
A, shown in the top of Figure 2-4,
indicates that the anode-to-cathode
voltage begins to fall more quickly
because the triggering sensitivity of
that device, as shown in the second
part of Figure 2-4, is slightly greater
than that of device B. Since the
devices have no well-defined delay
time, they begin to turn on as soon
as gate current is applied and then
the voltage across device A begins
to fall more rapidly as both de-
vices go into the regenerative turn-
on mode.

The anode current as shown in
the third part of Figure 2-4 begins
to rise sooner in device A than in
device B, and even if the devices
had been matched in forward volt-
age at some high current, they

would never achieve that current
level eqUally because of the unequal
turn-on characteristics. Figure 2-4 is
somewhat optimistic in the fact
that anode current of device B is
shown rising at all. If indeed device
A turned on and there were no
appreciable inductance in the loop
which includes device A, device B
might never turn on if the anode-
to-cathode voltage of A fell below
the finger voltage of B before it
triggered.

One of the things that affects
the degree of importance of this
characteristic is the amount of in-
ductance in each SCR loop. This
loop inductance can be built in by
the construction of the equipment,
or may be inserted in the form of a
saturable or a nonsaturating induct·
ance, whichever is more economic
and more feasible for the circuit
designer in order to force this type
of sharing.

One method of equalizing this
turn-on characteristic of alloy dif-
fused devices is to choose a resistor
to be put in series with each gate of
the devices to be paralleled. By
adjusting the turn-on sensitivity of
the device under a given anode-to-
cathode voltage and triggering char·
acteristic, this resistor can force
better uniformity in the devices.
This technique is not necessary if a
device with a hyper-abrupt junction
is used as in the case of an epitaxial
diffused device.

Let's consider a similar idealized
example of the turn-on characteris-
tics of the epitaxial diffused device
shown in Figure 2-5. Figure 2-5
shows the anode-to-cathode voltage
vs. time characteristic, the gate trig-
gering current characteristics, and
the anode current resulting from
paralleling two epitaxial diffused
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thyristors in a similar fashion to
that used in Figure 2-4 for the alloy
diffused devices. Without having
matched the delay characteristics of
the devices, the delay mismatch
shown in the first part of Figure 2-5
would be typical of what one might
experience in choosing two devices
from the same manufacturing class
at random. If the devices also had a
mismatched gate current to trigger
characteristic as shown in the sec-
ond part of this figure, then the
anode current shown in the third
part might result again, assuming
some reasonable amount of cir-
cuit inductance in each of the thy-
ristor loops.

The resulting mismatch between
the two devices would be appreci-
ably lower than with the alloy dif-
fused devices, and the technique of
using gate resistors in series with
each of the gates may not be
necessary in this case. What the
circuit designer would want to do
then would be to require that the
device was made by the process
yielding a well defined delay per-
iod, as shown in Figure 2-5, and
furthermore, that the delay times
of the devices were matched within
some reasonable figure, say 0.25 to
0.5 microseconds maximum mis-
match under a given anode-to-
cathode voltage and a given gate
drive. Then, by inserting an induct-
ance in series with each device,
either a saturating inductance or a
linear reactance, a minimum mis-
match between the two loops could
be achieved. The delay time should
be specified for the minimum gate
drive expected, and the minimum
anode-to-cathode voltage to which
the devices would be subjected dur-
ing turn-on for current sharing, be-
cause delay time of a device will

lengthen under low anode to cath-
ode forcing voltages and also under
low gate current conditions.

In observing the delay time char-
acteristic of the epitaxial diffused
device shown in the top of Figure
2-5, the circuit designer would like
to have the gate current rise, with
the shortest delay time, well above
the triggering sensitivity level of
any device that he might use in his
circuit before the delay period for
the device ends. This technique
would help minimize the possible
mismatch in gate characteristics and
delay times. Generally, if the gate
current is designed to supply, under
a short circuit, each of the gate
circuits a current which rises to
about 0.75 ampere in less than 0.5
microsecond, the gate characteristic
can be optimized. A rise time to
this current level in 0.25 micro-
second is even more attractive in
terms of reaching an optimum, but
this is sometimes impractical due to
voltage isolation considerations in
the gate circuits.

While on the subject, gate circuit
design might be discussed briefly in
order to give the circuit designer
some tips on ways of achieving the
rise times recommended above in a
relatively inexpensive manner. The
circuit shown in Figure 2-6 serves as
a pulse sharpening circuit to give
good voltage isolation without re-
quiring the isolation transformer to
have high frequency characteristics.
In this circuit, the combination of
VG, and ig for SCRI and Rg should
be chosen to give a triggering char-
acteristic which is uniform for all
combinations of VG, Rg and SCR 1
to be used in each oT the SCR
trigger circuits. Capacitors Cl and
resistors R 1 act not only as delay
circuits to square up the collector
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vs. time characteristic shown, but
also as noise suppressors to the
gates of the SCRs which are con-
nected in parallel. R2 simply acts as
pulse stretchers to stretch out the
discharge of capacitors Cl and
should be chosen so that there is no
discontinuity in the SCR gate trig-
gering characteristic between the
discharge of the capacitor and the
follow-up of the slower current
from the pulse transformer.

Figure 2-7 shows an alternate
method of achieving voltage isola-
tion and yet using pulse gating tech-
niques where it may be important,
because of a reactive load in the
main power circuit, that the gate
current be continuous in the SCRs
connected in parallel. This can be
achieved by supplying a series of
gate pulses from two circuits op-
erating alternately and connected
through diodes to the same gate.
These pulses need not be overlap-
ping or continuous as far as the gate
is concerned. A ratio of time-on to
time-between-pulses might be about
70% on, 30% off for large SCRs, as
long as the 30% off time is well
below the turn-off time of the
SCR. In the case of devices of
300 ampere rating or more, the
off time should probably be kept
below about 30 or 40 j.1sec. It
would not then be normal for
the devices to achieve a great deal
of recombination during that per-
iod of time. If the diodes RDl
are used in the gate circuit for
isolation, their turn-on character-
istics should be studied by the
circuit designer to be sure that
they do not effect the gate cur-
rent rise characteristic. Normally a
device doped for fast recovery char-
acteristics will serve well in this
type of application.

Figure 2-8 illustrates another
means of achieving an additive
pulse characteristic and at the same
time high voltage isolation. In this
case, a simple magnetically coupled
multi vibrator is used as the pulse
generator to provide the power
pulsing on the output of a satura-
ting transformer, tl, that is con-
nected to low current SCRs, SCR1
and SCR2, which are, in turn,
pulsed by UJT pulses. The output
of these devices, SCR1 and SCR2
is connected to the high voltage
isolation transformer, t2, which,
through two squaring networks, is
connected to the SCR gates. By
controlling the UJT pulses, the
pulsing to SCRl and SCR2 can
be controlled and this provides
a relatively high amplification,
well isolated means to control
the high frequency pulsing to the
main SCRs.

If a toroidal transformer is being
used, where a square loop material
is being employed in the toroid,
then it is necessary to provide a
reset winding on the transformer;
the following type yields the best
results in terms of frequency res-
ponse and isolation in the trans-
former. In Figure 2-9, the reset
winding should be wound on a
small section of the toroid, insul-
ated from the metal case, on the
opposite side of the toroid from the
side where the gate windings are
located. The toroid should be
wrapped with some insulating ma-
terial if it is in a metal case, and the
first gate winding applied. A sec-
ond layer of insulation should be
wrapped, and then the second gate
winding should be wound on top of
the first one. The primary winding
should then be wound on top of
the gate windings with the neces-
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GATE WINDING

'l'

PLACE GATE WINDINGS
ON CORE AS SHOWN.

THEN WRAP INSULATION ON TOP
OF GATE WINDINGS AND WIND
PRIMARY WINDING ON TOP

sary insulation material in-between.
This gives an optimum coupling be-
tween the gate windings in terms
of equalization to the main or pri-
mary winding.

Finger Voltage
Probably the least understood

characteristic and certainly one of
major importance in high frequency
thyristor applications is the finger
voltage of the device. The finger
voltage characteristic of a thyris-
tor can be seen by observing the
trace of the anode-to-cathode volt-
age vs. time during the opera-
tion of the device under a given
applied time varying anode voltage
and gate drive condition, as in Fig-
ure 2-10(b). All thyristors require
some minimum anode to cathode
voltage (greater than the normal
on-state voltage) before they can be
triggered into conduction. The rea-
son for this is not fully understood,
but it can be explained in terms of
the low current, low voltage, satur-
ated gain of the PNP transistor in

the two transistor model which
is used to explain the operation
of thyristors.

Unless this minimum anode-to-
cathode voltage (finger voltage) is
actually applied to the thyristor, it
will not turn on. Figure 2-10(a)
shows the V-I characteristic for
two thyristors which are perfectly
matched except for finger voltage,
device A having a lower finger volt-
age than device B. Forward voltage
waveshapes appling to the two de-
vices are shown in Figure 2-10 (b).
At time "to," the thyristors be-
come forward biased and the gate
current is applied. However, thyris-
tor A does not begin to conduct
until time "t1," and thyristor B
conducts later at time "t2." There-
fore, if thyristors A and B are con-
nected directly in parallel, thyristor
B will never see a high enough
voltage to turn on. From this, it
can be seen that the specification
of finger voltage is a critical re-
quirement in very low voltage ap-
plications.
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In higher voltage applications,
finger voltage can be an important
parameter where parallel thyristors
are to be gated just before, or at the
time, the thyristor becomes for-
ward-biased. It is possible to mini-
mize the effects of finger voltage in
two ways. First, by ensuring that
gate current is not applied to the
thyristors until the supply (anode-
to-cathode) voltage has risen above
the maximum finger voltage level.
Second, by including an inductor in
series with each thyristor, with suf-
ficient voltsecond capability to en-
sure that all thyristors have more
than the finger voltage before the
inductors saturate.

This finger voltage characteristic
is most pronounced in high voltage
devices (thyristors processed from
high resistivity silicon with wide
base regions). If this characteristic
were not measured and matched for

a group of thyristors to be connect-
ed in parallel, and should one de-
vice possess a much higher finger
voltage than another, the device
with the high finger voltage might
never turn on fully.

All major manufacturers of de-
vices understand this characteristic
well enough to measure it under
given anode-to-cathode voltage and
gate drive conditions and to specify
a match so that the circuit designer
can then include sufficient loop in-
ductance in the individual thyristor
loops to equalize the voltage under
a worst match condition. Usually
any linear or nonlinear inductance
used in the individual thyristor
loops to help equalize the turn-on
characteristics, the mismatch due to
delay mismatch, and to minimize
the turn-on inrush of anode current
differences due to equalization
characteristic differences, is sufCi-



cient to equalize the finger voltages
between devices, so long as this
voltage has been tested and reason-
ably well matched among the indi-
vidual thyristors.

Latching and Holding Current
The next characteristic, "Latch-

ing and Holding Current," is im-
portant to understand, because the
two are not the same, and also they
are important in terms of successful
turn-on of a thyristor with a given
gate drive. The "holding current" is
that minimum on-state current that
sustains the device current con-
duction following operation at
some nominal level of conduction
current. The "latching current" is
the minimum on-state current need-
ed to keep the device in the on-
state after the trigger pulse has been
removed. Generally, the latching
current is two to four times the
holding current for a given device.
The holding current is important in
an inductive circuit where, after a
gate pulse is applied to a device and
it has turned on successfully, some
disturbance in the load temporarily
diminishes the anode current of the
thyristor. If this anode current
should fall below the holding cur-
rent the device may turn off. If
subsequently the load demands
more current, the load current will
be found to have been discon-
tinued, unless an additional gate
pulse is supplied to the thyristor to
turn it on again.

It is important that a thyristor
reach the latching current level be-
fore the initial gate pulse is re-
moved from the thyristor or else it
may turn back off again and never
reach full conduction. In a circuit
where devices are being paralleled
and their gates are being supplied

with gate pulses, this latching cur-
rent level is important to know for
a given set of devices to insure that
all of the devices will turn on and
stay on, once the gate pulses are
removed. This characteristic is also
important where an inductance is
being inserted with each thyristor
in a parallel circuit, so that with a
given anode-to-cathode voltage sup-
plied to the device, the required
duration of the gate pulse can be
obtained by the following simple
relationship:

Latching current and holding
current decreases with tempera-
ture increase, as the gate current
increases, and as the applied
anode voltage increases. There-
fore, the measurements chosen
for a given circuit should be
chosen carefully to match up
with the worst case device char-
acteristics in terms of the circuit
conditions to which the device
will be subjected.

Steady-State Conditions
Once all of the transient sharing

conditions mentioned to this point
are satisfied, the matter of steady-
state conditions must be considered
in terms of paralleling the devices.
The primary consideration is the
on-state voltage of the device. In
order for devices to equally share
load current, the drops across paral-
lel paths must be equal. Even if an
inductance is inserted in series with
the thyristor, a mismatch in the
steady-state equalized on-state volt-
ages of the thyristors could cause a
mismatch of current.

It is important to specify the
maximum anode current expected
in the thyristor under the worst
operating condition at which the
devices are expected to share equal-
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ly and also the maximum tempera-
ture at which this current can oc-
cur. This, then, will guarantee that
once the devices are matched at this
level, they will be matched under
the worst case condition.

An additional consideration, when
considering - Hockey-Puk type de-
vices, is the thermal resistance of
the device. When Hockey-Puks are
connected for parallel operation,
they should be mounted using the
maximum allowable mounting force
in order to minimize the therm-
al resistance differences from one
device to another. If the therm-
al resistances between the internal
pole pieces and the junctions are
different, even if the on-state volt-
ages are closely matched at a given
junction temperature, the junction
temperatures from one device to
another could vary because of dif-
ferent abilities to transmit heat and
therefore the desired match in on-
state characteristics might never be
obtained.

Loop Inductance
With all of these device charac-

teristics taken into consideration,
the last item to consider (but by far
not the least) is the loop inductance
in the thyristor arrangement. Ob-
viously, any time a group of large
devices is to be connected in paral-
lel, it is difficult to get the current
in and out of the thyristor packages
and equalize the inductances in
each current carrying loop. Proxim-
ity of ferrous materials or other
conductors to the bus-bars coming
to and from the individual thyris-
tors can affect the magnetic fields
and therefore can change the appar-
ent inductance. Differences in spac-
ing between conductors and incom-
ing and outgoing bus-bars can also

change this inductance. Various
methods have been used in the past
to provide forcing of current in this
type of loop. One method is shown
in Figure 2-11, and discussed in
Reference [1]. In this case, a series
of current balancing reactors are
connected as shown, in order to
force current sharing during the ini-
tial period of conduction in each
circuit. This method is used infre-
quently in today's circuit designs,
because of the high cost of the core
material and the expense involved
in paralleling multiple devices.

A second approach is to use a
linear reactor in series with each
device and to go through the exer-
cise of specifying the devices under
the limitations previously discussed
in this section and choosing the
magnitude of the inductance to sat-
isfy those conditions outlined.



A third system which is used
quite effectively is to use a delay
reactor in series with each thyristor
to provide the same sort of induct-
ive function as mentioned above
but to minimize the size of the
reactor by minimizing its volt-
second capacity.

Of equal importance with the
choice of type of magnetic device
used for equalization is the mech-
anical arrangement of the thyristors
in the system. For instance, two
possible mechanical configurations
are shown in Figures 2-12 and 2-13
with the expected current sharing
per leg in each thyristor branch
shown on the accompanying graphs
[ 2 ]. The contrast between a
straight-through, bus-bar assembly
as shown in Figure 2-12, with the
resulting 20% mismatch between
the maximum and nominal current
per device and that in Figure 2-13
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shows how some slight variations in
bus-bar configuration can have sig-
nificant effect upon the number of
devices necessary to carry a given
amount of current or on the maxi-
mum expected mismatch between
parallel connected devices. In this
case, the ac bus-bar loops shown in
Figure 2-13 change the inductance
in the center of the construction,
thus varying the amount of mis-
match across the assembly.

Another technique that has been
used successfully to minimize this
mismatch in inductance per diode
path is shown in Figure 2-14. If the
system can be connected in a cylin-
drical manner, then, theoretically,
the inductance becomes more near-
ly equalized until finally there
would be no apparent mismatch
due to construction variations or
mismatch in inductive loops from
one device to another. The degree
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to which these techniques can be
applied in a given application de-
pends upon the constraints to
which the circuit designer is re-
quired to work.

It has been the aim of this chap-
ter to point out the various con-

straints to consider in applica-
tion of high-current thyristors in
a parallel configuration in order
to obtain a successful design us-
ing a minimum number of de-
vices with the maximum expect-
ed reliability.



Figure 2-14. Cylindrical Paralleling Assembly
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Series Operation
Although SCRs are available in

voltage ratings in thousands of
volts, it is often necessary to con-
nect them in series in order to
block higher voltages than any
available individual SCR can han-
dle. In such cases, there are several
requirements to take into account
in order to assure proper and safe
operation of the semiconductor de-
vices. The general topics to be con-
sidered, and which are covered in
the following sections are equaliza-
tion and triggering. Equalization of
off-state and reverse (leakage) cur-
rent of the devices will be taken
into account as will equalization of
the recovered charge. Reliable trig-
gering of devices connected in series
will be discussed. This section will
consider the delay time differences
in devices and the differences be-
tween the various capacitances to
ground, 'or neutral. Also, some gen-
eral triggering methods will be
considered which can lead to an
easy solution of series trigger-
ing problems.

Equalization
The two characteristics to take

into consideration under this head-
ing are elevated temperature block-
ing characteristics of the SCRs and
their recovery characteristics. In
each case, the difference in charac-
teristics from one device to another
must be considered.

If we were to examine two oscil-
loscope traces of anode blocking
current vs. anode voltage for two
different SCRs of the same family

at a given junction temperature, we
might observe traces similar to
those shown in Figure 3-1. For
either a positive or a negative volt-
age applied to the SCRs, the leak-
age currents at a given temperature
at that voltage are somewhat differ-
ent. Obviously, if we were to con-
nect these two devices in series and
begin to apply voltage either in the
reverse or off-state direction on the
series combination, SCR2 would
begin to take the majority of the
applied voltage, since its leakage at
any applied voltage in either direc-
tion is lower than that of SCRI.
Although the voltage-current char-
acteristics are nonlinear for these
devices, they WOUld, at any given
condition, divide voltage in inverse
proportion to their leakage cur-
rents. Therefore, if we were to try
to connect these devices in series
and at the same time force them to
more equally share the applied volt-
age, a method to force this sharing
would be to connect a resistor in
parallel with each device as shown
in Figure 3-2.

One method for equalization
would be to vary the value of the
resistance dependent upon whether
the SCR was a high or low leakage
device. We would, therefore, have
unequal resistances down the string
of a number of SCRs connected in
series. However, this is in general
not a practical approach to circuit
design, and, therefore, one would
like to determine some value of
resistance that would be suitable
for connection in parallel with any
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Figure 3-2. Resistor Equalization
of Blocking Voltage

SCR of a given family. In order to
do this, it's necessary to know cer-
tain characteristics of both the
application and the devices to
be used.

The first thing to know is what
is the maximum voltage to be ap-
plied to the circuit; the second is

what is the maximum allowable
voltage for any given device; the
third is the minimum applied volt-
age for any given device. In other
words, what is the maximum mis-
match that the circuit designer
wishes to see as he checks voltage
across the series string with full
voltage applied to it.

For instance, let's say we have a
4000V supply voltage and we
would like to have a 2: 1 redundan-
cy or safety factor in the voltage
rating of the devices. Therefore, we
would choose devices whose total
voltage capability equaled 8000V.
Let's also say that we have 2200V
SCRs available for the application.
We would, therefore, decide that
nominally we would want to con-
nect four 2200V devices in series.
Let's also assume we've decided
that the maximum voltage we want



any device to see is 2100V, and the
minimum voltage we want any de-
vice to see is 1900V. Therefore, the
difference between the maximum
and minimum applied voltage on
any given cell is 200V. In addition,
we look at leakage current at the
maximum allowable operating junc-
tion temperature for the devices (in
general, this is given as 1250C) and
find that the maximum peak block-
ing current at 2000V is 20 mA.

The minimum peak blocking
current for any given device of this
family is not a characteristic gener-
ally given by SCR manufacturers.
To be safe, one could assume that
this value of blocking current was
zero; however, this would lead to
an extremely conservative design.
The best way to determine this
value is to contact the manufactur-
er, describe the application and ask
for some minimum blocking cur-
rent value at the maximum temper-
ature that could be expected or
guaranteed by that manufacturer in
any devices delivered. Let's assume
that this value is 5 mA. The differ-
ence then, between the maximum
blocking current and the minimum
blocking current at a given tempera-
ture with approximately the de-
signed applied voltage is 15 mA. We
then have enough information to
calculate the req uired equalization
resistance.

A derivation of the relationship
between this difference in blocking
current, allowable difference in volt-
age, and equalization resistance is
given in Formula 3-A and Figure 3-3.
Assume:
El + E2 + E3 = ET
El <EMAX
E2=EMAX
E3<EMAX
6E = E2 - El

Figure 3-3. Voltage Equalization
Network

Therefore:
11 - 12 = Maximum Leakage Differ-

ence = 61

El E2 E3
-+11=-+12=-+13
RE RE RE

El E2
-+11 =-+12
RE RE

El E2
-+61=-
RE RE

Where:
ET Voltage to be blocked by

String
EMAX = Maximum Voltage

Allowed per Device
RE Equalization Resistance

Using this derived formula, the
equalization resistance for the pre-
vious example, with 6E = 200 volts
and 61 = 15 mA, is 200 7 15 x 10-3
or 13.3 thousand ohms. This is
unquestionably a conservative fig-
ure for equalization resistance. A
worst case example for leakage dif-
ferences has been taken into ac-
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count. The maximum allowable op-
erating temperature for the device
has been used to calculate or meas-
ure the leakage of the worst case
SCR, and, therefore, the resistance
actually required in the given appli-
cation can often be larger than that
derived by this formula. This is
important as a consideration in the
circuit design, because dissipation
in this resistor in very high voltage
applications can be extremeLy high
and, therefore, costly and limiting
in the design.

Another point worth noting in
considering this simple approach to
choosing the equalization resistance
is that unidirectional conducting
thyristors have a slightly higher
blocking current at a given blocking
voltage and temperature in the off-
state direction than in the reverse
direction. Stating it another way,
they have a higher blocking cap-
ability in the reverse direction than
in the off-state direction. In certain
applications, this can be taken into
account in designing equalizing net-
works for series SCR strings if the
application is such that the re-
verse voltage applied to the sys-
tem is higher than the forward volt-
age applied.

The next consideration is to de-
termine the power dissipated in the
equalization resistor. This is given

by the expression shown in Form-
ula 3-B. Although this seems to be a
very simple relationship, for some
applications it can be misleading.

W = (EMAX RMS)2 (3-B)
RE

For single phase applications,
the applied voltage vs. time on a
given equalizing resistor may be
very close to being sinusoidal and,
therefore, the maximum RMS volt-
age is easily determined and the
power dissipated in the resistor can
be calculated. However, in applica-
tions where the reverse voltage is
not sinusoidal, the circuit designer
should be careful to determine the
maximum RMS voltage applied to
any of the equalization resistors.
For a rectangular voltage wave-
shape, as shown in Figure 3-4(a),
Formula 3-C states that the RMS
voltage is equal to the square root
of the duty cycle times the peak
voltage. This, then, reduces Form-
ula 3-B to the expression shown as
Formula 3-D.

ERMS =yDuty Cycle x EMAX (3-C)

tl
Duty Cycle = ---

tl + t2



Duty Cycle x (EMAX)2W -~-------- RE
Formulas 3-C and 3-D apply on-

ly in the square wave case. Similar
expressions can be derived for other
waveshapes; for instance, for a sine
wave application of varying duty
cycle, the dissipation is given by
Formula 3-E.

Duty Cycle x (EMAX)2
W= 2 RE (3-E)

For a sawtooth application as
shown in Figure 3-4(b), Formula
3-F gives the expression for the
dissipation.

Duty Cycle x (EMAX)2
W= 3 RE (3-F)

Where:
tl

Duty Cycle = t
1 + t2

Another point in choosing the
equalization resistor is to be careful
about the type of resistor used. In
the case where the voltage applied
rises very sharply and the voltage
per resistor is rather high, it is often
wise to consider the crowding ef-
fects that can take place in a resist-
or. For these applications, bulk
type resistors, for instance some of
the noninductive bulk types, are
advisable for reducing to a mini-
mum difficulties with corona dis-
charge in the resistor or nonlinear
resistance characteristics with time.
Another type of resistor that can be
used here is a film type wound on a -v
stable type of mandrile, such as _I

glass. In most phase control applica-
tions, normal wirewound, vitreous
enamel, power-type resistors are
generally acceptable.

In general, when using an SCR
or a triac, the circuit designer will
connect a series RC combination in
parallel with the SCR or triac to
minimize the dv/dt applied to the
device and therefore to prevent
turn-on of the SCR during high
rates of rise of applied circuit volt-
age. In the case of series connected
SCRs, however, this network ac-
complishes a dual purpose. Because
of carrier recombination in a semi-
conductor after on-state (forward)
conduction, the semiconductor ex-
hibits a reverse recovery phenomen-
on. If an SCR has been conducting
forward current and then at some
period later it is back-biased, it will
exhibit a recovery characteristic
similar to that shown in Figure 3-5.
There is, then, a period of time
between the application of the re-
verse voltage to the SCR and the
ability of the SCR to block that
reverse voltage. This characteristic
varies somewhat as a result of vary-
ing the peak current through the

Figure 3-5. SCR Recovery
Characteristics



devIce durmg conductIOn, the dec-
lination rate of that current (the
declination dijdt), and the junction
temperature of the device.

The recovery characteristic also
varies from one device to another,
even in a manufacturing process.
Two devices from a given manu-
facturing lot with the same rating
might show recovery characteristics
as shown in Figure 3-6. If we were
to integrate this recovery current
over the recovery time, we would
get the expression for recovered
charge, Q. Subtracting the integrals
for Q for the two devices, we would
get an expression for the difference
in stored charge of the two SCRs,
6Q. This is shown in Formula 3-G.

QSCRl = to f tl iSCRl dt

QSCR2 = to f t2 iSCR2 dt

6Q = QSCR2 - QSCRl

= to f t2 iSCR2 dt -

= to f tl iSCRl dt

Figure 3-6. Recovery Characteristics
of two Similar SCRs

::Shownm l"jgure is--I{a)ISa serIes
connection of the two SCRs used in
the derivation of Formula 3-G, to-
gether with their steady-state equal-
ization resistances and some series
impedance in the circuit shown as
"L". If a voltage were applied to
this combination, the two devices
would share voltage in a fashion
similar to that shown in Figure
3-7(b). The resultant voltage shar-
ing under these conditions with no
external means of forcing equaliza-
tion of the recovery characteristics
may not be acceptable.

A means of forced sharing of the
blocking voltage is to connect a
series combination of a resistor, RS,
and capacitor, CS, across each de-
vice as shown in Figure 3-8. In this
way, the recovered charge of the
parallel combination of RS, CS, and
SCR is eqUivalent to all other par-
allel combinations in the series
string. The size of RS and Cs in this
network is generally determined by
the amount of dvjdt suppression to
be accomplished for the device as
well as the needed equalization of
recovered charge to force voltage
sharing. The size of RS is also deter-
mined by series impedance, the
type of application, and the allow -
able inrush current imposed on the
SCR during turn-on. The size of the
capacitor, CS, is determined by the
required 6Q equalization of the two
devices. If additional capacitance is
required for dvjdt suppression, the
capacitor can be increased in size,
with no harmful effect on the shar-
ing of blocking voltage.

The relationship between 6Q,
the difference in recovered charge
from one device to another, 6V, the
allowable difference in sharing volt-
age during the reverse recovery of
the devices and CS, the capacitance



Figure 3-8. Series Connection with
R-C Equalization

needed for equalization, is given in
Formula 3-H. The capacity selected
should be able to operate on alter-
nating voltage without overheating.

Capacitors should also be a type,
such as extended foil, having mini-
mum inductance.

b.Q
C=-b.V

Where:
b.Q = Difference in recovered charge
b.V = Allowable blocking voltage

differences
C = Equalization capacitor

Table III-I gives typical recov-
ered charge for a number of types
of SCRs. As an example, if the
series string of devices used in the
previous example had a b.Q of 50
microcoulombs and the allowable
difference in sharing voltage was
given as 200V, then the capacitance
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TYPICAL RANGE OF
RECOVEREO CHARGE, 60AT 1250C, 25 All"

IR SERIES (I' COULOMBS) (I' COULOMBS)

71RA 20-50 30
71RC B - 25 17
B1RM 5 - 30 25
151RA 25 - 60 35
151RC 15 - 40 25

420PBM120S6B 45 - 75 30
420PBM 120S66 30 - 55 25
430PBM60S63 20 - 40 20

1000PK 50 - 150 100

necessary for equalization under
these conditions would equal 0.25
microfarads, as shown in Form-
ula 3-J.

C = 50 x 10-6 = 0 25 F (3-J)200 . Jl

Where:
6Q = 50 microcoulombs
6V = 200V

In high dv/dt circuits, the resist-
or should be chosen so that the RC
circuit is overdamped. In this way,
the capacitor will not charge to a
voltage above its proper sharing
voltage. Again, the resistor should
be chosen to be of a bulk type or of
a film type wound on a stable core
such as glass. The capacitor should
have minimum inductance in this
type of circuit and therefore should
be of extended foil construction
and, since there can be a consider-
able amount of power dissipation in
the capacitor, it should be oil-filled.

Triggering Series-Operated SCRs
Under series operation, the gates

of the various devices will be at
considerable potential above neu-
tral or ground in the circuit. Most
triggering circuits are low voltage,
low energy-level circuitry and the
capacitance to ground or to neutral
in these circuits may vary widely
from one SCR to another.

Another consideration is the var-
iation in delay time from one SCR
to another. When using pulse trans-
formers, it should be noted that the
insulation between windings must
be able to support the voltage from
that point in the circuit to the
lowest reference potential point,
and this is often the peak voltage in
the system. Devices connected in
series should be chosen to have
delay times closely matched so that
differences in the turn-on character-
istics are minimized. The import-
ance of this is illustrated in Figure
3-9 where, even though the two
delay times are very close in the
two SCRs, it is important for the
gate signal rise time to be much
shorter than the delay time in order
to minimize the difference in turn-
on characteristics of the two de-
vices. In this case, the anode voltage
of SCR1, which has a longer delay
time than SCR2, increases, since
SCR2 begins to turn on sooner. The
RC network in the system helps to
equalize this if there is series im-
pedance in the circuit, since it
tends to minimize the rate-of-rise
of applied voltage on any part of
the circuit.

The gate circuit of Figure 3-10
can be used to minimize difference
in turn-on characteristics of SCRs
in a series string. This gate circuit
will transform a slow rising square



wave into a trigger signal with both
a fast rise time and a current over-
shoot on the leading edge, both
desirable qualities for triggering
series SCRs.

It is often necessary, because the
load is either an active load or an
inductive load, to make the trigger
pulse to the SCRs either continuous
over a 1800 conduction angle of
the supply voltage or a series of
pulses which are spaced so no ap-
preciable recovery in the SCR takes
place between pulses. A suitable
gate circuit for this type of opera-

tion is shown in Figure 3-11. In this
gate circuit, a blocking oscillator is
triggered by a high frequency clock.
The resultant series of pulses is
then amplified by a power tran-
sistor and used to trigger the series
string of SCRs.

The gate circuit of Figure 3-12
combines the qualities of a fast rise
time gate current to minimize delay
time effects and a wide pulse for
inductive loads.

Interwinding capacitance of con-
ventional pulse transformers may
be prohibitive for series operation



of SCRs when high rates of rise of
voltage are encountered. High dvjdt
can induce currents to flow in
the interwinding capacitance, which
may falsely trigger an SCR. This
problem can be avoided by the use
of optical couplers to provide ex-
tremely high voltage isolation be-
tween trigger circuits of series con-
nected SCRs. The gate circuit of
Figure 3-13 uses a light emitting
diode (LED) and photo-sensitive
SCR to provide optical isolation for
each main SCR.

Another method for triggering
series-connected SCRs is to trigger
one gate and arrange for the other
gates to trigger "sympathetically"
by use of a slave triggering circuit
arrangement.

The slave triggering method
eliminates the need for multiple,
isolated outputs from a powerful
triggering circuit. One such method
is shown in Figure 3-14. Resistors
R1 and R2 are voltage equalizing
resistors. Capacitors C1 and C2,
with their damping resistors R3 and
R4, provide additional voltage
equalizing under ac conditions, and
also provide transient suppression.

When the controlled rectifier
SCR2 is triggered, its anode-to-
cathode voltage drops abruptly to a
low value. This results in a surge of
charging current into capacitor C3
and through the gate of controlled
rectifier SCR 1, which is turned-on.
Resistor R5 should be about ten
times the gate-to-cathode resistance
of the controlled rectifier.



R, R2 T2

TO POWER
TRANSISTOR

Q,

C2 RD2 R4 RS

RD3

C, R3
RD,

L,

The rectifier diode RD1 acts as a
clamp to prevent the gate of its
controlled rectifier from being
made negative during the negative
half cycles when the gate capacitor
is charged in the reverse direction.
Capacitor, C3, must be large
enough to assure reliable triggering,
but if it is made too large, it may
cause turn-on as a result of its
charging current, due to the for-
ward voltage. Hence, the size of this

capacitor must fall between
limits given by Formula 3-K.

106 > C
12.6 x f x RS x Vpt 3

IGT>--107
Where:
f = frequency of ac supply
IGT= maximum gate current

required to trigger
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vpt = maximum peak forward or re-
verse voltage applied across
the series string of two con-
trolled rectifiers

C3 = triggering capacitance (micro-
farads).

The purpose of capacitor C4 is
to provide a low impedance source
of voltage during the period re-
quired to trigger SCR 1. Because of
the shunting capacitors C1 and C2,
this additional capacitor is usually
not needed.

An improved slave triggering cir-
cuit is shown in Figure 3-15. Here,
the triggering capacitors also serve
the function of transient suppres-
sion; furthermore, the clamping di-
odes are breakdown diodes, select-
ed to limit the forward voltage ap-
plied to the gates, as well as to
clamp them to the cathode for re-
verse voltage. Resistors R7, RS,
and Rg are selected to limit gate
current during triggering and also to
limit the rate at which capacitors
C1, C2, and C3 discharge through
each associated SCR (di{dt) when
the SCRs trigger on. The gate pulses

10====4.
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may be applied between any gate
and cathode, and all the controlled
rectifiers will turn on; usually it is
most convenient to apply the pulses
in the manner shown.

Another slave triggering circuit is
shown in Figure 3-16. This circuit is
very simple, but selection of the
resistor and capacitor is much more
critical, since no protection is pro-

vided against applying excessive volt-
age, current or power to the gate of
the "slave" controlled rectifier.
Whereas the circuit of Figure 3-15
operates satisfactorily under many
different circumstances, the circuit
of Figure 3-16 must be tuned to a
narrow range of favorable conditions
with the probability of failure when
these conditions are not maintained.
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TO
GATE
CIRCUIT

C,

R1

R3

C4

C2

R2
R4

Figure 3-14. Slave Triggering
Circuit

A wide variety of series SCR as-
semblies have been manufactured
by International Rectifier. The photo
of Figure 3-17 shows Hockey-Puk
SCRs arranged with six legs in par-
allel. Each leg consists of two AC
switches in series, for a total of
24 SCRs.

Figur~ 3-18 shows a cylindrical
configuration of seven strings of 150
ampere stud SCRs in parallel. Each
series string consists of 12 water-
cooled SCRs in series. Current bal-
ancing reactors are included to as-
sure sharing of current among the
parallel legs.

The half-wave assembly of Figure
3-19 consists of 13 SCRs in series.
Gate and auxiliary cathode wiring is
not shown for the sake of clarity.

TO
GATE
CIRCUIT



TO
GATE
CIRCUIT
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Figure 3-18. Series-Connected, Stud-Mounted SCRs in
Liquid-Cooled Assembly
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AC Phase Control
Solid-state ac controllers take

many forms. They may be used
simply for on-off switching, in
which case triggering the semicon-
ductor device(s) at essentially zero
voltage on the ac wave will mini-
mize radio frequency interference
(RFI). On the other hand, by em-
ploying phase controlled triggering
the ac controller may be used to
adjust the voltage applied to the
load and so perform such functions
as ac motor speed control or adjust-
ing the direct voltage output from
a rectifier fed by a transformer
having a solid-state controller on
the primary.

A number of circuit configura-
tions are possible; two popular ones
for single-phase applications are
two SCRs connected in anti-paral-
lel, or a single triac, which function-
ally replaces two SCRs.

Mechanical configuration require-
ments differ greatly for various
controller applications. In the small-
er current ratings, PACEjpak as-
semblies which simplify installa-
tion and cooling may be considered.
For larger ratings, assemblies in
which the rectifying devices are
mounted on extruded aluminum
heat exchangers are popUlar. For
some industries, notably the resist-
ance welding industry, where cool-
ing water is readily available and
space and weight limitations are
severe, water-cooled assemblies are
popular.

PHASE CONTROL CIRCUITS
A number of circuits are avail-

able for controlling alternating volt-

age with thyristors. Reverse block-
ing thyristors may be connected
in anti-parallel, or a single-phase
bridge may be used to rectify the ac
line current, so that one thyristor
can control both halves of the ac
wave; this is accomplished by re-
placing the dc load on the single
phase bridge with a short circuit
and locating the load in the ac line.
In some polyphase circuits, essen-
tially the same control of voltage
can be obtained when one thyristor
is replaced with a rectifier diode.
This arrangement is more econ-
omical. A number of possible cir-
cuit configurations are shown in
Table IV-I.

In addition, the same kind of
control can be provided by a triac,
since it can be triggered into con-
duction during either half of the ac
wave. In Table IV-I, a triac may be
used in place of many of the all-
thyristor and thyristor-diode con-
trol circuits shown, within the cur-
rent ratings available.

When the load is inductive, cur-
rent flows as a sine wave which lags
the supply voltage by the angle e,
the angle which is a measure of the
power factor. If each thyristor is
triggered at this angle, load current
will be unaffected. If the triggering
angle is made to lag behind e, the
load current will flow as a series of
nonsinusoidal pulses of less than
180 electrical degrees duration.

As the angle of phase retard is
increased, these pulses become in-
creasingly shorter until, at 180 de-
grees retard, they cease to exist,
and the voltage across the load is
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RELATIVE TYPE CONTROL APPLICABLE
SEE

CIRCUIT POWER OF RANGE TYPICAL USES MODES OF NOTES
OUTPUT LOAD " CONTROL

lA

~
Low Power Heater Loads SWC 1

1
Resistive

50 to 100 PC 2
only Lamp Intensity Control PBM 3:AO 4

2A Heater Control

~

Resistive SWC 2~. or with Lamp Intensity Control
"0 "0 0.7 low in- o to 100 PC 3

ductance Motor Speed Control
PBM 4

(Induction or Universal)

3A Heater Control

~

Lamp Intensity Control
Resistive Motor Speed Control SWC

3
1 0' o to 100 (Induction or Universal) PC

Inductive Transformer Primary Control PBM 4

Solenoid Pull Control
AC Magnet Control

4A

~

Heater Control

" Lamp Intensity Control
3Resistive % T, to

Motor Speed Control SWC
1 0' (Induction or Universal) PC 4

T, s.c~
Inductive 100 Solenoid Pull Control PBM 5

AC Magnet Control 6~. On Load Tap Changing

5A Heater Control
Lamp Intensity Control

Resistive Motor Speed Control SWC 3

~
1 0' o to 100 (Induction or Universal) PC 4

.0_0 Inductive Transformer Primary Control PBM
Solenoid Pull Control
AC Magnet Control

6A '"

~f
Heater Control
Lamp Intensity Control 3

~o AO $C~ sc~ Resistive %T1 to . Motor Speed Control SWC

'O,~O 00 '0 4~. 1 0' (Induction or Universatl PC
4

Inductive 100 Solenoid Pull Control PBM 5

AC Magnet Control 6

~:' ! On Load Tap Changing
•••. _~___________ ...J

"~ ~:'~ .0_0 o~ ••
1.73 Heater Control

Lamp Intensity Control
Resistive Motor Speed Control SWC 3

8A~

0' o to 100 (I nductionl PC 4
Inductive Transformer Primary Control PBM 7

Solenoid Pull Control

"0_0
1.73 AC Magnet Control

.0_0 AO

"~ K~ __ '0-00 or.'u 1.73 Heater Control 2
.0_0 Lamp Intensity Control

lOA OR
Resistive Motor Speed Control SWC 3

0' o to 100 (lnductionl PC 4

3 Inductive Transformer Primary Control PBM 7
sc~ $C~ Solenoid Pull Control 8

.0_0 :'-='.J 1.73 AC Magnet Control

$(~ $(~

,0_0

'''SJICA ••.o~ Heater Control 3~ ~. Lamp Intensity Control
Resistive Motor Speed Control SWC 4~. 3 0< o to 100 tlnduction) PC

10"0 SO" ~

Inductive Transformer Primary Control PBM
Solenoid Pull Control
AC Magnet Control

'0~.





1) All Circuits
Pulse burst modulation is applicable only to the control of heating element
loads where substantial thermal inertia exists.
2) All Circuits
Zero voltage switching may be employed advantageously to supplement
pulse burst modulation control and eliminate RFI resulting from steep
wavefronts common to phase control modes.
3) Circuit 1A
Used only for low power loads, operating directly from distribution sys-
tems where unbalance between positive and negative half cycles is not
detrimental.
4) Circuit 1A
Can be used also to control the speed of small universal motors.
5) Circuits 4A, 6A, 14A
The switching mode between two transformer taps is useful for both
phase control and pulse burst modulation control, especially for heating
elements. Tap T 1 is selected to provide slightly less than the minimum re-
quired power input; then, either phase control or pulse burst modulation
can be used to add the necessary incremental extra power to obtain fine
control and with a minimum fluctuation of heater element temperature,
resulting in longer element life. In addition, less waveform distortion is
introduced than when either type of control switches from zero to full
voltage (as in Circuits 2A, 3A, 4A, and 6A through 12A).
6) Circuits 4A, 6A, 14A
In circuits similar to 4A, additional taps between T 1 and T2 also may be
used provided that an anti-parallel pair of thyristors is added for each tap.
This mode of operation permits tap changing under load, either by switch-
ing from tap to tap or, when phase control is also provided, to provide a
smooth variation of voltage between each pair of taps.
7) Circuits 7A, 8A
In Circuits 7A and 8A, where an anti-parallel diode-thyristor pair is used,
either in each line or between load and neutral of a polyphase Y connected
circuit, it is NOT permissible to connect the neutral to a 4-wire system.
Where a 4-wire system is necessary, see Circuits 9A, 10A and 12A.
8) Circuits 9A, 10A, 12A, 13A
In circuits 9A, 10A, 12A, and 13A, the 3-phase Y connected circuits will
operate with full control in a 3-wire system with only two anti-parallel
thyristor sets, or bridge-thyristor sets. When 4-wire systems are necessary,
a third set of either type is required in the location indicated by the
phantom box.
9) Circuits 9A, 10A
For 3-phase delta connected circuits, it is practical to use circuits 9A, 10A,
12A, and 13A with only two anti-parallel thyristor sets, or two bridge-



thyristor sets, in two of the three supply lines. The addition of the third
set, however, provides added insurance against false triggering due to a
voltage transient, since with three sets the transient must trigger two de-
vices before conduction can commence.
10) Circuits 11A, 14A, 15A
Placing the two thyristor sets or the bridge-thyristor sets inside the delta
instead of in the line always requires three sets. However, this location of
the sets results in the ability to control 73 percent higher line current for
the same thyristor rating. It also requires that the semiconductors have a
73 percent higher peak reverse voltage/forward break over voltage rating as
compared to the Y connected circuits with three semiconductor device sets.
11) Circuits 9A, 10A, 12A, 13A
In all Y connected circuits, it is necessary to provide a gate triggering sup-
ply which supplies either: a) double pulsing at 60 degree phase displace-
ment, instead of 120 degrees, or b) a square-wave triggering pu Ise, that is
maintained for a time interval which exceeds 60 degrees, to assure that the
two thyristors, which are in cascade line-to-line, conduct at the same time.
12) Circuits 4A, 6A
Where definite maximum and minimum duty cycles are known or are de-
terminable for the circuits which switch from one voltage level to another
(as opposed to zero to full voltage switching), it may be practical to utilize
devices with lower rated current (thyristors and/or diodes) than where
phase control of the thyristors is the only control means.
13) Circuits 16A, 17A
The shunt control circuits 16A and 17A provide a similar mode of control
to those of the transformer tap switching control (circuits 4A, 6A, 14A,
and 15A), and are useful where transformers with taps are not available,
but where taps can be obtained on heater elements, or they are useful to
control a resistor in the rotor circuit of a wound-rotor motor.
14) Circuit 18A
The delta assembly of thyristors connected in the wye of heater loads,
transformer primary windings, or induction motor yields results similar to
7A, 8A, 9A, 10A, 12A, and 13A.

LEGEND OF ABBREVIATIONS:
SCR = Silicon Controlled Rectifier
RD Rectifier Diode
FWD = Free Wheeling (By-Pass) Diode
SWC Switching Control
PC Phase Control
PBM Pulse Burst Modulation
RF I Radio Frequency Interference
ZVS Zero Voltage Switching
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zero. Thus, the voltage across the
load will be reduced by phase re-
tard in much the same manner as
with a resistive load, except that
voltage control will take place over
a narrower range of triggering an-
gles; from () to 180 degrees. At all
triggering angles, the power factor
of the load does not depart signifi-
cantly from the value observed with
no phase control [2], [3].

The typical transfer characteris-
tics of ac phase control circuits are
shown in Figures 4-1, 4-2, and 4-3.
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Triggering Thyristors
When thyristors are used to con-

trol resistive loads, almost any of
the varied forms of triggering cir-
cuits may be used with satisfactory
results. Synchronization of the trig-
gering pulses may be accomplished
from either the line voltage or the
voltage across the thyristor.

However, when the load IS In-
ductive, several precautions must
be observed in order to achieve
optimum performance.
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A. If a triggering circuit is used
which produces a narrow spike of
gate signal, the charge injected into
the thyristor may not be sufficient
to maintain the thyristor in the
conducting state until the load cur-
rent has built up to a magnitude
larger than the latching current.
This may result in mistriggering and
erratic control, or no load current
whatever. One solution is to shunt
the inductive load with a small re-
sistive load drawing a current some-

what larger than the maximum val-
ue of thyristor latching current. An
alternate (and usually more satis-
factory) solution is to provide a
triggering circuit which produces a
square-wave gate signal which lasts
from the time at which triggering is
initiated until the time when the
thyristor conducts a significant
amount of current.

B. For inductive loads, it is man-
datory to obtain line synchroniza-
tion for the triggering circuit from
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the line voltage, NOT from the
voltage across the thyristor. If the
synchronizing signal is obtained
from across the thyristor, a large
unbalance between the positive and
negative half cycles of current is
probable. The result may be over-
loading of one thyristor, saturation
of a transformer core (if a trans-
former is being controlled), and un-
stable control. (See Figure 4-4.)

For highly inductive loads, trig-
gering the thyristor full on can re-
sult in no output if the triggering
pulse is so short that it disappears
and the thyristor regains its off-
state blocking ability before current
can flow in the load circuit. To
avoid this, it is necessary to make
the triggering pulses long enough so
that the thyristor will always be
able to conduct whenever circuit
conditions are right for conduction,
once it has been triggered. Figure
4-5 defines the necessary triggering
pulse duration as a function of the
load power factor, when the pulse
is initiated with zero phase retard.

Other Means of AC Voltage Control
There are numerous types of

equipment or systems which can be
controlled readily and advantag-
eously by the use of thyristors as
switches (as opposed to using them
in the phase control mode for con-
tinuous variability of voltage). Of

f\!\
V\J

(a) Symmetrical line current when
Triggering Circuit Synchronization
is taken from line.

course, many of the switching
mode circuits may be readily modi-
fied so that they incorporate phase
control to provide a fine volt-
age adjustment to supplement the
switching mode of control.

Some of the advantages of the
switching mode of operation of
thyristors for controlling voltage
are as follows:

A. Switching of load voltage
(either from zero to full voltage or
from partial to full voltage) is
accomplished without mechanical
contacts, thus eliminating common
maintenance problems which result
from burning, pitting, and welding
of contacts. "Contact bounce" is
also eliminated, thereby reducing
radio frequency interference (RFI)
caused by the repetitive shock ex-
citation of reactive circuit elements.

B. "Zero voltage switching" may
be used to essentially eliminate rad-
io frequency interference (RFI)
often encountered when voltage is
controlled by phase control.

C. The use of the switching
mode of voltage control eliminates
the reduction in power factor
which inherently occurs when volt-
age is reduced by phase control.

Many of these switching control
circuits will find use in controlling
heating elements for ovens, furn-
aces, hot plates, crUcibles, and
space heaters. Of equal importance,

!\!\!\V V V
(b) Asymmetrical (undesirable) line

current which results when
Triggering Circuit Synchronization
is taken across SCR Assembly.
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they may also be used for speed
controls of squlrrel cage and wound
rotor induction motors where the
motor and/or load inertia is high.
Still other types of load, for exam-
ple; 1) resistance welders, 2) stud
welders, 3) flashers and flashing
beacons, and 4) magnetic hammers
or pulsers, demand this type of
control as an inherent element in
their mode of operation.

Most heating elements have a
high thermal inertia and are easily
adaptable to control by the switch-
ing mode, either by being switched
from zero to full voltage (Circuits
lA, 2A, 3A, 5A, 7A, 14A and 18A
of Table IV-I) or from a low voltage
tap to full voltage (Circuits 4A, 6A,
15A). Where the heating elements
can be tapped at a midpoint, the
circuits of 16A and 17A are also
useful.

When the circuits with a tapped
transformer winding are compared
to those with a tapped load, it will
be seen that the final control result
is very similar. However, where the
transformer is tapped, the load volt-
age is initially low and is switched
to a higher value. In the tapped
load circuit, the initial voltage is
high across one section of the load
and zero across the other section.
After switching, the voltage de-
creases across one section while in-
creasing across the other. This
tapped load "shunt controller" per-
forms equally well for resistive
loads (such as heating elements)
and for speed control of wound
rotor induction motors, by varying
the resistance in the rotor circuit.

Phase control is also very effect-
ive with circuits 16A and 17A (al-
though radio frequency interfer-
ence filtering may be necessary)
using the shunt mode of control.

Figure 4-6(a) and (b) illustrate the
control characteristic for both a
resistive load and an inductive (70
degree lagging) load. When RB is
small compared to RA, the range of
load current variation is small, but
precision of adjustment is very
good. When RB is large compared
to RA, the swing in load current
can be very large, but with a re-
duction in adjustment precision. In
either case, the voltage is smoothly
adjustable over the design range,
and is readily adaptable to auto-
matic control.

In the cases of flashers and bea-
cons, it often becomes possible to
substantially lengthen filament life
of the lamps by switching from full
voltage to a lower transformer tap
(reducing the voltage below the in-
candescence level), thus minimizing
the range of filament temperature
excursion. A similar improvement
in the life of heating elements may
also be expected.

To obtain good temperature reg-
ulation, or speed regulation, with
the switching mode of control, the
control system may employ pulse-
burst modulation. This mode of
control is usually based on a fixed
time control period, for example,
20 cycles at power frequency. The
number of cycles during this period
when the thyristor switch is in con-
duction is made variable and is ad-
justed by temperature or speed
feedback controls. The switch al-
ways conducts for essentially an
integral number of cycles, and eith-
er is off, or conducts at a reduced
voltage level, for the balance of
each period (Figures 4-7 and 4-8).

Pulse-burst modulation can be
applied to the control of most heat-
ing systems and motor drives due to
the high thermal or mechanical in-
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CONTROL OF AC LOAD
(CIRCUITS lA, 2A, 3A, 5A,
AND 7A THROUGH 13A1

Figure 4-7. Pulse Burst Modulation
Voltage Control-
Full On/Off

Figure 4-8. Pulse Burst Modulation
Voltage Control-
Transformer Tap
Switching

ertia of these systems. Systems with
very high inertia can tolerate rela-
tively long control periods, whereas
systems with lower inertia, or re-
quiring a fine control resolution,
will demand a short control period.

As mentioned earlier, the use of
pulse burst modulation with thy-
ristor switches will minimize radio
frequency interference, but this, by
itself, will not completely eliminate
it. The fast turn-on of a thyristor
when the supply voltage is at any
',falue other than zero, still causes
one pulse of shock excitation each
time the thyristor is turned on to
carry a burst of pulses. However,

with thyristor switches, it is pos-
sible and often desirable to incor-
porate zero voltage switching. When
controlled in this mode, the thyris-
tors are always turned on at zero
voltage (they turn off at zero cur-
rent), thus eliminating the interfer-
ence caused by fast switching of
heavy currents.

All of the circuits which switch
from one tap to another (either
tapped transformer or tapped load)
may incorporate phase control to
supplement the switching type of
control to obtain voltage or current
regulation of power supplies. Meth-
ods of applying phase control have
been discussed earlier in this chap-
ter. It is possible to achieve such
regulation by phase control alone
and eliminate the taps. However,
where only a limited range of ad-
justability is required, the combina-
tion of phase control with switch-
ing mode operation greatly reduces
the peak-to-RMS current ratio in ac
power supplies. For instance, out-
put voltage can be smoothly varied
between the voltages obtained from
any two transformer taps by first
gating a thyristor connected to the
lower voltage tap, and then later in
the cycle gating a thyristor connect-
ed to the higher voltage tap. This
type of voltage control reduces the
peak-to-average current ratio. It al-
so minimizes the change in power-
factor as voltage is varied.

Application of Specific Circuits
Circuits to control resistive loads

(heater, lighting, etc.) are very tol-
erant of variable supply conditions,
such as waveform di.stortion, phase
unbalance (either magnitude or
phase shift distortion) and varia-
tions in switching rate, as long as
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the switching period is small when
compared to the thermal time con-
stant of the load. Any of the Table
IV-I circuits may be utilized when
properly matched to the applica-
tion requirements. Triggering synch-
ronization may be taken from
either the line, or across the power
control device or assembly.

The control of power into the
primary of a transformer becomes
slightly more critical. The following
procedures should be observed to
assure good operation:

A. The load is now inductive.
Therefore, triggering synchroniza-
tion must come from the supply
line (NOT from across the SCR
assembly) to insure equal positive
and negative half cycles of power
(see Figure 4-4(a) and (b)).

B. If the transformer iron is
worked near saturation, or if it has
a high residual magnetism, the trig-
gering circuit should be designed to
insure that conduction always starts
on a positive half cycle and ends on
a negative half cycle. If this is not
done, a transformer core may be-
come partially saturated and draw
excessive magnetizing current on
one-half cycle and very little on the
opposite polarity half cycle. (This is
particularly true of resistance weld-
ing transformers.)

1) Polyphase circuits using
SCRs to control both half cycles
(Circuits llA, 14A, 15A, 17A and
18A) are recommended because
both positive and negative half
cycles are balanced in both wave-
form and area. Hybrid circuits (7A,
8A and 14A) and unsymmetrical
circuits (9A, lOA, 12A and 13A)
can result in asymmetrical distor-
tions (see Figures 4-9(a) and (b)).

2) However, where trans-
formers have relatively low residual

magnetism, and are operated at low
flux densities, many of these hybrid
and unsymmetrical circuits can
yield satisfactory performance and
lower initial cost.

C. The most critical of the SCR
Primary Control applications are
probably those involving induction
motor control (either squirrel cage
or wound rotor). It is highly recom-
mended that "all SCR" control cir-
cuits be used for all motor controls
(Circuits llA, 12A, 14A, 15A, 17A
or 18A). The reasons for this are as
follows:

1) It is important that each
phase be triggered by the triggering
circuit with exactly the same num-
ber of degrees of phase retard. If
this is NOT done, a dc component
will result in one or two phases
which causes a braking action dur-
ing a part of each cycle. This (in-
ternal) fighting to accelerate and
brake during each cycle can cause
damaging overheating of rotor bars
or windings.

2) Figure 4-9(b) illustrates an
unbalanced voltage waveform typic-
al of hybrid circuits. Since flux is
proportional to voltage (below sat-
uration), a rotor voltage and cur-
rent may be induced which is dif-
ferent for positive and negative half
cycles. This can again result in over-
heating of the rotor, and poor
speed control.

3)When thyristors are used to
control sqUirrel cage motor speed
(by increasing the slip), selection of
the motor and type of load is very
important. The motor load should
be one for which the load varies
approximately as (speed)3, Le.,
such as a fan, a squirrel cage blower
or a centrifugal pump, but never
one requiring constant torque. The
motor should be of a high torque,
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WAVEFORMS FOR CIRCUITS llA, & 14A,
ALSO FOR 9A, lOA, 12A AND 13A WHEN
THREE SCR SETS ARE USED WITH
RESISTIVE LOAD. NOTE THAT WAVE·
FORMS ARE SYMMETRICAL EVEN
THOUGH SHAPE IS DISTORTED.

WAVEFORMS FOR CIRCUITS 7A & SA.
NOTE THAT WAVEFORMS ARE SOTH
ASYMMETRICAL AND DISTORTED.
ITHESE WAVEFORMS PROSASlY ARE
SOMEWHAT TYPICAL FOR CIRCUITS
9A, lOA, 12A & 13A WHEN ONLY TWO
SCR SETS ARE USED. I

high slip design (similar to NEMA
Class D). It is usually found that
the slip must be greater than 8
percent. Careful system tests should
be made with the motor and load
to ensure that operating motor cur-
rent over the desired control range
does not exceed rated current limits
or temperature rise limits (cooling
efficiency is reduced as the speed is
reduced).

The Triac vs. the SCR [4]
For ac power control, anti-par-

allel (inverse parallel) connection of
a pair of SCRs has been trouble-
some because SCR anodes are gen-
erally grounded to the case. This
necessitates insulating the case of
at least one of the devices from
ground, using an insulator that also
is a good thermal conductor, if a
grounded heat dissipator is used.



One question facing the circuit
designer is whether to use the triac
or the SCR. AC power control is
usually applied to motor speed con-
trol, heating control, and light dim-
ming, the first one may be charac-
terized as having a lagging power
factor. Hence in deciding which de-
vice to use, the designer must often
consider it in terms of controlling
an RL circuit.

A simple inductive circuit, con-
taining a pair of anti-parallel SCRs,
is shown in Figure 4-10. If we
examine the waveshape of es vs.
time, Figure 4-11, where es repre-
sents the voltage drop across the
devices, the control devices are sub-
jected to sudden increases of off-
state voltage, because of the induct-
ive nature of the load. Use of an
SCR that is incapable of remaining
in the nonconducting state while
the anode-to-cathode voltage is ris-
ing rapidly in a direction which can
trigger it will cause loss of control.
The measure of the ability of a
device to withstand rapid applica-
tion of off-state voltage without
losing its blocking capacity is its
dv/dt rating.

There are two types of dv/dt
ratings for a silicon controlled recti-
fier. The dv/dt applied to the device
during its recovery of blocking cap-
ability after conduction is called
the reapplied dv/dt. The ability to
withstand a voltage surge after it
has fully recovered is the critical
dvjdt rating. Most thyristors display
critical dv(dt capabilities that are
superior to their reapplied dv/dt
ratings because major carrier recom-
bination does not occur under crit-
ical dv/dt stress.

Because a triac is a bidirectional
device, it may have conducted in
one direction just prior to blocking
in the other. A dv/dt impressed on
a triac after it has been in conduc-
tion is called commutation dvjdt.
The choice between a triac and a
pair of anti-parallel SCRs is deter-
mined by whether triacs are avail-
able with sufficiently high commu-
tation dvjdt ratings to handle the
maximum voltage surges in the cir-
cuit. If not, the designer must turn
to anti-parallel SCRs.

By using an RC snubber con-
nected across the device, as shown
in Figure 4-12, the rate of voltage



Figure 4-11. Waveshapes for
Triggering A ngle a
Greater than Phase
Angle ()

Figure 4-12. Triac with Snubber
Network

rise can be suppressed. Analysis of
this circuit leads to the expression
in Formula 4-A.

4 (VM)2
C = (dv/dt max.)2 L (4-A)

Where:
VM = Peak applied voltage
L = Total inductance of the

circuit

The resistance of the circuit
should be chosen so that the capaci-
tor discharge does not damage the
device from an inrush current stand-
point.

During device turn-on, rapid cur-
rent buildups in limited areas can
cause excessively high temperatures
which may damage an SCR or triac.
Following initial injection of car-
riers at the gate, a short period of
time is required for current to flow
across the whole cross-section of
the device. If the carriers cannot
disperse rapidly enough, the device
will be damaged.

Voltage fall and current rise vs.
time are plotted in Figure 4-13. As
can be seen by multiplying instan-
taneous values of current and volt-
age, a curve of watts dissipated vs.
time can be obtained. Note that the
power curve reaches a sharp peak
during turn-on.

A load having a leading power
factor or a nonlinear resistance,
such as a bank of incandescent
lamps (very low cold resistance and
high hot resistance) is prone to high
inrush currents. Insertion of a
choke in series with this type of
load reduces inrush currents. The
proper value of this choke can be
calculated by considering the rela-
tionship in Formula 4-B.

e
L = di/dt

Where:
e Choke forcing voltage
di/dt = The maximum allowable

rate of change of current
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Figure 4-13. Power Dissipation
Curve During High
di/dt Turn-On
Action

specified for the semicon-
ductor device during
switching.

It is useful to consider the use of
a self-saturating choke in the cir-
cuit, which has an inductance that
decreases with increasing current.
This would limit current flow dur-
ing turn-on of the device. Equation
4-C gives the voltage drop across a
coil, which serves as the basic equa-
tion for the design of this reactor.

Where:
e Circuit forcing voltage
dt = Delay time
d¢ = Saturation level of choke
N = Number of turns

Knowing the delay time (dt) in-
troduced by the choke and the
circuit forcing voltage (e), it is pos-
sible to equate this to the satur-
ation level of the choke (d¢) and
the number of turns necessary (N).
By selecting a ¢ vs I relationship for
the choke, it is possible to design
for a nonlinear case (saturating
choke) or use an idealized B-H
loop for an approximate solution
[5],[6].

The choice of triac or anti-
parallel SCR is rarely determined
by di/dt considerations, since in
most phase control applications,
current can be suppressed by "soft
start" driving circuits and added
line inductance. Triacs are most
generally applied in these cases;
however, for certain situations the
designer may want to use devices
which are especially designed to
have extremely fast turn-on char-
acteristics. Since triacs now avail-
able are not specifically designed
for very high inrush ratings (hund-
reds of amperes per microsecond), a
pair of fast turn-on SCRs would be
the best choice. SCRs are available
in much higher current and voltage
ratings than triacs and so are the
natural choice for very high power
applications.

Transient voltages well in excess
of normal supply potentials are
common on commercial power
lines. There are SCRs that will
break-over nondestructively in the
off-state direction but may be dam-
aged by overvoltage in the reverse
direction. To protect against such
damage, designers have, in the past,
incorporated shunting diodes, as
shown in Figure 4·14. This is un-
necessary when using a triac which
will automatically breakover in
either direction nondestructively in
the event of an overvoltage; how-
ever, the designer must be careful
not to exceed the inrush current
rating of the device when the triac
is triggered by a sharp transient.

Since the triac is a bidirectional
device, its characteristics are given
for both positive and negative ex-
cursions. For the designer to deter-
mine the heat sinking needed for
correct heat dissipation, he must
first find the RMS current to which



Figure 4-14. Inverse Voltage
Protection Circuits

the device will be subjected. He
then consults a curve of RMS cur-
rent vs. allowable case dissipation
for the selected device to obtain the
maximum allowable case tem-
perature TC. The next step is to
check the curves for device dissi-
pation vs. RMS current for the
proper conduction angle. This dissi-
pation, called average on-state pow-
er loss, is designated WT. Knowing
the maximum ambient temperature
TA and the interface thermal im-
pedance between the heat dissi-
pator and the device case (Recs),
the heat dissipator thermal resist-
ance (ReSA) is calculated using
Equation 4-D.

ReSA =

TC-(TA + Recs (WT))
WT

Where:
ReSA = Heat dissipator (sink to

ambient) thermal resistance
TC = Maximum allowable case

temperature
TA = Maximum ambient temper-

ature
Recs = Interface (case to sink)

thermal resistance
WT = Average on-state power

loss

In the case of anti-parallel SCRs,
determination of the allowable case
temperature is not as straight for-
ward. Generally, when applying
anti-parallel SCRs to an ac con-
troller, the load RMS current is
known; however, since most SCR
ratings are in terms of full cycle
average current, it is necessary to
convert the RMS current to the full
cycle average current for each de-
vice. A list of such conversions for
various triggering points is given in
Table IV-II. If the load is inductive,
one must solve a lengthy trans-
cendental eq uation [3].

Knowing the full cycle average
current in each SCR, the allowable
case temperature can be obtained
by consulting a curve of allowable
case temperature vs. full cycle av-
erage current for the appropriate
conduction angle. Also, a curve of
device dissipation vs. full cycle av-
erage current can be used to de-
termine the power dissipated in the
device. With this information in
hand, the designer can then com-
pute ReSA for each SCR, using
Formula 4-D.

The dissipation in a triac is
considerably greater than that of a
single SCR. Therefore, it is often
ad vantageous when using high
power triacs to employ either
forced air or liqUid cooling. These
cooling means provide high thermal
efficiency, yet require relatively
small heat sinks.

HEATER CONTROL CIRCUITS
Perhaps one of the most obvious

applications of an ac control device
is in heating control. Since a heat-
ing load by nature has a long therm-
al time constant, it is not responsive
to instantaneous current changes.
This characteristic makes it adapt-
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able to zero voltage triggering
techniques using pulse burst mod-
ulation in conjunction with power
triacs. Instead of applying ordinary
phase control means with its in-
herent sharply rising circuit voltages
and resulting radio frequency in-
terference, the triggering control
for a triac can be arranged to trigger
the device only when the supply
voltage is going through zero.

The waveshapes of Figure 4-15
are an illustration of this type of
control with unity power factor
load. With a three-phase 460V line,
using three power triacs at 143
amps RMS each, as illustrated in

Figure 4-16, a heating load capacity
of (-./3) (143 amps RMS) (460V
RMS) = 114KW can be controlled.

Examining the steady-state rat-
ing of a suitable device as shown in
Figure 4-17 (a) (curve of RMS cur-
rent vs case temperature), the maxi-
mum allowable case temperature is
700C and the 143A rating can be
achieved, for instance, by using a
water-cooled heat dissipator. At
143 amperes, 1800 conduction (bi-
directional), the curve of dissi-
pation vs. RMS current (Figure
4-17(b)) shows that the device will
dissipate 225 watts. If we use a
water-cooled heat exchanger with a
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Figure 4-16. Triac Three-Phase
Heater Power
Control Circuit

thermal efficiency of O.04250C/W
at 3.5 gal/min flow rate as shown in
Figure 4-18, we can keep the ex-
changer rise below 9.6oC. With a
O.08oC/W efficiency between heat

exchanger and case, the total tem-
perature rise between the cooling
water and the triac case is 27.6oC.
Thus, with 42°C cooling water, the
maximum allowable junction tem-
perature of the triac will not be
exceeded and the load of 114KW
can be controlled.

An interesting extension of the
application of a triac to this type of
load can be achieved by using the
gate characteristic of the IR power
logic triac. If the triacs controlling
an ac heater load were to be trig-
gered with a negative dc gate signal,
the full ac supply would be con-
ducted to the heater load. By simp-
ly reversing the gate potential, half
wave rectification of the supply to
the load will take place. Thus, by
using a simple gate signal reversal,
the supply to the load can be re-
duced appreciably.
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There are many types of trig-
gering circuits which are useful
for zero voltage triggering. Three
of these are illustrated in Figures
4-19, 4-20, and 4-21. In addition,
there are now a number of inte-
grated circuit zero voltage switches
which can be used in zero voltage
triggering circuits.

In heating applications, trans-
ients tending to cause the triacs to
trigger, due to high rates of rise of
main terminal voltage (dv/dt) or by
exceeding the break-over voltage
rating of the devices (VBO), are not
generally worrisome to the circuit
designer. An occasional power pulse
to the load not called for by the
control circuitry is generally of lit-
tle consequence. By using a device
with known avalanche and break-
over capability, considerable circuit

complexity can be avoided by
choosing a voltage rating for the
device such that "false- triggering"
does not occur frequently and thus
minimizing the need for overvoltage
protection and dv/dt suppression. A
triac with a loooV rating will gen-
erally suffice for an application to a
460V RMS line.

An oven control utilizing three
power triacs has been constructed
with a temperature error of loC.
Some typical waveforms are shown
in Figure 4-22.

Zero Voltage TriggeringCircuits
In Figure 4-19, transistor Q1 and

zener diode BD1 comprise the ref-
erence amplifier which establishes
an error signal. If the measured
quantity is greater than the refer-
ence established by BD1, Q2 will
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turn on pulling the upper base of
UJTI to the regulated dc line volt-
age. The zener diode across CI is
chosen so that it clamps the emitter
of UJTI to a low enough voltage so
that if the UJTI upper base is at
VI, UJTI cannot trigger. Thus, re-
gardless of what else is happening in
the circuit, if the measured q uan-
tity is above the reference, the load
current will be cut off by virtue of
the cessation of UJTI pulsing.

Now examining the right-hand
side of the circuit, we see that the
output of a small transformer TI,
(12V output is suitable) is rectified
and added to a zener voltage (BD4),
the sum of these voltages is com-
pared to a reference zener (BD3).
Should this sum exceed the refer-
ence level (indicati.ng a li.ne voltage
far from cross-over), transistors Q4
and Q3 are turned on, pulling the
upper base of UJTI to VI and

also preventing UJTI from trig-
gering.

We can see then that if either the
line voltage is considerably greater
than zero, or if the measured quan-
tity exceeds the reference, no trig-
gering can take place.

If, on the other hand, the meas-
ured quantity is low and the line
voltage is near zero, the UJT will
trigger and supply power to the
load. Caution should be exercised
in choosing the values of R3 and CI
so that the pulse from the UJT will
bridge the cross-over from the de-
clining edge of the sine wave to the
increasing edge of the sine wave.
This can be somewhat alleviated by
connecting a small capacitor from
the junction of R 11 and RD5 to
the negative of VI.

Notes Relative to Figure 4-22
Operational waveforms of power
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triac control of an electronically
heated industrial oven.

A Line voltage and line current
waveforms during the ON period of
operation. Even though the heater
resistance winding exhibits a small
amount of inductance, the wave-
forms are symmetrically sinusoidal
and undistorted by the triac control.

B. On-state voltage and line
current during conduction. They
are inphase and the peak values of
on-state voltage are symmetrical.

C. Gate current and line cur-
rent. The gate current is phase-shift-
ed to lead the line current such that
it will be driving the triac gate hard at
the time it starts to conduct current.
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D. Gate voltage across the triac
gate. The alternate peaks of the
waveform shows the small influence
in voltage magnitude that the dir-
ection of flow of line current im-
poses on the gate signal.

E. Gate current and line volt-
age. Phase shift and the transient in
the gate current are obvious as line
current changes polarity.

F. Line voltage and line cur-
rent showing zero-voltage switching.



Note the line voltage is a con-
tinuous sine wave, while the line
current starts and stops at the zero
axis. The triac operating tempera-
ture also influences the starting
load current at the zero cross-over
point.

Lighting Circuits [7], [8]
A lamp dimmer is an example of

one of the basic uses of phase con-
trol. There are many different types
of triac circuits designed for lamp
dimming. However, most of these
differ only in the method of trig-
gering the triac. Among the com-
ponents used for triggers are UJTs,
PUTs, neon bulbs, silicon unilateral
switches, assymetrical switches,
reed switches, and diacs. The diac
offers the advantage of needing
fewer components for a trigger
circuit. Its characteristics also make
it an ideal trigger for a triac. The
main disadvantage of the diac is
that it takes approximately 32 volts
to break over, thus limiting the
portion of the wave that can be
controlled.

One of the more simple circuits
using a diac-triac combination to
dim incandescent lamps is the single

time constant phase control shown
in Figure 4-23. This circuit has as
its major disadvantages a limited
control range and hysteresis. For a
more thorough description of
hysteresis see reference [9]. For
the single time constant circuit, the
voltage on the capacitor charges up
to the break over voltage of the diac
and discharges through the diac to
trigger the triac. This enables the
triac to conduct for the remaining
portion of the half cycle of the
input wave. When the input goes to
zero, the triac turns off and the
charge on the capacitor, since the
diac has already recovered, begins
to build up with the opposite polar-
ity until the same events occur
again. Figure 4-24 shows waveforms
for this single time constant circuit
when operating with a large phase
control angle.

A slightly more complex circuit
is the double time constant circuit,
shown in Figure 4-25. This circuit
was designed and built for both a
3600 and a 7200 watt load.

The double time constant circuit
operates in a similar fashion to the
single time constant circuit with the
exception of capacitor Cl recharg-
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Figure 4-24. Waveforms for Single Time Constant Lamp Dimmer Circuit
(Operating with Large Phase-Control Angle)
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ing C2 after the diac has broken
down. The size of the triac controls
the size of the capacitors used in
the circuit. Figure 4-26 shows the
waveforms with the triac nearly full
off for the 3600 watt circuit of

Figure 4-25 operating with the
1200 watt amp load.

Figure 4-27 shows the effect of
the diac as a trigger when operating
full on. The triac is never on for the
full period of the input wave, but
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only after the charge on capacitor
C2 has reached 32 volts.

The relative light intensity of the
circuit in Figure 4-25 as measured
with a light meter held two feet
away from a circular concentration
of the 1200 watt lamp load is
shown in Figure 4-28.
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Figure 4-28. Relative Light
Intensity from Double
Time Constant Trigger-
ing Circuit Lamp
Dimmer

A configuration for a light flash-
er is shown in Figure 4-29, requir-
ing two triacs and one heat sink,
rather than the four SCRs and three
heat sinks previously required.

When motor loads are switched
on to an ac line which is also
supplying fluorescent lamps there is
often "a visible flicker in the lamps
due to the surge loading of the line.
This can often be objectionable,
especially when the motor starting
is frequent. For example, compres-
sor motors are often required to
start frequently and run a relatively
short time. One method of mini-
mizing the effect of such flicker is

by automatically correcting the line
voltage during high surge currents.
This is done by inserting a section
of a step-up transformer to boost
the line voltage temporarily until
the surge disappears.

The triac is an excellent device
for this purpose because of the
simplicity of the driving function
and the ease of heat sinking. A tap
changer similar to that shown in
Figure 4-30 can be used as a line
compensator. Line compensation
can also be accomplished by using a
triac and an autotransformer as
shown in Figure 4-31. As the start-
ing contactor, K1, in series with the
motor load, is closed, the motor
surge current begins to flow. This
current is generally three to six
times the running current of the
machine. The surge causes a voltage
drop on the line inductance and
transient inductance of the supply
alternator which causes the line
voltage, as seen by the fluorescent
lamps, to drop. If the surge current
is sensed by a current transformer
as shown in Figure 4-31 and caused
to trigger the triac into a compen-
sating auto-transformer, the flicker
resulting from motor starting can
be greatly minimized.

The degree of compensation can
be adjusted by the resistor in series
with the triac, while the surge cur-
rent at which compensation takes
place can" be changed by adjusting
the resistor divider across the sec-
ondary of the current transformer.
By utiliZing this circuit across each
line, a three-phase system can be
automatically compensated.
FERRORESONANT TRANSFORM·
ER REGULATED AC
POWER SUPPLY

A ferroresonant voltage regu-
lator may be used for line voltage
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Figure 4-30. Static Tap Changer
Circuit

regulation. This is inherent in the
device, since it is composed of a
high leakage transformer which
serves as a saturable reactor and an
inductance in series. The half cycle
average output voltage of the ferro-
resonant regulator is given in Form-
ula 4-E.
Vo = 4N tPS fx 10-8 (4-E)

Where:
Vo = Average output voltage
N = Number of turns

tPS = Saturation flux
f = Input frequency [10]

Since the saturation flux, tPs is
fixed as long as the input frequency
remains constant, the output volt-
age will remain the same. This equa-
tion points out the main difficulty
of the ferroresonant regulator, in
that the output voltage is frequency
sensitive. Some of the other dis-
advantages include: (1) Since the
core operates in saturation, the core
losses are high and the external
magnetic field is high; (2) Since the
output varies directly with the
cross-sectional area of the core,
normal core tolerances cause unit-
to-unit output voltage differences;
(3) Since the core is the regulating
element, the output voltage varies
with load current changes due to volt-
agedrop in the secondary resistance.

One method of eliminating these
disadvantages is to simulate satura-
tion of the transformer. This can be
done by using a transformer with
additional magnetic shunts and an
additional winding, or by adding
inductance in series with the prim-
ary winding of a transformer with
two secondary windings. This in-
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LOAD

ductance must be sufficiently large
to produce the voltage drop re-
quired to regulate the output voltage.

The conventional ferroresonant
regulator may be described in sever-
al ways. One simplified explanation
is to consider it similar to the cir-
cuit of Figure 4-32. Assume the
input voltage is sufficiently large so
that the core of Tl is driven from -¢
to +¢s in less than a half cycle.
Thus, the half cyclic average voltage
induced in any winding on Tl is a
constant as long as the core satur-
ates and the frequency is fixed.
This is true, regardless of the mag-
nitude or waveform of the input
voltage. Also, regardless of the
number of turns on the primary
winding, as long as the core is driv-
en into saturation, the output volt-
age follows the number of turns on
the secondary winding. If a rectifier

and averaging filter follow the out-
put of the transformer, the dc out-
put will be regulated for line volt-
age changes. This is a fundamental
type of line voltage regulator.

A more efficient line voltage reg-
ulator would use an inductor, Ll,
in series with Tl, rather than a
resistor to eliminate the power loss-
es (see Figure 4-33). This circuit
also regulates the half cyclic average
of the output voltage, regardless of
the magnitude or waveform of the
input voltage. If a rectifier and aver-
aging filter follow the output of Tl,
again the output voltage will be
regulated for line voltage variations.

The circuit of Figure 4-34(a),
called a ferroresonant regulator, is a
more effective and efficient tech-
nique of regulating the output volt-
age. This circuit uses a capacitor Cl
in parallel with Tl. Cl and Ll are



Figure 4-32. Saturating Transformer
Regulator

tuned near the input frequency.
This arrangement provides almost
unity power factor and efficient
shows transfer. Figure 4-34(b)
shows the schematic for a ferrores-
onant transformer. Here the mag-
netic functions of L1 and T1 are
combined on a single core struc-
ture. The leakage inductance pro-
vided by the shunts takes the place
of L1. Figure 4-35 shows a typical
output voltage waveform from eith-
er arrangement.

Because of the near square wave-
form of the output voltage, and
since for a square wave VPK =

V(A V) = VRMS, this circuit regu-
lates all three values. Therefore,
with this circuit, the filter may be
either capacitor input or inductor

Figure 4-33. Improved Saturating
Transformer
Regulator

input - it does not matter - the de
output will be the same and will be
regulated for line voltage changes.
In practice, a capacitor terminated
rectifier is usually used because the
filter capacitance is reflected in par-
allel with C1, reducing the value of
C1 required to resonate with L1.

Another advantage of this circuit
is that the tuning of L1 and C1
provides a low pass filter between
the input and the output. Thus,
harmonics in the input waveform
are attenuated by ferroresonant reg-
ulator circuits.

Shown in Figure 4-36, is a cir-
cuit which consists of a ferroreson-
ant regulator, a control circuit, and
a rectifier and filter [10]. In the
control circuit the R1C2 combina-
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Figure 4-35. Waveshapes of Ferro-
Resonant Regulator on
Transformer

tion is an integrator used to meas-
ure the volt-time area of the output
voltage. Ll is an inductor chosen to
have a value approximately equal to
the value of the saturated induct-
ance of the secondary of the ferro-
resonant transformer. The triac acts
as a switch which closes when there
is sufficient gate current flowing

into the device. The control circuit
operates as follows: The R1C2
combination integrates the output
voltage, and therefore the peak
voltage across the capacitor Cl at
any instant is proportional to the
volt-time area of the voltage eout.
When the voltage on capacitor C2
reaches a value sufficient to break
over the zener diode, BDl or BD2,
on alternate half cycles, gate cur-
rent flows and the triac conducts
current. This causes the capacitor
Cl to rapidly discharge and re-
charge in the opposite direction
through the inductor Ll. At this
time, the voltage across the triac
and the current through it are re-
versed, causing the triac to come
out of conduction, thus completing
the half cycle. The same action
occurs the next half cycle with the
opposite polarity. Clearly this ac-
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tion cannot occur if the core sat-
urates since the necessary volt-time
area to trigger the triac cannot be
obtained.

Specifically, the output voltage,
eout in this figure is approximately
a square wave. However, in this
case, the output voltage is still fre-
quency-dependent.

Figure 4-37 is a schematic of the
ferroresonant circuit incorporating
feedback. Here the control circuit
has been placed across an isolated
winding of the transformer. This is
necessary to obtain the isolation
required for the feedback circuit.
The integrating resistor consists of

R4, R5, and RO, where RO is the
impedance seen looking into a - a'.
The zener diode BD3 is the
reference, and the transistor Ql is
the error detector and amplifier.
The diode bridge, RB2, is added to
keep the current flow through Ql
unidirectional. In this arrangement,
RO is an impedance whose value is
decreased by the feedback circuit as
eDC tries to increase. Thus, the
regulating function is taken by
sampling the actual filtered dc out-
put voltage rather than by monitor-
ing the intermediate square wave
voltage. Therefore, the regulator is
no longer frequency dependent. As

Edc

A.

C, A,

R3 Rb
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can be seen from Figure 4-37, the
output voltage is regulated by con-
trolling the amplitude of the ac
voltage feeding the rectifier bridge
and filter. Another advantage of
this circuit is that L1 can be made
very small, causing the voltage ac-
ross the triac to reverse more rapid-
ly, making e(t) a squarer wave, and
reducing the required filter capaci-
tance. Since the transformer core
does not saturate, core losses are
reduced and the circuit is more
efficient. The half cycle response of
the ferroresonant regulator is re-
tained, and the stray magnetic field
is reduced.

This system provides a means for
marrying the best characteristics of
both magnetics and triacs to result
in a reliable, well-regulated power
supply, which should be relatively
inexpensive and extremely reliable.

Figure 4-38 shows the circuit of
a feedback controlled simulated
ferroresonant regulator where the
regulating effect is achieved by add-
ing on inductor, L1, in series with
the primary of the supply trans-
former, T1. This is an excellent
means for simulating the action of
the ferroresonant regulator. How-
ever, for a practical power supply,
it is much more economical to de-
sign a special input transformer to
include the necessary regulating re-
actance effect.

In the circuit of Figure 4-38, the
series inductance L1 produces a re-
active voltage drop, which is con-
trolled by the impedance connected
across the lower secondary winding
of the input transformer. When the
triac is off, capacitor C2 draws a
leading current through L1 from
the ac supply. This leading current
produces a voltage across L1, which
adds to the source voltage. Thus,

the transformer secondary voltages
are highest when the triac is off. If
inductor L2 is such that its re-
actance is one-half that of capacitor
C2, a lagging current, equal in mag-
nitude to the leading current drawn
by C2 alone, will flow through in-
ductor L1 when the triac is on for
the entire cycle. Thus, the triac can
be phase controlled to adjust the
voltage across L1, thereby regu-
lating the transformer secondary
voltages. Figure 4-39 includes phas-
or diagrams to illustrate this regu-
lating principle.

The circuit in Figure 4-39 is
divided into two parts: (1) the out-
put secondary winding circuit, and
(2) the control secondary winding
circuit of the transformer.

The output winding voltage is
rectified and filtered to provide the
dc load voltage. This voltage is also
used as a supply for the power
switch/amplifier. The level detector
is used to measure the error be-
tween the output voltage and the
zener reference voltage. It is a sim-
ple bridge consisting of a zener
diode, two fixed resistors, and one
variable resistor which is used to set
the output voltage level. The supply
for IC1 comes from a voltage di-
vider which outputs approximately
20 volts. The IC is used in the
differential amplifier mode to drive
the base of the power transistor.
The power transistor acts as a vari-
able resistor to control the rate of
charging of capacitor C3. Capacitor
C3 charges up, at a rate determined
by T1, to the breakdown voltage of
the diac and then triggers the triac.

Figure 4-40 shows the triac volt-
age with a load of 150 ohms and
the output adjusted to 75 volts. It
can be seen that the triac is on for
an appreciable part of each cycle.
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Figure 4-38. Ferroresonant Voltage Regulator with
Simulated Feedback Control
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Figure 4-39. Phasor Diagram of Fer-
roresonant Voltage
Regulator with Simu-
lated Feedback Control

Figure 4-41 shows the triac voltage
with a 30 ohm load on the output
winding. This figure indicates that
the triac is on for less total time.
The continuous variation in the tri-
ac triggering angle is believed to be
caused by the system attempting to
regulate the ripple in the output.

Figure 4-42 shows the gate signal
compared with Figure 4-41. It is
interesting to note the difference in
the signals whether positive or neg-
ative. Figure 4-43 compares the
voltage on C2 with the triac volt-
age. When the triac goes off the
charge on C2, which had started to
decrease, begins to build up again.
This depends on the point in the
cycle where the triac goes off. Fig-
ure 4-44 compares load voltage
with triac voltage. A larger filter
capacitor, C1, would reduce the
amount of ripple shown.

All of the previous figures show
the effect of the inductor L2 in
series witJ-1'lhe triac in that instead
of the triac going off when the
voltage reaches zero, it goes off
when the current reaches zero.
Table IV-III shows the amount of
regulation the circuit provides for
variation in the load and also input
variation.

Table IV·III. Simulated Ferroreson-
ant Voltage Regulator
Load Voltage Variation

LOAD CURRENT LOAD VOLTAGE
(AMPS) (V de)

0.0 75.0
0.5 75.0
1.0 74.6
1.5 73.3
2.0 73.3
2.5 73.7
3.0 73.8

INPUT VOLTAGE LOAD VOLTAGE
(V) (V de)

75.0 75.0
80.0 75.0
90.0 75.0

100.0 75.0
"0.0 75.0
120.0 75.0
130.0 75.4
140.0 75.8
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UPPER: 5 V/DIV; 10 MSEC/DIV

LOWER: 50 V/DIV; 20 MSEC/DIV

Figure 4-43. Ferroresonant Voltage Regulator Capacitor Voltage and
Triac Voltage
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Figure 4-44. Ferroresonant Voltage Regulator Load Voltage and
Triac Voltage

MOTOR CONTROL
For many years, induction mo-

tors were considered to be constant
speed machines which provided a
cost reduction and improvement in
reliability.

These factors, together with the
possible simplification of starting
controls, have favored the use of
induction motors over other types
of machines. Wound rotor machines
with secondary resistance and short-
ing means (contactors) have pro-
vided limited speed control. How-
ever, the disadvantages of finite step
speed control, with its inherently
poor speed regulation and incom-
patibility with closed-loop speed
regulator operation, have eliminated
this drive from consideration in most
variable-speed drive applications.

With the availability of the pow-
er SCR and power triac, these limit-
ations have been circumvented, pro-
viding an expanded field of applica-
tion for induction machines. For

high performance applications, var-
iable-frequency, constant volt-
second supplies have been con-
structed using cycloconverters and
dc link inverters which minimize
the power losses in the machine
compatible with the greatest pos-
sible controllable speed range. How-
ever, due to the relative complexity
of these drives and the resulting
cost, there is an economic lower
limit of horsepower when applying
them. Consequently, there is a need
in the power level below about 25
HP for a reduced cost speed control
system. The statically controlled
wound rotor induction machine can
meet these requirements.

Figure 4-45 illustrates a triac
phase controlled system. The con-
trol of the triacs is simply a phase
control problem and has been dis-
cussed for inductive loads.

When the starting duty of a
synchronous motor is such that a
rotor resistor is required, the circuit
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of Figure 4-46 can be used. During
starting, SCR 1 is blocking and re-
mains so until the exciter field sup-
ply is energized and dc flows to the
motor field circuit, whereupon cur-
rent flows in R2 and turns on
SCR1. This is similar to low starting
torque starters, in which one can
eliminate SCR1, Rl, and R2 and
simply short the motor field on
starting [11].

No discussion of polyphase mo-
tor control would be complete
without considering static motor
starters. For example, a simple stat-
ic motor starter is shown in Figure
4-47. The current transformer feed-
back level will reduce until the
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starting winding is de-energized as
the motor comes to speed. Perhaps
a more straight forward application
is shown in Figure 4-48 which is for
a polyphase motor contactor. An
interesting by-product of this type
of static starter is that the motor
can be easily plugged by using a
triac with a "logic" gate and simply
reversing the gate signal polarity,
thereby applying dc to the motor
ac line terminals.

Figure 4-48. Triac Three-Phase
Motor Starter
Circuit

WELDING SERVICE
CIRCUITS [16]

The basic circuit configuration
for an AC resistance welder is
shown in Fig. 4-49.

SCRs in anti-parallel (or "back-
to-back") configuration are used to
control the power applied to the
transformer primary. By precisely
controlling the phase angle and
number of pulses applied to the
gates, a· very precise control of
welding power ("heat") may be ob-
tained.

Water cooling is almost exclus-
ively used in this service. In addi-
tion, it has become common also to
water-cool the welding transformer
and welding electrodes.

The Hockey-Puk method of con-
structing the power thryistors is the
ideal configuration to use in build-
ing an assembly of two thyristors in
anti-parallel for welding service.
Full load on the welding transform-
er amounts to a virtual short circuit
on the secondary. In addition,
welding transformers generally have
a high leakage reactance which lim-
its' short circuit current. Therefore,
if current surges due to transformer
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saturation can be avoided, there is
no need to provide a reserve for
overloads when determining the
current the thyristors may have to
handle. Thus, by cooling the Hock-
ey-Puks on both sides, they may be
operated at a high current density
without concern for the possibility
of damage due to a current over-
load. In addition, their pressure-
assembled construction eliminates
the possibility of device degrada-

tion due to deterioration of internal
solder bonds. This degradation is
caused by repeated heating and
cooling resulting from the cyclical
welding load.

Hockey·Puk Assembly for Welder
Service

A representative water-cooled as-
sembly of two large thyristor Hock-
ey-Puks is shown in Fig. 4-50. It
will be seen that a water-cooled pad

Figure 4-50. Water-Cooled, Hockey-Puk SCR AC Switch On a
Coolant Manifold



is provided next to each Hockey-
Puk pole piece. These remove the
heat and, together with the copper
tubing which joins each pair of
pads, provide the means to bring
the electric current into and out of
the assembly. Terminations for
electrical cables and inlet and outlet
water connections are provided. A
sufficient length of non-conductive
tubing to permit connecting the
water paths of the two pairs of
water-cooled pads in series is incor-
porated in the manifold which also
serves as a base for the assembly.

When two 470 ampere average
Hockey-Puk SCRs are used in this
assembly, the highest ac line cur-
rent that may be handled continu-
ously is 1200A RMS. This is under
conditions of 400C maximum inlet
water temperature at a flow of at
least 1.2 gallons per minute.

Welding Service Rating Curves
In welding service current is

required in trains of pulses as
shown in Fig. 4-51. Frequently
these trains have a longer off than
on period. (Duty cycle less than 50
percent.) Advantage can be taken
of this operating condition to con-
trol greater amounts of current
than 1200A during the on periods.
Current carrying capability during
such operation is enhanced by the
water cooling system, which tends

to rapidly carry heat away from the
semi-conductor devices. Thus, the
junction cools down rapidly be-
tween power applications.

Fig. 4-52 gives the rating of a
variety of AC switches shown in
Fig. 4-50 for various duty cycles.
The conditions covered by the
curves in Fig. 4-52 embrace those
usually found in welding service.
Two variables are considered; per-
cent duty cycle and number of
conducting cycles in each pulse
train. For example, consider an ap-
plication requiring a train of 36
cycles for each weld at a rate of ten
welds in one minute. This repre-
sents a duty cycle of 10 percent (36
cycles of current flow out of every
360 cycles of the 60 Hz power
source). Reading from Fig. 4-50 (by
interpolating between 20 and 50
conducting cycles), it is seen that
the solid state contractor can hand-
le up to 2000 amperes RMS, under
these conditions.

The curves shown in Figure 4-52
demonstrate that with the variety
of Hockey-Puk thyristors available,
a wide range of welding applica-
tions is suitable for thyristor control.

Protection Considerations
It was mentioned that current

surges due to transformer satura-
tion should be avoided. Some of
the steps which can be taken in

oonnno onnnn~I~0 ~nV V ~,_. toff IO 0 0 V U 0
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RESISTANCE WELDING RATINGS
180 AMP RMS SCA's, ANTI·PARALLEL PAIR
RMS CURRENT DURING CONDUCTION INTERVAL

13600 CONDUCTION - TWO DEVICES),
60 Hz FREQUENCY

WATER COOLED HEAT EXCHANGER WITH ROsw 0.0520C/W

WATER TEMPERATURE 400C MAX .• 1.0 GPM MIN.

RESISTANCE WELDING RATINGS
400 AMP RMS SCR's, ANTI·PARALLEL PAIR
RMS CURRENT DURING CONDUCTION INTERVAL

1360° CONDUCTION - TWO DEVICES),
60 Hz FREQUENCY

WATER COOLED HEAT EXCHANGER WITH ROsw 0.0520C/W
WATER TEMPERATURE 400C MAX., 1.0 GPM MIN.

Figure 4-25(a) and (b). Welder Service Rating Curves for Thyristor AC
Switch (Type 470A95A)
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equipment design to accomplish
this are:

A. The thyristors should be trig-
gered so that the initial load
current pulse is of opposite
polarity to the last one in the
previous pulse train.

B. On pulse trains of 5 or more
cycles, the initial pulse should
be phased back to 90 electric-
al degrees. All other pulses
(positive and negative) should
be phased full on. (Advancing
the pulses following the ini-
tial one in a controlled, re-
peatable fashion until full ad-
vance i~ reached will further
minimize current surges.)

C. On shorter pulse trains, where
all current pulses must be
phased full on in order to ob-
tain the desired amount of heat

from the welding current, the
welding transformer must be
designed for a low magnetizing
current and the flux density
must be held to a maximum of
about 70 percent of the sat-
uration level so that inrush
current is held to a minimum.

The reverse voltage rating of the
thyristors must be sufficiently high
to avoid false triggering of the thyris-
tors due to line voltage transients. As
a further aid to prevent false trigger-
ing, transient voltage suppression de-
vices should be included in the com-
plete system design. Selenium trans-
ient overvoltage protectors (Klip-
Sels) are particularly useful. To avoid
triggering due to dv/dt, a series-con-
nected capacitor-resistor, "snubber
network" should be connected across
anti-parallel thyristors.
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Crydom was the originator of the solid state relay. The product line now in-
cludes photo-isolated SSR's ranging from 2 Amp, PC-board mounted units
to 40 Amp SSR's. Several series employ integral heat radiators to increase
ratings. Newer products include input/output switches (extreme left, and
right of picture) which are used to interface microprocessors and micro-
computers with the higher power equipment they control.



Solid State Relays and
Contactors

Widespread use of Solid State
Relays (SSR's) in standard packages
has developed in recent years. Al-
though SSR's are still usually more
expensive than the equivalent elec-
tro-mechanical relays, they have
several distinct operational charac-
teristics which give them overall
advantage in difficult applications.

SSR's are used in applications
which require long life, smooth
(RFI free) switching characteris-
tics, ability to be driven directly
from low level integrated circuit
signals, or extreme shock and vibra-
tion resistance. These applications
include both the replacement of
electro-mechanical relays and dis-
crete component solid state switch-

ing circuits for control of motors,
heaters, lamps, transformers, contac-
tors, valves,·and solenoids.

Solid-State Relays
A solid-state relay, in terms of

its function in a circuit, is identical
to an electro-mechanical relay. It
has input or control terminals and
output or power terminals with a
certain electrical isolation between
input and output circuits. However,
this is a superficial similarity. The
differences in the principles of
operation are shown in Figure 5-l.
In the electro-mechanical relay, the
coupling is achieved magnetically
and in the very common type of

~
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solid-state relay shown, the coup-
ling is achieved by light.

In general, solid-state relays pro-
vide only single-pole operation, be-
cause most of the cost is in the
output pole, not in the control, and
little economy can be achieved by
using extra power semiconductors
with a single control. The solid-
state relays described here have nor-
mally open contacts, but because of
the easy interface with low level
controls, a normally closed func-
tion can easily be achieved in the
control circuits by the use of a
single inverting stage in the input
circuit.

Figure 5-2 shows the RMS surge
current rating of three series of
solid-state relays, as a function
of time. This is very important
when the relays are being used
to control high inrush current loads
such as motors, particularly when
the motor has a high inertia load.

The solid-state relay is more
complex than the electro-mechan-
ical relay, but this complexity al-
lows the solid-state relay to per-
form more sophisticated functions,
particularly with respect to a well-
defined closing angle, delay time,
and total closed time. However, be-
fore discussing the specific uses of a
solid-state relay, the characteristics
of this type of device will be re-
viewed. Typical input and output
characteristics are shown in Figures
5-3 and 5-4. Table V-I lists the spe-
cifications for three typical series
of solid-state relays.

Solid-state relays are available in
a wide combination of output cur-
rents and voltages with ac or dc
control. The types with dc control
can be selected for low (3 to 32V
dc) or high (80 to 140V dc) voltage
operation. The low voltage types
can be operated directly from low
level logic circuits without an in-
termediate amplifying stage.
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Characteristics
Package Style

I Series 1 I Series 2 I Series 3

OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS

AC Line Voltage Range VAC 90-480 20-240 20-240

Max. Load Current Ratings Amps 40 8 2

One-Cycle Capability Amps Peak 630 120 55

Overload Capability: 1 See Amps Peak 112 42 14

Max. Contact Voltage Drop 1.6 1.6 1.2
@ Rated Current

"Off·state" Leakage Current milliamps 8 4 1
Min. Current milliamps 20 20 5

Response Time: DC Signal Max. ~ cycle (next zero cross): no bounce
Isolation: Output-la-Input VAC 1500 or 2500 I 1500 I 1500

dv!dt 100V!IlSec. min.

CONTROL SIGNAL

DC Models

Control Signal Range o ± 32 VDC I o ± 8 VDC

Pick· Up (-300C to +800CI max. VDC 3.0 I 3.5

Drop·Out (-300C to +800CI min. VDC 1.0

Input Impedance Ohms 1500 I 225

AC Models

Control Signal Range VAC o to 280 not available

Pick·Up (-300C to +800Cl not available

Drop-Out (-300C to +800CI not available

Input Impedance not available

Isolation: Input-la-Output; Opto-isolated, 1500 VAC, 1010 ohms DC
Input·to-Sase

Capacitance: Input·to-Output 8.0 pF, max.

Dimensions (see p. 211 I inches 2.2 x 1.7 x 0.9 I 1.7 x 0.8 x 0.8 I 1.2 x 0.8 x 0.4

Weight oz. 4 I 1.3 I 0.6

Operating Temperature Range -300C to +800C

The solid-state relays described
are suitable for ac contact opera-
tion only. This is because of the
nature of the semiconductor
switches used in the output circuit.
These switches are thyristors which
have to be reverse-biased for a finite
time to regain their blocking cap-
ability; in an ac circuit, this occurs
naturally every half cycle, but in a
dc circuit, the reverse bias for the
output switch, has to be generated
by special circuit configurations.

Figures 5-3 and 5-4 describe the
input characteristics and the tem-

perature limitations on the output
current of a relay rated 25A. Be-
cause the output switch is a semi-
conductor, special precautions have
to· be taken to ensure that· the
maximum junction temperature of
the semiconductors is not exceeded.

The' control provided by solid-
state relays can be very much more
precise than when an electro-mech-
anical relay is used. This is mainly
because there are no mechanical
lags in the solid-state relay. Also,
because there is no movement of
contacts, there is absolutely no con-



tact bounce. In addition, because
semiconductor switches react in-
stantaneously to a trigger signal,
there need be no significant delay
between the application of a trigger
signal and the operation of the out-
put switch.

On the other hand, by the prop-
er configuration of internal control
circuits, the application of a trigger
signal to the output switch, can be
delayed relative to the application
of an input signal. In the solid-state
relays discussed here, this feature
has been included so there is a
variable delay between the input
and trigger signals which ensures
that the output switch always clos-
es at voltage zero (zero voltage
switching control). This is a very
important and desirable feature.
Not only is the closing angle totally
defined, but by switching on at
voltage zero, radio frequency inter-
ference (RFI) is eliminated. This is
a very important consideration

when the relay is associated with
equipment such as computers and
on-line process controls, which can
be very sensitive to electrical noise.
This feature is shown in Figure 5-5.

The control signal is applied, but
the load voltage does not appear
until the next voltage crossover.
When the control signal is removed,
the output switch remains closed
until the next current zero. For this
example, the load is resistive, and
the switch opens at voltage zero
because the current and voltage are
in phase. However, if the load is
reactive, then the switch (because
the semiconductors remain on until
the current reverses) remains closed
until current zero, as shown in Fig-
ure 5-6, once again eliminating RFI
caused by rapidly changing cur-
rents. Examination of the contact
voltage waveshapes shows that
when the contacts open, with re-
active load, the contact voltage
steps up to the supply voltage very
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rapidly, imposing a high dv/dt on
the output switch.

The output switch is rated for a
critical dv/dt of IOOVlfJ.sec mini-
mum to rated voltage at maximum
junction temperature. For the ma-
jority of applications with the
power factors normally encoun-
tered, the voltage switched to will
be less than half the peak of the
supply voltage and the output
switch will be operating at less than
rated junction temperature. Under
these conditions, the dv/dt capabili-
ty will generally be in excess of
400V/fJ.sec. In very few applications
will the circuit dv/dt be this high.
In those, applications where dv/dt is
a problem, a snubber network can
be connected across the output
terminals as shown in Figure 5-7.

One application for the solid-
state relay is energy control for
heating loads such as furnaces and
commercial heating. To control this

type of load, which has a fairly high
thermal inertia, the pulse burst
modulation -technique is used. In
pulse burst modulation when the
output switch is closed full supply
voltage is applied to the load until
the switch is opened. By varying
either the duration of the 'burst' of
energy or the time between 'bursts'
or a combination of the two, the
average amount of energy can be
controlled. The solid-state relay
with its zero voltage switching and
precise control makes an ideal ele-
ment for this type of control.
Typical pulse burst modulation con-
trol waveshapes are shown in Fig-
ure 5-8.

A very simple control technique
would be to allow the load temper-
ature to fluctuate between an upper
and lower limit by closing the out-
put switch at the lower limit and
opening it at the upper limit. The
absolute limits would be a function
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of the heating and cooling rates of
the load relative to the possible
nearly half cycle delay and exten-
sion of the conduction period (if
the load is inductive) due to the
zero voltage turn on and zero cur-
rent turn off of the solid-state relay.

Fig. 5-9a shows 3 package styles
which form an SSR product line suit-
able for a vast range of applications.

Solid-state relays are being wide-
ly used in traffic signal controls,
where the reliability of the relays
and the zero voltage turn-on makes
them ideal. A typical three-relay
module for traffic signal control is
shown in Figure 5-9b, with the re-
lays mounted directly to a heat dis-
sipator. This is possible because the
relay base plate is isolated from the
internal control and power circuits.

These relays are very well suited
to computer, machine control, and
process applications. The compati-
bility of the relays with logic circuit
outputs allows them to be driven

directly from low level circuits and
the absence of RFI generation elim-
inates the possibility of cross-talk
between power and control circuits.
Along with the precise control of
output voltage duration, sophisti-
cated timing and sequencing of
power switching can be achieved,
taking the guesswork out of the
operation of many machine tool
and process control systems.

Because they do not create
arcs, solid-state relays are especially
well suited for application in ex-
plosive environments and hospital
operating rooms, although in this
particular case, it must be rec-
ognized that in the off condi-
tion, the solid-state relay can have
leakage currents of 4 or 5 mA
(depending on the voltage classi-
fication). If necessary, relays can
be selected to have significantly
lower leakage currents, particularly
if the junction temperature is lim-
ited to some level below its rat-
ed value.
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Figure 5-8. Waveforms for Pulse Burst Modulation Operation
of Solid-State Relays .

Solid-State Contactors
Basically a solid-state contactor

can be described as an extension of
a solid-state relay. However, due to
the higher ratings provided, con-
tactors are constructed with dis-
crete components rather than junc-
tions contained in a single package.
In one type the main power switch-
ing components are electrically iso-
lated from the frame of the con-
tactor. The insulating material used
to accomplish this has excellent
thermal properties ensuring good
heat transfer to the main heat dissi-

pators. The construction of a typi-
cal solid-state contactor is shown in
Figure 5-10.

The solid-state contactor has ex-
cellent surge capability for those
types of loads which require high
starting currents (e.g., induction
motor starters which draw high cur-
rents until the machine is running
close to its normal speed). The rat-
ed surge current/time characteris-
tics of a range of solid-state con-
tactors are shown in Figure 5-11.

Like the solid-state relay, the
solid-state contactor is designed to



Figure 5-9b. Typical Three Solid-State Relay Assembly.
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Figure 5-10. Typical Solid-State Contactor
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close at a voltage crossover and,
because of the output thyristors, to
open at a current zero. An excellent
example of the difference in opera-
tion between solid-state and elec-
tro-mechanical contactors is shown
by the oscillograms in Figure 5-12.

The general specifications for a
range of solid-state contactors are
shown in Table V-II. Three typical
applications of solid-state contact-
ors are shown in Figures 5-13, 5-14
and 5-15.

There are many other applica-
tions for solid-state contactors, but
most of these are extensions of the
three described in Figures 5-13,
5-14 and 5-15. In many systems,
where the source impedance is suf-
ficient to limit the available fault
current to within the capabilities of
the contactor, it can be used with
no back-up protection (fuses or

mechanical contacts). In this in-
stance, a detection system is pro-
vided which consists of a di/dt de-
tector and an absolute current amp-
litude detector. This combination
allows the system to anticipate a
fault without reacting to sudden
load changes (as a di/dt detector
alone might). The control signal to
the contactor is removed only when
the detector recognizes that both
the di/dt and the current amplitude
have exceeded allowable limits.
When this condition is reached, the
control signal is removed and at the
next current zero, the switch opens
allowing just the initial half cycle of
fault current to flow. A typical
sequence is shown in Figure 5-16.

Solid-State Switches
One application for solid-state

switches is in a system for vehicle
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lal SOLID STATE CONTACTOR OPERATION.
NOTE ZERO CROSSING TURN ON AND OFF,
BOUNCE FREE OPERATION, AND FAST
RESPONSE.

lbl ELECTROMECHANICAL CONTACT
CLOSURE. NOTE NON-ZERO CLOSURE
AND EXTENSIVE CONTACT BOUNCE.

AC Voltage Range: 120 Volt Units.
240 Volt Units.
480 Volt Units.

Supply Frequency .

Overload (Surge) Rating .
Off-State (Leakage) Current:

21 through 75 amp Ratings
Over 75 amp Ratings ....

Minimum Applied Load:
21 through 75 amp Ratings.
Over 75 amp Ratings ....

Output Switch (Contact) Voltage Drop
Response Time: DC Control.

AC Control.
Isolation: Terminals to case

Signal to output.
Critical dv/dt.

Control Signal .

Pick-up .
Drop-out .
Input Impedance.

DC Control: Signal Range .
Pick-up .
Drop-out . . . . .
Input Impedance.

80-140 VAC
160-280 VAC
320-520 VAC

47 to 63 Hz

200 to 5000A

5 milliamperes max.
20 milliamperes max.

200 milliamperes
500 milliamperes

1.6 Volts max. at rated current
o to 1/2 cycle max. (next zero crossing)
o to 1-1/2 cycle max.
5000 VAC min.
1500 VAC min.

100 volts per microsecond min.
The standard 21 and 30 ampere units
operate from DC control only. For AC
control of the 21 and 30 ampere models,
add the letter "A" to the part no. All
higher current models have a universal
input for AC or DC control.

90 to 280 VAC(use 50,000 ohms, 3W
dropping resistor for 480V operation)
90 VAC max.
10 VAC min.
Single pole: 30,000 ohms
Two pole: 15,000 ohms

3 to 32 VDC. reverse polarity protection
3.0 VDC max.
1.0 VDC min.
21 A and 30A ratings: Single pole:
1,500 ohms; Two-pole: 750 ohms
Over 30A ratings: Single pole: 680
ohms; Two-pole: 340 ohms
-300C to 750C



THE CONTACTOR PROVIOES ELECTRICALLY ANO ACOUSTICALLY
NOISE·FREE OPERATION IN AN ON·OFF OR TIME PROPORTIONING
MANNER WITH A TIME BASE AS SHORT AS ONE SECOND.

AC OR DC
CONTROL

THE TWO-POLE CONTACTOR SERVES AS A LONG LIFE MOTOR STARTER CONTROLLED FROM ANY
LOW POWER, REMOTE SOURCE. A MECHANICAL DISCONNECT IS NORMALLY USED IN ALL
THREE LINES AS A SAFETY DISCONNECT. TWO LEG SWITCHING IN THE CONTACTOR WORKS
WELL FOR ALL DELTA AND FLOATING NEUTRAL WYE LOADS. THREE SINGLE POLES MUST BE
USED FOR A GROUNDED NEUTRAL WYE LOAD.

AC LINE R1 R2VOLT

120 33K 05W

240
15K

02W

480 33K 33K
3W 3W

THE ADDITION OF ONE OR TWO EXTERNAL
RESISTORS ALLOWS CONTACTORS TO BE
CONTROLLED BY MOMENTARY PUSH-BUTTONS.
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- - - - • MAX. CURRENT LIMIT
MAX. CURRENT LIMIT EXCEEDED

Ii'Di/DT LIMIT EXCEEDED

FAULT INITIA~ VCONTROL SIGNAL REMOVED

~OO"""~SIGNAL

SWITCH OPENSAT I
CURRENT ZERO--j

Figure 5-16. Waveforms of Solid-State Contactor Fault Detection
Circuit Operation

propulsion and material handling. A
special type of linear induction mo-
tor is used in which the windings
are located in 18-inch sections be-
tween the tracks on which the ve-
hicle moves. On the underside of
the vehicle, a metal plate acts as the
member in which current can be
induced to provide linear induction
motor action between an excited

winding and the vehicle. The wind-
ings located between the tracks are
spaced several feet apart. Thus, the
vehicle can be propelled by impulse
propulsion simply by sequentially
energizing the linear induction mo-
tor windings in a fashion similar to
that shown in Figure 5-17.

The advantage of this type of
switching is the minimizing of



power demand from the ac source,
since the majority of the induction
motors need not be energized sim-
ultaneously. This tends to average
out the power demand and reduce
the overall installation cost and
operating cost of the system. The
requirements for the static switch
needed to energize the system are
interesting.

A. It must be capable of being
operated remotely from a central-
ized computer which senses the
position and the destination of the
cars and dispatches them by ener-
gizing the proper motors.

B. The signaling must be isolated
from the power circuit to prevent
transients.

C. The switch must be low cost
because of the considerable number
of switches required in a large sys-
tem. For instance, when using the
system in a large airport baggage
handling unit, up to 50,000 switch-
es might be required.

D. The switch must employ a
zero voltage triggering system to
minimize radio interference and the
filtering cost of the system.

E. The switch must be small to
enable it to be located remotely
with the motor winding.

AC
POWER

LINE

F. It must be completely sealed,
since it will not be packaged in an
electronic rack or equipmentcabinet.

G. This switch must be able to
operate in a high ambient tempera-
ture, because it will be located ther-
mally close to the motor winding.

A typical single-phase switch,
which meets the above require-
ments, is shown in Figure 5-18. The
simple solid-state power switch con-
sists of a triac, TRIAC1, a gate
drive source, R1, C1, and an on-off
switch, 81. With 81 closed, the triac
gate is shorted to main terminal 1,
and the solid-state switch is off.
With 81 open, power line voltage is
applied through R1 and C1 to the
triac gate, triggering TRIAC1 into
conduction. 81 may be any bi-
directional switch, mechanical or
solid-state, with an on-state voltage
drop less than the minimum gate-
voltage-to-trigger of TRIAC1.

An additional requirement of
the single-phase switch is that it
must have its power components
electrically isolated from the heat
sink. For instance, it might be pos-
sible to package the linear induc-
tion motor winding and the switch
in a common heavy metal case to
be imbedded between the rails, the
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case acting as the heat sink for the
electronic switch. It would not be
allowable from a safety standpoint
to have the case electrically hot.

These requirements suggest the
applicability of the PACE/pak
hybrid circuit techniques for this
type of application. Certainly alum-
ina, beryllium oxide, and boron ni-
tride substrates are economically
feasible in large quantities for
hybrid circuits of a given type. Also
passivation techniques for SCR
junctions make their applicability
to such hybrid circuit constructions
quite feasible. Since these sub-
strates are readily available with
moly-manganese metallization for
connection purposes, and since the
moly-manganese provides the prop-
er thermal co-efficient of expansion
to interface with the silicon of the
semiconductor, thermal fatigue dif-
ficulties can easily be overcome.
The requirements for this type of
application are not far from the
requirements for electric heating
control. The applicability of triacs
in this type of control is also evi-
dent. Other applications of the
same techniques take advantage of
the common circuitry capability
and the large volume, low cost of
such a hybrid approach.

Aircraft Power System
The trend in advanced high per-

formance aircraft is toward more
sophisticated missions which re-
quire much more complex elec-
trical and electronic systems. Com
plex digital avionic systems require
clean (transient free) electric pow-
er, thus adding emphasis to elec-
tromagnetic compatibility and in-
terface compatibility between all
signal systems and digital com-
puters.

The approach must simplify cir-
cuitry, combine functions, separate
signal and power switching require-
ments, and eliminate any unreliable
features of switching control and
protective devices used in circuit
techniques. The application of
semiconductor technology to air-
craft electrical distribution systems,
however, has been slow to catch on.
Some of this can be attributed to
the application approach that has
generally been made. A number of
solid-state devices have been placed
on the market with the idea of
providing a solid-state device to re-
place an electro-mechanical device
on a part-for-part basis. This ap-
proach has some obvious drawbacks
since in most aircraft electric con-
trol circuits the switching logic is
performed at the power level. Be-
cause of the voltage drop and pow-
er dissipation characteristics of
semiconductor devices, this ap-
proach results in a very inefficient
system and makes it impossible to
meet the voltage drop requirements
of Military Specification MIL-W-
5088 for Aircraft Electric Distri-
bution Systems. However, semi-
conductor devices have advantages
such as high reliability, long life,
and small size, which, if properly
applied, can provide the urgently
needed improvements in aircraft
electrical distribution systems.

Work was initiated specifically
toward the development of an ad-
vanced electrical system for air-
craft. This type of system has been
given several names: "Con tactless
Switching," "Solid-State Switch-
ing," and "SOSTEL" (Solid-State
Electric Logic), but they all repre-
sent an application of semicon-
ductor technology to the manage-
ment and control of aircraft electric



systems. Figure 5-19 is a block dia-
gram of an aircraft electrical sys-
tem. Figure 5-20 is representative
of conventional aircraft electrical
circuits and is presented to high-
light the fact that logic functions
are performed at the power level. In
the advanced system, emphasis is
placed on separating power switch-
ing from signal switching and on
switching power through a mini-
mum number of semiconductor de-
vices (see Figure 5-21). This not
only minimizes the voltage drop
between the source of power and
utilization equipment, but also pro-
vides efficient power control, since
power dissipation is held to a mini-
mum. Lower power dissipation
means that less heat sinking is re-
quired, and therefore size and
weight are reduced.

A concept is required which sep-
arates power and signal switching

and utilizes solid-state devices to
perform all of the switching and
circuit protection functions normal-
ly performed by electro-mechanical
switches, relays, and circuit break-
ers. The system is composed of
three basic building blocks: 1) sig-
nal sources, 2) control logic, includ-
ing bus monitoring and built-in test-
ing, and 3) power controllers. Sig-
nal sources are transducers which
provide a digital output. They are
used to sense controlling functions
such as temperature, pressure,
mechanical motion, etc. Their out-
put signals are fed into the control
logic unit where they are correlated
in a prescribed manner to provide
signals to control the power con-
trollers. The logic switching is per-
formed by standard integrated cir-
cuit NAND/NOR gates to provide
maximum reliability with minimum
space and weight. The fan-out cap-
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ability provided by multiple-phase
switches and relays is provided by
the integrated circuit and is per-
formed at the signal level instead of
at the power level. This reduces
considerably the number and size
of wires needed to gather intelli-
gence from the various controlling
functions.

The flow of power from the
power sources to the bus and from
the bus to the loads is controlled by
power controllers. Separation of
power switching and signal switch-
ing provides high system efficiency
and makes it possible to meet the
voltage drop requirements of the
MIL Specs. The flexibility of the
system permits the incorporation of
an automatic bus monitoring sys-
tem which permits optimum load-
ing on the source supplying power.
By assigning priorities to various
loads in the airplane, it becomes
possible to operate the emergency
source at its optimum capacity. A
technique is included to perform
preflight go-no-go tests on the low
level portions of the system which
are made up of signal sources and
data handling equipment. Bus con-
trollers and power controllers are
not checked by the built-in test
circuitry and are actually inhibited
while the built-in test feature is
in operation. However, they are
checked as part of subsystem func-
tional checks. A digital indicator
indicates a faulty signal source dur-
ing the short and open test and a
faulty input buffer card during the
input buffer test. A typical solid-
state electrical system of this type
is shown in Figure 5-21.

An alternative and even more
advanced solid-state electrical sys-
tem is shown in Figure 5-22. In this
system, the control signal sensing

and the power switching approach
remain essentially unchanged. The
change occurs in the method of
handling and processing the control
data which is by remote multiplex-
ing the input terminals located in
close vicinity to large groups of
signal sources, thus allowing a sig-
nificant reduction in the length of
wires required to gather control in-
formation. These terminals monitor
each signal source and upon com-
mand from the Master Control Unit
(MCU), code and serially transmit
the status of each signal source
through the multiplex transmission
data line. The MCU decodes the
data from the input terminals,
solves the switching equations, and
according to instructions perma-
nently stored within its memory,
transmits coded output data over
the multiplex data transmission line
to the properly addressed output
terminal. The MCU contains a non-
destructable read only memory in
which are stored all control instruc-
tions and the switching equation
associated with the control of
power to each individual load.
Changes in control logic can be
accomplished by reprogramming
the MCU with a paper or magnetic
tape, thereby eliminating the need
to make any wiring changes in the
aircraft. Upon malfunctioning of
the operating unit, the standby
MCU is automatically switched into
operation. The two MCUs are inter-
changeable. The power controllers
for these systems must be capable
of switching electric power in a
system exhibiting characteristics
described below and controlled by
a 5V, 10 mA de signal supplied by
the control logic unit.

The load switching power con-
trollers are used between the bus
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and the utilization equipment to
provide control current limiting and
circuit protection, while the bus
switching controllers are used only
to connect power sources to the
bus. The requirements for these
power controllers are isolation be-

tween the control and the power
circuits, operating efficiency of
95% minimum, voltage drop of
0.5V max de (1.5V max ae), leak-
age current of less than 10-4 amp-
eres at maximum temperature,
operating ambient temperature



range of -54oC to 850C, and no
external power supply to be re-
quired. The ac voltage is allowed to
swing between GOVRMS and 180V
RMS. The ac units must also con-
trol loads exhibiting a power factor
between 0 lagging and 0.4 leading.
In the dc power switches, the pow-
er switching element is an N-P-N
silicon power transistor. The ac
power controller contains a thyris-
tor power switch, power supply,
driver, circuitry for zero-cross-over
turn-on, current sensing, and circuit
protection. This is shown in block
diagram form in Figure 5-23 and in
more detail in Figure 5-24. The
anti-parallel connected SCRs could
also be a triac with the proper
electrical characteristics.

The bus switching controller per-
forms the function of a relay only.
The ac bus switching power con-
troller block diagram is identical to

that shown in Figure 5-24, except it
does not contain the current limit-
ing and the circuit protection cir-
cuitry, but it does include a lockout
feature that is not included in the
ac load controller.

In either case, the overload re-
quirement for the ac controllers can
be high compared to the steady-
state rating. As an example, in a
typical 20 KVA system, fault cur-
rents of 350 amperes per phase
have been recorded. Therefore, very
large semiconductor chips must be
used in the units. The reqUired ac
power controller trip characteristics
are shown in Figure 5-25.

Although packaging efficiency is
an important factor in determining
the size of the power controller
module, the power dissipated with-
in the module is of utmost import-
ance. To prevent the junction tem-
perature of the devices within the

IPOWER
I SWITCH

I
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Figure 5-24. Aircraft AC Load Controller
module from exceeding their maxi- ture of the main switching devices
mum ratings, the heat generated (triacs or power SCRs) is most criti-
within the module must be re- cal, the thermal resistance between
moved. Devices with low current these devices and the module sur-
ratings will present no problem, but face must be low.
the high current devices must be To obtain a small package size,
attached to an external heat dissi- integrated circuits, transistor, SCR
pator. Since the junction tempera- and triac wafers, and thin film tech-
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THE CONTROLLER SHALL TRIP
WITHIN THE ENVELOPE FOR
ALL CASE TEMPERATURES
BETWEEN -540C TO 1200C

niques must be used, as shown in
Figure 5-26. In this package, the
logic elements are located toward
the top of the package, and the
large, vertical internal connection
posts are available to support and
connect the logic to the power
functions. A more detailed outline
of the internal assemblies is shown
in Figure 5-27. A function requiring
both isolation and current sensing
for the desired trip characteristics
can be rather space-limiting. The
overall outside dimension of this
cube (Figure 5-28) is approximately
one inch (25.4 mm) square. The
thermal considerations and the ef-
fect of the temperatures on the
power chip can be limiting in the
design. Table V-III lists required
thermal resistances for various cur-
rent ratings of controllers. In exam-
ining this data, it should be appar-
ent that one of the assumptions for
determining the required thermal

resistances is a maximum allowable
junction temperature approaching
1700C. But many logic-triacs are
advertised at a maximum allowable
junction temperature of 1250C.
However, by modifying the process
and geometry of the junction as-
sembly devices have been made
which actually will operate quite
reliably and satisfactorily at 1750C
junction temperature with an allow-
able reapplied dv/dt up to 100
voltS/MS.This not only permits the
small size of the package as seen in
the previous figures, but also per-
mits operation under the extreme
power factor conditions described.
An extreme case for this design in
terms of power rating might require
a power device even larger than the
200 ampere power logic triac chip
size - in this case, two power SCRs
are used.

Since reliability was so heavily
stressed in the earlier discussion of
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the system requirements, it is cer-
tainly of interest to show a reliabili-
ty study of a typical ac controller
with estimated failure rates (see
Table V-IV). The inordinately high
failure rate of the SCRs shown is
estimated on a very conservative
basis because no transient suppres-
sion was involved or associated with
the circuitry, and also because of
the many unknowns associated
with a very new type of packaging.
However, even with these con-
servative figures, it can be seen that
the failure rate of the devices and
of the overall system is very low.

The marriage of power devices
and low level solid-state logic ele-
ments in hybrid circuitry for reli-
able, small, efficient power control
opens a new era in the field of
power control development. Where
circuits can be designed for high
volume usage or common circuits
can be used for several smaller vol-
ume applications, the cost of pres-
ent systems can be greatly reduced.
Where low level logic hybrid cir-
cuitry is marginally economically
feasible, high power level hybrid
circuitry is, without question, econ-
omically feasible.
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Table V-III. Aircraft AC Power Controller Thermal
Resistance Requirements

JUNCTION TO CASE PRESENT THERMAL

POWER CONTROLLER THERMAL RESISTANCES RESISTANCES IRGjcl

TYPE REQUIRED FOR VAD ACHIEVABLE BY
CONTROLLERS, ASSUMING INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER

150· 1700C CHIP TEMP. 0C/W INO ELECTRICALISOLATIONloC/W

75 AMP AC
BUS CONTROLLER 0.16 TO 0.34 0.095 TO 0.115

35 AMP AC
LOAD CONTROLLER 0.32 TO 0.70 0.3 TO 0.4

10 AMP AC
LOAD CONTROLLER 1.5 TO 2.8 1.0 TO 1.5



FAILURE RATE FAILURE
QTY COMPONENT SOURCE RATE

3 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS@0.020 1 0.060
14 RESISTOR. FILM@0.007 2 0.098
2 CAPACITOR. CERAMIC @0.038 2 0.076
2 SCR @0.102 2 0.204
2 DIODES. GP@ 0.005 2 0.010
6 TRANSISTOR @0.010 2 0.060
2 SCR @ 1.3 6 2.600
4 TRANSFORMERS@ 0.2 2 0.800
1 RECTIFIER (8RIDGE) @0.020 2 0.020

100 LEAD 80ND @0.00007 3 0.007
SUBSTRATE. FRAME & COVER 4 0.0035

24 EXTERNAL LEADS @0.00005 5 0.0012

TOTAL FAILURE RATE 4.8B6

1. SEE DISCUSSION
2. NORMALIZED MIL·HDBK·217A MINUTEMAN LEVEL. FAILURE RATES.
3. ULTRASONIC LEAD BOND ESTIMATE BASED ON TELEDYNE INDUSTRY DATA
4. BEST ENGINEERING ESTIMATE.
5. WELDED TERMINATION ESTIMATE BASED ON TELEDYNE AND INDUSTRY DATA
6. INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER NORMALIZED LIFE TEST DATA.
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International Rectifier PACE/pak (Passivated Assembled Circuit Elements)
are packaged circuit functions which replace discrete devices. For example,
the unit above (center) is a 42.5 Amp single phase hybrid bridge with free
wheeling diode. It is used in place of a separate assembly requiring the three
SCR's and three diodes shown, plus additional heat sinking.

230



DC Power Conversion
Probably the most common

method of adjusting direct voltage
by phase control is by using reverse
blocking thyristors in a conven-
tional rectifier circuit and delaying
the start of current conduction
through them. By this means, the
direct voltage can be reduced from
the value obtained without phase
control to some other desired value.
If the start of conduction is delayed
sufficiently, the average output
voltage will be reduced to zero.

The average voltage which will
appear across the load for a given
phase control angle depends upon
the rectifier circuit and the type of
load. Performance with a purely
resistive and also with a highly in-
ductive load can easily be analyzed,
and in this way, insight is provided
with respect to circuit performance
when the load is partly resistive and
partly inductive. It is also useful to
consider performance when the
load is capacitative, has a large
counter-EMF, or is provided with a
free-wheeling diode. Table VI-I
shows a number of typical circuits.

In some circuits, half of the
thyristors are replaced by rectifier
diodes which cannot be phase con-
trolled. In these hybrid or half-con-
trolled circuits, the voltage reduc-
tion for a given phase control angle,
or angle of retard, will be different
than in conventional circuits where
all the rectifying devices are thy-
ristors [1].

Biphase Circuits
As a simple example of a phase

controlled rectifier circuit, consider

the single-phase, full-wave, center-
tap circuit (more correctly known
as the biphase circuit) shown in
Figure 6-1. Output direct voltage
waveforms for sevetal angles of de-
lay, or-phase retard, a, are shown in
Figure 6-2 for the cases of resistive
load and highly inductive load. An-
gle of phase retard a is measured
from the point where current con-
duction through the rectifying de-
vice would naturally begin if a de-
vice with no forward blocking cap-
ability (Le., a rectifier diode) were
being used. A thyristor may be
made to operate in the same man-
ner as a diode by pulsing the gate so
that the thyristor conducts the in-
stant that anode voltage becomes
positive with respect to the cathode
(anode is forward biased). By delay-
ing the triggering pulse, the thyris-
tor blocks the more positive ac
phase so that the preceeding phase,
although it is at a lower potential,
remains connected to the load.
When the delayed triggering pulse
finally appears, load current is com-
mutated (or switched) to the thyris-
tor triggered, and this connects the
load to the ac phase having the
highest voltage at that instant.
However, during the time when the
triggering pulse is delayed by the
angle a, the voltage across the load
is less than if conduction had oc-
curred at the earliest possible mo-
ment. In this way, the average volt-
age across the load is reduced by
phase control.

When the load is purely resistive,
load current will be a faithful repro-
duction of load voltage, as illus-
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Table VI-I. Circuits for DC Loads

RELATIVE TYPE CONTROL
POWER OF RANGE

CIRCUIT OUTPUT LOAO % TYPICAL USES

Resistive or Heating Element (small)
Capacitive Battery Charging (small)

SCR
a to 100

Inductive Universal Motor Speed
if free Control
wheeling
diode is
used.

Resistive or Heating Elements
Capacitive Lamp Intensity Control

RO Adjustable & Regulated
Power Supplies1.4 a to 100

Inductive Motor Speed Controls
if free

SCR
wheeling
diode is

RO used.

Resistive or Heating Elements
SCR Capacitive Lamp Intensity Control

Adjustable & Regulated
Power Supplies1.4 a to 100

Inductive Motor Speed Controls
if free
wheeling
diode is
used.

Resistive or Heating Element (small)
Capacitive Lamp Intensity Control

(limited range)

%T, to
Battery Charging

SCR Inductive 100 Universal Motor Speed
if free Control

RO wheeling
T I diode is

used.

Heating Elements
Lamp Intensity Control
Adjustable & Regulated
Power Suppl ies



RELATIVE
POWER
OUTPUT

TYPE
OF

LOAD
CONTROL
RANGE

%

Heating Elements
Lamp Intensity Control
Adjustable & Regulated
Power Suppl ie••

Heating Elements
Lamp Intensity Control
Adjustable & Regulated

%T1 to Power Suppl ies
2 All

100 Motor Speed Controls
Magnet Strength Control

SCA

SCA
Heating Elements
Lamp Intensity Control
Adjustable & Regulated

% T1 to
Power Suppl ies

2.7 All
100 Motor Speed Controls

Magnet Strength Control

~

'A,

-,-C, 'c,

~
IC?ti\~7

C,

EJlTENO~DY

Heating Elements
Lamp Intensity Control
Adjustable & Regulated
Power Supplies

.,~'

c, -,-,
ZIGzaGC,
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trated in Figure 6-2(a). When phase
control is introduced, the voltage
across the load is seen to be dis-
continuous, and current flows
through the thyristor for some in-
terval less than the full 180 electric-
al degrees that it flows when there
is no phase control. The time cur-
rent flows under these conditions is

known as the conduction angle. En-
ergy is stored in the inductance of
the transformer each time current
increases and is returned to the load
as current decreases, so there is
essentially no reactive voltage drop
with a purely resistive load, as long
as load current is discontinuous.

On the other hand, when the
load is highly inductive, the load
current remains continuous for all
angles of phase retard. In this
case, the duration of current flow
through the rectifying devices re-
mains the same as the phase retard
angle is varied, but it is displaced
with respect to the alternating sup-
ply voltage wave by the phase re-
tard angle a as shown in Figure
6-2(b). With an inductive load, the
angle of conduction is determined
by the circuit used and not by the
angle of phase retard, and is often
referred to as the conduction period

AVERAGE
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FPf{lrffif~Jt:t~bdKF\
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With an inductive load, the flow
of current through each thyristor is
essentially rectangular, assuming
negligible ripple in the load current.
Inductance in the ac supply (due to
transformer leakage reactance, ac
supply reactance, etc.) prevents the
load current from commutating in-
stantaneously from one thyristor to
the next thyristor when the latter is
triggered. For a brief interval, both
thyristors conduct, one dropping
current and the other picking it up.
This interval is known as the angle
of overlap, J.1.

The currents through two thyris-
tors which are under-going commu-
tation are shown in Figure 6-3. It
can be seen that the total current
remains constant, due to the in-
ductive nature of the load. The
length of the angle of overlap J.1
depends upon the magnitude of the
ac supply voltage, the load current,
and the inductive reactance of the
circuit which carries that commu-
tating current (the circuit compris-
ing the two diodes and the trans-
former windings which feed them).

The inductive reactance of this cir-
cuit is known as the com mutating
reactance.

During the angle of overlap, the
direct output voltage of the recti-
fier is the average of the voltage
applied to each thyristor by the
transformer windings which feed
them. This is a lower voltage than
would be present if the angle of
overlap were zero, and so the over·
lap phenomenon introduces a volt-
age drop Ex, which is a function of
the angle of overlap. Hence, in a
given rectifier unit, it is a function
of load current, proportional to
ICXC, the product of current com-
mutated and commutating reac-
tance.

In a thyristor feeding an induc-
tive load and operated with phase
retard, the angle of overlap will be
present immediately following the
angle of phase retard. As phase
retard is increased, the angle of
overlap J.1 will decrease, because
there is a greater voltage difference
between phases when commutation
begins, and this speeds up the trans-
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fer of current from one phase to the
next. However, the voltage drop due
to overlap remains the same whether
phase control is present or not.

In the inductive load case, al-
though the alternating component of
voltage appears across the load at
large angles of phase retard, the aver-
age voltage can be reduced to zero.
Zero average output voltage is ob-
tained when a is 90 degrees. In order
to obtain zero voltage across the
load when it is resistive, the angle of
phase retard must be 180 degrees.

Expressions that give the output
voltage at no load for any angle of
phase retard are:
For resistive loads:

E E 1 - sin (a - 900
) (6-A)

D = DO 2

For inductive loads:
ED = EDO cos a (6-B)

In these expressions, ED is the
direct output voltage, EDO is the
output voltage without phase con-
trol (rectifying devices operated
without constraint), and a is the
angle of phase retard in electrical
degrees.

It is often convenient to express
the above relationships in terms of
EDO and the voltage reduction Ea.

For resistive loads:
EDO-Ea

EDO
I-sin (a- 900)

2 (6-C)

For inductive loads:
EDO-Ea

EDO

These two expressions are plot-
ted on linear coordinates in Figure
6-4 as curves D and A, respectively.

Single-Phase, Half-Wave Circuits
The single-phase, center-tap cir-

cuit is actually a biphase circuit,
since it is two single-phase circuits
displaced by 180 degrees. The sin-
gle-phase, half-wave circuit, where
the number of phases is one, was
not considered in the previous dis-
cussion. Where it is used to feed a
resistive load (equations 6-A and
6-B apply), recognizing that for a
given alternating supply voltage, the
direct voltage will be one-half of
that obtained with the biphase cir-
cuit, since load current flows only
during every other half cycle. The
half-wave circuit is not suitable for
feeding an inductive load, because
the inductance demands a con-
tinuous current source; the half-
wave circuit can be used successful-
ly with an inductive load shunted
by a free-wheeling diode, in which
case its performance with phase
control is the same as when the
load is resistive.

A half-wave phase control circuit
for use as a very simple battery
charger is shown in Figure 6-5 [2].
Transformer T2 is used to step
down the input voltage. The output
of transformer T2 feeds SCR 1 act-
ing as a half wave rectifier. Trans-
former T2 determines the rated cur-
rent that can be delivered to the
battery by the rating of its wind-
ings. It partially offsets the other
advantages of this circuit sinl;e, al-
though the control portion is small
and consists of fairly inexpensive
components, the transformer size
and cost increase with the amount
of current delivered. Resistor R4 is
used to limit the current which can
be delivered by the circuit.

The trigger circuit consists of a
voltage sensor, a relaxation oscilla-
tor, and a pulse transformer. The
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power for the circuit is obtained
from the output which is connected
to the battery. Since the ability of a
unijunction transistor to oscillate is
controlled by the base-to-base volt-
age, the higher this voltage the high-
er the voltage required to trigger
UJTl. If this voltage is sufficiently
high, the period of oscillation is ap-
proximately (Rl)(Cl). However, the
zener voltage regulator, BDl, limits
the voltage to which the emitter of
UJTl can rise. When the required
triggering voltage of UJTl exceeds
that of the zener breakdown volt-
age, UJTl can no longer oscillate
and no longer. ,produces a pulse
through the pulse transformer to
the gate ofSCRl.

This circuit cannot oscillate un-
less a voltage between three volts
and the cutoff voltage is present
between the output terminals.
Thus, it prevents SCR1 from trig-
gering into a short circuit, an open
circuit, and the presence of reverse
polarity. Figure 6-6 shows wave-
forms for the operating circuit.

Polyphase Rectifier Circuits
The above discussion described

the performance of single phase cir-
cuits. The same principles apply to
the common polyphase rectifier cir-
cuits where all rectifying devices are
thyristors. For inductive loads, the
Equations 6-B and 6-D for voltage
output vs. phase retard angle apply
to all polyphase circuits. When a
polyphase rectifier circuit feeds a
resistive load, less than 180 degrees
of phase retard is needed to obtain
zero output voltage. The general-
ized form of Equation 6-A is used to
arrive at Equations 6-Eand 6-Fwhich
calculate output voltage from poly-
phase rectifier circuits feeding a
purely resistive load as phase retard
angle a is varied.

ED=EDO 1-si~(a-1T/p) (6-E)
a sm1T/p

1- cos [1T/2 + (1T - 2) /p]
= EDO 2 sin 1T/p ~

LOWER: INPUTVOLTAGETOTHESCR 50V/OIV

TIME BASE: 10MSEC/OIV



Eno-Ea
Eno

I-sin (a -i)
2 . 1f

Sillp

1T 1T-a
1- cos (2"+ -p-)

2 . 1f
Sillp

In these expressions p is the
number of rectifier phases. (For the
biphase circuit previously discussed,
p = 2, since the circuit is actually
two single-phase circuits 180 de-
grees out-of-phase.)

Curves Band C of Figure 6-4
show equation 6-F plotted for all
6-phase and 3-phase rectifier cir-
cuits, respectively. In each case, the
curves are seen initially to follow
the inductive load curve. The angle
at which they depart from this
curve, aI, is given in Formula 6-G.

1T 1T
a1=--- (6-G)2 p

At this angle, the load current
becomes discontinuous. The output
voltage ED becomes zero at <P2 in
each case, as shown in Formula
6-H.

1T 1T
a2 = 2" + P (6-H)

Table VI-II gives a1 and a2 for
various numbers of phases p:

Table VI-II. Values for Angles of
Phase Retard

p 2 3 4 6 12 00

a1 0 30 45 60 75 90
a2 180 150 135 120 105 90

If the load includes both resist-
ance and inductance, load current

will become discontinuous at some
angle of phase retard greater than
a1 (from Table VI-II) and at this
angle the voltage characteristic will
no longer follow the inductive load
(cos a) curve, but will follow a line
which goes through zero output
voltage at a2. If the inductance of
the circuit is fairly high, the change
in slope of the output can be quite
pronounced. This can lead to in-
stability when the rectifier is pro-
vided with an automatic regulating
system [3].

Operation With Free-Wheeling Diode
Where the load is inductive, and

the large amount of ripple obtained
in the usual circuits with a large
angle of phase retard is not desired,
one or more rectifier diodes may be
used as free-wheeling diodes and
placed across the load in the direc-
tion to block the flow of current
from the rectifier, but to provide a
path for the current flowing in the
load inductance dUring the intervals
when the rectifier output voltage is
negative, as shown in Figure 6-7.
This occurs at angles of a between
a1 and a2; the values for these are
given for several rectifier circuits in
Table VI-II. The action of the free-
wheeling diode reduces the ripple
voltage across the load; it also caus-
es the rectifier output current to
become discontinuous although the
load current is continuous.

When a free-wheeling diode is
present, a rectifier behaves very
much as if it were supplying a
resistive load, and the curve of
output voltage vs. angle of phase
retard is the one shown in Figure
6-4 for the same rectifier circuit
when it is feeding a resistive
load.
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Operation with Capacitive or Coun-
ter-EMF Load

A rectifier, when supplying eith-
er a capacitive or a counter·EMF
load, will tend to deliver output
current in a discontinuous manner,
because current can flow only near
the peak of each ac wave. For
current to flow, the rectifier output
voltage must exceed the voltage ac-
ross the capacitor, which will be
more or less fully charged, depend-
ing upon the magnitude of the re-
sistive component of the load.
Other loads presenting a counter·
EMF, such as electrolytic cells, bat-
teries, and lightly loaded de motors,
will cause the same circuit action.

If the load includes some induct-
ance, which is usually the case, this
inductance will store energy while
the current is rising to its peak
value, and current will continue to
flow until this stored energy is de·

livered to the load. This means that
the rectifier output current will per-
sist for a longer time than just the
interval when rectifier voltage ex-
ceeds the counter-EMF, which is
the case when there is no induct-
ance. Waveforms to illustrate cur·
rent flow with and without load
circuit inductance are shown in
Figure 6-8.

When phase control is applied,
the output voltage will be reduced
if the thyristors are triggered at
some instant later than when the
rectifier phase voltage exceeds the
counter-EMF. At the same time,
the energy absorbed in the induct-
ance of the load will be less, so that
the conduction angle is further re-
duced, causing the additional loss in
voltage output. Because of this in-
teraction, there is no simple rela-
tionship between angle of phase re-
tard and reduction of output voltage.
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When the load exhibits a coun-
ter-EMF, the earliest instant a given
rectifying device can be triggered
depends upon the ratio of the load
voltage to the peak voltage supplied
by the transformer. This ratio will
vary with changes in load current,
which could be caused by changes
in load resistance; or it will vary
because of changes in the alternat-
ing supply voltage. In the designing
of the triggering circuit, this effect
must be recognized; long triggering
pulses are desirable, so that if the
thyristor is triggered before load
current can flow, it will remain
turned ON by the triggering pulse
until some instant later when cur-
rent can flow to the load. If this is
not done, the rectifier may fail to
deliver any power to the load when
it is phased ahead in an effort to
obtain maximum output.

Hybrid Circuits
In the single-phase and poly-

phase bridge circuits, half the recti-
fying devices can be made rectifier
diodes, the others remaining thyris-
tors, and the output voltage can be
controlled by phase shifting the
triggering pulses for the thyristors.

The performance of these hybrid or
half-controlled circuits, where the
thyristors have a common cathode
(or common anode) connection,
can be analyzed by considering
them as a phase-controlled rectifier
in series with one which is not. In
this group of bridge circuits (in-
cluding all hybrid circuits except
one of the single-phase bridge cir-
cuits), when the angle of retard at
which the thyristors are operated
exceeds 90 degrees, the thyristors
must invert or pump back some of
the power delivered by the rectifier
diodes. It is theoretically possible
for this action to take place all the
way down to zero voltage output,
at which point the angle of phase
retard required is 180 degrees. In
practice, it will be found that with
a large amount of phase retard, the
current may not completely com-
mutate to the next phase before the
phase which is commutating out
becomes positive again. In this
event, the thyristor which was sup-
posed to commutate to the next
phase will instead conduct full ON,
and control of output by phase
control will be lost. This is some-
times referred to as the "mouse
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trap" effect, or as "half-waving."
[2] .

All hybrid circuits can be
thought of as having an action simi-
lar to that provided by a free-
wheeling diode. For this reason, the
control characteristic shown by
curve D in Figure 6-4 applies.

Single-Phase Hybrid Bridges
In the case of the single-phase

hybrid bridge, two circuit configur-
ations are possible; in one, the two
thyristors are connected with the
cathodes (or anodes) tied to a com·
mon point, as in the center-tap
rectifier circuit, and in the other
configuration, the two thyristors
are connected in series, as in the
doubler rectifier circuit, (see Figure
6-9). Circuit action is similar, but
not the same, in both cases.

With the common cathode con-
figuration (Figure 6-9(a», the con-
duction angle through all the recti-
fying devices remains the same as
the angle of phase retard is in-
creased. With the doubler circuit
(Figure 6-9(b», the conduotion
angle through the rectifier diodes
increases with increasing phase re-

tard. The rectifier diodes used must
be large enough to handle this in-
creased current flow.

A disadvantage of the common
cathode configuration is that, for
large angles of phase retard, "half-
waving" may occur. Where the
thyristors are connected in the
doubler configuration, this effect is
not present.

Ripple from Hybrid Circuits
Because hybrid circuits behave

as if a free-wheeling diode were
present, the ripple voltage they ex-
hibit, as output voltage is reduced
by phase control, is less than in a
bridge circuit using four thyristors.
four. This can be illustrated by
comparing the action of the single-
phase bridge having four thyristors
with that of the hybrid single-phase
bridge. In the first circuit, with an
inductive load, zero output voltage
will be obtained with a phase retard
angle of 90 degrees. Under this
condition, the peak of the alternat-
ing input voltage will appear across
the load (see Figure 6-2(b), wave-
forms for as,) although the average
voltage across the load will be zero.



On the other hand, with the hybrid
circuit phased back 180 degrees,
the average and peak voltage both
will be essentially zero. This differ-
ence in ripple voltage can be signifi-
cant if part of the load is purely
resistive, since with the hybrid cir-
cuit there will be less power dissi-
pated in the resistive part of the
load when the voltage is reduced by
phase retard. For instance, with the
hybrid circuit, an indicating lamp
across the load will give a measure
of the average voltage across the
load; with the regular circuit having
four thyristors, the lamp intensity
will hardly change over the full
range of average output voltage.

On the other hand, in the poly-
phase hybrid bridge circuits, the
ripple frequency will assume a low-
er value as phase retard is intro-
duced. For instance, in the regular
3-phase bridge circuit, the funda-
mental ripple frequency is six times
the supply frequency for all values
of phase retard. In the hybrid
3-phase bridge circuit, a ripple fre-
quency component three times the
line frequency appears when phase
retard is introduced. This action
must be considered when the load
is adversely affected by lower ripple
frequencies; for example, in some
dc motors.

Inversion of Inductive Energy
If it is desired to quickly reduce

the voltage across an inductive load,
this can be done by operating the
rectifier as an inverter and pumping
the energy stored in the load in-
ductance back into the ac system.
This is done by adjusting the angle
of phase retard to be greater than
90 degrees. When a hybrid rectifier
circuit is used, this mode of voltage
control cannot be used, since the

half of the rectifier circuit which is
made up of diodes cannot be made
to function as an inverter.

Triggering Pulses for Bridge Circuits
In certain bridge rectifier cir-

cuits, precautions must be taken
when designing the thyristor trig-
gering circuit to be certain that the
desired rectifier circuit action can
take place. For example, in the
conventional 3-phase bridge circuit
having six thyristors, current flow
through the load will not start if
each thyristor is simply given a
short gate pulse at the instant when
current flow in each thyristor nor-
mally would start, since this circuit
behaves as two 3-phase circuits in
cascade and displaced by 30 de-
grees. To initiate current flow,
thyristors in both halves of the
circuit must be pulsed simultan-
eously. Under operating conditions
where current flow becomes dis-
continuous, the simultaneous puls-
ing must occur six times a cycle.

Two solutions are possible. One
is to provide each thyristor with a
long gate pulse, more than 60 de-
grees in duration. The other solu-
tion is to double pulse each thyris-
tor; one, when initiation of current
flow is desired, and once again 60
degrees later.

In hybrid bridge circuits, where
circuit action similar to that pro-
vided by a free-wheeling diode is
obtained (and also in all-thyristor
circuits which feed a load having
a free-wheeling diode), the dis-
continuous nature of the current
through the thyristors must be con-
sidered when designing the trigger-
ing circuit. Since the interval of
current discontinuity varies with
load current and also wi th angle of
phase retard, a triggering circuit
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which provides a long triggering
pulse is desirable to assure proper
action from the thyristors.

Full-Wave Control of Output of
Single-Phase Diode Bridge

A circuit of particular interest
for use with thyristors is the single-
phase bridge rectifier with a thyris-
tor in series in the dc output. If the
thyristor can regain forward block-
ing ability at the end of each volt-
age pulse on the output of the
bridge rectifier, phase control may
be applied to the thyristor and it
will control the average voltage ap-
plied to the load. This circuit is
most successful when the load has a
counter-EMF, as with a storage bat-
tery. It also can be made to work
successfully with a resistive load
and with a dc motor armature as
the load when a free-wheeling diode
is connected across the armature.

In this circuit, the diodes in the
single-phase bridge help to provide
a short interval at the end of each
half-cycle when flow is zero and
during which the thyristor can turn
off. Nevertheless, when feeding a
resistive load or a dc motor, thyris-
tors which have fast turn-off times
are needed. This is the major reason
this circuit has never been used

1
AC
60 Hz

j

with thyratron tubes. Conventional
mercury vapor thyratrons simply
do not turn off (deionize) fast
enough to operate in this circuit at
supply frequencies of 50 or 60 Hz.

If the load is resistive or is pro-
vided with a free-wheeling diode,
the voltage output will follow curve
D of Figure 6-4 as a is varied. It
should be understood that a in this
case is the angle of retard of each
pulse applied to the thyristor in
series with the load.

DC Motor Drives
The circuit in Figure 6-10 is a

full-wave bridge, feeding the arma-
ture of a dc motor through a single
controlled rectifier. The speed of
the motor is controlled by approp-
riate triggering of the controlled
rectifier at various angles with re-
spect to the applied voltage which
results in phase control of forward
current through the controlled rec-
tifier. [4],[ 5]

After every half cycle of forward
current, the controlled rectifier
must recover its forward blocking
state. This means that the device
must turn off dUring the time in-
terval between the cessation of for-



ward current and reapplication of
forward voltage. A quick analysis of
the applied voltage waveshapes
would lead one to believe that the
time interval between forward cur-
rent cessation and reapplication of
forward voltage is zero. However, in
analyzing the circuit, one can see
that the time required for the volt-
age to overcome the threshold volt-
age of two diodes and the con-
trolled rectifier in series, is the time
during which the device can recover
to its blocking state. Threshold
voltage is that voltage required ac-
ross the diode or controlled recti-
fier to cause substantial forward
current to flow. Threshold voltage
is approximately 0.5 volts.

With an input of 230 volts, it
would appear that the time interval
provided by the threshold voltages

should be approximately 23 micro-
seconds, as seen in Figure 6-1l.
There are three semiconductor de-
vices in series with the motor when
current is flowing so that the total
threshold voltage is approximately
1.5 volts.

Voltages and waveshapes ob-
served in laboratory tests of this
circuit, as illustrated in Figure 6-
12, show that in one case, from
the time the forward current
dropped to zero (indicated by zero
forward voltage drop) to the time
of the voltage transient, there is ap-
proximately 17 microseconds. This
time interval is less than the an-
ticipated 23 microseconds. We can
see that with this circuit, one
critical SCR parameter requiring
careful definition is turn-off
time.
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The voltage transient (in Figure
6-12(b)) is 30% of the peak supply
voltage, is five microseconds wide,
and the rate-of-rise of the leading
edge is 40 volts per microsecond.
This particular voltage transient was
seen for both resistive and inductive
loads. It is caused by the recovery
transient of the free-wheeling
diode.

Thus, we see that instead of 23
microseconds allowed for turn-off,
we have only 17 microseconds, a
much more stringent requirement
on the controlled rectifier. To se-
lect devices which will work reli-
ably in the circuit of Figure 6-10,
they should be tested for reverse
recovery time with no reverse volt-
age, and also for circuit commuta-
ted turn-off time. A practical way
to do this on many turn-off time
testers is to select units which turn
off fast, even when essentially zero
reverse voltage is applied during the
turn-off time interval.

Another approach which has
been used successfully is the testing
of devices by operating them in the
circuit shown in Figure 6-10. Test-
ing time can be minimized by pro-
viding the device under test with a
very small heat exchanger, so that
an elevated junction temperature
(where turn-off and recovery times
are the longest) will be reached in
seconds. Torque is applied to the
motor so that a specified motor
current is drawn, and the device
under test must not lose control of
the motor at the end of a specified
time period.

Another characteristic which de-
vices should have in order to work
well in this circuit is relatively high
holding current. However, it is
more important to have fast turn-
off characteristics under the condi-

tions described above, than to have
relatively high holding current,
since the additional time during
which the controlled rectifier may
turn off that is gained by having a
high holding current is only a few
microseconds.

The controlled rectifier will be
aided in turning off if one or more
rectifier diodes are connected in
series with it. Doing this will in-
crease the threshold voltage men-
tioned earlier. In many cases, it
may be found more economical to
do this than to attempt to select
extremely fast units, or to use an-
other circuit configuration where
turn-off time is not critical. For
instance, the turn-off time of the
controlled rectifiers in Figure 6-13
is not critical. However, it is quite
possible that it would be more
economical to add one or two di-
odes in series with the controlled
rectifier in the circuit of Figure
6-10 than to use a completely dif-
ferent circuit.

A physical arrangement illus-
trating how two diodes may be
connected in series with the con-
trolled rectifier, at the same time
mounting all the rectifying devices
on three heat exchangers, is shown
in Figure 6-14.

The single phase dc motor drive
circuit using one controlled rectifier
is an att:active and practical circuit
to use with fractional and small
integral horsepower rated motors
when operation is from a 115 volt
line. The required silicon controlled
rectifier must be selected for maxi-
mum turn-off time under the spe-
cial test condition of essentially no
reverse voltage dUring the turn-off
interval. The maximum permissible
value of turn-off time under these
conditions is long enough so there
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usually is no great difficulty in sel·
ecting satisfactory parts from nor·
mal production. Selection of parts
for operation from a 230-volt line is
more difficult because of the short-
er turn-off time required. The cir-
cuit can be modified to enable parts
with longer turn-off times to oper-
ate satisfactorily. If this circuit is to
be operated from a 460-volt line,
circuit modifications are, in general,
mandatory. In addition, considera-
tion should be given to using a
completely different motor drive

circuit, such as a hybrid single-
phase bridge, having two diodes and
two controlled rectifiers.

Triac Reversing Drives [6] [7]
An application which lends itself

ideally to use of the triac is a
full-wave reversing drive for a dc
motor. The basic power circuit is
shown in Figure 6-15. If the gates
of the triacs are synchronized as
shown, the motor will have the
polarity as shown in the diagram. If
the phase relationships of the triac



gate signals are reversed, the oppo-
site polarity will be impressed on
the motor. Figure 6-16 shows the
waveforms for this circuit. The
dv/dt as seen by the triac in this
circuit can be reduced by placing an
R-C snubber across the device. In
some cases, it may also be necessary
to place an inductance in series
with the triac to reduce di/dt.

TRIAC
NO.1
GATE

TRIAC
NO.2
GATE

Figure 6-16. Waveforms for Triac
Reversing Drive

A full-wave drive can be accom-
plished without a center-tapped
transformer using the circuit shown
in Figure 6-17. By properly phasing
the signals to the gates of TRIACS
1 2 3 and 4 the motor can be
niad~ to run in 'either direction. We

can also plug the motor by gating
the opposite pair of triacs.

Figure 6-17. Circuit for Full-Wave
Triac Reversing Drive
Without Transformer

This dynamic braking action can
also be achieved by simply pro-
viding positive gate bias on all the
triacs. This will prevent the power
supply from being connected to the
motor, but will allow dynamic
braking action of the machine. Of
course, to limit the armature current,
an impedance should be supplied in
the armature circuit and/or field
weakening should be incorporated.



A three-phase version of the
full-wave reversing drive circuit is
presented in Figure 6-18.

PACE/pak Power Controls [17 ]
PACE Ipaks are packaged power

circuits with no internal control
circuitry. They are designed to pro-
vide a particular power circuit func-
tion in a single isolated package.
These units are compatible with
existing electrical designs as the
power control semiconductors have
just been combined in a single pack-
age. PACE/paks are available in cur-
rent ratings from 10 to 42.5 amps
at 115 or 230 volt ratings.

The circuits generally utilize
thyristor or diode junctions
mounted on an electrically isolat-
ing, thermally-conductive substrate,
which is, in turn, mounted to a
copper or aluminum plate that can
be mounted to a heat sink. The
junctions are isolated from the cop-
per plate by means of a beryllium
oxide or Alumina substrate. Then,
depending upon the amount of cur-
rent to be handled, the devices are
interconnected by means of a lead
frame or by thick film techniques.

This construction offers many
advantages over the conventional
packaging techniques. These ad-
vantages include:
A. Engineering design time is better

utilized because only one device
must be specified instead of as
many as five for single-phase ap-
plications and seven for three-
phase applications.

B. Assembly labor costs are re-
duced, as only one device must
be mounted and interconnected
for the entire power section.

C. Visual keys by either color cod-
ing or mechanical asymmetrics
can be used to aid in making the
assembly operation foolproof.

D. Isolated heat sinks are elimin-
ated because the single copper
plate is isolated from the circuit.
Thermal efficiencies are better
than with individual devices.

E. In many applications, the small-
er size of the power circuit as-
sembly can be utilized. For ex-
ample, the single-phase full-wave
controlled bridge assembly, when
used as a motor drive, could be
mounted directly on the bell
housing of the motor itself.



One very useful circuit configur-
ation is shown in Figure 6-19. This
circuit would be used in low power
dc motor drives or without the
free-wheeling diode as a power sup-
ply. For purposes of this discussion,
it is assumed that the devices used
are in the 25 ampere RMS rating
category.
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:::J
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I- 15:::J
0
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CDq: 10;:
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..J
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:;; 5
:::J
:;;
Xq: 0:;; 0 40

Figure 6-20 defines the maxi-
mum allowable base plate tempera-
ture vs. conduction angle and dc
output current. Knowing the worst
case application conditions, the
maximum allowable base plate
(case) temperature can be deter-
mined. Then, with Figure 6-21,
which is for watts loss vs. conduc-
tion angle and output current, and
knowing the maximum allowable
base plate temperature, it is pos-
sible to determine the heat dissi-
pator requirements. The thermal re-
sistance of the base plate to sink,
ROCS, assuming a 1.5-inch (38.1
mm) square surface area, a good
thermal compound and smooth
contact surface, is in the neighbor-
hood of 0.1 °C /W. It can be seen
that using these design graphs, it is
possible to characterize this power
hybrid assembly in a fashion very
similar to that used for a discrete
device.

50 60 70 80 90 100 110 120

MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE BASE PLATE TEMPERATURE (OCI
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Several common SCR bridge
control circuits are shown in Figure
6-22, with 6-22(c) being the most
common.

Circuit 6-22(a) can be used for
generator exciters, dc motor drives
and power supplies. It also has the
advantage of not requiring a free-
wheeling diode.

Circuit 6-22(b) can be used as a
dc motor drive with the added ad-
vantage of regeneration during
braking.

Circuits 6-22(c) and 6-22(d) are
commonly used as dc motor drives.
The most popular power levels to
date have been in the one to five
horsepower range.

Although this chapter is primarily
concerned with DC circuits, it
might be noted that by shorting the
positive to negative output of these
circuits, an ac switch configuration
is obtained. Figure 6-23 shows

three of the many circuits that have
been built using a common sub-
strate.

A variety of ac switches is shown
in Figure 6-24. These can be used
for lighting controls, heating con-
trols and motor starters.

The triac is especially well suit-
ed to these jobs and has the advant-
age of only one control element.
However, some caution must be
exercised when using it with an
inductive load. The triac's commu-
tating dv/dt is not especially high
and must be considered or a loss of
control may be experienced during
a phase-back condition.

The circuit using the diode in
anti-parallel is used mostly in
three-phase circuits; however, it
could be used in a single-phase light
dimmer application.

A new area where PACE/paks
are being applied is three-phase
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Figure 6-22. Popular PACE/pak Circuits

: :: ~

power circuits as shown in Figure
6-25. Circuits can be delivered with
voltages up to 1200 volts and cur-
rent levels to 150 amps. Circuits
6-25(a) and 6-25(b) are standard
three-phase controlled bridges.

Circuit 6-25(a) requires fewer
gate control circuits and is excellent

for resistive and capacitive loads;
however, some caution must be ex-
ercised on inductive loads. Unless
some provision is made to handle
the reactive current at phased-back
conditions (a free-wheeling diode is
one method), the bridge can lose
control.
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Circuit 6-25(b) does not suffer
from the above problem, but re-
quires six gate control circuits.

The circuits shown in Figure
6-25(c) are usable as half-wave,
three-phase circuits or can be com-
bined to make various full-wave
configurations.

Finally, an inverter module is
shown in Figure 6-26. This array of
devices can be interconnected with
inductors and capacitors to form
many of the basic force-commutated
inverter circuits. These modules are
very useful in many applications
where size, weight and thermal con-
siderations are important.
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Figure 6-26. PACE/pak Inverter Circuit
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Line Commutated Inverters
Most phase-controlled rectifier

circuits, comprised entirely of SCRs,
can be operated as ac line volt-
age commutated inverters [1]. With
a gradual variation in the thyris-
tor triggering angle, a circuit will
change from rectifier to inverter
operation with a corresponding
reversal of power flow. Inverter
commutation is accomplished auto-
matically by the instantaneous re-
lationships existing between the ap-
plied ac line voltages. Thus, no add-
ed components are required to
achieve reliable commutation. How-
ever, as commutation is provided
by the line voltage, this type of
inverter can only operate into an ac
system where the ac voltage is
maintained relatively independent
of the circuit operation. Of course,
it is also necessary to have a source
of dc power on the dc side of the
circuit to deliver power to the ac
system.

Regenerative braking of dc mo-
tor drives is one common applica-
tion of phase-controlled rectifiers as
line commutated inverters. The
cycloconverter is a second import-
ant type of line commutated invert-
er. Work is just beginning in a third
very large application area - high
voltage dc (HVDC) power trans-
mission systems.

REGENERATIVE PHASE.
CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS

In systems using solid-state pow-
er control, the load often stores a
significant amount of energy [2].
Preferably, the control circuit
should be designed to recover this

energy rather than leaving it to be
dissipated unproductively. Energy
recovery, of course, improves cir·
cuit efficiency and reduces the dis·
sipation requirements of the equip-
ment.

A regenerative technique, to re-
turn power from the load to the
source, can recover the stored en-
ergy. This technique mayor may
not prove worthwhile, depending
on the specific application. The de-
sign decision will depend on the
following factors:

A. The efficiency of the load
when acting as a generator.

B. The over·all system efficiency
improvement that can be obtained,
compared with the increased cost
and complexity of the system.

C. The ability of the source to
accept energy.

Once the decision is made to use
regeneration; the simplest energy-
recovery scheme compatible with
the type of control circuit should
be chosen.

Four Possible Operating Quadrants
Any electrical control system

can operate in any of the four quad-
rants. The number of quadrants in a
design depends on the circuit con-
figuration and the control elements.
There is a forward power flow from
source to load, if the equipment is
operating in quadrants I or III (volt-
age and current are of the same
polarity). If in quadrants II or IV
(voltage and current are of opposite
polarity), there is a reverse power
flow from load to source. In many
systems the equipment operates
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partly in quadrants I or III and
partly in quadrants II or IV; the net
power flow in this case depends on
the relative magnitudes of the
"positive" and "negative" flow.

One of the simplest power-con-
version systems is the three-phase,
full-wave-bridge rectifier in Figure
7-1. This circuit operates in quad-
rant I - power can flow only from
the source to the load. Thus a
simple diode-rectifier system can-
not be used to recover energy.

As an example of operation in
more than one quadrant, consider

SOURCE RO,

A

B

C

RD2

the controlled rectifier circuit of
Figure 7-2. This circuit differs from
the simple diode rectifier in one
important aspect: the SCR can sup-
port voltage in both directions.
Now, if the load and source charac-
teristics are suitable, the circuit can
operate in quadrant II and return
energy to the source.

Typical waveforms for the SCR
circuit are shown in Figure 7-3. The
load in this case could be a de
electromagnet, which needs a large
amount of charging energy. After
charging is complete, the converter
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output is readjusted to supply just
enough energy to overcome the cir-
cuit losses. Then, to discharge the
magnet, the control circuit selects a
triggering sequence that will cause
energy to return to the supply. This
involves delaying the gate pulse
until near the end of the forward-
biased period.

At the start of regeneration, at
time to SCR4 turns on (Figure
7-3(e», and the trigger pulses for all
other SCRs (SCR5 is already con-
ducting) are inhibited until later, at
time t2. But, as seen in Figure
7-3(a), the output voltage of the
converter changes sign at t1: After
t2, the converter operates in quad-
rant II, and energy is returned to
the supply.

Examination of the remainder of
the waveshapes of Figure 7-3 shows
that, after t2, the normal trigger
sequence is re-established. But be-
cause of the delay introduced by
inhibiting the gate pulses until time
t2, the converter returns energy to
the supply. Note that in the regen-
erating mode the phase angle be-
tween the line-to-line voltage, Vac
and line current is almost 1800.

Note the absence, in the regener-
ative mode, of the free-wheeling
diode, often used in SCR circuits to
carry the inductive current of the
load when the SCRs are off.

In the regenerative technique,
free-wheeling is accomplished by
phasing the converter to produce an
average output of zero. This is illus-
trated in the waveforms of Figure
7-4, which show a phase retard of
about 900. The output voltage rises
to half the positive peak line-volt-
age. Then, because there is an induc-
tive current holding on the SCRs,
the output follows the ac line down
to half the negative peak. At this

point, the next SCR is turned on.
Current thus continues to flow
through the bridge, with zero aver-
age voltage at the output, and the
current level remains constant

Figure 7-4. Free-wheeling with
inductive loads

SCRs Should Turn Off Fast
An important consideration is

SCR turn-off time. The anode-to-
cathode waveshapes of the SCRs
(Figure 7-3(b) through 7-3(f» show
that, while regenerating, the SCRs
are reverse-biased for a relatively
short time. As a result, the SCRs
should be suitable for inverter
applications - with the necessary
fast turn-off characteristics.

Normally, in phase-control appli-
cations where the SCRs are not
used in the regenerative mode,
there is ample time for the SCRs to
be commutated. But in the regener-
ative application, the time available
for turn-off is controlled by the
triggering circuit; the further you
phase back, the less time the SCR
has to be off; the greater the phase
back angle, the closer you are to
turning the SCR on before it be-
comes reverse-biased. This also



means that you are much closer to
commutating off, under forward
biased conditions, the SCR that is
about to become forward-biased.
But an SCR will not turn off when
it is forward-biased; it will keep
conducting. The turn-off time
therefore defines the maximum "re-
verse" voltage applied to the load by
fixing the minim urn time before zero
crossing at which the SCRs can be
gated; also called, "margin angle."

The dual converter in Figure 7-5
is an example of a circuit that can
be operated in all four quadrants.
By selection of the R or F bank of
SCRs, the direction of the load
current can be chosen. The extra
cost of this circuit is justified only
where regeneration is economically
advantageous and voltage reversal is
not feasible - that is, load current
alone must be reversed to recover
the stored energy.

An example of this is a shunt
motor that, for some reason, can-
not have its field winding voltage
reversed. Thus, the machine-gener-
ated emf does not change polarity,
but current flows out of the ma-
chine dUring regeneration. The
amplitude of the generated current
is controlled by field strength up to
the maximum and then by arma-
ture voltage control as the speed is
reduced.

Once again, it must be recog-
nized that the power factor of the
system varies as a function of trig-
gering angle. Figure 7-6 shows how
both output voltage and input
power factor vary as a function of
triggering angle.

It is important to note that
triac dc motor drives may all be
operated in regenerative modes, pro-
vided the proper gating signals are
applied.
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BRUSHLESS MOTOR DRIVES [3]
The brushless self-synchronous

motor developed for propulsion ap-
plications has characteristics which
approximate those of dc traction
motors. By providing high torque at
low speed and having very high-
speed capability, it makes an ideal
traction machine. This machine also
may be easily cooled (for instance,
by oil cooling) since all windings,
both field and armature, may be
made stationary on the stator. The
basic motor system is shown in the
block diagram of Figure 7-7. It
consists of a polyphase synchro-
nous machine, a switching matrix
composed of silicon controlled rec-
tifiers (or triacs) and a triggering
system coupled to the output shaft
of the motor. The solid state
switching matrix performs the pow-
er switching function normally ac-
complished by the commutator of a

dc machine. The triggering system
relates the switching to the rotor
position so as to apply power to the
motor winding at the proper time
to develop maximum torque. This
function in a conventional dc ma-
chine is accomplished by means of
the rotating commutator and
brushes.

Figure 7-8 shows schematically
what the motor and the thyristor
connections look like. Essentially,
the normal motor configuration has
been turned inside out without
changing any of the basic charac-
teristics. The normally rotating
armature and commutator are on
the outside of the machine, while
the field winding rotates. ObViously
another version of such a machine,
rather than having a dc supply to
the rotor, could use alternate bars
of magnetic material and non-mag-
netic material to produce the same
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effect. However, the motor input
windings are now stationary, and
the rotor or rotating field is the
torque producing member. This
motor configuration is not strictly
brushless until the rotor excitation
is supplied without using sliprings.
There are many ways to accomplish
this. To list a few: 1) the previously
described magnetic material rotors;
2) several types of brushless Lundel
machines; 3) many types of in-
ductor machines; and, 4) the rota-
ting rectifier machine.

As mentioned previously, the
triggering system relates the switch-
ing of the power thyristors to the
rotor position. Rotor position is
sensed by means of magnetic coup-
ling in six small cup core trans-
formers. The primaries of these
transformers are energized by a 170
kHz oscillator. A slotted disc at-

tached to the rotor rotates in such a
way as to make and break the
magnetic coupling in the primary
and secondary of each of these
small cup core transformers. As the
slots in the disc uncover the trans-
formers, permitting coupling to the
secondary, signals corresponding to
thyristor on-time are generated.
The output of the transformer sec-
ondary is rectified and filtered to
give the waveshape shown in Figure
7-9. The output of the amplifier
and shaper provides a one ampere
signal with 0.1 microsecond rise
time providing a hard gate drive
signal for the thyristors.

A similar system operating from
an ac power source is also possible.
This system is shown in Figure
7-10. Notice that in the ac system,
there is essentially a full wave
bridge connected to each motor
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line. The thyristors, therefore, recti-
fy the alternator high frequency as
well as switch power into the motor
windings. The advantage in ac
power source systems is that the
thyristors can be line commutated.
To accomplish thyristor turn-off in
the dc system requires separate
commutation systems at starting, as
noted in Figure 7-11.

Some of the major advantages of
the brush less synchronous motor
are the capability of voltage con-
trol, field control and commutation
angle control. By properly coor-
dinating the field control and com-
mutation angle control, the voltage
range required for propulsion appli-
cations can be minimized. For ex-
ample, to obtain a constant horse-
power output from the motor over
a 16: 1 speed range, a voltage

i--T

I
I
I

DC I
POWER
SOURCE

I
I
I
I

change of only 3.5:1 is required.
Constant horsepower lines which
tend to correspond with the con-
stant voltage lines on a torque vs.
motor RPM set of characteristics,
are obtained by using both field
weakening and commutation angle
advance to extend the motor speed
range and to maximize efficiency.
There is no relationship between
volts and motor frequency as in the
case of some induction motor sys-
tems. Dynamic braking can be
obtained from the motor by turn-
ing off the thyristor gates and
connecting the stator windings to
a resistive grid. Dynamic braking
control is obtained simply by rais-
ing or lowering the motor field
excitation. In this mode, the mo-
tor is acting as a synchronous
generator.

SCR'S -- I
SCR2 SCR6 I

I



CYCLOCONVERTERS
Basic Systems

For years, cycloconverters were
built with grid-controlled mercury
arc rectifiers. The use of cyclocon-
verters to transform a higher fre-
quency to a lower frequency grad-
ually fell from popularity because
of the limited power inversion cap-
ability of mercury arc rectifiers at
that time and because of the bulk
and relative complexity of the
cycloconverter systems. With the
advent of thyristors, interest in the
circuit sprang forth again. The first
use of the system to any degree was
for VSCF applications - variable
speed, constant frequency supplies
for aircraft. Closed loop, controlled
slip, variable frequency induction
motor drives were the next import-
ant application although, of course,
the VSCF system also required the
unit to drive induction motors. A

number of manufacturers began to
develop circulating current-free re-
versing dc armature supplies which
were essentially three-phase to sin-
gle-phase cycloconverters. Three
basic cycloconverter circuits are
shown in Figure 7-12.

The advent of integrated circuits
for the solid state control circuitry
has made the use of the cyclocon-
verter much more practical. The
basic bias shift method of phase
control is used to obtain a linear
transfer characteristic between in-
put control voltage and average
cycloconverter output voltage. This
method basically consists, for any
given thyristor, of electronically
summing a cosine wave voltage of
line frequency and the dc control
or bias voltage. A level detector is
used to trigger a single shot multi-
vibrator at the instant of the posi-
tive going zero-crossing of the out-

SINGLE]",PHASE
AC
SOURC

Figure 7-12(a). Cycloconverter Circuit: Single Way with Single Phase
Input and Three-Phase Output
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Figure 7-12(b). Cycloconuerter Circuit: Single Way with Three-Phase
Input and Three-Phase Output
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put voltage of the inverted sum-
ming operational amplifier. The
single shot multivibrator output is
amplified, passed through an iso-
lating pulse transformer, and used
to gate the thyristor.

Figure 7-13 is a simplified dia-
gram of the triggering circuitry and
two anti-parallel connected thy-
ristor converters. The linearity of
the bias shift technique, combined
with the anti-parallel connection of
the converters, balances their aver-
age output voltage. This minimizes
the 360 Hz pUlsating circulating
current that will flow between
them, even though the average out-
put voltages are equal and opposite.

To prevent turn-on due to non-
sinusoidal waveforms in the power
line, each cosine voltage is filtered
by a low pass LCR filter con-
tributing negligible phase shift at 60
Hz. If it had been required, in-
creased filtering could have been
obtained by permitting a phase lag
of 30 or 600 in the filters and
appropriately reconnecting the ref-
erence transformers to compensate
for the lag. It is necessary to have
phase-forward limit pulses and
phase-back limit pulses guaranteed
to provide sufficient volt/second
margin to insure successful commu-
tation under inverting conditions.
Failure to do this is one of the most
common faults in designing a cyclo-
converter driving system.

Another approach to the system
would be to supply multiple gate
pulses to the SCRs rather than a
continuous gate pulse. Short trig-
gering pulses have several advant-
ages over long ones. The volt/sec-
ond capabilities of the pulse trans-
formers can be minimized. The dan-
ger of overlap of gating can be
minimized. If two thyristors con-

nected to the same input phase in
one converter are gated simul-
taneously because of overlapping in
time or spurious pulses, then an
inversion shoot-through will occur
through the two thyristors. Such a
shoot-through fault can be very
severe in a three-phase or single-
phase cycloconverter used for dc
armature supplies, just as it can be
for normal three-phase dc conver-
sion schemes for reversing action.

In three-phase to three-phase
cycloconverters supplying induc-
tion motors, the reactance of the
induction motor will limit the mag-
nitude of the fault. However, it can
still be severe, and it is desirable to
prevent this type of fault. In this
case, it is necessary to provide a
blanking signal which will blank
any gate pulses in the range that
can cause such a shoot-through.
Reference [4] deals with this sub-
ject at some length and in consider-
able detail.

Design Considerations
The power circuit of a simple

single-phase circuit is shown in Fig-
ure 7-14. SCR1 and SCR2 comprise
the positive going converter, and
SCR3 and SCR4, the negative going
converter. Thus if SCR1 and SCR2
are activated for one cycle of the
input voltage, and SCR3 and SCR4
activated for the next cycle, a 2/1
frequency reduction can be realized
as illustrated in Figure 7-15. In a
similar f¥hion, it is possible to
obtain aff output which is 1/3, 1/4,
1/5, etc. of the input frequency.
This method of operation results in
simpler gating circuits than are nec-
essary with more complex control
schemes involving modulation of
triggering angles. With large fre-
quency ratios, the advantage of the
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INPUT
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Figure 7-15. Waveforms for 2/1 Frequency Reduction

more complex schemes is that less logic is the output of a zero voltage
filtering is required for a given harm- switch, a completely integrated pack-
onic distortion in the output wave- age. A block diagram of the system
form. is shown in Figure 7-16.

The logic necessary to produce The necessary gate signals for a 2/
the correct pulse sequence to each 1 frequency reduction are shown in
SCR gate for each operating fre- Figure 7-17.All gate signals are repeat-
quency is easy to define. It is clear ed after four input half-cycles (or af-
that all gate signal trains must be ex- ter four pulses from the zero voltage
actly synchronized to the input sig- switch). The logic for this frequency
nal and also that each gate signal should be driven by a synchronous
should appear at approximately the divide-by-four counter using the zero
zero crossing of the input signal. voltage switch as the clock signal.
Thus, a natural starting point for the The logic for this frequency follows:



HIGH
FREQUENCY
INPUT
SIGNAL

LOW
FREQUENCY
OUTPUT
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SCR1 = Y Z
SCR2 = Y Z
SCR3 = Y Z
SCR4 = Y Z

Where:
Z = least significant digit of the

counter
Y = next least significant digit.

The gate signals necessary for a
3/1 frequency reduction are shown
in Figure 7-18. In similar manner to
the 2/1 case, these signals are reo
petitive after six pulses from the
zero voltage switch. Thus, if X, Y,
and Z are the outputs of a divide-
by-six counter:

SCR1 = X Z
SCR2 = X Y Z
SCR3 = Y Z + XZ
SCR4 = XZ

Where:
X = third least significant digit.

For the 4/1 case, the required
gate signals are shown in Figure
7-19. This case is analogous to the
first two cases; a divide-by-eight
counter is required here:

SCR1 = XZ
SCR2 = X Z
SCR3 = X Z
SCR4 = X Z

A variable modulus counter is
needed in order to control the out-
put frequency of the cyclocon-
verter. The counter should be able
to divide by four, six, and eight on
command. Such a counter is shown
in Figure 7-20. Its functions are
listed in Table VII-I.

As can be seen from the power
circuit, all four SCRs do not have

SCR2

SCR3 ----------~---~--~---~----

SCR4 --------------~-----------
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Table VII-I. Functions of Modulus
Counter

FREQUENCY
A B MODULUS REDUCTION

o 0 4 2/1
o 1 6 3/1
1 0 8 4/1

common cathodes, making electri-
cal isolation between the digital cir-
cuit and the power circuit neces-
sary. Pulse transformers were usual-
ly employed as the coupling means
whenever complete isolation was re-
quired. However, optical isolation
techniques have gained prominence
as an effective method of triggering
thyristors where isolation is re-
quired. Optical couplers have sever-
al advantages over transformers, the
main one being that it is often
necessary that the triggering signal
remains at the gate for a significant
amount of time, in which case a
transformer design is extremely dif-
ficult. Optical couplers also have a
higher frequency response, no in-
d'uctance, and no feedback from
output to input. Their main dis-
advantages are their limited current
rating and time delay from input to
output. Maximum output currents
are in the order of 100 mA and
time delays range from around 1
f.1sec to 150 f.1secand are a function
of output current.

The coupler for this particular
circuit consists of a light emitting
diode at the input and a photo-
Darlington transistor at the output.
This device has a maximum output
current of 100 mA and a dc current
transfer ratio of 5 minimum. When
operated at maximum output CUI-

rent, it has a time delay of approxi-
mately 10 f.1sec. A coupler is placed
at the gate of each SCR yielding the

power and triggering circuits shown
in Figure 7-21.

The voltage sources V1, V2, and
V3 are simple power supplies con-
sisting only of a 6.3 volt transform-
er, a diode bridge, and a 220 f.1F
filter capacitor. These produce
about 9 volts dc available to drive
each SCR gate. This design takes
advantage of SCR1 and SCR2 hav-
ing a common cathode. The 330
ohm resistors limit the input diode
current to approximately 10 mA.
This produces a gate current of at
least 50 mA which is quite suffi-
cient for the SCRs used in this
circuit. The three diodes at the
input of each coupler serve as a
logical OR gate to keep separate the
three signals that go to each gate
(one for each frequency of opera-
tion). For any given output fre-
quency, two of the three signals at
each gate will be kept at zero level
by inhibiting gates in the logic cir-
cuit. The complete logic circuit is
shown in Figure 7-22.

The circuit was operated from a
120 volt, 60 Hz input, a two-to-one
step-down power transformer, and
with a 14 ohm power resistor as the
load. The circuit waveforms are
shown in Figures 7-23, 7-24, and
7-25. These are traces of the unfil-
tered load voltage for each fre-
quency of operation: 30 Hz, 20 Hz,
and 15 Hz.

The logic scheme previously des-
cribed operates reliably with a re-
sistive load. When an inductive load
is present, it is necessary to in-
corporate considerable additional
logic and/or a load current detec-
tion scheme. A simple current de-
tector is shown in Figure 7-26.

With an inductive load, the cur-
rent through the positive SCR con·
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30 Hz OUTPUT 120,/d"l AND SCR1
GATE SIGNAL 12, d"l. FOR

RESISTIVE LOAD

20 Hz OUTPUT 12Ov/di,) AND SCR2
GATE SIGNAL 12,/di,) FOR

RESISTIVE LOAD

15 Hz OUTPUT C20v,dIV) AND seR1
GATE SIGNAL 12,ld,,' FOR

RESISTIVE LOAD
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verter may not go to zero for some
time after the negative bank of
SCRs is to begin conducting. This
will cause a type of commutation
failure which results in momentari-
ly shorting the ac source voltage
and whieh also produces distortion
in the cycloconverter output wave-
form. Such a commutation failure
can be avoided if the gate signals
are inhibited until the load current
goes to zero. It is also possible to
operate with a circulating current
using a reactor between the positive
and negative SCR converters in the
cycloconverter. In this mode of
operation, gating signals are always
applied to both the positive and
negative banks of SCRs. The gate
signals are such as to produce
the same average load voltage re-
gardless of which converter is con-
ducting.

Three-Phase Cycloconverter
The gating logic is very similar

for the three-phase and single-phase
cycloconverters. Of course, many
more SCRs are involved in poly-
phase systems, and the proper
phase relationship must be main-
tained for all SCRs in a given con-
verter. Several typical gating
schemes are illustrated in reference
[4] .

The SCR voltage ratings should
be determined in the same fashion
as for a phase controlled rectifier.
However, the RMS current ratings
may be reduced by 0, since each
converter in a cycloconverter is
conducting for only half the time.
If the cycloconverter is operated at
a very low frequency, the SCR cur-
rent ratings should be the same as
that for a simple phase controlled
rectifier of the same configuration.
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Forced Commutated Inverters
Modern thyristors make it feas-

ible to produce power conversion
systems with a variety of outputs,
greater efficiency, higher reliability,
and extremely fast response to con-
trol signals. Although all areas of
the power conversion technology
have been enhanced, dc-ac inverters
have received the greatest boost
from the application of power semi·
conductors. The solid-state inverter
is one of the most sophisticated
thyristor application areas. It is
most demanding in terms of de-
vice characteristics, including short
turn-off time, low switching loss,
high dv{dt capability, and the abili-
ty to withstand rapid increases in
on-state current. A great variety of
circuit techniques are now available
for the design of inversion equip-
ment.

BASIC CIRCUITS
Parallel Inverter

The parallel capacitor-commu-
tated inverter is one of the oldest

forced commutated inverters. It is
described at length in reference [l]
and in the additional literature
cited in [l]. It is briefly described
here to illustrate its important fea-
tures compared with other forced
commutated inverters. A basic cir-
cuit is shown in Figure 8-l.

SCRl and SCR2 are alternately
turned on to connect the dc source
voltage to one-half of the trans-
former primary and then the other,
producing a square wave voltage on
the load. Assuming that SCR1 is
on, the commutating capacitor Cl
is also charged to a voltage which
would equal twice the source volt-
age EDC, neglecting the influence
of inductor Ll. SCRl is commu-
tated when SCR2 is triggered as this
connects the charged commutating
capacitor Cl across SCR1 to reverse
bias this SCR causing it to turn off.
During the SCR2 conducting per-
iod, the capacitor is charged to the
opposite polarity, ready to com-
mutate off SCR2 when SCRl is
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triggered. The major purpose of L1
is to limit the commutating capaci-
tor charging current during switch-
ing. In fact, often a relatively large
L1 is used such that the dc source
current is almost constant. This en-
sures commutation over a reason-
able load range and minimizes oscil-
lations in the commutating capaci-
tor voltage.

There are many variations in the
basic circuit shown in Figure 8-1
for single phase and polyphase
systems. However, it does illustrate
the important features of this class
of forced commutated inverters.
Summarizing the advantages and
disadvantages of the parallel capaci-
tor-commutated inverter:
A. It is one of the simplest forced

commutated inverters and it is a
feasible approach where the load
power factor is near unity and
where the magnitude of the load
is relatively constant.

B. A reasonably sinusoidal load
voltage can be produced with
the use of an output filter.

C. Gradually, the dc inductor L1,
and the commutating capacitor
C1 are relatively large for cir-
cuits operating at normal power
frequencies.

D. The load voltage waveform chan-
ges quite drastically over wide
load current ranges and with dif-
ferent power factor loads.

E. Reliable starting and stopping is
a fairly difficult design problem
to avoid commutation failure
and/or excessive currents due to
transformer saturation.

F. The basic circuit does not allow
for voltage control. Excellent
control can be achieved with the

addition of phase controlled
SCRs on the transformer sec-
ondary.

Series Inverter
Another forced commutated cir-

cuit is the series capacitor-commu-
tated inverter. This inverter was de-
veloped using mercury arc valves.
Figure 8-2 illustrates a series invert-
er. Assuming C1 and C2 are of
equal magnitude and that the in-
ductors L1 and L2 are also equiva-
lent, SCR1 switches on, resonantly
discharging C1 through L1 and
through the load which is trans-
former coupled to the main inverter
circuit. At the same time, C2 will
charge resonantly towards the dc
line potential. At the end of this
conduction period then, SCR 1 will
shut off when the current tries to
reverse in this half of the circuit.
SCR2 is then turned on, discharging
C2 resonantly through the load and
also through L2. During this time
C1 will resonantly charge toward
the dc line potential as C2 dis-
charges. This will result in a peak
current through the SCR given by
equation 8-A and a half period of
time in the circuit given by equa-
tion 8-B.

IpK= EDC JI
L=1T~
2

The various waveshapes for SCR
current and voltage, load current
and voltage, capacitor current and
voltage, and inductor current and
voltage are shown in Figure 8-2(b).
These waveshapes, of course, will
vary with the Q of the circuit. As
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the load increases, especially if it is
of unity power factor, the wave-
shapes will vary somewhat from
these ideal conditions. If the load is
purely inductive, it can be lumped
in the analysis into Ll and L2 and
the waveshapes will be identical
with those depicted. If it is capaci-
tive in nature, it can be lumped into
Cl and C2 and then again the wave-
shapes will be of this ideal nature.

If the period of oscillation of
this type of inverter is long, the
dv/dt on the SCR is low and the
characteristics generally available in
thyristors intended primarily for 60
Hz operation are satisfactory; how-
ever, if the unit is used for very
high frequency applications, in the
order of 5 to 10 kHz, the turn-on
characteristics of the device be-
comes important in rating it proper-

ly so as to maintain junction tem-
peratures below the maximum al-
lowable value. Thus, the turn-on
losses of the device become import-
ant. An ACE-type inverter SCR of-
fers low turn-on losses and high
frequency capability.

Although the series inverter has
most of the disadvantages of the
parallel inverter, it does not require
a large dc reactor. Thus, it is quite
widely used in high freq uency ap-
plications where the commutating
Land C are small and the load is
relatively constant. [2],[ 3] .

McMurray Inverter [4]
One of the simplest configura-

tions of the McMurray auxiliary
impulse commutated inverter is
shown in Figure 8-3. This arrange -
ment is also the basic building block



in the single phase bridge and three
phase versions of the McMurray in-
verter.

The basic operation of the cir-
cuit in Figure 8-3 is relatively un-
complicated. Assuming the correct
initial capacitor voltage, a main
SCR is commutated by gating the
appropriate auxiliary SCR. When
SCR1A or SCR2A are triggered,
they cause a resonant pulse of cur-
rent to flow in opposition to that
being carried by the conducting
main SCR. When the main SCR
current has been reduced to zero,
the commutating current pulse will
continue to flow in the appropriate
feedback or free-wheeling diode,
thus providing a small reverse volt-
age on the main SCR for the time
interval necessary for it to regain its
off-state blocking capability.

Possibly the most advantageous
feature of this inverter is that after
a given main SCR is commutated,
the capacitor voltage is left at the
polarity required to commutate the
next main SCR. This feature, com-
bined with the pulsating nature of
the commutating action, provides a
highly efficient inverter for opera-
tion at normal power frequencies.
In fact, an efficiency of over 90%
can be attained, with SCR turn-off
times in the 20 microsecond range,
for circuit operating frequencies up
to several kilohertz.

Another very advantageous fea-
ture of this inverter approach is
that with the proper SCR triggering
sequence, sufficient commutating
capacitor voltage is assured for a
wide range of load conditions.

Possibly the two most important
additional configurations of the
McMurray inverter are shown in
Figure 8-4 and Figure 8-5. Figure
8-4 is the single phase bridge ar-

rangement. This is essentially two
circuits of the type shown in Figure
8-3. By using two half bridge cir-
cuits, it is not necessary to return
the load to a center tap on the dc
supply. The opposite leg of the
bridge provides the load return
path.

Figure 8-5 shows the basic three
phase McMurray inverter. This con-
tains three half bridge circuits.
Thus, the circuit of Figure 8-3, is
the basic building block for both
the single phase bridge and the
three phase McMurray inverter.

The commutating action in Fig-
ures 8-4 and 8-5 is the same as for
the circuit of Figure 8-3. However,
the load voltage waveforms are
somewhat more involved. Possibly
the simplest way to derive the load
voltage waveforms is to first sketch
the waveforms of the voltages of
Figure 8-3. The voltages in Figure
8-5 may then be obtained by sub-
tracting the appropriate half bridge
output voltages.

Modified McMurray - Bedford In-
verter [1],[5]

This circuit can best be analyzed
by examining a single-phase version
of this type of inverter, which is
shown in Figure 8-6(a). Under
steady-state conditions, assume that
SCR1 is conducting current to the
load and that the capacitor C1 is
charged with a voltage eqUivalent to
one half the supply voltage, with
terminal A positive with respect to
terminal B. In order to commutate
SCR1, a gate signal is applied to
SCR2, turning it on. At the same
instant that SCR2 is gated on, the
gating signal is removed from
SCR1, but because SCR1 is con-
ducting load current, it does not
turn off at that instant. Thus, im-
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Figure 8-6(a). Single Phase Half Bridge Modified McMurray-Bedford
Inverter Circuit

mediately after SCR2 is turned on,
both SCRs are conducting and the
full dc supply voltage is impressed
across the primary turns, Np, of the
reactor L2. Since the voltage across
Np is the supply voltage, EDC, the
center-tap point at this instant of
time must be one half EDC. Thus,
the load voltage between A and B
must be zero, since A is also at one
half EDC voltage. Hence, no cur·
rent flows to a resistive load while
both SCRs are conducting.

Just prior to the turn-on of
SCR 2, a current was flowing
through the upper winding of the
L2 reactor. Immediately after turn-
on of SCR2, the load current in
SCR1 drops to one half the load
current and the current through
SCRZ jumps to one half the load
current to satisfy the ampere turns
of the L2 reactor. The capacitor Cl
then begins to discharge through Ll

into the center-tap of L2 where it
divides. One half of the commuta-
ting current flows up through the
upper windings of L2, decreasing
the load current through SCR1,
then flows back into capacitor Cl
through C2. The other half of the
commutating current flows down
through the lower half of L2, then
back into Cl, through Cg. The
commutating current builds up sin-
usoidally at a rate determined by
the natural frequency of Cl and
Ll. The current in the upper wind-
ing will build up and exceed the
current to SCR1 with the excess
current flowing through diode
RDl, back biasing SCRI and turn-
ing it off. The lower com mutating
current adds to the original lower
winding current, thus maintaining
the ampere turns in the L2 reactor.

This type of circuit imposes con-
siderably different reapplied dv/dt



Figure 8-6(b). Three-Phase Bridge Modified McMurray-Bedford Inverter
Circuit

conditions on the SCRs than was
seen in a series inverter. It should
also be noted that in this circuit,
during turn-off of an SCR, the reo
verse bias on the device is simply

the forward drop of the diode
which is connected in anti-parallel
with it. This also imposes a differ-
ent turn-off duty than was seen by
the SCRs used in the previously
mentioned series inverter case.



Current Source Inverter (6J,(7J
A single phase version of the

current source inverter circuit is
shown in Figure 8-7. It is qUite
similar to the parallel inverter, ex-
cept that the commutating capaci-
tor is divided into two parts and
diodes RDl and RD4 are added. In
a practical application, the circuit is
driven from a rectified voltage with
a large series reactor to provide low
ripple in the dc bus current.

The waveforms shown in Figure
8-8 illustrate the operation with a
purely resistive load R, and as-
suming ideal semiconductor com-
ponents. At time to it is assumed
that SCR 1 and SCR4 are triggered
with some initial voltage on the
capacitors.

A three phase version of the
current source inverter circuit of
Figure 8-7 is shown in Figure 8-9.

The most significant features of
the current source inverter are:

A. No commutating reactors are re-
quired.

B. With a phase controlled rectifier
supply to the dc bus and a large
dc reactor in series to provide rel-
atively constant dc current, the
inverter can feed power back to
the ac system since EDC can have
an average value of either polarity.

C. The constant current dc provides
an automatic current limit for
the inverter output into a low
impedance load. However, with a
high impedance load, the capaci-
tor voltage becomes large.

D. The constant current system can
provide very fast response to de-
manded speed changes when the
inverter is supplying an ac mo-
tor. The change in speed is initia-
ted by changing the frequency
of the SCR gating oscillator and
full torque is very quickly avail-
able to produce the required
speed change.
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Table VIII-I is a summary of
forced com mutated inverters. It
lists the circuits discussed and com-
pares their more important fea-
tures.

FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER [8]
Thyristors are also used in fre-

quency conversion equipment to
provide power supplies for induc-
tion heating and melting applica-
tions. This system, known as a fre-
quency multiplier, is shown in Fig-
ure 8-10. This cycloinverter uses a
type of forced commutation. It has
the capability of maintaining rela-
tively constant power in the load
independently of resistance changes
during the work cycle. These
changes can be as much as 5 per
unit.

In the past, the low power factor
of the loaded coil was compensated
for by using series or parallel cap-
acitance. For an output frequency

higher than 60 Hz the power supply
generally used a magnetic fre-
quency multiplier or motor gen-
erator set. The thyristor system
does not have the limitations of the
magnetic frequency multiplier and
the m-g set systems.

The static system has high ef-
ficiency, high input power factor,
small size, low maintenance, and
the output frequency is variable;
thus no variation in load compen-
sating capacitance is required. A
low-pass input filter provides a path
for higher harmonics generated by
the frequency converter, thus keep-
ing the higher harmonics to a low
level in the input lines.

A thyristor block consisting of
two thyristors in an AC switch con-
figuration is connected to each
phase. The appropriate one of these
thyristors can be rendered conduc-
tive when a positive or negative
output voltage is desired. The posi-

COMPENSATED LOAD
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Modified Current
Parallel Series McMurray McMurray-Bedford Source

Output Waveforms Load dependent Sinusoidal ~uare Square Load
dependent

Voltage Control
No No Yes No NoCapability

Voltage Regulation High High Low Low High

Load Range Limited Limited Large Large Limited

Reactor Size Large Large Small Small Large

Capacitor Size Large Large Small Small Large

Auxiliary SCRs No No Yes No No

Complex Control No No Yes No No

Efficiency Low Low Highest Next Highest Low

SCR dv/dt
Low Low Highest Next Highest LowRequirements

SeR di/dt
Low Low Highest Next Highest LowRequirements



tive and negative thyristor can be
rendered conductive alternately at
the desired output frequency. The
parallel compensated induction
heating melting load is shown con-
nected to a ringing inductor-capaci-
tance to achieve commutation of
the thyristors. The ringing capaci-
tors are wye connected and the wye
point voltage varies at the output
frequency with respect to the input
supply neutral. These capacitors
provide a path for the output fre-
quency current preventing its ap-
pearance in the input lines.

The SCRs used in this type of
application are, in general, required
to be high voltage, fast turn-off
devices, and considering the pos-
sible operating frequency for load
compensation, should have ex-
tremely good turn-on capabilities
and maintain high current capabili-
ty at high frequency. For higher
power systems, paralleling of de-
vices might be advantageous for
very large melting loads.

DC POWER SUPPLIES
Figure 8-11 is a circuit for con-

version from 1,500 volt dc to 37.5
and 75 volt regulated dc for auxi-
liary power on a moving vehicle
[9]. If it is assumed that all capaci-
tors are charged initially, SCR1 is
turned-on, discharging C2 through
L1 and L2, and C3 through L2 at
the same time that power is sup-
plied to transformer T1 through
SCR1. Both capacitors will charge
negatively, thus shutting off SCR1.
C5 and C6 will, of course, reflect
this charge in the opposite direc-
tion. R1 is simply to suppress para-
sitic oscillations in the circuit. The
bottom half of the converter will
operate exactly as the top half.

It should be noted that C2 and
RD3, and also RD4 and C5, act as
dv/dt suppressors across SCR1 and
SCR2 at the same time they form
part of the commutation circuitry.
Should the system be operated on a
supply with high transient voltages,
the gate and regulating circuitry can
be equipped with a static high volt-
age interlock to stop trigger pulses
during the transient condition, thus
allowing SCR1 and SCR2 to form a
series SCR pair to hold off the
excess line voltage.

Figure 8-12 shows a high voltage
inverter power supply. Triggering
SCR1 and SCR4 simultaneously ap-
plies the input voltage EDC to the
load transformer T1 and the com-
mutation capacitor C5. Turning on
SCR2 and SCR3 on the opposite
sides of the inverter causes the
charge on C5 to reverse bias SCR1
and SCR4, turning them off. Figure
8-12(b) shows the resulting trape-
zoidal voltage waveshape applied to
the diode bridge RB1. Figure
8-12(c) shows the current during
the recovery period.

Since a square wave is applied to
the diode bridge, the diodes will see
a fast rising reverse voltage during
their commutation interval. A high
value of recovery current will result
in a high instantaneous power dissi-
pation. Therefore, fast recovery
diodes should be utilized in the
output bridge.

Figure 8-13 is an inverter dc
power supply using soft commuta-
tion techniques [9]. This type of
circuit has the capability of being
designed, using high frequency
SCRs, for extremely high repetition
rates while maintaining relatively
low dynamic stress on the devices
and emitting low electrical noise.
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The circuit waveforms are shown in
Figure 8-14_

When SCR 1 is triggered on, at
the beginning of time interval t1,
with SCR2 off, a series-resonant
circuit is connected to the dc sup-
ply. The voltage across windings L2
and L3 will initially back bias SCR2
and RD1 respectively. The capaci-
tor voltage sinusoidally charges up
towards twice EDC minus the ini-

tial voltage on the capacitor. The
voltage across the transformer
winding L1 is the difference be-
tween the input voltage EDC and
the capacitor voltage. As the capaci-
tor charges up to a value greater
than the input voltage, the voltage
across L1 reverses polarity.

At some time after SCR1 is trig-
gered on and the magnitude of the
voltage on the capacitor is larger
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than EDC, the voltage across wind-
ing L3 is of sufficient magnitude to
forward bias RDI. At t2, when
RDI conducts, the voltage of the
windings will be clamped to the
output voltage EO assuming that
first LI = L2; second, L3 = n2L;
third, C2 is much greater than CI;
and lastly, effects of leakage react-

ances are neglected. The current
through SCRI will decrease to zero
since any further current flow
through SCRI will continue to charge
capacitor CI and increase the reverse
bias appearing across SCRI. SCRI
then commutates off. The energy
that has been stored in LI is now dis-
charged to the load through RDI.
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As was noted above, the voltage
across L1, L2, and L3 windings is
constant and equal to V. The volt-
age across these windings is as-
sumed constant since it is possible
to increase the value of C2 arbitrari-
ly until this condition is met at
with precision desired. The current
through RD1 will be a ramp of
current with a negative slope. This
current is allowed to relax to zero
before SCR2 is triggered on. SCR2
is triggered at t3 to repeat the cycle
and reverse the voltage across C1.
Energy is stored in L2; SCR2 com-
mutates off and a ramp of current
is discharged through RD1. The
voltage across C1 is now at its
initial value. After the current
through RDl has relaxed to zero,
SCR1 can now be retriggered.

The output voltage EO can be
regulated by controlling the trigger-

ing of the thyristors. This type of
control system is shown in Figure
8-15. The output voltage EO is
compared to a reference voltage ER
by means of a comparator circuit.
Whenever the output voltage is
above a threshold level established
by the reference, the comparator
output biases the gate circuit in a
manner to inhibit the free-running
pulse generator. In addition, a sig-
nal is derived from the voltage ap-
pearing across L3, such that at any
time RD1 is conducting the gate
circuit is biased to inhibit the
blocking oscillator. The maximum
frequency of the free-running pulse
generator is equal to the maximum
frequency of operation of the sys-
tem. When the system is operating
in a voltage regulated mode, the
system frequency is less than maxi-
mum. Thus the output voltage is
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regulated at a value proportional
to ER.

In order for the converter sys-
tem to regulate over a load range
from zero to full load, the switch-
ing frequency will range from a
very low value to the maximum
designed frequency, fo. As a result,
the converter will operate in the
audible range for at least some load
conditions. This condition could
limit the usefulness of this style of
converter in some sensitive areas
since the resulting noise can be
offensive or damaging to the hu-
man ear.

Up to the early 1970s, the alter-
natives available to the circuit de-
signer were less than pleasant. He
had either to use bulky enclosures,
thus inhibiting air flow in general,
operate magnetic devices at reduced
flux densities, or operate well above
the audible spectrum. In general,
each of these alternatives increased
the cost of the system. A random
noise generator can be added to this
type of circuitry, in order to cir-
cumvent these problems.

A source of random noise, NG, is
connected in series with the refer-
ence voltage ER as shown in Figure
8-16. The long-term average voltage
of this source is zero, therefore the
long-term average output voltage
will not differ if the source is short-
ed out. The effect of putting this

noise source in series with the refer-
ence is to cause the inverter opera-
ting frequency to be randomly dis-
tributed about some center value.
Therefore, at loads less than full
load, the converter will emit a hiss-
ing sound. This sound has a quality
similar to air escaping from a radia-
tor or an air hose. The quality of
this sound remains constant over
nearly the full load range. At ex-
tremely light loads the sound re-
duces to ticking sounds when the
switching period becomes very
long.

With this new type of noise
emission it was also found much
easier to effectively baffle the noise
of the converter. This effect is to be
expected since the acoustical en-
ergy is now randomly distributed
over a wide range of frequencies_
The sound is no longer periodic and
the reinforcing effect of standing
waves is not present.

Thus, with this type of soft com-
mutation system, with a random
noise generator inserted in the ref-
erence loop, the following power
supply characteristics are achievable:

A. The rate of reapplied forward
dv /dt and the rate of current rise
dUring the tturn-on di/dt, for the
thyristor devices, are a function
of Land C only and are indepen-
dent of the load.



B. The mInImUm turn-off time is
independent of the load.

C. The RF energy developed across
the diode RD1 can be mini-
mized.

D. The load impedance, RL, can be
varied from zero to infinity.

E. High di/dt in the thyristors is
avoided by permitting the cur-
rent in the commutating induct-
ances L1 and L2 to relax to
zero, before triggering the thy-
ristors.

F. By decoupling the load from the
main charging thyristors, the
system results in being short cir-
cuit stable.

G. Single frequency tones have
been eliminated from the acous-
tical spectrum of the converter.
The audible sound emitted by
the converter is considerably al-
tered by this procedure and re-
sults in a converter which pro-
duces less acoustical annoyance.

Induction Heating Supply Design
Example [3] ,[11] ,[12]

Figure 8-17 shows the block dia-
gram for a high frequency inverter
for induction cooking. The main
design constraints are the upper
operating frequency, which is limit-
ed by present device technology,
and the lower operating frequency
which is·set by the acoustic noise
generated in the circuit. The pres-
ent frequency limit on power semi-
conductor switching is approxi-
mately 50 kHz, and acoustic noise
is obtained below 20 kHz. One
other important constraint when
considering a consumer product is
cost. For this reason the minimum
number of components must be
selected while meeting the circuit
requirements. Also, the system
should be well shielded to prevent
undesirable RFL

The cooking unit uses induction
heating principles. Thermal energy

-
HALF WAVE

HIGH FREQUENCYPHASE CONTROL LEO HEt6;ILNG •
RECTIFIER OSCILLATOR

TRIGGER
CIRCUIT

60 Hz
AC

SOURCE
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is generated within the metal of the
cooking vessel by means of a strong
high frequency magnetic field. The
magnetic field sets up eddy currents
that circulate within the vessel,
heating its surface but not the cir-
cuit components. The magnetic
field is produced by varying an
electric current in a coil. This is
accomplished by means of a series,
single SCR inverter, which operates
at a fixed resonant frequency. The
amount of current flowing in the
load coil is varied by changing the
input dc voltage supplied to the
series resonant circuit. This is ac-
complished using a half wave phase
controlled rectifier circuit. The half
wllve circuit is sufficient to meet
the necessary voltage requirements;
thus it is used because of its sim-
plicity and relatively low cost.
However, half-wave loading of the
power line may be undesirable.

The series inverter is triggered by
a basic UJT relaxation oscillator
with a frequency fixed just above
the audio range, thus keeping
acoustic noise to a minimum. The
schematic diagram is shown in Fig-
ure 8-18.

The load coil is constructed
from a spirally wound coil of cop-
per tubing. The copper tubing pro-
vides a low resistance to the ac
current and remains relatively cool
while providing the required mag-
netic field. The power delivered to
the load is controlled by varying
the phase angle at which SCR1
triggers. Once triggered, SCR1 re-
mains on for the rest of the applied
half cycle.

The trigger circuit for SCR1 is a
double time constant arrangement.
Using two RC networks extends the
range of gating control to some-
thing greater than 900. This allows

the voltage applied to the inverter
to be reduced effectively to zero.
Triggering capacitor C1 is recharged
by capacitor C2 after every trigger
pulse. The voltage on C1 builds up
to a value slightly less than the
breakdown voltage of DIAC1, re-
sulting in a relatively constant posi-
tive reference voltage, from which
C1 is recharged again to the diac
triggering point. The circuit com-
ponents are chosen to produce a
phase shift as close to 1800 as
possible while simultaneously main-
taining the voltage across C1 above
the 32 volts required to trigger the
diac. This output is then filtered by
capacitor C3 to obtain a usable dc.
Wave forms for the half-wave, phase
controlled rectifier are shown in
Figure 8-19.

The series, single SCR inverter
was chosen for its simplicity and
relatively low cost. Its principle of
operation is quite old but it works
exceptionally well with today's
power semiconductors.

A series resonant circuit, consist-
ing of capacitor C4, and inductors
L1 and L2, is connected across the dc
supply each time SCR2 is triggered.
Considering no loss in the system,
the capacitor voltage sinusoidally
builds up to twice the supply volt-
age during the first half-cycle of
oscillation. On the second half-
cycle of oscillation, current tries to
reverse through SCR2 thus turning
it off. The negative cycle of current
must then flow through diode RD2
reversing the current in the load
coil L1. Upon the start of the next
half cycle, SCR2 is off and current
is blocked. At this time the voltage
on capacitor C4 is zero. To repeat
the cycle, SCR2 must receive an-
other trigger pulse from the trigger
circuit. Therefore, for each pulse
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INPUT CURRENT
50 AMPS/DIVISIDN
60 Hz

CAPACITOR C, VOLTAGE
'00 VOLTS/DIVISION
60 Hz

SCR, VOLTAGE
'00 VOLTS/DIVISION
60 Hz



from the UJT oscillator, there is
one complete cycle of current
through the load coil.

With no cooking vessel near the
load coil, the diode half-cycle aver-
age current IRD2 is nearly equal to
SCR2's half-cycle average current
ISCR2. The total current is IDC =

ISCR2 - IRD2. When a load is
placed on the load coil the SCR
current, ISCR2, increases while the
diode current, IRD2, decreases and
the total current from the dc sup-
ply increases.

The basic design parameters are:
fo resonant frequency of

capacitor C4 with in-
ductor L1.
dc supply voltage
peak current through
L1
frequency of the trigger-
ing circuit

The resonant frequency fo was
chosen equal to 35 kHz for which,
from formula 8-C, time on equals
28.6 J.lsec.

EDC
1M

17 =f = 28.6 J.lsec (8-C)
o

The circuit will only operate
properly when the current is less
than zero for at least the turn-off
time of the SCR. This is required
for SCR2 to regain its off-state
blocking capability at the end of
every other half-cycle. Therefore,
the maximum turn-off time for
SCR2 has to be less than 7/2 or
approximately 14 j.lSec.

The peak value of the SCR cur-
rent is given in formula 8-D:

EDC
IM=J L1

C4

The circuit was designed to pro-
duce a peak current of 100 A.
Thus, the greatest required value of
the dc supply voltage is EDC =

100~
The resonant frequency deter-

mines the LC product as shown in
formula 8-E:

f = 1
o 21Ty'LC

LC = f- 0.159 .\2
\35 x 103)

With the heating coil L1 equal to
6 J.lH and thus C4 = 3.45 J.lF, the
greatest value of the dc supply volt-
age is EDC = 100 [1.32] = 132
volts. These values are assuming
that the resistance of the circuit is
approximately zero.

The choice of L2/L1 depends on
several factors. If L2/L1 is low then
the cost of L2 will be low but the
turn off time for SCR2 will be
reduced. An increase in L2/L1 will
result in an increase in cost plus an
increase in size. Therefore L2/L1 is
selected at about 50. This is large
enough so that L2 does not affect
the resonance of L1 and C4 at the
present operating frequency.

Waveforms for the inverter are
shown in Figure 8-20.

Many different triggering circuits
could be used to produce the necfs·
sary 20 kHz pulse, capable of trig-
gering SCR2. The relaxation UJT
oscillator has been selected here for
its reliability and simplicity. Q1 is
used as a current amplifier to drive
the SCR gate circuit. Capacitor C7
is charged through R7 and R8 until
the emitter voltage of the UJT
reaches Vp, at which time it turns
on and discharges C7 through R6.
When the emitter voltage drops be-
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low the holding value of the UJT
emitter, it ceases to conduct and
the cycle repeats. The period of
oscillation, T, is given by Formula
8-F:

1 1
T=r-=(R7+R8)(C7Inl_17) (8-F)

Where:
17= the intrinsic standoff ratio of
the UJT.

The pulsed output, developed
across R6, is coupled directly to the
base of Q1. Q1 turns on and C6
then discharges through the gate of
SCR2, providing a greater pulse of
current for SCR2 than that from
UJT1. The dc that supplies the UJT
oscillator is furnished from a 25
volt filament transformer, rectified
through RD3 and filtered by C8.
BD1, a 25 volt zener voltage regu-
lator, provides the necessary regula-
tion for the UJT. Resistor Rg limits
the zener current.

Variable Frequency Motor Drives
The curve shown in Figure 8-21

is a comparison of cost of ac mo-
tors versus dc motors in various

horsepower sizes. With even a pre-
mium price for the ac system re-
quired to drive an ac motor, the
overall ac drive should be less costly
than the similar horsepower size
using a dc motor.

The heart of the ac drive is the
silicon controlled rectifier. Produc-
tion of SCRs suitable for ac drives
has historically been a matter of
parameter trade-offs leading to the
production of limited numbers (due
to low yield factors) of suitable
devices at relatively high prices.
These problems have been solved so
that SCR devices are now available
with all of the parameters required
by an ac drive system. Figure 8-22
shows curves of weight, inertia and
efficiency, versus horsepower for dc
and ac motors. With the inertia of
the ac machine lower than that of a
comparable dc machine, the res-
ponse time of the control system
can be reduced, thus increasing the
achievable accuracy with a high
gain, stable system. Moreover, the
inherent weight savings (decreasing
the necessary support structure in
an installation) further reduces the
initial system cost. The slightly bet-
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ter efficiency of the ac machine
proves to be an advantage over ex-
tended periods of operation in
terms of power savings. In addition
to these advantages there are sav-
ings in maintenance. The ac ma-

chine has no commutator and
brushes, while in the dc machine
these must be periodically replaced
or overhauled, causing downtime in
the installation. It is also possible to
obtain an ac machine in an ex-
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50 75
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plosion-proof enclosure which is re-
quired in some volatile environ-
ments.

Using a pulse width modulated
inverter it is possible to produce an
ac motor drive system that can
develop the full torque characteris-
tics of dc machines. The phase
shifted, fixed dc voltage inverter
circuit approach found in the pulse
width modulated inverter requires
more sophisticated semiconductor
devices than the variable voltage dc
link inverter approach. Neverthe-
less, with an economical, high per-
formance, high power SCR, the
cost of the more advantageous (in
terms of performance) pulse width
modulated inverter becomes com-
petitive to the dc system.

In the circuit arrangement shown
in Figure 8-23(b), both voltage and
frequency are controlled by a single
set of SCRs, simplifying the neces-
sary control and power circuitry and
thus increasing the inherent reliabili-
ty of the system. The triggering cir-

cuits needed to control the dc are
completely eliminated, and the cir-
cuitry necessary to interlock these
triggering circuits with the pulse sys-
tem of the inverter is also eliminated
(see Figure 8-23). If this drive sys-
tem were applied to a moving vehi-
cle, for instance, it would be possible
to use a gas turbine prime mover
directly coupled to a high speed al-
ternator which in turn would supply
the variable frequency inverter drive
to power inductor motors coupled
to the wheels. This system produces
the ultimate in a high efficiency, high
performance, light weight, and low
operating cost electric transmission
for large vehicle drives, with the ad-
ded feature of making ac power avail-
able for auxiliary systems with a sin-
gle power generating unit. The appli-
cation of this concept to military ve-
hicles, high speed rapid transit cars
and large earth moving equipment is
a technical reality. With the avail-
ability of low cost, sophisticated
power thyristors it is an economic
practicali ty.
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Automatic scribing systems employ a laser beam to cut chips from large
SCR wafers in a "scribe and break technique. " Computer programmed, the
lasers provide high production· capacity with accuracy. The chips, or junc-
tions, are used for low power SCR's.



Choppers
Switching Principles [1J

If a switch is connected between
a source of direct current and a
load as in Figure 9-1(a), it is pos-
sible to energize or de-energize the
load by simply closing or opening
the switch. The voltage at the load
terminals appears as in Figure
9-1(b) if the switch is opened and
closed periodically.

The average voltage to the load
is Enc/2, if in Figure 9-1(b), t1 is
made equal to t2. This voltage can
be varied by maintaining t1 con-
stant and varying t2 (sometimes
called pulsed rate modulation), by
holding t2 constant and varying t1

'1 SWITCH CLOSED, '2 SWITCH OPEN

(bl LOAD VOLTAGE WAVEFORM

Figure 9-1. Basic Chopper Circuit
and Output Voltage
Waveform

(sometimes called pulse width mod-
ulation), or by varying both t1
and t2.

It is easy to see how this system
can be used to decrease the average
voltage to the load, thus serving the
purpose of a dc step-down trans-
former. Two basic techniques are
available to provide a means of
increasing the voltage from the sup-
ply to the load. The first of these,
as shown in Figure 9-2, utilizes a
transformer between the chopping
switch S1 and the load. Theoretical-
ly, as the switch is opened and
closed in a periodic manner, the
voltage to the load is again des-
cribed by a chain of rectangular
pulses, as in Figure 9-1(b), except
that the maximum load voltage is
now described in Formula 9-A
and the maximum average load
voltage is described in Formula 9-B:

N2
ELOAn, MAX. = Enc N1

Wl3tre: ~~ ~ , __o_
N1 = primary turns
N2 = secondary turns

E(AV)LOAn, MAX. =

N2 t1
Enc N1 . t1 + t2

Where:
t1 = time switch is closed
t2 = time switch is open

Although this system acts as a
step-up transformer, the average
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voltage to the load can still be
varied by the means described for
the basic Chopper Circuit (Figure
9-1(a». When the switch is closed,
the transformer and the load are
energized. Then, as the switch is
opened, the load is de-energized.
The reactive nature of the trans-
former causes a voltage to be gen-
erated whose magnitude can be de-
rived by Lenz' law, formula 9-C.

dtPe=-N-
dt

Where:
e = generated or induced voltage
N = number of turns
dtP/dt = rate of change of flux

If the switch were infinitely fast,
the current in the transformer
would try to cease instantaneously
and the change in flux would also
tend to be instantaneous.

This would result in a theoretic-
ally infinite voltage being generated
by the transformer in a direction to
continue the flow of current. The
voltage measured across the switch
would be E + 00 and the diode
would be required to block an in-
finite voltage.

Obviously, no physically realiz-
able switch can operate (either
open or closed) in zero time. How-
ever, the time can be sufficiently
short to cause inordinately high

Figure 9-3. Transformer Load Switch
with Free-wheeling Diode

voltages to be generated. One way
to substantially reduce these volt-
ages and yet continue the current in
the transformer without continuing
the load current is to connect diode
RDI as shown in Figure 9-3. A
diode in a configuration such as
this is sometimes known as a "free-
wheeling" or "by-pass" diode. This
technique of obtaining slow flux de-
crease requires that the energy stored
in the transformer be dissipated by
means of the free-wheeling current.

Since this process takes time, it is
necessary that the switch remain
open during this decay period so that
the transformer flux can be re-
turned to remanence. Anothermeans
of accomplishing the same result
would be to provide a second wind-
ing on the transformer and to con-
nect this winding in one of two ways,
as shown in Figure 9-4 and 9-5.

Figure 94. Transformer Load Switch
with Reset Winding



Figure 9-5. Transformer Load Switch
with Clamped Reset
Winding

In the case of Figure 9-4, the
transformer flux is reset by means
of the extra transformer winding
being connected to the supply
through limiting resistor R1. The
resetting action in Figure 9-5 is
provided by clamping the resetting
winding through diode RD1 to the
supply. With the exception of the
configuration in Figure 9-4, the
transformer must be provided with
an air gap in all of these schemes in
order to avoid saturation.

Another method of constructing
a step-up dc transformer is by
means of the circuit shown in Fig-
ure 9-6. In this case, the reactive
"kick" of an inductor, L1 is used to
generate very high voltages by
means of a fast acting switch. While
the switch is closed, energy is
stored in the inductor L1. When the
switch is open a voltage is generated
across L1 to keep the current flow-
ing in the reactor. This voltage
causes current to be conducted to
the load and to charge capacitor
C1. The diode, RD1, serves to
block the capacitor from discharg-
ing into the switch while it is closed.

Each of these techniques is made
practical by using thyristors, such

, I
DC SOURCE

EDC

as SCRs or triacs, as the switch.
However, since a thyristor is basic-
ally a latching device, a means must
be provided to cause conduction to
cease (open the switch). A circuit
designed to accomplish this is called
a commutating circuit. The func-
tion of the commutating circuit is
to switch (or commutate) the load
current away from the thyristor for
a period sufficiently long for the
thyristor to recover its blocking
capability.

A discussion of various types of
commutation circuits is appropriate
in order to indicate some of the
many techniques available to the
circuit designer. These various
methods of commutation are use-
ful, not only for choppers, but also
for inverters.

Commutation Circuits
The first type of commutation

to be used is called the "Morgan"
circuit, as shown in Figure 9-7,
using a form of self-saturating
choke, L1, in series with the com-
mutation capacitor, C1, connected
in parallel with the SCR, SCR 1, to
be commutated. The choke L1 in
this circuit is a self-saturating type
using a square loop core material.
The volt-second capacity of this



core and the half period of oscilla-
tion between the choke's after-
saturation inductance and the cap-
acitor CI set the on time of the
chopper. Thus, this type of chopper
is naturally a pulse rate modula-
tion circuit.

If a second winding were added
to LI and connected to a dc source,
the apparent volt-second capacity
of LI could be varied by varying
the resulting flux setting current in
the second winding. This then
would make the circuit suitable for
pulse width modulation. Recharg-
ing the commutation capacitor CI,
in this circuit, takes place during
the off time of SCRI. The dis-
charge of CI through SCRI is limit-
ed by the after-saturation induct-
ance of LI and thus is the deter-
mining factor (other than the load)
of dijdt in the SCR.

This circuit was developed in the
days when SCRs with guaranteed
dynamic properties (turn-off time,
dvjdt, dijdt, turn-on dissipation)
were expensive and sometimes im-
possible to obtain. The advantages
of this type of commutation are
obvious in the light of these early
drawbacks as compared to using a
separate SCR to activate the com-
mutation circuitry. Some of the
early choppers for control of small

dc motors used this principle suc-
cessfully.

As the cost of SCRs began to
decrease and more became known
about dvjdt limitations of the de-
vices (but before much work had
been done in establishing device
turn-on dissipation limitations),
other types of commutation be-
came attractive. An example of one
of these configurations is shown in
Figure 9-8.

As SCR I is turned on, it not
only supplies the load, but also
supplies energy to charge CI res-
onantly through RDI and LI.
When CI is fully charged, RDI
suddenly becomes back-biased. This
then forward biases the gate to
cathode junction of SCR2, turning
SCR2 on. The capacitor voltage is
then impressed across the load (the
capacitor in a high Q circuit can be
charged nearly to 2E) back biasing
SCR I and supplying the load en-
ergy while SCR I turns off. The
circuit as shown then is suitable for
pulse rate modulation. If however
the gate of SCR2 were' not con~
nected as shown, but instead was
supplied by a separate pulsing cir-
cuit with a varying, controllable
pulse rate, the circuit could be
used in the pulse width modula-
tion mode.

Figure 9-8. Pulse Rate Modulation
Circuit



This circuit (Figure 9-8) has sev-
eral disadvantages. First, the com-
mutation charging current must be
carried by SCR1, thus decreasing its
useful rating with respect to the
load. Secondly, the di/dt through
SCR2 is inherently high and must
be suppressed by added circuit re-
actance. And finally, the rise of
commutation voltage at the begin-
ning of the commutation interval is
quite abrupt and can cause corona
in the load, as well as extending the
reverse recovery interval of SCR1.
This circuit has been used success-
fully on dc to dc converters for
battery charging with and without
transformer isolated loads on both
low and high voltages. However, the
disadvantages are considerable, and,
in general, there are modern tech-
niques which better suit the SCRs
available today.

As has been seen, most commu-
tation techniques have depended
upon a resonant circuit to charge
the commutation capacitor. The
Morgan circuit was unique in that it
combined the functions of the reso-
nant circuit inductance, commuta-
tion switch and the pUlse width
timing device all into one com-
ponent, the reactor. (Attributable
to the clever use of magnetics usual-
ly in evidence in Morgan's work.)
An analog for this circuit is shown
in Figure 9-9.

II L,
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EDC

The operation of this circuit can
be very similar to that of the Mor-
gan chopper. SCR2 is first turned
on allowing capacitor C1 to charge
through the load and inductance
L1. When capacitor C1 is fully
charged, SCR2 turns off from lack
of anode current (assuming its gate
signal has been removed). SCR1 can
then be turned on, energizing the
load. Since SCRg is in a blocking
state, capacitor C1 remains charged.
When SCRg is turned on, the cap-
acitor will discharge resonantly
with L1 through SCR1 and SCRg
and the voltage on the capacitor
will reverse polarity. When SCR2 is
once more turned on, capacitor
C1 will be discharged resonantly
through L1 and SCR2 through the
load. This will apply a back-bias to
SCR1 and allow it to turn off and
regain its blocking capabilities.
Thus, by controlling the triggering
rates of SCR1,SCR2 and SCRg, as
well as the time relationships
among their gating signals, either
pulse width or pulse rate modula-
tion or a combination of the two is
possible with this circuit. The ad-
vantages of this type of circuit are
obvious. The commutation pulse
application can be made gradUal,
and the di/dt or switching losses in
the various SCRs due to the com-
mutation, are minimized by judi-
ciously choosing the choke (L1).

The disadvantages of the circuit
are, of course, that SCR1 is re-
qUired to carry the commutation
charging current and three SCRs are
used to accomplish the logic. Of
course, SCRg could be replaced by
a diode (as shown in Figure 9-10).
This eliminates the ability to con-
trol the timing between the in-
version of voltage on C1 and the
triggering on SCR1. Otherwise, the
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Figure 9-10. Modified Morgan
Circuit - Diode
Replacing one SCR

operation of the circuit is the
same.

An interesting extension of this
type of commutation is achieved by
what is termed "delay line" com-
mutation. By replacing the simple
LC of Figure 9-10 with a "delay
line" or pulse-forming network,
some interesting effects can be
achieved. A sample of this type of
circuit is shown in Figure 9-11. The
interesting characteristic of this
type of commutation is that it con-
centrates the commutation energy
in a trapezoidal current wave, thus
providing excellent conditions for
turning off SCR1. For large power
levels the commutation capacitor
can be divided into several separate
capacitors so that load sharing by
the capacitors can be assured, due
to the insertion of the network
inductances. The waveshape of cur-
rent through SCR2 also tends to be
trapezoidal, th us allowing it to be
operated under more ideal condi-
tions, especially for low frequency
applications.

This type of commutation is
especially useful in conjunction
with the type of step-up chopper
shown in Figure 9-6. The combina-
tion of the two circuits can be seen

Figure 9-11. Modified Morgan
Circuit - Delay
Line Added

in Figure 9-12, the operation of this
circuit being the same as described
for Figure 9-6. ,-

In order to minimize the probabil-
ity of an SCR being triggered falsely
by high rates of rise of line voltages
or disturbances in the load, it has
become common practice to use an
R-C circuit (snubber) in parallel
with the SCR to reduce the rates of
rise of these voltages. It is possible,
by arranging the commutation com-
ponents properly, as shown in Fig-
ure 9-13, to combine the functions
of the "snubber" and the commu-
tation circuits. With a given load
impedance, the dv/dt to which
SCR 1 is subjected can be predicted
by choosing C1 properly. However,
the size of C1 as dictated by the
turn-off time of SCR 1, is generally
larger than the values dictated by
the dv/dt rating of SCR1. Thus, the
R-C snubber can be eliminated with
no loss of performance. The func-
tion of RD2 in this circuit is simply
to allow excess charge in C1 (charge
in addition to that necessary to
supply the load during the turning
off of SCR 1) to be used to recharge
the capacitor, rather than dissipating
it uselessly in the load.
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Figure 9-12. Step-Up Chopper
With Delay Line

RD1 C,
DC SOURCE IlL,EDC

RD2
SCR2

SCR,

Figure 9-13. Chopper with Commu-
tation Capacitor
Functioning also as a
Snubber Capacitor

An extension of this principle is
shown in Figure 9-14. This circuit
combines the functions of the snub-
ber network with the delay line
commutation circuit into a single
set of components. In this case,
RD1 and C1 act to suppress dv/dt
across SCR1. C1 also acts with L1:
L2, and C2, as the commutation
circuit tending to form a trapezoid-
al commutation current waveform.
A diode in anti-parallel with SCR1,
to recapture excess commutation en-
ergy,can also be added to this circuit.

Figure 9-14. Chopper with Delay
Line Type Commu-
tation Capacitor
Functioning also as
a Snubber Capacitor

Each of these combinations has
advantages and disadvantages as
outlined, and, of course, there are
an infinite number of combinations
possible to achieve desired circuit
characteristics. However, certain
characteristics of such circuits,
from the standpoint of properly
commutating the SCR, must be
considered by the design engineer.
These are:

A. High inrush current in the
SCR

B. Provide reverse bias to the
SCR during commutation

C. High voltage transients im-
posed on the SCR

D. High rates of rise of reverse
current causing increased SCR
dissipation

E. Re-applied rate of voltage rise
on the SCR after the commu-
tation period

F. High rates of rise of forward
voltage imposed on the SCR
during its off-state

By observing these characteris-
tics of the circuit carefully, and by
properly coordinating with the SCR
manufacturer, the designer can be



sure of choosing the optimum ar-
rangement for his particular appli-
cation. At the same time, the de-
signer can be confident of a repro-
ducible system with a high degree
of reliability. A summary of the
main advantages and disadvantages
of three of the more basic chopper
circuits is included in Table IX-I.

DC Motor Drives
A dc chopper type propulsion

speed control is required to operate
over a relatively wide range of
speed, using a solid-state switch.
The variable on-off duty cycle
transfers a quantity of pUlsed ener-
gy into the dc motor. The pulsed
battery current is stored and ex-
pended within the motor and its
series inductance during each per-
iod of SCR conduction and also
during period when the free-wheel-
ing diode is conducting. By this

means, a dc transformer essentially
is created with the choke and mo-
tor acting as energy storage com-
ponents. However, the instantan-
eous battery current amplitude,
which equals the motor current de-
mand during the "on" period of the
switch, results in very large peak
power demands from the battery.
This is less than desirable from the
standpoint of battery charge life.
This may be corrected by one of
two means, 1) inserting a means of
energy storage between the battery
source and the chopper, and 2) of
sequentially switching a multi-phase
chopper containing individual dc re-
actors and free-wheeling diode cur-
rent paths. A combination of the
two methods results in an optimum
design in terms of system efficien-
cy, weight, and cost.

Regardless of the type of chop-
per employed, the basic dc chopper

Advantages Disadvantages
Morgan Circuit 1. Simplicity -only 1. Approximately fixed on
(Figure 9-7) one SCR needed time so only useful for

pulse rate modulation.
2. Requires saturable reactor
3. Current to reverse commu-

tation capacitor charge in-
creases rating required of
SCR

Modified Morgan 1. All types of pulse 1. Requires three SCRs (or
Circuit modulation control two if SCR3 replaced by
(Figure 9-9) are possible diode)

2. Main SCR must carry cur-
rent to reverse charge or
commutation capacitor

Chopper with 1. Includes dv/dt and 1. Commutating reactor car-
Snubber di/dt limiting ries dc load current
(Figures 9-13 2. Main SCR carries current
and 9-14) to reverse charge on com-

mutation capacitor



circuit can be represented as in
Figure 9-15. The waveforms shown
in the same figure assume negligible
change in the motor back EMF.
After interrupting the current flow
in the switch, voltage is induced
across the inductor which attempts
to maintain the flow of current in
the inductor. This current flows in
the same direction but in decreasing
magnitude through the motor and
the free-wheeling diode, RD1.

Low speed motor operation for
large drives requires large current
amplitudes. Figure 9-16 shows a
typical motor drive characteristic
where maximum acceleration per-
formance or torque capability is
required to half speed, typically at
about 50% chopper duty cycle. Us-
ing this, then, as a typical vehicle
propulsion profile, and since this
exhibits a low speed dc motor cur-

rent requirement of twice the full
speed current to provide an accept-
able acceleration characteristic or
torque capability, it can be seen
that low speed, high torque opera-
tion will result in the least efficient
source power utilization. A typical
battery bank, consisting of 110
cells delivering 142 volts no-load
voltage and 34 ampere-hours cap-
acity when fully charged, exhibits a
source resistance of 135 milliohms.
In terms of 500 ampere current
pulses, this results in a 52% battery
source utilization. This is poor per-
formance, not only in terms of
source efficiency, but also in RMS
heating loss. Implementation of
a two-phase sequentially switched
chopper will increase battery ef-
ficiency to 75% by decreasing the
battery surge pulse current to 50%
of the current amplitude for the

/
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single-phase chopper when opera-
ting at low duty cycle. Although
additional sequentially phase switch-
es would further reduce the bat-
tery losses for identical motor
current demand, added system
complexity may not warrant the
additional cost. The required opera-
ting load and converter size will
play a strong part in determin-
ing the feasibility of using more
than two sequentially phase switch-
es[17].

The addition of a filter between
the source and the chopper may
also come into the study as a strong
primary determining factor. A typi-
cal schematic for a two-phase se-
quentially switched dc motor drive
with L-C filter buffering is shown in
Figure 9-17. Thus, by using this
type of system and alternately stor-
ing energy in one of the chokes,
while the opposite choke is dis-
charging, the peak amplitude of the
current drain from the motor is
reduced by 50%, resulting in the

battery efficiency while discharging
shown in Figure 9-18.

It is interesting to note that
should additional powered axles
beyond a two-wheel motor drive be
required, a corresponding decrease
in the peak ripple current can be
obtained if these additional axles
are also switched in sequence to the
others. The control frequency can
be regulated in terms of minimum
battery ripple current, while the
individual wheel speeds are still
controlled by means of the chopper
duty cycle or pulse width modula-
tion. This, in turn, reduces the
size of the battery capacitor fil-
ter required.

A very simple system utilizing
the chopper as a resistance modu-
lator to control the speed of a dc
motor is shown in Figure 9-19. In
this circuit the chopper is located
across a section of current limiting
resistance which is in series with the
series motor. The method of opera-
tion is simply to increase the duty
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cycle of the SCR until it is essen-
tially full on, thus reducing the
effective resistance in series with
the dc motor by the amount of
resistance across which the SCR is
located. Then, by closing one of the
mechanical contactors located ac-
ross an equal segment of resistance
in the propulsion circuit and by
stopping the chopping action of the
SCR circuit, the shunting action is
transferred to the contactor. The
chopper can then be increased in

duty cycle again until essentially a
second section of the resistor has
been shunted by it, at which time
the second contactor can be closed,
the chopper again reduced to zero
duty cycle and the chopping action
then repeated. By this means
smooth acceleration can be ob-
tained. It might be mentioned also
that a similar means can be utilized
for performing solid-state type mo-
tor field shunting, again using the
chopper.
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DC Motor Step-Down Choppers
To control the power to a dc

motor by means of a series chop-
per, it is preferable to provide a
commutation system which is inde-
pendent of the condition of the
motor, to provide for stopping, and
for reliable commutation. In the
circuit in Figure 9-20, SCR1 is the
main power SCR supplying power
directly from the source to the
motor. Cl is a large bank of capaci-

tors necessary to provide a low
impedance source from which the
chopper will operate. The action of
the circuit is described as follows:
SCR2 is turned on, charging C2
through Ll, RDl; and SCR2
through the smoothing reactance
L3 located in series with motor,
MA and MF. Once capacitor C2
becomes charged, SCR2 turns off
due to the cessation of current, at
which time SCR1 may be turned
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Figure 9-19. Resistance Modulator Chopper Circuit

on. C2 remains charged in the po-
larity shown. After SCR1 is turned
on, SCRa may be turned on, which
discharges C2 through SCRa, L2,
Ll, and SCR1. C2 then charges in
the opposite direction to the polari-
ty shown.

Reactor L2 limits the additional
peak current that SCR1 is subjected
to during the reversal of charge on
C2 when SCRa is triggered. This
optimizes the utilization of SCR1
for controling the motor speed.
Both RDl and RD2 should be fast
recovery diodes in order to mini-
mize the transients caused by
stored energy during the reverse
recovery of these devices. RD2 is
simply to provide a by-pass for
current from La through the motor
and helps smooth the motor cur-

rent. With this type of commuta-
tion scheme, as the motor builds in
speed and the counter EMF rises,
the available voltage to charge C2
from the source, which is the
source voltage minus the armature
voltage of the motor, decreases.
This in itself is not a limiting factor
since any voltage on the capacitor
in the order of ten or twenty volts
would be sufficient to commutate
SCR1 in terms of providing nega-
tive bias, since this commutation
scheme through SCRa provides a
means for reversing the charge on
the capacitor. However, it is re-
quired under those conditions for
the capacitor to store enough en-
ergy to provide the reqUired current
by the motor during this commu-
tation period. The need for the
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capacitor to operate from a wide
range of operating voltages increas-
es the energy storage requirement
of the capacitor significantly.

Another characteristic with this
type of commutation means is
that should commutation not be
achieved sucessfuJly, there is no
longer any control over SCR 1. A
method of correcting both these
faults of the circuit is to provide an
auxiliary charging source by which
capacitor C2 can be charged
through SCR2 even during the per-
iod that SCR 1 has been turned on.
This is the reason for incorporating
diode RD1 in the circuit. RD1
serves to block the auxiliary charg-
ing current from flowing through
L1 and SCR1, thus isolating the
auxiliary charging circuit from the
main power circuit. Using this
scheme it is now possible to have a
mis-commutation of the system,
recharge capacitor C2 from the aux-

iliary charging circuit and retrigger
the commutation system. This per-
mits commutation of SCR 1 regard-
less of an intermittent fault in the
system. Once C2 has been charged
negatively, (opposite to the polarity
shown in Figure 9-20) SCR2 can be
triggered on at any time in order to
cause commutation of SCR1.

Reliable commutation without
the necessity of an auxiliary voltage
source is achieved by the practical
chopper shown in Figure 9-21.
The important current and voltage
waveforms for this circuit are
shown in Figure 9-22. These wave-
forms assume steady-state opera-
tion with a chopping frequency
high enough so there is negligible
ripple in the motor current. In addi-
tion to providing reliable commu-
tation without the addition of
an auxiliary commutating voltage
source, the circuit of Figure 9-21
has several other advantages:
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A. The di/dt is limited in each
SCR due to the inductors L1
and L2 and the motor field
inductance.

B. The dv/dt reapplied to each
SCR is limited.

C. The commutating capacitor
C1 is reset to zero volts by
discharging into the load after
the end of each commuta-
tion. Assuming sufficient load
for this to occur, the com-
mutating voltage is then load
independent.

Analysis of a Step-Up Chopper
[15.16]

Figure 9-23 shows a diagram of a
step-up chopper circuit. MF is the
field winding of the motor and eC1
is the voltage across the armature
taking into account the drop due to
armature resistance; it is also the
voltage across capacitor C1. SCR1

is the main SCR and SCR2, 3 4,
and 5 are the commutating SeRs.
C2 is the commutating capacitor
and C1 is a filter capacitor.

Ideally SCR1 2 3 4 and 5 and
C2 act together as a switch. This is
represented in Figure 9-24. When
the switch is closed, the supply
voltage EDC is impressed across the
field winding and current iF builds
up linearly. When the switch is
open, the current flows through
diode RD1 and into capacitor C1
and the motor armature, MA.

When the circuit has reached
steady-state operation, the average
voltage across the inductor is zero,
and the relationships in equation
9-D and 9-E hold true:

EDC ·ton + (EDC - eC1) toff
--------~O(9-D)

ton + toff
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Where:
EDC
ton
eCl
toff
OR

supply voltage
time on
voltage across armature
time off

ton + toff

toff
EDC

1 - Duty Cycle
Where: tonDuty Cycle = ----

ton + toff

Equation 9-E indicates the step-
up feature of the circuit. When ton
is small compared to toff, eCl is
nearly equal the supply voltage
EDC. As ton increases relative to
toff the voltage eCl becomes
greater.

In order for SCR 1 2 3 4 and
5 to act as the switch, 'they must be
triggered in the proper sequence.
The following is an analysis of the
circuit at each step of its operation.
A sketch of the voltage across the
motor field at each time interval is
shown in Figure 9-25. Note that the
average voltage is ZERO.
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Assume that the circuit is in
steady-state, and initially all SCRs
are turned off and voltage eC2 ac-
ross C2 is equal to eC1.

Trigger SCR1 (t1 > t > to).
When SCR1 is triggered, diode RD1
is reversed biased. Voltage Edc ap-
pears across inductor MF (see Fig-
ures 9-25 and 9-26) and the current
iF builds up linearly.

Trigger SCR3 and SCR4 (t3 > t
> t1). SCR3 and SCR4 are one pair
of commutation SCRs. When they
are triggered, capacitor C2 is placed
in parallel with SCR1. From t1 to
t2, SCR1 is reverse biased and cur-

rent iF flows through SCR3, C2,
and SCR4 (See Figure 9-27).

As the current iF flows into C2,
the voltage reverses. At t2, voltage
eC2 reaches the same magnitude as
eC1 and diode RD1 again conducts
(See Figure 9-28).

Trigger SCR1 (t4 > t > t3).
SCR3 and SCR4 turn off when
SCR1 is gated. The circuit is again
the same as in Figure 9-26.

Trigger SCR2 and SCR5 (t6> t
> t4). SCR2 and SCR5 make up
the other pair of commutation
SCRs. Note that when SCR3 and
SCR4 were on, the capacitor volt-



Figure 9-28. Step-Up Chopper Power Circuit - SCR3 and SCR4 On
and RD 1Conducting

age eC2 had reversed. When SCR 2
and SCR5 are triggered, the polari-
ty is such that SCR I is again reverse
biased and current iF flows into
capacitor C2 (See Figure 9-29).
Again when eC2 reverses and builds
up to eCI (at t = t5), diode RDI
conducts (See Figure 9-30). At this
point the cycle begins again.

Calculated torque vs, speed
curves for this circuit are shown in
Figure 9-31. These curves were
plotted from Equation 9-F for
the motor torque. It can be de-
rived in a straight forward manner
using the basic equations for dc
motor operation.

Kt EDC2

T = (I-D) (I-D)2 (RA)2 + 2 (I-D) KY RA W + (Ky)2 W2 (9-F)
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Figure 9-30. Step-Up Chopper Power Circuit - SCR2 and SCRS on and
Where: RD 1 Conducting
Kt torque constant
1-D fraction of time off =

toff
toff + ton

EDC dc supply voltage
RA motor armature resistance.
KV counter EMF constant
W speed in radians/second

It is very interesting to note that
the torque-speed characteristic for
this modified series motor control
is essentially the same as for a
conventional dc series motor. Fig-
ure 9-32 shows the time relation-
ships among the gate trigger pulses
applied to SCR1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.

The voltage waveform across
SCR1 appears as shown in Figures
9-33 and 9-34 along with the gating
pulses to SCR1. When SCR1 is trig-
gered, the voltage drops to zero and
current builds up in the field. When
a pair of commutating SCRs is gat-
ed, the negative voltage on the com-
mutating capacitor instantly ap-
pears and the capacitor charges up
fairly linearly to the output voltage
on the filter capacitor. The wave-
form is very similar to the ideal
waveform shown in Figure 9-25.

Figure 9-33 is with T "'" 3/4
where the output voltage should be
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TIME BASE: 0.1 msec/dlv

Figure 9-33. Step-Up Chopper-SCRz Anode and Gate Voltage Waveforms
for T "'" 3/4
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UPPER TRACE. SCR, VOLTAGE 20 V/d,v

LOWER TRACE GATE TO CATHODE VOLTAGE OF SCR, 2 V/d,v

TIME BASE: 0.1 msec/dlv

Figure 9-34. Step-Up Chopper-SCRz Anode and Gate Voltage Waveforms
for T "'" 1/3



16 volts. The measured value was
15 volts. Figure 9-34 was taken
with T "" 1/3 and the measured
output voltage was 40 volts. The
theoretical voltage is 36 volts.

The motor armature voltage
is quite smooth, as shown in Fig-
ure 9-35.

The current drawn from the
source contains considerable ripple
as shown in Figures 9-36 and 9-37.
The voltage across SCR1 appears in
these figures as the top trace. When
SCR1 is triggered, the current
builds up rapidly. At the point
where a pair of commutating SCRs
is triggered, the current rises sharp-
ly until the voltage on the commu-
tating capacitor reverses to equal 12
volts. DurinR the off time, the
current decays as it is fed into
the filter capacitor and motor
armature.

Figure 9-36 was taken with mini-
mum output voltage of about 15
volts. The current changes from 1
to 9 amps.

Figure 9-37 was taken with an
output voltage of 50 volts. The
current in this picture changes from
about 20 amps to 50 amps.

The current supplied to the mo-
tor armature is very smooth as seen
in Figure 9-38.

In summary, this rather novel
modified series dc motor control
has torque-speed characteristics es-
sentially the same as a conventional
series de motor. The main advant-
age of the circuit is that it is pos-
sible to use reasonably standard
motor armature voltage ratings even
though the de supply voltage is low.
For the system discussed, the rated
motor armature voltage is 100 volts
with a dc source voltage of 12 volts.
At least a 10: 1 control range of
motor speed and current is possible
for a wide range of motor loads.
However, the minimum current at
low speed is limited by the nature
of the motor load and the mini-
mum on-time that is possible for
SCR1. A step-up ratio of at least

n n
U U

••• ••• •• :lII ••••••
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UPPER TRACE: SCR1 VOLTAGE 10 V/d.v

LOWER TRACE: GATE TO CATHOOE 5 AMP/d.v
TIME BASE: 0.2 msec/dlv

Figure 9-36. Step-Up Chopper - Source Current Waveform
(Enc= 15V)

0--
UPPER TRACE: SCR1 VOL TAGE 20 V/d;v

UPPER TRACE: INPUT CURRENT 20 AMP/d;v

TIME BASE: 0.2 msec/div

Figure 9-37. Step-Up Chopper - Source Current Waveform
(Enc= 50V)
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UPPER TRACE: SCR1 VOLTAGE 10 V/d"

LOWER TRACE: ARMATURE CURRENT 2 AMP/d,v
TIME BASE: 0.2 msecldlv

10: 1 is easily attainable from rated
load to a few percent of rated
motor load.

With a 12 volt dc supply, the
circuit efficiency is limited to about
70%. Also, nearly 100 amperes
source current is required to deliver
10 amperes to the motor armature
with a 10: 1 voltage step-up ratio.
Thus, with a 12 volt source, this
motor control is most appropriate
for motor ratings of 10 HP or less.
The di/dt imposed on SCR1 may be
quite high, limited only by the in-
ductance in the SCR1, RD1 and C1
loop. However, the dv/dt on SCR1
is limited by the commutating cap-
acitor C2 charging rate.

Wound Rotor Induction
Motor Speed Control

One means of obtaining a vari-
able-speed ac motor is to vary the
rotor resistance of an induction
motor [2]. This method of speed
control provides speed-torque char-

acteristics similar to those of a dc
shunt motor speed controlled by
means of resistance in series with
the armature.

Figure 9-39 is an interesting
circuit which functions as a type
of resistance modulator. The pur-
pose of this circuit is to vary
the average load on the filter L1,
C1 and, therefore modulate the
effective value of R2 reflected to
the rotor. The circuit operates as
follows: with C2 charged, SCR1
is turned on, drawing current
through R1. At the same time,
the charge on C2 is reversed by
the current flow through RD1.
Sometime later SCR2 is turned on,
back biasing and shutting off SCR1
and recharging C2 positive.

Figure 9-40 shows an equiva-
lent circuit and theoretical wave-
forms. The relationships between
the battery voltage (EDC) and
current (IDC) to the motor par-
ameters are shown in Formula 9-G.
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EDC = 1.35 Eline-to-line (rotor)
IDC = 1.22 Irotor (9-G)

When the synchronous switch is
turned on, IDC will rise sharply to
EDC/Ro. The current will fall to
zero when the switch is shut off. If
we examine an idealized waveshape
of IDC shown in Figure 9-40, it is
seen that Formula 9-H applies:

(t1 EDC
IDC = --- (9-H)

t1 + t2 RO
Resistor R2 in Figure 9-39 is

chosen to provide the minimum
speed-torque characteristic. Resist-
or R1 simply limits the current
peaks to SCR1; however, the rela-
tionship results in Formula 9-J .

R1
Smin = 2 v (100% ohms) (9-J)

Where:
v = maximum possible duty cycle of

chopper
By using a pulse width modu-

lated, pulse rate modulated chopper
as in Figure 9-39, a duty cycle very
close to 1 can be achieved giving
the widest possible controllable
speed range.

The importance of the filter ap-
proach shown in Figure 9-39 can be
illustrated by understanding that
excessive rotor ripple in the motor
can obviously have a profound in-
fluence on machine temperature
(therefore insulation life) and al-
so perhaps less obviously on bear-
ing life, due to sympathetic vib-
ration.

High efficiency under normal
running conditions requires a low
rotor resistance; but a high resist-
ance results in a high starting
torque and low starting current at
low starting power factor.

The motor control of Figure
9-39 provides a simple means of
controlling the effective rotor re-
sistance of a wound rotor motor. It
also could be readily adapted to
closed loop speed control systems,
since the rotor resistance is con-
trollable in response to the electric-
al signal for gating SCR1.

Battery Charger Design Example [16J
Figure 9-41 shows a chopper

battery charging circuit. The main
circuit is a series resonant dc-dc
chopper; the input is half-wave rec-
tified and filtered. When SCR1 is
triggered, the dc voltage is applied
to the load through series inductor
L1; this also starts resonant charg-
ing of C1. This charges to a voltage
approximately twice the applied dc
voltage in the first half-cycle of the
resonant interval, and the current
returns to zero. In the second half-
cycle, the current through L2-C1
reverses. When it reaches the same
magnitude as the load current,
SCR1 goes off and diode RD2 con-
ducts to permit current to flow
back into the positive side of the dc
source. When the current oscillates
back to the load current value, the
SCR1-RD2 branch opens. Now C1
discharges through the load. If L1 is
large compared to L2 and the chop-
per frequency is relatively high,
there is little decay in the load
current during this interval; there-
fore, the voltage on C1 decreases at
an almost constant rate. When the
voltage on C1 reaches zero, diode
RD3 conducts and the load current
decreases linearly with the battery
load, until SCR1 is triggered again.
Capacitor C1 and inductor L2 start
each cycle off from zero initial
conditions due to the circuit con-
figuration.
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R7
Sl R9

RS

C3
R1 R2

RD5
R3

SD1
IC1

ALL RESISTORS 1/2 WATT
R1, R6, R10 1K RS
R2 47K R9
R3 100 C1
R4 6S0 C2
R5 15K C3
R7 2.3K C4

50K
2.7K
24/'1
5600/,1
1000/'1
.05/,1

L1
L2
UJT1
IC1
SCR1
Sl

~
ILOADI

J
-

RD3

2mH
24/'H
2N1671A
RCA CA3094
IR141S
2 POSITION SWITCH

RD1, RD2, RD3 IR1N2131A
RD4, RD5 IR60S1
T1 21F27 26.5VCT
T2 11Z13
SDI 5.2 VOLT ZENER

The triggering circuit utilizes a
rectified center-tap transformer and
a filter capacitor to provide a 20
volt dc power supply to drive 1C1
and UJT1. The zener diode, BD1, is
used as a reference level for the
differential amplifier; R1 is a cur-
rent limiter. The other input to the
amplifier is connected to the posi-
tive terminal of the battery and is
applied through a switch-controlled
voltage divider to provide either a
6- or 12-volt charge. The output of
the amplifier provides a variable
voltage to trigger the emitter of
UJT1. UJT1 is used to deliver a
pulse through pulse transformer T2
which triggers SCR1.

Design factors for the dc-dc
chopper battery charger are the
amount of current desired, the fre-
quency of the chopper, and the
frequency of UJT1.

To determine the value of the
L-C series circuit, assume the
amount of current desired and, de-
pending on whether the circuit is
half or full wave rectified, find the
approximate dc voltage.

EIN
EDC = --::::: 50 volts

1T

With an assumed current of 25
amps,

EDC
~= 2 x (max. load current)

V L2/C1 (9-L)
= 2 x 25 = 50 amps

This implies that

L2 = 1
C1

Assume the turn-off time is 50
j1sec, which is approximately 1/3



the period. Thus, a period is 150
Ilsec.

21T V (L2) (C1) = 150 x 10-6 (9-N)
V (L2) (C1) = 24 x 10-6

From equations 9-M and 9-L,
L2 = C1
(L2) (C1) = 576 x 10-12

(C1)2 = 576 x 10-12

C1 = 24 IlF and L2 = 24.uH

To determine the oscillation fre-
quency of UJT1

50V x ton
7

This indicates that the chopper
frequency will be approximately
1.6 kHz to produce 12 volts output
from the 50 volt dc source. The

maximum chopper frequency is ap-
proximately 6 kHz. Therefore, the
UJT frequency range should be
from 1 to 6 kHz.

A rough calculation of the ripple
current through the battery is pro-
vided by

(L"V)T
.6.iION TIME = ~ =

(9-0)
(50 - 12)
---3 (150 x 10-6) = 2.85 amps
2x 10-

Figures 9-42, 9-43 and 9-44
show waveforms for the operating
circuit.

The battery charger circuit of
Figure 9-41 is considerably more
complicated than a simple phase
control type circuit. However, it
provides an apprecable step-down
voltage ratio without the need for a
transformer. In addition, the filter-
ing required is much smaller to

UPPER TRACE, VOLTAGE FROM SCR CATHODE TO
NEGII-TIVE BUS 50 Viti"

LOWER TRACE, LINE VOLTII-GE 100 Viti"
TIME BASE: 2 msec/dlv
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U~ERTRACE: VOLTAGE FROM SCR CATHOOE TO
NEGATIVE BUS 100V/d,v

LOWER TRACE: BATTERY VOLTAGE 10 V/d,v
TIME BASE: 2 msec/div

achieve ripple-free charging current.
Thus, where a power transformer is
not desired or where a more com-

pact and lightweight charger may
be required, this chopper charger is
a feasible approach.

!!'!.ii:I .,..
Ell
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~
UPPER: VOLTAGE FROM SCR CATHODE TO NEGATIVE BUS 100 V/d,v
LOWER: FILTER CAPACITOR VOL TAGE 100V/d,v
TIME BASE: 2 msec/dlv
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Fast Recovery Rectifiers
The need for fast recovery di-

odes has been considerably in-
creased by the development of
power control systems using SCRs.
Proper use of fast recovery diodes
reduces dijdt and accompanying
stress levels on SCRs, thereby in-
creasing reliability without necessi-
tating additional complex circuitry.

With fast recovery diodes, power
levels may be increased and costly
power losses reduced. The primary
advantage is that junction heating
caused by recovery action is mini-
mized.

Rectifier diodes with fast-re-
covery characteristics are becoming
increasingly important in the de-
sign of high-power semiconductor
equipment. Circuit designers are
showing an increasing interest in
these devices for such applications
as free-wheeling diodes (also called
by-pass diodes), high-frequency in-
verters, and high-frequency power
rectifiers.

Fast-recovery diodes are avail-
able today with ratings upwards of
650A average, and 1300 PRY and
higher. Specific devices in these
higher current ratings may be ob-
tained with recovery times as short
as 1.5 J.1sec maximum when rated
1000V or less, and 2.0 J.1sec when
rated 1100 through 1300V.

While rectifier diodes with high-
er voltage and current ratings and
shorter recovery times are available,
the general rule is that the high-
er the voltage rating, the longer
the shortest recovery time that
is available.

High.Frequency Power Rectification
The most obvious application

for fast-recovery diodes is in con-
verting high-frequency ac to dc.
The upper frequency for efficient
rectification with conventional al-
loy or diffused 250A diodes is
about 1 kHz. By contrast, the up-
per frequency limit for efficient
operation of the 100 to 650A fast-
recovery diodes is about 10 kHz.

At any operating frequency,
fast-recovery characteristics result
in less power dissipation in the di-
ode during recovery, thus more
power may be dissipated during the
passage of forward current without
overheating the diode. The result is
a more efficient circuit and a reduc-
tion in spurious diode heating.

Free-Wheeling Diodes in Rectifier
Circuits

Large fast-recovery diodes func-
tion well as free-wheeling diodes or
by-pass diodes, on the output of
any single or three-phase SCR recti-
fier unit when the load is both
resistive and inductive, and when
the rectifier-unit output voltage is
to be reduced by phase-controlling
the SCRs. Failure to use free-
wheeling diodes in rectifier units
can result in problems when there is
an inductive component to the ap-
plied load.

If the load is 100% inductive,
and there is no free-wheeling diode,
the inductance will cause current to
flow continuously in the SCRs, and
zero output voltage is obtained
with 900 phase retard. When the
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load includes a resistive as well as
an inductive component, and large
angles of phase-retard are em-
ployed, the load current becomes
discontinuous. To obtain zero out-
put voltage with this load, it is
necessary to use a larger amount of
phase retard; therefore, an abrupt
change in the relationship between
output voltage and phase retard oc-
curs (at the phase retard angle
where the output current becomes
discontinuous). Essentially, there is
a change in the transfer function of
the rectifier unit when viewed as a
part ofa feedback-regulating system.

The change in operating mode
experienced without the free-wheel-
ing diode may therefore create sev-
ere instabilities in the operation of
a closed-loop voltage or current-
regulating system. With or without
the free-wheeling diode, the same
larger range of phase control is
needed to obtain zero output volt-
age, but the abrupt change in trans-
fer function, and the consequent
system instability, are eliminated
when the free-wheeling diode is
used.

Another advantage of the free-
wheeling diode is that at reduced
output voltage from the rectifier
unit current is carried only inter-
mittently by the SCRs. This re-
duces heating in the SCRs and in-
creases their reliability.

If a hybrid-bridge (semiconvert-
er) circuit is used to feed a partially
inductive load, a free-wheeling di-
ode is recommended when near-
zero output voltage from the bridge
is desired. With the free-wheeling
diode, the bridge circuit will feed
an apparently resistive load and be-
have accordingly. Without it, the
SCRs may fail to turn off (commu-
tate) when operating with large an-

gles of phase control. This is similar
to a failure in an inverter. The SCRs
in a hybrid bridge actually function
like inverters at very low output
voltages, feeding energy from the
diode portion of the bridge back
into the ac line. A commutation
failure in this inverter results in loss
of control of output voltage from
the hybrid-bridge rectifier unit.

Any rectifier diode can function
as a free-wheeling diode; however,
the advantages of using a type with
fast-recovery characteristics include
lower diode junction heating during
recovery and reduced di/dt duty
imposed on SCRs in the rectifier
unit during diode recovery.

If a free-wheeling diode is con-
ducting when an SCR begins to
turn on, a high inrush current will
flow during the recovery period of
the diode; that is, during the flow
of recombination current in the di-
ode junction. If this happens, the
SCR turns on into a virtual short
circuit, resulting in a high di/dt in
the SCR. Damage to both the SCR
and the free-wheeling diode could
result from this effect.

This circuit action is illustrated
in Figure 10-1, where an SCR feeds
half-wave power to an inductive
load with a free-wheeling diode. A
high spike of current is carried by
the SCR when it is first triggered
on, and this same current pulse
passes in the reverse direction
through the free-wheeling diode. To
avoid overheating of the free-wheel-
ing diode during recovery, a snub-
ber network consisting of a resistor
and capacitor in series could be
placed across the free-wheeling di-
ode. This will limit the rate-of-rise
of reverse voltage across the diode
while it is recovering, and reduce
the heating of the junction during



the recovery period; however, this
snubber network will increase the
dijdt on the SCR in the rectifier
circuit.

At 60 Hz, the dijdt stress level
may not be inordinately high, but
at higher-power frequencies, the
SCR may be damaged by high local-
ized junction temperatures during
turn-on. To reduce the rate of cur-
rent rise during turn-on, a limiting
inductance could be placed in the
circuit; however, when current ceas-
es, this inductance induces a voltage
in the circuit that could damage the
free-wheeling diode or break over
the SCR.

A better solution is an RC snub-
ber network, placed across each
SCR to provide a current path, and
thereby reduce the voltage trans-
ients during recovery.

The large apparent stored charge
of a conventional diode, which
must be removed during recombina-
tion, is the basic problem in these

cases. By using a fast-recovery di-
ode, and thus minimizing the stored
charge, snubber networks might be
eliminated altogether. Or, if they
are required, snubber-network cap-
acitance may be minimized.

Free-Wheeling Diodes in
DC Choppers

As SCR manufacturers have de-
veloped more controlled dynamic
characteristics of thyristors, greater
a~ention has been focused on in-
verter and dc chopper applications.

Figure 10-2 illustrates a typical
early chopper circuit with some
pertinent waveshapes. The circuit
through which current flows while
RD1 is recovering, stores enough
energy in lead inductances and else-
where to cause a considerable volt-
age transient when RD1 recovers.
To suppress this transient, an RC

SCR

SCR:t
f"---=

TIME TIME
~

REVERSE RECOVERY CURRENT OF RD,

w

RD~ t )k0
2 TIME
0 TIME ~

Figure 10-1. Free-wheeling Diode
in Half-Wave Phase-
Controlled Rectifier
Circuit

VOLTAGE SPIKE FROM RD,
RECOVERING IN "SNAP OFF" MODE

Figure 10-2. Time-Ratio Control
with "Hard"
Commutation
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network could be inserted across
both SCR1 and RD1; however, this
causes higher circuit losses and
more complexity. A far better solu-
tion is to use a fast-recovery diode
for RD1.

Free-Wheeling Diodes in Inverters
An inverter using free-wheeling

diodes connected in anti-parallel
with the SCRs is shown in Figure
10-3. With minor modifications,
this type of inverter can be made to
generate either a sine or square
wave. Similar circuits have been
operated up to 25 kHz with an
output power of 400W. The trace
in Figure 10-3 is the voltage across
one SCR.

Examining Figure 10-4, which
shows a circuit equivalent to part of
the circuit shown in Figure 10-3, it
can be seen that fast-recovery de-
vices are required for RD1 and
RD2. While the sweepout current
of RD1 flows, the distributed wire
inductances (L3 and L4) of the
Circuit assume the polarity shown.
After recombination is completed,
the current ceases in RD1 and in L3
and L4. Thus, both induced volt-
ages across the leakage reactances
reverse polarity and tend to gener-
ate transients.

The transients generated in L3
will be in a direction to cause high
dvjdt in SCR1, while transients gen-
erated in L4 will be in a direction
to cause high-reverse voltage across
RD1. The resulting transients in a
100V system can be many hun-
dreds of volts, rising almost instan-
taneously.

As illustrated in Figure 10-4,
operating conditions are consider-
ably improved with a fast-recovery
rectifier. The voltage generated

across SCR1 when RD1 recovers is
typically 20V in a 125V circuit. A
fast-recovery diode is also appropri-
ate here to minimize the energy
drawn from the dc supply when the
diode is recovery, and to minimize
junction heating caused by the re-
covery action.

t. nCM:
VOLTAGE ACROSS SCR2

Figure 10-3. Inverter with
Free- Whee ling
Diodes

DISTRIBUTED
CIRCUIT
INDUCTANCE

Figure 10-4. Equivalent Circuit
During Rectifier
Recovery



SCRs as Free-Wheeling Diodes in
Inverters

The free-wheeling diodes of Fig-
ure 10-3 have the undesirable char-
acteristic of clamping the reverse
voltage applied to the companion
controlled rectifiers, causing in-
creased turn-off time. Hence SCRs
with shorter turn-off time must be
used. Where it is not possible to
obtain an SCR fast enough to coun-
teract the presence of the free-
wheeling diode, it is possible to use
an SCR in place of the diode.

The free-wheeling SCR should
be triggered by connecting the gate
to the anode via an appropriate
resistor. When the voltage across
the inverter SCR first starts to re-
verse, the clamping action of the
free-wheeling SCR will not be felt
until the free-wheeling SCR turns
on. During the delay time of the
free-wheeling SCR, the main SCR
can be turning off with full avail-
able reverse voltage applied, there-
by assuring fast turn-off action.

Soft Commutation
High-voltage, inverter-type pow-

er thyristors (e.g., VDRM of
1200V) are being used in large in-
stallations, such as process control
and vehicle drives. In these higher
ratings, some of the early quick
fixes for sweepout transients are
not acceptable. Neither are the
sharply rising waveshapes generated
by the early types of inverters and
choppers (because of the resultant
low corona threshold of many com-
ponents).

At operating frequencies of 5 to
10 kHz, losses in the snubber net-
works in these inverters, sometimes
amounting to 10% of the load, be-
came unacceptable. Therefore, as
SCR applications have developed

and operating frequencies of thyris-
tors have increased, the sharply ris-
ing waveshape circuits have become
less popular, and "soft" waveshape
circuits have gained favor.

Figure 10-5 illustrates a cush-
ioned waveshape circuit that re-
duces the necessity for a fast-
recovery rectifier for RD1. How-
ever, as the frequency of circuit
operation increases, this circuit re-
quires fast-recovery characteristics
in the free-wheeling diode to hold
the SCR stress to a minimum.

Figure 10-5. Time-Ratio Control
with "Soft"
Commutation

Recovery Characteristics
Figure 10-6 characterizes the

four types of recovery characteris-
tics of a rectifier. Figure 10-6(a)
depicts a "normal" recovery for a
diffused power rectifier. Figures
10-6(b) and 10-6(c) show recovery
current of a snap-off rectifier. Fig-
ure 10-6( d) shows recovery current
of a "soft" recovery rectifier. The
snap-off diode characteristic has
been found to be so rapid that
some rather unique pulse-forming
networks have been designed using
the snap characteristics of certain
rectifier diodes. It is generally
found less than desirable to gener-
ate such pulses in a circuit that
contains components which can be
punched through by these transients.
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With soft recovery, the reverse
current trace gradually approach-
es normal leakage current. With
abrupt recovery, the reverse current
suddenly drops to zero, and induct-
ance/capacitance current oscillates
violently. More rapid minority car-
rier recombination in the silicon
crystal can reduce recovery time
(often accomplished by doping the
crystal, creating dislocation centers
in the lattice structure).

Measurement of Reverse Recovery
Time

Several years ago, a circuit was
devised for measuring reverse re-
covery time of a small rectifier di-
ode rated about 5 amperes. It con-
sists of a forward current supply
which delivers one ampere, and a
transistor to abruptly switch on a
reverse voltage of 30 volts. This
voltage causes the device under test
to block the one ampere of forward

current. Later, the transistor was
replaced by a mercury-wetted con-
tact relay. These same circuit condi-
tions were subsequently used when
measuring the reverse recovery time
of rectifier diodes rated as much as
35 amperes average.

Reverse recovery time is a strong
function of the forward current,
prior to the application of reverse
voltage. A forward current of one
ampere in a rectifier diode rated
tens or hundreds of amperes is not
a representative operating condi-
tion. Recovery times of the order
of 200 nanoseconds, measured
under this condition, are gratify-
ingly low, and perhaps can form
a basis of comparison of one
diode with another. However,
these ratings are not indicative
of the recovery time that will
be observed when the diode is
operated at its normal current
level.



Recognizing the shortcomings of
this early test method, JEDEC
Committee JC-22 on Power Recti-
fiers, diodes, and thyristors has
adopted a different circuit for re-
covery time measurements on pow-
er rectifier diodes. This circuit is
shown in Figure 10-7.

The two most important test
conditions are the rate of forward
current reversal, di/dt, and the mag-
nitude of the forward current. If
the resistance of the power loop is
kept very small; e.g., 2 y'L1/C1 ~ R,
then the forward current trace is
essentially sinusoidal. Typical wave-
forms are shown in Figures 10-6(b)
and 10-6(d). Called IFM, the peak
forward test current is specified as
1r times the full cycle average (half
sine wave) rated current of the de-
vice under test. The di/dt of this
current should be linear as it crosses
the zero axis. The slope of the
current tra~e is to be measured

from 1/2 IFM to IFM = 0 and
the JEDEC registration procedure
states that this di/dt be 25 amp-
eres/microseconds. Since the time
for this measurement is 30 elec-
trical degrees or 1/6 of the pulse
width (tp) (assuming a true half
sine wave), we can express pulse
width in microseconds as tp = 0.12
IFM when di/dt = 25. If high voltage
oscillations above the peak reverse
voltage rating of the diode under test
(DUT) occur, adjust the value of C1,
L1, or V (increase the value of C1
for instance).

If this is not effective, apply the
clamping circuit, shown in Figure
10-7, by closing SW1. Typical val-
ues for this circuit are R2 """250n,
C2 """4 mf.

Rectifier diode RD2 and its cir-
cuit branch, should provide a very
low inductance path around SCR 1-
If the reverse recovery time of
SCR 1 is shorter than that of the

r
c, v
_~L
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DUT, RD2 will provide an alternate
path for the reverse recovery cur-
rent of the DUT. An external trig-
gering source is to be connected to
the primary of T3.

It is believed these test par-
ameters represent typical operation
of power rectifier diodes under
commutating conditions. The ear-
lier test method paid little heed to
the commutating rate (-di/dt) and
the measurements were consider-
ably influenced by stray circuit in-
ductance.

From the typical waveforms
shown, it can be seen that two
types of recovery action can occur:
Figure 10-6(b) is abrupt recovery,
and Figure 10-6(d) is soft recovery.
Reverse recovery time, trr, is di-
vided into two parts, ta and tb, the
sum of these equals trr. The JEDEC
committee did not name these
parts, but it is suggested that ta
may aptly be named Junction Re-
covery Time and tb named Bulk
Recovery Time.

The "abrupt recovery" reverse
current trace swiftly returns to
zero, and the circuit inductance sets
up a ringing which causes the re-
verse current to cross the zero axis,
establishing the end of the period
tb. On the other hand, the "soft
recovery" reverse current trace
gradually approaches steady-state
leakage current without crossing
the axis. Figure 10-6(d) shows the
geometric construction used to de-
termine the end of the recovery
period. The oscillogram in Figure
10-8 also shows soft recovery,
which is characteristic of most alloy
rectifier diodes.

Tests performed per JEDEC rec-
ommendations are described in
terms of reverse recovery time in
microseconds. However, some en-

gineers prefer to think of the re-
covery phenomenon in terms of
recovered charge, called QR, and
measured in microcoulombs. This
recovered charge is proportional to
the area of the approximate triangle
formed as the reverse recovery cur-
rent, IRM(REC), increases from
zero to its maximum, then recedes
to steady-state leakage.

111111.
•• g•••••••••••••••••••••••

Irr = 1.75/'50C 'R(REC) = 29 A

di/dl = -25A//'5ec OR = 25.4 /,coulomb5

'FM = 785A

Figure 10-8. Recovery Current
Trace-Enlarged

The oscilloscope trace in Figure
10-8 shows that IRM(REC) = 29
amperes and trr = 1.75 micro-
seconds, the total time required for
recovery to steady-state leakage.
The area enclosed by the trace may
be considered a triangle with alti-
tude = IRM(REC) and base, formed
by the zero axis line, equal to trr.
The area of this triangle can be
expressed as in Formula 10-A.

( IRM~REC) ) (trr> = QR (lO-A)

Since the units used are amperes
and microseconds, the result is in
microcoulombs. This example has a
recovered charge of 29 X 1.75/2 =
25.4 microcoulombs.



The slope of the current trace
remains approximately constant as
the current goes through zero and
reverses, until the current nearly
reaches IRM(REC}. It is possible
to write equations which approxi-
mately describe the relationship of
reverse recovery time, recovered
charge, and peak reverse recovery
current to each other.

For IR's fast recovery rectifiers,
the ratio of the recovery time per-
iods ta and tb is approximately 3:l.
Making this assumption, Formulas
1D-B, 10-C and 1D-D approximate
these relationships:

QR "'" [IRM(REC}l [trrl (10-B)
2

j 2.67 QR
trr "'" di/dt

The JEDEC registration pro-
cedure includes specifying maxi-
mum IRM(REC}, as well as IFM,
di/dt, and maximum tIT>so a com-
parison may be made between re-
covered charge and recovery time.

Most tests have been made at a
specified slope of 25 amperes/mic-
roseconds as the test current re-
verses from the conducting to
blocking mode. However, there is
value in observing the relationship
of the other variables when the test
current slope is changed, but the
peak forward current, IFM, is main-
tained constant at the device rating.
Figure 10-9 shows how the slope of
the test current affects IRM(REC),
trr and QR. This stresses the im-
portance of defining test paramet-
ers when assigning a recovery time
rating to any rectifier diode with

the fast recovery feature. These re-
lationships are also of value when it
is desired to estimate device per-
formance under conditions which
are not the same as the standard
test conditions.
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1. CHARACTERISTICS OF A FAST RECOVERY
DIFfUSED 250 AMP RECTIFIER DIODE.

2 CHARACTERISTtCS OF A MODERATE
RECOVERY DIFFUSED 250 AMP RECTIFIER
DIODE

Figure 10-9. Effects of Slope of
Test Curren t

A 250 ampere, Fast Recovery Rec-
tifier Diode

Reverse recovery time can be
reduced by speeding up the re-
combination of minority carriers in
the silicon crystal; in other words,
by reducing the minority carrier
lifetime. This can be done by cre-
ating dislocation centers in the
crystal lattice structure.

Diffused junctions respond to
physical changes used to speed up
the recombination of minority car-
riers, which results in a decrease of
recovery time. Several oscillograms
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display the waveforms of a 250
ampere diode with various types
of junction structure to produce
changes in recovery type.

Figure 10-10 shows the forward
and reverse current waveforms ob-
served during recovery time tests on
a normal diffused rectifier diode.
Forward current is essentially a half

-11111
I·~··••••• ••••11.111111

Forward Current: 785 A Peak

Pulse Width: 94,usee
V = 200 A/div H '" 10 ,usec/div

Figure 10-10. Normal Diffused
Rectifier Current
Waveform

Forward Current: 785 A Peak
Pulse Width: 94 1J. see

V "" 200 A/div H '" 10 ,usec/div

Figure 10-11. Fast-Recovery Dif-
fused Rectifier
Current Waveform

sine wave with a peak value of 11
times 250 amperes (785A). The re-
verse recovery current trace is quite
evident in the lower right-hand
corner. Figure 10-11 shows the
waveform when the same test con-
ditions are applied to a similar di-
ode which has been treated to pro-
vide fast recovery. The reverse re-
covery current trace is noticeably
smaller.

The next four figures show only
the reverse recovery traces, but
with scales enlarged. All have iden-
tical oscilloscope sensitivity. Figure
10-12 shows the normal diffused
rectifier. It is interesting to com-
pare this with Figure 10-13, the
characteristics of an alloy rectifier
of similar current rating. The re-
covery time and charge of the alloy
rectifier are seen to be less than
that of the diffused, also the re-
covery action is more gradual. Fig-
ures 10-14 and 10-15 are for dif-
fused rectifiers of the same size

Forward Current:

di/dt:
trr = 5.8 ,usee

ta = 4.1 ,usee

V = 20 A/div

785 A Peak

-25 A/lJsec

IRMIRECI = 95A
tb"" 1.7 ,usee

H = 1 JJsec/div

Figure 10-12. Normal Diffused
Rectifier Reverse
Recovery Detail
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785 A Peak

-25 AI!'sec

IRM (REG) = 74 A
tb:c 2.0 ,usee

H = 1 J,isec/div

di/dt:

trr = 5.5 jJsec

ta = 3.5 ,usee

V = 20 A/div

Figure 10-13. Alloy Rectifier
Reverse Recovery
Detail

Forward Current:

di/dt:

trr = 1.75 ,usee

ta"" 1.3J,lsec

V = 20 A/div

785 A Peak

25 A/J,lsec

IRM (REGI = 29A
tb = .45 J,lsee

H = 1 IJsec/div

Figure 10-14. Moderate Recovery
Rectifier Reverse
Recovery Detail

which have been modified to give
different values of recovery time.

The reductions in recovery time
and charge ar~ seen to be consider-
able. Table X-I summarizes the
range of reverse recovery times ob-
served in these four types of 250
ampere rectifier diodes. Similar

data is available for IR's other fast
recovery diodes .

785 A Peak

-25 AI!'sec

IRM IR(REGI = 18A
tb = 0.3 jJsec

H = 1 IJsec/div

di/dt:

trr = 1.1 jJ5ec

ta = 0.8 IJsec

V = 20 A/div

Figure 10-15. Very Fast Recovery
Diffused Rectifier
Reverse Recovery
Detail

Table X-I. Rectifier Diode Recovery
Times

,usee

Alloy 4.3 - 5.0

Normal Diffused 4.8 - 6.5

Moderate Recovery Diffused 1.5 - 2.2

Very Fast Recovery Diffused 1.1 - 1.9

Test Conditions:

IFM = 785A, di/dt = -25A1
,usee, tp = 94 IJsec

Relationships as Recovery Time
Change

Peak reverse voltage and ava-
lanche voltage are closely related.
Both vary directly with silicon re-
sistivity. Forward voltage varies dir-
ectly with silicon thickness and in-
versely with carrier lifetime, but is
not appreciably affected by resistiv-
ity. Recovery time varies directly
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with silicon thickness and directly
with carrier lifetime. Usually re-
dUcing the recovery time results in
an increase of forward voltage. The
junction modification to obtain
shorter carrier lifetime must be
properly balanced with junction re-
sistivity and thickness to achieve an
optimum relationship between re-
covery time, forward voltage, and
peak reverse voltage. Reducing re-
covery time by changing carrier life-
time results in increasing the di-
ode's reverse leakage current, which
becomes especially significant at
elevated temperatures as shown in
Figure 10-16.

The initial, or saturation leakage
current at 1500C for the 900 volt
avalanche normal diffused diode
shown in Figure 10-16 is 0.6 mA.
For the fast recovery diode, the
saturation leakage current is 6 mA,
and it is 9 mA for the very fast
recovery diode. Normal diodes,

25°C

made from high resistivity silicon
and which avalanche above 2,000
volts, show a saturation leakage cur-
rent at 1500C of only about 2 mA.
The greater leakage current and the
higher forward voltage observed in
the fast recovery diode make it
necessary to limit the maximum
operating junction temperature to
1750C in order to avoid excessive
reverse power dissipation and re-
sulting thermal run-away.

Calculation of Recovery Losses in
Power Rectification

Converting high frequency ac
power to dc is the most obvious
application for a fast recovery di-
ode in power circuitry. By using
recovery waveshapes, shown in Fig-
ures 10-11 through 10-15, one can
calculate the upper freq uency for
efficient rectification for a con-
ventional alloy or conventional dif-
fused diode.

•••••• ~!!!!=iiiio•••~_•••••..~•••••••..l .
•••••••• ~~O.•••••~- ...•••~.. .....'.. .

v = 10 mAldiv
H = 200V/div

v = 20 mAJdiv
H = 200V/div



Consider, for instance, the wave-
shape for the diode shown as a
normal diffused rectifier in Figure
10-12. Let us assume we wish to
apply the diode in a typical inverter
power supply (Figure 10-17(a».
Triggering SCR1 and SCR4 simul-
taneously, applies the input voltage
EDC to the load transformer T1
and the commutating capacitor C5.
Turning on SCR2 and SCR3 on the
opposite sides of the inverter causes
the charge on C5 to reverse bias
SCR 1 and SCR4, turning them off.
Figure 10-17(b) shows the resulting
trapezoidal voltage waveshape ap-
plied to the diode bridge RD5,
RD6, RD7, and RD8. The current
and voltage waveforms pertaining
to one of the diodes in this bridge
during reverse recovery are shown
in Figure 10-17(c). From these fig-
ures it can be shown that the aver-
age losses during recovery can be
calculated using Formula 10-E.

Averaging this dissipation over
the full cycle period for the inverter
determines the contribution of the
recovery losses to the total diode
dissipation. This contribution is
shown in Formula 10-F.

Where:
PR(A V)(REC) = Average Recovery

Power
f = Inverter operating

frequency
ta = 4.1 x 10-6 sec
tb = 1.7 x 10-6 sec
trr = ta + tb = 5.8 x 10-6 sec
Assume: f = 1 kHz
Therefore: the average recovery
losses,
PR(A V)(REC) = 1 kHz· 28,500W

(4.1 x 10-6 sec +
1.7 x 10-6 sec)

= 165.3W
At 3 kHz, this dissipation would

be 495.9 watts. Therefore, high op-
erating frequencies limit the appli-
cation of normal recovery diodes.

Consider now the performance
of a fast recovery diode, the wave-
form for which is shown in Figure
10-14. Since IRM(REC) for this
diode is only 29A, the (osses, PR,
are only 8700W. At 1 kHz, since ta
is only 1.3 x 10-6 sec and tb is
only 0.45 x 10-6 sec, this becomes
an average dissipation of 15.23
watts.

Before the dissipation during re-
covery becomes as much as that, at
1 kHz, of the previously discussed

PR(REC) = VRWM· QR(REC) _ VRWM· IRM(REC)
trr 2

Where:
PR(REC) = Recovery power
IRM(REC) = 95A
VRWM = Peak reverse voltage applied to rectifier during operation

therefore, the losses, PR(REC) = 600; 95 = 28,500W
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diode, the operating frequency
would have to be increased to
10.85 kHz.

Thus, by using a fast recovery
diode at these higher operating fre-
quencies, average power dissipation
during recovery is reduced and rec-
tification efficiency is improved.
Furthermore, the diode can handle
a larger forward current without
overheating.

Schottky Barrier Diodes
The crystal rectifier or Schottky

diode was used for many years as a
laboratory detector for high fre-
quencies, and as detector for radio
broadcasts in the early days of
radio.

Today, many uses have been
found for Schottky diodes. One, in
particular, is for power rectification
using large area metal contacts.

In Figure 10-18, a large barrier
exists for electron flow from the
metal into the semiconductor; how-
ever, when the device is forward-
biased, the energy level of the con-
duction band in the semiconductor
is raised so that electrons can flow
into the metal.

DIRECTION OF
ELECTRON FLOW

DURING FORWARD
CONDUCTION

Since no holes (mobile positive
charges) are present in the metal,
none can be injected into the semi-
conductor. Thus, we have the con-
cept of a "majority carrier device."
That is, only electrons participate
in the conduction mechanism
which eliminates the minority car-
rier storage which slows down the
recovery action of P-N junction
devices.

The reverse voltage of the
Schottky is limited by its structure,
which is designed to minimize for-
ward voltage drops. Figure 10-19
illustrates the Schottky diode struc-
ture. Extremely low contact re-
sistance is required, and since the
Schottky is a majority carrier de-
vice, the higher resistivity epitaxial
layer must be very thin in order to
reduce series resistance. The metal
overlapping the insulator at the
edge of the barrier region acts as a
"guard-ring" and helps reduce the
surface electric field and improves
the reverse characteristics of the
device.

Applications of Schottky Diodes
The diodes discussed in this sec-

DURING FORWARD CONDUCTION THE ENERGY OF THE ELECT-
RONS IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR IS RAISED BY q X APPLIED BIAS
ALLOWING THEM TO PASS OVER THE BARRIER INTO THE METAL.-. -

>-1 METAL-(,:) seMICONDUCTOR
ffi BARRIER
Z HEIGHT
~ F~M~NERG.:d __
o
a::c-
o
W
.J
W

BARRIER TO
ELECTRONS

DURING
CONDUCTION

ELECTRONS IN
METAL HAVE

ENERGIES BELOW
THE FERMI ENERGY

HOLES IN THE SEMICONDUCTOR HAVE
ENERGIES WHICH LIE IN THE
VALENCE BAND

SEMICONDUCTOR
VALENCE BAND

~
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tion are classed as power Schottkys
with a 50 ampere average rating and
a repetitive peak reverse voltage rat-
ing of 20 volts. Devices rated up to
40V are available, also 25A devices
over the same voltage range.

When the reverse voltage rating
of 20 volts is first considered, it
may seem to be too low to be
practical; however, when this is
considered in conjunction with the
very low forward voltage (0.65
volts at 100 amps), it becomes
obvious that this type of device will
have very wide application in low
voltage rectifier circuits. Further-
more, as has been mentioned pre-
viously, this type of diode is a
majority carrier device and does not
have the relative slow reverse recov-
ery characteristic associated with
P-N junction diodes. This feature is
extremely important in high fre-
quency systems. Whereas the
switching losses even in specially
processed high current P-N junc-
tions become significant at frequen-
cies above 10 kHz, a Schottky di-
ode can be used at frequencies in
excess of 100 kHz.

Figure 1Q..20 shows the basic
electrical characteristics of a typical

power Schottky. This figure shows
that the reverse characteristic is
noticeably different from the stand-
ard P-N junction diode reverse char-
acteristic. The Schottky diode has a
flat reverse characteristic until the
reverse voltage reaches 8 to 10 volts
and then it takes a more resistive
form.

The significance of the reverse
recovery characteristic has been
mentioned and oscillographs of this
characteristic are shown in Figure
10-21. When these are compared
with similar characteristics of fast
recovery P-N junction diodes, as
tabulated in Table X-II, the advant-
age of Schottky barrier diodes for
high frequency applications can be
recognized. A comparison of the
Schottky and a fast recovery diode
shows that the recovered charge of
the Schottky is 75 nanocoulombs
as against 12.6 microcoulombs for
the fast recovery diode.

Reverse recovery current flows
while the load current is transferred
from one diode to another, and
effectively short circuits the source
until the diode recovers. If it is
assumed that the source voltage is
fixed at some voltage, V, then every
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Table X-II. Recovery Characteristics for Different Types of Diodes
Rated Approximately 50 Amperes

PEAK REVERSE RE-
RECOVERY RECOVERY COVERED

TIME CURRENT CHANGE

Schottky Diode 150 nsec 1A 75 nCoulombs
Alloyed PN Junction 5/lsec 50A 125/lCoulombs
Diffused PN Junction 3/lsec 40A 60/lCoulombs
Fast Recovery

1 /lsec 25A 12.5/lCoulombsPN Junction
Test conditions, forward current = 100A peak, half sine wave
Negative di/dt of forward current = 25A//lsec
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APPLIED CURRENT PULSE

VERTICAL SCALE
- 50 A/div

HORIZ. SCALE
- 10 ,usec/div

APPLIED CURRENT PULSE

VERTICAL SCALE
- 0.5 A/div

HORIZ. SCALE
- 100 nsec/div

APPLIED CURRENT PULSE

VERTICAL SCALE
- 20 A/div

HOR IZ. SCALE
- 0.5 J.lsecJdiv

RECOVERY CHARACTERISTIC

VERTICAL SCALE
- 20 A/div

HORIZ. SCALE
- 2 J.lsec/div

RECOVERY CHARACTERISTIC

VERTICAL SCALE
- 0.5 A/div

HORIZ. SCALE
- 100 nsec/div

RECOVERY CHARACTERISTIC

VERTICAL SCALE
- 0.5 A/div

HORIZ. SCALE
- 100 nsec/div



time the supply reverses a certain
amount of energy is lost, partly in
the diode, and also in the wiring,
the transformer, and the switching
elements. The amount of energy
lost is given by Formula 10-G.
Energy = Iv idt

(Assuming the waveshape of the re-
verse recovery current is triangular),
but
irr • trr

2
Is equal to the recov-
ered charge

Thus, Energy = V x recovered
charge in
Watt-sec/pulse

Power lost = Energy x Frequency

As an example of the power
savings which can be obtained using
a Schottky diode, compared with a
fast recovery diode, consider a
system with a 20 volt source, an
average output voltage of 5 volts
(obtained by pulse width modula-
tion) and an output current of 100
amps.

The energy dissipated in a fast
recovery diode is, from Equation
10-G, 20 x 12.5 x 10-6 watt sec-
onds/pulse for each diode; for the
Schottky diode, the energy lost is
20 x 75 x 10-9 watt seconds/pulse
for each diode. The fast recovery
diode will exhibit a forward voltage
of approximately 1.15 volts at 100
amps whereas the Schottky diode
will have a forward voltage of ap-
proximately 0.65 volts resulting in
less power f)eing lost in the Schot-
tky during forward conduction also.

This comparison is shown in tab-
ular form in Table X-III. Table X-

III(a) shows how the losses associ-
ated with the two types of diodes
vary with frequency when operated
under the circuit conditions shown.
The static losses are simply the
diode current multiplied by the di-
ode voltage, assuming a square wave
of current through each diode; one
or the other diode is conducting at
all times.

The switching losses per cycle
are twice the losses per pulse de-
rived from Formula 10-G, because
one or the other diode conducts
(and therefore recovers) once each
half cycle.

Table X-III(b) shows how the
efficiency of a system can be im-
proved, even at low frequencies, by
the use of a Schottky diode. At 1
kHz, the Schottky diode saves 50
watts, and at 100 kHz, the effi-
ciency of the system, using Schott-
ky diodes, changes by only 0.1
percent, whereas using fast recovery
diodes, this change in system effi-
ciency is 6 percent (49.7 watts
more power required).

These data are shown in graphic-
al form in Figure 10-22; here the
Schottky diode losses below 1 kHz
have been taken as a per unit base
to compare the efficiency of
Schottky diodes with fast recovery
P-N junction diodes over a wide
frequency range.
Circuit current = 100 amps
Base Losses = 65 watts (dc

losses of the
Schottky diode)

Per Unit
Efficiency = Losses at specified

conditions

'rhe high frequency eHiciency of
Schottky diodes has been verified
by the operation of an experiment-
al inverter at International Recti-



FAST RECOVERY DIODE LOSSES SCHOTTKY DIODE LOSSES
(FOR 2 DIODES IN CENTER TAP CIRCUIT) (FOR 2 DIODES IN CENTER TAP CIRCUIT)

FREQUENCY SWITCH ING LOSSES TOTAL SWITCHING LOSSES TOTAL
OF STATIC PER CYCLE TOTAL LOSSES STATIC PER CYCLE TOTAL LOSSES

OPERATION (W) (W-SEC) (W) (W) (W) (W-SEC) (W) (W)

1 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 0.5 115.5 65 3 x 10-6 0.003 65.003
5 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 2.5 117.5 65 3 x 10-6 0.015 65.015

10 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 5 120 65 3 x 10-6 0.03 65.03
20 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 10 125 65 3 x 10-6 0.06 65.06
40 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 20 135 65 3 x 10-6 0.12 65.12

100 kHz 115 0.5 x 10-3 50 165 65 3 x 10-6 0.3 65.3

(b)
RECTIFIER ASSOCIATED RECTI F ICAT ION

OUTPUT LOSSES (WATTS) EFFICIENCY (%)

POWER FAST FAST
FREQUENCY (WATTS) RECOVERY SCHOTTKY RECOVERY SCHOTTKY

1 kHz 500 115.5 65.003 81.2 88.5
5 kHz 500 117.5 65.015 81.0 88.5

10kHz 500 120 65.03 80.6 88.5
20 kHz 500 125 65.06 80.0 88.5
40 kHz 500 135 65.12 78.4 88.5

100 kHz 500 165 65.3 75.2 88.4
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fier. This inverter has been operated
over a frequency range of 1.5 kHz
to 20 kHz. When using Schottky
diodes, no change in efficiency
could be measured over the entire
frequency range, whereas with
standard and fast recovery diodes, a
noticeable increase in the diode
losses was measured.

The power loss measurements
were made by carefully calibrating
a particular heat dissipator in terms
of temperature rise vs. power loss.
The diode under test was then in-
stalled in this dissipator and the
temperature rise of the dissipator
was measured while maintaining a
constant output (load) power at

several discrete switching fre-
quencies. From the dissipator cali-
bration curve, the actual power
dissipated in the diode could be
determined.

The advantages of power Schott-
ky diodes over conventional P-N
junction diodes can be summarized
as being (1) lower forward voltage
and (2) greatly reduced switching
losses. Although the Schottky di-
ode is only applicable in low volt-
age circuits, this is the area where
the low forward voltage is most
significant. In fact, the lower the
circuit voltage, the more important
becomes the rectifying element for-
ward voltage characteristic.
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PROTECTING WITH FUSES
Fault currents in controlled rec-

tifier applications may result from
short circuits, either in the rectifier
devices or in the external connec-
tions.

Silicon diodes and thyristors,
due to their small mass, have a very
limited overload capacity as com-
pared to motors and transformers.
This can be represented by an over-
load curve similar to the operating
time/current characteristic curve of
a fuse. Figures 11-1 and 11-2 indi-
cate diagrammatically two alterna-
tive methods of using fuses alone or
in combination with other protect-
ive devices to protect diodes or
thyristors over the full range of

overloads. Figure 11-1 indicates
how a fuse alone could be used to
provide complete protection, but
such applications are usually limit-
ed to low power installations, or
installations where an excess of rec-
tifying capacity is available. Figure
11-2 indicates the more commonly
used system in which the fuse is
used for short circuit protection
only; normal overload protection is
provided by a circuit breaker or
other means, depending on the ap-
plication.

In general, the elements em-
ployed in protective systems can be
split into two groups:

1. Means to interrupt short cir-
cuits, such as:

MAXIMUM RATED CURRENT
LIMITED BY FUSE

-I--------~- ------ ---------,-
I I
I I

O.Olo-SECOND 4-HOURS
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A. fuses and/or circuit break-
er on the ac side

B. fuses and/or circuit break-
er on the dc side

C. fuses in series with the
semiconductors

2. Means to limit the amplitude
and/or the rate of the rise of
the short circuit currents by:
A. adding line reactances
B. increasing transformer im-

pedances
C. adding inductance and re-

sistance in the dc circuit.
D. providing a current-limit-

ing by-pass switch (crow-
bar)

In practice, it is common to use
one or more of the above methods.
Consequently, many aspects of the
fuse, semiconductor devices and
other associated protective equip-
ment have to be coordinated or
matched to give reliable and econ-
omic protection for any scheme.

The various factors to be con-
sidered are listed in Table XI-I.
Since there are, as yet, no national
or international specifications deal-
ing with fuses for the protection of
semiconductor devices, fuse manu-
facturers have used their own meth-
ods for assigning ratings and obtain-
ing performance data. This some-
times makes it difficult to carry out
direct comparisons. In view of this,
we have stated clearly how the rat-
ings are devised for the Internation-
al Rectifier Semiconductor Fuses.
The problems of protection are out-
lined further with typical applica-
tions and clarified by practical ex-
amples.

I2t Ratings
During the clearing time of a

fuse (melting time plus arcing
time), the energy produced by the
power source and the energy stored
in the inductive portion of the cir-



FACTORS AFFECTING PARAMETER DATA PROVIDED

DIODE OR DIODE OR
PARAMETER FUSE THYRISTOR FUSE THYRISTOR

Steady State Ambient, attach- Ambient, type of Maximum rated Comprehensive curves
RMS Current ment, proximity of circuit, parallel opera- current under speci- (average currents

other apparatus tion, cooling em- fied conditions, fac- generally quoted)
and other fuses, ployed, heat sink tors for ambient up-
cooling employed rating for forced

cooling attachments

Watts Dissipated As for current As for current Maximum quoted for Comprehensive data
for Steady State specified conditions

Overload Curves Pre-loading cyclic Preloading, cyclic Nominal time/cur- Overload curves, also
loading surges, loading surges rent curves for initial- transient thermal
manufacturing Iy cold fuse, pre- impedances
tolerances loaded fuse

Interrupting ac or dc Voltage rating Maximum voltage Voltage rating quoted
Voltages specified

12t Ratings Pre-loading; total Pre-loading For initially cold Quoted value
12t dependent on: fuses; total 12t curves (minimum)
circuit impedance for worst case condi-
(X/Rj, applied volt- tions, variation with
age, point of initia- frequency, fault cur-
tion of short circuit, rent, voltage, X/R,
fau It current, pre-arcing 12t
frequency constant



FACTORS AFFECTING PARAMETER DATA PROVIDED

DIODE OR DIODE OR
PARAMETER FUSE THYRISTOR FUSE THYRISTOR

Peak Current Pre-loading; fault Pre-loading Curves for worst con- Half cycle surge current
current (voltage ditions for initially
second order cold fuses
(effect), frequency

Arc Voltage Peak value depend- PRV voltage ratings, Maximum peak arc PRV voltage rating and/
ent on: applied volt- peak non-repetitive voltages plotted or peak non-repetitive
age, circuit imped- voltage ratings against reapplied voltage rating
ance point of initia- voltages
tion of short circuit



cuit (%Li2) are transformed into
heat within the system. The total
energy dissipated in the system is
J i2Rdt, where R is the total circuit
resistance. The J i2dt is identical
for all elements in a series system.
And so the comparing of fuses to
semiconductor devices is done on
the basis of I2t. The fuse will "let-
through" an amount of"I2t based
upon fuse design and circuit condi-
tions. The semiconductor device
has an ability to withstand an I2t,
usually stated for a specific sub-
cycle time. To properly match a
fuse with a semiconductor device
requires that the let-through I2t of
the fuse never exceeds the I2t cap-
ability of the semiconductor device
under any set of operating circum-
stances.

Operation of the fuse is split
into the melting (or prearcing) and
arcing regions. The melting I2t is
basically a function of the element
dimensions. For a given melting
time, the melting I2t is affected
only by preloading. For subcycle
operation, the fuse melting time is
inversely proportional to the avail-
able symmetrical fault current.

There is considerable change in
melting I2t from 1.0 to"S.3 milli-
seconds because the condition of
no heat loss from the restricted
portion, required for I2t to remain
constant, is only achieved at very
short melting times.

Figure 11-3 illustrates the varia-
tion in melting I2t vs. melting time
for a typical semiconductor fuse.
For pre-arcing times less than ap-
proximately 5 milliseconds, the
melting I2t tends toward a definite
minimum value. In this period there
is insufficient time for the heat to
be dissipated from the restricted
portions of the fuse elements.

1

10-4 10-3 10-2 10-1 1.0

MELTING TIME (SECONDS)

Figure 11-3. Typical Variation of
Melting (Pre-Arcing)
I2t with Melting
Time

During fuse operation over a
number of cycles due to a heavy
overload, and where the fuse melt-
ing time/current characteristic curves
are utilized, the melting I2t is
essentially the total let-through
I2t of the fuse. During sub-cycle
operation, however, the melting I2t
becomes a much smaller part of the
total let-through I2t. The remaining
I2t let-through is known as the
arcing I2t and this is a function of
the circuit parameters, being greatly
affected by the X/R ratio and the
applied voltage.

The arcing I2t varies with ap-
plied voltage, fault current level,
power factor and the point on the
voltage wave for the initiation of
the short circuit. The total I2t let-
through figures quoted on fuse data
sheets are for the worst of the
above conditions with a given volt-
age and available prospective fault
current. There will be a reduction
in I2t when the fuse carries load
current prior to the fault (pre-load-
ing), but it is better to use maxi-
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mum values to insure complete
protection.

The majority of manufacturers
give I2t ratings for their power di-
odes and thyristors which should
not be exceeded during fusing for
all total clearing times below 8.3
milliseconds. This maximum I2t
rating is usually given for a device
previously carrying maximum rated
current at maximum junction tem-
perature; thus an inherent safety
factor is introduced into such fuse
protection where the semiconduct-
or is operated at less than maxi-
mum junction temperature.

International Rectifier data
sheets on diodes and thyristors
show a value of I2t for 5 milli-
seconds through 8.3 milliseconds
and a lower value based on a derat-
ing factor of 55 to 60% for a time
of 1.5 milliseconds.

The value of let-through I2t of a
particular fuse is dependent on
available fault current and various
other circuit operating conditions,
as discussed in Reference [1].
Knowing this a circuit designer can
determine the let-through I2t of a
particular fuse under his operating
conditions.

To complete the analysis, the
designer also should ascertain the
clearing time of the fuse under the
anticipated fault conditions. The
I2t capability of the semiconductor
device being protected can then be
determined for a current pulse of
duration equal to the clearing time
of the fuse. Interpolation between
the published 5 msec and 1.5 msec
I2t values is generally required to
obtain this value. The designer
should be sure it is greater than the
12 let-through by the fuse.

To assist the designer in ascer·
taining fuse clearing time, the

curves for maximum I2t let-through
by International Rectifier fuses in-
clude lines which indicate total
clearing times of 5, 2 and 1.5 msec.
In addition, the curves begin at the
left-hand end at approximately 8.3
msec clearing time. By entering
these curves at the magnitude of
the available fault current, the de-
signer can estimate the clearing
time of the fuse he is considering,
as well as determine the let-through
I2t under the same conditions.

Isolating Fuses
In large rectifier equipment,

where a number of SCRs are oper-
ated in parallel in each arm of the
rectifier circuit, a fuse may be con-
nected in series with each thyristor
simply to remove it from the circuit
in the event it fails to properly
block in the reverse direction. In
this instance, the fuse characteristic
is generally coordinated with other
prospective devices so that the fuse
only operates when there is a re-
verse breakdown of its associated
SCR. Thus the fuse provides pro-
tection, not to its associated SCR,
but to the other elements of the
circuit which are subjected to the
fault current caused by a reverse
blocking failure of one SCR.

Operation of Fuses on DC
Current limiting fuses intended

for the protection of semiconduct-
or rectifying devices may be used in
both ac and dc circuits. On the
other hand, most of the published
information for such fuses pertains
to their performance in alternating
current applications; very little pub-
lished information pertains to oper-
ation on direct current. Yet, in an
inverter or dc chopper, each SCR is
in a dc circuit, and information on



fuse performance with dc applied is
needed to make it possible to select
a fuse which will adequately pro-
tect the semiconductor device and
at the same time permit it to be
operated at the highest possible cur-
rent level.

DC operation of a fuse is differ-
ent from ac operation because the
applied voltage is at all times of one
polarity. This in general makes it
more difficult for the fuse to per-
form its intended function of cur-
rent interruption following a cur-
rent of sufficient magnitude to melt
the fuse element because the cur-
rent through the fuse is not in-
herently reduced to zero as it is
when the applied voltage is ac.
Whenever the voltage across the
fuse reverses repetitively, the fuse
can be considered to be operating
on ac (except with very low fre-
quency waveforms) even though
the voltage waveform does not fol-
low some regular pattern, such as a
sinusoidal wave.

A special circumstance is met in
the case of dc where the voltage
drops to zero, or nearly to zero, in
a cyclical manner. An example
would be the output of a single
phase, full-wave rectifier, where the
load is non-inductive. In this in-
stance, a fuse will perform as
though connected to an ac source,
because the current through the
fuse will cease when the voltage
reaches zero.

The major factor which deter-
mines how a fuse will operate in a
dc circuit is the time constant
(L/R) of the dc circuit. If the time
constant is small, fault current will
build up through the fuse rapidly,
and this will cause a multiple arcing
condition, one arc at each element
restriction, giving essentially the

same type of fuse performance as
occurs when the fuse clears a fault
on an ac system. With a high rate-
of-rise of current through the fuse,
the peak current and also the ener-
gy let-through by the fuse (or I2t
let-through) during the melting and
clearing periods will be much the
same as for the same fuse when
clearing a fault on an ac circuit.

The maximum voltage that can
be applied to the fuse and still
enable it to clear will be less in the
case of dc operation; with many
current limiting fuses designed for
the protection of semiconductors,
the dc voltage rating will be about
75 percent of the ac RMS voltage
rating when the rate of rise of
current through the fuse is high.

For low rates of rise of direct
current (L/R of 20 msec or more),
the maximum voltage the fuse can
interrupt is less, and furthermore,
the I2t let-through becomes greater
as L/R is made longer. This effect is
brought about because the melting
time of the fuse increases when the
rate-of-rise of current through the
fuse is low. If the rate-of-rise of
current is low, it is possible for
arcing to occur at only one point
along the fuse element, thus reduc-
ing the dc voltage which the fuse
can clear.

The maximum voltage rating
that a given current limiting fuse
can be given when operated in a dc
circuit is therefore not a fixed val-
ue, but depends upon the L/R char-
acteristic of the circuit to which the
fuse is connected. This relationship,
for one make of fuse rated 500
volts ac, is shown in Figure 11-4.
The curves pertaining to fuses of
other voltage ratings are similar.

The instantaneous peak let-
through current for dc operation
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can be related to the value pub-
lished for ac operation in a low
power factor circuit and is depend-
ent upon the dc circuit L/R as
shown in Figure 11-5. This curve
was calculated on the basis that the
direct current pulse rises in an ex-
ponential manner. The let-through
I2t for dc operation can also be
related to the value published for ac
operation, and again shows a de-
pendency upon the dc circuit L/R
as shown in Figure 11-6, which is
representative of the performance
of many current limiting fuses.

From Figure 11-5, it can be seen
that for dc circuits with values of
L/R above 2.5 milliseconds, the
peak let-through current is less than
the peak current anticipated in an
ac circuit. As an illustration of this,
refer to Figure 11-7, where two
circuits with similar voltages and
currents are shown. In the case of
the dc fault, the rate of current rise
is much slower, and the melting
time is far longer, as shown in
Figure 11-8. The fuse requires a
certain energy input (related to the
melting I2t) to melt the element.
As the melting time is far greater on
the dc fault, it follows that the

UIUo «
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CIRCUIT L/R (MSECI

Figure 11-5. Instantaneous Peak
Let-Through
Current of AC Fuse
in DC Circuit

current in the circuit at the time of
melting will be less than the current
at melting in the ac circuit. The
reduction in melting current in the
dc circuit is not as great as it would
appear it should be, however, be-
cause during the long melting per-
iod, the element has time to lose
considerable heat from the restrict-
ed portions and hence more energy
is needed to melt the restrictions.

The simple case involving the
interruption of a purely dc load,
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DC CIRCUIT LlR (MSECI

AVAILABLE FAULT CURRENT = 2000A
CLEARING 12, = 10,000 A2,
PEAK CURRENT = 2400A

AC

AVAILABLE FAULT CURRENT = 2000A
CLEARING 12, = 10,000 A2,
PEAK CURRENT = 1250A

DC

such as on the output of a rectifier
where the output is heavily filtered
by a series inductance, generally
results in a very long time constant
for the short circuit current. In this
case, the melting time of the fuse
becomes very long, because of the
very slow rate-of-rise of current.

When the fuse melts and begins
arcing, the rate-of-rise of current is
still very low, and hence the arc
voltage produced by the fuse is low.
This, in turn, makes the extinguish-
ing of the arc very difficult. A
further difficulty is the absence of
any natural voltage zeros which
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would make the extinguishing of
the arc easier.

The maximum available fault
current is not a problem for dc
circuits. With an increase in avail-
able fault current, at a given value
of L/R, the rate-of-rise of current
increases and allows the fuse to
clear in a more positive manner. In
general, the higher the di/dt during
fault conditions, the easier it is for
the fuse to clear under dc opera-
tion. The interrupting capacity of a
fuse when operated on dc can be
exceedingly high and beyond the
values likely to be encountered in
normal operation.

Determination of Circuit L/R
From this discussion, it can be

seen that the time constant (L/R)
of the dc circuit in which the fuse is
located is of major importance
when selecting the fuse. At first
glance, it may seem that values of
L/R are not readily available for dc
circuits, but, in fact, they can be
learned from facts at the disposal of
the circuit designer.

In inverter applications, the dc
supply is usually obtained from one
of two basic sources: from a bat-
tery, as shown in Figure 11-9; or
from a rectifier, with a choke input
filter to the dc output, as shown in



Figure 11-10. A charger is often
found connected to the battery in
Figure 11-9, but current delivered
by this charger will generally be
limited to some relatively low level
and therefore, is not a factor in fuse
selection.

Referring to Figure 11-9, the
battery voltage is known and the
internal impedance of the battery,
RB, can be obtained either from
the battery specification or by
measurement. The circuit resist-
ance, R 1 is more difficult to meas-
ure but can be calculated from the
known parameters of the length
and hence the resistance of the
conductors in the power circuit,
and also should include the effect-
ive on-state resistance of the thyris-
tor at high current levels and the
resistance of the fuse. The winding
resistance of the di/dt choke, R2,
should also be included. The maxi-
mum available fault current can
then be calculated as shown in For-
mula 11-A.
EB/R = EB/(RB + R1 + R2) (l1-A)

The total circuit inductance, L1
+ L2, is a circuit parameter which
the designer has to know for di/dt

protection of the thyristor. How-
ever, it must not be assumed that
the di/dt choke inductance, L2,
swamps the circuit lumped stray
inductance, L1. In general, the only
way to obtain an accurate indica-
tion of circuit inductance is to
measure it. This measurement can
be made very easily by measuring
the di/dt of the thyristor current
and from this measurement, the
inductance is obtained from Form-
ula 11-B.

EB
L = -- (l1-B)

di/dt
Therefore, if EB = 100 volts and
di/dt is measured to be 20A/p.sec,
then,

100L = - = 5p.H
20

With these inductance and resist-
ance values, the circuit L/R can be
calculated under load short circuit
conditions.

We now have all the basic in-
formation necessary for proper fuse
selection; EB, the supply voltage,
L/R, the circuit time constant, and
EB/R, the prospective (available)
current through the fuse.
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The parameters of the circuit of
Figure 11-10 are obtained in the
same way; however, the source is
now capacitor CF, as under very
short time conditions the rectifier
supply is effectively decoupled from
the thyristor circuit by the filter in-
ductor LF. If the natural period of
CF and L1 + L2 is very long com-
pared with the clearing time of the
fuse, then this circuit may be treated
in the same manner as the circuit of
Figure 11-9. However, if the natural
period of CF and L1 + L2 is com-
parable to the clearing time of the
fuse, it must be recognized that the
prospective (available) current will
be greater than ECjR because of the
oscillatory nature of the current.
The actual amplitude of the pros-
pective current will depend on the
damping factor of the circuit. The
formula for calculating the peak
prospective fault current is given as:

125
Ip = Eo yCjL e - fjLR

Where:
LjR time constant of circuit

(J.1sec)
frequency (Hz)

eral semiconductors may be protect-
ed by one fuse. In such a case, if all
the semiconductors connected to the
fuse do not have the same current
rating, the fuse may not be able to
protect the smaller ones in the event
of an overload. In such a circum-
stance, the fuse may function solely
as an isolating fuse to quickly inter-
rupt the fault when there is a block-
ing failure of one of the smaller
semicond uctors.

Protection of Inverter Thyristors
To further explore the selection

of a current limiting fuse to protect
the main thyristors in an inverter, in
the event that both thyristors do not
block in the off-state direction and
there is a shoot-through, a more de-
tailed analysis will be given. Refer to
Figure 11-11 for a frequently used
three-phase inverter circuit (based
on the popular McMurray circuit).
The characteristics of the main SCRs
in this example and the significant
circuit parameters are given in the
figure.

When a shoot-through occurs,
both main thyristors (SCR3 and
SCR4) are in the on-state, virtually
short circuiting the dc supply. An os-
cillatory circuit is established con-
sisting of C1, L1, L2, and stray cir-
cuit inductance, with circuit resist-
ance serving to dampen the resulting
current oscillations. The frequency
of oscillation of the short circuit cur-
rent can be calculated from Form-
ula 11-D, shown below.

Location of Protective Fuses
The best position for protective

fuses will depend on the actual cir-
cuit configuration being used. A gen-
eral rule is that it is easier to match
the fuse to the semiconductor if the
fuse is directly in series with the de-
vice to be protected. On the other
hand, for reasons of economy, sev-

1 j 1 R2 In this example, the frequency canf=- -=-- (11-D)
2rr LC 4L2 be calculated as:

f-~.j 1
- 2rr(3 J.1H + 3 J.1H + 3 J.1H) 29,000 jlF

[2 (7 x 10-4n) + 7.8 x 10-3n + 8 x 10-4n] 2
4 (3 J.1H + 3 J.1H + 3 J.1H)2 = 299 Hz
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60 Hz
F2

PHASE 2

F3

PHASE 3

CIRCUIT PARAMETERS,

C1 = 29,OOO}'F

L1, L2 = 3}'H

STRAY CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE = Ji'H

R OF ONE SCR @ 10000A

....l:1..- = 7 X 10-411
104 A

INTERNAL R OF C, = 7.B X 10-311
STRAY CIRCUIT RESISTANCE = B X 10-411

SCR 3&SCR 4 RATING

ITIRMS) = 710R.

ITSM = BOOOA

12t = 265,OOOA2sec
It = 5 to B.3 msec)

The circuit L/R is seen from the
data in Figure 11-11 to be:

1 !l R2
~YLC 4L2

The peak prospective fault current
is the peak of the first half cycle of
oscillatory current and can be cal-
calculated from Formula ll-E.

!C 125
Ip = EBv' -::-e - -- (l1-E)

L f L/R
Note that L/R is to be given in
milliseconds. Using the values from
Figure 11-11, the peak current can
be calculate__d_:~~_
I = 300) 29,000 e _ 125
P 9 299 x 9 x Hr1
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= 17,029 e-0.465 = 17,029 x 0.63
= 10,745A

An approximate calculation for the
I2t in the first half cycle of fault
current is shown in Formula 11-F.

I2t = Ip2 T
2 x 2

Using the parameters given in Fig-
ure 11-11, the I2t is found to be:

(10,745)2 1
2 x -2-99-.-5-x-2

= 9.65 x 104 A2sec

This calculation is based on the
assumption that the current is a
half sine wave and does not take
into account the effect of offset on
the current waveform. The I2t is
actually greater, and a more exact
calculation shows it to be about 20
percent greater. Thus, the I2t of the
current during the first half cycle is
close to 11.6 x 104A2sec.

It is now possible to select a
particular fuse and determine how
its performance compares with the
capabilities of the main thyristors.
From Figure 11-4, it is seen that
this particular type of 500V fuse
can be used; for a circuit L/R of
0.9, it is seen to have a dc voltage
rating of nearly 500V.

Since the main thyristors are rat-
ed 710A RMS, it is desirable to
select a fuse of nearly equal current
rating. From the fuse product data
sheet, it is found that a 700A fuse
is not available, but 600A and
800A units are. In addition, it is
seen that in a 350C ambient, the
600A fuse can carry 500A, and the
SOOAunit is good for 700A.

The published curves for peak
let-through current and maximum
let-through I2t for 60Hz operation
can be used to determine these
same parameters under dc opera-
tion, provided correction factors
are employed. Figures 11-5 and
11-6 give factors which could be
considered for making these correc-
tions, but a more accurate approach
is to recognize that in this example,
the conditions approximate those
for ac operation at 299Hz. Figures
11-12 and 11-13, which relate peak
let-through current and let-through
I2t to supply frequency, are there-
fore more applicable and will be
used.

When using Figure 11-12, the
curve for "Theoretical Maximum"
should be used, even if it is found
the fuse clears close to the peak of
the current wave, and therefore, the
curve marked "for limit of current
limiting condition" would appear
to be the one to use. This is, again,
the result of the effect of offset of
the current waveform.

To use the published curves for
peak let-through current and maxi-
mum let-through I2t, it is necessary
to convert the peak prospective
fault current to the equivalent
symmetrical RMS amperes; this re-
lationship is shown in Formula
11-G.
Max. Symmetrical RMS Fault Cur-
rent =

Max. Peak Prospective Fault Current
2.35

In the example discussed here, this
becomes:
Max. Symmetrical RMS Fault Cur-
rent = 10,745;;= 4572A

2.35
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Calculated values of peak let-
through current and maximum let-
through 12t are found in Table XI-
IIA.

The final column in Table XI-
IIA is an interpolated value ob-
tained from:
12t @ 300V = (I2t @ 500V - 12t @
240V)

300V - 240V + 12t @ 240V
500V - 240V

The preliminary values in Table
XI-II can be corrected for operation
at 299 Hz instead of 60 Hz by using
Figures 11-12 (reading from "Curve
for Theoretical Maximum") and
11-13, respectively, and are shown
in Table IX-IIB.

Table XI-IIB also lists the melt-
ing 12t of these fuses as given in
IR's product data sheet, PD-8.003A.

From the previous calculations,
the following additional conclu-
sions can be drawn:
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Table XI-II. Let-Through Current and Let-Through I2t
A. Preliminary Data

PEAK
LET-THROUGH 12tFUSE LET-THROUGH

RATING CURRENT @ 500V @ 240V @ 300V
600A 6,300A 2.8 x 105 1.25 x 105 1.60 x 105 A2sec
800A 7,900A 5.0 x 105 2.6 x 105 3.15 x 105 A2sec

CORRECTED
PEAK CORRECTED

FUSE LET-THROUGH LET-TH ROUGH MELTING
FUSE RATING CURRENT 12t@ 300V 12t

SF50P600 600A 6,300 x 1.71 1.6 x 105 x 4.3x 104
10,770A .53 = 8.5 A2sec

x 104 A2sec
SF50P800 800A 7,900 x 1.71 3.15x105 8.3 x 104

= 13,510A x.53=16.7 A2sec
x 104 A2sec



A. For the 800A fuse, the
peak let-through current of
13,510A is greater than the
peak prospective fault current
of 10,745A. On the other
hand, the I2t in the first half
cycle of fault current (11.6 x
104A2sec) is greater than the
melting I2t for the fuse (8.3 x
104A:fsec). Thus, the fuse
will open during the first half
cycle and the fault will be
interrupted in 7/2 or 1.67
msec.
Note that the fuse will not
"current limit"· the I2t let-
through will b; 11.6 x 104
A2sec, the total I2t available
from the circuit. However,
this is less than the I2t rating
of the main thyristors at 1.5
msec (16 x 104A2sec) and so
the fuse will protect the main
thyristors.

B. For the 600A fuse, the
peak let-through current of
10,770A is the same as the
10,745A peak prospective
current. The 8.5 x 104 I2t
let-through is less than 11.6 x
104 I2t available from the
circuit. The fuse will just
barely current limit and
therefore interrupt the cur-
rent in less than 1.67 msec.
However, the fuse is seen to
be not much faster than 7/2 ,
and so the 1.5 msec I2t rating
of the semiconductor can be
used to coordinate with the
8.5 x 104A2sec let-through
by the fuse. There is an even
greater margin in this case
between the semiconductor
12t rating and the I2t let-
through by the fuse than for
the 800A unit. If, because of
other considerations, such as

the cooling conditions found
in the inverter, the main
SCRs will be operated at less
than 500A RMS, the 600A
fuse should be selected, since
it offers a greater I2t margin.

It is instructive to consider the
consequences if the fuse fails to
clear the fault within a few milli-
seconds after it occurs. As previous-
ly explained, a shoot-through re-
sults in a pulse of current (as the
capacitor discharges through the
relatively low circuit inductance)
often of high magnitude and short
duration. This is followed by a
slower rising dc fault current from
the rectifier, which may have a long
time constant. The usual practice is
to choose a fuse such that the I2t in
the current pulse causes the fuse to
operate before the peak of the cur-
rent is reached. This is usually a
relatively easy task for the fuse,
since the high di/dt has the same
effect as a high frequency alter-
nating current with a low associated
circuit inductance.

If the fuse does not operate be-
fore the peak, current then flows
around through the free-wheeling
diodes RD1 and RD2, while the
fuse continues to carry only a slow-
ly rising direct current from the
supply. This is a more serious fault
condition than the initial one, since
it normally has a long time con-
stant. If any possibility exists of the
discharge current pulse not causing
fuse operation, the fuse voltage
rating must be chosen to be cap-
able of clearing a fault on the
dc supply. In this respect, it is
important that stray circuit induct-
ance and resistance, which have
the effect of reducing the value
of I2t in the pulse, are taken
into account.
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In addition to protecting the
main thyristors, the fuse, Fl, in
Figure 11-11 operates in the event
of a blocking failure of a commu-
tating thyristor, SCR1 or SCR2, or
of a free-wheeling diode, RDI or
RD2. The current rating of Fl is
too large to enable it to operate at a
low enough current level to protect
these devices in the event of an
injurious overload. But in the event
of a blocking failure of anyone of
these devices, the fuse will operate
during the ensuing short circuit,
preventing damage to the main
thyristors and also protecting the
dc supply to the inverter section
from a sustained fault which could
damage it.

Discussion of Preceding Example
The preceding example presents

a method of analysis which can be
used with many different types of
inverters and dc choppers. From
this example, it is evident that a
key factor in determining fuse per-
formance is the L/R of the inverter
power circuit under fault condi-
tions. If some of the circuit induct-
ance is found in an inductor which
saturates during a fault, the calcula-
tion of peak prospective fault cur-
rent may have to be done in two
steps. The first step would be to
obtain the initial fault current
waveform based on full capacitor
voltage and the L/R with maximum
(unsaturated) circuit inductance.
The second step is to determine the
current waveform based on the
voltage across the capacitor at the
instant the inductor saturates and
on a new (lower) L/R based on the
minimum (saturated) circuit induct-
ance. The waveform of the fault
current is the composite of these
two calculated waveforms.

PROTECTING BY LIMITING PEAK
JUNCTION TEMPERATURES

To extend the life of semicon-
ductor power rectifier diodes and
thyristors, limit the junction tem-
perature when designing the circuit.

Most engineers worry more
about the maximum current rat-
ings. Because power rectifiers and
thyristors are not usually built to
withstand moderate-to-severe cur-
rent overloads, the average designer
relies on control devices alone for
protection. And, to some extent,
this tactic is successful. You can
prevent catastrophic damage with
fuses and circuit breakers, true. But
with every overload, there is some
deterioration in the life of the de-
vices.

If the circuit design limits device
junction temperatures to the maxi-
mum specified by the manufactur-
er, most overloads can be accom-
modated safely without the clearing
of fuses or tripping of circuit break-
ers. Moreover, overloads need not
be limited in frequency of occur-
rence. The only restriction: allow
the device temperature to return to
the initial value before another
overload is applied. Fortunately,
since the thermal storage capacity
of SCRs is small, they cool quickly
following an overload condition.

Limiting temperatures to maxi-
mum ratings requires that the an-
ticipated overloads be defined (in
terms of duration and current mag-
nitude) and that the peak junction
temperature at the end of the
overload be calculated. The peak
temperature is determined by cal-
culating the junction temperature
rise caused by the load (or over-
load) current and adding this to
the initial or ambient tempera-
ture.



Calculate Junction Temperature
Above Case

The load current carried by rec-
tifying devices usually has essential-
ly a rectangular waveform (Figure
11-14). Some load inductance -
almost always present - prevents
the current from varying in direct
proportion to the variations in out-
put voltage. Hence, each device car-
ries a current pulse equal in magni-
tude to the dc output of the recti-
fier unit. The pulse lasts one-third
of a cycle (120 electrical degrees) in
a three-phase bridge circuit (Figure

11-14(a». In a double-wye circuit,
the duration of the current pulses is
the same, but the amplitude is only
one-half the dc output of the recti-
fier unit.

When the rectifying devices are
SCRs and phase retard is used to
control output voltage, the current
waveform remains essentially the
same; it is shifted in time, however,
by an amount that depends on the
angle of retard, a (Figure 11-14( c».

Because of the rectangular wave-
form, calculating junction-tempera-
ture rise is not difficult. The data

NUMBER PHASES 2 3 4 6 12

CONDUCTION PERIOD 180° 120° 90° 60° 30°

PEAK CURRENT 211AVI 311AV1 411AV1 611AV) 1211AV)

RMS CURRENT 1.41411AV1 1.73211AV1 2.0001IAVI2.4491IAV) 3.4651IAV)

Ibl THREE·PHASE
BRIDGE -
RECTIFIER
CIRCUIT USING
SCRs

VOL T\GE _---- __ A_N_O••••/E CURRENT

,',r--7 \ L
~a--l
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required are the following: the on-
state (forward) voltage curve at
maximum rated junction tempera-
ture, the transient thermal impe-
dance curve for times between 1
and 10 msec (the time range for
one current pulse) and the rated
thermal resistance of the device
from junction to case. If a curve of
instantaneous on-state power loss
vs. current is available, the calcula-
tion can be somewhat simplified:
on-state power loss may then be
read directly rather than calculated
from the forward voltage curve.

With these data, junction-tem-
perature rise above case tempera-
ture under steady load conditions,
6TJ(JC), can be calculated from
Formula 11-R.

tp ReJC
6TJ(JC) = [ r

ZeJC(tp)] PTM

(1-tp)
+---r

Where;
PTM

tp

= peak on-state or for-
ward power loss

= duration of one current
pulse

= period (reciprocal of
supply frequency)

= thermal resistance
= transient thermal impe-

dance for one current-
pulse duration.

ReJC
ZeJC(tp)

The first expression in Formula
11-H (tpjr) ReJC PTM - represents
the average junction-temperature
rise (average power dissipated times
thermal resistance). To this is added
an expression for the temperature
response of the junction to the final
pulse of load current. This incre-
ment contains a factor for the
amount of power above the average
power that is dissipated during the

final pulse: - (1 - tpjr) PTM -
multiplied by the transient thermal
impedance.

For a more accurate version of
Formula 11-H, the small heating ef-
fect of losses during the reverse and
off-state (forward) periods should
be included. However, in power
semiconductors, these losses are on-
ly a few watts and are generally
neglected. They cause only a small
temperature rise of 1 or 20C.

Include Case-to-Ambient Tempera-
ture Rise

The case-to-ambient tempera-
ture, which must be added to the
junction temperature rise, repre-
sents the additional rise of the case
above the cooling fluid (air, water
or oil). It is calculated by multiply-
ing the total average on-state, off-
state, and reverse blocking losses by
the thermal resistance from case to
fluid. This thermal resistance usual-
ly results from two series resist-
ances: case to heat dissipator (or
case to heat sink) and heat dissi-
pator to cooling fluid (Figure
11-15).

The thermal resistance from case
to heat dissipator depends on the
size of the thyristor base and pres-
ence or absence of thermal com-
pound on the mating surfaces. The
thermal resistance from heat dissi-
pator to cooling fluid must be de-
termined from such factors as the
configuration, size and surface fin-
ish of the heat dissipator. Both
resistances can be obtained from
measurements or possibly from
the manufacturer of the heat dis-
sipator.

The formula for the junction
temperature rise above the cooling
fluid temperature, 6TJ(JA), is given
in Formula 11-J.



DEVICESTUD/

t
6TJ(JA) = (T PTM + PB)

(ReJC + Recs + ReSA) +
t

(1 - f-) PTM ZeJC(tp).

ReSA = heat-dissipator-to-fluid
thermal resistance;

PB(AV) = average power losses dur-
ing reverse blocking and
forward off-state periods.

Where:
Recs case-to-heat dissipator

thermal resistance;

Note that the heating caused by
blocking losses PB(A V) (neglected
in Formula ll-H) is included in
Formula ll-J. For the calculation of
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6TJ(JA), this heating becomes sig-
nificant.

Finally the RMS value of the
current found by the above proce-
dure should not exceed the RMS
current rating of the device.

Such a curve can be drawn by
forming a composite of the pub-
lished transient thermal impedance
curves for the rectifier device and
the actual heat dissipator. Make
certain to include the effect of
the thermal resistance at the inter-

Short Overload: face between the SCR and the heat
The Most Common Case dissipator.

One of the most common over- To prevent excessive junction
load conditions is a short overload temperature at the end of an over-
following continuous loading. Form- load, reduce the continuous loading
ula ll-K (an extension of Formula to allow for a possible additional
ll-J) may be used to calculate the temperature rise that may occur
junction temperature rise at the end during the overload. The amount of
of such an overload. reduction depends on the severity

In determining the transient and duration of the overload. If a
thermal impedance for relatively temperature rise margin, 6TJ(OL),
short overload periods, it is possible is provided (when determining the
to use the transient thermal imped- steady-state current loading), the
ance curve for the idealized case of recurrent overload, PTM(OL), that
a thyristor mounted on an infinite can be imposed for any duration,
heat sink. This yields valid results t(OL), can be found from Formula
when the transient thermal imped- ll-L (derived from the final term
ance does not exceed 90% of the of Equation ll-K.
maximum value on the curve. For The average current that can be
longer overloads, where the thermal carried during the overload period
impedance is found to be greater is calculated from the on-state volt-
than 90% of the maximum value on age vs. current curve, or it can be
the curve, use a curve for the actual read from the appropriate on-state
heat dissipator and SCR together. power loss vs. current curve.

t
6TJ(JA) = (-f PTM(SS) + PB(AV)) (ROJC + ROCS + ROSA) +

t
(1 - -!-) PTM(SS) ZOJC(tp) + (PTM(OL) - PTM(SS))
t t[-¥- ZOJA(tOL) + (1-~) Z(jJC(tp)]

Where:
PTM(SS) peak steady on-state power loss (prior to overload)
PTM(OL) peak on-state power loss during overload
ZOJA(tOL) = transient thermal impedance, junction to fluid, for the

overload period.
t t

6TJ(OL) + PTM(SS) [l ZOJA(tOL) + (1- J ZOJC(tp)] (ll-L)
P (OL) = 7 7t t t

;- ZOJA (tOL) + (1 - -!-) ZOJC(tp)



Severe Overloads
Sometimes rectifying devices

must accommodate severe over-
loads. In this case, operate the de-
vices on a continuous basis well
below their published continuous
ratings. The penalty is particularly
severe for controlled rectifiers,
which usually have a maximum
junction operating temperature of
only 1250C.

Because of this limitation, some
equipment designers permit the
controlled rectifier junction tem-
perature to exceed the maximum
rated operating temperature during
a severe overload. At the same time,
steps are taken to make sure the
SCR does not lose control when
voltage is applied in the off-state
direction during and immediately
following such an overload. Two
factors make such operation feas-
ible:

A. The repetitive peak off-state
and reverse voltages impressed
on an SCR during normal
operating conditions are us-
ually considerably lower than
the maximum rated values for
the part. These margins exist
because the designer has pro-
vided for transients.

B. When an SCR is supplied
from a conventional 60 Hz
power system, there is a time
interval of about 8. 3 msec
between off-state voltage ap-
plications. During this time,
the SCR junction is cooling,
and since the junction has
a short thermal time con-
stant, it cools rapidly. Its
temperature will approach,
and may even drop to, less
than the maximum rated op-
erating temperature.

Of course, each SCR should be
tested to ensure that it will perform
in the manner expected. Some
SCRs lose their off-state blocking
capability rapidly as junction tem-
perature increases above 1250C.
Conversely, epitaxial SCRs exhibit
a more gradual blocking capability
degradation with temperature, and
they have been found appropriate
for this application.

The curve in Figure 11-16(a)
shows the off-state blocking per-
formance of epitaxial Hockey-Puk
SCRs rated 550A average (860A
RMS) in the range from 800 to
1300V. A second curve, Figure
11-16(b), shows the observed junc-
tion temperature rise for the same
devices 8.3 msec after a half-sine-
wave current surge. The curve is
plotted for half sine waves up to
7000A peak.

The temperature increase caused
by an overload, as read from the
graph, should be added to the cal-
culated junction temperature prior
to the overload (as calculated by
Formula ll-H). The peak junction
temperature obtained is then used
to determine the greatest off-state
voltage that the SCR will block at
that temperature.

Example: AC Power Control As-
sembly

These principles were used in the
design of a high voltage ac power
controller, installed in the primary
of a rectifier transformer (Figure
11-17). Two SCR string assemblies
connected in anti-parallel were used
in each conductor to control power
from a 4160V, 60 Hz, 3-phase line.
Each pair of assemblies was rated to
carry 233A RMS continuously at
an air flow rate of 350 cubic feet
per minute in a maximum ambient
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temperature of 750C. The overload
current rating of each assembly was
5200A peak for 0.2 second and
7000A peak for 0.0083 second.
Following either overload, each
string of SCRs in the controller
was required to immediately block
4160V RMS.

The working peak reverse voltage
that can be applied can be as much
as 6500V under high-line voltage
conditions. The string assembly
consisted of ten 860A RMS Hock-
ey-Puk SCRs in series, each device
having a repetitive peak off-state
and reverse voltage rating of 1300V.

Each device in Figure 11-17 was
tested to be sure it did not self-
trigger when a 1550V, 60 Hz half

sine wave was applied in the off-
state direction at a junction tem-
perature of 1250C. The aggregate
repetitive peak off-state and reverse
voltage rating was therefore 13,000V,
two times the maximum working
value, and the aggregate nonrepeti-
tive peak reverse voltage rating was
15,500V, 2.38 times the maximum
working value. These margins pro-
vided for nonuniform distribution
of blocking voltage across the 10
devices and in addition for line
voltage transients up to 2.5 times
the normal working peak reverse
voltage of 5883V. Tests showed
that the power controller gave
the required control under fault
conditions.
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Cooling
Thermal Considerations for Stud·
Mounted Devices

Silicon rectifier devices (rectifier
diodes, controlled rectifiers and tri-
acs) have ratings which are based
upon thermal considerations. Since
it is inherent in the construction of
silicon devices that the major losses
must occur internally and within a
very small volume of the device
and that the heat generated by
these losses must flow outward
to some form of heat dissipator,
the optimum cooling for silicon
devices may be somewhat more
critical than for some other electric-
al devices.

All three modes of heat transfer
- conduction, radiation and con-
vection - are always present and
should be considered in all cases of
cooling silicon devices. However,
under some modes of operation,
one or more of these heat transfer
methods may be predominant to
such an extent as to make the
contribution of the other types neg-
ligible. For example, if the device is
mounted directly on a liquid-cooled
heat exchanger, the percentage of
losses by natural convection and by
radiation may be so small by com-
parison to the heat transfer by con-
duction as to be considered neg-
ligible. In extremely high altitude
applications, conduction or convec-
tion heat transfer methods are
much too inefficient, so that the
major part of the cooling must
come from radiation. However, for
most industrial applications, either
natural or forced convection cool-

ing in air will be used much more
frequently than the other two
methods.

General Cooling Theory
The losses within a silicon device

occur in the thin wafer of silicon
inside the primary component. The
heat thus generated must first flow
out through the case and/or the
lead(s) of the device. By far the
greatest proportion of this heat
flows out through the case into
some form of heat exchanger, and
then through the heat exchanger
into the cooling ambient, which
may be air or a liquid. This thermal
path, therefore, may be thought of
as a group of thermal resistances all
connected in series; analogous to a
group of electrical resistors con-
nected in series.

There will be a value of thermal
resistance assigned to each resistor
in series, the first of which is the
internal thermal resistance from
junction to case. This is given in the
individual device specifications. The
next resistance, in series, is the con-
tact thermal resistance from the
case to the heat exchanger. Follow-
ing this is the thermal resistance of
the heat exchanger, between the
point where the device is mounted
and the cooling medium. In normal
practice, the heat exchanger in-
ternal thermal impedance and the
surface to air thermal impedance
are combined and experimentally
determined as a composite value.
Each of these thermal resistances
must be considered in detail in or-
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der to assure proper cooling of the
device, since a temperature drop is
associated with each of them.

The above-mentioned thermal
resistances are steady-state values
only, and are used to calculate the
average temperature rise of the
junction above the ambient of the
cooling medium under steady-state
operation.

In addition to continuous opera-
tion, there usually are transient
heating conditions which may oc-
cur in a system and which must also
be accounted for; e.g., there may be
thermal overloads from rapid chang-
es in the ambient temperature of
the cooling medium, or electrical
overloads due to varying current
requirements which the device must
supply. These electrical overloads
may be either momentary process
load variations or fault conditions,
and each must also be considered as
a function of its maximum time
duration. The individual device
specifications also contain curves of
transient thermal resistance by
which the electrical overload condi-
tions can be translated into trans-
ient temperature changes occurring
within the device. Only the system
designer, however, can account for
the transient thermal conditions of
the ambient cooling medium.

In almost all systems there will
be electrical transients which will
create varying amounts of heat.
Probably the one notable exception
to this is when a unit must supply a
large inductive load, such as a large
electromagnet, and is coupled dir-
ectly to the load in such manner
that there is no switching between
the device and the load. Under
these conditions, only moderate
variations in load current can occur,
due to varying temperatures of the

windings in the electromagnet, or
to variations in supply voltage.
These are usually small, compared
to the transient loading which can
occur in most other applications.

Detailed Requirements
There are several items which

should be carefully observed and
considered when applying silicon
devices in order to obtain optimum
cooling conditions:

The device itself should be in-
spected to insure that the contact
surface of the case is clean, smooth,
flat, and specifically, that it has no
projections from the case which
would impair uniform total contact
with the heat exchanger.

The heat exchanger for use with
either the stud or Hockey-Puk
package should be prepared to re-
ceive the device, and the contact
area should be smooth, with no
burrs, no projections, and prefer-
ably with no depressions in the
surface. It should be flat, such that
it can mate with the contact surface
of the device case and achieve a
maximum uniform contact between
the two surfaces, and it should be
clean, with no dirt, corrosion, and a
minimum of surface oxides. The
hole in the heat exchanger for the
stud SCR should be accurately
drilled perpendicularly to the
mounting surface, and be no more
than 0.015 ± 0.010 in. (0.38 ± 0.25
mm) larger in diameter than the
nominal diameter of the stud. Buff-
ing of mating surfaces to remove
oxides prior to assembly will assure
a low interface thermal resistance.

The two mating surfaces should
be lubricated with a substance to
improve the thermal heat transfer
from the case of the device to the



heat exchanger, by filling any air
spaces, and which will remain stable
under wide variations of tempera-
ture and environmental conditions.
In this way, the formation of corro-
sion products, galvanic products, or
oxides between the two surfaces,
will be prevented. For this purpose,
a Dow Corning silicone grease
(number DC-200) has been widely
and effectively used. Another prod-
uct, called "Penetrox A," which
was developed for use on the con-
tact surfaces of overlapping alumi-
num busbars, has also been success-
fully used in many places. This
contains a heat conductive metal
oxides to improve heat transfer.
Thermal compounds containing fill-
er particles have the disadvantage of
indenting the mounting surface
slightly, requiring a refinishing of
the surfaces should reassembly be-
come necessary. (See later sections
of this chapter for mounting pre-
caution for rotating members.)

It is very important to mount
the device to the heat exchanger
using the proper amount of torque,
to obtain optimum pressure be-
tween the two mating surfaces. In-
dividual device specifications list
the correct torque to be used in
these instance, and a torq ue
wrench, accurate in the specified
range, should be used in mounting
all such devices in order to achieve
optimum results.

Two notes of caution should al-
so be added: (1) Excessive torque
can damage the threads of the soft
copper stud of the device and,
in some cases, even mechanically
stress the junction, causing a change
in the electrical characteristics, and
(2) The threads of the stud and nut
should not be lubricated, since ac-
tual tensile stress on the stud can

double for the same measured
torque with lubricated threads.

Care must also be exercised in
the use of dissimilar metals in con-
tact with each other when mount-
ing devices to heat exchangers.
Thyristors come with various plated
metallic finishes to protect them
from environmental conditions and
to provide an acceptable material to
be in contact with heat exchanger
finishes. Some of the finishes ap-
plied to thyristors are: tin plating,
cadmium plating, or nickel plating.
When mounting devices with one or
more of these finishes against a heat
exchanger, care should be exercised
either to choose a heat exchanger
material which is compatible with
the plated finish (which means near
to this material in the galvanic ser-
ies of metals), or to use a lubricat-
ing substance between the two
metals which will inhibit galvan-
ic action.

For a more comprehensive dis-
cussion of and listing of metal sur-
faces which are compatible with
each other, refer to Military Specifi-
cations, MIL-F-14072 (Sig. C) and
MIL-E-16400E (Navy). Both of
these specifications offer excellent
guidance in the selection of com-
patible metallic surfaces. When an
aluminum heat exchanger is used,
any anodizing should be removed
from the contact surface, as it pre-
sents substantial thermal and elec-
trical resistance. A light chromate
treatment is often acceptable in-
stead of anodizing, and it need not
be removed.

Occasionally it is necessary to
electrically insulate the case of the
device from the surface of the heat
exchanger. Under these conditions,
usually a thin washer of mica or
silicone rubber is placed between
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the device and the heat exchanger
surface (after lubricating all four
mating surfaces with a thermal lub-
ricant, as mentioned above). This
practice is acceptable, when neces-
sary, for small devices. It should
rarely, or never, be used with high
power devices, since the thermal
resistance from the base, through
the insulating washer, to the heat
exchanger increases very rapidly
and, in most cases, becomes pro-
hibitively high for large power
devices.

Rotating Rectifiers
Rotating fixtures mounting rec-

tifier devices, such as found in
ac motor and alternator exciters,
demand special consideration to
mounting techniques, thermal con-
ditions, and potentially damaging
centrifugal forces.

Special mounting techniques are
needed with the large Hockey-Puk
packages to avoid an increase in
case-to-sink thermal impedance. Pre-
ferably, the total force will be
greatest at whatever rotational
speed demands the highest current_
Care must be taken that mounting
force plus centrifugal force at the
highest rotational speed is uniform
and does not result in damage to
the silicon.

Thermal compound made with
filler particles, such as Zno, is not
recommended for rotating applica-
tions, since lubricant will tend to be
forced outward with filler particles
left behind.

The top terminal of a stud de-
vice must have sufficient strength
to withstand the high centrifugal
forces. Special packages are avail-
able from IR for such applications.
The 300 ampere diodes, 305 U and
307U, are equipped with a stress

relief cone for use on rotating
members.

Electrical Contact Resistance
For good (low) electrical contact

resistance, the heat exchanger sur-
faces should be flat, smooth, and of
low and stable resistivity. Clean
base aluminum has a low surface
resistivity but tends to oxidize easi-
ly and will have an increasing sur-
face resistance with time unless it is
suitably protected. An anodized
finish is not conductive and there-
fore, where an electrical connection
between the heat exchanger and
semiconductor or where an external
electrical connection is made, the
affected areas must be masked be-
fore anodizing or spot faced after
anodizing. Since the contact surface
then will be bare aluminum, it is
again necessary to be careful to
avoid oxidation. A surface finish of
thin chromate conversion, per
MIL-C-5541, Type II, Class 3, of-
fers a stable and low contact resist-
ance only slightly higher than ox-
ide-free bare aluminum.

Thermal Contact Resistance
For good heat exchanger contact

thermal resistance surface finish
over the areas where a semiconduct-
or device is mounted should be flat
(0.001 inches TIR) and very
smooth. When a good thermal lub-
ricant (plain or filled) is used on
the mounting surface, acceptable
results can be achieved with a
surface finish of 64 microinches
or less. In any event, a thermal
lubricant should be used, since
it results in substantial improve-
ment of contact thermal resist-
ance, and it provides long-term
electrical and thermal resistance
stability.



Thermal Resistance
Thermal resistance of a semicon-

ductor device is defined as "the
temperature difference between
two specified points or regions di-
vided by the power dissipated un-
der conditions of thermal equilibri-
um." Thermal resistance values, as
shown in Formula 12-A, are ex-
pressed in the units degrees C per
watt.

6T
Re=-

W

Where:
6T is temperature difference be-
tween particular points, for ex-
ample,

A. Junction and case (TJ - TC)
B. Case and heat exchanger

(heat sink) (TC - TS)
C. Heat exchanger and ambient

(TS - TA)
Re Thermal resistance between

two particular points.
W Power Dissipation

NICKEL
PLATED
COPPER
POLE
PIECE

-----GATE
TERMINAL

NICKEL
PLATED
COPPER
POLE
PIECE

Thermal Considerations for Hockey-
Puk Devices

In order to calculate the current
rating of a Hockey-Puk device in a
given mechanical assembly, it is
necessary to know the thermal re-
sistance from the Hockey-Puk case
to ambient. This can be determined
by referring to the published data
for the heat exchangers (heat sinks)
used in the assembly, or by meas-
urement.

Analysis of the thermal resist-
ance paths of the Hockey-Puk,
shown in Figure 12-1, results in the
thermal resistance schematic shown
in Figure 12-2.

Using the junction as a starting
point, it is obvious that two sub-
stantial thermal paths exist: an-
ode-to-air and cathode-to-air. The
thermal resistance, junction-to-air
of each path, anode and cathode, is
the sum of the series connected
thermal resistances, as shown in
Formulas 12-B and 12-C.
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JUNCTION
TEMPERATURE

CATHODE ANODE

ReJ CIKI ReJCIAI

CATHODE CASE ANODE CASE
TEMPE RATU RE TEMPE RATU RE

Rec SIKI ReC SIAl
ANODE HEATCATHOOE HEAT

EXCHANGER EXCHANGER
TEMPERATURE

ReSAIKI ReS AlAI
TEMPERATURE

R8JA(K) = R8JC(K) + R8CS(K) + R8SA(K)
R8JA(A) = R8JC(A) + R8CS(A) + R8SA(A)
Where:

(12-B)

(12-C)

Cathode
Path

R8JG(K)
R8JC(K)
R8CS(K)
R8SA(K)

Anode
Path

R8JA(A)
R8JC(A)
R8CS(A)
R8SA(A)

Thermal resistance, junction-to-air
Thermal resistance, junction-to-case
Thermal resistance, case-to-sink
Thermal resistance, sink-to-air

The net thermal resistance in
each path (R8JA) may then be
represented as in Flgu.re 12-3.

The composite thermal resistance
of both paths is given in Form-
ula 12-D.

R8JA(comp) =

[R8JA(K)1 [R8JA(A) 1 (12-D)
[R8JA(K)1 + [R8JA(A)1

Where:
R8JA(comp) Thermal resist-

ance, junction to
air, composite

The internal thermal resistances
of IR Hockey-Puks, from junction
to cathode and from junction to
anode, are nearly the same, so that
for most situations, where nearly
equal thermal resistance is provided

JUNCTION
TEMPERATURE

CATr:loDE ANODE

ReJ AIKI ReJ AlA)

AMBIENT
TEMPERATURE



from each pole piece to the cool-
ing medium, a composite internal
thermal resistance value may be
used in place of the individual val-
ues. This composite value is found
on the published ratings sheets for
IR Hockey-Puks, and its use simpli-
fies the calculation of the thermal
resistance of Hockey-Puk assem-
blies.

When the Hockey-Puk is con-
sidered as having a single, compos-
ite, thermal resistance, the thermal
paths in an assembly become those
shown in Figure 12-4, and the com-
posite thermal resistance, junction
to ambient, of the assembly, can be
calculated from Formula 12-E.

Quite frequently, identical heat
exchangers will be used for cooling

a given Hockey-Puk. In this case,
the thermal resistances in the an-
ode and cathode paths external to
the Hockey-Puk are identical, and
the equation reduces to Form-
ula 12-Eb.

To use the equations shown be-
low, the thermal resistances of the
heat exchangers in the Hockey-Puk
assembly must be known. Thermal
resistance data for IR heat exchang-
ers are included in the heat exchang-
er data sheet, PD-? 001. Similar
thermal design considerations are
necessary for semiconductor pack-
ages other than the Hockey-Puk.

Thermal Resistance Measurements
If the heat exchangers are special

ones, perhaps designed by the user.

ReJA(comp) = ReJC(comp) +
[ReCS(K) + ReSA(K)l [ReCS(A) + ReSA(A) 1
[ReCS(K) + ReSA(K)l+[Recs(A) + ResA(A)l

This can be written more simply as in Formula 12-E(a).

Re JA( comp) = Re JC( comp) +

[ReCA(K)l [ReCA(A)l
[RecA(K)l +[ReCA(A) 1

Where:
ReCA(K)/ReCA(A) = Thermal resistance, case-to-air

ReCA
ReJA(comp) = ReJC + -2-

Rec SIKJ
CATHODE HEAT

EXCHANGER

TEMPERATURE Res AIKJ

ReJCICOMPI

ANODE

Rec SIAl
ANODE HEAT
EXCHANGER

Rec SIAl TEMPERATURE
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it becomes necessary to measure
the thermal resistance values. In
making thermal resistance measure·
ments on a Hockey-Puk assembly,
the test puk should be mounted
between the desired heat exchang·
ers (heat sinks) with recommended
lubrication and mounting pressures.
Thermal resistance measurements
of stud devices are covered in the
NEMA-EIA standard RS-282[l].

Free Convection Air Measurements
The test assembly with its heat

exchangers should be supported
with the heat exchanger surfaces in
a vertical plane in a cubic enclosure
whose dimensions are a minimum
of four times the heat exchanger
length, so as to allow natural con·
vection, air circulation. The enclos-
ure should be so designed that the
inside walls are approximately the
same temperature as the inside am-
bient temperature. The inside am-
bient temperature should be meas·
ured by means of a thermocouple
mounted a minimum of 2 inches
directly below the center of the
bottom edge of the assembly.

The heat exchanger temperature
should be measured by means of a
peened thermocouple attached to
the particular heat exchanger which
makes contact to the anode of the
device. The thermocouple should
be attached no more than one quar·
ter of an inch away from the anode
pole of the test device and on its
upper side. This measurement point
should be located on the vertical
center line of the assembly. The
Hockey·Puk case temperature meas·
urement should be made by means
of a thermocouple attached to the
anode pole piece on the same cen·
terline as the heat exchanger ther-
mocouple.

The thermal resistance is deter-
mined by dividing the observed
temperature rise above ambient
(with input power held constant
and all measured temperatures at
equilibrium) by the average input
power. This calculation will provide
the composite thermal resistance
case to ambient, and will be con-
servative when the two thermal
paths external to the Hockey-Puk
are essentially identical.

Forced Convection Air Measure-
ments

The Hockey-Puk assembly should
be firmly supported inside a
rectangular air duet.- It should be
oriented in such a way that the heat
exchanger fins are parallel to the air
stream. The duct should have a
height and width one inch greater
than the test assembly. If the spac-
ing between the Hockey-Puk assem-
bly and the duct is less than one
inch, proper air flow over all parts
of the assembly may not occur
during the test.

The length of the duct from air
input end to air exhaust end should
be a minimum of six times the
assembly length (measured parallel
to the cooling fins of the heat
exchanger). A duct length of six
times the assembly length is recom·
mended so that the effect of turbu-
lence will be minimized. The Hock·
ey-Puk assembly should then be
located in the duct so that the
leading edges of the heat exchang-
ers are at least four exchanger
lengths downstream from the air
input end of the duct. The current
carrying leads should be brought
out horizontally at the exhaust end
of the duct as shown in Figure 12-5.

Air velocities and ambient tem-
perature should be measured one
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AIR TEMPERATURE
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exchanger length upstream from
the leading edge of the assembly.
The test air velocity should be con-
sidered the average of all point vel-
ocities over the air stream cross
section. Individual velocities should
not vary with respect to each other
by more than ±10%.

The heat exchanger and case
temperature test points should be
the same as previously described for
free convection thermal resistance
measurements. The calculation of
the composite thermal resistance,
junction-to-case, is performed as
described before.

Precautions
The following precautions should

be observed when making tem-
perature measurements using therm-
ocouples. The thermocouple junc-
tion should be formed by weld-
ing rather than soldering or twist-
ing. Welding makes a more reliable
junction with increased accuracy.
The thermocouple should be at-
tached to the surface of the heat
exchanger by inserting it into a
drilled hole and peening the hole
closed.

Case temperature measurements
are made by inserting a thermo-
couple into a drilled hole in the side
of the anode pole piece. Care
should be taken to be sure that the
surface of the pole is not distorted,
to prevent incorrect test results.
Five or ten mil. diameter thermo-
couple wire is recommended (No.
30 AWG wire is often specified).

Current Rating Calculations
The composite thermal resist-

ance from Hockey-Puk case to am-
bient, when multiplied by the aver-
age power dissipated in the Hock-
ey-Puk during operation, will give
the temperature rise of the Hock-
ey-Puk case above ambient temper-
ature. This rise, when added to the
maximum anticipated ambient tem-
perature, should not exceed the
maximum allowable Hockey-Puk
case temperature, for the particular
operating conditions to which the
calculations pertain.

When calculating case tempera-
ture rise, all power dissipated in the
Hockey-Puk must be considered.
The power dissipated may be consi-
dered as falling into these categories:
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A. On-state power losses, device
fully turned-on, as given in the
published curves for the Hock-
ey-Puk.

B. Reverse blocking losses.
C. Switching losses, during turn-

on and turn-off periods.
(These become significant at
operating frequencies above
400 Hz).

If the case temperature rise shows
the maximum allowable case tem-
perature will be exceeded, one or
more of the following steps can be
taken to overcome this:

A. Increase the cooling provided
the Hockey-Puk by increasing
the cooling fluid velocity or
using larger heat exchangers.

B. Switch to a different cooling
method; use forced air cooling
instead of free convection air,
or water cooling instead of air.

C. Reduce the ambient temper-
ature.

D. Switch to a larger Hockey-Puk
or use two devices in parallel.

The above rating calculations are
treated more fully in reference [3]
and in other chapters of this book.

Cooling for Specific Applications
The basic procedure of the over-

all analysis of cooling for a specific
application is outlined as follows:

A. Determine the average watts
loss developed in the com-
ponent under steady-state
operation. Using this value
and the appropriate internal
thermal resistance, determine
the average temperature drop
from junction-to-case for the
device. For low duty cycles,
the procedure described in
steps E through H should be
used to obtain the maximum
junction temperature varia-

tion around this mean value.
B. Next, select a value of ROCS,

and using the same watts
loss, calculate the temperature
drop from the case to the
surface of the cooling fin.

C. Again, using the same watts
loss, having previously chosen
the length of heat exchanger
extrusion and the cooling air
velocity, determine the therm-
al resistance for that opera-
ting condition and calculate
the temperature drop from
the heat exchanger surface
where the device is mounted,
to the ambient air.

D. Total the three temperature
drops, and add these to the
maximum expected ambient
air temperature to find the
average junction temperature
of the device under a steady-
state operating condition.

E. Calculations similar to A
through D must now be made
for all overload conditions
which will be superimposed
on the steady-state operation.
Using the transient thermal
impedance curves and the ad-
ditional watts loss due to
these overloads, the addition-
al temperature rise caused by
the overload condition should
be calculated and added to
the temperature rise previous-
ly calculated for the steady-
state load.

F. Compare this last total junc-
tion temperature with the
maximum allowable junction
temperature of the device as
listed on the detailed specifi-
cations to determine if opera-
tion is still within the limits
specified for the particular
device under study.



G. Note the time interval be-
tween the application of each
overload. If there is suffi-
cient time for the device to
cool to its steady-state opera-
ting temperature, the calcula-
tion is complete. If other
overloads are applied before
cooling is complete, higher
peak temperatures may be
reached. Reference [2] indi-
cates methods of calculation
which can be used in cases
such as this.

H. Adjustments may be neces-
sary either to increase or de-
crease the cooling obtained
from the heat exchanger, or
to change the semiconductor
device or the number in par-
allel to achieve a satisfactory
operating system depending
upon the results obtained in
steps E, F, and G.

If the electrical overload surges
of medium and large power devices
are of duration less than 0.5 sec-
ond, the transient heat will not
have time to flow from the device
into the heat exchanger. In that
case, the transient properties of the
device and steady-state properties
of the heat exchanger are of major
importance. For overloads longer
than 0.5 second, the thermal stor-
age capacity of the heat exchanger
becomes important.

Table XII-I shows the heat ex-
changer capabilities for some 12
metals. From these data, it is evi-
dent that if weight is of minor
concern, nickel has the highest heat
storage per cubic inch. However,
where weight is important, alumi-
num has the highest heat storage
per pound. It also has the highest
thermal conductivity per pound

(given under conductivity density)
which, coupled with a moderate
material cost per pound, makes
aluminum a very attractive choice
for fabrication of heat exchangers.

Flat fin heat exchangers are
sometimes used in low power appli-
cations for PACE/paks (hybrid as-
semblies) or discrete devices. Elec-
trically isolated packages allow the
system enclosure to be utilized as
the heat sink. Figure 12-6 is a nom-
ogram for determining sink to am-
bient thermal resistance, ROSA, for
a flat heat exchanger using natural
convection. To use, select the heat
sink area at left and draw a hori-
zontal line across the chart from
this value. Read the value of ROSA
depending on the thickness of the
material, type of material and
mounting position.

Oil-Immersed Cooling
To apply semiconductor devices

to oil-immersed power supply ap-
plications, use the curves shown on
Figure 12-7, and the following rec-
ommended design procedure.

The basic steps in designing the
cooling enclosure for the oil and
rectifiers (and any other immersed
equipment) are: (It is assumed that
the rectifier devices are mounted on
flat cooling fins.)

A. Establish the maximum am-
bient air temperature and the
maximum device case temper-
ature. (For industrial use, the
maximum device case temper-
ature may be indicated by the
class of insulating materials
used, Class A or B.)

B. Determine the losses in watts
for all immersed components,
Le.,
1. Watts loss perrectifierdevice



HEAT STORAGE CAPACITY
THERMAL

THERMAL DENSITY CONDUCTIVITY
(JOULE/ CONDUCTIVITY (POUND/ DENSITY

MATERIAL (JOULE/in.3) POUND) (w/in.-OC) in.3) (W-in.2/oC-lb.)

Aluminum (6061) 40.5 413 4.35 0.098 44.4
Brass 50.5 165 2.94 0.306 9.6
Copper 57.5 178 9.93 0.323 32.4
Gold 41.3 59 7.48 0.698 10.7
Lead 24.2 59 0.88 0.41 2.15
Molybdenum 45.5 123 3.71 0.369 10.1
Nickel 67.0 208 1.54 0.322 4.8
Silver 40.5 107 10.55 0.380 27.8
Steel, Carbon 62.0 209 1.14 0.283 4.0
Steel, Stainless 65.0 224 0.413 0.29 1.4
Tin 28.6 110 1.54 0.261 5.9
Zinc 47.5 184 2.84 0.258 10.6
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2. Watts loss for complete
assembly.

3. Watts loss for other im-
mersed components (trans-
former, contactors, etc.)

C. From the above temperature
and loss data, calculate:
1. Temperature drop from de-

vice case to fin center.
2. Temperature drop from

mean fin temperature to oil
(from Curve A on Fig-
ure 12-7).
NOTE: Fin thickness should
be 1/8 inch minimum when
using copper and 1/4 inch
thickness for aluminum.
Compute area using both
sides of the fin. To obtain
the temperature drop from
center (hottest spot) to oil,
multiply the temperature
drop from mean fin tem-
perature by a factor of 1.9
approximately.

3. Select an enclosure size and
from total area of vertical
sides, and total watts loss,
determine temperature drop
from enclosure to air (using
Curve S, if a plain enclosure
is used, or Curve R if cool-
ing fins are used.

4. After enclosure dimensions
have been fixed from 3.
above, calculate the tem-
perature drop from oil to
enclosure, using Curve B
internal area of enclosure,
and total watts loss.

5. Total all of the tempera-
ture drop figures from 1.
through 4. above and com-
pare with temperature lim-
its as established in A.
above. (The sum of the in-
dividual temperature drops
should always be 10 to 15

percent less than the total
temperature difference to
allow for hot spots and a
small safety factor.)

D. The following notes concern-
ing the curves may be of help:
1. The difference in location

and slope between curves A
and B is empirically adjust-
ed to approximately com-
pensate for the difference
in oil temperature under
various conditions and vel-
ocity in oil movement at
the two surfaces.

2. If a plain enclosure is used
(no fins or tubes) and is
painted black, and where
radiation is unrestricted,
Curve S may be used to de-
termine temperature drop
from enclosure to air (Curve
S is summation of Curves
C and R).

3. If a finned tank or cooling
tubes are used, it is neces-
sary to use the total enclos-
ure plus fin plus tube area,
and Curve C to determine
temperature drop by con-
vection, but use only the
envelope area and Curve R
to determine the tempera-
ture drop by unrestricted
radiation.
NOTE: If the tank is located
in direct sunlight, or near a
furnace or boiler or other
source of radiant energy,
the radiant cooling of the
enclosure will be partially
offset by radiant heating
from the external heat
source. It is advisable to re-
duce the temperature drop
from Curve R by 50%, or
sometimes not include it at
all.
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Testing
In order to cover the area of

testing SCRs, test circuit diagrams
are presented with actual wave-
shapes expected at various points in
the circuit during operation. The
systems presented are not necessari-
ly the same circu ts or systems used
at IR during production and Quali-
ty Control inspection. The circuits
presented here are designed for cus-
tomer use to meet the same con-
ditions and values established by
IR's equipment.

International Rectifier has de-
veloped many specialized test sys-
tems. Some of these do use the
circuits presented, while others use
more extensive or multi-purpose
circuits to meet the particular re-
quirements of production and con-
trol procedures.

The test methods and circuits
are generally those recommended by
the EIA-NEMA standards for thy-
ristors.. EIA Standard RS-397 (NEMA
Standard SK516-1972) as formu-
lated by the JEDEC Solid-State
Products Council in June, 1972.

Three tests which are usually
performed on an SCR to ensure
that it will meet the requirements
of a specific application are:
1. Off-state (forward) and reverse

blocking voltage.
2. On-state voltage during conduc-

tion (full-cycle average, instan-
taneous peak, or by a dc meas-
urement).

3. DC triggering characteristics.
Other tests which mayor may

not be needed to verify that an
SCR will adequately fill a particular
application include:

4. Holding current
5. Latching current (as measured

with a moderately long repetitive
gate pulse).

6. Turn-on time into a resistive load
(with or without distinction of
delay and rise times).

7. Turn-on voltage in a resonant
pulse circuit (often taken as an
indirect measure of rate-of-rise
of current capability).

8. Turn-off time under "standard"
conditions (using properly gated
dc supplies with a linear ramp of
reapplied forward voltage).

9. Critical rate-of-rise of off-state
voltage (dv/dt), with applied
waveform approximating expo-
nential as closely as possible.

10. Critical rate-of-rise of turned-on
current (di/dt).

11. Thermal resistance from specified
case point to "virtual junction,"
under steady-state dc equilibrium
conditions.
Each of these parameters is dis-

cussed in relation to its test circuit
on the following pages. In addition,
a discussion on testing power triacs,
trigger circuits, and additional com-
ments are included at the end of
this chapter.

Parameter 1: Blocking Voltage
"Blocking voltage" is discussed in

Chapter 1. It is usually determined
dynamically at a specified case tem-
perature. Peak voltage, either off-
state or reverse, is determined at a
given peak or full-cycle average for-
ward or reverse leakage current. An
oscilloscopic presentation is usual, so
sharpness of breakdown is noted.
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Figure 13-1 shows a circuit suit-
able for this measurement. This cir-
cuit can test off-state and reverse
blocking simultaneously, or it can
show off-state or reverse character-
istics alone. If the required reverse
blocking capability should be ap-
preciably different from forward,
this feature is essential. Protective
lamp bulbs, L1 to L4, distort wave-
form to a minimum, but still pro-
tect meters and transformer in the
event of breakover, or disappear-
ance of forward or reverse block-
ing capability.

The oscilloscope may be ground-
ed at one side for both the vertical
and horizontal inputs, with the heat
dissipator to which the anode is
attached floating above ground
only by the few millivolts across
the current shunt. The voltage di-
vider used to produce oscilloscope

horizontal deflection can be of rela-
tively low impedance in order to
stabilize the sinusoidal waveform as
a bleeder.

Peak-reading voltmeters, M1 and
M2, should use high-sensitivity,
taut-band microammeters; 1) to
insure linear meter calibration, and
2) to allow use of small capacitors
in the peak reading voltmeters, with
resulting minimized clipping of peaks.

Steering diodes in series with
leakage meters need not have high
voltage ratings (because one meter
circuit clamps the other at 3 volts
or less), but, to avoid non-linearity
of the leakage meters, two protect-
ive diodes, RD4 and RD6, should
be used across the meters instead of
one, with the resistors, R3 and R4,
shown in series with the individual
meters, adjusted for maximum
protection of the movements with-



L1 - L6 Lamp Bank R3,R4 Potentiometer

M1 Vol tmeter, peak-read ing, RD1,RD2 Rectifier, high voltage
"Forward Positive" cartridges

M2 Voltmeter, peak-reading, RD3' RDS Rectifier
"Reverse Negative"

RD4' RD6 Rectifier, 2 each, 1 amp
M3 Milliammeter, high- (IR10D)

sensitivity, "Reverse
S1 Switch, 2-pole,

Leakage" 3-throw
M4 Milliammeter, high-

T1 Transformer, variable,sensitivity, "Forward
Leakage" auto

R1' R2' RS Resistor T2 Transformer, step-up

Figure 13-1. Blocking Voltage Test Circuit

out clipping of peaks at full-scale
deflection.

Oscilloscope leads must be short,
and excessive capacitance should be
avoided from lead to lead, or from
lead to chassis, to prevent a loop
within the scope pattern. A small
amount of hysteresis still is possible
if the junction of the unit under
test is pushed far enough into
breakdown for it to increase in tem-
perature. Every precaution should
be taken to avoid ground loops.

Parameter 2: On-state Voltage
"On-state voltage during conduc-

tion," is defined in Chapter 1. It is
usually found by a half-wave test of
brief duration, with the unit in a
Kelvin (separate current and voltage
contacts in a four-point configura-
tion) jig of large thermal mass, to
avoid excessive rise of case tem-
perature during the test. Pulse tech-
niques, with low pulse repetition
rate and an oscilloscope readout of
forward voltage versus forward
current, require much less power
and give forward voltages at a junc-
tion temperature quite close to the
jig ambient.

Figure 13-2 shows a test circuit
suitable for the usual half-wave test.

Full-cycle average on-state voltage
can be read from meter M1 at a
specified value of full-cycle average
on-state current, read on meter M2
or peak on-state voltage can be read
from a scope screen at a given peak
on-state current.

The test unit must conduct for
close to 1800 to retain the usual
relationship between full-cycle aver-
age values and peak values. This
requires 1) that gate signal be pres-
ent from a point close to 00 to a
point almost at 1800, and 2) that
peak supply voltage be much higher
than the peak on-state voltage of
the device under test.

Requirement 1) may be satisfied
by a low impedance metered gate
supply delivering ripple-free direct
current, but this supply must be
adjusted for each unit to insure
nearly full half-cycle conduction
without excessive gate dissipation.
For gating without individual ad-
justment, this tester uses a 1750

wide square wave, properly phased
with respect to the transformer
which supplies the anode current;
the output to the gate is ten volts
open-circuit and short-circuit cur-
rent is limited to a safe value. To
obtain this gate pulse, an ac supply
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BD1 Voltage Regulator, 11 V R" R3 Resistor RD7 Rectifier in

K1 Contactor, or Wetted a 700C
R4 Resistor, Low Crystal OvenMercury Inductance, 50 mV

M, Voltmeter, Special Shunt T1 Transformer,

"FCA On-State Isolation
Voltage" RD" RD2 Rectifier T2' T3 Autotransformer,

M2 Ammeter, 50 mV RD3' RD4 Rectifier
Variable

DROP, "FCA T4 Transformer, .Step-
On-State Current" RD5' RD6 Rectifier down, 230V, 24V
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of high voltage feeds a power zener
voltage regulator through a large
dropping resistor, R1. An isolating
diode, RD1, is provided in series
with the gate of the test unit.

Requirement 2) is satisfied by an
ac on-state current supply of low
impedance and of high enough out-
put voltage to allow a voltage drop
at peak of eight or more times the
peak on-state voltage of the unit
under test to appear across the ser-
ies dropping resistors, R2 and R3.
With conduction through a balanc-
ing rectifier string, RD3 and RD4,
during the 1800 to 3600 interval,
the transformer secondary sees a
nearly resistive load. The rating of
the transformers should be several
times that dictated for calculated
dissipation, to avoid problems of
possible saturation.

Diode isolation, by rectifier
RD7, of the on-state voltage meter,
M1, is desirable, despite the work-
ing diode RD2 in the on-state cir-
cuit, to avoid the effect of possible
reverse recovery spikes. The desired
high front-to-back ratio of the iso-
lating diode calls for a silicon unit.
To reduce forward drop across the
diode and to minimize the effect of
varying ambient upon final calibra-
tion of this meter, the isolating
diode, RD7, is housed in a 700C
crystal oven. The net result is a
meter with a suppressed zero which
reads from 0.5 volt full-cycle aver-
age to 2.0 volts and which must be
hand-calibrated.

With this tester, physical layout
of wiring is of prime importance.
Poor layout leads to an excessive
loop in the scope display and to
more insidious errors. The shunt
generally must be mounted directly
upon the test jig. With the com-
monly used Hewlett Packard 120

oscilloscope, an internal ground ex-
ists at the horizontal input and the
vertical input ground must not float
by more than 100 millivolts. This
means that the only true ground of
the equipment must be at the hori-
zontal input to the scope, although
in the drawing, a ground is indi-
cated at the scope jacks of the
equipment itself. Ground shields
may be used for scope connections,
but the shield must not be a sensing
lead (use a floating twisted pair
through the shield).

Parameter 3: DC Triggering Char-
acteristics

"DC triggering characteristics" is
discussed in Chapter 1. I t can be
determined by a tester such as
shown in Figure 13-2, if a suitable
dc gating supply is substituted for
the half-wave network. The power
supply which is a part of Figure
13-3 is a suitable supply. The sup-
ply characteristics which are im-
portant are: 1) an extremely low
internal impedance, 2) a low ripple
voltage and 3) monitoring of gate
current by a milliammeter of low
constant impedance (to avoid ex-
cessive error occasioned by IR drop
across the meter) and monitoring of
gate voltage by a voltmeter of suffi-
ciently high impedance so as not to
draw appreciable current through
the series milliammeter (if the volt-
meter should be connected directly
across the gate). The low imped-
ance of the supply is necessary so
the supply voltage does not drop
when the unit triggers, and the low
ripple of the supply output is
necessary so the unit triggers at the
dc voltage indicated by the meter,
and not a peak ripple point not
shown by the average-reading volt-
meter.



BD1,BD2 Voltage Regulator, 6.8 R3 Resistor, 47n, 2W, 5%
BD4 VZ, 10W (tR-1N2970B)

R4 Potentiometer, 1K, 0.1%
BD3 Voltage Regulator, 12 linear

VZ,10W (IR-1N2976B)
R5 Resistor, 470n, 2W, 5%

C1 Capacitor, 4000 MF @
R6 Resistor, 25n, 10W15 VDC

C2,C3 Capacitor, 2000 MF @ R7 Resistor, 300n, 100W

15 VDC R8 Resistor, 470n, 2W, 5%

OUT Device under test R9 Potentiometer, 40n, 4W

L1 Lamp, #47 RB1 Rectifier Bridge, 400V, 1.8

M1 Voitmeter,20,OOOV, amp (tR-18DB4)

sensitive multi range RD1 Rectifier, 400V, 1A

M2 Milliammeter, multirange (IR-10D4)

(max. FS "I R" drop RD2 Rectifier, 300V, 6A
of 50 MV or less) (IR-6F80)

°1 Transistor, PNP, 50V T1 Transformer, 115/19.5 V AC
Silicon @ 3A RMS (Triad - F·600)

°2 Transistor, PNP, 85W T2 Transformer, 115/115 @ 50
Germanium VA (Triad - N68X)
on heat sink

R1' R2 Resistor, 2n, 10W
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This technique can be ambig-
uous. As voltage is increased to the
gate, the unit will first trigger at the
peak of the half-wave dc waveform,
and the voltage to the gate must be
increased until the voltage across
the unit just before triggering is at a
specified point. To avoid this am-
biguity, many customers and some
military specifications call out the
application of dc voltage to the
anode, with a specified series anode
current limiting resistor and meter.
This technique is slow, because if
voltage is varied rapidly, an ex-
cessive voltage requirement may be
read, and if high accuracy is re-
quired, several trials may be nec-
essary, with the anode connection
broken each time to interrupt cur-
rent and reset the test unit. In
production screening, this tech-
nique can be quite quick if gate
voltage of a specified value is ap-
plied, with a "pass" bulb included
as part of the anode current limit-
ing resistor.

An anode voltage of either 6 or
12 volts dc is part of several indus-
try standard specifications. The cir-
cuit shown in Figure 13-3 meets the
requirements of a dc anode supply,
but permits easy and exact adjust-
ment, possibly with 60 Hz reset-
ting, by use of a square anode pulse
close to 1800 wide. The basic
square wave is formed by a power
zener voltage regulator, BD4, yield
ing a waveform which extends
approximately 6.8 volts above
(positive) zero baseline and about
0.8 volts below (negative). The di-
ode, RD1, which couples the zener
voltage regulator output into a load
resistor, R8, drops the 6.8 volts to
approximately 6.0 volts. Poten-
tiometer R9 is adjusted to 60 mA
dc as read on a milliammeter short-

ing out the anode and cathode
terminals. The lighting of lamp, L1,
is a positive indication of anode
triggering. The series resistor, R9,
serves to adjust total anode load to
a value (after triggering) which ap-
proximates that specified in MIL-S-
19500/108D.

Parameter 4: Holding Current
"Holding current" is discussed in

Chapter 1 and in Chapter 2. How-
ever, some stipulations on equip-
ment are necessary. Certainly the
supply voltage must have a value
appreciably below the maximum
which the device under test can
normally block; for an apparatus to
have general utility, this voltage
must be low enough to handle all
devices to be tested. In addition,
the tester must provide a changing
load rather than a changing supply
voltage. To change the load
smoothly, without generation of
noise or interruption of current,
even momentarily, is difficult with
a commercial variable resistor, and
an active element must be sub-
stituted.

Less obvious is the need for an
initial anode current sufficient for
full turn-on of the device. In MIL-
S-19500/108B, a current of 500
milliamperes is specified. In IR pro-
duction testing, a minimum current
of 1 ampere is called out. Even at
this level, however, high power
units occasionally show evidence of
incomplete turn-on.

This phenomenon generally is
uncovered during a determination
of dc thermal impedance. A pre-
requisite of this test is the deter-
mination of on-state voltage at a
reference constant current (up to
five amperes dc for the largest de-
vices), with the case at a desired



maximum temperature (the as-
sumption being that at relatively
low dissipation, junction and stud
temperatures are identical). In-
complete turn-on is evidenced by
the fact that, as the initial turn-on
current of the unit is increased, this
reference on-state voltage will drop;
an indication of lowered current
density and thus of increased con-
ducting cross section.

Figure 13-4 shows a circuit for a
manual tester for holding current
which, on the basis of complete
turn-on at 0.5 ampere dc through
the anode, can be used with any
commercial controlled rectifier, and
which meets the general require-
ments of MIL-S-19500j108D. The
major portion of the tester is an
extremely stable, hum or noise-free
constant current supply, whose
compliance voltage (with current
regulation to a fraction of a per-
cent) is fIxed by a clamping zener
voltage regulator, BD2, (outside the
current-sensing loop) to six volts
dc. The current through the unit
under test is measured on the basis
of voltage drop across a power re-
sistor, R9, (working at a fraction of
rating) connected in a Kelvin mode.
While this technique of affording
multiple range is deplorable in most
applications, here it permits the
meter range to be switched without
interruption of load current. The
rectifIer under test is overgated to
insure as complete turn-on as pos-
sible; the gate signal is the charging
current of a Mylar capacitor C3,
connected between the positive
supply and the gate. When the
PRESS TO READOUT switch, S3,
is closed, after the unit under test
just drops out, a small silicon diode,
RD1, is substituted for the con-
trolled rectifIer to read out the

constant current. The function of
the clamping zener voltage regu-
lator, BD1, is to assure reasonably
constant thermal loading of the
constant current transistor.

Figure 13-5 illustrates the shift
of emphasis which must be made
when a test is to be performed by
production, rather than quality as-
surance, personnel. The tester in
Figure 13-4 requires strict adher-
ence to a specifIc procedure as out-
lined in Table XIII-I and yields
quantitative data. The tester in Fig-
ure 13-5 can be used for rapid
routine screening, since the criter-
ion is simply whether a pilot lamp
remains lighted after the gating but-
ton is pressed.

In the production tester, Figure
13-5, two constant-current supplies
are used, one of which is set perm-
anently to one ampere dc, and the
other is variable over any of four
widespread ranges. Each supply is
individually clamped by a zener
voltage regulator. During gating, a
minimum of one ampere anode cur-
rent is supplied, which is abruptly,
but smoothly, shifted down to the
limit point when gate switch S4 is
open. Capacitor C5 between gate
connection and negative common is
necessary in perhaps fIve cases of a
hundred; its use was permitted only
after extensive evaluation and inter-
comparison with testers of the type
shown in Figure 13-4. Whatever the
capacitor's role, its presence ac-
tually improves reproducibility of
permanent known standards when
the tester is used quantitatively for
holding current readout, with no
shift from established values for
these standards.

Indicator lamp, L2, intensity is
consistent down to a current of a
few milliamperes as a result of the
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BDl Voltage Regulator, Rl' R2 Resistor, H1, lOW RDl Rectifier,1000V,
12V, lOW

R3 Resistor, lOOn, lOW lA (IR - 10Dl0)
(IR - lN2976B)

R4 Resistor, 470.11, lW, 5% RD2' RD3 Rectifier,600V,
BD2 Voltage Regulator, 16A (IR - 16F60)

6.8 V, lOW R5 Resistor, 33.11,
Sl Switch, DPST, 3A,(IR - lN2970B) lW,10% 125 VAC "Power"

Cl Capacitor, 1500 jJ.F, R6 Potentiometer, 100.11, 10
S2 Switch, SPDT, Push,50 VDC Turn, "Current Adjust"

Button, Snap Action,
C2,C4 Capacitor,1000jJ.F, R7 Resistor, 20.11, 50W "Press to Trigger"

15 VDC
R8 Potentiometer, 200.11, S3 Switch, SPST, No

C3 Capacitor, 5 jJ.F. "Calibration Push Button, Snap
100V, Mylar Trimmer" Action, "Press to

Fl Fuse, 2AFB R9 Resistor, 2.11, lOW, Read Out"
~ Shunt S4 Switch, SPST, lA,

Ll Lamp, Neon Pilot,
115 VAC RlO Potentiometer, 1000.11,

125 VAC, "Meter
Range: Open

Ml Meter,0-50mV, "Calibration
0-500 Closed

0-1 mADC Movement Trimmer"
0-50

°1,°2 Transistor (2N457A) RBl Rectifier Bridge, Tl Transformer, 115
On Insu lated Heat 1.8 Amp, 600V VAC/25.2 VAC
Exchanger (IR - 18DB6) @2A
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B01' BD3 Voltage Regulator, °1,°2 Transistor,2N45BA, Rn Resistor, 55l1, 10W
6.8 Vz, 10W On Heat

R18 Resistor, 2l1, 10W(JR - 1N2970B) Exchanger
On Heat Exchanger

°3 Transistor, 2N339,
RB1 Rectifier Bridge, 7.5Amp

Full Wave (IR-75JB3)
B02 Voltage Regulator, Insulated

RD1 Rectifier, 2 each, Lamp,9.1 Vz' 10W
(JR - 1N2974B) R1' R2 Resistor, 0.5l1, 5W 100V, (IR-1001O)
On Heat Exchanger R3 Resistor, 5l1, 25W RD2 Rectifier, 20 Amp

C1' C2, Capacitor, 2000 MF, R4 Rheostat, 15l1, 25W S1 Switch, DPST, 3A
C3' C4 50 VDC

R5 Rheostat, 50l1, 25W 125 VAC "Power"

C5 Capacitor, 33 MF,
R6 Rhoestat, 150l1, 25W S2 Switch, 2-Pole, 4-Position

35 VDC, Shorting, "Limit
Tantalum R7 Rhoestat, 500l1, 25W Range" Pos 1 = 100

F1 Fuse 2AFB R8 Trimmer, 2,000l1 Max. mADC, Pos 2 = 0.250
mADC, Pos 3 = 0-100

FAN Muffin Fan, R9 Trimmer, 1,000l1 Max. mADC, Pos.4 =
115 VAC, 60 Hz,

R10 Trimmer, 50011 Max. 0.25 mADC
(Rotron) Switch, SPDT, 3A, 125

R11 Trimmer 5011 Max. S3
L1 Lamp, Neon, 115 VAC, VAC, "Gate Range:

"Line Pilot" R12 Resistor, 225l1, 10W Closed, 400 mA

L2 Lamp, #57, "Unit R13 Potentiometer, 1000l1, Max. Open, 100
Triggered" 2W, "Adjust Lamp" mA Max.

M1 Meter, 50 MV, 1 mA R14 Potentiometer, 200l1, 10 S4 Switch, DPST, Snap
Action Push Button,Movement, Scale, 0.25- Turn, "Adjust Current" "Operate Gate"100-250-1000

mADC, "Holding R15 Resistor, 20l1, 10W
T1 Transformer, 117 VACI

Current" R16 Rheostat, 15l1, 50V 25.2 VAC @ 2A
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lab Procedure (Refer to Figure 13-4)
A. Press "PRESS TO READOUT" button and hold.
B. Adjust Rg and R10 to read 500 mA dc on Meter M1.
C. Release button.
D. Press "PRESS TO GATE" button and release.
E. Adjust "CUR RENT ADJUST" potentiometer R6 until dropout.
F. Press "PRESS TO READOUT," and record reading.
Production Procedure (Refer to Figure 13-5)
A. Adjust "ADJUST CURRENT" potentiometer for maximum.
B. Adjust Rheostats R4 thru R7 and trimmers RS thru R11 for 10%

overrange per range switch. Read on Meter M1.
C. Adjust Rheostat R16 for 1A dc with standard meter across anode-

cathode, with "OPERATE GATE" switch closed and "ADJUST
CURRENT" potentiometer at minimum.

D. Calibrate "HOLDING CURRENT" meter, M1, at SO%of full
scale.

E. Turn "RANG E" switch S2, to appropriate range.
F. Insert device to be tested.
G. Press and release "OPE RATE GATE" button.
H. Device passes if "UNIT TRIGGERED" lamp stays lit.

low dynamic impedance of the for-
ward-biased rectifier, RD1 in series
with the unit under test and the
negative common.

Meter M1 at all times monitors
the output current from the
variable constant current supply.
Whereas in the tester shown in Fig-
ure 13-4, and in the one ampere
supply of this tester, the clamping
zener voltage regulator is outside
the current sensing loop, in this
tester current passes from the vari-
able supply either through the unit
under test or through the clamping
zener voltage regulator, BD3, of
this supply; the net result is barely
perceptible momentary meter need-
le flicker when the unit under test
shuts off.

Parameter 5: Latching Current
"Latching current" has been de-

fined in Chapters 1 and 2 in this

book (refer to Index). There are
major differences between holding
current and latching current, as dis-
cussed in detail in other chapters.

In measuring holding current,
the controlled rectifier is turned-on
fully by over-gating to a relatively
high anode current. The gate signal
is called out specifically in measur-
ing latching current. Not only may
the unit not be turned-on fully, but
conduction (for a minimal gate sig-
nal) may be confined strictly to the
immediate vicinity of the gate, and
di/dt stress (despite the low anode
currents generally present), may be
quite high. Dependent upon the
specified gate signal, an order of
magnitude spread between holding
and latching current may be a signal
of a faulty device design or a de-
fective unit. (For dependable cir-
cuits, anode currents during gating
should exceed latching current by a



wide margin.) In testing latching
current, the gate signal should exist
well beyond the usual turn-on time
to insure spread of conduction.

Figure 13-6 shows simple tester
with which a standard laboratory
pulse generator, constant current
generator, and oscilloscope may be
used to determine latching current.
The wetted contact mercury relay,
K1, serves three purposes econom-
ically. It acts first as an adjustable
and stable free-running relaxation
oscillator to establish the basic rep-
etition rate of the test. Secondly, it
provides a means of shorting the
unit under test periodically by a
reproducible resistance of a few
milliohms for a period of time suffi·
cient to turn off any commercial
unit. Thirdly, it provides an inde-
pendent trigger output of fixed
amplitude and shape which can trig-
ger the external pulse generator re-
liably. Since this pulse starts when
the mercury string contacts 3 and 5
of the wetted mercury relay col-
lapses, and ceases when contact 3
first meets contact 5 (although the
string between contacts 2 and 3 still
shorts out the unit under test for
100 microseconds or more). The
external pulse generator must be
capable of variable delay of the
output. While numerous other com-
mercial equipments may be used,
those specified in Figure 13-6 per-
form quite adequately.

The sequence of shorting out,
re-arming, and gating evident from
the anode waveforms of Figure
13-6, should be followed. With this
arrangement, time tA is typically
9-10 milliseconds. Time tB is set by
the delay of the pulse generator and
is not critical past a certain mini-
mum point. Time tc (when the unit
does not latch) is quite close to the

duration of the gate pulse. Within
the limits of 1.7 pulses-per-second
to 10 Hz obtained with this ar-
rangement, time tD (the reciprocal
of the pulse repetition rate) is not
critical. The current through 1) the
short imposed by the mercury-wet-
ted reed, 2) the clamping zener
voltage regulator, BD2 (which sets
untriggered anode voltage at a nom-
inal 6.8 volts dc), or 3) the trig-
gered unit under test (during gating
or later while latched) is constant
and can be measured simply by a
series milliammeter of desired ac-
curacy.

The arrangement in Figure 13-6
is effective and is useful over a wide
range of triggering and latching cur-
rent requirements. The equipment
required is costly and its operation
requires a skillful technician. Figure
13-7 shows a tester which is suit-
able for both production screening
and for quality assurance use and
which yields test results consistent
with those obtained with the lab-
oratory equipment.

A point-to-point check shows
the same basic elements. A stable
constant current generator is pro-
vided which extends from two mil-
liamperes to 100 milliamperes. The
meter is rescaled for ranges 0-25
mA dc and 0-100 mA dc in black,
and 0-50 mA dc and 0-10 V dc in
red. Red is "Gate Pulse." Black is
"Latching Current." Calibrate M1
at 75% F.S. Use R5 to adjust 0-25
mA scale; R6, 0-100 mA dc; R21,
0-10 V dc; R25, 0-50 mA dc. The
basic mercury-wetted reed circuit,
K1, is incorporated. When installing
K1; use #14 copper wire from 2
and 3 to DC, a hybrid circuit, using
a second mercury-wetted reed and a
controlled rectifier, completes an
internal pulse generator triggering
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A. AS
A2 A3

C3

BO,
C, C2 B02

n
115 VAC

60 Hz

VIEW GATE INPUT
CURRENT WITH
OSCILLOSCOPE,
INPUT FLOATING,
(+)INTERNAL TRIGGER

COAX TO EXTERNAL
TRIGGER INPUT OF
PULSE GENERATOR

VIEW ANODE VOLTAGE
WAVEFORM AND GATE
VOLTAGE WAVEFORM WITH
GROUNDED OSCILLOSCOPE
EXTERNALLY TRIGGERED (+1
FROM PULSE GENERATOR

TTSHO~ATr f'::lJUlSEOON T Jl: D
+7V t8 +7V FWD. VOLTAGE

oL-= tA ~C___ ---01-- ------~-l __f----to------1

TO PULSE
GENERATOR
OUTPUlVIA
TERMINATED
COAX LINE

CONTROLLED
RECTIFIER NOT
LATCHED

CONTROLLED
RECTIFIER
LATCHED

TO CONSTANT
CURRENT
GENERATOR

PULSE GENERATOR:
HEWlETT·PACKARD 214A
SET TRIGG'ER MODE TO "EXT,"
SLOPE TO I-I, GATE INPUT
TO "NORM," TRIGGER OUTPUT
TO f+1. SW. TO "PULSE DELAY,"
DELAY PULSE AS REO'O FOR
SEQUENCE SHOWN

CONSTANT CURRENT
GENERATOR ELECTRONIC
MEASUREMENTS CORP
C 631 OR EQUIVALENT

Voltage Regulator, 30 VZ,
10W (lR-1N2989B), on
heat exchanger

Voltage Regulator, 6.8 VZ,
1W (IR-1N3016B)

Voltage Regulator, 6.8 VZ,
10W (IR-1N2970B), on
heat exchanger

Capacitor, 100 mF, 300
VOC

Capacitor, 100 m F, 50
VOC

Relay, wetted mercury
(Clare - HGP-1002)

Milliammeter, DC

Resistor, 1051, 10W

R2 Resistor, 10K, 25W

R3 Resistor, 2.2K, 2W, 5%

R4 Resistor, 100051, 2W, 5%

R5 Potentiometer, linear, 0.5K,
4W, 10 PPS to 1.7 PPS

R6 Resistor, 4.751, 1W, 10%

R7 Resistor, 1051, 1W, 1%
non-inductive

R B 1 Rectifier bridge, 1.8 amp,
800V, Full Wave
(lR - 180B8)

T 1 Transformer, isolation, 50 VA
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BDl Voltage Regulator. Fl Fuse, 2 Amp, Fast Blow R6 Potentiometer, 500n,
lOW, 10V, 5%

Kl,K2 Relay, Reed, Mercury- Wirewound
(lR - 1N2974RB) wetted (Clare - HGP 1002) (See Text)

BD2 Voltage Regulator, (See Text) R7' R25 Potentiometer, 5000n,
lOW, 2V, 5%

Ll Lamp, Neon, 115 VAC, Wirewound
(lR - lN2984RB) "Power On" (See Text)

BD3 Voltage Regulator, lOW,
L2 Lamp, 28V, 40mA, R8 Resistor,

13V, 5%, 2 Each, lOn, lOW, 5%
One Standard, One (No. 1918) "Out Wirewound
Reverse Polarity (I R - when SCR Triggered"

1N2977B & 1N2977RB) Ml Meter, Basic 0.200 R9 Resistor, 5n, 50W

BD4 Voltage Regulator, /lADC Movement RlO Resistor, 200n, lOW
lOW, 10V, 5% (Simpson #29)

Rll Resistor, 2.2K, 2W, 5%
(I R - 1N2974B) (See Text)

BD5 Voltage Regulator, Ql Transistor, High R12 Resistor, 1K, lOW

lOW, 5.6V, 5% Power, Ger.
R13 Resistor, 50n, 100W

(IR - 10ZS5,6T5)
R14 Resistor, 47n, lW, 5%Q2 Tran sistor, Unju nctionBD6 Voltage Regulator, (1 N2160, or R15 Resistor, 270n, 1W, 5%10W,30V,

(lR-1N2989) equivalent)
R16 Resistor, 150n, 1W, 5%

Cl Capacitor, 2000mF, 25V Q3 Transistor, Power
R17 Potentiometer, 10K,(RCA - 2N2339)

C2 Capacitor, 1000mF, 15V 2W, 10 Turn
Rl Resistor, 75n, 50W Helical, "Adjust

C3 Capacitor, 8000mF, 75V
R2 Resistor, 250n, lOW Gate Width"

C4 Capacitor, 2000mF, 50V
R3 Resistor, 60n, lOW R18 Resistor, 50n, lOW

C5 Capacitor, 0.7 MG,
R4 Potentiometer, 1000n, R19' R23 Potentiometer,500n,

200V, Mylar 2W, Composition,2W, 10 Turn, Helical Linear Taper,
C6 Capacitor,0.22mF "Adjust Latching

200V, Mylar Current" Rf9 - "Adjust Gate
OCV," R23-

C7 Capacitor, 1OOmF, 150V R5 Resistor, 220n, 5W, 5% "Adjust Gate SCI"
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R20 Resistor. RD1. RD3 Rectifier. 1 Amp. S3 Switch. DPDT. 6A.
5.11.10W. 5% 100V. OR - 1001) 125 VAC. "Latching
Wirewound RD2 Rectifier. 20 Amp. Current Range"

R2. R6 Pos =R21 Potentiometer. 200V. Mounted "0.25 mADC";10K, Wirewound On Heat Exchanger
R3. R7' Pos. =(SeeText) (IR - 20F20) "0-100 mADC"

R22 Resistor, 39K. 1W. 5% RD4. RD5 Rectifier. 2.1 Amp,
SCR1 SCR. 7.4 Amp10V in Series

R24 Potentiometer, 1K. (IR-10D1) RMS.400V.
2W. Composition. Mounted On
Linear Taper• S1 Switch DPST, 6A, Heat Exchanger
"Adjust PRR" 125VAC. "Power" OR - 2N1777A)

R26 Resistor. 4.7.11, S2 Switch, 2 Wafer T1. T2 Transformer.
1W,5% 3 Pole. 4 Position (Triad - F-41X)

R27 Resistor, 10K, (Centralab - (SeeText)
2515 or 2525)2W,5% "Function." Pos. 1 =

RB1 Rectifier. Full "Set OC Gate V",
Wave Bridge. Pos 2 = "Set SC Gate I"
2.2 Amp, 200V • Pos 3 = "Measure
(IR - 22DB2) Latching '"
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with proper sequence. The output
pulse has a rise time (10-90 per-
cent) of seven microseconds and a
fall time of even less, with less than
five percent ringing or undershoot.
Droop is less than one percent.
Pulse duration can be extended
from 38 microseconds to 1.34 milli-
seconds (50% level). Time tB is con-
sistently 10-11 milliseconds.

Switch S2 makes It possible to
set open-circuit gate voltage (when
called out) and short-circuit gate
current (through the gate) on a dc
basis, with meter instead of ex-
pensive oscilloscope viewing. In ac-
tual gate voltage, it may be moni-
tored by an external 20,000 Ohms-
per-Volt multimeter.

While an oscilloscope is needed
initially to set gate pulse width, in
performance of the test, it is not
required. In place of viewing the
anode waveform, a simple transistor
amplifier gates a pilot lamp on
when current passes through the
clamp made up of zener voltage
regulator BD5 and forward-biased
rectifier RD5. If the controlled rec-
tifier under test latches, current
through the lamp has a low duty
cycle and the lamp Iights but faint-
ly; if it does not latch, the duty
cycle exceeds perhaps 90% and the
lamp lights brightly.

A relatively unskilled operator
may thus set gate current and volt-
age by simple meter readings and
read out latching current readily
after rotating R4 slowly to increase
current until the lamp turns off.

Parameter 6: Turn-On Time
Turn-on time was defined in

Chapters 1 and 2 in this book. The
delay time portion of turn-on time
is particularly important in the par-
allel operation of controlled recti-

fiers. If two devices operating in
parallel exhibit large differences in
delay time and the rate-of-rise of
on-state current in the circuit is
high, the device with the shorter
delay time will carry a larger por-
tion of the total current. The test
circuit for measuring turn-on time
is shown in Figure 13-8.

Capacitor C 1 is half-wave
charged through RD1 and R1. The
peak voltage on C1 should be equal
to the voltage rating of the test
device. R3 is a non-inductive re-
sistor whose value depends on the
test current for the particular con-
trolled rectifier.

Resistor R2 is a low impedance,
non-inductive shunt. The controlled
rectifier under test should be trig-
gered during the non-charging por-
tion of the 60 Hertz ac input, so
that there will be no current flow
from the input through the con-
trolled rectifier. Circuit configura-
tion and wiring components can
change the rise time of the con-
trolled rectifier. The circuit wiring
using heavy lines must be made
short and low impedance to mini-
mize its inductance and resistance.
Parts values are not given in Figure
13-8, since these depend on ratings
of thyristor under test.

Parameter 7: Turn-On Voltage
Turn-on voltage of controlled

rectifiers is commonly used as an
indirect measure of rate-of-rise of
on-state current capability. The
principle behind measuring the volt-
age across the SCR during turn-on
under a resonant pUlse condition is
that the lower the VTO (turn-on
voltage), the lower the power dissi-
pation under these conditions, and,
therefore, the greater the di/dt cap-
ability the device may have. The



test circuit shown in Figure 13-9 is
used for measuring the turn-on volt-
age of a controlled rectifier.

During operation, SCR 1 is trig-
gered and charges Capacitor C1
through inductor L2. The induct-
ance L2 causes SCR 1 to resonantly
commutate, therefore isolating the
dc power supply from the test por-
tion of the circuit. One millisecond
after SCR 1 is triggered on, the de-
vice under test is triggered, dis-
charging C1 through L1. (R 1 is a
non-inductive shunt used to deter-
mine amplitude and waveshape of
the on-state current pulse). Figure
13-10 shows a typical waveshape as
seen on an oscilloscope and indi-
cates at what instants to measure
VT01 and VT02. Table XIII-II lists
typical parameters during the test.
Because of the high rates-of-rise of
current, good instrumentation prac-

tices must be adhered to. As al-
ways, ground loops must be avoided.

Parameter 8: Turn-Off Time
Turn-off time is defined in other

chapters in this book. Figure 13-11
shows the waveshapes associated
with this test. Figure 13-12 is a
diagram showing the basic modules
required to construct a turn-off
time tester. The high current on-
state and reverse module is used to
supply principal current for the test
device. The linear dv /dt module
supplies a linear ramp of voltage to
the test device at a variable time
after the test device has been trig-
gered. The sequential triggering
module controls the duty cycle and
time relationship between the high
current on-state and reverse module
and linear dv/dt module.
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Table XIII-II. Typical Turn-On Voltage Test Parameters (For 35A to 50A
Thyristors

300A

6 J.1sec
200 volts maximum

5 to 7.0 J.1F (Adjust to obtain symmetrical current pulse with
minimum VOM)
0.64 J.1Hy (air core approximately 1/4" diameter conductor)

0.01 Ohms (typical) (non· inductive viewing shunt) plus
circuit and 0 UT resistance.

dildt 157AI J.1sec
Repetition Rate: .,;;60 Hz

Gate Source (O.C.) Voltage = 20 Volts

Gate Source short circuit current = 1.33A min.

tr(gate) = 0.1 J.1sec Max.

TA = 250C

Gate pulse width = 6 J.1sec min. under load.

CAUTION: Always check device data sheets for specific parameters.
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Figure 13-11. Turn-Off Test
Waveforms

The on-state and reverse current
supply is shown in Figure 13-13.
Capacitors Cl and C2 are charged
up to approximately 200 volts.
Thyristors SCRI and SCR2 control
the pulse width of the on-state cur-
rent. This is accomplished by
changing the triggering of SCR2. In
other words, triggering SCR2 re-
verse biases the controlled rectifier
under test causing SCR 1 to com-
mutate off. Using this scheme,
pulse widths from 10 microseconds
to about 150 microseconds are
available. The pulse width can be
further increased if capacitors Cl
and C2 are increased.

Turn-off time is affected by re-
verse recovery currents. By defini-
tion, the controlled rectifier under
test should be reverse-biased until
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RECOVERY DIODE

""-HIGH CURRENT ,..
LINEARON-STATE AND

REVERSE ~1DUT
dv/dt

MODULE MODULE

SEQUENTIAL
TRIGGERING

MODULE

the reapplication of forward block-
ing voltage occurs. To accomplish
this, the reverse recovery time of
the diode in series with the test
device must be variable so that the
diode reverse recovery character-
istic can be matched to the turn-off
time of the controlled rectifier un-
der test. Figures 13-14 and 13-15
show a method to vary the reverse
recovery characteristic of the cir-
cuit. Diodes having a wide range of
recovery times are mounted in a
coaxial configuration utilizing two
devices in series per recovery diode.
The recovery time of the circuit can
be varied by switching in the dis-
crete recovery diodes (A, B, C, D,
E, or F) singly or in various parallel
combinations, so that a configura-
tion is obtained which more nearly
matches the turn-off time of the
test device.

The parallel combinations of re-
covery diodes provided by the two
selector switches in Figure 13-14
are shown in Table XIII-III.

The circuit for the reapplied lin-
ear dv}dt is shown in Figures 13-1G
and 13-17. The linear dv/dt section
can be broken down into three
parts. Figure 13-16 shows the con-

stant current and high voltage sup-
ply. Figure 13-17 shows the switch-
ing section, which is the most critic-
al and must be designed in a non-
inductive configuration. The linear
dv/dt is generated by charging the
dv/dt capacitors with a constant
current. In this case, the dv/dt cap-
acitors are charged up to the volt-
age rating of the device by the high
voltage power supply (Figure
13-16) through half the full wave
bridge and 80 millihenry choke of
the constant current supply. The
charging rate of the dv/dt capaci-
tors is determined by the current
flow through the choke of the con-
stant current supply. The level of
the constant current supply can be
varied by R 1 and R2, which chang-
es the dv /dt stress level during
turn-off. The fast-recovery diodes
are necessary to assure that the
current for the dv/dt capacitors
flows through the 80 millihenry
choke. If fast recovery diodes are
not used in this portion of the
circuit, when SCR4 and SCR5 are
switched on, current will flow
through the diodes until the devices
recover. At this time, there will
appear across the test device a step
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CONNECT TO "OUTPUT" CONNECTING
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Capacitor, 1300 mF, 350V

Resistor, 100051, 200W

Resistor, 0.551, 1220W
(GE - C5B50)

Resistor, variable, 0.25 to
1251, 2.250V (Allen·
Bradley-Carbon Pile -
Form SM), R4 "ADJ.
ITM," R5 "ADJ. IREV."

Resistor, 16 each, 10051,
2W, 5% (Magic 16)

minimum inductance
configuration

Resistor, shunt, 0.0151,
50W, 1% (T&M Modified-
F-500-2)

Resistor, Shunt, 0.0151,
non-linear

SCR, 70 amp, 800V
(lR - 72RA80)

SCR, 150 amp, 800V
(lR - 150RA80)
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of voltage that is three or four
times the dv /dt desired. This step of
dv/dt will depend on the recovery
time of those diodes. The longer
the recovery time, the higher its
amplitude, and a greater rate of rise
of the dv /dt initially. Therefore, it
is best to use the fastest recovery
device that can handle the required
current of 7 to 8 amperes.

The third module is the sequen-
tial triggering module that deter-
mines the time relationships be-
tween the high current and linear
dv/dt module (see Figure 13-18).
The duty cycle of the sequencing
network is controlled by a line-
synchronized unijunction triggering

circuit which triggers SCR6. (The
triggering of SCR6 must be accom-
plished when capacitor C3 is not
being charged.) Capacitor C3 now
acts as a power source for three
unijunction circuits and C4. The
charging of C4, occurring when
SCR6 is triggered on, causes a trig-
ger pulse to appear at the gate of
the test device. This is considered
time zero. At time t1, Q2 triggers.
The pulse of Q2 triggers SCR2
which determines the on-state cur-
rent pulse duration. The on-state
current pulse duration is controlled
by a 1K, 2-watt potentiometer,
R13· At some time later t2, Q3
triggers. The trigger pulse from Q3

@3--COPPER
END PLUG
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"UNITS" DECADE
CENTRALAB

NO. 2513
2P10T N.S. SW.

"TENS" DECADE
CENTRA LAB NO. 2505

2P4T N.S. SW.

K1
r - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --,,,,
I,

K1 Relay Network, 110 VAC
coils. UHF conductor (Dow-
Key - DKC71-SP6T Rating)

RD1 Rectifiers, reverse recovery,
bank of 6 series pairs

Rotary Switch, 10-position, 2
disc, "units" (Centralab -
2513, 2P10T N.S. SW)

Rotary Switch, 10-position,
"tens" (Centra lab - 2505,
2P4T N.S. SW)
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Cl Capacitor, 10 mF, RlO Potentiometer, 300.11, Tl Transformer,
2500 VDC
(Cornell-Dubilier -

300W "Coarse Slope" 115V/460 VAC,

TTU25100AJ) Rll' R12 Resistor,l Meg, 2W, 1% Centertap at 300 VA
(Jefferson Electric -

'C2 Capacitor, 400 mF, RBl Rectifier Bridge, Full- 636-231 )
25 VDC wave, 24 Amp, SOOV

T2 Transformer,(IR - B12FSO)
Fl Fuse (Buss -KTN60)

RB2 Rectifier, 4 Each, 250 mA,
115V/230 VAC,

F2,F5,F6 Fuse (5ASB)
1 KVA

5 KV, Miniature (Thordarson)

F3' F4 Fuse (2AFB) Cartridge (IR -
T3 Transformer,67D050H53PNN)

Kl' K2 Relay, 115 VAC Coil
RB3 Rectifier Bridge,

115/230 VAC,
(Adams & Westlake - 2 KVA,
Mercury Plunger, Fullwave, 32 Amp, (Burton - 10459)
No. 50A) 100V, (lR - B40HF10)

T4' T5 Transformer,

Ll,L2,L3 Lamp Neon, 115 VAC RDl Rectifier,4 Each, 12 Amp, Variable, 0-115 VAC,

Label Ll' "Forms 600V, Fast Recovery, 2.6 KV A (Superior

Supply"; L2' (IR -12FL60) Powerstat)
"Rev V"; On 3 x 3 Plates T4 "Adj. Rev V";

L3' "FWD V" RD2 Rectifier, Reverse T5 "Adj. FWD V"

Ml Meter, Basic 0-500 VDC Polarity, 250 Amps, 1500V T6 Transformer,
2K.I1/V (Simpson (IR - 251ULR150) Variable 0-120 VAC
No. 29) (SeeText) (Superior Powerstat -
(SeeText) RD3 Rectifier, 250 Amps, 1500V

lOB) "Adj. Reapp.

Rl' R2 Resistor, 100.11,200W (IR-251UL150) Voltage"

R3,R4 Resistor, 5.11,200W Sl Switch, DPDT, 20A, T7 Transformer,

230 VAC 115/1235 VAC, 0.25A

R5,R6 Resistor, 5K, 100W "Main Power" (Triad - P-7A)

R7 Resistor, 7 X 50K, S2 Switch, Rotary, 3 TS Transformer,

lOW In Series Position, "VM Range" 115/10 VCT, 7 ADC

RS Resistor, 0.5.11,100W (Centralab - JV-9003) (Triad - F-23U)

R9 Potentiometer, 10.11,
Pos 1 "0-500V", T9 Transformer,
Pos2 "0-1 OOOV", SOMH, 2.5 ADC, 0.57.11

lOOW, "Fine Slope" Pos3 "0-1500V" (Triad - C-4SU)



C1 Capacitor, 0.25 m F, 2 K V

• C2 Capacitor, 0.10 mF, 2 KV
G
H C3 Capacitor, 0.05 mF, 2 KV

SCR4
C4 Capacitor, 0.02 mF, 2 KVJ

K
R1 Resistor, 9 each, lOOK, 2W,SCR5

5% in minimum inductance
c, configuration

c2 Sl Switch, 5-position rotary
c3 (Centra lab - JV9001)

c4
"dv/dt caps," Pos. 1 "0.02
mF," etc.

R, SCR4, SCR, 70 amp, 1200 volts

• SCR5 (lR -81RL120) low
inductance fixture

RECOVERY DIODE SWITCHED FOR:

SWITCH "UNITS" "TENS"
POSITION SWITCH SWITCH

0 Open Open
1 A E
2 B F
3 C E&F
4 C&A
5 C&B
6 D
7 D&A
8 D&B
9 D&C

triggers SCR4 and SCR5 (Figure
13-17), which are the reapplied
dv Idt controlled rectifiers. The time
relationship between Q2 and Q3 is
determined by a 2.5K, 2-watt, sing-
le potentiometer, R17, and a
500-0hm, 10-turn current helipot,
R16. The 10-turn helipot is used so
that very fine adjustments can be
made between t1 and t2. Q4 trig-
gers SCR7 and completes the cycle.
SCR7 completely discharges C3 so

that there is no longer a voltage
supply for the other trigger circuits_
The discharge pulse of C3 triggers
SCR3 (Figure 13-13) which crow-
bars the high current on-state mod-
ule and sets the conditions for the
beginning of the next cycle.

The turn-off time tester is a
complex piece of test equipment,
and only by rigorously following
schematics, can a tester be built
that repeats turn-off time readings
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BD1' BD2 Voltage Regulator, Q2 Transistor, PNP R20 Resistor, 47.11,1W, 5%
50W, 30V, 5% Silicon (IR - TRSS)

Rn Resistor, 1.11,5W,(IR -lN3324RB)
Rl Resistor, 200.11,200W Wirewound

BD3 Voltage Regulator,
R2 Resistor, 750.11,lOW RD1' RD2' Rectifiers, 10 AmplOW, 10V, 5%

(IR - lN2974RB) R3 Resistor, 150.11,2W, 5% RD3' RD4' 1000V,
RD7' RDS (IR - 10Dl0)

BD4' BD5 Voltage Regulator, R4,R1S Resistor, 470.11,1W, 5%
RD5' RD6 Rectifiers,

BD6' BD7 lW, 10V, 5%
BDS, BDg, (IR -lN3020B) R5' RlO Resistor, 27.11,1W, 5% 10 Amp, 1000V

Matched PRV
BDlO R6 Potentiometer, 30K, 10 (IR - 10Dl0)
Cl Capacitor, 10 mF, Turn (Helipot) "Adj .

Duty Cycle" Sl DPDT Switch (Centra-100V, Mylar lab - 2505) "DUT
C2,C3 Capacitor, 100 mF, R7 Resistor, 4.7K, lW, 5% Gate", Pos. 1 "Diode

250V, Tubular RS Resistor, 10K, 1W, 5% Coupled" Pos. 3

C4 Capacitor, 2 mF, Rg, Rll' Resistor, 330.11, "Lap Coupled,

100V, Mylar R14' R21 lW,5% Ext DC Bias"

C5 Capacitor, 0.5 mF, R12' R15 Resistor, 150.11,1W, 5% S2 DPDT Switch, 6A,
250V, "Scope2 KV, Plastic

R13 Potentiometer, 1K, 2W, Trigger", Pos 1Cap (OF 2S 504) Screwdriver Lock "Forward", Pos 2
C6 Capacitor, 0.33 mF, (Ohmite CLU 1021) "Reverse"

400V, Mylar "Forward Duration" SCR6, SCR, 5 Amp, 600V,
C7 Capacitor, 0.47 mF, R16 Potentiometer, 500.11,10 SCR7 (IR - 5RC60A)

400V, Mylar Turn (Helipot) On 2 X 2 X 1 16

CS,Cg Capacitor, 0.22 mF, "Fine Reapp." Copper Heat

ClO 400V, Mylar R17 Potentiometer, 2.5K, 2W Exchanger

Fl Fuse (3ASB) (Ohmite - CMU 2521) Tl' T2' Transformer (Pulse
"Coarse Reapp." T5 Engr. PE

Ll Lamp, Neon, 115 VAC
R19 Potentiometer, 10K, 2W, 2230)

Ql, Q3 Transistor, Unjunction Screwdriver Lock T3' T4' Transformer
Q4,Q5 (1N2160, or (Ohmite CLU 1031) (Pulse Engr.

equivalent) "Crowbar Set" PE 2231)
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Z
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and correlates with users and manu-
facturers throughout the industry.

Parameter 9: Critical dvjdt
The term "critical rate-of-rise of

forward voltage," or "critical
dvjdt," has been interpreted several
ways by the industry. These are
discussed in detail in Chapter 1 of
this book. The actual dvjdt and at
what fraction of peak applied off-
state voltage it is measured is im-
portant to the designer and user of
controlled rectifier circuits. The
manufacturer can test dv/dt by one
of two techniques: he can generate
the applied dvjdt by a circuit which
produces a linearly rising sawtooth,
or a circuit which produces an ex-
ponentially rising sawtooth. At low
rates of dv/dt, this latter is easy to
produce; primarily for this reason,
the industry standardized upon this
waveform when only low dv/dt-re-

s,
:oTO

FROM
VERY LOW
RIPPLE OC

SUPPLY

sistant controlled rectifiers could be
made. Its use has remained to
plague both manufacturer and user
because of its inclusion in military
specifications. In Figure 13-19(a),
an idealized test circuit is shown
which appears in several military
specifications. Figure 13-19(b)
shows the voltage curve which re-
sults when a capacitor is charged
through a resistor from a constant
voltage source. In graph (c), the
instantaneous dv/dt present at any
point of this voltage curve has been
plotted as a fraction of the max-
imum dv/dt (which occurs at time
zero).

Note that the particular relation-
ship of dv/dt to applied forward
voltage at any point can only be
reproduced when the curve is truly
exponential and follows the equa-
tions shown in these two graphs.
Correlation problems occur when

C1 Supply Capacitor

C2 Test Capacitor

M1 DC Voltmeter "VS"

R 1 Bleeder Resistor

R2 Test Potentiometer

R3 Series Limiting Resistor

S 1 Series Switch
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either the manufacturer or the user
disregards a particular convention
promulgated by both manufacturer
and military, By this convention,
dvjdt is defined for a true exponen-
tial waveform as given in Form-
ula 13-A.
"Critical dvjdt" =

0.632 Vsupply
Rtest X Ctest

This presumably was arrived at
by assuming the exponential wave-
form to be linear from zero time to
one time constant. Since the in-
stantaneous dvjdt (that value which
will determine capacitive charging
current) varies from 157% of this
"critical dv jdt" at zero time to 58%
at one time constant, the designer
can only use this figure as a relative
order of merit when comparing two
controlled rectifiers, and his incom-
ing inspector must use equipment
which satisfies all the requirements
of the exponential waveform.

Requirements
In the test circuit of Figure

13-19, to obtain an exponential
curve which does not show error
when viewed upon a suitable labor-
atory oscilloscope,
A. Capacitor C1 must be a mini-

mum of 99 times as great in
capacitance as C2.

B. The time constant R2 C2 must
be at least 4.6 times the maxi-
mum test period (to achieve full
Vs across C2).

C. Capacitor C2 must have a value
of at least 0.02 microfarad for
the curve not to be influenced
by the middle junction capaci-
tance of the unit under test
(appreciably higher values for C2
make switch increments ex-

tremely difficult and for high
dvjdt values require absurdly
low values of R2).

D. Inductance within the capacitor
charging loop (for extremely
high values of dvjdt) must be
kept to a very small fraction of a
microhenry, to avoid distortion
of the initial portion of the ex-
ponential curve.

E. The series switch must operate
instantaneously and with no ap-
preciable voltage drop.
This last requirement rules out

the use of controlled rectifiers for
exponential dv jdt testers used at
dvjdts of above about 400 volts per
microsecond. Such testers do check
dvjdt but do not reproduce the
exponential waveform, and results
obtained must be corrected extens-
ively. An error can also be intro-
duced at low dvjdts when an oscil-
loscope is used to adjust peak off-
state voltage, which may not be
equal to supply voltage because of
dropout of the SCR switch when
charging current reaches the hold-
ing current level. Supply voltage,
and not peak off-state, is called out.

The detailed sketches and sche-
matic of Figure 13-20 show how to
make a true exponential dvjdt test-
er which has been used up to 1000
volts and a "critical dvjdt" of above
6000 volts per microsecond. It in-
troduces some interesting tech-
niq ues of field cancellation em-
ployed at International Rectifier.
The pressure upon graphite discs
within the cylindrical coaxially-
coupled carbon resistor, R4, is in-
creased until the series milliam-
meter, Ml, shows consistent full-
scale excursion; the pressure is then
decreased gradually until meter
fluctuations just cease and the time
constant (the time from zero volts
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BOl Voltage Regulator, Kl Timer, 115 VAC, 5% Duty R4 Resistor, Variable,
120 VZ, lOW, Cycle to Produce PRR of 1.2 Carbon Pile 5n
5% On Heat PPS(Industrial Timer- Minimum, 250W (Allen
Sink (IR- Model CM-O) Bradley Size 2)
1N3008B) K2 Relay, Mercury Wetted R5 Resistors, 4 Each,

Cl Capacitor, 50 mF, (Clare - HG-l002) 470n, 2W, 5%
150VOC Ll Lamp, Neon, Pilot In Shunt

C2 Capacitor, 115V R6 Resistor, 410K, 2W, 5%
Oil-Filled, 8 mF Ml Meter, 25 MAOC RBl Rectifier Bridge,
1500 VOC

Rl Resistor, 1K, 20W 1.8 Amp, 600V
C3 Capacitor, 0.02 mF, R2 Resistor, 5K, 5W

(IR -180B6)
3,000 VOC (Plastic ROl Rectifier, 1 Amp,
Cap, 30-203) R3 Resistor, 6K, 50W 100V (IR - 1001)
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TO SPECIAL UHF JACKS
COAX RES1STOR~ \ ,

(+) ~ SOCKET \;0 CATHODE

, BRASS

THERMOSETTING
PLASTIC SCREWS

&: NUTS

EXPLODED VI EW
OF BASIC MINIMUM

INDUCTANCE (FIELD
CANCELLATIONl
CONSTRUCTION

CAPACITOR
CONTACT (-) ~

MODIFIED UHF 50-239
SOFT·SOLDERED TO

MIDDLE COPPER BUS BAR

STEATITE OCTAL SOCKET,
MErAL RING SOFT·SOLDERED
TO UPPER COPPER BUS BAR.

LOWER BASE FLUSH WT.
LOWER SURFACE PINS 1 & 2
FLATTENED AGAINST AND
SOFT-SOLDERED TO BAR

SOLDER HOLES FOR
PINS 4 & 5 OF

OCTAL SOCKET

to a voltage 63.2% of the supply
voltage) is read out by use of a very
fast oscilloscope.

Peak currents through the mer-
cury-wetted contact relay are sever-
al times greater than those recom-
mended by the manufacturer. The
applied voltages are also much high-
er than recommended. The con-
nection of contacts is unorthodox.
This relay is a make-before-break
(Form D) unit, and in this circuit
switching occurs only during bridg-

ing (when the coil is either ener-
gized or deenergized). This mode of
operation has yielded rise times
(with properly non-inductive ex-
ternal circuits) of a very few nano-
seconds, with a closed switch dura-
tion of about 400 microseconds,
and relays have lasted an average of
six months.

Parameter 10: Critical di/dt
Critical di/dt is discussed in

Chapter 1 (refer to Index). The



basic test circuit schematic and on-
state current waveshapes are shown
in Figure 13-21. The following con-
ditions are specified:
A. The time t1 shall be ;> 1 micro-

second.
B. ITM shall be ;> twice the rated

value of on-state current at T3.
(The rated value of on-state cur-
rent at T3 will be an average [T3
is case temperature where derat-
ing of average on-state current
starts] value for ac rated devices
and a dc value for dc rated de-
vices.)

C. The pulse repetition rate shall be
60 pps.

D. The off-state voltage VDM shall
be equal to the rated value at T5
(T5 is maximum operating tem-
perature).

E. The temperature shall be 250C.
F. The gate trigger pulse shall be

specified as to:
1) Pulse width, two

2) Rise time, tr.
3) Gate source voltage and re-

sistance.
G. The test duration shall be:

1) 1000 hours to establish the
repetitive rating.

2) 300 on-state current pulses to
establish the gate-triggered
non-repetitive rating.

di/dt ratings given at power fre-
quencies (50-60 Hz) do not neces-
sarily reflect the inrush capabilities
of the same device at high fre-
quency (above 400 Hz), because of
the greater cumulative effect of the
turn-on losses at higher repetition
rates. Thus, this is only a test of
device capability to handle fast ris-
ing current pUlses of short duration
at power frequencies. It is a figure
of merit and can be used to com-
pare one device with another.

Current capabilities at specific
repetitive values of di/dt and other
concurrent test conditions are often

D[II~~~'~
t,VOM VOM t1 ITM

L, '" 1.68-- R2 '" 0.54- C1'" 5.6 VOM
ITM ITM

(0) CIRCUIT



included on data sheets for those
SCRs intended for inverter appli-
cations.

Parameter 11: Thermal Resistance
Thermal resistance is discussed

in detail in Chapter 1. A block
diagram of the test circuit used for
the measurement of thermal resist-
ance is shown in Figure 13-22. The
junction of the device under test is
heated by a direct on-state current
having an RMS ripple content of
5% or less, which is passed contin-
uously through the device under
test except for a 400 microsecond
period every 0.167 seconds or
more. During this 400 microsecond
period, the junction temperature is
measured by reducing the on-state
current to a small fixed value and
measuring the on-state voltage. Cur-
rent and on-state voltage wave-
shapes are shown in Figure 13-23.

A calibration point along the
curve of on-state voltage vs. junc-

DC CHARGING -
1 ¢ SUPPLY

MODULE

tion temperature is used to convert
the on-state voltage reading to a
junction temperature. In addition,
the case temperature of the device
under test is measured by a thermo-
couple. DC thermal resistance is
calculated using the relationship in
Formula 13-B.

TJ(MAX)-TC
ROJC = VTM X IHEAT

Where:
VTM
IHEAT

On-state voltage
Heating current

Control of the heating current
through the device under test is
accomplished by SCR 1 and SCR2,
which function as a dc flip-flop.
Switching is at a 60 hertz repetition
rate to facilitate oscillographic ob-
servations. Current is carried by
SCRI only during the 400 micro-
second periods that heating current
is not flowing through the device

HEATING
CURRENT
DC POWER

SUPPLY 3¢
ADJUSTABLE

MODULE

VARIABLE
CONSTANT
CURRENT
MODULE
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under test, and so SCR 1 may be
considerably smaller than SCR2.

The value of heating current sel-
ected should be large enough to
create significant heating in the de-
vice under test. Inductances in the
heating current power supply and
circuit wiring make it possible to
abruptly turn this current off with-
out creating transient voltages
which interfere with the measure-
ment being made.

Instead, a diverter circuit con-
sisting of rectifier diodes RDl
through RD4 is provided so that
the heating current is not interrupt·
ed by SCR2, but simply switched
to a different path. The inductor,
Ll, is included to make it certain
that the heating current is not var-
ied while it is being switched from

one path to another. This inductor
also serves to reduce to a negligible
value undesired flow of current
from Cl through the device under
test and the heating current power
supply.

The measuring current which re-
mains flowing through the device
under test must be held at a fixed
value during the 400 microsecond
interval when the heating current is
diverted by SCR1. During this
measuring interval, the impedance
of the controlled rectifier under
test is not constant. To assure a
constant measuring current, a low
level constant-current supply is
used. Fast recovery diode RD6 pre-
vents any voltage from capacitor Cl
from damaging the low level sup-
ply. In addition, the value of meas·
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uring current used must be several
times the holding current for the
device under test, but at the same
time, must be low enough not to
cause significant junction heating.

The junction temperature ideally
must be measured at the exact in-
stant that the heating current is
switched to the diverting diodes.
This is not possible, as it is first
necessa?y for the carriers in excess
of those needed to support the
measuring current (carriers injected
in the semiconductor by the heat-
ing current) to be dissipated. Until
this takes place, the on-state voltage
of the device under test is not a
true measure of its junction temper-
ature. In addition, if the case of the
device is fabricated from magnetic
parts, the collapsing magnetic flux
in the case may induce a voltage
which will distort the on-state volt-
age reading. Furthermore, the ac-
tion of the capacitor C1 on turning
off SCR2 may influence the on-
state voltage of the device under
test. These spurious effects on the
on-state voltage will disappear after
a brief interval, in the order of 200
microseconds, t2 in Figure 13-23. It
is therefore possible to measure
junction temperature at t2 to t3
and the value obtained at t2 will be
essentially the same as the junction
temperature immediately after the
flow of heating current ceases (t1 in
Figure 13-23).

In order to accurately read the
on-state voltage at the items speci-
fied, a cathode ray oscilloscope is
used as a null balance, and the
forward voltage drop at any desired
instant is balanced against the volt-
age fed from a potentiometer con-
nected across a low voltage source.
The voltage used to create this bal-
ance is then read by a voltmeter.

The calibration of the on-state
voltage due to the low-level meas-
uring current against junction tem-
perature is obtained by placing the
device under test in an oven and
measuring on-state voltage at a tem-
perature (usually 1250C), which is
equal to, or higher than, the maxi-
mum allowable operating temper-
ature for the device under test, but
which is less than a temperature at
which the device may be damaged.
If the maximum safe temperature is
not known, the maximum allow-
able storage temperature for the
device may be used as the calibra-
tion temperature. When initiating
the flow of low-level measuring cur-
rent through a device being calibrat-
ed, increase the forward current to
a value equal to approximately 67%
of the nominal average current rat-
ing of the device under test, to be
sure it is fully turned-on. Then re-
duce the current to the value of
low-level measuring current being
used.

A special jig, which accommo-
dates a thermocouple is mounted
to, or a small hole for the thermo-
couple is drilled in, the hex base of
the device under test, or a hole is
drilled in the side of one of the pole
pieces if a Hockey-Puk type device
is to be measured. This thermo-
couple is used to measure case
temperature.

The magnitude of the heating
current used should be sufficient to
cause a substantial difference be-
twe~n the junction and case tem-
peratures of the DUT. This will
increase the accuracy of the test
results, since a small error in read-
ing either the case or junction tem-
perature will have very little effect
on the value obtained for the tem-
perature rise of the junction above



the case. If the case of the DUT is
cooled well (water cooling is recom-
mended), it is possible to use a large
value of heating current and hence
obtain a large difference between
junction temperature and case tem-
perature without running the dan-
ger of overheating the junction of
the DUT.

When measuring the temperature
of the junction during the brief
intervals, the DUT is conducting
the low-level measuring current, it
is not possible to make the meas-
urement exactly when it is desirable
to do so which is at the exact
instant when the high-level forward
current ceases. At that instant, the
forward voltage of the DUT is ab-
normally low (which would indi-
cate a junction temperature much
higher than is actually the case),
because recombination of minority
carriers is taking place. In addition,
some semiconductor devices exhibit
inductance, and therefore produce,
for a brief instant, a voltage which
tries to prevent the current from
decreasing. This voltage tends to
cancel out the forward voltage of
the DUT, again resulting in too low
a forward voltage at the instant the
high-level current ceases. After ap-
proximately 100 Ilsec, these trans-
ient voltage effects disappear in
most semiconductor devices, and
the actual junction temperature is
then able to be measured.

A small amount of cooling of
the junction will take place during
the interval when junction tempera-
ture cannot be read, and therefore,
a refinement of the test method is
to extrapolate the curve of forward
voltage vs. time during the measur-
ing interval back to the instant the
high-level current ends. A straight
line extrapolation is a close approx-

imate. The approximate junction
temperature at exactly the end of
conduction of high level current
can then be obtained from the for-
ward voltage determined by extrap-
olating back.

Further details on how to con-
duct this test for thermal resistance
are found in JEDEC Publication
No. 88, "Thermal Resistance and
(Transient) Thermal Impedance
Test Methods for Stud- and Base-
Mounted Rectifier Diodes and
Thyristors," which is available from
the Electronic Industries Associa-
tion, 2001 Eye St., N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20006.

In building the test circuit
shown in Figure 13-22, inductance
must be minimized in those por-
tions of the circuit drawn with
heavy lines. Figures 13-24, 13-25,
13-26, and 13-27 are detailed sche-
matics showing the power supply
module and all the associated cir-
cuitry and systems.

Testing Power Triacs
The testing of a power triac as

compared to that for a power con-
trolled rectifier becomes somewhat
more involved. Parameters of triacs
are discussed in Chapter 1 (refer to
Index). Since the triac must be
tested bi-directionally under certain
conditions, it is often more difficult
to arrange the circuitry, especially
in the case of large power triacs, to
yield irrefutable data.

One of the basic tests, of course,
is for current rating. Although a
computer program can be (and is
being) used to determine current
ratings of power triacs, certain basic
inputs are necessary for meaningful
results. One must be able to meas-
ure thermal impedance accurately
in order to properly calculate the
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C1 Capacitor, 21,500 mF, 35 RD1. RD2 Rectifiers, 70 amp, 150V S2 Circuit breaker, 5 KVA, 31jJ,
VDC, 40 VDC surge (IR - 70H15). RD2 is 600n UTE Circuit Breaker -
(GE - 43F877CAll reverse polarity, on heat Type AA)

FAN 2 each, 3,000 RPM, 115 sink

VAC (Rotron Saucer T1 Transformer, each phase,
Series - 340ZS) Sl Circuit breaker, 3-pole, 0.270V, 9A (Superior

30A (Westinghouse - Powerstat - Type 1226)
L1 Choke, 10 MH, 250ADC E-78191

(Burton - SD22134,
Style 11392)
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BD1' BD2 Voltage Regulator, Rl Resistor, 20n, 25W RDl Rectifier, Bridge,
7.5 VZ, 50W (Dalohm - RH-25)
(lR - lN3306B)

600V, 16 Amp

On Heat Sink R2 Resistor, lOn, 50W (4 Each IR - 16F60)

BD3 Voltage Regulator,
(Dalohm - RH-50) On Heat Sink

10 VZ,10W R3 Resistor, Series, 2 Each, RD2 Rectifier, 600V

(lR - lN2974RB) 2n, 20W, 2% (Truohm - 16 Amp (lR - 16F60)

BD4 Voltage Regulator, 6.S VZ,
RW20G2RG) On Heat Sink

lOW (IR - lN2970B) R4,R5 Resistor, Series, 2 Each, RD3 Rectifier,7 in Series,

On Heat Sink o.sn, 6SW (lRC- 600V, 16 Amp

Cl Capacitor, 10,000 mF,
RW23VRSO) (lR - 16F60)

50 VDC (Sangamo - R6,R14 Resistor, o.sn, 68W
On Heat Sink

539-2650-01 ) (IRC - RW23VR80) RD4' RD5 Rectifier,600V,

C2 Capacitor, 2,000 mF, R7 Resistor, O.ln, lOW,
16 Amp (IR - 16F60)

15 VDC (C.D. - 1% (Ohmite)
On Heat Sink

BR-20001 ) RS Resistor, Manganin
Sl Switch, DPDT,

6A,250V

C3 ~~ba~i6~' 0.25 mF,
Strip, Adjusted to Label "Power"
O.Oln,l%

Fl Fuse R9 Resistor, lOn, 2W, 5%
S2 Switch, Rotary, 6A

250V (lP6T)

Fan Fan, Muffin Rl0 Resistor, 10K, lW, 1% Label "Coarse"

(Rotran Gold Sealed) Rll Resistor, lOOn, 20W S3 Switch, DPDT, 6A,

Ll Lamp, Neon, 115 VAC (Ohmite - lS0S) 250V Label "Meter

Ml Meter, 0-5 mA, Basic R12 Potentiometer, lOOn
Range", "0.500 mA",

(Remove Internal (Ohmite - CMU10ll)
"0.5A"

Series Resistor) Label "Fine" S4 Switch, Pushbutton,

01,02 Transistor, R13 Resistor, S2n, 2W, 5%
SPST,'N.O.

2N514A R15' R16 Potentiometer,10n
Tl Transformer, 115V!

(Texas Instrument)
36V@SA RMS

(Bourns 2605) (Triad F67!U)
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C1 Capacitor, 7 Units in L1 Inductor (Tape 2 Indiana RD1 Rectifier Stack, 9
Shunt, 240 mF @450 General Ferramic Cores Series, 250 Amp, 100V
VDC (Mallory - Type of 117-Matic H) OR - 300U10A)
CG241T450D1) Together, PassCathode

S1 Switch,3PST,
C2 Capacitor, 75 J.LF, Cable of SCR1, thru 6A@250VCore Twice)600 VDC, 0.1

SCR1 SCR, 235 Amps, 500V(GE - 23F102462) R1,R2,R3 Resistor, 2n, 25W OR -161RM50)
F1 Fuse (1 AFB) R4 Potentiometer, 1200n, 225W On Heat Sink

in 110V Indicat-
R5 Resistor, 500n, 100W SCR2 SCR, 470 Amps, 500Ving Holder

OR - 300RA50)
F2, F3' Fuse (3 AFB) in 220V R6 Rheostat, 200n, 100W, Turns On Heat Sink
F4 Indicating Off @Max. Cap. Voltage,

Holder Adjust 50 @300A T1 Transformer, 3 Each

RB1 Rectifier Bridge, 30 120/120
Fan Saucer Fan (Rotron)

OR - 66A1T1 A3DZ) (Triad - M-66A)
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BD1, BD2' Voltage Regulator, °1 Transistor (2N 1256) R14,R15 Resistor, 47n, 2W, 5%
BD3 30 VZ, lW

°2.°3 Unjunction R16' R22 Resistor, 47n, 1W, 5%OR - lN3031B) Transistor (2N2160)
Rn Resistor, 1.0K, 2W, 5%BD4' BD5 Voltage Regulator,

47 VZ, 10W Rl Resistor, 20n, 25W R21 Resistor, 300n, 2W, 5%
(IR - 1N2994B) R2,R3 Resistor, 500n, 20W RBl Rectifier Bridge,

BD7' BD9 Voltage Regulator, R4 Resistor. 2000n, lOW
4 Each, 1 Amp 1000V

10VZ.1W, OR - 10Dl0)
OR - 1N3020B) R5,R18 Resistor, 1.5K, 2W, 5% Sl Switch SPST, 3A, 125V

BD10 Voltage Regulator R6 Resistor, 2.0K, 2W. 5% Labeled "Power"

BDll Voltage Regulator R7.R8 Resistor, 500n, 50W S2 Switch DPDT, 3A, 125V
Labeled "Sync Pulse"

Cl, C2 Capacitor, 140 mF, R9 Resistor, 4.7K, lW, 5%
S3 Switch, Rotary200 VDC (Sprague -

32Dl121T) R1O' R20 Potentiometer, 30K, 10 (Centralab - 2515)
Turn Labeled R10 = Labeled "Type Pulse"

C3,C4 Capacitor, 50 mF, "Fine, R20 = "Pulse 1 = "Off", 2 = "On"
50 VDC, (Sprague - Width"

SCR1. SCR, 7.4A, 500VTE-1307)
Rll Resistor, 2.7K, 1W, 5% SCR2 (IR - 2Nl778-

C5 Capacitor, 0.3 mF,
R12 Potentiometer, 9 Each, 27K, Specially Selected)

400V, Mylar
1W, 10% Resistors Tl' T2 Transformer

C6 Capacitor, 0.2 mF, Mounted On Switch (Centra- (Sprague - 31 Z286)
400V, Mylar lab - 25021 Pll TSH)

T3 Transformer
Fl Fuse (3AFB) R13,R19 Resistor, 270n, lW, 5% (Sprague - 3Z209)
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device rating. The ratings so calcu-
lated can then be verified by tests
in order to establish the accuracy of
the program. Since only a portion
of the triac is dissipating heat dur-
ing each conduction half cycle, and
since the total silicon chip is a
homogeneous thermal mass, accur-
ate theoretical thermal impedance
determinations are impossible. A
test circuit was derived in order to
measure this thermal impedance
accurately using junction tempera-
ture and device base temperature
measurements as absolute quanti-
ties. This circuit is shown in Figure
13-28.

By supplying three power sour-
ces to the test device, a single cir-
cuit can be used to obtain three
ratings:
A. B i-directional thermal imped-

ance.
B. Dynamic current rating.
C. Bi-directional surge current rat-

ing.
By substituting a source of low

ampere level test current for the
surge current source shown in Fig-
ure 13-28, the bi-directional appar-
ent thermal impedance can be ob-
tained. If the device is brought to a
steady-state operating current with
the power "current source" and the
forward voltage of the device has
been previously measured by inter-
rupting the main current and gating
on SCR1 or SCR2. (Interruption of
the main current can be achieved
by gating on SCR6, thus removing
the gate signal from SCR4.) The
current source of known magnitude
then yields a forward voltage for
the device under test dUring this
test half cycle (which can be read
on a differential input to an oscillo-
scope to give an accurate reading).
Knowing, from previous calibration

what the device forward voltage vs.
temperature is at this current level,
will yield an accurate reading of
junction temperature. By monitor-
ing device base temperature, both
effective thermal resistance and
dynamic current rating can be cal-
culated.

The same general test circuit can
be used to determine surge current
rating. By using the circuit shown
in Figure 13-28, the device can be
brought to maximum operating
conditions by means of the power
current source, a surge current can
be superimposed at the desired time
for a predetermined duration by
means of the surge current source
and at the end of this surge, the
ability fo the device to block volt-
age can be determined by turning
on SCR5 and SCR6.

Triggering Circuits
Triggering thyristors is discussed

in many places in this book (refer
to Index (or locations). Often it is
desirable to trigger a controlled
rectifier at a point within a very
few degrees of the start of a 60 Hz
sine wave. On a 60 Hz basis, this
can be done readily by a sine wave
from a high ac supply voltage,
clipped by a zener voltage regulator
fed from the supply through a large
dropping resistor, with diode isola-
tion of the gate. This techniq ue is
used in the circuit of Figure 13-29.

In many tests, however, this gat-
ing must be done on a single shot
basis, with a gate pUlse present for a
portion of one positive half-cycle,
within a very few degrees of the
start of the cycle. In other tests,
instead of a single shot basis, re-
peated manually at a low and ran-
dom repetition rate, low repetition
rate triggering must be automatic
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60 Hz 110VAC
OR HIGHER

, j

Voltage Regulator, 51V, lW
(lR - 30378)

Capacitor, 1 f.LF,1000 VOC

Capacitor, 0.1 j,tF, 200 VOC

Resistor, 1000n, 100W

Resistor, 47n, 2W, 10%

Resistor, 47n, lW, 5%

Rectifier

Rectifier, 1000V, lA
(lR - 10010)
Switch SPOT, pushbutton,
snap action, "press to trigger"
Transformer, pulse.

and highly reproducible. This latter
circumstance is essential where en-
ergy is stored in a capacitor bank,
charged on alternative negative
half-cycles, and discharged rapidly
over a small portion of a single
positive half-cycle, since it governs
the dissipation rating of components.

A circuit which has been used
often, with or without amplifica-
tion, to trigger a thyratron or a
controlled rectifier close to zero
cross-over on a single-shot basis is
shown in Figure 13-30. Its perform-
ance depends critically upon the
characteristics of the pUlse trans-
former and upon the gate triggering
characteristics of the unit to be
triggered.

Table XIII-IV shows some typic-
al pulse transformers used in test
equipment at International Recti-
fier. For minimum delay of peak
pulse after zero cross-over, an
otherwise suitable unit of low OCL
(open-circuit primary inductance)

and minimum rise time would be
specified. Volt-microsecond prod-
uct is a measure of energy which
can be passed by the transformer
before core saturation. For small
pulse transformers with an OCL of
two millihenries or less, the typical
volt-microsecond product is too
low to trigger a run-of-mill high
current controlled rectifier proper-
ly, and triggering under such condi-
tions (wherein only a small portion
of the active area of the unit is
turned on) could lead to di/dt fail-
ure. With a pulse transformer with
an OCL of 5 millihenries or so, and
a volt-microsecond product of 300
or more, most units of 25 amps
RMS rating or less can be turned on
properly, if the anode voltage is
high enough and load impedance is
low enough for latching current
limits to be met.

Another difficulty with the cir-
cuit in Figure 13-29 is the way by
which successive gate triggering



APPROX.
APPROX. APPROX. 50% PULSE

APPROX. MAXIMUM RISE TIME WIDTH,
MANUFACTURER TURNS OCL IN VOLT- 10/90 IN STEP INPUT IN

AND TYPE RATIO MILLIHENRIES MICROSECOND MICROSECONDS MICROSECONDS

Sprague 31 Z 20 1 1.1 1-2 100-250 0.04-0.08 4-8
Sprague 35ZM300
Pulse Engineering

PE-2228
Sprague 31 Z281 1: 1: 1 1-2 100-250 0.04-0.08 4-8
Sprague 35ZM315
Pulse Engineering

PE-2229
Sprague 31 Z204 1:1 4-7 200-400 0.07-0.11 17-22
Sprague 35ZM904
Pulse Engineering

PE-2230
Sprague 31 Z286 1: 1: 1 4-7 200-400 0.07-0.11 17-22
Sprague 35ZM930
Pulse Engineering

PE-2231
Sprague 31 Z307 1: 1 40-50 1000-1500 0.5-1.5 140-200
Sprague 43Z307
Pulse Engineering

PE-2242
Sprague 31 Z387 1: 1: 1 40-50 1000-1500 0.5-1.5 140-200
Pulse Engineering

PE-2479
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A
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• RD1 R3,•
115 VAC

60 Hz

R2
C2

SD1

T3(tCATHODE
2 4
'", III

. III , BD3,,'
'"• 1 3.

GATE

SOl Voltage Regulator, 51 VZ, R3
lW (lR - lN3037S)

R4
S02 Voltage Regulator, 50 VZ, R01,R02lOW (lR - lN2990)

S03 Voltage Regulator, 10 VZ,
SllW (lR - lN3020S)

Cl, C2 Capacitor,l mF, 1000V, Oil SCRl
Rl Resistor, 17n, 2W, 10%

R2 Resistor, lOOOn, lOOW Tl
(tapped at 950n)

T2, T3

Resistor, 1000n, lW, 5%

Resistor, 47n, 2W, 5%

Rectifier, 1000V, 1A
(lR - 10010)

Switch, pushbutton
(Unimax - ASS)

SCR, 7.4A, 400V
(IR - 5RC40A)

Transformer, 115V I
230 VAC, centertap,
50VA
Transformer, pulse

pUlses after the first are blocked.
The 0.1 Mfd capacitor charges up
almost to peak positive output volt-
age from the transformer secondary
on the first pulse, but enough dif-
ference between its charged voltage
and unloaded source voltage exists
to enable several more, much small-
er pulses to be passed. Were suffi-
cient output voltage available, alter-
nate output configurations could be
used to eliminate this effect, but
with proximity to zero cross-over a
must, output pulses are generally
neither high enough or long
enough.

The circuit shown in Figure
13-30 not only permits the use of a
low OeL transformer, near-ideal for

differentiation, but also yields a
nearly simultaneous pulse, which 1)
can supply enough energy, either
directly or through an overdriven
pulse transformer, to trigger any
size controlled rectifier, and 2) does
not result in successive after pUlses.
With the pushbutton pressed down
and held firmly, one and only one
husky line-synchronized pulse is
produced within three degrees of
the zero cross-over point.

In both Figures 13-29 and
13-30, a fifty-volt zener voltage reg-
ulator is placed across the primary
of the pulse transformer. A regular
diode, such as IR's 10D6, could
suffice, but the zener regulator also
prevents overvolting of the rrimary



should line surges occur. The zener
voltage regulator in the primary of
the second pulse transformer also
helps shape output pulse waveform
and a non-zener should not be sub-
stituted.

The output pulse waveform of
the circuit in Figure 13-30 is shown
in Figure 13-31. For these oscillo-
scope photographs, T2 was a PE-
2231. The lack of droop and uni-
form output voltage is the reason
for the zener voltage regulator in
the circuit. A ten-volt zener voltage
regulator could have been substi-
tuted for the 50 volt regulator, and
a 47-ohm terminating resistor used,
but the output pulse then would
have been rounded and with a peak
of but 7 to 8 volts, because of IxR
drop through the transformer sec-
ondary. Without the zener regulator
or a terminating resistor, high-fre-
quency transients and excessive
ringing are present.

Figure 13-32shows a line-synch-
ronized countdown triggering cir-
cuit developed at International Rec-
tifier. It has been used at repetition
rates of as high as 10 pulses per
second and as low as 1 pulse per 10
minutes, with extremely high reli-
ability and reproducibility. Output
waveforms are shown in Figure
13-33. Again, the pulse transformer

used was a PE-2231, although the
circuit has been used successfully
with a PE-2479 tp produce a pulse
with a rise time (10-90%) of a
microsecond, a pulse width (50%)
of 170 microseconds, and a fall
time (90-100%) of 170 microsec-
onds. The top of the pulse shows
little droop over a full 66-micro-
second period.

In operation, the phasing of the
pulse within a given positive half-
cycle can be shifted but a small
amount before the triggering rate
increases or decreases by a cycle per
second.

When supply line B is positive,
the 100 JiF capacitor, C3, charges
to the zener regulator voltage of
BD2 (30V) less the on-state voltage
of the rectifier, RD3. During this
half cycle, the base voltage of Ql is
zero, and no current passes through
Rl and Ql to charge Cl. When
supply line A is negative, a sharply
rising square wave exists across BDI
(10V) and a square wave pulse of
about 8 volts occurs across the
1000-ohm load resistor, R5 through
the two diodes RDI and RD2. This
biases Ql to charge capacitor Cl
from supply capacitor, C3. At the
same time, it produces through cap-
acitor C2 by differentiation, a nega-
tive pulse at base 2 of the unijunc-
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R3 RD, RD2

A

R2

BD, R5

115 VAC
60 H,

R,

BD2
C3

R, RD3

°2 GATE

T'~
• '1113•

II I B03
II'

"'2 ,

CATHODE

BDl Voltage Regulator, 10 VZ, lOW Ql Transistor (see text)
OR - 1N2974RB) Q2 Transistor, un iju nction

BD2 Voltage Regulator, 30 VZ, lOW (2N2l60) selected
(IR - lN2989RB) Rl Resistor (see text)

BD3 Voltage Regulator, 10 VZ, lW R2 Resistor, 330n, lW, 5%OR - lN3020B)

Cl Capacitor (see text) R3,R4 Resistor, 500n, 50W

C2 Capacitor, 0.33 IJ.F, 400 VDC, R5 Resistor, lK, lW, 5%

Mylar RD1' Rectifier, 1OOOV, 1A

C3 Capacitor, 100 IJ.F, 50 VDC RD2, OR - 10Dl0)
RD3
Tl Transformer, pulse (see text)



tion transistor, Q2. At the start of
this negative pulse, if the voltage
across Cl is high enough, the uni-
junction will trigger.

For proper operation of the cir-
cuit, a value of Cl of one Mfd or
more should be used, even at fairly
high repetition rates. This capacitor
should be paper, oil, Mylar, or a
tantalum electrolytic, for stability
and proper discharge characteris-
tics. If smaller values of Cl are
used, under some conditions mul-
tiple pulses may be produced.

The circuit has worked with a
variety of silicon and germanium

1. H.F. Haight, "Testing Procedures
and Test Equipment for Con-
trolled Rectifiers," Rectifier
News, Summer 1966 and Spring
1966, International Rectifier.

PNP transistors, but best perform-
ance is possible with a silicon PNP
high-frequency transistor such as
mentioned, with a typical BVCEO
of 60V or above, and a small-signal
beta of 100 or more at 5 mA de.

In the circuit as shown, with Cl a
10-mfd, 100 Vdc Mylar, a value for
R1 of 10 kilohms yielded a pulse
repetition rate of 4.1 pulses per sec-
ond, while a value of 20 kilohms
yielded 1.9 pulses per second. Down
to a certain minimum value for R1,
different for each Q1, pulse repeti-
tion rate appears linearly inversely
proportional to value of R1.

2. F. Durnya, "Inrush Current Test·
ing," Rectifier News, Fall 1968
International Rectifier.
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Large diameter wafers of high-purity silicon are arranged in a glass "boat"
and loaded into a diffusion furnace. The boat also contains a small amount
of an additive element which will precisely change the electrical character-
istics of the silicon. The two are heated together until the additive element
gasifies into the lattice structure of the silicon.



Triggering Circuits
Gate Triggering Circuits

The simplest means for triggering
a cop.trolled rectifier is to apply a
positive dc potential between the
gate and cathode. This is the oper-
ating condition used to determine
compliance with pUblishedspecifica-
tions for maximum gate current
and voltage required to trigger all
units of a given type. The designer
quickly learns that there are a num-
ber of considerations which require
the application of greater current
and voltage to the gate in order to
achieve successful device operation
in a practical piece of equipment.
Fortunately, in modern devices the
maximum gate current and voltage
which may be applied greatly exceed
the values required to trigger under
dc conditions. This is illustrated in
Figure 14-1, which shows the gate
characteristics for a 70 ampere
(average) device. It can be seen that
the designer has a large region
within which to operate where the
gate can be driven harder than the
amount barely required to turn the
device on and yet not be driven
beyond its maximum peak power
rating. Care must be taken to avoid
exceeding the maximum average
power rating of the gate when
applying a high peak signal.

Gate Triggering to Accommodate
High Load Circuit di/dt

For applications using conven-
tionally gated devices where the ini-
tial rate-of-rise of anode current is
more than a few amperes per micro-
second it becomes important to
provide a considerably greater cur-
rent pulse than that which will

barely turn the device on. A larger
than minimum gate current pulse
will cause a larger portion of the
total cross section of the device to
turn on initially, thus reducing the
turn-on current density and mini-
mizing the chance of a device fail-
ure due to the dijdt effect. In Fig-
ure 14-1, a region is shown where
best results will be obtained when
the device must accommodate a
high dijdt. In addition, the gate
pulse should have a fast rise time, in
the order of 0.1 microseconds. The
objective is to inject a significant
charge into the gate region during
the delay period.

ACE gated and Di-Vergence@l
gated devices in general require the
above mentioned precautions ex-
cept that dijdt and switching losses
are less severe for fast rising anode
currents.

Short Gate Triggering Pulses
For reasons of economy, both to

reduce the size of components used
to build the gate excitation circuit
and the power consumed by this
circuit, a relatively short pulse is
often applied to the gate rather
than-a lOngpulse ora continuousdc
signal. As pulse width is reduced it
is found that the peak current and
voltage required to trigger a given
device becomes greater. This effect
is most noticeable for pulse widths
shorter than 10 microseconds, as
shown in Figure 14-2. For such
short pulses it can be seen that
essentially a fixed electrical charge
is required to trigger the controlled
rectifier.

There is another problem which
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is encountered with a lagging power
factor load. In many inverter cir-
cuits, the power SCR may not be
forward-biased until well into the
half-cycle. At the same time, reac-
tive current is flowing through the
free-wheeling diodes. In this case a
short pulse triggering scheme can-
not be used. A relatively long cur-

, \
AREA OF ALL POSSIBLE
TRIGGERING POINTS

I'

rent pulse must be supplied to the
gate to ensure that the device trig-
gers when it becomes forward
biased. This is often accomplished
by providing, immediately after the
initial gate pulse, a longer but lower
amplitude pulse which is commonly
called the "back porch" of the gate
drive signal. See Figure 14-3.
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Figure 14-3. Generalized waveform
of gate trigger pulse
with back porch

Several circuits that can be used
for pulse drive are shown in Figure
14-4.

The circuit shown in Figure
14-4(a) is a unijunction relaxation

oscillator circuit, timed by R1 and
C1 with a pulse transformer cou-
pling the energy to the gate. This
rather simple circuit puts out a
pulse with no back porch. The cir-
cuit shown in Figure 14-4(b) has a
little more wave shaping by using a
speed-up capacitor C1 across R1 to
decrease the pulse rise time. R2
in both circuits reduces the gate-
cathode impedance, thus lowering
the SCR's susceptibility to noise
and dvjdt triggering. This resistor is
usually in the order of 100 ohms
and is mounted as close physically
to the SCR as is practical. The di-
ode RD1 functions to block the re-
verse voltage kick produced when
the pulse transformer resets, pro-
tecting the gate-cathode junction in
the reverse direction.
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Picket Fence Drive
The Picket Fence Drive Circuit,

shown in Figure 14-5, is a variation
of pulse drive (using a small pulse
transformer) but has the effect of
putting pulses on the gate all through
the conduction period. While Q3 is
turned on, unijunction Q1 is allowed
to cycle many times as set by R1
and C1. The output would be typi-
cally as shown in Figure 14-5.

A modification of the picket
fence drive is shown in Figure 14-6.
In this circuit the pulse transformer
is driven in both directions and the
output is rectified to give a dc gate
signal. This circuit has the added
feature of requiring only one oscil-
lator, which can be directed to any
SCR by use of logic gates. This is
useful for multi-device circuits.



Figure 14-7(a). Local energy storage type gate trigger pulse cricuit (for
triggering two thyristors is shown)

Local Energy Storage Gate Triggering
Local energy storage gate trigger

circuit design will be discussed
briefly in order to give the circuit
designer some tips on ways of
achieving the rise times recom-
mended above in a relatively inex-
pensive manner. The circuit shown
in Figure 14-7(a) serves as a pulse
sharpening circuit to give good
voltage isolation without requiring
the isolation transformer to have
good high frequency characteristics.
In this circuit, the combination of
ve and igl for SCRI and also RG
sfiould De chosen to give a trigger-
ing' characteristic which is uniform
for all combinations of vg, RG, and

SCRI which are to be used in each
of the SCR trigger circuits. Capaci-
tors Cl and resistors Rl act not
only as delay circuits to square up
the collector (point B) vs. time
characteristic shown in Figure
14-7(b), but also as noise suppres-
sors to the gates of the SCRs which
are connected in parallel. R2 simply
acts as a pulse stretcher to stretch
out the discharge of the local ener-
gy storage capacitor Cl and should
be chosen so that there is no dis-
continuity in the SCR gate trigger-
ing current between the discharge
of the capacitor and the follow-up
of the slower current from t~~
pulse transformer.
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Figure 14-8(a). Local energy storage type gate trigger pulse circuit
which provides DC gate trigger pulse



Figure 14-8(a) shows an alter-
nate method of achieving voltage
isolation and yet using pulse gating
techniques with local energy stor-
age where it may be important, be-
cause of a reactive load in the main
power circuit, that the gate current
will essentially be continuous. This
can be achieved by supplying a
series of gate pulses from two cir-
cuits operating alternately and con-
nected through diodes to the same
gate. These pulses (refer to Figure
14-8(b» need not be overlapping or
continuous as far as the gate is con-
cerned. A ratio of time-on to time-
between-pulses might be about 70%
on, 30% off for large SCRs, as long
as the 30% off time is well below
the turn-off time of the SCR. In the
case of devices of 300 ampere rat-

ing or more, the off-time should
probably be kept below about 30
or 40 microseconds. It would not
then be normal for the devices to
achieve a great deal of recombina-
tion during the off-time.

If diodes RD1 are used in the
gate circuit for isolation, their turn-
on characteristics should be studied
by the circuit designer to be sure
that they do not affect the gate
current rise characteristic. Normally
a diode doped for fast recovery
characteristics will serve well in this
type of application.

The gate circuit of Figure 14-9
combines the qualities of a fast rise
time gate current to minimize delay
time effects and a wide pulse for in-
ductive loads.

~tL...---- C
1

~~M~~S ABOVE. TO SCR2

'~

92 FROM FROM" t

01 . 02

Figure 14-8(b). Gate current waveform pertaining to circuit in
Figure 14-8(a)
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Opto-Coupled SCR Gate Drive
The interwinding capacitance of

conventional pulse transformers
may be prohibitively high for prop-
er operation of SCRs when high
rates of rise of anode voltage are en-
countered. High dvjdt can induce
currents to flow in the interwinding
capacitance, which may falsely trig-
ger an SCR. This problem can be
avoided by the use of optical cou-
plers to provide extremely high
voltage isolation between the trig-
ger circuits of different SCRs. The
gate circuit of Figure 14-10 uses
a light emitting diode (LED) and
photo-sensitive SCR (SCR1) to pro-
vide optical isolation for each main
SCR (SCR2)'

The circuit in Figure 14-10 has
the advantage of being positive and
simple. However, it suffers from the
problem that SCR1 must have the
same blocking characteristics as the
main SCR, SCR2' This could be
a serious handicap if SCR2 is an
inverter SCR or very high voltage
SCR.

Figure 14-10. Optically coupled
trigger circuit



Noise
There are general rules that can

be followed to reduce false trigger-
ing from noise (some were men-
tioned above), whether generated in
the circuit, or externally.

A. Introduce a gate-to-cathode
resistor (mentioned above) near the
deivce.

B. Add snubbing devices anode
to cathode to reduce voltage spikes
generated during device recovery.

C. Twist the auxiliary gate and
cathode leads, especially when run-
ning any distance. This reduces in-
ductive pick up.

D. Introduce a diode or zener
diode in series with the gate to raise
the effective threshold voltage of
the device gate. If this method is
used, a gate-cathode resistor must
be used on the device, otherwise
the impedance in the gate to cath-
ode region will be very high and
this will make the device more sus-
ceptible to noise.

E. Reverse gate-cathode bias
has been used in the past, not only
to act as a sink for circuit noise,
but also to enhance the dv/dt
characteristics of an SCR by bleed-
ing off capacitive leakage from the
anode circuit. However this is no
longer needed with the emitter
shorting used in modern devices.
There is still some noise immunity
achieved by this method but the
amount is questionable when con-
sidered against the cost.

F. Capacitors have been placed
from gate to cathode to reduce the
effect of high frequency noise in
the circuit. However, in most cases
this is not recommended any longer
because it also reduces the rise time

of the desired gate signal. There are
a few cases where this may not be
detrimental (Le., low di/dt anode
currents) and a capacitor can be
safely used.

G. A great deal of noise immu-
nity can be achieved by using a gate
transformer with extremely low
interwinding capacitance, in the
order of 5 pf or less. This not only
reduces the noise from the control
circuit side of the transformer that
gets to the devices, but reduces the
noise from the power circuit that
gets into and falsely triggers the
control circuit.

H. Operate parallel and poten-
tially interacting thyristor circuits
from a stiff (low reactance) supply
line. Notches in the voltages of
power lines, particularly those tied
to control circuits, can cause a false
change of state in logic elements;
one shot multivibrators are espe-
cially susceptible to this type of
noise.

J. If the supply line is soft
(high reactance), consider using
separate transformers to feed the
parallel branch circuits; each trans-
former should be rated no more
than required by the rating of the
branch circuit load.

K. Avoid purely resistive loads
operating from stiff lines - they
give highest rates of current rise on
switching.

L. Keep both leads of each
power circuit run together; avoid
loops that encircle sensitive control
circuitry.

M. Arrange magnetic compo-
nents so as to avoid interacting
stray fields.
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High Speed Thyristors
Comparing Gate Structures

A glance at Figure 15-1 clearly
shows a major problem associated
with the design of high frequency,
high current thyristors; the equali-
zation time (the time necessary
to turn the thyristor fully on) in-
creases with the current rating.

The solution is to use an inter-
digitated gate structure; i.e., a mul-
tiplicity of gate arms such that no
point on the cathode is more than a
few millimeters away from the gate.
Combining this concept with the
ACE gate construction yields a de-
vice which:

A. Requires a relatively low ex-
ternal gate drive.

B. Propagates rapidly and effi-

ciently over the main cathode.
C. Turns on the entire main

cathode in less than 20 micro-
seconds.

To illustrate the effect of the
several gate structures, consider
three thyristors* with a cathode
diameter of 25 mm, differing only
in gate structure. Figure 15-2 shows
not only the advantage of the ACE
and interdigitated gates, but also
the trade-off in top (cathode) sur-
face arel!.

A. The point gate thyristor
uses 100% of the surface as cath-

*Calculations based on realistic de-
signs and a constant 0.1 mm/JJs
turn-on propagation velocity.
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Figure 15-1. Typical time for SCRs of various average current ratings to
tum on fully (conventional point gate devices, hard firing
gate pulse)
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ode, but takes 250 j.1S to turn on
completely.

B. The ACE gate thyristor uses
less than 91% of the surface as cath-
ode, but always has significantly
more area "on" until it is complete-
ly on in 215 j.1S.

C. The interdigitated (Di-
Vergence) gate thyristor uses ap-
proximately 82% of the surface,
but is completely on in 13.2 j.1S.

With a larger Di-Vergence gate
thyristor, the length of each gate
arm increases in proportion to the
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area of the surface and the equaliza-
tion time is relatively constant. The
gate arm width remains about con-
stant and so the percentage of sur-
face area aevoted to the gate is rela-
tively constant.

The effect of incomplete turn-on
is increased watts loss and therefore
heating of the thyristor during the
turn-on interval. This is true even
at intermediate frequencies where
the ACE gate device is completely
turned on at the end of the current
pulse.

A POINT GATE
B ACE GATE
C DI.VERGENCETM GATE

ACE n/R "0.3
DI·VERGENCE' GATE ARMS" 21123 MMI

VEL" CONSTANT AT 0.1 MM/I's

'TRADE NAME

o ~ 100 1~ WO ~O WO 3~
TIME AFTER ANODE CURRENT BEGINS (MICROSECONDS)
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Figure 15-4. Maximum Allowable Peak On-State Current Rating as a
Percent of Low Frequency Rating

Figure 15-3 shows the Maximum
Allowable Peak On-State Current
for sinusoidal waveforms and 50%
duty cycle at a case temperature of
650 with VR ~ 50 volts for the
420PBL ACE gate thyristor and the
550PBQ interdigitated gate thyris-
tor. * Figure 15-4 shows the same
information except that it is plot-
ted as a percentage (%) of the low
frequency rating.

As expected at 5 kHz, the
550PBQ is significantly better than
the 420PBL. At frequencies below
3 kHz the 420PBL is completely

turned on at the end of each cur-
rent pulse, yet the 550PBQ can
handle more current (or conversely
requires less cooling) than the
420PBL. For example, at 1.5 kHz
the 550PBQ can carry up to 88% of
its rated low frequency current but
the 420PBL can carry only 70% of
its rated low frequency current.

*These two particular thyristors
were chosen because the low fre-
quency ratings are approximately
equal.
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dijdt Ratings and Gate Structure
A conventional point gate device

driven with a high level (hard) ex-
ternal gate source can have a medi-
um dijdt rating.

An ACE gate device has a consis-
tently high di/dt rating with hard or
soft external gate drive.

With an ACE gate device, the
auxiliary cathode is initially turned
on at the most sensitive point or
several points on the main cathode
gate line. Until the remainder of the
main cathode gate line is turned on,
these one or two points must carry
any high inrush current, hence the
di/dt limitation. After one or two
microseconds, the entire gate line
(about 1 cm) is turned on and the
current density propagates laterally
across the main cathode.

Di-Vergence (interdigitated) gate
device has the same dijdt rating as
an ACE gate device. With an inter-
digitated device, the gate line is
considerably longer. For example,
in the 500PBQ device, the length is
approximately 20 cm. However, ini-
tially the auxiliary cathode turns on
at the most sensitive point or sever-
al points on the main cathode gate
line and once again these one or
two points must carry any high in-
rush currents for the first one or
two microseconds. After one or
two microseconds, the entire gate
line is turned on, and the current
density propagates laterally across
the main cathode. After approxi-
mately 15 IlS the entire cathode is
turned on.

With the introduction of inter-
digitated gate structures, thyristors
can now be applied efficiently in
high frequency power conversion
systems and they are now being
used in such applications as induc-
tion heating generators operating at

frequencies up to 10 kHz.

Recovery Current and Recovered
Charge

As the frequency capability of
high current thyristors increases,
the recovery characteristic becomes
of greater importance to the users
and hence the manufacturer for
several reasons:

A. Magnitude of recovery
losses. It can be shown that the
reverse recovery losses in a thyristor
are:

Pa(REC) = fQR(REC) VRM

(15-A)
Where:
Pa(REC) = Reverse recovery power

loss in watts
f = Operating frequency
QR(REC) = Recovered charge
VRM = Applied reverse voltage

At higher operating frequencies,
these losses represent an increas-
ingly important percentage of the
total losses.

B. Shape of the Recovery Cur-
rent. The positive slope of the recov-
ery current as the current decreases
towards zero creates a self-induced
voltage across the thyristor, which,
when added to the supply voltage,
may exceed the voltage rating of
the device. If another thyristor is
connected in anti-parallel, the dvjdt
of this voltage may cause triggering
of the other thyristor.

Each of these matters will be
considered separately.

Magnitude of Recovery Losses
The recovered charge of a thyris-

tor in any application is a combina-
tion of parameters controlled by
the manufacturer and controlled by
the circuit.
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Keeping the circuit parameters
constant, the recovered charge of a
given thyristor type is:

QR(REC) = f(I, V, & l/T eff)

(15-B)

Where:
I = Current rating for which

the type was designed
V = Highest voltage rating for

which the type was
designed

1 /T eff = Reciprocal of the effective
lifetime of minority carri·
er silicon used in the parti-
cular device type

For a given current and voltage
rating, the only design freedom left
to the device designer is lifetime
control. Since high frequency thy-
ristors must have short turn-off

times, the Teff of these types is
already controlled and low. The
effective lifetimes of these types
can be lowered further by several
additional means in order to lower
the recovered charge. It must be re-
membered that lifetime control is
a trade-off. As lifetime is lowered,
the on-state voltage increases and
the on-state current rating is
decreased.

With a given device type:

QR(REC) = f(TJX, ITM, & -di/dt)

(15-C)

Where:
TJX = Instantaneous junction

temperature at the end of
on-state current flow

ITM = Peak on-state current (see
Figure 15-5)

-di/dt = Rate of change of on-state
current (see Figure 15-6)
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This relationship shows that the
circuit parameters are in opposition
to the desires of the circuit design-
er. The designer wants high cur-
rents at high frequencies (hence
high di/dt's) but low recovered
charge. The only freedom allowed
is peak junction temperature.

As has been shown previously
for a given base width, peak current
and case temperature, a Di-Vergence
gate thyristor operates at a lower
peak junction temperature than
non-interdigitated devices and
therefore, for this reason alone, will
have a lower recovered charge.

Shape of the Recovery Current and
Both the voltage overshoot and

negative dv/dt can be limited by a
snubber circuit. (Refer to Figure

15-7.) The specification sheet may
have suggested snubber circuit val-
ues, however, the optimum snubber
values for a particular application
depend on the component values of
the circuit.

Snubber circuits are designed
with an eye to several considera-
tions: VRM/VS, dv/dt, snubber
losses in R, and snubber losses in
the thyristor.

If the damping ratio t
R/2VC/L is selected to be 0.5:

(4Vs) Vs (15-D)
dv/dt=t - =-RC RC



Where:
VRM = Peak Reverse Voltage (V)
VS = Reverse Supply Voltage (V)
C = Snubber Capacitance (J,.lF)
R = Snubber resistance (ohms)
L = Effective circuit inductance

(J,.lH)

See Figure 15-7 for the snubber
circuit and Figure 15-8 for wave-
shapes.

If: VS = 600V, VSCR = 1000V,
dv/dtSCR = 200V/J,.ls and L =
35J,.lH:

R' rc- 200 1r = 0.5 =2" V t and 600 = RC

R2C = 35

R=11.7Q

Losses in Resistor during Recovery
This loss has been shown to be:

CV2 ( tr )
JTHY ~ -2- tr + ts

(15-G)

CV2( ts )
JRES ~ -2- \tr + ts

(15-H)
Where:
JTHY = Energy dissipated in thyris-

tor during turn-on
JRES = Energy dissipated in resis-

tor during turn-on
ts = Snubber circuit time con-

stant
= RC

tr = Thyristor rise time
= ton - tdelay

CV2 ( LI2) CV2JR = -2- 1+--2 = -2-(1+x2)
CVS (15-E) L = TOTAL EFFECTIVE CIRCUIT INDUCTANCE

x2 = LI2 = 4t212 (15-F) Figure 15-7. Typical snubber circuit
CVS2 /dV)2

C\dt

Where:
JR = Energy dissipated in resistor

during recovery

That is, these extra losses are pro-
portional to the damping factor and
inversely proportional to the dv/dt.

Losses during Turn-On
These have been shown as a first

order approximation to be:

Vs\ ... 1 _, ,,.
" VRM
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More simply, the loss is divided
between the thyristor and resistor
in proportion to their respective
time constants.

If the thyristor loss at turn-on is
found to be excessive, a polarized
snubber may be considered to re-
duce the current supplied by the
snubber during turn on.

If dv{dt is not a consideration, a
reverse polarized snubber, as in Fig-
ure 15-9, may be used.

Figure 15-9. Reverse polarized
snubber

Here the damping resistor R1 is
effective during reverse recovery
and R2 serves to bleed the snubber
capacitor during the period of off-
state voltage before the thyristor is
triggered again.

If the snubber is also across a
diode connected in anti-parallel to
the thyristor, and dv{dt is a major
consideration, then an off-state po-
larized snubber, as shown in Figure
15-10, may be used.

Here the effective damping resis-
tor is the parallel combination of
R1 and R2, but the discharge resis-
tor at turn-on is R2'

Figure 15-10. Off-state polarized
snubber

There are two things to note:
polarized snubbers do not reduce
the turn-on losses, they only serve
to reduce the loss in the resistor. It
is not practical to design a polarized
snubber across two thyristors con-
nected in anti-parallel. A non-linear
reactor may be used advantageously
in this case to minimize the extra
power loss resulting from the snub-
ber during turn-on or reverse recov-
ery. The arrangement is shown in
Figure 15-11.

Figure 15-11. Unpolarized snubber
with non-linear
reactor



Symbols and Terms
The symbols and terms listed here are from EIA-NEMA Standard

"Recommended Standards for Thyristors," June 1972 (EIA Standard
RS-397 and NEMA Standard SK516-1972). Additional figures illustrating
the symbols and some specific definitions are presented from International
Rectifier's Application Note AN-313.

Thyristor
A bistable semiconductor device

comprising three or more junctions,
which can be switched from the
off-state to the on-state or vice
versa, such switching occurring with-
in at least one quadrant of the prin-
cipal voltage-current characteristic.

Reverse Blocking Diode Thyristor
A two -terminal thyristor which

switches only for positive anode-
to-cathode voltages and exhibits a
reverse blocking state for negative
anode-to-cathode voltages.

Reverse Blocking Triode Thyristor
A three-terminal thyristor which

switches only for positive anode-to-
cathode voltages and exhibits a re-
verse blocking state for negative
anode-to-cathode voltages.

Reverse Conducting
Diode Thyristor

A two-terminal thyristor which
switches only for positive anode-to-
cathode voltages and conducts large
currents at negative anode-to-cath-
ode voltages comparable to magni-
tude to the on-state voltages.

Reverse Conducting
Triode Thyristor

A three-terminal thyristor which

switches only for positive anode-to-
cathode voltages and conducts large
currents at negative anode-to-cath-
ode voltages comparable in magni-
tude to the on-state voltages.

Bidirectional Diode Thyristor
A two-terminal thyristor having

substantially the same switching be-
havior in the first and third quad-
rants of the principal voltage-cur-
rent characteristic.

Bidirectional Triode Thyristor
A three-terminal thyristor having

substantially the same switching be-
havior in the first and third quad-
rants of the principal voltage-cur-
rent characteristic.

Turn-Off Thyristor
A thyristor which can be switched

from the on-state to the off-state
and vice versa by applying control
signals of appropriate polarities to
the gate terminal, with the ratio of
triggering power to triggered power
appreciably less than one.

P-Gate Thyristor
A thyristor in which the gate

terminal is connected to the P-
region adjacent to the region to
which the cathode terminal is
connected and which is normally
switched to the on-state by ap-
plying a positive signal between
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the gate and cathode terminals.
Standard production SCRs are p-
gate thyristors.

N-Gate Thyristor
A thyristor in which the gate

terminal is connected to the N-
region adjacent to the region to
which the anode terminal is con-
nected and which is normally
switched to the on-state by apply-
ing a negative signal between gate
and anode terminals.

Semiconductor Controlled Rectifier
(SCR)

An alternative name used for the
reverse blocking triode thyristor.

Physical Structure
Nomenclature

Electrode (of a semiconductor de-
vice)

. An electric and mechanical con-
tact to a region of a semiconductor
device.

Anode
The electrode by which current

enters the thyristor, when the thy-
ristor is in the on-state with the
gate open-circuited.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Cathode
The electrode by which current

leaves the thyristor, when the thy-
ristor is in the on-state with the
gate open-circuited.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Gate
An electrode connected to one

of the semiconductor regions for
introducing control current.

Junction (of a semiconductor de-
vice)

A region of transition between
semiconductor regions of different
electrical properties (e.g., n-n+, p-n,
p-p+ semiconductors), or between a
metal and a semiconductor.

Collector Junction
The junction across which the

polarity of the voltage reverses
when switching occurs.

Terminal (of a semiconductor de-
vice)

The externally available point of
connection to one or more elec-
trodes.

Main Terminals
The terminals through which the

principal current flows.

Main Terminal 1 (of a bidirectional
thyristor)

The main terminal which is
named "1" by the device manu-
facturer.

Main Terminal 2 (of a bidirectional
thyristor)

The main terminal which is
named "2" by the device manu-
facturer.

Anode Terminal
The terminal which is connected

to the anode.
Note: This term does not apply

to bidirectional thyristors.

Cathode Terminal
The terminal which is connect-

ed to the cathode.



Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Gate Terminal
A terminal which is connected

to a gate.

Principal Voltage-Current Charac-
teristic (Principal Characteristic)

The function, usually represent-
ed graphically, relating the principal
voltage to the principal current
with gate current, where applicable,
as a parameter.

Anode-to-Cathode Voltage-Current
Characteristic (Anode Charpcter-
is tic)

A function, usually represented
graphically, relating the anode-to-
cathode voltage to the principal

.current with gate current, where
applicable, as a parameter.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

On-State
The condition of the thyristor

corresponding to the low-resistance,
low-voltage portion of the principal
voltage-current characteristic in the
switching quadrant(s).

Note: In the case of reverse con-
ducting thyristors, this definition is
applicable only for a positive an-
ode-to-cathode voltage.

Off-State
The condition of the thyristor

corresponding to the high-resist-
ance, low-current portion of the
principal voltage-current character-
istic between the origin and the
breakover point(s) in the switching
quadrant(s).

Breakover Point
Any point on the principal volt-

age-current characteristic for which
the differential resistance is zero
and where the principal voltage
reaches a maximum value.

Negative Differential Resistance Re-
gion

Any portion of the principal
voltage-current characteristic in the
switching quadrant(s) within which
the differential resistance in nega-
tive.

Reverse Blocking State (of a re-
verse blocking thyristor)

The condition of a reverse block-
ing thyristor corresponding to the
portion of the anode-to-cathode
voltage-current characteristic for re-
verse currents of lower magni-
tude than the reverse breakdown
current .

On-Impedance
The differential impedance be-

tween the terminals through which
the principal current flows, when
the thyristor is in the on-state at a
stated operating point.

Principal Voltage
The voltage between the main

terminals.
Notes:
1. In the case of the reverse

blocking and reverse conducting
thyristors, the principal voltage is
called positive when the anode po-
tential is higher than the cathode
potential, and called negative when
the anode potential is lower than
the cathode potential.

2. For bidirectional thyristors,
the polarity designation is arbi-
trary, and must be specified.
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Anode-to-Cathode Voltage (Anode
Voltage)

The voltage between the anode
terminal and the cathode terminal.

Notes:
1. It is called a positive when

the anode potential is higher than
the cathode potential, and called
negative when the anode potential
is lower than the cathode potential.

2. This term does not apply to
bidirectional thyristors.

Forward Voltage (of a reverse
blocking or reverse conducting
thyristor)

A positive anode-to-cathode
voltage.

Off-State Voltage
The principal voltage when the

thyristor is in the off-state.

Working Peak Off-State Voltage
The maximum instantaneous

value of the off-state voltage which
occurs across a thyristor, excluding
all repetitive and nonrepetitive tran-
sient voltages.

Repetitive Peak Off-State Voltages
The maximum instantaneous va-

lue of the off-state voltage which
occurs across a thyristor, including
all repetitive transient voltages, but
excluding all non-repetitive tran-
sient voltages.

Nonrepetitive Peak Off-State Volt-
age

The maximum instantaneous va-
lue of any nonrepetitive transient
off-state voltage which occurs ac-
ross the thyristor.

Critical Rate-of-Rise of Off-State
Voltage

The minimum value of the rate-

of-rise of principal voltage which
will cause switching from the off-
state to the on-state.

Breakover Voltage
The principal voltage at the

breakover point.

On-State Voltage
The principal voltage when the

thyristor is in the on-state.

Minimum On-State Voltage
The minimum positive principal

voltage for which the differential
resistance is zero with the gate
open-circuited.

Principal Current
A generic term for the current

through the collector junction.
Note: It is the current through

the main terminals.

On-State Current
The principal current when the

thyristor is in the on-state.

Forward Current (of a reverse
b locking or reverse conducting
thyristor)

The principal current for a posi-
tive anode-to-cathode voltage.

Peak Repetitive On-State Current
The peak value of the on-state

current including all repetitive tran-
sient currents.

Overload On-State Current
An on-state current of substan-

tially the same waveshape as the
normal on-state current and having
a greater value than the normal
on-state current.

Surge (Nonrepetitive) On-State Cur-
rent



An on-state current of short-
time duration and specified wave-
shape.

Critical &te-of-Rise of On-State
Current

The maximum value of the rate-
of-rise of on-state current which a
thyristor can withstand without de-
leterious effect.

Off-State Current
The principal current when the

thyristor is in the off-state.

Breakover Current
The principal current at the

breakover point.

Holding Current
The minimum principal current

required to maintain the thyristor
in the on-state.

Reverse Voltage (of a reverse block-
ing or reverse conducting thyristor)

A negative anode-to-cathode
voltage.

Working Peak Reverse Voltage (of a
reverse blocking thyristor)

The maximum instantaneous va-
lue of the reverse voltage which
occurs across the thyristor, exclud-
ing all repetitive and nonrepetitive
transient voltages.

Repetitive Peak Reverse Voltage (of
a reverse blocking thyristor)

The maximum instantaneous va-
lue of the reverse voltage which
occurs across the thyristor, includ-
ing all repetitive transient voltages,
but excluding all nonrepetitive tran-
sient voltages.

Nonrepetitive Peak Reverse Voltage
(of a reverse blocking thyristor)

The maximum instantaneous va-
lue of any nonrepetitive transient
reverse voltage which occurs across
a thyristor.

Reverse Breakdown Voltage (of a
reverse· blocking thyristor)

The value of negative anode-to-
cathode voltage at which the differ-
ential resistance between the anode
and cathode terminals changes from
a high value to a substantially lower
value.

Reverse Current (of a reverse block-
ing or reverse conducting thyristor)

The principal current for nega-
tive anode-to-cathode voltage.

Reverse Blocking Current (of a re-
verse blocking thyristor)

The reverse current when the
thyristor is in the reverse blocking
state.

Reverse Breakdown Current (of a
reverse blocking thyristor)

The principal current at the re-
verse breakdown voltage.

Gate Voltage
The voltage between a gate ter-

minal and a specified main ter-
minal.

Gate Trigger Voltage
The gate voltage required to pro-

duce the gate trigger current.

Gate Nontrigger Voltage
The maximum gate voltage

which will not cause the thyristor
to switch from the off-state to the
on-state.

Forward Gate Voltage
The voltage between the gate

terminal and the terminal of an
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adjacent region resulting from for-
ward gate current.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Reverse Gate Voltage
The voltage between the gate

terminal and the terminal of an
adjacent region resulting from re-
verse gate current.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Gate Turn-Off Voltage (of a turn-
off thyristor)

The gate voltage required to pro-
duce the gate turn-off current.

""-
Gate Trigger Current

The minimum gate current re-
quired to switch a thyristor from
the off-state to the on-state.

Gate Nontrigger Current
The maximum gate current

which will not cause the thyristor
to switch from the off-state to the
on-state.

Forward Gate Current
The gate current when the junc-

tion between the gate region and
the adjacent anode or cathode re-
gion is forward-biased.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Reverse Gate Current
The gate current when the junc-

tion between the gate region and
the adjacent anode or cathode re-
gion is reverse-biased.

Note: This term does not apply
to bidirectional thyristors.

Gate Turn-Off Current (of a turn-
off thyristor)

The minimum gate current re-

quired to switch a thyristor from
the on-state to the off-state.

Thermal Resistance (of a semicon-
ductor device)

The temperature difference be-
tween two specified points or re-
gions divided by the power dissipa-
tion under conditions of thermal
equilibrium.

Transient Thermal Impedance (of a
semiconductor device)

The change of temperature dif-
ference between two specified
points or regions at the end of a
time interval divided by the step
function change in power dissipa-
tion at the beginning of the same
time interval causing the change of
temperature difference.

Gate Controlled Turn-On Time
The tJme interval between a spe-

cified p6int at the beginning of the
gate pulse and the instant when the
principal voltage (current) has
dropped (risen) to a specified low
(high) value dUring switching of a
thyristor from the off-state to the
on-state by a gate pulse.

Gate Controlled Delay Time
The time interval between a spe-

cified point at the beginning of the
gate pulse and the instant when the
principal voltage (current) has
dropped (risen) to a specified value
near its initial value during switch-
ing of a thyristor from the off-state
to the on-state by a gate pulse.

Gate Controlled Rise Time
The time interval between the

instants at which the principal volt-
age (current) has dropped (risen)
from a specified value near its ini-
tial value to a specified low (high)



General Letter Symbols:
Ambient Temperature TA
Case Temperature TC
Virtual Junction

Temperature TJ
Storage Temperature Tstg
Thermal Resistance Re

Junction-to-Ambient. . ReJA
Junction-to-Case ReJC
Case-to-Ambient ReCA

Transient Thermal
Impedance Ze(t)
Junction-to-Ambient. . ZeJA(t)
Junction-to-Case ZeJC(t)

Delay Time td
Rise Time tr
Fall Time tf
Reverse Recovery Time .. trr
Gate-Controlled

Turn-On Time tgt
Gate- Controlled

Turn-Off Time ..... tgq
Circuit-Commutated

Turn-Off Time ..... tq

Letter Symbol Subscripts
The following letters are used as

qualifying subscripts for Thyristor
Letter Symbols:
A-a Anode
K-k Cathode
G-g Gate
R-r Reverse or, as a Second

Subscript, Repetitive
D-d Off-State, Non-Trigger
T-t On-State, Trigger
M-m Maximum Value
MIN-min .. Minimum Value
AV·av Average Value
RMS Total RMS Value
W Working
0-0 Open Circuit
S-s Short Circuit, or as a

Second Subscript,
Non-Repetitive

X-x Specified Circuit
H-h Holding
(BR) Breakdown
(BO) Breakover
Q-q Turn-Off, Recovery
(TO) Threshold
(OV) Overload

value during switching of a thy-
ristor from the off-state to the on-
state by a gate pulse.

Note: This time interval will
be equal to the rise time of the
on-state current only for pure re-
sistive loads.

Gate Controlled Turn-Off Time (of
a turn-off thyristor)

The time interval between a spe-
cified point at the beginning of the
gate pulse and the instant when the
principal current has decreased to
a specified value during switching
from the on-state to the off-state
by a gate pulse.

Circuit-Commutated Turn-Off Time
The time interval between the

instant when the principal current
has decreased to zero after external
switching of the principal voltage
circuit, and the instant when the
thyristor is capable of supporting
a specified principal voltage with-
out turning on.

Reverse Recovery Time (of a reverse
blocking thyristor)

The time required for the princi-
pal current or voltage to recover to
a specified value after instantaneous
switching from an on-state to a re-
verse voltage or current.



DC VALUE, DC VALUE, MAXIMUM
TOTAL NO WITH INST ANT AN EOUS (PEAK)

RMS ALTERNATING ALTERNATING TOTAL TOTAL
QUANTITY VALUE COMPONENT COMPONENT VALUE VALUE

On-State Current IT(RMS) IT IT(AV) iT ITM
Repetitive Peak On-State - - - - ITRMCurrent

Surge (Non-Repetitive) - - - - ITSMOn-State Current
Overload On-State

IT(OV)Current - - - -
Breakover Current - I(BO) - i(BO) -
Off-State Current ID(RMS) ID ID(AV) iD IDM
Repetitive Peak Off- - - - - IDRMState Current
Reverse Current IR(RMS) IR IR(AV) iR IRM
Repetitive Peak - - - - IRRMReverse Current

Reverse Breakdown
I(BR)R i(BR)RCurrent - - -

On-State Voltage VT(RMS) VT VT(AV) vT VTM

Breakover Voltage - V(BO) - V(BO) -

Off-State Voltage VD(RMS) VD VD(AV) vD VDM



DC VALUE, DC VALUE, MAXIMUM
TOTAL NO WITH INST ANT AN EOUS (PEAK)

RMS AL TERNATING AL TERNATING TOTAL TOTAL
QUANTITY VALUE COMPONENT COMPONENT VALUE VALUE

Minimum On-State - VT(MIN) - - -
Voltage

Working Peak Off-State
VDWMVoltage - - - -

Repetitive Peak Off-State - - - - VDRMVoltage

Non-Repetitive Peak Off-
VDSMState Voltage - - - -

Reverse Voltage VR(RMS) VR VR(AV) vR VRM
Working Peak Reverse

VRWMVoltage - - - -
Repetitive Peak - - - VRRMReverse Voltage -
Non-Repetitive Peak

VRSMReverse Voltage - - - -

Reverse Breakdown
V(BR)RVoltage - - V(BR)R -

Holding Current - IH - iH -
Latching Current - IL - iL -
Gate Current - IG IG(AV) iG IGM



DC VALUE, DC VALUE, MAXIMUM
TOTAL NO WITH INST ANT AN EOUS (PEAK)

RMS AL TERNATING ALTERNATING TOTAL TOTAL
QUANTITY VALUE COMPONENT COMPONENT VALUE VALUE

Gate Trigger Current - IGT - iGT IGTM
Gate Non- Trigger

'GD iGQ IGDMCurrent - -

Gate Turn-Off Current - IGQ - iGQ IGQM
Gate Voltage - VG VG(AV) vG VGM
Gate Trigger Voltage - VGT - vGT VGTM
Gate Non- Trigger - VGD vGD VGDMVoltage -

Gate Turn-Off Voltage - VGQ - vGQ VGQM
Gate Power Dissipation - PG PG(AV) PG PGM
Turn-On Dissipation - - PTT(AV) PTT PTTM
Turn-Off Dissipation - - PRQ(AV) PRQ PRQM
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Specific Definitions Used in Inter- IRQM
national Rectifier Data Sheets

ITSM Peak One-Cycle Non-Re-
current Surge Current. The
maximum on-state current
having a single half cycle
(8.3 milliseconds) duration
for a 60 Hz, single phase VAM
resistive load. The surge
may be preceded and fol-
lowed by maximum rated
voltage, current, and junc-
tion temperature condi-
tions and maximum allow-
able gate power may be
concurrently dissipated.
However, limitations with
respect to on-state current
during switching should not
be exceeded.

I Squared t. A measure of
maximum on-state non-re-
current over-current capa-
bility for pulse durations
between 1.5 and 8.3 milli-
seconds. I is in RMS amp-
eres and t is pulse duration
in seconds. (The same con-
ditions as listed above for
ITSM apply.)

Peak Reverse Recovery Cur-
rent. The peak reverse cur-
rent obtained when instan-
taneously switching from
an on-state current to a
reverse voltage in a given
circuit.

Peak Anode Voltage. The
maximum instantaneous va-
lue of principal voltage
which may be applied to
the anode. If breakover
occurs at this voltage or at
some lower value, no dam-
age to the SCR will result.
If a higher voltage is ap-
plied and breakover occurs,
the SCR may be damaged.

Turn-On Voltage. The
principal voltage at some
specified principal current
and at some specified
time during the transition
between the off-state and
the on-state.

\ \ WORKING PEAK REVERSE VOLTAGE

\ REPETITIVE PEAK REVERSE VOLTAGE

NON·REPETITIVE PEAK REVERSE VOLTAGE
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REVERSE
AVALANCHE
BREAKDOWN

Figure 2. Instantaneous Forward and Reverse Characteristics
(Reverse Blocking Thyristor)

o

~I'RC~ ~

Figure 4. Anode Voltage Waveform
During Critical dv/dt Test

Figure 5. Anode Voltage and Cur-
Waveforms During
Turn-Off Time Test



Device Specifications

SCR's and Power Triacs 0 •• 0 • 0 • 0 0 • 0 •••• 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 0 • 502
Fast-Switching SCR's (table) . 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 ••• 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 • 0 • 507

Power Transistors and Darlingtons 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 ••••• 0 ••• 0 0 •••••• 508
Silicon Rectifiers 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 •• 0 • 0 0 • 0 •• 0 0 0 •••• 0 0 511

Fast Recovery Rectifiers (table) . 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 •• 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 ••• 514
Power Schottky Diodes ... 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 •• 0 • 0 •• 0 0 0 ••• 0 • 0 0 514
Zener Voltage Regulators .. 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••••• 0 ••••• 0 • 0 0 0 • 0 • 0 0 515
ToC. Voltage References .... 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 ••• 0 • 0 ••••••••••• 0 0 515
PACE/pak Circuits, AC Switches 0 0 • 0 0 • 0 • 0 ••••• 0 •• 0 • 0 •• 0 •• 519
Molded Circuit Assemblies 0 ••• 0 •• 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 •••• 0 •• 0 521
Selenium Rectifiers 0 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 •••••• 0 ••••• 0 0 •• 0 0 • 0 0 •• 0 •• 524
Heat Exchangers, and Device Mounting Hardware .... 0 ••••••• 0 0 527
Opto-Electronic Devices. 0 •• 0 ••• 0 0 0 0 ••• 0 0 0 •• 0 • 0 0 •••• 0 •• 529
Semiconductor Protective Fuses o. 0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 •• 0 0 • • • • 0 0 • • • • 0 530
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Silicon Controlled Rect:ifiere
Po\Ner Triees

TO-S

~~-'-I
0260
16601

0352
(894)
OIA

O'N111.891 .'

0.312
17.921

0.260
16.601fi0.350
18.891

A-8A

I~t
0.89 ..,

122.611~

l~-.,
rJ

TO-203AA

I~·0.78 .l. 1.
119.811~ ..

L~1
0.505 I I

112.831~
OIA.

International Rectifier offers a broad and ~owing range of SeR
types and ratings to serve SeR users, with new series of SeAs
being added to this edition for low, medium. high power and
inverter applications.
INVERTER SERVlCE seRs are listed in a separate summary
table on page 6. in addition to being defined by notes within the
main tables.

POWER TRIACS are a series of high current triacs with the
capability of AC or DC control.

COMPANION SERIES are listed in the tables. They differ from
the basic series only in case style and/or turn-off time.

BOLD FACE LISTINGS. Those series listed in heavier, bold
face type are the more common International Rectifier series.

IT{RIIIS)IA) 1.1 1.1 1.1 U 1.1 U 8.' 8.1 8.1 ]A

ITIAVI (A). 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 1.0. 2.55. 3.0. 3.0. 4.7.
Mn. Tl': " fOCI a.' 80' a,' a,' a,' a,' JO' 80' 1050 •••
Mn. IT. 2S0C ImAI " 2 '.2 0.2 , D.' 0.2 " 15 15
dv/dt fVl,.II, typIcal 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D a 2D 2D 2D
ITI:MIA) 15 15 15 15 " 15 25 25 80 60
Notes CD CD CD CD CD CD (DC!)
c...Sty" To·5 To-5 TO-S TO·5 TO·S TO-S A·' T048 TO .•• TO .••

15 Volts - - - - - - IR101Ql - - -
2S Volts - - IR5U 21112322 IRIiU 2N4212 - - - 21l1l111
JOV ••• - - - - - - IA101Yl - - -
50 Volts 2Nl595 2N1595A IR5F 2"2323 lAIiF 2N4213 IR106Fl 2NI600 - 2M1111

HIOVolts 2NI596 2N1S96A IASA 2M2324 IASA 2N4214 IRIDiAl 2N1501 3R£10A 2.,112
150 Volts - - 'A5< 2l1li2325 IA6G 2N421S - - - 2.,173
200 Volts 2N1591 2N1597A IR51 2N232t IRIiB 2N4216 IA1Hll 2N1602 3RC20A 21111114
250 Voltl - - IA5H 21l123Z1 IR6H 2N4211 - - - 21111115
300 Volts 2N1598 2N1598A IA5C 21l1232. IA6C 2N4218 IR1D1Cl 2NI603 3RC30A 21111171
400 Volts 2N1S99 2NI599A IA50 2N2J2t lR60 2N4219 IRIOIol 2N1604 3RC40A 21111111
500Vohs - - - 3RC50A 2N1111
600 Volts - - - - - - - - 3RCliQA lmTf

ITIRMS}IAl 1.8 1.8 a.' " " " " " " "InAV)IA). 4.Ht ..,. 5.1 • ,.. ". ". ". ". ". ".Mn:. TC" fOCI BO' 1050 85' 35' aD' 45' 65' 95' 95' 95'
M••.. IGT. 250C ImAI 15 15 25 90 " 90 80 25 25 25
dv/dt fVl,._c1. typn~~1 2D 2D 5OImin.l 21l 21l 10 (min.l 2D 21l 2D 21l
lTSM (AI " 60 BO 125 125 21lD 150 260 250 250
Nolts - CD - - - - f - -
Cne$tyl. TO'" To·M To·200A8 TO'" TO .•• TO .•• TO .•• A·IA A·18 To·203AA

25 Volts - 2N1110A 2NI842 2N1842A - 2111111 IR30U IR30U2 IR32U
SO Volts - 2Nl11IA IR122F 2NI843 2N1S43A - 2N1S12 IR38F IR3OF2 IR32F

1DOVolIS SRC10A 2NI112A IRt22.\ 2N1844 2N1844A 10RCIoA 21l1A3 IR30A IR30A2 IR32A
lS0VoilS - 2HI113A - 2N184S 2N184SA 2•••• - - -
2OOVolll SACMA 2HI114A IR1221 2N1846 2H1846A loRC2oA 2NU5 IR3GI IR3082 IA32.
2S0Volts 2Nl115A 2N1841 2H1841A - "'U.300 Volts 5AC3QA 2Nl116A IR122e 2Nl848 2Nl848A 10RC]OA 2N6I1 IR3GC IR30C2 IR32C
400'41)\\1 \l\UG~ 1""l111A. ,1\U10 1"l\49 1""l"9" l\)~U\)" "' ... \R'300 lR3002 ,R320
5OQVoill 5RCsa" SlfrnB - 2N\85o 2N\850A 10RCSOA 2•••• IAJOE IR30E2 IRUE
600Voltl SACIOA 5RCliQB - - - 10RC60A 2N'IG - - -
100Vohs - - IORC10A 21l1&91
BOOVolti - - - - - IDRCBoA 2N192 - - -

1000 Voll1 - - - - - 10RCI00A - - - -
1100 Volts - - - - - IORellOA - - - -
1200 Volts - - - - - lORe12oA - - - -



Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
PalMer Triees

,rt. lb·. '[t ,;o[~ ,J.51
Off

. ,I·,
130.301 '083 130.301 1 1''''11 'l 127.511 L :'> oL ~ ~ . ~I

~ 112,83IH ~

IT AMS (A' " 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35 35

ITIAV) (Al@ ,,~ 22~ 22~ 22~ 22~ 22~ 22~ 25dc~ 25dctt 25 de il
Mill. Tcs (OCI 95' 35' 65' 65' 10' 85' 85' 40' 40' 40'
Max. Ir:.T tJl250C ImAI " 40 40 40 40 40 40 180 ,.. 180

dv/dt IVl••sl, min. 20ltyp.1 " " " 20 20 20 200 200 200

IT!:M (AI 2SO 300 350 350 250 350 350 ,.. 180 180

Holts - <I' - CD CD CD
ca..Stvle .•.·17 TO • TO-Za3AA A-IA A·l "'·17 A'. A-18 A-18 A'.

25 Volts IR32Ul - - - - - - IAl4&U - IR141U
SOVolts IR32F2 11RCSA - - - 20RA5 22RA5 IA'40F IN3649 IR1elF

IDOVol1$ lR32A2 16RC10A 2N3870 2N3896 22Rtl0 20RA10 22RA10 IR104OA 2N3650 IA141A
200 Volts IR3282 'IACtoA 2N3871 2N3897 22RC20 20RA20 22RA20 IR14C1B 2N3651 IA1418
300 Volts IR32t2 16RC30A - - 22RC30 20RA30 22RA30 IRI40C 2NJ652 IAt4,e

400 Volts IR3202 16RC40A 2N3812 2N3898 22RC40 lDRA40 22RA40 IR140D 2NJ653 IA1410
500 Volts IR32E2 16ReSOA - - 22RC50 20RA50 22RA50 - - -
GOO Volts - 16R£60'" IN3813 IN3899 22Rt60 2tlRA60 22RA60 - - -
100 Volts - - - - - 2{]RA10 22RA10 - - -
8ooVolti l&RCtoA - - 20RA80 22RA80

100QVolts - 1&RC100A - - - - - - - -
1100Voltl - 1&ACll0A - - - - - - - -
1200 Volts 1IRC120A

IY(RMS)IAI " " •• •• •• •• 11. 110 11. 110
ITIAV) IAI. 25dc. 40~ SO~ SO~ 50~ 50~ 10~ 70~ 10~ 10~
Mill. TC "1°C) ..' '" 15' 15' '" 1050 52' 62' 62' 65'
MIll.IGT" 250C ImAI ,.. 110 10 200 110 200 10 10 110 '50
dv/dt IV/"ll, min. 200 20 20 200 25 4 20 201lyp.J 20 200
ITSM IA) ISO 1.000 1.000 1,200 1.200 1,000 1,200 1,000 1,000 1,200
ComplinionStriel 31RC·A 31RA 31REH nRC·A 12RB
Noltl CD - r!l CD - CD 0 t t CD
c..Style A'. YO-65 A·13 "'·11 TO-&5 "·11 "'·13 "'·13 A·11 A·11

25Voth - - - - - - 2N19Ot - -
SOVOItI 2N3654 4ORCS5 - - SQRCS5 - - 2N1910 - -

100 Volts 2N3655 4ORCS10 36RC10A - SOACS10 - 11RC10A 2N1911 - -
1SOVoits - - - - - - - 2N1912 - -
200 Volts 2N3656 40RCSm 36RC20A - SORCS20 - 11AC20A 2N1913
250Voltl - - - - - - - 2N'914 - -
300 Volts 2N3551 4QRCS30 36RC30A - SORCS30 - 71RC30A 2N1915 - -
400Volls 2N36~ •• RC$40 36RC40A - SORC$40 - 11RC40A 2N1916 - -
500 Volls - 4QRCSSO 36RC50A 36RASO SORCS50 - 71 RC50A mm - l1RBSO
600 Volts - 4ORCS60 36RCSQA 36RA60 SOACS60 36REH60 l1RC60A 2N1.06 2N3091 11RB60
100Volls - 4ORC$10 - - SORCS10 - - 2N1101 2N3092 -
800 Volts - 4ORCSI1I 36RC80A 36RA80 SORCSIO 36REH80 71ACIOA - 2N3093 11RB80
900 VollS - - - - SORCS90 - - - 2N3094 -

1000 Volls - 4ORCS100 - 36RA100 SORCS100 36REH100 - - 2N309S llRB100
1100 Volts 4ORCS110 36RAll0 SOACS110 36REH110 2N3096 11RBll0
1200 Volts - 4ORCS120 - 36RA120 SOACS120 36REH120 - - 2N3907 llRB120
1300Volh - - - 36RA130 - 36REH130 - - 2N3908 11RB130
14ooVoIu - - - 36RA140 - - - - - 11RB140
lS00Volts - - - 36RA1S0 - - - - - 11RB1S0
1600 Volls - - - 36RA160 - - - - - llRB160



INTERNATIONAL. RECTIFIER II~!RI

Silicon Controlled Rectiflere
Power TrieclI

'\
\
\
~l

6.265
1159.11

J
IlIAlISltA) '10 '10 '10 11. '" 1Z5 '25 1Z5 '50 'II

~~'qcl~'(:C) IU 7•• 7•• 7U 7U ••• "0 800 ••• '00 •
65' ..' as' as' '05' ..' 7.' as' 65' ..'

IGT. 25°C ImA) 7. ". 7. 7. ,5<> ". '5<> '5<> ,5<> ,5<>
dv/dtIVl~s).min. 20 (typJ 200 ,. 20 (typ.) •• 200 '00 '00 200 '00
ITSM (A) 1,000 1,600 1,000 1,000 1.400 I.'" ','" UOO 1.800 ',500
CompanionSirits 72ftA 12AC-8 - 72REH 82RlB 112RM,91,82R 82RlA 92f1M19\S2RlN,,,. f @ <D(D 01 (!)ri) @@(!) (!)<D(i)@ (!)@ @@(!) -
C•• Styl. "'·14 "'·11 "'-13 .••·13 "'·1' "'·11 "'·11 "'·11 "'-11 To-13

25 Volts 71RC28 2N2023 - -
50 Volts 2Nl792 - 71RC58 2N2024 - - - -

100 Volts 2Nl193 - 71RCloB lN2025 - - "RMtO - 91Rllll0 -
150 Volts 2Nt794 - 71RC158 2N2026 - - - - - -
200Volu 2Nl795 - 71RC208 2N2021 - - I1RMZG - 91RM20 -
250 Volts ZNl196 71AC2SB 2H2028 -
lOOVoltl 2Nl797 - 71AC30B 2H2029 - - I1RM30 - 91RIII30 -
400Volu 2Nt19. - 71RC40B 2N20JO - I1RM40 91RIII40 -
500 Volts 2Nl19t 11RASO 71AeSOB - - 'tRLlSO "RMSO 81RlA50 91RIII50 101R"'50
600 Voill 2Nl1OO 71RA60 71Re60B - 71REH60 'tALI" IIRMIO 81RLA60 91RM60 101RA60
700Yolts lNl101 - - - -
800Yolts lNl.0l 71AAIO - - 71AEH80 I1AliiO I1AMIO 81RlA80 - 101RA80
9OO\Jo\\\ 1".3 - - - - -

1000YoIts lNl104 71AA100 - - 71REH100 I1Al.1DD I1RM1DD 81RlAl00 - 101RA100
ll00Yohs 71AAllD - - 71REHll0 'IRlln. - 81RlA110 - 101RAll0
1200 Volts 71AAllO - - 71REH120 'IRlIllO 81RlA120 - 101RA120
1300Yolts - 71AA130 - - 71REH130 - - - - 101RA130
1400 Volts - 71AA14D - - - - - - - 101RA140
lSOOYoits - 71AA1SO - - - - - - - 101RAl50
1600 Volts - 71AAl50 - - - - - - - 101RAl60



Silicon Controlled Rectifiers
Pa\Ner Triaes

ITIRMSIIA' 160 I. "0 210 2JS '" 2JS '" 2JS ,..
'HAV)IA'. 100. 115. .- 135. 150 • 150. 150. 150. 150. l!i6.
MaA.fe" (OCI BO' 85' '" '" ""

BO' 85' 75' ..' 1800

IGT. 25°C (mAl 150 150 ,., 150 150 150 150 200 '00 150
rtw'dIIV/,al,min. ZO 200 '00 200 ZO ZO ZOO ZOO ZOO ZOO

11SM IAI 1.000 1.600 1,600 1,600 3.000 3.500 4.250 3.300 4.250 '.000
ComPiflionStries 125PAl lSIRl
NOleS - - (j)@ (j)@@ - - - - . (j)@
CIWStylt TO·" TO·2GOAI TO·200A1 TO·20GA1 TO·'] To-'3 TO-13 To·13 TO·I] To·1]

50Volrs - - - - 151RF5
100 Volts 101RC10 115,,1,10 - 125'AM10 151RC10 151AC1OA - - 151RF1O -
lSOVolu - - - - - - - - 151RF15 -
200 Volts 101RC20 115',1,20 - 125'AM20 151RC20 151AC20A - - 151RF2D -
25DVolu - - - - - - - - 151RF2S· -
J()QVolts 10lRClO 115,,1,30 - 12SPAM30 151RC30 151nC30A - - 151RF30 -
411OVoits lOlRe4D 115',1,40 - - 151RC40 1S1RC4D ••• - - 151RF40 -
500 Volts lOlAC50 115',1,50 12SPAl850 125PAMSO 151RC50 151RCSDA 151RASO 151RB50 lS1RFSD 151RM50
600 Volts 101RC60 115',1,60 25'Al860 125'AM60 151RC60 .151RC60A 151RA60 15111860 151RF60 151RM60
800 Volts 101RC80 115PA80 25'Al8l0 IHPAMIft 15111C80 151RCIOA 151RA.0 15111880 - 151RM80

1000 Volts - 115PAIOO ~~~:t:~~12SPAM1DO - - 151RA100" 151118100 - 151RMlOO
1100 Volts - - - - 151RA110 151118110 - 151RMll0
1200 Volts - 115PA120 25'Al81l - - - 151RAllo 151118120 - 151RMI20
1300VoJts - 115PA130 - - - - 151RA13o 151R81l0 - -
1400VoIh - 115PA140 - - - . - 151RAl40 151R8140 - -
1500 Volts - 115PA150 - - - - 151RAl50 151R8150 - -
1600 Volts - 115PA160 - - - - 151RA160 151118160 - -

'TIRMS)IA) '50 '" '" '" COO ••• COO ••• .50 '"'T(AV) (A). 160. 175. 175. ISO II 150. 150. 150. 25511 ,.,. "',.
Max.. TC "'lOCI '" 85' 90' 15' '" '" 70' 65' 70' '"'GT" 25°C ImA) 150 ZOO 150 150 150 150 150 150 150 150
d'l/dIIVl,.sI,min. '00 ZOO 100 100 10 '00 ZOO ZOO '00 '00
ITSM (A) l,SOO 3,300 5,000 4.500 4,000 6,500 4,250 4,000 S,OOO 4,500
ComplflionSeries 140PAl 161Rl - - 240PAl 250Rl 250PAl
NOles (j)(j) - - (j)@ - - - <D!.> (!J(i) (j).
C_Styl. To·20oAS To·2ooA8 To·13 To·93 To·2ooAI To·~l' To·21MIA8 To·200A8 To·11' .~~J~100VoIIs 140PAM1o - - 161RMI0 250PAC10 25ORA10 - 4oPAM10 -

200Volls 14oPAM20 - - 161RM20 250PAC20 250RA2o - 40PAM2D - 250PAM20
JOOVollS 140PAM30 - - 161RM30 250PAC30 250RA30 - 40PAM30 - 25OPAM30
400Volls 14DPAM40 - - 161RM40 250PAC40 250RA40 - 40PAM40 - 250PAM40
500VoIIs 14OPAM50 175PA50 175AASO 161RM50 250PAC50 250RA50 25Of'A50 40'AM50 - ,250'AM50
600 VOIII 140'AM6o 175PAGO 175RA60 161AM6o 250PAC60 25ORA6o 25O'A60 4o'AM6o 250RM60 250'AMSQ
800Volls - 175PA80 115RA'0 - - 250RA.0 250'A10 40'AMI0 250RM80 -

1000 Volts - 175'Al00 175RA100 - - 2SDRA1DO 25Of'A'DO 40'AM100 250RM100 -
l100Voltl - 175'All0 115RA110 - - 250RAll0 25l1tAl1o - 250RMll0 -
1200 Volts - 175PA120 115AA120 - - 2SORA1l0 251WAllo - 250llM120 -
1300 Volts 175PA130 - 250AA13o 250'A13o
1400 Volts - 175'A140 - - - 250AA14o 25Of'AI40 - - -
1500 Volts - 175'Al50 - - - 250RAl50 25Of'Al50 - - -
1600 Volts - 175'Al60 - - - 250AAl60 25OfAl68 - - -
17OQVoIts - - - - - 250AA170 - - - -

'TIAMS) IA) 470 410 470 470 '50 ••• 110 740 715 715
IT1AVI (AlII 300. 300. 300. 300. 350. 42011 45011 47011 •••• ••• •Mill. Te"' (OC) 77' 70' 15' 75' 15' 68' 65' 67' '" '"IGT II 250C (mAl 150 150 150 150 150 '50 150 150 150 150
cfv/dl(V/JOsl,min. ZOO 10 100 100 100 100 100 100 ••• 500
ITSM (A) 5,500 5,000 8,000 7,000 8,000 6,500 8,000 7,000 7,500 7,500
Compfnion5eries - - - 420PBl - - -
NOles - (j)@ - <D ll1) (j)l@
C_Styl. To·20oA8 To-2ooA8 To-118 To·118 To·11' To·200AC TO·200AC To·20oAC To·200AC TO·200Ae

100 Volts 300PAC10 30oAA10 JOORBIO 350AA10 -
200Volls - 30DPAC20 300AA2o 300RB20 350RA20 - - - - -
JOOVolls - 30OPAC30 300RAJo 300R830 350RA30 - - - - -
400 Volts - 30OPAC40 300AA40 :!001lB40 J50RA40 - - - -

501'8050500 Volls 300PA50 300PACSG 300AASO 300R850 350RA50 42OP850 420PBMSD 47DPB50 500PB050
600 Volts 30OPA60 30OPAC60 300RA60 30011860 35ORA6o 420P860 42QP8M60 470PB60 500PB060 501'8060
800 Volts 30OPAI0 - 300AAI0 300AB80 350RA'0 420P880 42OP8MI0 470P880 500PBQ80 501'8010

lOOll\lo\\$ 3GOPA.\OG - 3GORA.\OO 3OQRR1Q0 358RA1GG 410PI!lOO (lOPS"'. 470'6\00 500P8Q'OO SQ1P1Q1OQ
ll00VollS 300f'Al10 - lO0RA110 300RBll0 350RA110 42UPSll0 420f'8M110 410PBll0 500PS0110 :~~:g~~:1200 Volts 3OlIfA12o - 300RA12o 3OORB120 350RAUO 42OPe120 42OfIM120 47OPB120 500PB0120
1300 Volts 300RAl30 3DOR81JO 350RA13o 42OPBl30 470fl8130 -
1400 Volts - - 300RA140 100llB140 350RA'40 42OP8140 - 47OP8140 - -
lSOOVolts - - 300AAl50 300RB150 J5GRAl50 42OP8150 - 470P8150 - -
16QOVoits - - 300RA160 300RB160 350RA'60 42OP8160 - 47OP8160 - -
1700 Volts - - 300AA170 JODR8110 350RA170 420P8170 - 47OPe170 - -



Silicon Cantralled Rectifiers
Power Triece

0.555
114.10)

(~*~
L 1.625 (41.27) J

IT(RMSI (AI 715 •• • 50 "00 ".. 1350 1420 '100 ,.15 ••••
[TlAV) IAI. •••• 550. •••• 10" 750 • 850~ "". 1000. 1200. 16O••
MaJ:. Tcz(OCI 65' 65' 75' 75' 72' 75' 72' 75' 75' 75'
161. 2SoC (mA) '50 150 150 ,,. 150 ,,. 150 150 ,,. '50
dY/dl(V!I.sl,min. ••• 100 '00 200 100 200 100 200 200 200
I1SM IAI 1,500 - 10,000 1.,_ 11,000 16.000 13,000 20,000 2<,000 35,000
Coml)¥lionStrieJ - - - - -
Notes CD II - ® ® (!) (!) (!) ® (!) (!)
e-S•.••• TO·mAt To·2IIAt TO-ZIOAC A·lo TO·ZOIAC A·lo TO·ZOQAC A-l' A·l, A·1.

l(lOVolu SSOPIQ1D - - -
2OOVolu SSOPBD.21t - - - - - - - - -
300Volu 5SOP8030 - - - - - - - - -
400 Volts 5SOf'BQ4G - - - - - - -
SOOVoits 550f'1IQ5G 5501'150 - 1OOPI(50 - 15OI'I(SO _.50 10001'1(51 ,..... ,.....
6OOVolu 550PBQ&G 5_1•• - 7OOPKIO - .sarK6G _BOO lDOO1'KiCI ,....... ,.....
800Voltt - 55Of'11O -

_ ...
- lsewlt" _ ...

'otMlI'KIO ,,... ,...•
1000 Volts - 55OP1100 - 10OP1(100 - 15Of'Kl00 900P81DO lDOOPKloa 1200'"l1oa 1501lPt111DO
1100 Volts - 55Of'8110 - 70OPI(110 15OP8"0 .SOPK11. gOOPBno 'DOOI'Kl10 12OOP1111' liOO1'1l1110
12GOVolu - 55Of'8120 - 7OClPI(120 lWel20 15OI'K120 lOOPB1Z0 lDOO1'KIZG 12-"28 liGOPt11120
1300 Volts 55OPB130 11IOPK1JO lSOPB130 1501'1(130 - tBO!WK1JO 12"'130 l&OOPt11130
1400Volls - 550'8140 - 10OPK14Q 75OP8140 I5OPKI48 - lDDlWKI48 1200PNI48 168OPt11148
1500 Volts - 550P8150 - 70OPK150 7SOP81SQ 85Of'K150 - 1000PK150 12oort11SG liOOP'USG
1600 Volts - 55OP816D - 11IoPK160 7SOP8160 8SOPKl60 - lOOO1'KI68 12"'68 1&OOn1168
1100 Volts - 55OP817D 600P8170 70OPK17D 75oP8170 lSOPK17o - l000PK171 12"171 -
1800 Volts - 68DP81.0 701If"Kl88 75Clf81'0 8WK1" - l000f'K1U 12GC1Pttl"
1900Vohs - - &00P8190 71NIPK19D - 85OPK1!tO - - 12"'. -
2000 Volu - - &OOP8200 _."'" - 8SOPK2OG - - 12•• _ -
2100Volu - - &001'8210 700f'K21D - - - - 12•• 211 -22OQVolb - - &001'8220 11I01'K22D - - - ',..221 -
2300Volu 1OOP8230 1DOPK230 - ''''DO2400Volu - - 6001'8241 71I01'K24D - - - - 1~2'" -
2500V.olU - - '"'1251 7IlIrK25D - - 1~Z51

'!>Curnnt d~ by l,OOOn shunt resiSlor not inc:lulhd in m••. IGT r.tint.
(VOthff bent and modilild pin and lib conf9J"tiol'll.-..dily _iloll.
C!;llnftOlr Sf"". If sho"n, companion serifs ending with L has lonoer '41.

'!.Companion .rib usa fl'll t.rmi~ c.- A-14. .
<!>Comp.nion serib uses fl'll !lrmi"" ~ A·12.
@HuACEpt.constructionforhiohdUdt.
(DDv/dt.thightrTJ-1500C.
(!)Comp,nion series .Vlil.ble to 1200 Volb.
(!)Comp.nion series husensitivt 200mA IGT.
@IR'suclusiv. power logic trim. AC or DC control .v.il.bl., d.p.nding

on;ttepol.rity.
®Hts Di-Vtrll'nce O'tt for highl$l dl,dt.
t JAN typesl'l.il.bl •.

ITIRIISIIA) •• • ,. 211 211
ITIAV} A. • -
Mn:. TC " lOCI 15' 15' 15' 65' 65'
IGT.250C (mAl ••• ••• 500 ••• 500
dv/dtlVl"",min. 200 ,. 50 ,. 50
ITSM (A) 400 700 "" I,JllO I.JOO
CompanionSeri. SOAC·A SlAC 101AC -
Notts (j) m,@ r_)

""
ro,

e-Stylt TO.• 5 A-11 TO·" TO-13 TO..,
400VoIU 5OAC40 6OAC4o lDOAC40 2IIlIAC4I 2N5257
600 Volu 5OAC60 6OAC60 100AC&O 2IIlIAC," lN5258
800Volb SOACao GOAC80 lO8ACI9 20GACII 2N5259

IOOOVolb SQAC100 6OAC100 l00AC100 200AC100 2N5260
1200Vo1U 5OAC120 - - - -

mailto:@HuACEpt.constructionforhiohdUdt.


Silicon Controlled RecLifiers
Pa\Ner Triecs

SCRs FOR INVERTER SERVICE
There is an ever-increasing number of inverter circuits which
demand more sophisticated devices operating under more string-
ent dynamic circuit conditions. Many I R devices are designed,
custom built, and tested to meet these demanding applications.
In addition, units may be selected for specific parameters from
standard product runs.

The table below includes I A series specifically designed for in-
verter service. In specific cases, the second letter of the part
number code is changed to indicate a change in tq rating.

For the best solution to your problems in standard, selected. or
custom devices, contact your local IR Distributor, or local IR
Field Office, or lA's EI Segundo offices.

MAX. CURRENT VOLTAGE
M~I~:~R~~~FF

..,..
RMSIAI RANGE IV/,.,11 CASE IR SERIES

35 50-600 '0 200 A-8B IR1.1
35 so.-oo '0 200 A-8B 2N36~58
35 50-600 '5 200 A-8B IRl40
35 so.-oo 15 200 A-8B 2N3649-53

125 1()().1000 20 200 TQ-904(A·ll1 81182AM

125 100-1200 30 200 TD-94 (A-ll I 81/82Al
'25 500-1200 .., 200 TO-94 (A-ll) 81/82RlB
150 100-600 10 200 TO-94 fA-l1) 91/92AM
'50 100-600 20 200 TO-94IA-lll 91192RL
'60 100-1200 20 200 TO·200AB l00PAM

'60 100-1200 30 200 TO-200AB l00PAl
2'0 100-1200 20 200 TO-200AB 125PAM
210 100·1200 30 200 TO-200AB 125PAL
210 500-1200 .., 200 TO-200AB 125PALB
235 5G-6OO 20 200 TO-93 151RF

245 100-1200 20 200 TO-93 lS1AM
245 100-1200 30 200 TO-93 151Rl
250 100-600 10 200 TO-200AB 140PAM
250 ,00-600 20 200 TO-200AB 140PAl
285 '00-600 10 200 TO-93 161AM

285 100-600 20 200 TO-93 161RL
400 100-1200 25 200 TO-200AB 240PAM
400 1()().1200 30 200 TO-201MB 240PAL
450 600-'200 .., 200 TO-118 250RM
450 600-1200 BO 200 To-118 250Rl

455 100-600 '0 200 TO-200AB 250PAM
455 '00-600 20 200 TO-200AB 250PAL
660 600-1200 .., 200 TO·200AC 420PBM
660 600-1200 60 200 TO·2OQAC 420PBL
7B5 100-600 '5 500 TO·200AC 5OOP8Q

7B5 500-1200 30 500 TO·200AC 501P8Q
785 500-1200 .., 500 TO·200AC 500PSQ

MAJOR DI FFERENCES MAJOR DIFFERENCES
OLD PART REPLACED OF REPLACEMENT OLD PART REPLACED OF REPLACEMENT
NUMBER BY PART TO ORIGINAL NUMBEA BY PART TO ORIGINAL

35RCS-A· 37RC·A 1/2-20 threaded stud, IIag cathode 42QPA 42QPB None: Change of nomenclature
terminal 450PF 550PBQ-S52 Oi·Vergence Gate (higher di/dtl

36RCS·A· 36RC·A 1/2·20 threaded stud 451PF 550PBQ·S52 Oi·Vergence Gate, 1 inch thick
51RCG 61RM-S54 ACE gate (higher difdtl ceramic case (higher di/dtl
52RCG 62RM·S54 ACE gate (higher difdtl 470PA 550PB None: Change of nomenclatura
71RCG 91 Rl·S53 ACE gate (higher difdtl SOOPA 47QPB ITSM - 7000A
72RCG 92Rl·S53 ACE gate (higher dildtl 501PA 47QPB ITSM - 7000A, 1 inch th ick
'OReS-A' 12RC·'A, , /2-20 threaded stud, flag terminal ceramic case
71RCS·A· 71 RC·A 1/2·20 threaded stud 550PA 550PB 'TSM - 8000A
275RF 250RM·S53 ~~';:::ii~~"15 ~sec mall. 551PA 550PB ITSM - SOOOA,1 inch thick

ceramiccMe

325RA 300AB ITSM" 7000A 7QQPA- 700PK ACE gate (higher di/dll
375RA 350RA ITSM '" 8000A 850PA 850PK ACE gate (higher di/dtl
420PM 420PBM None: Change of nomendature 1QOOPA l000PK ACE gate (higher di/dtl



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER II\~RI

Power Transistors and
Darlingtons

International Rectifier's Power Transistors and Power Darlingtons offer state-af-the-art processes and tech-
niques in popular device ratings. lA's unique glass passivation ensures high reliability and exceptional stabil-
ity. The triple-diffused process used offers hi!tl voltage, fast switching times. and low saturation voltages.
34 types of high voltage Silicon Power Transistors offer hig, power, hi{i1 voltage, and hig, current ratings.
Applications include inverters, choppers, deflection circuits. etc. In addition, there are 15 types of fast
switching power transistors.
25 types of high voltage Monolithic Darlingtons offer high power, high voltage, high current and high gain.
Applications include inverters, choppers. switching regulators, ignition systems, etc. In addition, there are
9 types of fast-switching Darlingtons.

IC Cant. IA) I.' 2.' 3.' 3.' 3.' 3.' 3.'
Ie Pt.k (A) ..• 5.' '5.0 5.' 5.' 1.' 1.'
VCBOIV) .00 1,000 115 30' 315 900 900
SERIES IA701 IRIOl 2115131 21151]1 21151411 IR701 'A7"

:\~~~'r"ml,.IV' ••• 100 250 m '" ••• •••0.10 0.10 0.20 ,,, ,,, 0.50 0.50

:f.lO m••. lmAl '.5 '.5 2.' 2.' 2.' 0.25 0.25
CE IV) .00 ." 200 25' 250 900 900

'CEvm ••. mA 5.' 2.' 2.' 0.25 0.25
.VCEIV) - - 265 '" '" 9" 900
'VSE IVI - - -1.5 -1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5
hFE lminl 20 20 • " " -
PICIAI 0.150 0.200 3.' 2.' 2.' - -
.VCE(VI 5.' 5.' 2.' 3.' 3.' - -
VCElatllJlfll.fVI - 1.' 1.5 1.5 2.' 1.'
'ICIAI - - 3.' 2.' 2.' I., 2.'
"S(AI - - 0.375 '.20 0.20 0>. 0.80
'dlWl 50 100 100 100 100 50 50

Ie eanlAI 3~ J.8 3.5 J.5 3.5 3.5 3.' 5.8 50
ICPt,kfAI 1.' - " " " - 1.' 1.'
VC80IV) 900 - 200 ••• 100 100 100 ••• .00
SEAlES IA711 IA721 IA_ I IRIIl I IAIIS I ,. ••• 2 2115157 IA4Il IA413

VCEOlwsl """.IVI •• ••• 210 325 ••• 325 ••• 300 325
.IC(AI '.50 '.50 0.10 0.10 1.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 1.10
ICED tnlll.(mAI 0.25 0.25 0.25 '.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
.VCEIVI 900 1.000 200 '00 500 ••• 500 ••• '00
'CEV mill. (mAl 0.25 0.50 Q) OJg(J) ~~@ 2.5 0.50 0.50C!) ~~Q)--
.VCEIVI - 1.000 200 100 100 .00
'VBE (V) - ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5

hFE lmin/mul 10/50 leD 7 20/60 30190 30/9' 30/9' 30/9' 30/9. 20/100 20180
.IC(AI 0.15 1.0 0.150 I., I., I.' I.' 1.' '.5 O.~
'VCE IVI 5.0 5.0 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.'
VCEhllllTllll.IVI ,.. ,.. ,.. '.8 '.8 ,.. '.8
• IC(A) - - I., I.' I.' I., I., '.5 0.5
.IBIAI - - 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.05 0.05
Pd(W) 50 50 60 60 60 100 100 "0 100

IC Cant.IA) 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.' 1.0 1.' 1.' 1.' 1.'
ICPtlk (A) 15 15 - " " " 10 10 10
VCEO lVl 3" 315 400 ." 3" ." ." ." 400
SERIES 2115104 2115105 2115241 IA410 IR411 IR430 IR431 IR ••• IR423
VCE'Oblll) min. (V) 225 3" 325 200 3" 30. 325 325 325
(lIC (A) 0.20 0.20 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
ICEO mill. (mAl 15.0 5.0 2.5 0.25 0.25 2.5 1.5 0.25 0.25
(lVCE (V) 150 150 ." 300 3" ." 400 '00 ."
'CEV mlll.lmAI 50 5.' 0.5 0.5000 0.5 0; 5.0 Q) 5.0 CD ~~Q) D.5e!)
'VCE (V) 210 34' 40' 2" 30' '00 ." '00
'VBE IV) ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 , , ·1.5 ~1.5

llfl(mUl/mul \O/tOO 10(\00 \5/35 30/90 30/90 '5/4, ,,/3, \,<!) 30190
"CIAl 5.' 5.' 2.5 1.0 1.0 2.5 2.5 1.0 1.0
(lVCE IV) •., •., 5.' 5.' 5.0 5.' 5.' 5.' 5.'

VCEhll) mu. (VI 2.0 2' ,.1 D.' '.8 0.9 • .1 1.2 '.8
{lICfAI 5.0 5.' 2.5 1.0 I.' 2.5 2.5 1.0 I.'
'ISIAI 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.10 010 0.50 .50 0.167 0.10

Pd{Wl 110 "' 125 100 10' 125 125 125 125



Power Transist:ors and
Darlingt:ons

Ie Coltt. (AI 7 7 7 7 10 10 10 10 10

Ie Pt.k IAI 10 10 10 10 15 15 15 15 15

VeBO (V) '00 700 700 100 300 .00 SOD 600 100

SERIES ,..., IR40Z IR424 1R425 IRStS IRSt' IRS17 IRSt' IRS"
VCEO(ws) mtll. (V) 325 325 '50 ••• 250 2SD 250 27S 27S
·'cIA) 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10

ICEO mn. (mAl 0.5 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
.VCE (V) 400 400 SOO SOO 300 '00 SOD 600 700

'CEV mn. (mA) D.SeD 0.5(1' 0.5 Q) D.Se!; -
.VCE (V) '00 100 100 700 - - - - -
.VBeIVl -1.5 -1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 - - - - -
liFE (minlmnl - - 30190 30190 15/10 CD3.5 20180 \!J~ 20/80 (j)S 25/15 <!J' 25/75 (j)S
·'C(AI - - 1.0 1.0 '.0 10 '.0 10 '.0 10 '.0 10 ,. 10
.VCE (V) - - 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
VCElSilti mill. {V} \.1 2.0 0.' D.' 1.' 5.0 1.5 1.9 1.2 1.6 1.0 I.' 1.0 I.'
·'C(AI '.5 '.0 1.0 1.0 '.0 7.0 '.0 1.0 '.0 1.0 3D 7.0 '.0 7.0
.'8IAI 0.' 0.6 0.10 0.10 0.30 1.4 D.' 1.4 D.' I.' D.' I., D.' I.'
PdlWI 125 125 125 125 125 125 12. 125 125

l[tont.IAI 5.' 5.' ... '.0 ... •.. ... 10 10
ICPukIA) - 16 16 16 15 IS

Ve801V} •• 0 850 SOD 600 6SO 100 850 500 600
SERIES 2N6S42 2N6543 2N&_ 2N6381 2N6544 2H6301 21ll&545 211&573 2N651.
VCEOlsusl min. (V) '00 ••• 2SD 300 300 350 ••• 250 27S
tl'r.IAI 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
ICEO mu.(mAI - - 0.5 0.5 - 0.5 - - -
.Vce (V) - - 250 ,.. - 350 .- - -
ICEV max.lmA) '.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
.VCE (V) 650 .50 500 600 650 100 'SO SOD 600
tlVBE (V) -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 -1.5 ·1.5 -1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5
tlFE (minimall) 12160 17135 12160 11135 5115jCY4 15/15 ICD• 12/60 17l~5 12160 r);~ 1216011135 ISIGO (jl5 20/60

~O.IC1A) 1.5 3.0 1.5 3.0 3.0 8.0 3.0 8.0 2.5 5.0 3.0 8.0 B 5.0 '.0 10 ~O
.VCE (VI 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 3.0 3.0 '.0 5.0 '.0 5.0
VCE(atlmu.IVI 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.2 5.0 1.0 5.0
.ICIAI 5.0 5.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 10 '.0 10
.IR(AI 1.0 1.' 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.61 2.' D.' 2.0 D.' 2.0
'dlWl '00 100 125 125 125 '" 125 125 125
trltJtfm'Il.~sl 0.114.010.8 0.114.010.8 0.6/1.610.4 0.6/1.6/0.4 1.0/4.0/1.0 0.611.610.4 1.0/4.0/1.0 0.912.Slo.1 0.912.5/01
.IC(AI ,.. '.0 ,.. ,.. 5.0 '.0 5.0 7.0 1.0

lCCHt{AI 11 11 11 11 15 15
IC'"klA) IS 30 30 30 30 30 -(jVC80 IV) 100 300 '" .sa 650 850 i~~~~iSERIES 2.1575 20.,., 2.1251 2.1251 2.lsel 2111541 •VCEOh",) mill. (V) JOG 2'" 27S '50 '" •••• it'IA) 0.10 0.20 0.20 6.20 0.10 0.10
ICEO mu. ImA) - 5.0 5.0 5.0 -
.VCE (VI - ISO 22S 3DD - - : I " I .~:ICEV 1TII1l.(mA) 0.5 5.0 5.0 5.0 1.0 1.0
.VCE (V) '" 22S 300 '" •• 0 850 I I
.viI~ (VI ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 ·1.5 .1.5 L ____
hFE Iminlmul 21lI6G 5(V 10/SO 81SO 6/sa 12/60 6/30 12fGO 6/30
.ICIAI '.0 10 10 10 10 5.0 10 5.0 10
.VCEW\ 1.0 ~.o 1.0 1.0 '.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 fr..Sl-SW\1tH.\tlG e
VCE{"I) mu. (VI 1.0 5.0 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 5.' 1.5 5.0 DARLINGTON CIRCUIT
.IC1A) '.0 10 10 10 10 10 IS 10 IS., t., D.' 2.0 1.0 1.25 1.61 2.0 '.0 2.0 '.0 NOTES:
Pd IW) 125 115 115 115 115 115 I) TO·66Cast. IAllolht~II'eTO·3Castj
i/',ltfmn.l,..s! 0.912.SItl.1 2.0/3.5/1.0 2.013.511.0 2.013.511.0 0.1/4.0/0-8 0.1/4.010.8 (} TC -125°C

IC (A) 7.0 10 10 10 10 10 ())Mtn.



INTERNATIONAL. RECTIFIER II'!R I

Power Transist:ors and
Darlingt:ons

I C.nt.(A)
IcPt,k (A)

VCBO (VI
SERIES
YCEOIMtl filii. (V)
'IC(AI
'CEO mil. (mAl
[tVeE (V)
liFE (min.)

[t'C(4)

'VeE (VI

~CcEI~ltlmu..lv,

•• (AI
PdlW)

Ie tMt.IAI " 15 " " " " " " "'cP •• kIAI 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D
VCBO IV) '00 .00 .00 450 SOO 500 600 600 500
SERIES ,..•.. ,..•.• 1"4045 IR5ClCl1 IR4fl50 IR4855 ,..... ,..•. I"SII2
VCEOlwsl Ini •. IV) lOt us 32. "" "0 "" '51 "" •••'leIA) 2.' 1.0 I.' 2.' I.' 1.0 1.0 1.0 U
'CEO max.lmAI 1.0 0.25 0.25 1.0 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 1.0
'VeE (VI 400 400 '00 .so 500 500 600 600 500
hFE(min.l 151140 250

1

8 500 115 140 115 250

1

8 500 115 zoo 15 250 I 8 1401'5[t'e(A) 15 5.0 3.0 15 3.0 15 5.0 15 3.0 15 3.0 15 3.0 15 3.0 15 5.0 15
(lVeE (V) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
VeElllt) m••. IV) 1.8 2.0 1.2 1.8 2.0 1.8 5.0 2.2 1J
.IC(AI " " 5.0 " 15 15 15 15 15
'IB(AI '.0 '.0 0.25 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0 '.0
'dfWl 125 125 125 125 125 125 100 100 125

ICe ••••. lAI " " " 15 " " 20 20 21
Ie Pt.kIAI 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 2D 25 25 25
VCBO (V) 600 600 600 100 850 1,000 ,SO '00 450
SEAlES IR4G&G IR4065 IR5H3 lR5054 IR50&5 ,..... IRS_ IR50Il IR5H2
VCEOlwu min. IV) ••• .00 500 ••• 150 ••• 300 "0 4"
'telA) I.' 1.0 2.0 2.' 2.' 2.' 2.' 2.' U
Iceo 1NI11.lmA) 0.25 0.25 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0

"(tYee IV) 600 600 500 600 1SO 900 ,SO 400 450
hfE Imin.l 2501 8 500 1'5 12

1

8 141 8 10 I' 81 5 100 1 40 100 I 40 100 I 40
.le(A) 3.0 15 3.0 15 15 20 10 15 10 15 10 J1 10 15 10 15 10 15
'VeE (V) 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 • • 5 5 5 5
VCElsatlmu.IV) 2.0 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
.lelA1 15 15 15 10 10 10 20 20 20
IIIBtAI '.0 '.0 1.6 1.2 1.4 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.0
I'd (W) 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125 125

Ie CHt.(A) 11 11 " t5 " " 21 20 21
lel'nklAl 15 15 15 20 20 20 " 25 "VeBO (V) 400 460 SOO ·'00 4SO 500 '50 400 450
SERIES IRI251 IR&252 IR&253 ,.- IRlOOl IR&OO2 ,...... IRlGll ,....,
VeeO{UlSI min. IV) '50 ..00 450 300 '50 ••• 300 '50 •••• leIA) U 2.' 2.' 2.' U 2. 2. 2.' U
ICED 1YIa1l.lmAI 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
'Vce (V) 400 '" 500 400 460 500 350 400 4\0
hfE (min) 140 1100 140 I HID 140 l'DO 150 l 60 150 I '" lSO I 60 l00! 40 100 l 40 100 l 40@lle(AI 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 3.0 5.0 5.0 10 5.0 10 5.0 10 10 15 10 15 10 15
.VCE(VI 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 S.O 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
VCE(satl mill. IV) 2.0 2.0 2.0 1.8 1.8 1.8 2.0 2.0 2.0
'ICIA1 10 10 10 15 15 15 20 20 20
'IB IAI 2.0 2.0 2.0 '.0 '.0 3.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
I'dIW) 100 100 100 125 126 125 125 125 125

i':t~~jlll. ~sl 0.25/2.511.0 0.2512.511.0 0.25/2.511.0 0.412.511.0 0.4/2.511.0 0.4/2.5/1.0 0.4125/1.0 0.4125/1.0 0.412.5/1.0
5.0 5.0 '.0 10 I, 10 10 10 10



0.150

1MAX.

~ ~ 0.205
0.375 0.160

/ -I I -1 !I0.250 CIA. 0.140
~::: OIA.CIA. MAX.

0.032 ~:~~ CIA. 0.050
OtA. OIA.

0.032
0.032

CIA.
CIA.

IA has been a major prpducer of low-current, low-voltage silicon
rectifier diodes for many years. Through continuous improve-
ments in engineering and manufacturing techniques, IA is now

f;~U~::.:.nc:~r~t~~e; i~i~hw~~~r:~:a:a~:~~.~~~i:~
stud-mounted, and Hockey-Puk packages.

Fest Recovwy Rectif"••.•. The growing demand for high fre-
quency rectification, free-wheeling diodes. and inverters has

increased the need for high-speed, tow·loss rectifiers. T'o satisfy
this need. IR now lists 15 series of fast recovery rectifiers in a
separate table.
Power Schottky Rectifiers. IR now offers six series of Schottky
barrier rectifiers from 20 to 50 amps. Included are two JEDEC
series.
Bold Face Listings. Those series listed in heavier, bold face type
are the more common International ReCtifier series.

~~~I~~ll'C'
750mA 750mA 750mA 750mA 1 1 1 1.5 2 3 3
il25° il250 il25° il75° il75° il75° il75° ~40' il1000 ~50' il1400

IFSM (A) 10 22 22 •• 30 40 50 50 50 25 40
Notes CD UJ CD (j)(j) CD CD CD <11(1) '1@ (i)
e-Style C·1D 00·39 00·39 C·1D 00 .• 1 C·1D 00·31 00·39 00·39 00 .• 00 .•

PRY PART NUMBERS
50 Volts lN2lo3 1N4001 lOOts lN4816 20005 lN2348 ~

111OVoits IN2104 - - - 1N4002 10Cl 1001 IH4811 2OD' IN2349 3Fl0
150 Volls - - - - - - - - - 1N235o -
200Volls IH2105 lN2069 lN2069A lN3193 114003 loC2 1002 lN4818 2002 lN1Tf4 3F2o
300 VollS lN2106 - - - - lOC3 1003 1N4819 2003 lNl125 3F3o
400 Volts lN2107 lN2010 lN2070A lN3194 lN4004 10C4 1004 lN4820 2004 1H1126 3F40
500 Volts lH2108 - - - - 10C5 1005 1H4821 2005 lN1127 3F50
6OOVolu - lH2071 lN2011A lN3195 114005 10C6 1005 1Iiill2. 2006 1H1128 "60
700VollS - - - - - - - lN5052 - - -
800 Volts - - - lN3196 11114005 10CS 1001 1N5053 2001 - 3F80

1000 Volts - - - liill6l" 114001 10C10 11018 lNS054 ZOD1D - 3Fl00

IF(AYl!AI. 3 3.3 3.5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6
(ill Mix. T c (oCl il125° il500 il85° il95° .950 1000 1000 1000 1000 611500 (iIIl~o
IFSM (A) 15D " 35 15D 400 75 75 75 75 150 150
NOles CD r, . (i) , 0) • i) • i) • rut) II) CD
Cae Style C·12 00" 00" 00 .• C·15 00" 00" DO" DO" DO" DO"

PRY PART NUMBERS
5QVoIts - 1Nl341 ••••• 1N3819 6Fl5 6FT5 6FVS lNl341A lNl3418

100 Volts 3GS' - lN3569 lNI342 ..., 1N3880 6FllO 6FTlO 6FV10 lNl342A lN1342B
150 Volts - - - lN13"3 - - - - - lNl343A lNl343B
200Voln 3GS' INI124A IN3510 lNl344 ..., 1N3881 6Fl20 6H20 6FV20 lN134-4A 1Nl344B
300 Vol" 3OS3 lN112!)A 1N)51\ 'N1)o45 "'3 IN'1882 6FLJO 6FTJO 6FV'lO IN\34IjA IN\J458
400Volu 3lIS4 lN1126A lN3572 lN1J46 6OS4 lN3883 6FL40 6FT40 6FV40 IN1346A lN1346B
500Volu 30SS lN1127A lN3573 lN1347 'OSS - 6Fl50 6FT50 6FV50 lNl341A lN1347B
600Volu 3GS' lN1128A 1N3574 IN1348 •••• - 6Fl60 6FT60 6FV60 lN1348A lNI3488
100Volls - i"N"m9 - - - - - 6FT70 6FV70 ~ -
800 VolU 3OS. lN3650 - - •••• - - 6FT80 6FV80 1N3988 -
900 VollS - - - - 6fT90 6FV90 lHJ989

l00QVolts 3OS10 - - - ••• 10 - - 6FT100 6FV100 1N3990 -



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER II'iR I

DO .•• ~I
"""""'" 0.800
t,1Z MAX

<-=-!a~

i0434
0.429

ACROSS FLATS
10-32 UNF-2A

OOif_5i~
I 1

Q,§l!!!
0._

ACROSS FLATS
114-28 UNF·2A

~l
5.70

-,••IT~-.L

LW
1.647

ACROSS FLATS
3/"·16 UNF-2A

~It~}?cIIOCI 6 6 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12
illS0D 81500 1000 1000 1000 1000 .'50° .,500 il150D .,500 1500

IFSM (AI 150 160 150 150 150 150 200 240 250 240 250
NOlts (.) ,.) .). r.) I) . . (!)r • (j) (j)f .) . (j) CD (.
e- Styl. 0 4 OO~ OO~ OO~ OO~ 00-4 00-4 00-4 OO~ 00-4

PRY PART NUMBERS
so Volts ~;~~A liFSB lH3889 12FLS 12FTS l1FVS 1N1199 lN1199A lNl1998 12FSA 12FSB

l00Volu 6F1OB lN3890 12FllO 12FTlO 12FV1Q lH1200 IH1200A lN12008 12Fl0A 12Fl0B
150Volli 6F1SA liFns - - - - 1NI201 lN1201A lN12018 12F15A 12F158
2OOVoib 6F2GA 6FlOB IN3891 12Fl20 12FT20 12FV20 lH1202 lN1202A IN12028 12F20A 12f20B
300 Vol" "lOA 6F30B lN3892 12FL30 12FT30 12FV30 lH1203 IN1203A lN12038 12F3OA 12FJOB
4l1OVoIIs tit4uA liF4DB 1N3893 12Fl40 12FT40 12FV40 lN1204 lNI204A lN12048 12F40A 12F40B
500VoIu 6FSOA 6F50B - 12FL50 12FT50 12FV50 INI205 lNI20SA lN1205B 12F50A 12FSOB
6OOVolu 6F60A 6F60B - 12FL60 12FT60 12FV60 IHI206 lHI206A lH1206B 12F60A 12F60B
100Volu 6F10A 6F10B - - 12FT10 12FV10 i1illro fNlr10A - - -
SOOVOl15 6FBOA 6FlUlB - - 12FT80 12FVBO IN3611 lH3611A - 12F80A 12F80B
900 VOt15 6F90A 6F90B - 12FT90 12FV90 IN3612 IH3612A

100OVolu 6Fl00A 6Fl00B - 12FT1DO 12FVlOO IN3613 IN3613A 12FIOOA 12F1OOB

4.50 4.50

~l I~

~ItN~){oc) 15 16 16 20 35 40 40 60 60 10 100
.1500 .1500 .1500 .1500 .1400 .1400 .1500 .1150 .1400 .1250 .1.00

IFSMIAJ 250 300 300 400 500 500 800 700 900 1)00 1.600
N•••• (j) (j) (j) (j) (j) (.) (j) (j) (j) . (j)
e-Stvle 00-5 00-4 oo~ 00-4 00-5 00-5 00-5 00-5 00-5 00-5 OD-l

PRY PART NUMBERS
5QVolu 1N3201 16F5 1N3615 1111113 41HFS 1N1183A 1112128 1H2128A -

lOOVoIu lN3209 16FIO IN3616 20F10 lN1114 4OHFI' INl184A 1N2129 IH2129A 70H10A 1113211
1SOVolu - 16FI5 1N3611 - HUllS 4IHF15 IHl185A lN2130 IN2130A 1OHl5A -
200 Volu 1N3210 16F20 1N3618 lOF20 lN11" 48HF20 INl186A 1H2131 1N2131A 1OH20A 1.320
250Volls - - - - - - - lN2132 lH2132A 1IH2SA -
300 Volts 1N3211 16F30 lH3619 20F30 lJ11111 4.HF3. lH1181A IN2133 lH2133A ,.H30A lN32tC1
350 Volts - - - - - - - IN2134 1N2134A - -
400 Volts 1N3212 16F40 lN3620 2DF40 UII1111 4OHF40 IN1188A 1N2135 lN2135A 10H4oA 1113291
4SOVoits - - - - - - - lN2136 IN2136A - -
SOOVolts IN3213 16FSO 1N3621 - lMllll 4OHF50 1N1189A lN2131 IH2131A 70HSOA 1113292
600 Voln 1H3214 16F60 1N3622 1.11.0 48HFIG 1N1190A 1N2138 1N2138A 70HIOA 1113293
100 Volts - - - - mm 4OHF70 - - - 70"70A -
800Volls - 16FBO lN3623 - lN3166 4GHFlo - - - 70H10", lN32M
900 Volts - - - - lNl7.7 48HF!tO - - - 10HtDA -lQOOVolti - 16Fl00 IN3624 - 1113111 4GHF1DO - - - 70"100'" 1113295

121X1Volls - - - - - - - - - 7DH120 • lN32I1

1.060
1.045

ACROSS FLATS
3/8·24 UNF-2A

1.063
1.045

ACROSS FLATS
1/2-20 UNF·2A

LW
1.647

ACROSS FLATS
3/4·16 UNF·2A

Q) AmlMnt tlmt*IWt •.
<D l.ad amptrllurt. mNS\lr!td 3/1-inch from body.
G) lOA Sefils 1110-,IIIbIt_
<D CattlodHo-Studonly.
(i) Cathod.-to-Stud. FOf .nodt·to-rlud. 8dd "R" to bat ,.,.mber

(3FRIO.IN3569RI.
(!) FlSlrlCo-Vnclifi.n •••• tlbl. onP'lll10.

<D Ma. tt\lt 'lhtnnllnsistll'lt* is\owl( M\ll. otJlIQtint"~M"
h•••• ron ••R_PoI.-ity •• deYices.

t JANtypesl¥lillbl ••
@lo-ClfffentR.t.,.. IN3196 - 500 mA; lN3563 - 400 mA.
(!;tn--5,.smu..
@ IN2348 .rift h.15A WfllII riling.

• For "",".iu.tthil;vollllll. conllCtflClory.



0.555 t-- 1.625j
0.510 ,-_ 1.595I _

Pok Faces
0.752
0.748
CIA.

Pole Faces
1.302
1.298
CIA.

f-- 2.250--1
1__ 2.246 __ I

J: L.JI., "1.000~ ..

1.687
1.647

ACROSS FLATS

Pol. Faces
2.477
CIA.

~~~} ~~II·CI
100 100 'SO 'SO 1SO 2SO 2SO 2SO 215 300 300

111100 .1400 .,500 itlSQO .1500 .105° il1300 .1350 il'200 il'200 (11200

IfSM lA' 2,500 2,300 3.000 3.'" 3.000 3,500 ',500 4,500 5,'" 5,'" 6.250
Hotes (!)@,o (j) (j) (j) (j) Q)@(f) (j) Q) (j) (j) (!)11
e-Stylo DO.• DO·. 00·30 DO" 00·30 ..• ..13 "'3 '-13 '·13 ..•

PRY PART NUMBERS
SOVa1" - INJll1 - - ,,.2054 ,.....

l00Voln - lN3288A !1im\ 150K10A lS01l0A - lNJ735 lN2055 '''*5 300UIDA -
ISO Vat" - - - 1S0K1SA 15Dl15A - lN2056 111114046 JOOU15A -
200 Volts - lNJ289A lNJ086 150KlOA lS0ll0A - lNl]36 'NZOS1 lN4047 3OGUZOA -
25DVoits - - - ,SOKlSA 15D125A - - ,NZOSI ,N404' JOOU25A -
300 Volts - lNJ290A IN3087 150K]OA IS0lJO" - lN3737 11111205' 'N404. XKIUJOA -
350Volls - - - - - - - UIZOIQ - - -
400 Volts lOIKl40 lH3291A lN3088 ,5GK"A 'SOUD ••. 251Ul4G lNJ138 lN2"1 '.40SO :JOCIU40A -
4SQVolts - - - - - - - HUNZ - -
~Volts - lN3292B tN3089 150KSGA lSOlS0A - lN3139 11112H3 ,.4051 lOOUSOA -
600 Volts lD1KllO lN329JA 1N3090 150K •.•• 150l60A 2S1UllG lNJ740 HUON 11114052 300UIO'" -
700 Volts - - - ISOK7DA 150l70A - - lN2065 11114853 3OOU70.•• -
800 Yolls lo1KlIO 1NJ294A 1NJ091 150KIOA 150l80A 251UlIO 1NJ141 lN2066 111140W 3OOUIOA 30lUIO
900 Volts - - - 158KIO'" 150l90A - - lH2067 lH4055 3OOU'OA -

1000 VOItI 101kL100 lNJ29SA 1NJ092 150Kl00A lS0l100A 25'UL100 1NJ142 HlIl061 11114055 3OOU100A 301Ul00
ll00VollI 1I1KL1211 1NJ296A INSI6l 151K1211· 1S0l12{l" 2S1Ul121 lNJ143 3OOU12O· 301Ul21
1300 VollI 101Kl138 - - - - 251Ul1J1 - - - - -
1400Voltl 101Kl148 - - - - 2S1Ull41 lN3144 - - - 301Ul.
1500 Volu 101KL158 - - - - lSlUL15C1 - - - - -
1600Voltl lDlkL1iG - - - - 251UL1H - - - - JllU11D
1800Volu - - 311UllO
1000 'Jolt, - - - - - - - - - - 101UZOQ
llOOVolti - - - - - - - - - - 101U210
2200Voltl - - - - - - - - - - 301U220
2300Voltl - - - - - - - - - - 301U230
2400Volu - - 301U248
2S00Volu - - - - - - - - - - .,U258



IFIAVIIAI 400 410 500 500 5110 650 800 800 1600
lilMll,. TC lOCI (1910 lill05° 0105° @1200 (1125° lil 80" @105° (1125° @101°
IFSM IAI 3,500 6,250 8,000 10,000 10,000 8,000 8,000 10,000 25,000
Notes ® - ':!>{i) (i)(j) (j) ® - - -
Clse Style DD·200AA DD·200AA 8·8 8·8 8·22 DD·200A8 DD·200AB DD·2011AB B·19

PRY PART NUMBERS

SO Volts - - - - SItOYSA - - - -
100 VollS - - - - SOOVtQA - - - -
200 Volts - - - - 5DOV20A - - - -
300 Volts - - - - SOOV30A - - - -
40QVoits 4G1POA40l - - - SOOV4GA - - - -
500 Volts 500VSOA 651PDB50L
600 Volts 401PDA60l - - 501V60B SOOV60A 651PDB60l - 801'08608 -
800 Volts 401,DAIOl - - SOlV8Ge - &SIPOIIOL - 801'08808 -

1000 YollS 401PDA1DOl - SOlVIDOe - 651,DB100l 801'081008 -
1200 Volts 4Qf,DA120L 47tPDA120 5OtY120 5D1V12DB - 651PDB1Z0l '01'08120 801'081208 1601POK120
130QVolu 401PDA130l - - - - 651PDB130L - - -
1400 Volts 401PDA140l 41tPOA14Q SOlVl40 SDlVI40B - 6St'OBl4DL 801'08140 801'0814oB 1601POK140
160QVoits 401PDA160L 471PDA160 501Vl&O - - 651,DB160l IOt,0816o - 1601POKIGO
1800 Volts - 471POA180 SOtV180 - - - 801'08180 - 160tPOKI80
2000 Volts - 471POA200 501V200 - - - 101'OB200 - 160lPOK200
2100 Volts 501V210 801'08210
2200 Volts - - 501V220 - - - 801'08220 - t60lPOK220
2300Volu - - 50tV230 - - - 801P08230 - -
2400Volu - - 501V240 - - - 80t'OB240 - 160lPOK24O
2500Volu - - - - - - - - tlillPOK250

~~~I ~~I{OC)
20DO 2400 3000

.105° .101° li108°
IFSM IAI 30,000 39,000 45,000
r~otet
CI. Style B·19 B·20 B·20

PRY PART NUMBERS
600Volu 2001POK60 - 3001PDN60
800Volu 200t'OK80 - JOQ1PDN80

1000Voib 2001PDKtOO 3001PONIOO
12QOVolts 2001POK120 2601PONI20 3001PONt20
1400 Volts 2001POK140 260lPDN140 3001PON140
1600 Volts 2fIOtPOKt60 2601PON160 JOOtPONI60
1800 Volts - 260lPDN180 -
2000 Volts - 26QTPDN200 -
2200VoIIs - 2601PDN220 -
2400 Volts - 2601PDN240 -
2500 Volts - 260tPDN250

'FlAV) IAI 20 25 25 40 50 50
lilTC lOCI 85° 10° B5° BOo 80° 80°
IFSM IAI 800 400 800 800 800 800
VFM (V) 0.8 0.86 0.7 0.97 0.86 0.87
iltFM (A){ilTJ 250C 80 80 80 160 '60 160
eo•• Sty~ DO" DO" DO" 00·5 00·5 00·5

VRRM (V) VRSMlVl VRIVI
10 11 10 2SFOOtO 5OH0010
15 18 15 - - 2SFOOtS - - 5OHOOt5
2lJ 24 2lJ - - 2SFQ020 - - 5OHOO20

" 30 25 20F0025 - 2SFQ025 OH0025 - 5OHQ025
30 36 30 20FQ030 tN5095 25FQ03Q OH0030 tN6097 'iQHQ030
35 42 35 20F0035

lN6096
- OH0040 -

40 48 40 20F0040 - 40H0050 lN6098 -

International Rectifier fast recovery diodes are similar to con-
ventional diffused diodes of comparable current and voltage
rating. but they have been specially processed so that the peak
recovery current .is lower and recovery time is shorter.

The three major uses for fast recovery rectifier diodes are:

1. Rectifiers for high frequency AC The largest IR fast
recovery rectifiers are capable of efficient rectification up to
10 kHz, smaller devices at even higher frequencies.

2. By-pass (free-wheeling) diodes on the output of a phase-
controlled rectifier unit. They substantially reduce the
momentary high load and junction heating on SeAs during
reverse recovery of the by-pass diode.

3. By-pass diodes in a DC chopper or inverter_ In addition to
the benefits described above, in #2, IA fast recovery
rectifiers forthis application also make a significant reduction
in potentially damaging transient voltages generated during
recovery.

MAX. CONTINUOUS VOLTAGE RANGE trr - RECOVERY TIME IRMIRECI - RECOVERY
CURRENT {AI IVI 1.>••• 1 CURRENT (A) CASE STYLE IR SERIES

6 50 ·400 0.20 MAX. 2 MAX. 00. IN3879
6 500·600 0.20 MAX. 2 MAX. 0,. 6Fl
6 50·1000 0.35 MAX. 3MAX. 00. 6FT
6 50·1000 0.50 MAX. 4MAX. 00. 6FV

11 50·400 0.20 MAX. 2MAX. 00. lN3889
12 500·600 0.20 MAX. 2 MAX. 00. 12FL
11 50· tOOO 0.35 MAX. 2MAX. 00. 12FT11 50·1000 0.50 MAX. 4 MAX. 00. 12FV100 400·1000 1.5 MAX. 25 MAX. OO~ 101Kl.$t5

'00 400 ·1200 2.0 MAX. 33 MAX. OO~ 101Kl-520
100 1000·1600 3.0 MAX. 50MAX. 00·8 10TKl.$30
250 400·1000 1.5 MAX. 25MAX. 00·9 251UL·S15250 400 ·1200 2.0 MAX. 33MAX. 00·9 251UL·S20250 1000 ·1600 3.0 MAX. 50 MAX. 00·9 25lUl·S30
'00 400·800 1.S MAX. 30 MAX. OO·200AA 401POA·l15
.00 400 ·1200 2.0 MAX. 35MAX. 00·200AA 401POA·L20
400 1000 ·1600 3.0 MAX. 60 MAX. UO·200AA 401POA·L30
650 400·800

I
2.0 MAX. 33MAX.

I
OO·200AB

I
651POB·l20

(650 400·1200 2.5 MAX. 41 MAX. OO·200AB 651POB·l25
650 800 ·1600 3.0 MAX. 49 MAX. 00·200AB 651POB·l30



ZenerVoltage Regulators
"T.C.Voltage References

v, 1~ ,,- Nom.
P- Ztn,r ZlI'!l'r T.mp.

~~ Voltage Currlnt Imped.nc. eo•• Cotfficitllt
"IV) (mAl lnl II IZT Style (%1°C) Pan No.

250 5.9-6.5 1.5 15 00·1 0.005 IN3496
0.002 lN3497
0.001 lNJ498
0.0005 lN3499

250 B.0-8.8 10.0 15 C·5 0.002 lHISlO
0.001 lN1S30A

400 5.9-6.5 1.5 15 00·1 0.01 lN821 CD
0.005 tN8llt
0.002 lN825
0.001 IN821
0.0005 lN829

400 6.2-6.9 1.5 15 00·1 0.002 lN826
0.001 IN828

400 5.9·6.5 1.5 20 C·l 0.01 IN4Z9
400 6.3·6.7 1.5 10 00·1 0.015 lN3779

0.01 lN3780
0.005 IN3781
0.002 lNJ782
0.001 lNJ783
0.0005 1N31S4

400 6.4:15%- 0.5 100 00·1 0.01 lN4565(!)
0.005 lN4566

400 6.4.t.5% 1.0 '00 00·1 0.01 ~::~~~C!)0.005
0.002 lN4512
0.001 tN4S13
0.0005 tN4S14

400 6.4±5% 1.0 '" 00·1 0.01 IN4575(!)
0.005 lN4576
0.002 lN4S77
0.001 lN4578
0.0005 IN4S79

400 6.4±S% '.0 25 00·1 0.01 lN4580<i)
0.005 tN4S81
0.002 lN4582
0.001 tN4S83
0.0005 lN4584

400 8.0·8.8 10.0 15 C-4 0.002 lN430 CD
400 8.0-8.8 10.0 15 00·1 0.01 ~~i~~;W0.005

0.002 lN3t56
0.001 lN3157

500 8.55·9.45 1.5 20 00·1 0.01 IN935 ®
0.005 IN936t
0.002 IN937
0.001 IN938
0.0005 IN939

Spec"l OutliMSeri••
200 5.2 1.5 10 C·6 0.01 lN1135
400 12.4 40 lN1136@
600 18.6 60 lN1737
800 24.8 80 lN1738

1000 31.0 '00 lN1739
1200 37.2 110 lN1740
1400 43.4 140 lN1741
1600 49.6 160 lN1742
Tin StableOnices

25D &.'·&.5 1.5 12 00·1 0.00'3 ,tt3501 (1)
0.00065 IN3502
0.0013 lN3503
0.0013 lN3504

400 5.9-6.5 1.5 15 00·1 0.01 6.2SRl
0.005 6.2SR2
0.002 6.2SR3
0.001 6.2SR4

TEMPERATURE COMPENSATED VOLTAGE REFERENCES International Rectifier has long been recognized as a leader in the
development and production of standard, selected, and special
order Zener Voltage Regulators.
Temperature Compensated Voltage References are specially con-
structed Zeners which offer predictable variations in voltage with
respect to temperature. These conditions are stable for any given
set of parameters specified.
These regulators and references are complementary to IR's power-
oriented line of quality semiconductors.

Po_
Rlting 150mW 250mW 250mW
Mu.Op.

2000(1) 1500Temp. (OCI 200°
Toillance
1%1 - 5,10% -
NOlet (0) (oJ '"C••• C·l 00·1 00-]
Nominal
Valuet Part In "'" In p," I"
(V,I N,. (mAl N, (mAl N' {mAl

12.61 lN465 5 - - IN702 5
(3.51 lN466 5 - - lN703 5
14.11 lN467 5 - - IN704 5
{4.81 lN468 5 IN761 10 IN705 5
(5.81 lN469 5 lN762 10 IN706 5
(7.11 1N470 5 lN763 10 IN707 5
(8.71 i"N'1'!i3 '0.20 lN764 10 - -

(10.51 1HI314 0.20 lN765 10 - -
112.71 lNI315 0.20 lN766 5 - -
(15.71 lNI316 0.20 lN767 5 - -
(19.m lN1311 0.20 lN768 5 -
(23.51 INI318 0.20 lN769 5 - -
(28.51 INI319 0.20 - - - -
(34.5) lNI320 0.20 - - - -

I) V,ralingsinp.rtfllllesis(2.6)arenominalv,lues.
l) ForZ," lOn, add "A"wllix

(!J tJBV Temperalure Range" 00 to 750C. Add "A" suflix for _55° to 25°C,
250101000C.

e!) For 0.001 Temp. Coef.. add "A"suflix.

r~ f::V_~:w~:r:;~:e2~g~~e~50~t 10 25°. 25° to 100°C. Add "'A" suffix

® 6BV Temperelure Renge" Do1075°C. Add "A"' suffix lor ~550 to 250C.
25010 1000C. Add "B" wlfix for-55° to ,t;0.250to 150°C.

(&) For Nom. Temp. Coeil. '* 0.005% °C, add "A" sullix.
CD Each device has time stabitity melSurec! Ci400C lor 1,000 Ilours til7.5 mA.
@ For lNI313 thru IN1320, max. temp." 150°C
C!) Add "A" for 5%tollt.nc;es.
6~ "A"vttsionollttslighllrloleranclt.
(iV Add "A" for 10%lol.rancet.
(11) A.da"A."'or 10"4tolerll(lte;"Q" tor 5%
111) Add "T5" for 5% tol,unn; "TlO" lor 10%; "no" for 20%.
(14) Polarity - C.thod,·lo·studonly.
(l!> Polarily - Anod.·IO·stud; add "R"lorcalhode·to·stud.
~ Polarity - IN3993 Series: clthod.·to·stud only. IN2498 Strits, lNI816

S.ilS,.nd tN2008 S.ies: .nod.·to·stud, lor Clthode·to-Jlud, add "R".
t JAN lypeslV.ilable.
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ZenerVaItage Regulators
'Toe. Voltage References

All Dim.nlionsin Inell'l.

Cl C4 C5 r,5Go-j C80"'MAX 0.625"0.625DIA.r----i
I 1°·230 MAX. "Oia.MIIlI.

[tJ 0.600 I +--:Il=r ~I 1.190'
MAX. I0.380

~
MAX

I

1\ "o?;O I'
0687

0.150 ACROSS FLA1$
0.032

0667
518·18 UNF·2A ACROSS FLATS

~tA
"4 VarvirlllTyplS 1/4-28 UNF·2A

POvrwtll

R'tine 250mW 400mW 400mW 400mW 400mW 500mW lW lW
Max Op.
limp (OCI 2000 115° 175° 1500 2000 2000 1650 1650

Tolerance
5,iO.20"1%1 5,10% 5,10% 5,10% 15% 5.10,20% 5,10% 5,10,20%

Note, . • t " , " , "CneStyl1 00-1 00-1 00-1 00-1 00-1 00-1 00-13 00-13
Port I" Port '. Port '" Port I. Port '" Port '" Port '. Port I"

V, N,. (mAl N,. ImAl N'_ (mAl N,. (mAl N'_ (mAl N,. (mAl N,. (mAl N,. 1m.
2.4 - lN4310 20 - - - - - lN5221 20 - - - -

(2.5) - - - - - - - - - - lN5222 20 - - - -
2.7 - - lN437! 20 - - - - - - lN5223 20 - - - -

(2.8) - - - - - - - - - - lN5224 20 - - - -
3.' - - IN4372 20 lN5225 20
33 - - IN746 20 lN5226 20
3.6 - - IN7., 20 - - - - - - lN5221 20 - - - -
3.' - - lN748 20 - - - - - - lN5228 20 lHIS!8 50 123.9 50
4.3 - - lN749 20 - - - - - - lN5229 20 - - 1Z4.3 50
4_' IH7SO 20 - - - IN3510 20 lN5230 20 lN1519 40 IZ4.7 40
5.1 - - IN1S1 20 - - - - IN3511 20 lNS231 20 - - 125.1 40
5.6 lN708 25 lN752 20 - - IN1956 5 1N3512 20 IN5232 20 lN1520 35 1Z5,6 35

16.01 - - - - - - - - - - IN5233 20 - - - -
6.2 1N709 25 lN75l' 20 - - - - IN3513 20 IN5234 20 - - IZ6.2 35
6.8 lN710 25 lN754 20 lN957 18.5 INI957 5 lN3514 20 lN5235 20 1N1521 30 IZ6.8 30

'.5 IN711 25 lN755 20 1N958 t6,5 - - lN3515 10 lN5236 20 - - IZ7.5 30
8.2 1N712 25 lN756 20 lN959 15.0 INI958 5 lN3516 10 lN5237 20 1N1522 25 lZ8.2 25

(8.7) - - - - - - - - - - IN5238 10 - - - -
'_1 1N713 12 lN757 20 lN960 14.0 - - lN3517 10 lN5239 20 - - IZ9.1 25

10 IN714 12 1N758 20 lN961 12.5 INI959 5 lN3518 10 1N5240 20 INI523 20 lZ10 20
11 IN715 12 - - lN962 11.5 - - lN3519 10 1N5241 20 - - lZ11 20
12 IN716 12 1N759 20 tN963 10.5 INI960 1 lN3520 10 1N5242 20 lNI524 15 lZ12 15
13 IN717 12 - - 1N964 85 - - 1N3521 5 1N5243 '.5 - - lZt3 15

(14) - - - - - - lNI961 1 - - tN5244 ... - - - -
15 lN718 12 - - 1N965 8.5 - - 1N3522 5 1N5245 8.5 1N1525 13 lZ15 13
16 lN719 12 - - 1N966 7.6 - - 1N3523 5 lN5246 7.' - - 1Z16 13

07) - - - - - - - - - - 1N5247 7.4 - - - -
16 lN720 12 - - 1N967 ,.. 1N1962 1 IN3524 5 1N5248 7.' lNI526 10 IZI8 10

(19) - - - - - - - - - - IN5249 6_6 - - - -
20 lN721 4 - - IN968 6_2 - - IN3525 5 IN5250 6_2 - - IZ20 10
22 1N722 4 - - IN969 5.6 IN1963 1 lN3S26 5 IN5251 5.6 1N1527 • IZ22 •24 lN723 4 - - lN970 5_2 - - IN3527 5 lN5252 5_2 - - IZ24 •(25) - - - - - - - - - - lN5253 5.' - - - -
27 IN724 4 - - lN971 4.6 lN1964 1 tN3528 4 lN5254 4.6 lNI528 , lZ27 7

(281 - - - - - - - - - - lN5255 4.5 - - - -
30 1N725 4 - - 1N972 4.2 - - 1N3529 4 1N5256 4.2 - - lZ30 7
33 - - - - 1N973 3.8 lNI965 '.2 1N3530 3 1N525] 3.6 - - - -
36 - - - - lN974 3.4 - - - - 1N5258 3.4 - - - -
39 - - - - 1N975 3.2 - - - - lN5259 32 - - - -
43 - - - 1N976 3_' 1N5260 3.' -
47 1N977 2.7 1N5261 2.7 - - - -
51 - - - - IN978 2.5 - - - - IN5262 2_5 - - - -

" - - - - IN979 2.2 - - - - 1N5263 2.2 - - - -
\11\\ - - - - - - - - - - \ttlilli4 1.\ - - - -
62 - 1N980 2.' - 1N5265 2.' -
58 1N981 1.8 - 1N5266 ••
75 - - - - IN982 1.7 - - - - 1N5267 1.7 - - - -
82 - - - - lN983 1.5 - - - - lN5268 1.5 - - - -

(87) - - - - - - - - - - lN5269 1.4 - - - -
91 - - - - 1N984 1.4 - - - - tN5270 1.4 - - - -

10. IN985 1.3 - - lN5271 1.3 - - - -



ZenerVoItage Regulet:ors
'Toe. Voltage Referencea

C12 0.0401 C14 DD-4
~

DD-1 1 DD-13 DD-41
~O.O32

OIA. I OIA.
NO. 24

~~ •
J~::

1
1:1

~~ .~~
MAX. 't.L <..-=-'0. a 0.300 MAX.

~
MAX. ----.l 0.160

/
\01~0

0220
~

1 ICIA
0.434 MAX. 0.1070.370
0.429 CIA. 0.0800.360

ACROSS FLATS MAX. CIA.
TO-3 (Modified) 10-32 UNF·2A

P•••• ,
3.5W 5WRlting lW lW ,W lW 1W 3.5W

Mu. Op.
1750 2000 2000 1650 1650 200'Tlmp.'(Oe) 1750 175°

Tollfloce
Ill! 5,10,20% 5,10% 5,10,20" 5,10" 5.1ln1o 5,10" 5,10,20% 5,10,20%
Hottl: '" ® 'j)t , " <!> .•• 1),11 Ol)

ca.Styll! 00-'3 00-13 00-13 00-41 00-41 00-4 00-4 C·12
Port In Port In P.rt In P.rt In Port In Port In Port In P.rt In

V, N•. (mAl N•. (mAl N•. (mAl N•. ImAI N•. (mAl N•. {mAl N•. {mAl N•. {mAl
3.3 lN3821 16 - - tH4ll8 16 12S3.3 16 - INS]]] 380
3.6 lN3822 59 - - - - tH4n9 59 1253.6 •• - - - - lN5334 350

" lN3823 54 - - - - lN4730 54 12S3.9 54 INIS88 150 323.9 150 lN5335 320
'.3 lN3824 58 - - - - 1NUll 58 12504.3 58 - - 324.3 150 TN5336 290
'.7 lN3825 53 - - - - lHUl2 53 1254.7 53 lNIS89 125 324.1 125 lH5337 260
5.1 lN3826 •• - - - - IN41ll •• 12S5.1 •• - - 325.1 125 lN5338 240
5.6 lNJ827 •• IN1165 100 - - lN4134 •• 1255.6 •• lN1590 110 325.6 110 lN5J39 220

16.01 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - lN5J40 200
6.2 lN3828 " IN1766 100 - - lN4735 " IZ56.2 " - - 3Z6.2 110 lN5341 200
6.8 lN3829 37 IN1767 100 1N3016 37 lN4736 37 IZ56.8 37 lN1591 100 3Z6.8 100 lN5342 t15
7.5 - - IN1768 100 lN3017 " lN4137 " IZ57.5 " - 321.5 100 IN5343 t15
8.2 - - IN1769 100 1N3018 31 lN4138 31 IZ58.2 31 lN1592 80 3Z8.2 80 1N5344 150

f8.71 - - - - - - - - - - - - - lN5345 ISO
'.1 - - INI770 SO lN30l9 28 lN4139 28 IZ59.1 28 - 329.1 80 lN5346 ISO

10 - - INI111 50 IN3020 25 lNU40 25 lZ510 25 lN1593 70 3Z10 70 lN5347 12'
11 INI112 50 lN302l 23 lNU41 23 IZ5l1 23 - 3Z11 70 IN5348 t25
12 - - INI773 SO 1N3022 2t lN4742 2t IZ512 2t 1N1594 50 3Zl2 SO lN5349 100
t3 - - INI114 50 lN3023 t9 lN4143 t9 IZ513 t9 - - 3213 SO lN5350 100

(l41 - - - - - - - - - - - - - lN5351 100
15 - - INl775 50 IN3024 t7 lN4144 t7 11515 t7 1NI595 40 3Zl5 40 IN5352 75
to INl776 50 IN3025 15.5 1N4745 15.5 IZ516 1!".5 3Z16 " IN5353 75

071 - - - - - - - - - - - - - IN5354 70
t8 - - lNI171 50 lN3026 14.0 lN4146 14.0 IZ5l8 14.0 IN1596 35 3Z18 35 IN5355 65

119) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IN5356 65
20 - - lNI718 15 lN3027 12.5 1NU47 12.5 IZ520 12.5 - - 3Z20 35 IN5357 65
22 INI719 15 lN3028 11.5 lN4148 11.5 IZ522 11.5 lN1597 '" 3Z22 '" lN5358 SO

" - - lN1780 15 lN3029 10.5 1N4749 10.5 IZ524 10.5 - - 3Z24 '" IN5359 50
(251 - - - - - - - - - - - - - IN5360 50

" - - lN1781 15 1N30JO '.5 lN4750 8.5 IZ527 '.5 IN1598 25 3221 25 IN5361 50
1281 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - IN5362 50

'" IN1182 15 1N3031 85 lN4751 8.' IZ530 8.5 3Z", 25 lN5363 "33 - - lN1783 15 lH3032 7.5 lH4752 7.5 IZ533 I.' - - - - IN5364 "36 - - lH1784 15 lH3033 7.0 IH4753 ,. lZ536 7.0 - - - - lN5365 30
39 - - IH1785 15 lH3034 6.5 lN4754 65 12S39 65 - - - - lN5366 '"" - - lN1786 15 1N3035 6.0 IH4755 6. IZ543 6.0 - - - - lN5367 '"" lN1781 15 lN3036 5.5 lN4756 5.5 IZ547 5.' 1N5368 25
51 - - lN1788 15 IN3037 5.0 IN4751 5.0 12551 5.0 - - - - lN5369 25

" - - lN1789 15 IN3038 '.5 lN4758 ,., 11556 '.5 - - - - lN5310 20
(60( - - - - - - - - - - - - - IN5311 20
62 - - 1N1790 5 IN3039 '.0 IN4759 ,. IZ562 ,. - - - - lN5372 20
68 - lN179l 5 IN3040 3.1 lN4160 3.7 12S68 3.7 - IN5313 20
75 - - 1N1792 5 lN3041 3.3 IH4761 3.3 12575 3.3 - - - - lN5314 20
82 - - lN1793 5 IN3042 3.0 IN4762 3.0 12Sll2 ,. - - - - lN5315 15

(811 - - - - - - - - - - - - - lN5316 15
91 - lN1794 , IN3043 2.8 lH4763 ,. 12591 ,. - lN5311 15

100 - - lN1795 , 1N3044 2.5 1N41G4 2.5 125100 2.5 - - - - 1N'il318 12
110 - - lN179G 5 IN3045 2.3 1Zlli0 U 128110 2.3 - - - - - -
120 - - lN1791 5 lN3046 2. lI1l20 2.0 lZ8120 2.0 - - - - - -
'''' - - lNl798 5 IN3047 13 IZll30 t.9 lZ5130 13 - - - - - -
ISO - - lN1799 5 lN3048 1.7 IZllSO 1.7 lZ5lSO 1.7 - - - - - -
160 - - lNl800 5 1N3049 1.6 IZll60 1.6 lZ8160 U -
180 - - lN1801 , lH3050 I.' lZT180 U lZ5l80 U - - - - - -
200 - - lNl802 5 lH305l U 12T200 1.2 lZ8200 U - - - - - -



ZenerVoltage Regulators
'T.C.Voltage References

Power
Rating SW lOW lOW lOW laW lOW SOW sow
Max.Op.

175° 1750 1750T.mp.IDCI 200' '65' '65' 175° 115°
Tol"'flCt
(%1 5,10,20% S,l<nl. 5,10,20'10 5,10% 5,10.20% 5,10% 5,10,20% 5.10,20"
Not" (ly ~ " "

, • 1 (! " il ®t " ® ,"
I c.. Styli C·12 DO" aD .• DO" DO" DO" C-I C·l.

Port In P.rt In P,rt In P.rt In Port In Port In Port In Port Inv, •.. ImA) •.. (mAl •.. (mA) •.. ImAI •.. ImAI •.. ImAI •.. (mAl ... ImAI
3.3 5183.3 380 - - -
3.6 5253.6 350 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.' 5253.9 320 lN1S99 '00 1023.9 500 IN3993 •• 0 - - - - lN4549 3200 lN4557 3200
'.3 5ZS4.J 290 - - lOZ4.3 ••• lN3994 '90 - - - - lN4550 2900 lH4558 1900.., SZSo 260 lHl600 400 1014.7 400 lN3995 530 - - - - lN4551 2650 lN4559 2650,., 5155.1 240 - - 1015.1 400 lN3996 490 - - - - lN4552 2450 lN4560 2450
'.6 5255,6 220 tN1S01 350 1025.6 350 IN3997 '45 - - - - IN"553 2250 lN4561 2250

16.01 5156.0 200 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
6.2 5256.2 200 - - 10261 350 lN3998 40' - - - - lN4554 2000 lN4562 2000
6.' SZS6.8 115 lNl602 300 1026.8 300 lN3999 310 IH18DS 1000 lN2970 310 lN330S 1850 1H2S04 1850
6.' - - - - - - - lN4555 1850 lN4563 1850,., 5257.5 115 - - 1021.5 300 lN4000 335 lN1S06 1000 lN2971 335 lN3306 1700 lN2805 1100,., - - - - - - - - - - lN4556 '650 lN4564 1650
'.2 5l88.2 '50 lN1603 250 IOl8.2 250 - - lNI807 1000 lN2972 30' lH3307 1500 IH2806 '500

18.11 5l88.7 "" - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
9.' 5lSS.1 150 - - IOl9.1 250 lN1809 '00 1N2913 215 IH3308 1370 IH2807 1370

10 51510 125 lH1504 200 10110 200 lH2498 '00 I~:~~~ ~ lH2974 250 IH1309 1200 IH2808 1200
11 51511 12' - - 10lll 200 1H2499 l::l lN2975 230 IH3310 1100 IH2809 1100
12 51512 100 1H1505 110 10112 110 1H2500 1H1353 '00 1H2976 210 IH3311 '000 IH2810 1000
13 51513 100 10113 110 '" lH13S4 500 IH2977 190 IH3312 960 IH2811 960

1141 5ZS14 '00 - - - - - 1N2978 180 IH3313 890 IH2812 890
15 52515 15 lN1606 '40 lOllS 140 IH1817 500 1H1355 '00 IH2979 110 IH3314 .30 IH2813 '30

" 52S16 15 - - 10116 140 IH1818 500 1N1356 '00 1H2980 15' IH33)5 180 IN2814 '90
(171 5lS17 10 - - - - - - - - 1N2981 '45 IN3316 '40 lH2815 '40
18 5lS18 65 lN1607 110 10118 110 IN1819 '00 1N1357 150 lN2982 '40 IN3317 '00 IN2816 '00

(191 5lS19 65 - - 1N2983 130 IH3318 660 IN2817 660
20 5lS20 65 - - 10120 110 INI820 250 lH1358 '50 lN2984 12' IN3319 630 IN2818 630
22 5ZS22 50 INI608 90 10122 90 IN1821 250 1Nl359 150 1N2985 "' IN3320 510 IN2819 510

" 5lS24 50 - - 10124 90 IN1822 250 1N1360 150 1N2986 10' IN3321 520 IN2820 520
(25) 5ZS25 50 - - - - - - - - 1N2987 100 IN3322 500 lN2821 500
21 5ZS27 50 1NI609 10 10127 10 lNI823 250 1N1361 150 1N2988 95 IN3323 460 1N2822 460

(28) 5ZS28 50 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
30 5ZS30 40 - - 10130 10 1N1824 250 1N1362 150 1N2989 85 IN3324 420 IN2823 420
33 SZS33 40 - - - - INI825 150 lN1363 150 1N2990 85 IN3325 380 lN2824 380
36 5ZS36 30 - - - - INI826 150 1N1364 '50 1H2991 10 IN3326 350 IN2825 350
:,g 5ZS39 30 - - IN1827 150 1N1365 '50 1N2992 65 IN3327 320 IN2826 320

" 5Z5043 30 - - -- - lN1828 150 1H1366 150 lH2993 60 IN3328 290 IN2827 290
45 - - - - - - - - - - 1N2994 " lN3329 290 lN2828 280

" 51547 25 - - - - IN1829 150 INI367 '50 lN2995 " lN3330 210 lN2829 210
50 - - - - - - - - - - lN2996 50 IN3331 250 lN2830 250
51 5lS51 25 - lN1830 150 1N1368 '50 lH2997 50 IN3332 245 IN2831 245
52 - - - - - - - - - - IN2998 50 lN3333 240 - -
" 51556 20 - - - - IN1831 150 IHI369 '50 lN2999 45 lN3334 220 lH2832 220

(601 5l56O 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
62 5lS62 20 - - - - IN1832 50 lH1370 50 1N3I)00 40 lN3335 200 lN2833 200
68 'ZS68 20 - IH1833 50 lH1371 50 IN3I)01 31 lN3336 180 lN2834 '90
15 5lS75 20 - - - - IN1834 50 INI372 50 lH3002 33 lN3337 110 lN2835 110
82 5Z882 15 - - - - lNl::35 50 lH1313 50 IN3003 30 lN3338 '50 lN2836 150

1871 5lS87 15 - - - - - - - - - - - - -
91 5Z591 15 - - - - IN1836 50 IHI314 50 IN3004 28 lN3339 '40 lN2837 '40

100 5lS100 12 - - IN2008 50 INI315 50 INJ005 25 1N3340 120 lN2838 120
10' - - - - - - - lN3006 25 - - - -
110 - - - - - - INfo09 50 IN1809 50 IH3001 23 - - - -
120 - - - - - - IN2010 50 1N1810 50 INJ008 20 - - - -
\30 - - - - - - '"10\\ " '"'"'' 50 """" 19 - - - -

(140) - - - - - - - - - - lN3010 18 -
'50 - - - - - - 1N2012 50 INI812 50 1NJ011 11 - - - -

1'60
- -

I ~
- - - -

I ~
I ;N~'13

50 1N3012 "I - - - -
"' - - - - - - - lN3013 14 - - - -
180 - - - - - - INI814 50 IN3014 14 - - - -
200 - - - - - - IHI815 50 IN3015 12 - - - -



PACE/paks are lA's family of electrically isolated, solid-state
power assemblies, which provide complete control functions.
They offer a wide variety of advantages over conventional meth-
ods of fabricating power supplies, control circuits, battery
chargers, and choppers, including reduced costs, more efficient
heat-sinking, greater reliability ,and a sharp reduction in total
package size.

They are now available in both 25 Amp and 42.5 Amp current
ratings in seven circuit configurations. All are available in both
120V and 230V AM$ ratings.
Additional savings can be made using PACE/paks in an AC·
switch configuration, as replacements for conventionally assem·
bled switches. They are presently available in 50, 60, and 100
Amp (rms) series.

VRRM IIld VORM so Amps 60 Amps 100 Amps
Max. Repttiliw Peak Reverse Cirtuits Cireuils Clreuils

Vollageand
A A AH A AHOff·StIltVoltlgt AH

300 P241 P251 "" .." '341 PJ5l
600 P242 P252 ••• 2 .." "'2 PJ52

••• P24] ...3 '343
'000 P245 ..., '34'

PACE/~kCireuits PACE/p.k AC SWlIchn
P100 "00 "40 ••• 0 "'0

CASE 0-19 0·20 0·20 0·20 0·20

"
mu.de oulpul 25 42.5
eurr.nl{il750TCIAI

ITlRMS} mU.oulpulelllnnl - - " 60 100
61750C bast pl.lh

VRMS AC input.,oIlage 120,240 120,240 120,240, 120.240 120,240,
IV} 480 480 480

ITSM m••. non<ftPetll ••••• 250 600 600 HIUII uw
sui •• eUfT.nt (AI,. .,.x.l1forfusi~. 260 1500 1500 'wu ..w
tz5t08.]1TISIC(A2_)

di/dt mu.rlhofriseof 100 100 100 100 100
turned·ontuff.nl
(A/••_)

d.,/dl min.Cfiliulfittof 20 20 20 20 20
riseoflllrntd-on

. (wrent (AI••sec) Q)

'OT mu_rtqIlirtd"tt 40 110 110 110 110
eurr.nlto Ingger,
250C (mAl

VOT mu.r.qllirtdgalt 2.' 3.0 3.0 3.0 3.0
'IOltage10 trigger.
250CIVI

".a thtrm"rtSi$~ntf'. 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
taSI to sink (OCIWl
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Cil'C\litBC CircuitBA CircuitBD CircuitBS Circuit A CircuitDA

'er: ~ ~~ ~I:~8 DEk:B " 'It" '~8~ , ,
T••••••• ?1_Gl G-.
pc.ttiofts

AC2 G2 1'1 :::. ,., " ,., ~~.::.:. " , ,

B~ r$]n: ~~* :::~: A [~SdMmatic .•. ..::' "'" ..~.D_
0' , ,

H +.+_.+-~;;-----.-,~ ..,-----.-.*------- '0' ,., ,., H ,_, "C. .,,,

SinglePhe. Single Ph •• Si"glePhase, Single Phese,
Hybrid Sri•• Hybrid Bridge. Hybrid Bridge AIISCR Hybrid Hybrid

Common Cathode Common Anode Doubler Connection Bridge ACSwitch Doubler

Bnicseries Pl01 P'02 P111 "'2 P121 P122 P131 P132 P141 P142 P161 P162
With Klip-Se1 Pt01K Pt02K P111K P112K P121K P122K P131K Pl32K P141K P142K
voltaQf!
suppression
Withf, ••.. Pl01W P102W P",W P112W
wheeling
diode

With both Pl01KW Pl02KW Pll1KW P112KW -
Ktip-Seland
f, ••. wheeling
diode

YAMS Malt, 120 240 120 240 120 240 120 240 120 240 120 240
Voltage

CircuitBC Circuit BA CircuitBD CircuitBS Circuit A CircuitOA

~~'
" ',:~I~~'" '-:~~~'

" '::~~~' ~ '-:~~~'
~ ~:I@, ,@

T.,minlll

"'@ "'@ 1'1~

(;'IIG' 0 ~ ,~
Position.

I@~' @#4Cl ~@;:; @~'
"

@~
"

@AC1 Gi to)@
"

@,

R L~ r%r$l:: }: A "'. ";1-

[ M-["lSch-.tie . ...' -.~:' "'" ..::.D"'_ .."...
"---_._---:.~ ,., " ,., " ,., o¢. •••"

Single Phue Single Phase Single Phase. Single Phue,
Hybrid Bridge. Hybrid Bridge. Hybrid Bridge AU SeR Hybrid Hybrid

Common Cathode Common Anode Doubler Connection Bridge AC Switch Doubler

Basicse.i" P201 P202 P211 P212 P221 P222 P231 P232 P241 P242 P261 P262
WithKlip-Sei P201K P202K P211K P212K P221K P222K P231K P232K P241K P242K
volt.
suppression
Withfr_ P201W P202W P211W P212W - - - - - - - -
wheeling
diode

Y4i.\t\bo\t\ P1O'I<.~ P101\1:.W n"Kv.I n\'lKW - - - -
Klip-Sel and
fr"-wheeling
diode

YAMS Milll. 120 240 120 240 '20 240 120 240 '20 240 120 240
Voltage



Power Circuit:s:
Molded Circuit: AssernbI"IBS

."IOGE ClIlCUIT

"~
'"

AC

I-I

Circuit B

POSITIVE CENTEAT"'P

"}'"
AC

Circuit C·

NEGATIVe CENTERTAP

"} I-I

AC

Circuit J

HALf WAVE CIRCUIT

~I

Circuit H

MOLDED CIRCUIT ASSEMBLIES
International Rectifier manufactures a wide range of compact, easy to handle, molded
circuit assemblies. These include halfwave. doubler, and bridge-type circuits in a wide
variety of mechanical confi~.Jrations. as outlined on the following pages.

IIII-DC
15 15 •• ••Olltptlt c••• ltt (AI

liTe ",oC 15 15 15 15

~u~~~r:)111 150 150 300 30Ci

Circuit C J C J
C•• StyII 0-27 0·21 0-27 0-27

VRRM PART NUMBERS
50 Volts -

100 Volts lS0VelL lSQVJ1L 300WCll 300WJ1L
20QVoits lMlVC21 150VJ2L JOOWC2l 300wJ2l
300 Volts lS0vell lSQVJJl 300wC3l JOOWJJL
400Volu 150VC4l 150VJ4l JOOWC4l 300WJ4l
600Volu 150VC6l 150VJ5l 300WC6l 300WJ5l
800 Volts 150VC8l lS0VJ8l JOOWC8l 300WJ8l

10onVoilS 150VC1OL 150VJ10L JOOWC10l 300WJ10l

If(AVI-
CURRENT

RATING IAI
(lI500C tFMs~RrJ- VRM(upl-

NATURAL VOLTAGE CAS'
CONVECTION RATING (A) RANGE IVI CIRCUIT STYlE IR SERIES

0.' 30 100·400 H 0·] lN1081·84
10 •• 100·1000 H 0·] SMA1·10

SERIES 180B 22DB 75J8 l00J. lSOJB 2SOJB 300JB 400JB 500J.

~1~~~Currtnl
,. 2.2 7.' 10 15 25 30 •• ••

.TC(OCI SOC!) SOC!) 75 75 75 15 15 75 75
IFSMbur.) IAI •• •• 75 100 150 300 350 500 600
Circuil • • • • • • • • •
e-Stylt 0·2 0·2 D·HA D·HA D·HA o·HA D·HA D·HA D·HA

VRRM PART NUMBERS

•• lBoBOSA 22DBOSoI': 1SJB05l 10OJB05l 15OJB05l 25OJ8OSl 300JB05l 400J805l SOQJB05l
100 lSOB1A 220B1A 15JBll 100JBll lSOJBll 250JBll 300JBll 400JBll SOOJBll
200 180B2A 22DB2A 1SJB2l 10OJB2l lSOJB2l 25OJB21 300JB2l 400JB2l SOOJB2l
300 180B3A 220B3A 1SJB3l l00JB3l 15OJB3l 2S0JB3l JOOJB3l 40OJB3l SOOJB3l
400 \80U •. 110QU. 1~9'l \OO)Q4l \5OJ94l 25lUQ4l 300)84l 4OOJ84l !IOOJ84l

500 1808SA 220BSA 15JB5l 10OJB5l 15OJB5l 2SOJB5l 300JBSl 4OOJB5l SOOJBSl
600 lBOB6A 220B6A 15JB6l 10OJB6l 150JB6l 25OJB6l 3OOJB6l 400JB6l SOOJB6l
700 180B1A 220B1A - - - - - - -
.00 lBOBBA 220BBA - - - - - - -

1000 lBOB10A 220Bl0A - - - -
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Power Circuits:
Molded Circuit Assemblies
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--r:=. Q M1G STUDS832UNC2~
1315 2 PLAces

L
T-~- bow

+0,00 Sand l Oim.n~On$Viry
1.00 -003 with DrllCeRating.

~ '''--II 128.581 J

[J]=:::t
- 1,12

128581
085

~ 121,S91

O,180l4S1JOIATHRU
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Power Circuits:
Molded Circuit Assemblies

'HAV) CURRENT RATING (A) IFMlSurtel- VR1lllr.pl-
• SOOt NATURAL CONVECTION SURGE RATING (A) VOLTAGE RANGE (V) CIRCUIT CASE STYLE IRSERIES COMMENTS

75mA to 250mA. 2SDC •• D.6·1QKV H D-98 lN237J.14 Minial""
25mAto l00mA.1(1)0C .1N2399 t.nridges.

15mA to 250mA. 2soe •• U-30KV H 0-98 610006H-5JPNN Mlnialur.
25mA to DIOmA .10Q0C to 610300H e..tridgll..

45mA to l00mA. 7SDC •• 1.5-16KV H D·9A lN1133-49 FlfNl'n!Ounted.
I: 1H2139

250mAflSOoC •• 1.5-50KV H 0·9A 67D015H·55FNN Ferrvl,mounted .
to 61D500HFNN

250mA to 440mA •• 7SoC Oil •• 1.5·16KV H 0-9A 1N1745-62 Highcurr.nttvp.
220mA 10 360mA' 750C, 200LFM

375m" to SODmA "sooe Oil 50 1.5·50KV H 0-9A 610015H·55FNN Higlicurr.nttyp,
or 200LFM 1061DSOOHFNN

250mA •• 5·40KV HQ) D·' 67DOSOHO-4TNN Avalanche
to 6704QOH "lCtld6IYiClI

350mA 5D 5·15KV H D'" 670OS0H·20nS RCcomplnal1d
D'" to 6107S0H forsystlm
Q) rlli,biliW.

1.25 9D 1.5· 15KV HQ) D.• ' lN48S5-n RCcomplnSlited
& IN4881

1.25 9D 1.5-15KV HQ) 0-8A 0-88 SlS015H·20lSS RCcom~SIIted
Q) toS1S750H

SOLID-STATE TUBE REPLACEMENTS
International Rectifier's solid-state tube replacement line pro-
vides retrofit capabilities for mercury-vapor and vacuum rectifier
tubes. These offer the following advantages; no filament require-

ment, no warm·up, long life, and hig, mechanical shock
resistance.
For detailed information on pre-engineered assemblies or spe-
cial designs, please contact your local IR Office_

(;) MAX.
IFM(AV) - MAX. DC DIMENSIONS

p~~MCEI8)IVI
OUTPUT CURRENT VFM - VoC PER lEG (VOC) le-o-18Allln.)

III PART NUMBER .1()OClmA) .0_5 AOC. 250C l D IlEPlACESTUBES
lN510(ST-1AI 1,500 15 I.' CeseO-1B8 Mll-6X4, Mll-12X4, 513, 80, 2,83,
lN1150A 1,600 150§ 3.D 2.65 1.25 83V.
lN1231 1,600 750' 3.D 2.65 1.25 014, 5X4, 5Y4, 6AX5, 6X5
lN1238 1,600 150, 3.D 2.S5 1.25 5AV4, 5AW4. 5Al4, 5T4, 5U4. 5V4,

5W4,5Y3,514.
lN1239 2,800 500~ '.D 3.15 1.38 5"
lN1262 (ST-71 ',500 2" , '.5 2.65 1.25 6AU4, 6AX4, 6Bl4, &W4. 12AX4,

lN2389 600 5.300
l1AXot,25W4

1,600 I." 1.44 5AY4, 5Awe, 5AX4, 5T4, 5U4, 5V4,
5W4, 5Y3, 514, 6004

lN24!M) 1.600 5l1O(!) 3.D 1." 0.87 6AX4
lN2630 (ST·I) 1,500 B5 U 1.81 0.88 6X4,12X4
1N2631\ST-2) 1,600 600 U 2.65 1.25 5AW4, SAX4, SAl4, ST4, 5U4, 5Y3,

6004
lN2632 2,BOO 2DO 2.' 2.65 1.25 5R4,5R4W
lN26331ST·3) 1,600 ,DO I.' 2.65 1.25 014, 5X4, 6AX5, 6W5. 6X5, 6lY5,

1N26341ST-4) .DD 3.'
5839,5852

1,600 2.65 1.28 5Z3,"BO, 82,83,83V
1N2635 (ST·51 ',500 B5 3.' 1.81 0.88 HiihAItiludl6X41nd 12X4
lN2636 (ST·6) 1,500 B5 3.' 2.45 1.19 84/614
1N2631 (ST·1A) 10,400 2•• ,1< 5.05 1.38 3828, 249B, 866, 866A
S7.• 1,250 SO &.200 1.10 1.40 014,6X5
ST-9 ffi 10,000 1)" 14.0 .... 2.31 BOOS
ST-l~~ 10,000 U•• 14.0 8.05 2.31 812A
ST·l1 J ',500 125 '.1 '.20 1.20 B16
ST·n(i) 40,IlOO 'DO ".D ,.. 1.40 BOlO
ST·13 1,215 130 U 2.DO 0.82 68W4,128W4
ST-14 1,600 600 5.3(1) 1." 1.44 5AV4, 5AW4, 5AX4, 514, 5U4, 5Y4,

5W4, 5Y3, 514, 6004
ST-15~ 15,000 1,750 15.0 9.65 3.88 613
ST·16 J 15,000 1,150 15.0 9.65 3.88 515A
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Fig. 6
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Fig. 7
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Listed are the basic specifications for selected IR selenium rectifiers. I R offers an
extensive selection of standard and special order selenium devices including:
power stacks, cartridges. miniature stacks. diodes, loose cell kits, voltage sup-
pressors (Klip·Sels) and contact protecJors.

Your local IR Distributor, or IR Field Office, will gladly supply you with com-
plete specifications, ordering assistance. price. and delivery quotations.

OUTPUT CIRCUIT 8: OIMENSIONS(lnchtil
CONNECTING

DC DC AC OIAG. 1ft PART
VOLTS AMP VOLTS FIG. NO. FIG. A , MD X Y STUD

D 0.5 36 1 JI4C04 3 ,. 1.0 1.12 .38 .« 8·32
1.5 36 1 J14Cl 3 1.5 1.5 1.12 .38 .44 8-32

" 5.0 36 1 J14C5 3 3.0 3.0 1.12 .75 .633/8-16
10.0 36 1 J14C8 3 '.0 '.0 .., .151.12 3/8·16

" "'.0 36 1 JI4C11 3 6.0 5.0 2.12 .151.25 3/8·16

0 0.5 36 2 J29'D< • 1.0 ,. 1.5 .38 .44 8·32
1.5 36 2 J2981 • I.S 15 1.5 .38 .44 8·32

to 5.0 36 2 J2985 • 3.0 3.0 2.63 .75 .633/8·16
10.0 36 2 J29 •• • '.0 '.0 2.63 .151.12 3/8·16

2ll "'. 36 2 J29811 • 6.0 5.0 US .151.25 3/8·16

0 05 72 2 .15,,,, • 1.0 1.0 21S .38 .44 8·32
1.5 72 2 .15881 • I.S I.S 215 .38 .448·32

" 5.0 72 2 J5885 • 3.0 3.0 4.19 .75 .63318-16
10.0 72 2 .15,,, • '.0 '.0 4.19 .151.12 3/8,16

58 "'.0 72 2 .158811 • 6.0 5.0 5.63 .151.25 3/8·16

0 0.5 144 2 J116B04 • 1.0 1.0 3., .38 .44 8·32
1.5 ••• 2 J11681 • 1.5 I.S 3., .38 .44 8-32

to 5.0 144 2 Jl1685 • 3.0 3. 1.19 .75 .63 318·16
10.0 '44 2 J11688 • •• '.0 1.19 .151.12 3/8-16

116 "'. ••• 2 J116811 • •• 5.0 10.25 .151.25 3/8·16

0 0.5 180 2 J135804 • 1.0 1.0 4.56 .38 .448·32
1.5 180 2 J13581 • 1.5 1.5 4.56 .38 .44 8-32

" 5. 180 2 J13585 • 3.0 3.0 8.69 .15 .63318-16
10.0 180 2 J13588 • '.0 '.0 8.69 .151.12 318·16

135 20. 180 2 J135811 • 6.0 5.0 12.56 .151.25 318-16

UNIVERSAL QUICK CHARGER STACKS
Maximum AC voltage input is33 volts line-to-line (see figJres 5 & 61. DC output
is 6 to 12 volts. All ratings are based on forced convection cooling.

OU1"'Ul
DC AMPS
50-100
30·60
50·100
30·60

t,,,tUrt
DIAGRAM

FIG.
5
5
6
6

IR PART
NO.

8CR1DO
BCR60
8CF1DO
BCF60



Replacement stacks - Often a standard IR stack with custom brackets, will meet
the needs of a OJstom stack replacement. IR can also design and produce custom
stacks to meet your requirements.

CARTRIDGE RECTIFIERS - A complete line of selenium cartridge rectifiers is
available from IR with peak reverse voltages ranging from 63.5 to 30,OODvolts.
Four cell sizes (1/8 to 1/2 inch nominal diameter) and lengths from 1 inch to
7·7/8 inches.

All DimioPeloS in lochu.

lfn~: L L~JO;
~A--1 .•
Fig. 8 - Hall Wove Stacks

I-I 1+1 AC I-I AC 1+1 AC1±L1
f-A---1 •

Fig. 9A - Full Wove Stacks

AC AC ~{ AC I_I,AC 1+1 AC

~1lliTt•• ---l. .___ • ___ ••

I-A-j I--B----j

Fig. 98 - Magnetic Amplifier Stacks

1-1 AC ,.,
r-U'LJ ..J
I--A --j I---B ----l

Fig. 9C - Doubler Stacks

~l--1.38 I L 1 ~.280 OIA

TV'

Fig. 10 - Cartridge Rectifiers

FOR INDIVIDUAL FOR INDIVIDUAL FOR INDIVIDUAL fOR INDIVIDUAL
RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED

THRU 3 AMP THRU 16AMP THRU 60 AMP THRU 250 AMP
SUPPRESSOR

PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT

SOUD STATE DEVICE
MAX. O.25A 1.0A 3.0A l$A

CLAMPING
TRANSIENT MAX. VOLTAGE

fig.11 Fig. 11 Fig. 12 Fig.t2

VOLTAGE VOLTAGE OPERATING 'PEAK
(A'" .57" mlll.di • .l lA=.10"m ••. dil,) lA-l"Sq.1 (A-2" Sq. clns)

RATING RATING-
V&~T~~E

CURRENT IR PART LOim. IR PART L Dim. IR PART L Dim. IR PART LOim.
IVRRMI lVRSM) IVokl NO. (mu.! NO. (m •• .1 NO. (m •• ,) NO. (m••. .lt..06'·

'00 1$0 52 '40 KY2DPF 0.63" KZ20PF 0.63" KSA20AF LSD" KSL20AF 1.15"
1$0 250 18 210 KY2DPf 0.63" KlJDPF 0.63" KSA30AF 1.62" KSL3DAF 1.93"
200 300 104 280 KYCDPf 0.63" KZCOPF 0.63" KSA4DAF US" KSL4DAF 2.06"
250 350 130 "" KY5DPF 0.63" KZSDPF 0.63" KSASDAF 1.81" KSLSDAF 2.25"
300 '25 1$' '20 KY6DPF 0.88" KZ6DPF 0.88" KSA6D8F 2.00" KSL6D8F 2.37"

400 S2S 182 ••• KY7DPF 0.8S" KZ70PF 0.88" KSA108F 2.12- KSL10Bf 2.53"
500 '50 234 '30 KY90Pf 0.88" KZ9DPF 0.88" KSA90SF 2.3C" KSL9DSF 2.81"
600 800 260 700 KYIODPf 0.88" KZ100PF 0.88" KSA10D8F 2.46" KSL10DBF 2,96"

700 925 312 ••• KYI2DPf 0.8S" KZI20PF 0,8S" KSAI2DSF 2.11" KSL12D8f 3.28"

800 '050 364 980 KYICDPF 1.63" KZICOPF 1.63" KSA1CDPF 2.93" KSL14D8f 3.56"

900 1115 ." 1120 KY160PF 1.63" KZI60PF 1.63" KSA16DBF 3.1S" KSL1608F 3.87"

'000 1300 '58 1260 KYI8DPF 1.63" KZ1BDPF 1.63" KSA1SDBF 3.C3" KSL1808F C.15"

1200 1600 520 '400 KY20DPF 1.63" KZ200PF 1.63" KSA20DBF 3.65" KSL20DBF 4,46"



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER I:IC~RI

A

J
~
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FOR INDIVIDUAL fOR INDIVIDUAL FOR INDIVIDUAL FOR INDIVIDUAL
RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED RECTIFIER RATED

THRU 3 AMP THAU 16 AMP THRU 60 AMP THRU 250 AMP

SUPPRESSOR PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT PEAK CURRENT
O.25A 1.0A J.DA 15ASOLIO STATE DEVICE MAX. ClAMPING

TRANSIENT MAX. VOLTAGE Fill. 11 Fill. 11 Fig. 12 Fill. 12V:~~r~~~1~~~OPERATING .PEAK IA·.51"ITIIIIt.d~.l (A-.10"ITIIIIl.dia.l (A-l"Sq.l (A-Z"Sq.C.lIs)
RA V?~~~IGE CU(~~~rT IR PART lOim. IR PART lOim. IR PART LOim. IR PART lDim.
IV NO. IlTlllx.l NO. 1m•• .! NO. (mill.) NO. ImaxJ

:~ ~ r. :~~ ~~~ig~~0.63" KZP2DPF 0.63" KSAP20AF US" KSlP2DAF 1.50"
0.63" KZP30PF 0.63" KSAP30AF 1.34" KSlP30Af 1.56"

200 88 264 KYP4DPF 0.63" KZP40PF 0.63" KSAP40AF 1.4Q" KSlP40AF 1.62"
25' 35. "' 33. KYPSDPF 0.63" KZPSDPF 0.63" KSAP50AF 1.46" KSlPSDAF 1.71"
30ll 42. 132 396 KYP6DPF 0.63" KZP6DPF 0.63" KSAP6DSF 1.50" KSlP60BF 1.7S"

'00 525 15. m KYP7DPF 0.63" KZP7DPF 0.63" KSAP7DBF 1.59" KSlP7DBF 1.87"
SO, 65. 198 594 KYP9DPF 0.63" KZP9DPF 11.63" KSAP90SF 1.68" KSlP9DBF 2.00"
50. 80. 22. 660 KYP100PF 0.63" KZPIoDPF 0.li3" KSAP10DBF 1.75" KSlPloDBF 2.09"
600 80. 264 792 KYP120PF 0.8B" KZPI2DPF 0.88" KSAP12DBF 1.87" KSlPI2DBF 2.25"
10. 925 286 858 KYP130PF 0.88" KIPI3DPF 0.88" KSAP130BF 1.93" KSlP13DBF 2.31"
80. 1050 33' 99. KYP150PF 0.88" KZPI5DPF 0.88" KSAP150BF 2.06" KSlP15DBF 2.46"
90. 1175 J74 1122 KYP170PF 0.88" KZPI70PF 0.88" KSAP170BF 2.18" KSlP17DBF 2.62"

1000 1300 418 1254 KYP190PF 0.88" KZP19DPF 0.88" KSAP190BF 2.28" KSlP190BF 2.75"
1200 1600 484 1452 KYP220PF 0.88" KZP22DPF 0.8a" KSAP220BF 2.46" KSlP220BF 3.00"

CONTACTPROTECTOR$
ACTYPE (See Fill 13) OCTYPE (Se. Fit-I.)

~C PROTC~r--
~RKJNG

MAX. DIMENSION WORKING MAX. DIMENSIONVOLTS~ COIL FIG.15 VOlTSIVOC) COil FIG.15
SENSOR

v~
CUR IR PART CUR· IR PART

CONTACTS RENT NO. RENT NO.

PROTECTS IAMPl B{MAX.l MIN. MAX. {AMP)
,

COIL
MAX A{MAXJ A{MAX B(MAX)

INSULATION 26 10 S1V1P ,38' .620 15 22 .15 SIVIP .380 .620
52 .20 S2V2P .3ao 62. 23 •• .15 S2VIP .380 62•

Fig. 13 - Non·Polari2ed Types lAC Types)
78 .20 S3v3P .380 62. 45 56 .15 S3v2P .3ao 62•

104 20 S4V4P .380 .620 67 88 .15 S4V2P .3ao .620
13' 20 S5V5P .380 .620 89 "' 15 S5V2P .3ao .620

~ PRO~'?sr--

156 .20 S6V6P .380 99• 111 132 15 S6V2P .3ao 62.
133 154 .15 S7v2P .380 62.

SENSOR

v~
26 40 SIYIP SO. 62. 15 22 .60 SIY1P SO. .620

CONTACTS 52 .40 S2Y2P SO. 62' 23 •• .60 S2Y1P 50• .620
78 40 S3Y3P .500 62. 45 56 60 S3Y2P SO. .620

PROTECTS 10' 40 S4Y4P SO. 62. 67 88 .60 S4Y2P SO. .620
COIL 13. 40 55Y5P .500 .620 89 "' 50 SSY2P SO. .620

INSULATION 156 .40 S6Y6P .500 99. 111 132 50 S6Y2P SO. .620
133 15. 60 S7Y2P .500 .620

26 60 SlZ1P .64' .754 15 22 .90 SIZ1P 640 .754
Fig. 14 - Polarized Protection (DC Types) 52 .60 S2Z2P 64. 154 23 •• .90 S2ZIP .64' .154

78 60 S3Z3P .640 .754 45 56 .90 S3Z2P 64. 754
104 .60 S4Z4P .640 .154 67 88 .90 S412P 64• .754n-r 13. 60 S5Z5P 64. .154 89 "' .90 S5Z2P .640 .154
156 .60 S6Z6P 64' .990 111 132 .90 S6Z2P 54. 754

133 154 .90 S7Z2P .640 .154
26 .90 SIX1P I.OGO 62. 15 22 1.. SIXIP 1.060 62.

~

52 .90 S2X2P 1.060 .620 23 •• 1.' S2XIP 1,060 .620
78 .90 S3x3P 1.060 .620 45 56 1.' 5JX2P 1060 62•

10' .90 S4X4P 1060 62. 67 88 1.. S4X2P 1.060 .620
13. 90 S5X5P I.OGO 62. 89 "' 1.' S5X2P 1060 62.

-j ~:X
156 .90 S6X6P 1.0GO .990 111 132 1.' S6X2P 1.060 .62(;

133 15. 14 S1X2P 1.060 .620
26 12 SlWIP 1,380 62. 15 22 2.' SlWIP 1380 62.

01A 51 12 SlWl~ 'M ,61G n •• 10 'Sl'HW ',"la~ 61.
78 12 S3WJP 1380 62. 45 56 20 S3W2P 1,380 .620

10' 12 S4W4P 1.380 62. 67 88 20 S4W2P 1,380 .620

rr 190 12 S5WSP 1380 62' 89 "' 20 S5W2P 1380 .620
156 1.1 S6WSP 138. 99. 111 132 20 S6W2P 1380 .620

133 15' 2. S1W2P 1380 62.
Fig, 15 - Cartridge Type , WIlen connec;ltng dc contact prottetors. the terminal marked in red, or the end With polarity mark mg.

should be connected to the pOSltlV' side of th'circuit,



MOUNTING PATTERNS CODEA - NO HOLE

Cod~ Cod.D 1};
L~~~»~~~~

OO~~. O.OJ3'){-
02101 •••121 0.1801"'121

~~;'C~. ~nOl"131 O_l~~IA •. 02201" .. '"

HEAT EXCHANGER SPECIFICATIONS
07OD'''. CodeE-.

Ie, ,IS01.., TO·36 010 I"IC

HEAT EXCHANGERS AND HARDWARE
International Rectifier offers a wide variety of heat
exchangers for large and small semiconductors.
These were designed by power semiconductor spe-
cialists to maximize semiconductor operation and
facilitate assembly. Specific units offer unique chan-
nels for the mounting of accessories and terminals.
IR also offers an extensive selection of liquid-
cooled Heat Exchangers for both stud-mounted
and Hockey-Puk semiconductors. Contact your
local I R Distributor, local I R Field Office, or I R's
EI Segundo Offices for further information.
I R also offers two types of yokes for mounting
Hockey-Puk type devices. These are used in con·
junction with Heat Exchangers HE72 and HE75_
It should be noted that there is a definite cost
savings, without sacrificing thermal dissipation pro-
perties, in using an irridite finish.

HEAT EXCHANGER COOE
Erample: HE SO

HE-indiutesheattltchanger.
80 -two·digiltltlrusion number.
6 -Ienglo in Incoesand decimals.
A -indicatesno·oolemounlingpalttfn(subelowl.
3 - finish!J indicates gold irriditel (seebelowl.

fiNISH:
I -no'inish. 2 - blac:kanodize. 3-go1dirridite.

'"Q 1 W
00-5 K WRCS L
00·8 Q 250PA Y
00·9 M 411PO Y
00·30 Q 410PA 2
To·48 W 80IPD 2

H

'" I LENGTH I
fiGURE PART NUMBER APf'UCATloN (INCHES)

A HE101 For TO·18, 24. 28. 40. TO-4 00 "11116
llJI8"long

A HEI02 ForTO-5.9.11.12.15.26.29.3J.39.4 .43.45 00" 1/411
31Slona

• HE106 for lab plutic transistors. SCRs, TrilC1. IIC.
H 223 " ·.6.6.lf;~ Fig. 0 ~~ r-1(JlX)1

Fig. E

'tLJl.~A -++ l' ,r+~
f """A I~ '~J t7JJ-01:1'5 J935.~

r-i='"'1l Fig. F r-';jl Fig. G

.L 1:::1 1M
'~~ ,-:Hft:Hil~, L -t'i t: . -.1"~

I,~,-l ~- '~M·-l~I'~ ~~:HI-rP,,~ ,,~

THERMAL RESISTANCE RsSA (OC/W)

I. FORCED LENGTH
fiGURE PART NUMBER NATURAL CONVECTION CONVECTION 1100011ml (INCHES)

Q HE32·I.SAJ U 1.1 1..
0 HE32-3A3 2.0 0.65 3.0
E HE4G-.1SA3 3.' 1.2 0.15
E HE46-1.SAJ 2.7 0.7 I.'
E HE4G-3AJ 1.85 0.' 3.0
F HESO·1.5A3 1.85 0.65 I.'
F HESO·3A3 1.' 0.' 3.0
G HE52-JA3 0.' 0.3 3.0
H HES3·3AJ 0.7 0.19 3.0
H HE53-5.5AJ 0.5S 0.16 ...
J HE6J·6A3 017 0.11 '.0
J HE61·9A1 0.25 0.105 '.0
K HEn-SAJ 0.23- 0.10- '.0
K HEnSAJ O.IS- O.OS- '.0
L HE7S-4AJ 0.45- 0.09- '.0
L HE15·6AJ 0.35- O.OS- '.0
M HElIO-4AJ 0.66 013 '.0
M HEan-SAJ 0.' 0.21 '.0
M HElIO-6A3 0.55 0.19 '.0• HEal·5A3 0.' 0.14 '.0
P HEB5-2AJ 2.0 0.48 2.0
P HE85·4AJ 15 0>. '.0
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Fig. K I ,- -i'''~Iu+--L I-"~ 1::1"
11M -,-JT~~· "".

•_ l, ••-1

0..••. Stud 0..••. Stud
DlI5Cr'ntion""in Size Description P••..tNo. Series Size PII1 No.

ZENERS: 10.32 MOUNTING HARDWARE (Continued) 1/4-28 (1001 Mtca W••.• en - 40-'300
3.51010MU (501 GI•• Mel. Bush. - t»pd

RECTIFIERS: 111 Nut I 4l>802O CSOI T.-minels - b.,.d

3to 16.mp 111 FlatvAlh...- '-Pel MOUNTING PLUS
111 lod<_ INSULATING HARDWARE

SCRs: OOMBINEO:
3 t04.7 .mp (SO) Nuts - t.pd 40-'306 ~~~~::::=.a.8ll31

(SO) Flatwash..-s - b-sPd 40-1314
CASE STYLES: 150) Lockw.nen - RECTIFIERS; 3/8·24 MOUNTING HA~rARE'DO·4, TD-64

INSULATING HA;f,WARE' 1N3288 Series. l1J Nut 4<HlO4O
121 MiQ Washers 4<>8022 101KL.150K (1) FI.tMlher bapd
111 Teflon SpKw bagged SCRs: 111 Lockw ••.••.
111 TenniMi 36RCS, 71 RCS (lOI Nuts b-.ct 40-1313
{l00}MicaWMMrs-~ 40-1307 CASe STYLES: 1101 FIa~ers-~
ISO} Teflon SpKen - t.gged A-15.A·16,oo-8 (10) lockwmhen - ~
{SO} Terminals - b-.ed

RECTIFIERS; In-20 MOUNTING HARBWARE:
MOUNTING PLUS 1SOL, lN3085 Series ," N" I 40-8050INSULATING HARDWARE
COMBINED: SCRs: 111 FI.twMhen bagged

36/37,71/72.81/82 (11 Lockwasher
Single Set - bagged 40-8021 Series
Set of SO - bagged 4D-1312

CASE STYLES: (10) NUt5-tJ.gged 40-1311
ZENERS: 1/4-28 MOUNTING HARDWARE: A-13, A-14, DO-30 (10) F~twashen - t.ggad
50 watt

(1) Nut ! 4l>803O
TO~9, TO-83 (101 Lockweshen - b-eII(IIId
TO-94

AECTIFIERS: (1) FlatwMher bagged
RECTIFIERS; 3/4·16 MOUNTING HAROWARE:40 to 70 amps ," Lock_
251UL,3OOU

SCRs: 301U, SOlV III Nut \ """"""(501 Nut5 - baqged 40-'308 '" f-Iatwlllhef tM9gId'O\ol'2If'nl), ISO) Flatw-.hers - bagged SCRs: (1) Lockwlllher40 ACS 150) Lockwashers - bapd 101,151, 2SO, 300
(10) NUb 4().1310350 Series -INSULATING HAR~RE' CASE STYLES: (10) Flatwlllhers - bepd

CASE STYLES: (2) Mica Washws 4O-S034 B-6. B·22, 0009. (10) LockWllShers - begged
A-6.C-6.00-5 m GI•• M~. Bush. beggId 'T0093, TO-l1BT04.TO-65 {11 T.minlll
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CARO/TAPE SENSOR PHOTOCELL ARRAYS
Oesi~ed for perforated tape and punched card data reading systems, analog-to-
digital encoders. and shaft positioning systems, these readout photocell arrays
provide hig, speed response to light passing through punched cards or tape.
Complete, high reliability readout assemblies using these arrays are also available
on a stock or custom basis. Typical current generated is 175JJA for 0.01 square
inch of active area with load impedance of 1,000 ohms, and 500FC illumination.

IR PART NUMBER CODE

DEVICE TYPE NUMBER CENTER·TO-CENTER SPACING (In.!

SAR SPR SEG~~NTS lIB 10
N-ON-' P-ON-N 1I-1D) 0.087" 0.100"

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS TYPICAL MINIMUM TYPICAL MINIMUM

Oft Cifwit Cunni A) 2SO 225 315 250
Lo.d Currtnt lJ<AJ 180 145 270 200
load VoltagtlmVI 180 145 210 200
Optn Circuit Volt. (mYI 325 325
R""on.Tim.~ ••cl 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0
Relattdat 500FC, color temp. 28000K tunlPten, 260C ambient lOutline L·l)

ADO
EITHER

OR BOTH

• PL
(Bate (Pittail
Platt) le.ch)

SILICON LIGHT SENSOR
International Rectifier silicon photocells are employed in photometer. switching,
position detection. tape and disc EOT-BOT sensing, solar energy conversion. and
other numer'?l!S applications.
Silicon photosensors with special geometries. spectral response, and switching
charactertstics, are available on a custom basis, and are widely used in the optical
encoder, character rec091ition. and optical instrumentation fields.
IR PART NUMBER CODE

S •• OS

LEADS
If

DESIRED

PL-
(Pigtail
LeICk)

SELENIUM LIGHT SENSORS
Selenium Cells offer color response similar to human vision and are especially
useful in ultraviolet range applications. Due to a sH~tly higher internal
impedance. selenium has a slower frequency response than silicon.

I. OUTPUT CURRUT I. OUTPUT CURRENT
PART 100fc 1110OHMS SIZE tin.! PART lOOfc 100 OHMS
NO. (MICROAMPERES) LAW NO. (MICROAMPERES) DIAMETER IIn.}
B2 77 0.7211 0.44 AJ. 12 0.25•• 12• 0.88110.54 A3 20 '.38•• ". 1.4411 0.64 A' ". 1.33

81' 380 1.69110.88 AIO 600 1.75
B11 77. 6.0011.0.50 A15 110 2.00

TYPICAL TYPICAL•• OUTPUT CURRENT •• OUTPUT CURRENT
PART loot, 100 OHMS PART loot, 100 OHM
NO. (MICROAMPSI OUTLINE NO. (MICROAMPSI OUTLINE

B1Q-M 320 L·' OP·3 56 L~

A'. 22. L·' OP·2 " L·'
A1SoM 700 L·' OP·5 600 L·'



International Rectifier's fast-acting semiconductor protective fuses employ a high-grade
alumina ceramic body to prevent charring and arcing under operating conditions. Alt-
welded construction rather than soldering is used to prevent internal fatigue from changing
fuse parameters. These quality fast-acting fuses are competitively priced.
A complete range of European-style semiconductor fuses is also available.

M••. VRlISfVI 130 '50 ••• IO • ••• 1110
M••. Arc VoitageM n. '10 850 1,050 1,050 1,200
Nomiflll RMS
Curnnt(AI

5 SF13X5 SF25X5 SF60C5 SF60X5
10 SF13XIO SF25Xl0 - SF60CIO SF60XtO SF70PtO
15 SFI3XI5 SF25X15 - SF60CI5 SF60XI5 SF70P15
ZO SFI3X20 SF25X20 - SF60C20 SF6OX20 SF70P20
Z5 SFI3X25 SF25X25 - SF60C25 SF60X25 SF70P25
30 SFI3X30 SF25X3Q SF60C30 SF6OX30 SF70P30
35 SFI3X35 - SFSOP35 SF60C35 SF60X35 SF70P35
'0 SFI3X40 SF25X40 SF50P40 SF60C4tI SF60X40 SF70P4Q
45 - - SF50P45 SF60C45 -
" SFI3X50 SF25X50 SF50PSO SF60C50 SF60x50 SF70PSO
60 SF13x6O SF25X60 SFSOP60 SF60C60 SF60X60 SF70PGO
70 SF13X70 SF25X70 SFSOP70 SF60C70 SF60X70 SF70P70
80 SF13X80 SF25X80 SF50PBO SF60CBO SF60x80 SF70P80
90 - SFSOpgO SF60C90 SF6QX90 SF10pgO

100 SF13Xl00 SF25XlOO SFSOP100 SF6OC100 SF60XIOO SF70P100
1Z5 SF13X125 SF25X125 SF50P125 SF60C125 SF60x125 SF70PI25
150 SFI3Xl50 SF25X150 SF50P150 SF60C150 SF60X1SO SF10PI50
115 - SF25X115 SFSOP115 SF60C115 SF60X115 SF70P175
ZOO SFI3X200 SF25X200 SF50P2{)0 SF60C200 SF60X200 SF70P200

'" SF25X225 SF60C225

'" SFI3X250 SF25X250 SF50P250 SF60C250 SF60X250 SFltIP2SO
300 SF13X300 SF25X3OQ SFSOPJOO SF60C300 SF60XJOO SF70P300
350 SF13x350 SF25X350 SF50P350 SF60C3SO SF60X350 -
400 Sfl3X4oo SF25X400 SF5OP400 SF60C400 SF60X4QO SF70P400
'50 SF25X45O SF50P45O SF60C450 SF6OX4SO -
500 SF13x500 SF25X500 Sf50PSOO SF60CSOO SF60X5oo SF70PSOQ
550 - - SF50PS50 -
600 SF13X600 SF25X600 SF50P600 SF60C600 SF60X6OQ SF70P600
700 - - SF50P700 SF60C700 - SF7OP100
800 SFI3X800 - SF50PBOO SF6OCBOO SF70PBoo

PART NUM8ER FIG. A 8 C 0 E F G H
SF13X5to 30 1 1.500 0.406 0.375 -
SF13X351060 1 '.00 0.812 0.594 - - - -SF13X70t0400 , 2.656 2.062 1.156 1.000 0.125 0.750 0.312 0.438
SF13X500 to 800 , 3.500 2.438 1.250 1.500 0.250 1.000 0.406 0.406
SF25X5 to 30 1 '.000 0.562 0.500
SF25X40 to 60 , 3.188 2.438 1.562 0.812 0.125 0.719 0.344 0.406
SF25X70to 200 , 3.125 :t.a/5 1.625 1.218 0.188 1.000 0.344 0.406
SF25X225 to 600 , 3.••• 2.781 1.518 1.531 0.250 1.000 0.406 0.469
SF50P3510 60 , 3.188 2.438 1.563 0.818 0.125 0.119 0.344 0.406
SFSOP70to 100 , 3.625 2.875 2.125 0.947 0.125 D.750 0.313 0.375
SFSOP125 to 200 , 3.625 2.875 2.125 1.218 0.188 1.000 0.344 O..4!t6SF50P2SO to 400 , 4.344 3.281 2.094 1.525 0.245 1.000 0.406 0.469
SF50P450 to 600 , 4.469 3.406 2.219 2.000 0.250 1.500 0.406 0.500
SF50Pl00 to 800 , 6.469 4.469 2.219 ,.... 0.375 '.000 0.531 0.720
SF60C5 to 30 , 2.875 2.500 1.815 0.563 0.063 0.••• 0.250 0.250
SF60C35 to 60 , 4.315 3.625 2.734 0.813 0.125 0.119 0.344 0.406
SF6OC70 to tOO , 5.000 3.815 2.815 0.938 0.125 D.7SO 0.••• 0.625
SF60C125 to 200 , 5.500 4.000 2.906 1.531 0.250 1.000 0.406 0.781
SF60C225 to 400 , 6.250 4.750 3.000 2.000 0.250 1.500 0.563 0.625
SF6OC450 to 800 , 6.250 4.150 3.063 2.500 0.250 '.000 0.563 0.625
SF6OX5 to 30 1 5.000 0.813 0.625 - -SF60X]5 to 60 , 4.375 3.625 2.750 0.813 0.125 0.719 0.344 0.406
SF61)X70 to 100 , 4.400 3.656 2.906 1.000 0.125 0.750 0.313 0.375
SF60xt25 to 200 , 4.406 3.656 2.906 1.219 0.188 1.000 0.344 0.406
Sf60XI50 \Q 4QQ , '.004 •. 031 ,.... 1.S31 0.100 \.IlOO U06 11.469
SF60X450 10 600 , 5.094 4.032 2.844 2.000 0.250 1.500 0.406 0.500
SF70Pl0to 30 1 2.000 0.563 0.500 -
SF70P35 to 60 , 4.325 3.625 2.150 0.818 0.125 0.719 0.344 0.406
SF70P70to 100 , 4.406 3.656 '.906 0.947 0.125 0.750 0.313 0.375
SF70P12510 200 , 5.063 4.032 2.844 1.525 0.245 1.000 0.406 0.469
SF70P250to 400 , 5.063 .= 2.844 2.000 0.250 1.500 0.406 0.•••
SF7OPSOQ to 800 , 7.094 5.094 ,.... '.500 0.375 2.000 0.531 0.720



Cross Reference
COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

2_' 2 •••• '
2_2 2N682
2""",, 2N683
2N61l4 2N",
2N685 2N685
2N686 2N",
2N6B7 2N687
2N", 2N•••
2_. 2N689
2N090 2N690~::~ 2N691

2N692
2Nl595 2Nl595
2Nl596 2Nl596
2Nl597 2Nl597

N' ••••
~~~~B2Nl842B

2N1B43B 2Nl843B
2Nl9448 2Nl844B
2Nl8458 2Nl845B
2Nl8468 2Nl846B
2Nl847B 2Nl8478
2N1848B 2Nl848B
2Nl8498 2Nl849B
2N1850B 2N18SOB
2N2031 2N2031
2N2322 2N2322
2N2322A 2N2322A
2N2323 2N2323
2N2323A 2N2323A
2N2324 2N2324
2N2324A 2N2324A
2N2325 2N2325
2N2325A ~~~~~:A2N2326
2N2326A 2N2326A
2N2327 2N2327
2N2321A 2N2327A
2N2328 2N2328
2N2328A 2N2328A
2N2344 2NZ>44
2N2345 2N2345
2N2346 2N2346
2N2347 2N2347
2N2348 2N2348
2N2503 151RF5
2H2S04 151RF10
2N2505 151RF20
2N2506 151RFJO
2N2507 151RF40
2N2508 151RFSO
2N2542 151RC5A
2N2543 151RC10A

2N2544 151 RC20A
2N2545 151RC3QA
2N2546 151RC40A
2N2547 151 RC50A
2N2548 151RC60A
2N2549 151RCSOA
2N2S50 151RC100A

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT
2N2888 16RC20AS20
2N2889 16RC30AS20
2N3099 2N3099
2NJ100 2N31 00
2N3l01 2N3l0l

2N3l03 2N3l03
2N3l04 2N3l04
2N3l05 2N3105
2N3l06 2N31 06

2N3354 301RB10
2N3355 301RB20
2N3356 301R8JO
2N3357 301RB40
2N3358 301R8SO
2N3359 301RB60
2N3360 301R870
2N336l 301RBSO
2N3362 301R890
2N3363 301R8l00
2N3364 301RB120
2N3530 304RA5
2N3531 304RA10

2N3S33 304RAJO
2N3534 304RMO
2N3535 304RASO
2N3536 304RA60
2N3S37 304RA70
2N3538 304RA80
2N3539 304RA90
2N3540 304RA100
2N354l 304AAl20
2N3649 2N3649
2N36SO 2N3650
2N365l 2N365l
2N3652 2N3652
2N36S3 2N3653
2N3654 2N3654
2N3655 2N3655
2N3656 2N3656
2N3657 2N3657
2N3658 2N3658
2N3870 2N3870

2N3872 2N3872
2N3873 2N3873
2N3884 l51RA10
2N3885 l51RA10
2N3886 151RA20
2N3887 l51RA30
2N3888 151RA40
2N3889 151RASO
2NJ890 151RA60
2N3891 151RA70
2N3892 151RA80
2N3893 151RA90
2N3894 l51RA100
2N3895 l51RA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTEO IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

2N3896 2N3896
2N3897 2N3897
2N3898 2N3898
2NJ899 2N3899
2N3986 71RBSO
2N3987 71R860
2N3988 71RB70
2N3989 71RB80
2N3990 71RB90
2N399l 71RB100
2N3992 71RBll0
2N4151 IR32U
2N4152 IR32F
2N41S3 IR32A
2N4l54 IR32B
2N4l55 IR32C
2N4l56 IR320
2N4157 IR32E~:~~:~~~~
2N4160 IR32F
2N4l6l IR32A
2N4162 IR32B~=~~:~~~~
2N4l6S IR32E
2N4166 IR32M
2N4l67 5RC10A~:~~:~~~~:
2N<4l70 5AC20A
2N4l7l 5RC30A
2N4172 5AC40A
2N4l73 ~~~~~..."
2N4l75 5RC10A
2N4176 5RC10A
2N4l77 5RC10A~:::~~~~~~:
2N41BO 5RC40A
2N418l 5RCSOA
2N4l82 5RCGOA~:::;:~ ~~~:~
2N4363 71RA40
2"'364 71RA60
2"'365 71RA80~=~ ~~~:~~
2•••••• 71RAl402••• _

71RA1GO
2N437l 72RA10~:~~~~~:~~
2N4374 72RA60
2N4375 72RA80
2N4376 nRA100
2N4377 72AA120
2N<4378 72RAl40

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

2N4379 72RAl60
2•••••• ' IRl22F
2•••••• 2 IRl22B
2N444J IRl22D
2N•••• IR122M
2N5204 16RC60A
2N5205 l6RCSOA
2N5206 16RC100A
2N5207 l6RCl20A

802022 IR10GBl
1lO2023 IR106Bl
802025 IR106D1
B02026 IR106Dl
B02051 IR122Bl
B02052 IRl22Bl
802053 IRl22Dl
802054 IR12201
80400' IR5S
IlO4OO2 IR5B
8
804004 IR50
804006 IR50
804006 IR6D
C5A IR5A

CSC IRSC
C50 IR5D
C5F IR5F
C5G IR5G

C5U IR5U
C8A IR6A
C88 IR6S
C8C IROC
C80 IR6D
C8F IR6F
C8G IR$G
C8H IR6H
C8U IR$U
C' A 1
Cl0S 2Nl774A
Cl0C 2Nl776A
ClOD 2N1777A
Cl0F 2Nl771A, 1
Cl0H 2Nl775A
Cl0U 2Nl770A
C11A 2Nl772
CllS 2Nl114

CllD 2N1777
CllE 2Nl118
CllF 2Nl771
CllG 2Nl773
CltH 2N1775



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER I:I~~RI

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED lR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

CllM 2N2619
Cl1U 2Nl77Q
C1SA SRC10A
elS8 5AC20A
else 5RC30A
e150 5RC40A
elSE 5RC50A
C15F SRC5A
C15G 5RC15A
C15M SRC60A
CISU 5AC2A
C20A IR30A
C20B IA30S

C20C IA30e

C200 IA30e
C20F IR30F

C20U IRJOU
C22A IA32A
ens IR32B
C22C IA32C
e22D IR32D
C22F lAJ2f
cnu tA32U
C30A IR3QA
G30B IA30e
C30e IAJOe
C30D IR300
C30F IR30F
CJOU IR30U
C31A IA31A
e318 IR31B
C31C IA31C
C310 IR310
C31f IR31F
C31U IR31U
C32A IR32A
eJ2S IRJ2B
C32C tAJ2C
C320 IA32D
C32F IRJ2f
C32U IR32U
C33A IA33A
e338 IA33B
C33C IA33C
C330 IA330
C33F IRJ3F
C33U lR33U
CJ5A 16RC1QA
e358 16RC20A
e3se 16RCJOA
e350 16RC40A
e3SE 16RC50A
C35F 16RCSA
C35G 16RC15A
C35M 16RC25A
C35M 16RC60A
C35N 16RC80A
C355 16AC7QA
C36A 10RC10A
C36B 10AC20A
C36C lQRC30A
CJ6D lDACAOA
C36E lORCSOA
C36F lORCSA
C36G lORC1SA
C36H 10RC25A
C36M 10AC6QA
C36N lQACBOA
C36S 10Re7QA
C36U 10Re2A
C37A 10ACtOA
C378 lORC20A
C37C lQRC30A
C370 lDRCAOA
C37E 10RCSOA

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IA

PART NO. AEPlACEMt..NT

C31F lORCSA
C37M 10AC60A

C37N 10RcaOA
C375 10RG7QA
C37U 10Re2A
C38A 22RC1Q
CJaB 22AC20
C3ac 22RC30
C380 22RC4Q
C38E 22RCSO
C38F 22AC5
C3aG 22AC1S
C38H 22RC25
C38U 22RC2
C40A IR140A
C40B IR140B
C4DC IR140C
C40D IR140D
C40E IR14QE
C40F IA14 F
C40G IR140G
C40H IRl40H
C4au IR140U
C45A 31AC10A
C458 37AC20A
C45C 37RC30A
C450 37RC40A
C4SE 37AC50A
C4SF ;~~~;:AC4SG
C45H 37AC25A
C45M 37RC60A
C45N 37RC80A
C455 37RC70A
C45T 37RC90A
C45U 37RC2A
C46A J6RelDA
C468 J6Re20A
C46C J6RC30A
C460 36RC40A
C46E 36RC50A
C46F 36RC5A
C46G 36RC15A
C46H 36RC25A
C46M 36RC60A
C46N 36RCSOA
C<55 36RC70A
C46T 36RC90A
C46U 36RC2A
C50A 71RC10A
C50B 71 RC20A
C50C 71 RC30A
C50D 71RC40A
C50E 71 RCSOA
C50F 71RC5A
C50G 71RC15A
C50H 71RC25A
C50M 71 RC60A
COON 71 RCSOA
C50S 71 RC70A
COOT 71RC90A
C50U 71RC2A
C52A 72RC10A
C52B 72RC20A
C52C 72RC30A
C520 72RC40A
C52E 72RCSOA
C52F 72RC5A

C52G 72RC15A
CS2H 72RC25A
C52M 72RC60A
C52N 72RCBOA
C52S 72RC70A
C52T 72RC90A
C52U 72RC2A

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C55A 91RL10
C5SB 91RL20
C5SC 91RL30
CSSD 91RL40
C55E 91RLSO
C55M 91RL60

C56A 92RM10
C56B 92RM20
C56C 92RM30
C56D 92RM40
C56E 92RMSO
C56M 92RM60
CBOA 71RC10B
CBOB 71 RC20B
CBOC 71 RC3nB
CBOD 71RC40B
CBOE 71 RC50B
CBOF 71RC5B
CBOG 71RC15B
C60H 71RC2SB
C60M 71 RC60B
C60U 71RC2B
C61A 72RC10B
C61B 72RC20B
C61C 72RC30B
C61D 72RC40B
C61E 72RC50B
C61F 72RC5B
C61G 72RC1SB
C61H 72RC25B
C61M 72RC60B
C61U 72RC2B
C62A 72RC10B
C62B 72RC20B
C62C 72RC30B
C62D 72RC40B
C62E 72RC50B
C62F 72RC5B
C62M 72RC60B
CBOA 151RC10A
CBOB 151 RC20A
CBOC 151RC30A
caoo 151 RC40A
CBOE 151RC5QA
CaOF 151RC5A
C80M 151RC60A
C106A1 IR106A1
C106A2 IR106A2
C1Q6A3 IR1Q6A3
C106A4 1R1Q6A4
C1Q681 1R1Q6B1
C1Q6B2 IR1Q6B2
C106B3 IR106B3
C10684 IR10684
C106C1 IR106Cl
C106C2 IR106C2
C106C3 IR1Q6C3
C106C4 IR106C4
C106D1 IR106D1
C106D2 IR10602

10603 IR106D3
C1Q6D4 IR 1 0004
C106F1 IA1C16F1
C106F2 IA106F2
C106F3 tRl06F3
C106F4 IR1C16F4
C1C1601 IA1C1601
Cl0602 \R\06Q2
Cl0603 IR10603
C10604 IR10604
C106Ul IR106U1
Cl06U2 IR106U2
C106U3 IR106U3
C1Q6U4 1Al06U4

Cl07A1 IR106Al

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C107A2 IR1Q6A2
Cl07A3 IR1Q6A3
C107A4 IR106A4
Ct07B1 IR1Q6B1
C107B2 IR1Q6B2
Cl07S3 IRtQ6S3
C107B4 IR1Q6B4
Cl07Cl IR106C1
C107C2 IR1Q6C2
C107C3 IR1Q6C3

107C4 IR1Q6C4
C10701 IR10601
Cl07D2 IA1Q6D2
Cl07D3 IA1Q603
C107D4 lR1C16D4
C107Fl IR1Q6F1
C107F2 IR106F2
C107F3 IA100F3
C107F4 IR1Q6F4
Cl0701 IRl0601
C10702 IR10602
C10703 IRl0603
Cl0704 IR1Q604
C107U1 IR106Ul
C107U2 IR106U2
C107U3 IR106U3
Cl07U4 IR106U4
Cl22A1 IR122A1
C122S1 IR122Bl
C122C1 IA122Cl
C12201 IR12201
C122F1 IA122F1
C12201 IA12201
C122Ul IR122U1
C135A 16RC10A
C135B 16RC20A
C135C 16AC30A
C135D 16RC40A
C135E 16RC50A
C135F 16AC5A
C135M 16RC60A
C135N 16ACSOA
C135S 16RC70A
C137E 16RC50AS50
C137M 16RC60ASSO
C137N 16RCSOAS50
C137P 16RC100AS50
C137PA 16RC110AS50
C137PB 16RCl20AS50
C137S 16RC70AS50

131' 16RC90AS50
C140A IR140A
C140S IR140B
Cl40C IR140C
Cl40D IR140D
C140F lR140F
C141A IR141A
C141B IR141B
C141C IR141C
C1410 IR141D
C141F lR141F
C145A SORCS1OS60 0
C145B SORCS2OS60
C145C SOACS3OS60
C145D SOACS4OS6n
C145E 5QACS5QS60
C145F 5OACS5S60
C145M SQRCS6OS6Q
C145N SOACS80S60
C145P ~Ac<,~n
C145PA SORCS11OS60
C145PB 50RCS 120560
C1455 SORCS7OS60
C145T SORCS9OS60 ,
C147A SOACS10S60



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C147B SORCS20S60
C147C 5ORCSJOS6.Q

C1410 SORCS40S60
C147E SORCS50S60
C147F 5ORCS5S60
C147M 5OACS60S60
C147N 5OACS60S60
C147P SORCS100S60
C147PA 50RCS11OS60
C147PB SORCS12QS60

147S SORCS70S60
C147T SOACS9OS6Q
Cl50E 71RASO
Cl50M 71RA60
Cl50N 71RASO
Cl50P 71RA100
CISOPA 71RA110
C15OP8 71RAl20
C150PC 71RAl30

C'50S 71RA70
Cl50T 71RA90
C151E 81RLSO
C151M 81RL60
C151N 81RL80
C151P 81RL100
C151PA 81RL110
C151PB 81RL120
C151PC 81RL130
C151S 81RL70
C151T 81RL90
C152E 72RASO
C152M 72RA60
C152N 72RASO
C152P 72RA100
C152PA 72RA110
C152PB 72RAl20
C152PC nRAl30
C152S 72RA70
C152T 72RA90
Cl53E 82RLSO
Cl53M 82RL60
Cl53N 82Rl..80

Cl53P 82RL100
Cl53PA 82RL110
Cl5JPB 82RLl20
Cl5JPC 82RL130
C153S 82RL70
Cl53T 82AL90
Cl54A 91RM10
Cl548 91RM20

Cl54C 91RM30
Cl54D 91RM40
Cl54E 91RMSO
Cl54M 91RM60
C155A Q1R 1
C1558 91RL20
C155C 91RL30
C1550 91RL40
C155E :~=~~C155M
Cl56A 92RM10
Cl568 92RM20
C'56C 92RM30
Cl560 92RM40
Cl56E 92RM50
Cl56M 92RMGO
C157A 92RL10
C157B 92RL20

C\SlC 91RL30
C157D 92RL40
C157E 92RL50
C157M 92RL60
Cl58A 81RL810
Cl588 81RLB20

C'58C 81RLtlJO

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

CI58D 81RL840
Cl58E 81RL8SO
Cl58M 81RLB60
Cl58N 81RLB80
Cl58P 81RL81nt\

Cl58PA 81RL8110
Cl58P8 81RLB120
Cl58S 81RLB70
C158T 81RLB90
C159A 82RLBio
Cl59B 82RLB20
Cl59C 82RLB30
C159D 82RL840
Cl59E 82RL8SO
C159M 8"RL~
Cl59N 82RL880
C159P 82RL8100
CI59PA 82RL8110
C1S9P8 82RLB120
C159S 82RL870
C159T 82RLB90
C164A 91RM10
Cl64B 91RM20
CI64C 91RM30
Cl64D 91RM40
CI64E 91RMSO
CI64M 91RM60
C16::iA 91RL10
C165B 91RL20
C165C 91RL30
C165D 91RL40
C165E 91RLSO
C165M 91RL60
C178A 151RB10
C1788 151RB20
C178C 151RS30
C178D 151R840
C178E 151R850
Cl78M 151R860
C178N 151R880
Cl78P 151R8100
C178PA 151ABll0
C178PS 151RS120

C'78S 151RB70
Cl1ST 151RBQn

Cl80A 151RA10
C180B 151AA20

C'8OC 151RA30
C1800 151RA40
C180E 151RASO
Cl80M 151RAGO
C180N 151RABO
C180P 151RA100
C180PA 151RA110
C180PB 151RA120
C180PC 151RA130
C180S 151RA70
C1BOT 151RA90
C181A 151RB10
C181B 151R820
C181C 151R830
C1810 151R840
C181E 151R8SO
C181M 151R860
C181N 151RB80
C181P 151RB100
C181PA 151RB110
C181P8 151R8120
Cl81PC 151RB130
C181S 151R870

181T 151RB90
C185A 151RF10
C185B 151RF20
C185C 151RF30
C1850 151RF40

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C185E 151RFSO
C185M 151RF60
Cl36N 151RL80
C186P 151RL100
Cl86PA 151RLll0
Cl86P8 151RL120

C'86S 151RL70
Cl86T 151RL90
C280N 250RA80
C2801' 250RA100
C28Of'A 250RAll 0
C28OI'B 2SORAl20
C280PC 2SORA1JO
C28Of'O 251)RA140
e~PE ., ••nRA1""

C280PM 250RA160
C280PS 250RA170
C280S 250RA70
C2BOT 250RA90
C7St1N "'A'~
C281P 253RA100
C281PA 253RA110
C281P8 253RA120
C281PC 253RA1JO
C?a1S 2"lIRA7"
C281T 253RA90
C290A JOORA10
C290B JOORA20
C290C 300RAJO
C290D JOORA4Q
C290E JOORASO
C290M JOOAA60
C290N 3OOAABO
C290P JOORA100
C290PA 300RA110

"''''''B "OORA120
C290S JOORA70
C290T 300RA90
C291A 303RA10
C291B 303RA20

"",'C "OJRAJO
C2910 303RA4Q
C291E 303RASO
C291M JOJRA60
C291N JOJRASO

""',. 303RA100

C291PA 3OJRA110
C291P8 303RA120
C291S JOJRA70
C291T JOJRA90
eJSOA 115PA10
eJSOB 115F'A20
eJSOC 115F'AJO
C3500 115PA40
eJSOE 115PASO
~SOM 115PA60
eJSON 115PABO
C3SOP 115PA100
C350PA 115PAll0
eJSOPB 115F'A120
C350f'C 115PA130
eJ50S 115PA70
eJSOT 115PA90
C354A 140PAM10
eJ54B 140PAM20
eJ54C 14OPAMJO
CJ54D 14QPAM40
CJ54E 140f'AM50
C354M 14QPAMGO
eJ55A 14OPAL10
C355B 14OPAL20
C355C 14QPAL30
C3550 14QPAL40
C355E 140PALSO

C355M 14QPAL6Q

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

eJ5BA 125PALB10
eJ5BB 125PALB20

C358C 125PAL830

C358D 125PAL840

C358E 125PALBSO

eJ5BM 125PALB60
C358N 125PALB80
eJ5BP 125PALS100
C358PA 125PALB110
C358PS 125PALS120

g~ ~~~P:~~
C3&<A 14OPAM10
C364B 14OPAM20
C364C 14QPAM30
C3640 14OPAM40
C364E 140PAMSO
C364M 14QPAM6Q
C365A 14QPAL10
C365B 14QPAL20
C365C 14QPAL30
C3650 14QPAL40
C365E 14QPAL50
C365M 140PAL60
C3BOA 25OPA10
C3B0B 25Of'A20
C380C 2SOPAJO
C380D 25OPA40
C330E 25OPASO
C380M 25OPA60
C380N 25OPA80
C380P 25QPA100
C3BOI'A 2SOPA110
C3BOP8 250PAl20
C380PC 25OPA130
eJBOS 2SOPA70
C380T 25OPA90
C385A 250PAL10
C3B5B 25OPAL20
C3B5C 2SOPALJO
C3B5D 250PAL40
C3B5E 2SOPALSO
C3B5M 25OPAL60
C3B7M 420PBM60
C387N 42OPBM80
C387P 420f'8M100
C387PA 42OP8M110
C387PB 42OPBMl20
C387S 42OP8M70
C3B7T 42OPBM90

~~ 42OPBM60S66
42OPBM80S66

C388P 42OPBM100S66
C388PA 420P8M1 10$66
C38BP8 420PBMl20S66= :~:=
C390E 55OP8SO
eJ90M 5SOPB60
eJ90N 5SOPBSO
eJ90P 55OPS100
C390PA 55OPB110
C390PB 55Of'B120
eJ90PC 55OPB130

C390S 55OPB70
eJ90T 5SOPB90
C392A 5SOPBQ10

C3928 55OPBQ20
C392C 55OPBQ30
C3920 5501'8040
C392E 55OI'BQSO
C392M 55OP8060
eJ94A S5OP8Q10
C394B 55OPBQ20
C394C 55OP8Q30



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C3940 550f'B040
C394E 550PB050
C394M 55oPB06O
C395A 55oP8010S64

C3958 550P8020S€4

C395C 550f'BOJOS64
C395D S50PB040S64
C39SE 550PB050S64
C395M 55oPB06OS64

C398E 42OPM50

C398M 420PM60

CJ98N 420PMBO
C398P 420PM100
C398PA 42OPM110
C398PB 420PM120

C398S 420PM70
C398T 420PM90
C440E 900PBSO
C440M 90OPB60
C440N 90QPBsO

C440P 900PB100
C440PA 900PB110
C440PB 900PB120
C440PC 90oPB130
C440S 900PB70
C440T 900PB90
C441PA 750PB110
C441PB 750PB120
C441PC 75oPB130
C441PO 750PB140
C441PE 75Of'B150
C441PM 75OPB160
C441PS 750PB170
C«4A 701PB010
C«4B 701PB020
C«4C 701PB030
C4440 701PB040
C«4E 701PB050
C444M 701PB06O
C«SA 700PB010
C445B 700PB020
C445C 700PB030
C«SD 700PB040
C445E ~~g~:g~gC445M
C447E 6S0PB050
C447M 650PB060
C447N 650PB080
C447P 650PS0100
C447PA 650PB0110
C447PS 650PB0120
C447S 650PS070
C447T 650PB090
C44BE :~~::~C44BM

C448N 651PB080
C44BP 651PB0100
C448PA 651PBOll0
C448PB 651PBOl20
C44BS 651PB070
C44BT 651PB090
C501N 550PB80
CS01P 5SOPB100
CS01PA 550PBll0
C501PB 550PB120
CS01PC 550PB1JO

CS01PO 55QPB140
C501PE 55OPB1SO

~~;~~ ~~~~;~
C501S 550PB70
C50lT 550PB90
C5Q6A 470PB10S57
C5Q6C 470PBJ0S57
C5D6D 470PB4QS57

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMFNT

C5D6E 470PBSOS57
C5D6M 470PB60S57

CS07A 550PB10

CS07B 5S0PB20

C507C 550PB30
CS070 5SOPB40
C507E SSOPBSO

CS07M ~'SOPB60
C507N 550P880
CS07P ~SOPB1OO
CS07PA 5SOPB110
CS07PB SSOPB120
C507PC 550PB130
C507PD 5SOPB140
CS07S <;,~pA7n

CS07T 550PB90
C509M 500PB06O
C509N SOOP0880
C509P ~~:~~;~C<;.napA

C509PB SOOPB0120
C509S 500PB070
C509T SOOPB090
C510A :~~:g~gC510B
C510e 550POB30
C510D 550PB040
C510E 550PB050
C510M

=:~OC600E
C600M 900PB60
C600N 9OOPBBO
C600P 900PB100

C600PA 90QPBll 0
CGOOPB 900PBl20
C600S 9OOPB70
C600T 900PB90
C601PA 7SOPB110~~~:~~~::~~~
C601PD 750PB140
C601PE 750PBl50
C601PM 750PB160
C601PS 750PB170
C602L 600PB200
C602LA 600PB210
C602LB 600PB220
C602LC 6OOPB2JO
C602LD :a~::~:~C602LE
C602PN 600PB180
C602PS 600PB170
C602PT 6OOPBl90
C6D9M 750PB06O
C6D9N 75QPBa30
C6D9P 75OPB0100
C609PA 750f'BQ110
C6D9PB 75OPe0120
C6D9S 7SOPB070
C6D9T 750PB090
C701PA l00QPK110
C701P8 lQOOPK120
C701PC lQOOPK130
C701PD lQOOPK140
C701PE l000PKl50
C701PM l00QPKl60
C702L 700PK200
C702LA 700PK210
Cll.nl'O 'O()P~22Cl
C702LC 700PK230
C702LO 700PK240
C28120N 254RA80
C28120P 254RA100
C28120PA 254RAll0
C28120PB 254RA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

C28120PC 254RA130

C28120S 254RA70

C28120T 254RA90

C29120E 304RASO

C29120M 304AA60

C29120N J04AABO

C29120P JQ4AA100

C29120PA 304RAll0

C29120PB 304RA120
C.,Q17n<:. 304AA70

C29010T 304RA90

CSJ·02 IRI22a
CSJ.()3 IR122C
C53.Q4 IR1220
CS3.()5 IR122E
C53..,. IR122M
CS5.Q2 10AC20A
CS5-Q4 10RC40A
CS5-Q6 10AC60A
CS5.Q8 10RCBOA

CS5·10 10RC100A

CS5·12 10RC120A

CS220·08 250f'AaO
CS220·10 250PA100
C5220-12 250PA120
CS220-14 2SoPA140
CS220-16 25oPA160
CS250-08 250PA80

C52SO·10 250PA100
C5250·12 2SOPA120
CS25().14 25OPA140

C5250·16 250PAl60
CS4llO-08 55OPBSO
C5400-10 55OPB100
C5400-12 55OPBI20
C5400-14 550P8140
C5400-16 550PBl60
C5401-18 6OOPB180
C5401·20 600PB200
C5401·21 600f'B210
C5401·22 600f'B220
C5401·23 600PB230
C5401·24 6OOPB240
C5401-25 6OoPB2SO
CSSSO.oa 750PBBO
CS550·10 7SOPB100
CS55().12 750PB120
CS550·14 7SOPB140
CS550·16 750PBl60
E151A 10AC5A
E151B 10RC10A
E151C 10RC15A
E1510 10RC20A
E1S1E 10RC25A
E151F 10ACJOA
E151H 10AC40A
E151K ~ORC50A
E151M 10RC6QA
E151P 10RC70A
E151S 10RCSOA

lSlV 10RC90A
E161A 10RCSA
E161B 10RC10A
E161C 10AC15A
E1610 10AC20A

I~;:~; 1u1"H•..l5A
250PA20

E180 .•• 250f'A40
~'&)~ 2WPA6Cl
E1S0.a 250PABO
E1S0-l0 250PA100
E180-12 250PA120
E1S0-14 250PA140
E1S0-16 2SOPA160
E220-2 250f'A20

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IA
PART NO. AEPLACEMENT

E220'" 250PA40
E220~ 250PA60
E220-8 2SOPA80

E220·10 250PA100

E220·12 25Of'A120
E220·14 250PA140
E220-16 250PA160

E241 A 16RC5A
E241B 16RC10A
E241C 16RC15A

E2410 16RC20A

E241E 16RC25A
E241F 16RC30A
E241H 16RC40A

E241K 15ACSOA

E241M 16RC60A
E241P 16AC70A

E241S 16RCBOA
E241V 16RC90A

E241Z 16RC100A

E241ZB 16RCll0A
E241Z0 16RC120A
EJ51A 22AC5
EJ51B 22AC10

EJ51C 22RC15
E3510 22RC20

E351E 22RC2S
EJ51F 22AC30
EJ51H 22AC40
EJ51K 22AC50
EJ51M 22AC60
E351P 22AC70
E352A 22AC5

EJ52B 22AC10

E352C 22RC15

E3S20 22RC20
E352E 22RC25
EJ52F 22RC30
E352H 22RC40

E3S2K 22AC50
E352M 22AC60
E352P 22AC70

F400·2 420PB20~:~~:~::g
F40o-a 420PBBO
F400·10 420PB100
F400·12 42oPB120
F4OD-14 42oPB140
F400-16 420PBl60
FSOO-2 42OPB20
'500-4 42OPB40
'500-6 420PB60

'SOO<l 42OP880
FSOO-l0 42OPB100
FSOO·12 42OPB120
FSOQ·14 420PB140
FSOQ·16 420f'B160
F600·2 42oPB20
'600-4 42OPB40
'600-6 42OPB60
'600-8 42Of>B80
F6OQ-l0 42OPB100
F600-12 42oPB120
F600·14 42oPB140
F600-16 42oPBl60
G400·2 420PB20
G400-4 420PB40
0400<6 42QPB60
G400-8 420PBSO
G400·10 420PB100
G400·12 42oPB120
G400·14 420PB140
G400·16 42OPBI60

G500·2 47oPB20



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

G6OO-4 47oPB40
G6OO-6 470PB60
G500-6 470PBSO
G5()().10 47OPB1OQ
G500-12 47OPBl20
G500-14 47oPB140
G5Q().16 470PBl60
G65Q-2 470PB20
G650-4 47oPB40
G650-6 470PB60
G650-8 420PB8Q
G650·10 470PB100
G65Q-12 47OPB120
G650·14 47OPB140
G65Q-16 47oPBl60
G850·2 55QPB20
G850-4 550P640
G850-6 55OPB60
G850-8 550PB80
G850-10 5SOPB100
G850-12 55QPB120
G850·14 5SOPB140
G850-16 55OP8160
G95D-2 55OPB20
G950-4 55OPB40
G950-6 55OPB60
G95().8 55OP880
G950·10 550PB100
G950·12 550PB120
G9SO·14 550PB140
G950·16 550P8160
H800·2 700PK20
H800-4 700PK40
H800-6 700f>K60
HBOO<l 700PK80
H800-10 700PK100
H800-12 700PKl20
HBOO-14 7QOPK140
H800-16 700PK160
Hl000·2 700PK20
Hl000-4 700PK40
Hl000-6 700PK60
H100D-8 700PK80
Hl OQO-l 0 700PK100
Hl000-12 700PKl20
Hl0Q0-14 700PKl40
Hl0Q0-16 700PK160
H12()().2 85OPK20
H1200-4 850PK40
H1200-6 850PK60
H1200-8 850PK80
H12DO-l0 85OPK100
H1200·12 8SOPK120
H12OQ-14 850PK140
H12OD-16 850PKl60
H14OD-2 1QOOPK20
H1400-4 1000PK40
H140Q.6 lOOOPK60
H1400-a 1000PKBO
H1400-10 lQOOPK100
H1400-1 1000PK120
H1400·14 lOOOPK140
H14OQ-16 l000PK160
H1600-2 l000PK20
H'600-4 l000PK40
H1600-6 lUUUt'KbU
H1600-8 l000f'K80
H16ClO-l0 l000PK10Q

H1600-12 1000PK120
H16OQ-14 l000PK140

H1600-16 1000PK160
H1800-2 lOOOPK20
H1800-4 l00QPK40
H1BOO-6 l000PK60
H1800-8 lQOOPK80

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTE D I R
PART NO. AEPLACEMENT

H1800·10 l000PK100
H18OQ-12 1000PK120
MCR106·1 IRl06Yl

~~~~:~~:~::~~
MCA106-4 IR106Bl
MCA106-5 IA106Cl
MCA106-6 IA106Dl~~~:~:~:~~::;
MCR406-3 IRl06Al
MCA406-4 IAl06Bl
MCR406-5 IR106C1

~~~4~ :~~:e~
MCA407·2 IAl06Fl
MCR407·3 IRl06Al
MCA407-4 IRl0681
MCA407·5 IRl06C1
MCR407-6 lRl0601
MCR846·1 3RC2A
MCR846·2 3RC5A
MCR846·3 3RC10A
MCR846-4 3RC20A
MCR1308·1 10RC2A
MCR1308-2 10RC5A
MCA1308-3 10RC1OA
MCA1308-4 10RC20A

~~~~~~-~ ~~~~~:
MCR1907·1 IR141F
MCRl907·2 IA141F
MCR1907·3 IA141A~~~:~~;:=~:~~
MCA1907-6 IR141D
MCR2304-1 IA32U
MCA2304·2 IA32F
MCA2304·3 lA32A
MCA2304-4 IA32B
MCA2304·5 IA32C
MCA2304-6 lA32D
MCA2J06-1 IR30U
MCA2305·2 IA30F
MCA2305·3 IA30A
MCA2305-4 IA30B
MCA2305·5 lA30C
MCA2305-6 IA300
MCA2604·1 5AC2A
MCA2604·2 5AC5A
MCA2604·3 5RC10A
MCA2604-4 5AC20A
MCA2604·5 5AC30A
MCA2604-6 5RC40A
MCA2604·7 5RC50A
MCA2604-8 5AC60A
MCA2605-1 5AC2A
MCR2605·2 5RC5A
MCR2605·3 ~~~~~:MCA2605-4

MCA2605·5 5AC30A
MCA2605-6 5AC40A
MCR2605·7 5AC50A
MCR26OS-8 SAC60A
MCR2835-1 IR32U
MCR2835·2 IR32F
MCA2835·3 IR32A
MCA2835-4 IA32B

MCR283~·~ IR32C
MCR2835-6 lA32D
MCR2935·1 lA30U
MCA2935·2 IA30F
MCA2935·3 lRJOA
MCR2935-4 IA30B
MCA2935-5 IA30C

COMPETITIVE
PART NO.

MCR2935-6
MCA3818-1
MCA3818·2
MCA3818·3
MCA3818-4

MCA3818·5
MCA381B-6

MCA3918·1
MCA3918·2
MCA 1·
MCA3918-4

MCA3918·5
MCA3818-6

MCA393S·1
MeR

MCA3935·3
MCA3935-4

MCA3935·5
MCA3935-6

MCR3935-7

MCA3935~
NL511A
NL511B
NL511C
NL511D
NL511E
NL511M
NL511N
NL511P
NL511PA
NL511P8
NL511S
NL511T
NL555A
NL555B
NL55SC
NL555D

NL555E
NL555M
NL555N
NL555P
NL555PA
NL555P8
NL555PC
NL555PD
NL555PE
NLS55PM
NL5555
NL555T
NL556A
NL5568
NL556C
NL556D
NL556E
NL556M
NL556N
NL556P
NL556PA
NL556PB
NL556PC
NL556PO

NL556PE
NL556PM
NL556S
NL556T
NLC3SA
NLC358
NLC36C

NlC3~D
NLC35E

NLC35M
NLC35N
NLC35P

NLC35S
NLC35T

SUGGESTED IR
REPLACEMENT

IA30D
IR32U
IR32F
IA32A
IR32B
IR32C
IR320
IA30U
IR30F
IR A
IR30B
tR30C
IRJOO
22RA2

'RA
22RA10
22RA20
22RA30

22RA40
22RA50
22RA60
16RC10AS60
16RC20AS60
16AeJOAS6Q

16AC40AS60
16AC50AS60
16AC60AS60
16RCBOAS60
16RC100AS60
16RC 11 OAS60
16RC120AS60
16RC70AS6Q
16RC90AS60
36RC10A

R A

36RC30A
36AC40A

36AC50A
36AC60A

36AA80
36AA100
36RA110
36AAl20
36RA1JO
36AAl40
36AA1SO
36AAl60
36AA70
36AA90
37RC10A
37RC20A
37RC30A
37RC40A
37RCSOA
37RC60A
37RA80
37RA100
37RA110

37RA120
37RA130
37AA140
37RA150
37RAl60
37AA70
37AA90
16AC10A
16AC20A
16AC30A

16AC40A
16RC50A
16RC60A
16RC80A
16RC100A
16RC70A
16RC90A

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PAAT NO. REPLACEMENT

NLCJ6A 10RC1O
NLC36B 10RC20
NLC36C IOAC30
NLC360 10RC40
NLC36E 10RCc;n

NLCJ6M 10RC6Q
NLC36N 10ACSO
NLC36S 10RC70
NLC37A :~~g~:NLC37B
NLC37C 10AC30A
NLeJ70 10RC40A
NLeJ7E 10RCSOA
NLeJ7M ~~=~:NLC37N
NLC37S 10AC70A

NLC38A 22AC10
NLC38B 22RC20
NLC38C 22RC30
NLC38D 22RC40
NLC3BE 22RC50
NLC38G 22RC15

NLC38H 22RC25
NLC45A ~~:g:NLC45B
NLC45C 37RC30A
NLC450 37RC40A
NLC45E 37RC50A
NLC45G 37RC15A
NLC45H 37RC25A
NLC45M 37RC60A
NLC45N 37RC80A
NLC45S 37RC70A
NLC45T 37RC90A
NLC46A 36RC10A
NLC46B 36AC20A
NLC46C 36AC30A
NLC460 36AC40A

NLC46E 36RC50A
NLC46G 36RC15A
NLC46H 36AC25A
NLC46M 36RC60A
NLC46N 36RCBOA

~~~~ ~=~~:
NLCSOA 71AC10A
NLCSOB 71RC20A
NLCSOC 71 ReJOA
NLCSOO 71RC40A
NLC50E 71 RC50A
NLC50G 71AC15A
NLCSOH 71AC25A
NLC50M 71RC60A
NLCSON 71RCBOA
Nlt:~ 71 RC7nA
NLC50T 71RC90A
NLC52A 72RC10A
NLC528 72RC20A
NLC52C 72RC30A
NLC520 72RC40A
NLC5U 72AC50A
NLC52G 72RC15A
NLC52H 72RC25A
NLCS2M nAC60A
NLCS2N 72RC80A
NLC52S 72AC70A
NLC52T 72AC90A
NLC150E 71RASO
NlC1SOM 71RA60
NLC150N 71AA80
NLC150P 71RA100
NLC1SOPA 71AAll0
NLCl50PB 71AA120
NLCl50PC 71RA130
NLCl50S 71AA70



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER I:IC~RI

CC)MI"ETITIVE SUGGESTED 1ft
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

NLC150T "RAtO
NlC151E "ALSO
NLC15,M 8lALIO
NLCt51N 81RL80
NLC151P 81RL100
HLC1S1S e:1RL70
NLC15tT 81RLJO
NLC152E 72RA50
NLC1S2M nRAllO
NLC152N nRAllO
NLC152P nRA100
NLC152PA 72RA110
HLC152PB 72RAl20
NLC152PC 72AA130
NLC152S nRA70
NLC152T 72RA90
NLCl63E 82RL50
NLCtS3M B2RL60
NLC153N 82RLBO
NLC15JP 82RL100
NLCl53S 82Rl70
NLC153T 82Rl9O
NLC154A 81RM10
NLC1548 81RM20
NLCl54C 91RM30
NLC1S4D 91RM40
HLCl54E 91RM50
NLCl54M 91RM60=~~~::~=~~
NLC15SC 91RL30
HLC155D 91RL40
NLC155E 91RL50
NLC155M 91RL60
HLC156A 92RM10
NLCl56B 92RM20
HLCl56C 92RM30
NLC156D 92R ••••
NLCl56E 92RM50
NLCl56M 92R ••••
NLelS7A 92RL10
HLC157B 92RL20
NLC157C 92RL30
NLC1S7D 92RL40
NLC157E 92RL50
NLC157M 92RLSO
NLCl78A tStRBta
NLCl788 151R820
NLC178C lS1RB30
NLC178D 1S1RB40
NLCl78E 151RB50
NLCl78M 151RB80
HLCl78N 151RB80
NLC17BP

~5~~:~~NLCl7BPA
NLCl78PB 151RBl20
NLCl78S 151RB70
NLCl7BT 151RB90
NLC1BOA 151RA10
NLC180B 151RA?ft
NLC180C 151RA30
NLC180D 151RA40
NLC180E 161RA6O:t~~= ~:~~::
NLC180P 151RA100
NLC180PA 151RA110
NLC18Of'B 151RAl20~~~~=~~~:~;~O
NLCl80T 151RA90
NLC18!5A 151RF10
NLC1858 151RF20
NLC185C 161RFJO
NLC185D 151RF40

COMf'ETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PARTHO. REPLACEMENT

NLCl85E 151RF50
NLC116M 151RF80
HLC2lIOA 300RA10
HLC2l108 300RA20

NLC280D 300RMO
NLC29QE 300RAOO
HLC290G 300RA15
NLC290H 300RA ••
H
HLC290N 3OORAllO
HLC29Of' 300RA100
NLC290PA 3Ol)RAll0
NLC290PB 300RAl20
H
NLC290T 3<lOR•••••
NLC291A 303RA10
NLC291B 303RA20
NLC291C 303RA30
H , R
NLC291E 303RA6O
NLC291G 303RA15
NLC291H 303RA25
NLC291M 303RABO
H H
NLC291P 303RA100
NLC291PA 303RAll0
NLC291PB 303RAl20
NLC291S 303RA70
H
HLC350A 115PA10
NLC3508 116PA20
NLC350C 116PA3Q
NLC350D 115PA40
HL E , ,
NLC350M 116PA6Q
NLC350N 115PA80
HLC350P 115PA100
NLC350PA 116PAll0

NLC350PC 116PAl30
NLC350S 115PA70
NLC350T 115PA90
NLCJ54A l4OPAM10
HL
NLC354C l4OPAMJO
NLCJ54D l4OPAM40
NLCJ54E l4OPAM50
NLC354M l4OPAM60
NLC355A , ALl
NLC3558 l4OPAL20
NLCJ5SC 14(lPAL30
NLC355D l4OPAL40
NLC355E l4OPAL50
H
NLC380A 250PA10
NLC380B 25OPA20
HLC380C 25OPA30
NLC3800 26OPMO
NLC380E 26OPA6O
NLC380M 25OPA60
NLC380N 260PAOO
NLC380P 250PA100
NLC38QPA 250PAll0
H ,
NLC380PC 16OPA130
NLCJ80S 26OPA70
NLC380T 250P •••••
NLC385A 260f"AL10
HL
NLC3B5C 250PAL30
NLC3850 260PA""
NLC385E 250PAL50
NLC385M 260PALSO
NLC501N 56OPBOO

COMrETlTlVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

NLC501P ••••••• '00
NLCSO,PA 55OP8110
NLC501PB ••••••• '20
NLCS01PC 55OPBl30
NlNOll,pn •.••..,..,
NLC501PE 560PBl50
NLC501PM 55OPBl80
NLC501P$ 560PB170
NLC501S 55OPB70
NLC501T 55OPB90
NLFl50B 81RLA20
NLF150C 81RLA30
NLFl50D 81RLAAO
NLF1SOE 81RLASO
NLFl50M 81RLA60
NLFl50N 81RLASO
NLF150P 81RLA100
NLF15O$ 81RLA70
NLFl50T 81RLA90
NLF1518 81RL20
NLr-151", e;lRuO
NLF151D 81RL40
NLF151E 8'RLSO
NLF151M 81RL60
NLF151N 81RLBO
NL ·bl 8'RLHXi
NLF151S 81RL70
NLF151T 81RL90
NLF1528 82RLA20
NLF152C B2RLA30
NLF152D 82RLMO
NLF152E B2RLA50
NLF152M B2RLA60
NLF152N 82RLABO
NLF152P B2RLA100
NLF152S 82RLA70
NLF152T 82RLA90
NLF153B 82RL20

NL~~~g ~:~
NLFl53E B2RL50
NLF153M 92RLSO
NLFl53N 82RL80
NLFl5,JP ~~t~~NLF1s3S
NLFl53T 82RL90
NLFl54A 91RM10
NLFl54B 91RM20
NLFl54C 91RMJO
NLFl54D 91RM40
NL 154E 91RM50
NLFl54M 91RM60
NLFl55A 91RL10

~t~~:~:~~~~
NLF155D 91RL40
NLF155E 91RL50
NLF155M 91RL60
NLFl56A 92RM10
NLFl568 92RM20

L 'hoc 92RM30
NLfl560 92RM40
NLFl56E 92RM50
NLFl56M ~~~:NLF157A
NLF1578 92RL20
NLF157C 92RL30
NLF157D 92RL40
NLF157E ::~~NI Ft~7M
HLF168A 81RLB10
NLF1588 81RL820
NLF168C 81RLB30
NLF168D 81RLB40
NLF168E 81RLBSO

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

NLFl68M 81 RU.'O
NLF158N 81RL88D
NLF158P 81RL8100
NLF158S 81RLB70

IN'F'''T R'R._
NLF159A B2RLB10
NLFl598 82RL820
NLF159C 82RL830
NLF159D B2RL840

IN' F,.RF R?R'R,,"
NLF159M 82RLB80
NLF159N B2RL880
NLF159P 82RL8100
NLFl59S 82RLB70
N F1§QT "'R'_
NLF185A 161RL10
NLF185B 181RL20
NLF185C 151RL30
NLF1S5D 161RL40
NLF185E 181RL50
NLFl85M 161RL60
NLF355A 14QPAL10
HLF3658 l4OPAL20
NLF355C l4OPAL30
NLF355D l4OPAL40

L.,~c ~:;:~NLF355M
NLF368A 125PAL810
HLF3588 125PALB20
NFL358C 125PALB30
NLF368D 125PALB40
NLF358E 125PALB50
NLF368M 125PALB60
NLF358N 125PAL8BO
NLF358P 125PAL8100
NLF358PA 125PALB110
NLF358P8 125PALB120
NLF358S 125PALB70
NLF358T 125PAL890

1,S<l?0 OR"F
PS120 IR32A
PS220 IR32B
PS320 IR32C
PS420 1R32D

I"no, •., 'R'~Y
S03O'JS3 IR106Yl
S0301MS' IRSF
S0301MS2 IR5F
SOJ01M$] IR6F
S0303RS2 IR106Y1
S0303RS3 IR106Yl
S03CIIRS2 IRl22Y
S0306RSJ IR122Y
SOJ08RS2 IR122Y
S0308RS3 IRl22Y
S0326G IR30F
S05OUS2 IR106Yl
50601.153 IR106Y1
S0601MSl IRSF
S0601MS2 IR5F

;~~;; '"0'
IR108Fl

S0503RS3 IR106F1
S0608RS2 IRl22F
S0506RSJ IR122F
S06Q8RS2 IRl22F
S0508RS3 IRl22F
S0525G IR30F
51001.1S2 11'\106-'"
Sl001JS3 IR1MAl
S1001MSl IRSA
Sl001MS2 IRSA
S1001M53 IR6,..
51003RS2 IR106A1
Sl0Q3R53 IR106A1



COMP'ETITIVE
PART NO.

51006A52
51Q06RS3
51OQBR52
51008RS3

1
52001.152
52001JS3
52001M51
52001M52
5 1MS3
52003R52
52003RS3
S2OO6RS2
S2OO6R53
S2OOBRS2
S2OOBRS3
S1025G
S4001JS2
S4OO1JS3
S4001MS1
S4001MS2
S4001MSJ
S4OO3RS2
S4OO3R53

R
S4OO6R53
S400BRS2
S4OO6R53
S4025G

SPS02Q
SI'SOJ'
SPS18
SPS28
S
SPS48
SPS58
SPS68
5PS11O

1
SPSno
SP$235
SPS320
SPS335
SPS420
5PS435
SPSS35
SPS635
T1Cl06A1
T1 1
T1C106C1
T1C106D1
T1C106F1
T1C10601
T
T400002208
T400011008
T400011608
T40001220B
T40002100B
T400021608
T400022208
T400031008
T400031608
T400002208
T400041008
T400041608
T400042208
HOOO6\1n\
T 1
T<00062208
T<00062208
T4040022
T4040122
T4040222

SUGGESTED 1ft
REPLACEMENT

IRl22A
Iftl22A
IAl22A
IAl22A
I ••

IR10881
IA10681
IA5B
IA58
IA6B
IR106B1
IR106B1
IRl22B
IAl22B
IAl22B
IRl22B
IRJOB
IR106D1
IR106D1
IRSD
IRSD
IR6D
IR106D1
IR106D1
II
IRl22D
IR122D
IRl22D
IRJOD
NI

IR30F
1&RC6A
2N1772A
2Nl774A

NI1
2N1777/\
2Nl778A
2N2619A
1R30A
1 R 1
IR30B
18AC20A
IR30C
18RC3OA
IR30D
16RC4OA
16RCSOA
16RC6OA
IR106A1

IR106C1
IR106D1
IR106F1
IR10601

18RC5A
lORC1D
10RC10A
16RC10A
10RC20A
10RC2OA
18RC2OA
1DReJCA
10RC3OA.
1 RC3 A
lORC4ClA
1DRCAOA
16RC4OA
,QRCf)G-"
, R

16RC5QA
16RC6OA
IR104OF
IRl40A
IRl40B

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
'ARTNO. REPLACEMENT

T4040322 IR140C
T4040422 IRl40D
T4050122 22RC10
T"""'22 22RC20
T405CXl~ ~RMn
T....,.22 22RC40
T••••• 22 22RC50
T••••• 22 22RC60
T4070022 IR141F
T4070122 IR141A
To4070122 IR141B
To4010322 IR141C
To4070422 IR141D
T4080016 lORC5A
T4080116 lORC1DA
T4080216 10RC2QA
T4Q80316 lORC30A
T4080416 10RC40A
T4080616 10RC50A
T500014005AA 37RA10
T500014005AO 36RA10
T50002400SAA 37RA1O
T500Q3.4005AA 37RAJO
T500034005AO 36RAJO
T500044005AA 37RMO
T500044006AO 36R ••••
T500054005AA 37RAOO
T5000S4005AO 36RA50
T500058005AA 72RA50
T500058005AO 71RA50
T500064006AA 37AA60
T500064005AO 36RA60
T500068005AA nRA60
T500068005AO 71RA60
T500074005AA 37RA7n
T500074005AO 36RA70
T500079OO5AA nRA70
T500079OO5AO 71RA70
T500084005~ ~=
T500088005AA nRASO
T500088005AO 71AABO
T500094005AA 37RA90
T500094005AO 36RA90
T500098005AA 72RA90
T5OOOll8OO5AQ 71RA90
T5001004005AA 37RA100
TSOO104005AO 36RA100
T500108006AA 72RA100
T500108005AO 71RA1fV'1
T500114OO5AA 37RA110
T500114005AO 36RA110
T500118005AA 72RA110
T500118OO5A0 71RA110
T500124005AA 'l7RA 1?n
T500124Q05AO 36RAl20
T500128005AA 72RAl20
T500128OO5A0 71RA11O
TSOO134OO5AA 37RAl30
T500134005AO :'Ul.RA1~
T500138005AA 72RAl30
T500138005AO 71RAl30
T500144005AA 37RAl40,~=~:=:~~::~:
T5OO148005AO 71AA104O
T500154OO5AA 37RAl50
T500164005AO 38RA15O
'tSOO1S800S"" ~~:~~~

T50205X1O 81RLBSO
T502Q580 81RL850
T50208X70 81RLB60
T502068O 81RLB60
T50208X1O 81RLB80

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

T5020880 81RLB80
T60210X70 81RLB100
T5021080 81RLB100
T50211X70 81RLB110
T5021180 81RL8110
T50212X70 81RLBl20
T5021290 81RL8120
T502-X70820 81RM20S86
T502-X70830 81RM30S86
T502·X70840 81RM40S68
I"'U-.,u •••• :~~=T502-X70880

T502-X70870 81AM70S88
T502·X10B80 81RM80S86
T502-X10890 81RM90S68
T502·X1OC10 81RM100S86
T502-X1OC11 81RLB110S86
T502·X1OC12 81 RL8120S86
T5Oo4011074AA 82RM10
T504017074AO 81RM10

I~=~=:~:~~::
T504021014AA 82RM20
TS04027014AO 81RM20
T504034064AA 82RMJ<l
T60403~AO 81RMJO
T604037014AA 82RM30
T504031014AO 81RM30
T~ 82R ••••
T504O«Oll4AQ 81RM40
TS04047074AA 82R ••••
T50404 1014AO 81AM40
T504054064AA 82RM50
T5040540504AO 82RM50
T5Oo4OO1014AA 82RM5O
T504057014AO 81RMSO
T50406~AA 82RMOO
T!5040&4064AO 81RM60
T504081014AA 82RM60
T504061014AO 81RM60

T504014064AO :~~~;~
T504011014AA 82AM10
T504011074AO 81RM10
T5Oo4084064AA 82RMBO
T_Q 81RMSO
T504OB1014AA 82RMSO
T504OB1014AO 81RM80
T504<l94054AA 82RL90
T504094054AO 81RL90I~~;=:~82ALB90

81RLB90
T504104054AA 82RL100
T5Oo41004054AO 81RL100
T604101044AA 82RLB90
T504101044AO 81RL890
T504114034AA 31RAll0T60
T504114034AO 36RA110T80
T504111OO"""A 12RB110T80
T50411103"""0 l1R8110TM
T50412403"""A 37RA120T60
T5041204034A0 38RA120T60
T504121034AA 12ABl20T80
T504121OO"""0 11A8120T80
T505054005AA 31REHOO
T505OO4OO5AQ 36REH50
T505058005AA 12REH50
TSOS058OO5AQ l1REHOO
T505064005AA 37AEH60
T505064005AO 36REH60
T505068005AA nREH60
TSOS058OO5AQ l1REH60
T50514005AA 31AEH1O
T505074005AO 36REH1O
T505018OO5M 12REH70

COMfOETITIVE
PART NO.

T506078006AO
T5OliCl84OO5A"
T5OliCl84OO5AQ
T5OOOIIIIOOSAA
T505088005AO

AA
T505OlMOOSAQ
T505OII8OO5AA
T505098005AO
T505104005AA

T50510B005AA
TS061 Q8OO5A0
T507018064AA
T50101 AQ
T501028064AA
T5010280&4AO
TOO1038064AA
T501038064AO
TOO1048064AA

T501068064AA
T501058064A0
T501068064AA
T501068064AO
T501078084AA
TOO7019064AO
TOO70B8064AA
T501088064AO
T 1 AA
TOO1098064A0
T5011080&4AA
T5011 Q90&4AO
T507118044AA
T 711 AO
T507128044AA
TOO7128044AO
T520011305DN
T520021305DN
T 1 ON
T520041305DN
T5200513050N
T520081J05DN
T520071305DN
T520081305DN
T5200913050N
T520101305DN
T5201113050N
T520121305DN
T5201313050N
T52 141 5
T520151305DN
T527011364DN
T5210213&4DN
T521Q313640N
T52700413&4DN
T5210613640N
T5210613640N
T5210113640N
T521OBl3640N
T5270913640N
T521101364DN
T527111344DN
T521121344DN
T8OOO11304BT
T6000115048T
T6OOO118048T
r80002130048T
T600021504BT
T6000218048T
T8000313048T
T6000315048T
T6000318048T
T600041304BT
T6000415048T

SUGGESTED IR
REPLACEMENT

l1REH1O
31AEH80
36AEH80
nREH8Q
l1REH80
31R H90
36REHIO
72REH80
71REH90
31REH100

12REH100
11REH100
82RM10
81RM1
82RM20
81RM20
82RMJO
81RM30
82R ••••

82RM5O
81RM50
82RMOO
81RM60
82RM70
81RM10
82RMSO
81RMBO
82R
81RM90
82AM100
81RM100
82RLB110

IR 1
B2RLB120
81ALB120
1151"A10
115PA1O
116PAJO
116PMQ
115PA50
115PA6Q
115PA10
115PABO
116PA9Q
115PA100
115PA110
115PA11O
115PAl30
11 A104O
115PA150
125PAM10
125PAM20
125PAMJO
125PAM40
125PAMOO
125PAM60
125PAM70
125PAMSO
125PAM90
125PAM100
125PALB110
125PALBl20
151R810
151RA10
115RA10
151RB1O
151RA20
116RA20
151R830
151RAJO
115RA30
151R840
161RA40



INTERNATIONAL. RECTIFIER II(~RI

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

T6000416048T 175RA40
16000513048T 151R850
T600051 S04BT 151RASO
T60005180048T 115RASO
T60006130048T 151AB60
T600061504BT 151RA60
T50006180048T 175RA60
T5OOO7130048T 151AB7Q
T60007150048T 151AA7Q
T6000118004BT 175RA70
160008130048T lS1AB80
T6000815004BT 151RASO
T60008180048T 175AA80
T50009130048T 151RB90
T6000915Oo48T 151RA90
T60009160481 175RA90
T5OO1013048T 151RB100
T6001015Oo48T 151RA100
T5OO10180048T 175AA100
16001111048T 151RB110
T5OO1115048T 151RA110
T60011180048T 175AAllQ
T5OO12130048T 151RB120
T600121504BT 151AA120
T60012180048T 175AA120
T60013130048T 151AB1JO
T60013150048T 151AA130
160014130048T 151AB140~~~:~;~:~151RAl40

lS1AB1!'>O

T5OO1515048T 151RA150
T5040115648T 151RF10
T5040215648T 151RF20
T604OO15648T 151RF30
T60400413648T 151RF40
T604004156.8T 151RF40
T6040S13648T 151RFSO
T6040515648T 151RFSO
T6040613648T 151RF60
T604061564BT 151RF60
T604071354BT 151RL70
T604081354BT 151RL80
T604091344BT 151RL90S6B
T6041013448T 151RLlOOS6B
T6200513040N 175PA50
T6200520040N 250PASO
T6200530 300PASO
T620053004 ON 300PASO
T6200513040N 175PA60
T6200620040N 250PA60
T62006J0 300PA60
T620063004DN 300PA60
T620071304DN 175PA70
T620072004DN 2SQPA70
T6200730 3QOPA70
T620073004DN 300PA70
T620081304DN 175PABO
T620082004DN 250PA80
T6200B30 300PABO
T62008JOO4DN 300PA80
T620091304DN 175PA90
T620092004DN 250PA90
T6200930 300PA90
T620093004DN 300PA90
T620101304DN 175PA1OO
T620102004DN 250PA100
T6201030 300PA1OO
T620103004DN 300PA100
T620111304DN 175PAll0

T6'2:0112004DN '2:SQPA110

T6201130 300PAll0
T620113ClO4DN JOOPA110
T620121304DN 175PA120
T620122004DN 2SoPA1'2:0

T62012JO 300PA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

T620123004DN 3QOPA120
T620131304DN 175PA130

T620132004DN 250PAl30
T6201041304DN 175PAl40
T6201420Q4DN 250PA140
T620151304DN 175PAl50
T620152004DN 250PA1SO
T624041564DN 250PAL40
T624051564DN 250PAL50
T624061564DN 250PAL60
T624071554DN 240PAL70
T524081554DN 240PAL80
T624091544DN 24Qf'AL9OS6B
T624101544DN 240PAL100s6B
T624111524DN 240PAL110T62
T624121524DN 240PAL120T62
T62701156 25OPALlO
T6270115B 25OPAM10
T62702156 25oPAL20
T62702158 250f'AM20
T62703156 25OPAL30
T62703158 250PAM30
T62704156 25oPAL40
T6270415B 250PAM40
T62705156 250PALSO
T62705158 250PAM50
T62706156 250PAL60
T6270615B 250PAM60

T6600530 303RASO

"''''''''''' :1n:1RAAA

T6600830 303RA80
T66010JO J03RA100
T6601130 303RA110
T6601230 303RAl20
T6601330 303RA130
T66014JO 303RA140
T6601530 303RA1SO
T6B00530 303RBSO
T6B0C630 303RB60
T6BOOBJO 303RB80
T6B01030 303RB100
T6B01130 303RB110
T6B01230 303RB120
T6B01330 303RB130
T6B01430 303RB140
T6B01530 303RB1S0
T700052S 250RASO
T700Q5JO 300RASO
T70005J5 3S0RASO
T7000625 2S0RA~
T7000630 300RA60
T7000635 350RA60
T7000B25 250RA80
T7000830 300RABO
T7000835 't<;nRABo

T7001025 250RA1OQ
T7001030 300RA100
T7OQ1035 350RA100
T7001125 2SORA110
T7001130 300RA110
T7001135 350RAll0
T7001225 250RA120
T7001230 300RA120
T7001235 350RA120
T7001325 2SORA130
T70013JO JOORA130
T7001335 350RA130
T7001425 2SORA140
T7001430 300RA140

T7001435 350RA140
T7001525 250RAl50
T7001530 JOORA1SO
T7001535 350RA150
T7OQ1630 300RA160
T7001730 300RA170

COMPETITIVE

PART NO.

T707072044BY
T707072S44BY
T707082044BY
T707082544BY
T70709204048Y

T707092544BY
T7071020404BY
T707102544BY

T707112044BY
T7 7112544BY
T707122044BY
T707122544BY
T7200535
T7200545
T7200555
T7200535
T7200645

T7200655
T7200B35
T7
T7200B5S
T7201035

T7201045
T7201055
T7 11
T720114S
T7201155
T7201235
T7201245
T7201255

T7201335
T7201345
T7201355
T7201435
T720104o45
T72010455

T7201535
T7201S45
T7201555
T7201635
T7201645
T7201655
T7201735
T7201745
T7 175
T727012574DN

T727013574DN
T727022574DN
T727023574DN

74 N
T727033574DN
T7270425704DN
T7270435704DN
T7270525704DN
T727Q5J574DN
T7270625704DN
T7270635704DN
T7270725404DN
T7270735404DN

T7 7 40N
t727083544DN
T727092544DN
T727093544DN

T727102544DN
T727103544DN
T7271125404DN
T7271135404DN
T7271225404DN

T7271235404DN

T7600530
T7600630
T7600630
T7601030
T7601130
T7601230

SUGGESTED IR
REPLACEMENT

250RM70
250RM70
250RM80
250RMBO
250RM90
250RM90
250RM100

250RM100
250RM110
25 RM11
250RM120
250RM120
420PBSO
470PBSO
550PBSO

420PB60
o470PB605soP...,
o420PBBO

47
550PB80
420f'Bl00

470PB100
55Of'Bl00
4 P 11

470PB110
550PBll0
420PB120
470PB120
55 PB120
o42OPB130

470PB130
55OPB130
o420PB140
o470PB140
55QPBl40
o42OPBl50
o470PBl50

S5OPBl50
o420PBl60

470PBl60
550PB160
420PB170

470PB170

550PB010
550PB010
550PB020
550PB020

55OPBOJO
55QPB040
5soP8040
5SOPBOSO
550PBOSO
S50PB06O
55oPB06O
o420PBM70

420PBM70
420PBMBO
o420PBMBO

420PBM9Q
420PBM90
o420PBM100

420PBM100
420 BMll0
41OPBM110
420PBM120
o420PBM120

304RASO
304RA60
304RABO
304RA100
304RA110
304RA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

T7601330 304RA130
T7601430 304RA1040

T7601530 304RA1S0
T7601630 304RAl60
T7601730 304RA170
T9200506 700PK50

T9200507 700PKSO
T9200508 B50PK50

T9200509 BSOPK50
T9200510 1000PK50
T9200606 700PK60
T9200607 700PK60
T920060B B50PK60

T9200609 BSOPK60

T9200610 l000PK60
T9200806 7QOPKBO
T9200807 700PKBO
T9200808 B5OPK80
T9200809 85oPK80

T9200810 l000PKBO
T9201006 7QOPK100
T9201007 700PK1OQ
T9201008 850PK100

T9201009 85oPK100
T9201010 l00QPK100
T92011 06 700PK110
T9201107 700PKll0
T9201108 8SOPKll0
T9201109 850f'Kl10
T9201110 l000f'Kl10
T9201206 7OQPKl20
T9201207 700PK120
T9201208 85OPKl20
T9201209 85OPK120
T9201210 l000PK120
T9201306 7OQPK130
T9201307 700PK130
T9201308 850PK130
T9201309 85OPK130
T9201406 700PK140
T9201407 700PK140
T9201408 850PK140
T9201409 8SOPK140
T9201506 700PK150
T9201507 700PK150
T9201508 8SOPK150
T9201509 8SOPK1SO
T9201606 700PKl60
T9201607 700PKl60
T9201608 850PKl60
T9201609 85OPKl60
TC1Q6Al IR1Q6Al
TC1Q681 IR1Q6Bl
TC1Q6Cl IR106C1
TC106D1 IR1Q6D1
TC106Fl IR1Q6Fl
TC106Q1 IR10601
TC106Ul IR106Ul

3AC10 3RC10A
3RC20 3RC20A
3RC30 3RC30A
JRC40 3RC4QA
3RC50 3RCSOA
JRC60 3RCEiOA
5RC10 5RC10A

SRC20 5RC1OA

SRC30 5RC30A

5RC40 5RC40A
5RCSO 5RCSOA
5RC60 5RC60A



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

10RC10 10RC10A

10RC20 10RC20A

lORC30 10RC30A
10RC40 10RC40A
10RCSO 10RCSOA

10RC60 10RC60A
10RCSO 10RCSOA

10RC100 10RC100A

10RC110 ~~:;~~~~1nArpn

10ACF10A IR140A
10ACF20A IR1408
lOACF30A IR140C

10RCF40A IR1400
10ACF5QA IA140E
10ACF60A IA140M
16C025 22AA2
16C050 22AA5
16Cl0 22RA10
16C20 22RA20

'6CJO 22RA30
16C40 22RA40
16C50 22RASO
16C60 22RA60
16C80 16RCSOA
16C100 16RC100A
16Cll0 16AC110A
16C120 16ACl20A
16RC10 16AC10A
16RC20 16RC20A
16ReJO 16RC30A
16RC40 16RC40A
16RCSO 16RC50A
16RC60 16AC60A
16RCSO 16AC80A
16RC100 16RC100A
16RC110 16RC110A
16RC120 16RCl20A
16RCF10 IR140A
16RCF20 IR140B
16ACF30 IRl40C
16ACF40 IR140D
16RCF50 IR140E
16ACF60 IR140M
18RC10 16AC10A
18RC20 16RC20A
18RC30 16ReJOA
18RC40 16RC40A
18RCSO 16ACSOA
18RC60 16AC60A
18RCSO 16RC80A
18RC100 16AC100A
23C025 22AA2
23COSO 22RA5
23C10 22RA10
23C20 22RA20
23CJO 22AAJO
23<:40 22AA40
23C50 22AA50
23C60 22AA60
23CSO 16RC80A
23C100 16RC100A
23C110 16RC110A
23C120 16RCl20A
36RCF5A 81RMS
36RCF10A 81RM10
36RCF1SA 81RM15
36RCF20A 81RM20

36RCF'2'21A 81RM'2'21
36RCF30A 81RM30

36RCF40A 81AM40

36RCF50A 81RMSO
J6RCF60A 81RM60
36RCF7OA 81RM70
36RCF80A 81RM80

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

36RE50 J6AA50

36RE60 J6RA60

36RE80 36RA80

36RE100 J6RA100
36RE110 J6AA110

36RE120 36RAl20

36RE130 36RA130

37RCF5A 82RM5
37RCF10A 82RM10

37RCF15A 82RM15

37RCF20A 82RM20

37RCF25A 82RM25
37ACF30A 82RMJO
37RCF40A 82RM40
37RCF50A 82RMSO

37RCF60A 82RM60

37ACF70A 82RM70

37ACF80A 82AM80
37AESO 37RA50
37AE60 J7RA60
37AE80 J7RASO

J7AE100 37RA100
J7AE110 J7RA110
37AE120 37RAl20
37AE130 37AA130

40C050 40RCS5
40C10 40RCS10

40C20 4ORCS20
o40eJO 4ORCSJO

40C40 40ACS40
4DC8O o40ACSSO

40C60 4ORCS60
40C80 40ACS8Q
4OC100 40RCS100
o4OC110 40RCSll0
o40Cl20 40RCS120
55COSO 36RC5A
55COSOF 37RC5A
55Cl0 36RC10A
55C10F J7RC10A
55C20 36AC20A
55C20F 37AC20A
55C30 36AC30A
55C30F 37RC30A
55C40 36RC40A

~~f'
37RC40A
36RCSOA

55CSOF 37ACSOA
55C60 36AC60A
55C60F 37RC60A
55CSO 36ACSOA
55CSOF 37RCSOA
55ClOO 36AA100
55C100F 37RA100
55Cl10 36RA110
55C110F J7RA110
55C120 36AA120
55Cl20F 37AAl20
55ClJO 36AA130
55C130F 37AA13n
55C140 J6AA140
55Cl40F 37AAl40
55C1SO 36AAl50
55C1SOF 37RA150
55Ct60 36AA160
SSC160F J7RA160
7OCOsa 71ACSA
7OCOSOF 72RCSA

lOC'O l'RC10A
7OC10F 72RC10A
7OC20 71RC20A
7OC20F 72RC20A
70C30 71ACJOA
7OCJOF 72AC30A
70<:40 71RC40A

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

7QC40F 72RC40A
7OC50 71AC50A
7OCSOF 72ACSOA
70C60 71AC60A
70C6ilF 7 R"~'
70C80 71RC80A
70C80F 72AC80A
7OC100 71AA100
70C100F 72AA100
70Cl10 71RA110
70C110F 72AA110
7OC120 71RA120

7OC120F 72AAl20
7OC1JO 71AA1JO
7OC1JOF TJA .130
7OCl40 71RA140

7OC140F 72AA140
7OCl50 71AAl50
70C150F 72AAl50
7OC1~ 71RAI60
7OCl60F 72AAl60
71ACF10 81RM10
71ACF20 81AM20
71RCF30 81AMJO

1Al"F4n "RM~
71RCFSO 81RMSO
71RCF60 81AM60
71RCGS 81AMS
71ACG10 81AM10

Al"r.1<> "RM'
71RCG20 81RM20
71RCG2S 81RM25
71RCG30 81AM30

7,~:~~~~ :~:~:~
71RCG60 81AM60
71AE60 71RA60
71AE70 71AA70
71AE80 71RA80
71RE90 71AA90
71RE100 71AA100
71REllO 71AA110
71AE120 71RAl20~~:~~~71RA130

7 RASO
71AEA60 71AA60
71REA80 71AA80
71REA100 71AA100
71AEA110 71AA110
71REA120 71AAl20
71AEA130 71RA1JO

71AE850 71ABSO
71REB60 71RB60
71REB80 71ABSO
71REB100 71AB100
71REB110 71RB110
71REB120 71ABl20
72ACF5A 82AMS
72ACF10A 82RM10
TJArFl"A A?AM1S

72ACF20A 82RM20
72RCF2SA 82RM25
72ACFJOA 82RM30
72ACFo40A 82AM40
72ACFSOA 82RM50
72RCF60A 82RM60
72RCF70A 82AM70
72ACF8OA 82AM80

72RE60 72RA.60

72RE70 72RA70
72RE80 72RA80
72AE90 72RA90
72RE100 72RA100
72REll0 72AA110
72RE120 72RA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IA

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

72RE130 72RA1JO

72REASO 72RA50

72AEA60 72RA60

72REA80 72RA80

"R"'~ 7?AA1M

72REA110 72RA110

72REA120 72RA120

72REA130 72RA1JO

72REB50 72RB50

72AEB60 72RB60
72AEB80 72RB80
72RE8100 72AB100
72REB110 72R8110
72AEBl20 72RB120
lDOC10 10lRC10
l00e20 101AC20

10OC40 101AC40
1JOC60 101AC60

'DOCBO 101AC80

lDOC'OO 101AA100
l00c110 101RAll0

l00cl20 101RA120

100c140 101RA1040

100c160 101RA160
101AE50 101RASO
101AE60 101RA60
101RE80 101RA80
101RE100 101AA100
101RE110 101RAll0

'O'RE''''' 101AA120

125PL10 125PALlO
125PL20 125PAL20
125PL30 125PAL30
125PL40 125PAL40
12SPLSO 125PAL50
125PL60 125PAL60
125PL80 125PAL80
125PLtOO 125PAL100
12SPLt20 125PALl20
17SPMln 1?<;PAM1

125PM20 125PAM20
12SPM30 125PAM30
125PM50 125PAMSO
125PM60 125PAM60
125PMBO 125PAM80
125PM100 125PAM100
140f'L10 140PAL10
1040f'L20 140PAL20
140PL30 140PAL30
140PL40 1040PAL40
14OPLSO 140PALSO
140PL60 140PAL60
1040PM10 140PAM10
140PM20 140PAM20
14QPM30 140PAM30
14QPM40 140PAM40
1040PMSO 140PAMSO
140PMGO 140PAM6Q
1SOC10 151RC10A
150C20 151AC20A
15OC40 151 RC40A

'S0C60 151RC6QA
'S0C60 151 RC80A
15OC100 151RA100
15QC110 151RA110
l5OC120 151RAl20
15OC1040 lS1RA140
151Cl60 151RA160

~~~~~~~~~~~~~
lSCReJO 151RCJO
150RCAO 151RC40
150RCSO 151ACSO
150AC60 151AC60
15QRC70 lS1AC70



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

1SORCBO 151RC80
1SORC10A 151RC10A
16ORC20A 151RC20A

1SORC30A 151 RC30A

16ORC40A 151 RC40A
150RCSOA 151RCSOA
16ORC60A 151RC60A
16ORC70A 151RC70A
16ORC80A 151RCBOA
16ORE6O 151RASO
150RE60 151RA60

lSORE80 150RASO

1SOREIOO 151RA100
lSORE110 151RA110
lSORE120 151RA120
151RCF5A 151RF5
151RCF10A 1S1RF10
151RCF20A 151RF20
151RCF3QA ~~~::~~151RCF40A
lS1RCF50A 1S1RFSO
151RE50 lS1RA50
151RE60 lS1RA60
151RE80 1S1RA80
151RE100 lS1RA100
151RE110 1S1RA110
151RE120 151RA120
151REA6O 151RASO
151REA60 151RA60
151REABO 151RA80
151REA100 151RA100
lS1REA110 1S1RA110
lS1REA120 lS1RA120
1S1RE850 ~;~=:~1S1REB6Q
151REB80 lS1R880
151RE8100 1S1R8100
151RE8110 151R8110
lSlRE8120

~~~::;~O171C1-";:8

171C208 17SPA20
171C408 17SPA40
171C608 17SPA60
171C808 17SPASO
171C1008 17SPA100
171C1108 175PAll0
171C1208 17SPA120
171C1408 17SPA140
171C1608 175PA160
200B 1S1RC10A
200D lS1RC20A

200' lS1RC30A
200H 151RC40A
200. :;~=~~:200M
200S 151RCBOA
201 A 16RC5A
1018 16RC1OA

201D 16RC2OA

201F 16RC30A
2O,H 16RC40A
201. 16RCSOA
201M 16RC60A
201S

:::~~A2012
101Z8 16RC110A
101ZD 16RCl20A
202A 10RC5A

2028 lORC10A

202C lORC1SA
202D 10RC20A
202E 10RC25A
202F 10ROOA
202H 10RC40A
202M lORC60A

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

202U 10RC2A

20JB 10RC10A

20JD 10RC10A

ZOO, 10ReJOA

20JH 10RC40A
ZOO, 10RCSOA
ZOOM 10RC60A
200s 10RCBOA

2OJ2 10RC100A
203ZD 10RCl20A
204B IR141A
2040 IR1418

204' IR141C

204H IR141D

204' IR141E
204M IR141M

206B 3RC10A

2060 3RC20A

206' ~=~~:20SH

206' 3RC50A
206M 3RC60A
2078 5RC10A

2070 SRC20A
207F SRC30A
207H 5RC40A
207. SRCSOA
207M 5RC60A
2DBA 2N1771
2DBB 2N1772
2DBC 2Nl773
2DBO 2Nl774
20BE 2Nl775

2DB' 2N1776
2DBH 2N1777
2DB. 2Nl778
2DBU 2Nl770
209B 37RCIOA

;:~ 37AC20A
1;7RMnll.

209H 37AC40A
209. 37RCSOA
209M 37RC60A
2095 37AC80A
2118 36RC1nA
2110 36AC20A
211F 36RC30A
211H 36RC40A
211K 35RC6OA

211M 3SRC60A
211S 36RCBOA
212A 81RM5
2128 81RM10
212C 81AM15
2120 A1RM?n

212E 81RM25
212F 81AMJO
212H 81RM40
212K 81 AMSO
212M 81RM60

212P 81RM70
2125 81AM80
213A 81AMS

~~~~ 81AM10"Au,.
2130 81RM20
213E 81RM25
213F 81RMJO
213H 81AM40

213K 81RM"n
213M 81AM60
213P 81RM70
213S 81RM80
2188 151 RC10AS50
2180 151 RC20AS50

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PAAT NO. REPLACEMENT

218F 151RC30ASSQ
218H 151 RC40AS5Q

218K 151RASO

218M 151RA60

2185 lSlAABO

218Z 151RA100
218Z8 151RAll0
218Z0 151RA120
218ZF lS1RA130
218ZH 151RA140
218ZK 151RA1SO
218ZM 151RAl60
2198 J6RC1QASSO
2190 36RC2OASSO
219F 36RC30ASSO
219H 36RC40AS50

219K 36RA6O

219M 36RA60

2195 36RA80

219Z 36RA100

219Z8 J6HA110

219Z0 J6RA120

219ZF 36RA1JO

219ZH 36RA140

219ZK 36RA1SO

19ZM "'HAU'"

220' 175PA50
220M 175PA60

220S 175PABO

220Z 17SPA100
220Z8 175PA110

21OZ0 175PA120
220ZF 175PA130
220ZH 175PA140
220ZK 175PAl50
220ZM 175PAl60

22" 301R8SO
221M 301A860
221S 301AB80
221Z 301A8100
221Z8 J01A8110
221Z0 301A8120
221ZF J01R8130
221ZH J01R8140
221ZK 301R81S0
221ZM 301R8160
221ZP 301R8170
222K 304RASO
222M 304RA60
2225 304RA80
222Z 304RA100
222Z8 304RA110
222Z0 304RA120
222ZF 304RA130
222ZH 304RA140
222ZK 304RA150
222ZM 304RAl60
222ZP J04RA170
223K 3S4RA50
223M 3S4RA60
2235 3S4RA80
223Z 354RA100
223Z8 3S4RA110
223Z0 354RA120
223ZF 354RA130
223ZH 354RA140
223ZK 354RA150
223ZM 3S4RAl60
223ZP JS4RA170
224K 3QJRASO
224M 303RA60
224S 3OJRABO
224Z JOJRA100
224Z8 JOJRAll0

224Z0 J03RA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

224ZF J03RA130
224ZH 3OJRAl40

2242K 303RAl50
224ZM 303RA160
224ZP 303RA170

7. 115PA50
227M 115PA60

227S 115PASO
2272 115PA100
227Z8 11SPAll0

720 11SPAl20

227ZF 115PAl30
227ZH 11SPAl40
227ZM 115PA150

228' 17SPA6O

228M 17SPA60
2285 175PASO
228Z 175PA1OQ
228Z8 175PAll0

22820 175PA120
228ZF 175PA130
228ZH 175PAl40
228ZM 17SPAl50

229K 250PASO

229M 2SOPA60

2295 250PABO
2292 2SOPA100
241C10 250f"AC10
241C20 25OPAC20
241C40 2SUPAC40
241C50 25QPACSO
241CSO 25OPAC60
241PCSO 250PABO~:~~~~=::~~
241Cl20 250PAl20
241C140 250PA140

250. 71RA6O
250M 71RA60

250S 71RA80
2502 71RA100
2SOZ8 71RA110
260ZD 71RA120
260ZF 71RA1JO
2SOZH 71RAl40
2SOZK 71RAl50
260ZM 71RAl60
251K 36RASO
251M 36RA60
251S 36RA80
2S1Z 36RA100
25128 36RA110
25120 36AA120
251ZF 36RA130
251ZH 36RAl40
251ZK 36RAl50
251ZM 36RAl60
252K l1SPA50
252M 115PA60

252S 115PA9O

252Z 115PA100

252Z8 115PAll0

2S2ZD 115PAl20
2S2ZF 115PA130
2S2ZH 11SPAl40
252ZK 115PA1SO
2S2ZM 115PAl60

254' 71RASO
254M 71RA60
254. 71AABO
2542 71RA100
264Z8 71RAll0
254Z0 71RA120
254ZF 71RA130
264ZH 71RAl40



COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

254ZK 71RAl50
254ZM 71RAl60
260K 175RASO
260M 175RA60
260P 175RA70

260S 175RA80
260V 175RA90
260Z 175RA100
260ZB 175RA110
260ZD 175RA120
261K 151RASO
261M 151RA60

20'S 151RA80

20'2 151RA100
261Z8 151RA110
261ZD 151RA120
261ZF 151RA130
261ZH 151RA1040

261ZK ~~~::~~261ZM
262K 175PASO
262M 175PA60
262S 175PASO
262Z 175PA100
262ZB 175PA110

;:;~~ 175 A120
175PA130

262ZH 175PA1040

262ZK 175PAl50
262ZM 175PA160

~~~ 11SPA50

115PA60
2635 115E'ASO
2632 115F'Al00
263ZB 115E'All 0
26320 115PA120
263ZF 115PA130
263ZH 115PA1040

2632K 115PA150
263ZM 115PA160
270K 350RA50
270M J50RA60
270S 350RA80
270Z 350RA100
270Z8 350RA110
270ZD 3SORA120
270ZF J50RAl30
270ZH 350RA1040
270ZK 3SORAl50
270ZM J50RAl60
270ZP 350RA170
27Q.YJQB60 300RA60
27Q.Y30870 300RA70
27Q.Y30B80 300RA80
27Q.Y30B90 300RA90
27Q.Y3OC10 300RA100
270-Y3OC11 300RA110
27Q.Y3OC12 300RA120
270·YJOC13 300RA130
27Q.Y3OC14 300RA1040
27Q.Y3OC15 300RA1SO
27Q.Y3OC16 300RA160
270-Y3OC17 300RA170
212K 300PASO
272M 300PA60
2ns JOOPA80
272Z 300PA100
1.11.Ze, 3QOPA"Q
272ZD 300PAl20
273K 175PASO
273M 175PA60
2735 175PA80
273Z 175PA100
273ZB 175PA110
27JZD 175PA120

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

273ZF 175PA130
273ZH 175PA140
273ZK 175PAl50
273ZM 175PAl60
276K 300RASO

~;:; J~"A~
3OORA80

276Z 300RA100
276Z8 300AA110
276ZD 300RA120
276ZF 300AA130
276ZH JOOAA140
276ZK 300RA150
276ZM 300AA160
276ZP 300RA170

78K 303RBSC
278M 303RB60

278' 303RB70
2785 303RB80
278V 303RB90u., ~~~:~~278Z8

278ZD J03RB120
282K 550P8SO
282M 550PB60

282S 55OPB80
282Z 5SOPB100
282Z8 5SOPB110
28220 55OPB120
282ZF 5SOP8130:~~~55OP8'40

55OP81SO
282ZM 55OP8160
282ZP 55OPS170
2B2-Yo40B60 42OPB60
282-Y40B70 42OP870
282-Y40B80 42OPB80
282·Yo40890 42OPB90
282-Y40C10 41OPB100
2B2-Yo4OC11 420P8110
2B2·Y4OC12 42OP811O
282-Yo4OC13 42OP8130
282-Y4OC14 420PB1040

282·Y40C15 420PS1SO
282·Y4OC16 42QPS160

2· 4U\,.17 42Ut"B170
283H o47OPB40

283K 47QPBSO
283M 47OPB60
283S 47OPBBO

1=2 o47••••.B100

283ZB 470PB110
2832D 47OP811O
2B3ZF 47OPB1JO
2832H 47QP8140
283ZK 47OPS1SO
283ZM 47OPB160
283ZP 47OPB170

286' 304RASO
286M 304RA60
2865 304RA80
2862 304RA100
286ZB 304RA110
2862D 304RA120
286ZF 3D4RA130
2862H 304RA140
2B6ZK 304RA1SO
2B62M 304RAl60

2862' 304RA170
286-Y30B60 304RA60
286-Y30B70 304RA70
286-Y30B80 304RA80
286-Y30B90 3Q4RA90
286-Y3OC10 304RA100
286·Y30C11 304RA110

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR

PART NO. REPLACEMENT

286--YJOC12 J04RA120

286·Y30C13 304AA130
286·Y3OC104 304RA140
286·Y3OC15 304RA1SO

286·Y3OC16 304AAl60
286-Y3OC17 304RA170

2888 J03RA10

2880 303RA20
288F 303AA30
2-H 303AAo4O

288. J03RA50

288M 303RA60

288' 303RA70
2885 303RA80
288v 303AA90
2882 303RA100
28828 303AA110
2882D 3OJRA120
288ZF 303RA130
2882H 3OJAA140

r<~LK .w..iMA1~

288ZM 303RAl60
301C10 300PAC10
301C20 30OPAC20
301C30 30OPACJO
301Co4O 300PAC40
301C50 3OOPAC50
301 COO 300PAC60
301C80 JooPABO
301Cloo JOOf'A100

~~~g~~~~::~~~
42OPL60 o42OPBL60
42OPLBO 42OPBLSO
42OPL100 42OPBL100

4~C?!L110 :~~:~~~~42OPL120
42OPM60 42OPBM60
420PMSO 42OPBM80
42OPM100 41OPBM100
420PM110 420P8Ml10
420PM120 420PBM120
470PA50 550P850
470PA60 550PB60
470PA8Q 550PB80
47OPA100 5SOP81 00
47QPA110 550PB110
47OPA11O 55OP8120
47OPA130 5SOP8130
47OPA104O 55OP8140
470PA150 55Of'B1SO
47OPAl60 55OPB160
47OPA170 55OF'B170
700PASO 700PKSO
700PABO 700PK60
700PABO 700PK80
700PA1OQ 7ooPK100
700F'A110 700PK11 0
700PA120 700f'Kl20
7OQPA130 700PK130
700PA104O 700PK104O
700PA150 700PKI50
700PKl60 700PK160
700PK170 700PK170
8098 71RC10A
809D 71RC20A
809F 71 RCJDA
809H 71RC40A
809K 71RCSOA
809M 71 RC60A
8095 71RC80A
85OPASO 85Of'KSO
850PA6Q 85OPK60
850PABO 85OPK80
8SOPA100 85OPA100

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

8SOPAll 0 85OPK110
85OPAl20 85OPK120
8SOPA1JO 850PK1JO
85OPA140 85OPK140
850PAl50 85OPK150
850PAl60 "SOPKl60
8SOPA170 850PK170
1000PASO l000PKSO
l000PA60 l000PK60
l000PABO l000PKBO
l000PA100 1OOOPK1 00
l000PA110 l00OPK110

l00QPA120 l000f'K120
10Q0PA130 1OOOPK1 JO
1000PAl40 10Q0PK140
1000PAl50 1(XX)PK1SO

1000PAl60 1000PKl60
1000PA170 1QOOPK170
16OOPASO 16OOf'NSO

1600PA60 1600PN60

16OOPABO ~;;;~~16OOPA1QO
16OQPA110 16QOf'Nl10

16OQPA120 1600PNl20

2181K 151RFSO

2181M 151RF60

2182K 151RLSO

2182M 151RL60

21825 151RL80

2182Z 151RL1QO

2182ZS 151RLll0

2182ZD 151RL120

2191K 91AMSO

2191M 91RM60

2192K 81RMSO

2192M 81 RM60
2101K 250RMSO
2201M 2SORM60
2201S 250RMBO
2201Z 250RM100
2201Z8 250RM110
2201ZD 250RM120
2202K 250RM50
2202M 250RM60
22025 250RM80
2202Z 250RM100
no2ZS 250RM110
2202ZD 250RM120
2248K J03RSSO
2248M 303RB60
220485 JOJRIlllD
::248Z 303RB100
2248Z8 303RB110
2248ZD JOJRB120
2248ZF 303R8130
2248ZH J03RB104O

2248ZK 303RS1SO
2248ZM 30JR8160
2248ZP J03RB170
24511( 81RMSO
2451M 81RM60
2451S 81RMBO
2451Z 81RM100
20452K 81RMSO
20452M 81RM60
24525 81RM80
2452Z 81RM1OQ
2505K 71REHSO
250SM 71REH60
2SOSP 71AEH70
2SOSS 71REHSO
2505V 71 REH90

'50S2 71REH100
2515K 36REHSO
2515M 36REH60
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COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IA
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

2515P 36REH70
2515$ 36REH80
2515V 36REH90
2515Z 36REH100
2541A SlRMS
25418 81RM10
25410 81RM20

254" 81RM30
2541H 81RM40
2541K 81RMSO
2541M 81RM60
2541S 81RMSO

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

2541Z 81 RM100
2542A SlAMS
25428 81RM10
25420 81RM20
2542F 81RM30
2542H 81RM40
2542K 81RMSO
2542M 81RM60
Z542S 81RM80
2542Z 81F1Mltv'1
2543A 91RMS
25438 91RM10

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REt"LACEMENT

25430 91RMM

2543' 91RM30
2543H 91RM40
2543K 91RMSO
2543M 91RM60
""0735 10RC60A
40737 tR32A
40738 IFl328
40739 IR320
40740 10RC60A
~,.1 IR;j\IA
40742 IRJOB

COMPETITIVE SUGGESTED IR
PART NO. REPLACEMENT

40743 IR30D
407« 10RC80A
40749 IR32A
40750 IR328
40751 IR32D
40752 lQRC80A
40753 IR30A
40754 IR30B
40755 lA30D
40756 10RC8QA

PNk R••••titiw GE
W I. PMk Repttiti.. GE

W I.A.- •• Volt.ge NAll
R __ Vo~

NAll

" Q 1500 PE ZK Cl' 150 ,.
2. U U 2 - 1600 PM ZM C16 150 16
30 y - - - 1700 PS ZP C17 170 17
50 • A • 05 1800 PN Z. 180 18

100 A 8 '0 1 2000 L - 200 20
150 G C 1S 2100 LA - 210 21
200 8 0 20 2 2200 L8 - 220 22
250 H E 2. - 2300 LC - 230 23
300 C • 30 3 2400 LO - 240 24
400 0 H 40 4 2500 LE 250 26
500 E K 850 50 • 2000 - - 250 -
600 M M 860 60 6 2700 - - 270 -
700 • P 870 70 7 2800 - - 280 -
800 N • 880 80 8 2900 - - 290 -
900 T V 890 90 9 3000 - - 300 -

1000 P Z Cl0 100 10
1100 PA Z8 Cll 110 11
1200 P8 ZO C12 120 12
1300 PC ZE C13 130 13
1400 PO ZH C14 140 14

IR rlpiacerMorltnumbers indlClltl the nearest IR equi.•.•lerot.•... d i...most instWlCft.re lxact replacemel"itl.Occnio ...•lIY. however. devices diffltr
i... sizi. Ilec1riall ~r..",.ter.or m. ...ufllCturi"Gmethod. F~ this rllllOl"l.IR annot goer•...t•• thlt the su.stld type will. in every i"'stll'lCl.
serve _ •... luet repllClmlnt .• nd therefore .uumes l'lOrespotlsibility for •...Yc:onsequerces'''' the U18of the replacements.
IR furthlr suggests thlt 11I.mi...i"Gthe .pplic:ltio ...mey reve.l thlt thl qu.lities of Il'lOther IR device m.y better tit the needs of the c:irc:uitthin
the simpl. r.pllCement of I c:ompetitive device.



-A-
AC Controller 149, 157, 164
AC Switch 149, 254
AC Motor Control 193
ACE Geometry 79
Aircraft Power

Switch 223
System 218

Alternating Current (See AC)
Angle of Overlap 235
Anti-parallel Diode 347
Application Hints 102

-B-
Battery

Charger 237,339
Efficiency 324

Bibliography (See reference at end
of each chapter)

Blocking
Current 34
Voltage, Test 410

Breakover 31
Bridge

Circuits 106, 231, 240, 242, 250
253,258

DC 231,232,234,236,238,
239,240,241,243

Brushless Motor 262, 263, 265, 266
-C-

Case Temperature 401
Characteristics

Dynamic 51
Gate 51, 414, 471, 481
Static 32

Charger, Battery 237, 339
Chopper Circuits 313, 320, 323,

325,327,329,338,340
Circuit

Hints 161
L/R 376
Parallel 126

Index

Circuits
AC

Controller 164
Switch 217, 254

Aircraft 223
Battery Charger 237, 339
Biphase 231
Bridge 106, 231, 240, 242, 250,

253,258
Brushless Motor Control 263,

265, 266
Chopper 313, 315, 320, 323,

325,329,338,340
Control 169, 250, 347, 349
Converter 298
Current Source Inverter 291,

292
Cycloconverter 267,271, 277
Cycloinverter 293
DC

Loads 232
Motor Control 244, 248, 321,

326
Power Supply 296

Dual Converter 261
Electric Vehicle 296
Equalization 132, 133, 137
Ferroresonant186, 187, 189
Frequency Multiplier 293
Full Ware 231, 234, 249
Gate (See Triggering)
Half Wave 347
Heating 169, 303
High Frequency Inverter 358
High Voltage Inverter 297
Hybrid Bridge 242
Impulse Commutated Inverter 8
Induction Heating 303
Inverse Voltage Protection 167
Inverter 8, 255, 283, 285, 286,

288,290,291,292,296,
297,298,303,348,358
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Circuits (con't.)
Light Dimmer 179,180
Light Flasher 183
Line Voltage Compensator 184
Load Switch 344
McMurray Inverter 288
McMurray-Bedford 289
Morgan Chopper 316, 318
Motor Control 194, 195, 244,

248, 263, 264, 265, 266,
321, 326, 338

Motor Starter 194, 195, 215
Optical Coupled 143, 277, 478
PACE/pak 98, 101, 102, 103,

251, 253
Parallel Inverter 283
Phase Control 149
Protective 167, 367
Pulse Rate Modulation 316
Resistance Modulator 325
Reverse Recovery, JEDEC 351
Series Inverter 205
Solid State Contactor 215
Step-up Chopper 315, 319, 329
Switch 217, 254, 314
Test

Blocking Voltage 410
Critical de/dt 449
Critical dv/dt 443, 446
Gate Characteristics 414
Holding Current 418,420
Inverter SCR 12
Latching Current 424, 425
Off-State Voltage 410
On-State Voltage 412
Thermal Resistance 450, 454,

456,458,460
Triacs 402
Triggering 415
Turn-Off Time 432, 433,

435,437,439,440
Turn-On Time 429
Turn-On Voltage 429

Triac 165, 169, 249, 250
Time-Ratio Control 347, 349
Transformer Load Switch 314
Triggering 55, 56, 119, 121,

122, 139, 140, 141, 142,

Triggering (con't.)
143, 144, 145, 173, 174,
175,464,466;468,471,478

Vehicle 296
Welding 197

Conduction Angle 43
Contact

Bounce 206
Resistance 396

Control
Circuits 253
RFI207
Time-Ratio 347, 349

Controller 149, 157, 250
Motor 244, 248, 263, 265, 266,

320,321,326,337,338
Converter 7,149,231,261,295,

297
Cooling 393

Hockey Puks 397
Oil 403, 406
Specific Applications 402

Critical di/dt 53, 448
Critical dv/dt 64, 443
Cross Reference 531
Current

Blocking 34
Detector 280
Overload 388, 389
Peak Let-Thru 371
Rating 37
Recovery 484, 486
Sharing 126
Source Inverter 291

Cycloconverter 267, 271
Logic 278
Optical Isolation 277
Single Phase 271
Three Phase 280

Cycloinverter 293

DC
Bridge 231, 232, 236, 239, 240

Hybrid 241
Inductive Load 234
Poly Phase 238
Precautions 243



DC (con't.)
Resistive Load 231

Converter 295.297
Link 3-09
Load 237
Motor Control 244, 248, 250,

313,320
Power Supply 295

Delay Time 114,139
Device Specifications 501
dijdt 53, 109,448
Diode (Also See Rectifier)

Fast Recovery 10, 345, 353
Free Wheeling 10,314,345,347
Recovery Test 351
Soft Recovery 10

Direct Current (See DC)
Dissimilar Metals 395
Dual Converter 261
dvjdt 61,64,443

Improvement 20, 23
Triac 86

-E-
Electrical Vehicle 295, 296

Speed Control 320, 324, 337
Emitter Shorting 23
Epitaxial SCR 113
Equalization 131, 132, 135, 137

-F-
Fast Recovery Diodes 10, 345, 353
Fast Rise Time 142
Fault Protection 367
Ferroresonant Regulator 182, 184,

186, 187, 189
Finger Voltage 123, 124
Flat Fin Heat Sink 405
Form Factor 103
Free-Wheeling Diode 10, 314, 346,

347
Frequency Multiplier 293
Full Wave Bridge 231, 234, 249
Fuse 367

Arcing Time 371
Coordination 367
DC Operation 372
Isolating 372
Melting Time 371

-G-
Gate (Also See Triggering)

Characteristics 51, 414, 471,
481

Circuits 119, 121, 122,464,
466,468,471,478

Hints 105, 471
Pulse 141, 152
Structures 481

Geometry, ACE 60, 481

-H-
Halfwave Circuit 347
Heat Sink 393, 405
Heater

Control 168, 208
Induction 301, 303

High Frequency Inverter 358
High Speed SCRs 481
High Voltage Inverter 297
Hints 102
Hockey-Puk 90, 197, 397
Holding Current 35, 125,416
Hornepower307,308
Hybrid

Bridge 95, 105, 242, 253
Ripple 242

Module (See PACEjpaks)

-1-
12 Ratings 40, 368
Impulse Commutated Inverter 8
Induction Heating 301, 303
Inductive

Load 155, 234
Energy Invernion 243

Inverter SCR
Protecting 378
Testing 12

Invertern 255, 283, 295, 301, 348
Comparison 294
Current Source 291
Electric Vehicle 296
Forced Commutated 283
High Frequency 358
High Voltage 295, 297
Impulse Commutated 8
Line-Commutated 257



Inverters (con't.)
McMurray 284, 286
McMurray-Bedford 285, 287
Parallel 281
Series 282, 283
Three-Phase 286

Inverse Voltage Protection 167
Isolating Fuses 372

-J-
JEDEC Reverse Recovery Test 351
Junction Temperature 385

-L-
Latching Current 125, 155, 422
Light

Dimmer 179
Flasher 183

Let-Thru Current 371
Line Commutated Inverters 257
Linear Motor Control 216
Link, DC 237
Load

DC 237
Switch 314

Logic Triac (All See Triac)
82, 169

-M-
McMurray Inverter 286, 288
McMurray-Bedford Inverter 287,

289
Morgan Chopper 316, 318
Motor Control 192, 216, 244, 248,

262,263,265,296,307,313,
321,326,337,338
Starter 194, 210

Mounting Hockey Puks 92

-N-
Noise 300, 479

-0-
Off-State Voltage Test 409
Oil-Immersed Cooling 403, 406
On·State Voltage 125, 411
Optical

Coupling 143, 478
Isolation 277

Overload Current 388, 389

-P-
PACE/pak 95, 250
Parameter Trade-Off 79
Parallel

Inverter 283
SCRs 113

Peak Let-Thru Current 371
Phase Control 149
Poly Phase, DC Bridge 238
Power

Conversion 7, 149, 231
Dissipation 89
Module (See PACE/paks)
Supply, DC 295, 296
Switch 223
System, Aircraft 218

Precautions, DC Bridge 243
Protection

Fuses 367
Inverse Voltage 167
Junction Temperature 384

Pulse
Burst Modulation 161, 208
Local Energy Storage 475
Picket Fence 474
Rate Modulation 316
Sharpener 140
Short Gate 471
Train Triggering 52, 141
Transformer 139

-R-
Radiation Cooling 393
Random Noise Generator 300
RC Snubber 165, 347
Recovered Charge 135, 138, 484
Recovery

Characteristics, Test 350
Current 484,486
Lo~es356,484,487

Rectifier
Fast Recovery 10, 345
Free-Wheeling 10, 314, 345, 347
Soft Recovery 10

Rectangular WaveForm 40
Regenerative Braking 257
Regulator, Ferroresonant 182, 185

186,187,189,190,191



Resistance
Modulator 325
Welder 197

Resistive Load, DC Bridge 231
Reverse Recovery Time 106, 350,

355
RFI, Control 207
Ripple 242
RMS Valve 37, 168
Rotating Fixtures 396

-S-
Saturating Transformer 185
SCR (Also See Specific Items) 27

ACE-type 12
Free-Wheeling Diode 349
Geometry 79
Operation 28
Vs Triac 163

Sequential Switching 322
Series

Inverter 284
SCRs 131
Triggering 139

Schottky Diode 359
Shoot-Through 270
Short Circuit Protection 368
Silicon Controlled Rectifier

(See SCR)
Six Phase Double Y Rectifier

Circuit 240
Slave Triggering 143
Snubber 104, 165, 209, 319
Soft

Commutation 349
Recovery 10

Solid-State Contactor 210, 215
Solid-State Relays 203, 208
Solid-State Switches 203, 213
Squirrel Cage Motor 162
State of the Art 5
Static Characteristics 32
Step-up Chopper 327
Switch, AC

Aircraft 149, 223
Load 314

Switching
Losses 71

Switching (con't.)
Principles 313

Symbols 489
-T-

Tap changer 183
Temperature

Dependent 34
Rise 45

Terms 471
Test 409

Circuits
Blocking Voltage 410
Critical di/dt 449
Critical dv/dt 443, 446
Gate Characteristics 414
Holding Current 418, 420
Inverter SCR 12
Latching Current 424, 425
Off-State Voltage 410
On-State Voltage 412
Thermal Resistance 450, 454,

456,458,460
Triacs 462
Triggering 415
Turn-Off Time 432, 433,

435,437,439,440
Turn-On Time 429
Turn-On Voltage 429

Precautions 411,412
Thermal Resistance 45, 46, 397

399,400,450
Time-Ratio Control 347, 349
Toroidal Transformer 123
t~rImprovement 18
Transformer Load Switch 314
Triacs 82, 163, 169, 195, 249, 250

Testing 453
Vs SCRs 163

Triggering
Characteristics 414, 471
Circuits 55, 56, 119, 121, 122,

139, 140, 141, 142, 143,
144, 145, 173, 174, 175,
464,466,468,471,478

Local Energy Storage 475
Noise 479
Opto-Coupled 478



INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER IIC~RI

Triggering (con't.)
Pulses 243, 471,473,474

Turn-Off Time 68
Test Circuit 429
Triacs 85

Turn-On
Power Loss 58, 487

Turn-On (con't.)
Sensitivity 114
Time 428
Voltage 428

Two Phase Chopper 323
-u-

UJT Gate Circuit 303, 305
-V-

Variable Motor Drive 307
Variable Counter 275, 276

Vehicle Electric 295, 296, 320, 337
Voltage

Blocking 409

Voltage (con't.)
Finger 123, 124
Off-State 409
On-State 125,411
Rating 36

-W-
Waveforms, Analyzing 40
Welding Rating Curves 195, 197,

198, 199
Wound Rotor Induction Motor 337

-Z-
Zero Voltage Control 169, 171, 207


